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HB  The Hebrew Bible 
HS  Hebrew Studies 

HALAT  Koehler, L., W. Baumgartner, and J. J. Stamm, eds. Hebräisches 
und aramäisches Lexikon zum Alten Testament. 5 vols. 3rd ed. 
Leiden: Brill, 1967-1996 

HALOT  Koehler, L., W. Baumgartner, and J. J. Stamm, eds. The Hebrew 
and Aramaic Lexicon of the Old Testament. 2 vols. Translated and 
edited by M. E. J. Richardson, et al. Leiden: Brill, 1994–2000 
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HAR   Hebrew Annual Review 
HCOT  Historical Commentary of the Old Testament 
HS  Hebrew Studies 
HSCP  Harvard Studies of Classical Philology 
HSS  Harvard Semitic Studies 
HUCA  Hebrew Union College Annual 
ICC  International Critical Commentary 
IF  Indogermanische Forschungen 
IVPBBC   The IVP Bible Background Commentary 
JAAR  Journal of the American Academy of Religion 
JANES  Journal of the Ancient Near Eastern Society 
JAOS  Journal of the American Oriental Society  
JBL  Journal of Biblical Literature 
JBR  Journal of Bible and Religion 
JD  Jian Dao 
JDI  Journal of Digital Information 
JLA  Jewish Law Annual 
JML  Journal of Memory and Language 
JNES  Journal of Near Eastern Studies 
JOTT  Journal of Translation and Textlinguistics 
JPS  The Jewish Publication Society 
JQR  The Jewish Quarterly Review 

JSB  Berlin, A., M. Z. Brettler, and M. A. Fishbane, eds. The Jewish 
Study Bible. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004 

JSem  Journal of Semitics 
JSOT  Journal for the Study of the Old Testament 
JSOTSup  Journal for the Study of the Old Testament: Supplement Series 
JSS  Journal of Semitic Studies 
JSSsup   Supplements to Journal of Semitic Studies 
JTS  Journal of Theological Studies 
KJV  King James Version 
KNAW   Koninklijke Nederlandse Akademie van Wetenschappen 
LA  Liber Annuus 
LBH  Late biblical Hebrew 
LCL  Loeb Classical Library 
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LXX  Septuagint 
MLA  Modern Language Association 
MLN  Modern Language Notes 
MSA   Modern Standard Arabic  
MT  Masoretic Text 
NAB New American Bible 

NASB New American Standard Bible 

NAC New American Commentary 

NCamBC  The New Cambridge Bible Commentary 

NCBC New Century Bible Commentary 
NEB New English Bible 

NEncB Goetz, P. H., ed. The New Encyclopædia Britannica. 15th ed. 32 
vols. Chicago: Encyclopædia Britannica, 1990 

NET Harris Hall III, W., ed. The NET Bible: The New English 
Translation. 2nd ed. Biblical Studies Press, L.L.C., 2003 

NIB New Interpreter’s Bible 
NICOT  The New International Commentary on the Old Testament 
NIDNTT Brown. C., ed. New International Dictionary of New Testament 

Theology and Exegesis. 4 vols. Grand Rapids, Michigan: 
Zondervan, 1975–1986 

NIDOTTE VanGemeren, W., ed. New International Dictionary of Old 
Testament Theology and Exegesis. 5 vols. Grand Rapids: 
Paternoster Press, 1997 

NIV  New International Version 
NOAB  New Oxford Annotated Bible 
NODE  The New Oxford Dictionary of English 
NovT  Novum Testamentum 
NRSV  New Revised Standard Version 
NSOED Brown, L., ed. The New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary on 

Historical Principles. 2 vols. Oxford: Clarendon Press, Oxford, 
1993 

OBC   The Oxford Bible Commentary 

ODEG  Chalker, S., and E. Weiner. Oxford Dictionary of English 
Grammar. Oxford: Clarendon, 1994 

OED  Simpson, J. A., and E. C. S. Weiner, eds. The Oxford English 
Dictionary. 20 vols. 2nd ed. Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1989 

OEED   Hawkins, J. M., and R. Allen, eds. The Oxford Encyclopedic 
English Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991  
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OTL  Old Testament Library 
OTS  Oudtestamentische Studien 
OTST  The Old Testament Student 
OV  Oceania Vincentian 
PMLA  Publications of the Modern Language Association of America 

RA  Revue d’Assyriologie et d’Archéologie Orientale. 
RE Pauly, A. Pauly’s Real-Encyclopädie der classischen 

Altertumswissenschaft. 47 vols. Edited by G. Wissowa, Walsee: 
Alfred Druckenmüller Verlag, 1893–1972 

REB  Revised English Bible  
RSV  Revised Standard Version 
SBH  Standard Biblical Hebrew 
SBL  Society of Biblical Literature 

SBU   Engnell, I., ed. Svenskt Bibliskt Uppslagsverk. 2 vols. Gävle: 
Skolförlaget, 1948-1952 

SCBO   Scriptorum Classicorum Bibliotheca Oxoniensis 
SEÅ  Svensk Exegetisk Årsbok 
SH  Scripta Hierosolymitana 
SOAS  The School of Oriental and African Studies  
SR  Slavistična revija 

TDNT   Kittel, G., and G. Friedrich, eds. Theological Dictionary of the 
  New Testament. 10 vols. (Theologisches Wörterbuch zum Neuen 
  Testament, Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1933–1979). Translated and 
  edited G. W. Bromiley, and G. Friedrich. Translation of the Index 
  volume by R. E. Pitken, Grand Rapids, Michigan: Eerdmans, 
  1972–1979 

TDOT  Botterweck, G. J., H. Ringgren, and H–J. Fabry, eds. Theological 
Dictionary of the Old Testament. (Theologisches Wörterbuch zum 
Alten testament. 9 vols. Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1973–2000). 15 
vols. Translated by J. T. Willis, Grand Rapids, Michigan: 
Eerdmans, 1977–2006 

THAT  Jenni, E., and C. Westermann, eds. Theologisches  
  Handwörterbuch zum Alten Testament. 2 vol. München: Kaiser, 
  1971–1976 
TLG  Thesaurus Linguae Graecae®, Online, 2000 
TLOT  Jenni, E., and C. Westermann, eds. Theological Lexicon of the Old 

Testament. 3 vols. (Theologisches Handwörterbuch zum Alten 
Testament. 2 vol. München: Kaiser, 1971–1976), translated by M. 
E. Biddle, Peabody, Massachusetts: Hendrickson, 1997 

TWAT  Botterweck, G. J., H. Ringgren, and H–J., Fabry, eds. 
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Theologisches Wörterbuch zum Alten Testament. 9 vols. (vol 1–8, 
10), Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1973–2000. 

TWOT  Harris, R. L, G. L. Archer Jr, and B. K. Waltke, eds. Theological 
Wordbook of the Old Testament. 2 vols. Chicago: Moody Press, 
1980 

UF  Ugarit-Forschungen 
VT  Vetus Testamentum 
VTSup  Supplements to Vetus Testamentum 
WBC  Word Biblical Commentary 
WTJ  Westminster Theological Journal 
ZAH  Zeitschrift für Althebraistik 
ZAW  Zeitschrift für die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 
ZDMG  Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft 
ZNW  Zeitschrift für die Neutestamentliche Wissenschaft 

 
 

For abbreviations of grammatical terms and additional abbreviations used in the Collection of 

Examples, see Part II, Chapter 1.7 Abbreviations with exemplifications.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
 
 
Regardless of which perspective – linguistic, rhetorical, stylistic, exegetical, etc., – scholars 

have approached the content and wording of the Hebrew Bible, questions have arisen and 

controversies emerged due to the complex nature of the text and its languages. Several 

methods and designations are therefore utilized in explanatory enterprises with the determined 

aim to elucidate structures in the Hebrew Bible.  

Among the designations used in those endeavours one in particular is found extensively in 

all kinds of literature – dictionaries, lexicons, grammars, as well as commentaries, 

monographs and articles dealing with biblical Hebrew and/or the Hebrew Bible – and that is 

the term hendiadys. This is discernible in just a hasty inspection and it was conclusively 

verified in an introductory study for this dissertation.1  

 

1.1 Background and presentation of the issue 

Several scholars consider hendiadys important and frequently occurring in the Hebrew Bible. 

This opinion is evident already in Bullingers’s Figures of Speech in the Bible (1898), in which 

over 200 rhetorical and/or stylistic devices are presented. One of the devices mentioned is 

hendiadys, which Bullinger deems “one of the most important in the Bible.”2 Weiss (1967) 

audaciously remarks, “It has been established that hendiadys is in more frequent use in 

Biblical Hebrew than in any other language,” and Crim (1970) is also of the opinion that 

“Hendiadys is a prominent feature of Hebrew style.”3 Watson (1984) urgently recommends 

that “the reader should always be on the look-out for its [hendiadys] occurrences in a text,” 

and lately Hadley (2000) likewise expresses the conviction that hendiadys was “common 

amongst the prophets and poets of the Old testament.”4  

                                                
1 See Lillas-Schuil, “Survey.” 
2 Bullinger, Figures, 657. 
3 Weiss, “Pattern,” 421; Crim, “Bible,” 152. 
4 Watson, Poetry, 325; Hadley, Cult, 96. 
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Judging by these and similar comments, it is evidently important to be conscious of and 

acquainted with hendiadys, and also of vital significance to be able to identify examples 

thereof in order to understand the text of the Hebrew Bible (hereafter HB). 

However, at the same time it seems that hendiadys has remained virtually unnoticed 

according to other scholars. Speiser, for example, refers in an article from 1956 to hendiadys 

as “a common Semitic usage which has been all but neglected by our grammarians.”5 He is 

confident that hendiadys was well known to the biblical writers, but is highly concerned that 

the failure on our part to acknowledge a hendiadys “results in an illogical or distorted 

rendition.”6 Brongers (1965) reasons on the same line and, in addition, finds it disturbing 

“dass man in den modernen Bibelübersetzungen dem Hendiadys nur selten gerecht wird und 

man sich damit begnügt.”7 

Van der Merwe/Naudé/Kroeze (1999), on the other hand, consider hendiadyses quite rare in 

the HB, although they acknowledge that hendiadyses exist, whereas Quellette (1950) 

forcefully asserts, “I have been unable to find a clear case of hendiadys in Hebrew. All the 

examples generally alleged are controversial. That figure of speech is frequent indeed in 

Latin, rare in Greek and, to my knowledge, very doubtful in Hebrew.”8 

Hahn contended already in 1910, however, on the presence of hendiadys in Latin to which 

Quellette refers, that “the term hendiadys is a misnomer, and the phenomenon which it is 

supposed to describe is non-existent,” which on the other hand is a declaration that Sansone 

(1984) resourcefully rejects in principle by laconically remarking “For demonstrating that a 

phenomenon has been assigned a name that does not accurately represent its essence scarcely 

constitutes proof that the phenomenon does not exist.”9  

The opinions clearly diverge, and research on hendiadys in the HB is very scarce.10 Hence, 

the frequent use of the term on features in the HB, paired with the opposing views presented 

above: i.e., that the phenomenon is exceedingly common but entirely overlooked, whereas 

others consider hendiadys practically non-existent, points to a matter in need of investigation, 

                                                
5 Speiser, “Creation,” 322 n. 1. 
6 Speiser, Genesis, lxx. 
7 Brongers, “Merismus,” 110. 
8 Merwe van der /Naudé/Kroeze, Grammar, §40.8 c (v), p. 299; Quellette, “Doom,” 391. 
9 Hahn, “Hendiadys,” 197; Sansone, “Hendiadys,” 17. 
10 There are only a few articles, one section in a monograph from 1984, and an unpublished dissertation from 
2011 focusing on verbal hendiadys. The latter seems to have been inspired at least in part by the article from 
2006 by the present author on the use of hendiadys. For more on research on the matter, see below 4.1 
Hendiadys in research and in works of reference on the HB and/or biblical Hebrew. 
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and raises the immediate question of which phenomenon biblical scholars have in mind when 

the term hendiadys is deemed appropriate. 

The term hendiadys is a Latinized form (late or middle Latin) of the Greek ©n diå duo›n; ©n 

(‘one’) diå (‘through’) duo›n (‘two’), ‘one through two,’ which is in general categorized as a 

figure of speech/a rhetorical figure or sometimes as a trope.11 Since hendiadys is the form and 

spelling commonly used in English it is therefore employed in general in this presentation.12 

According to the introductory survey it is evident that the term is utilized as an 

interpretational device in expositions and exegesis of ordinary combinations of components 

and linguistic constructions in the HB, but the term is also employed in clarifications of 

obscure passages and even recommended as instrumental in dealing with crux interpretum.  

The term is applied to synonym-like nouns like …wh$ObÎw ‹…wh‚Ot, lit. ‘an emptiness/formless and a 

void’ (Gen 1:2), which is a combination of nouns that is viewed as a hendiadys by several 

scholars who propose different translations: ‘a formless void’; ‘disorder’; ‘total chaos,’ etc.13  

However, the term is also employed for combinations of dissimilar nouns, e.g.. l∂;d◊gIm…w ry#Io, lit. 

‘a city and a tower’ (Gen 11:4), which according to Seow represent a hendiadys, wherefore 

the second component, according to his view, should be interpreted as an adjective, and the 

two nouns consequently be rendered “a towering city.”14 Thus it was not a tower, but a city 

that was built. Speiser also refers to ‘a city and a tower’ in Gen 11:4 as a hendiadys, but 

interprets the two nouns as “a city crowned by a tower.”15 Wenham also suspects that ‘city 

and tower’ “is probably hendiadys,” but suggests on the other hand the translation “a city with 

a tower.”16  

Not only Wenham, but also other scholars, express uncertainty when utilizing the term 

hendiadys for combinations of two nouns, e.g., Wakely who presents two alternatives when 

commenting on My™Ip∂rVt…w N‰w¶Da◊w, lit. ‘and iniquity and idols’ (1 Sam 15:23), “The juxtaposition of 
                                                
11 For more on the historical background, see below 3. Etymology, first users and various subsequent 
applications. For hendiadys as a rhetorical figure/figure of speech, and definitions of the same, see e.g., Baldick, 
Dictionary, 97; Bussmann, Dictionary, 205; Fowler, Usage (ed. Crystal), 607; Lanham, Handlist, 196; Lausberg, 
Handbook, §673, p. 302; NSOED, vol. I, 1218; OED, vol. VII, 142; et al. 
12 Hendiadys or slightly different spellings are utilized in other languages, e.g., in German hendiadys/ 
hendiadyoin, in French hendiadys/endyadis, in Italian endiadi, in Spanish endiadis/endíadis, and in Portugese 
hendíade.  
13 For suggestions that these two nouns constitute a so-called hendiadys and the thus accompanying 
interpretations, see e.g., Arnold/Choi, Guide, §4.3.3 (g), p. 148, “a formless void”; Talmon/Fields, 
“Collocation,” 88, “disorder”; Wenham, Genesis 1-15, 15, “total chaos.” For other interpretations of this 
combination of nouns, see Part II, Chapter 2, Collection of examples.  
14 Seow, Grammar (ed. 1987), 239. 
15 Speiser, “Creation,” 322 n. 1. 
16 Wenham, Genesis 1-15, 239. 
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these noms. most likely functions as a hendiadys for ‘evil teraphims/idols’ or ‘the evil of 

idolatry.’”17 Even if the combination as such is referred to as a hendiadys by Wakely, it is 

obviously not instantly identifiable which of the nouns, the first or the second, possibly should 

be reinterpreted as a modifier.  

Schultz also gives alternatives when commenting on the commonly occurring noun 

combination h∂q∂dVx…w fDÚpVvIm, lit. ‘judgment/justice and righteousness.’ He argues 

“judgment/justice and righteousness, are probably best understood as a hendiadys, that is two 

terms that can be translated as ‘righteous judgment’ or ‘social justice.’”18 It is evident that not 

only is the possibility at hand that one of the nouns, the second in this case, is suggested as a 

modifier in the proposed hendiadys, but the mere combination of the two as a suggested 

hendiadys obviously indicates the possibility that they constitute a whole new concept, ‘social 

justice,’ according to Schultz.19 However, Reimer infers on the other hand somewhat 

surprisingly about what could possibly refer to components in general apprehended as 

hendiadyses, but in particular the same noun combination as above, “Since the pair forms a 

hendiadys, precise and distinct meanings for each of the partners should not be sought.”20  

The preliminary survey also revealed that not only noun combinations are granted the 

designation hendiadys, but also combinations of verbs. However, the semantic 

interrelationship between the verbs and the ascribed function of the two verbs combined as 

potential hendiadyses appears to vary.  

The term refers at times to two closely related verbs, e.g., wáøt∂;qår h™DpVlDj◊w h¶DxSjDm…w, lit. ‘and she 

smote through and she smote/pierced his temple’ (Jud 5:26), which is a combination of verbs 

that is seen by van der Westhuizen to represent a hendiadys and the components semi-

synonymous.21 However, closely related verbs interspersed by several intervening 

components are also included in the designation hendiadys, e.g., rRmañø¥yÅw … r¶E;båd◊yÅw, lit. ‘and he 

spoke … and he said’ (Ex 6:2), which are apprehended by Cook as a “verbal hendiadys, in 

which both activity verbs refer to the same event.”22  

                                                
17 Wakely, “N‰wDa,” 312. 
18 Schultz, “Theology,” 197. 
19 The last proposal by Schultz is with reference to Weinfeld who considers these nouns combined to be a 
hendiadys and the interpretation of the same to be ‘social justice.’ See Weinfeld, Justice, 228. 
20 Reimer continues concerning the noun combination in question, “Rather, together they represent the ideal of 
social justice.” Reimer, “qdx,” 750. 
21 Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 53. 
22 Cook, “Semantics,” 259-260. 
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None of the verbs in the suggested hendiadyses by van der Westhuizen and Cook above are 

interpreted as a modifier; but in other verb combinations that consist of two dissimilar verbs 

and are referred to as a hendiadys/verbal hendiadys by other scholars, one of the verbs is 

interpreted as an adverbial modifier.23 Several scholars and translators render for example the 

verbs in h™DÚvIa jñå;qˆ¥yÅw M¢Dh∂rVbAa PRs¬O¥yÅw, lit. ‘and Abraham added and he took a wife’ (Gen 25:1) as ‘he 

took another wife,’ and are, in addition, concordant in their understanding of this and other 

similar constructions consisting of two dissimilar verbs in that one of the verbs is interpreted 

as an adverbial modifier.24  

Some examples were found, in addition, in which the term hendiadys was used for various 

other constructions consisting of phrases and clauses or combinations thereof, e.g., ‹sAo‹A;k r¶EsDh◊w◊ 

…ÔKó®rDcV;bIm h™Do∂r r¶EbSoAh◊w ÔK$R;bI;lIm, lit. ‘and remove anger from your heart and put away evil from your 

flesh’ (Eccl 11:10ba), which Garrett explains, “[is] a hendiadys for, ‘Cast away your grief 

from yourself [over the human condition].’”25  

Another example is derived from Gen 31:40, hDl◊y¡D;lA;b jårâ®q◊w b®räOj yˆn¶AlDkSa Mwöø¥yAb, lit. ‘by day consumed 

me drought, and frost by night,’ which Hausmann interprets as a hendiadys, but with 

uncertainty about the interpretation: “The hendiadys is probably meant to state that Jacob 

performed his service in all kinds of weather, accepting many privations.”26 

In Stuart’s list of commonly used exegetical terms, hendiadys is defined as “a single 

concept by two or more words or expressions linked by ‘and’,” with the added information, 

“In translating accurately you often have to eliminate or subordinate one of the words.” Stuart 

exemplifies this by e.g., ‘lord and master’ reduced to ‘lord,’ and by the verbs ‘arise and go’ as 

a hendiadys for ‘get going.’27  

Considering the vast amount of combined nouns and verbs that are endowed with an 

intervening conjunction in the Hebrew Bible, the prospect that they all constitute hendiadyses 

and that one of the features involved in a hendiadys needs to be eliminated or subordinated is 

intriguing.  

                                                
23 See e.g., Arnold/Choi, Guide, §4.3.3 (g), p. 148; Hostetter, Grammar, 86; Lambdin, Introduction, §173, p. 
238; Ross, Hebrew, 409, et al. 
24 See e.g., Lambdin, Introduction, §173, p. 238, “And Abraham took another wife.” 
25 Garrett, Proverbs, 340. 
26 Hausmann, “jårâ®q,” 163. 
27 Stuart, Exegesis, 173. For a brief account for and a discussion of definitions of hendiadys, see Lillas-Schuil, 
“Survey,” 81-83, and for a more extensive exposition, see below 3.4 Various definitions, forms and spellings. 
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Even though the usage of the term hendiadys in the secondary literature constitutes a matter 

of concern and is in itself an incentive ample enough for clarifications, the core of the matter 

is not solely the applications of the term. Equally interesting is, of course, the issue of which 

intrinsic underlying phenomenon in the Hebrew text induces and promotes the use of this 

designation.  

Initial curiosity regarding what hendiadys constitutes in the HB has therefore developed 

into a profound interest in which phenomenon in biblical Hebrew the term hendiadys is 

relevant to denote, and whether this phenomenon is rare, frequent or practically non-existent 

in the HB, but also which implications an understanding of this feature have for exegetical 

endeavours and a better understanding of the text of the HB. 

Kuntz is convinced that by being attentive to hendiadys “we shall be in a better position to 

fathom the diverse shades of meaning in the play of the text itself,” which makes awareness of 

hendiadys highly desirable.28 However, the term appears at the same time to constitute an 

ambiguous exegetical tool in need of clarifications. This investigation hence sets out to deal 

with the issue and thereby to make a contribution to the comprehension of the ‘diverse shades 

of meaning’ of the Hebrew Scriptures. 

 

1.2 Aim and scope 

The aim of this research is to address the matter of the application of the term hendiadys to 

features in the HB. The intention in the ensuing analysis is to determine which phenomena in 

the HB are referred to as hendiadyses, to assess the use and contribution of the term hendiadys 

and the implications that the applications entail for the study of the HB. 

 

1.3 Data of enquiry, delimitations, primary and secondary sources 

The text corpus of this study is the Hebrew Masoretic text as it is represented in the BHS.29 

Since certain vocalizations and diacritical marks at times are used as arguments for the use of 

                                                
28 Kuntz, “Agent,” 134. 
29 The Hebrew text used here is derived from the electronic version of Accordance, version 4.10 of Biblia 
Hebraica Stuttgartensia, edited by K. Elliger, and W. Rudolph, 4th corrected edition edited by A. Schenker, 
Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, Stuttgart, 1983.  
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the term hendiadys they are, for the sake of consistency, retained in all citations from the 

HB.30 

The secondary sources in which suggested or suspected hendiadyses derived from the HB 

are found consist of grammars, lexicons, dictionaries, commentaries, monographs, articles 

etc., based on or engaged in linguistic or exegetical investigations of the HB and/or biblical 

Hebrew.31 

This venture focuses on one designation only and the phenomenon/phenomena in the HB it 

denotes, and not potential rhetorical, literary and/or stylistic devices in general in the HB. 

Some comments will be made on passages in Latin texts in which the term hendiadys first 

occurs in antiquity, but extensive examinations of texts in Latin, Indo-European languages or 

other Semitic languages than biblical Hebrew will not be conducted. 

 

1.4. Outline of the thesis  

In Chapter 2 a discussion on methodological issues is carried out together with a description 

of the morpho-syntactic and semantic categories employed in this investigation.  

In Chapter 3 the etymology and historical background of the phrase ©n diå duo›n and 

examples by the first users of the term, according to texts available to us, are presented and 

discussed. An account of definitions and apprehensions of the term in general is also supplied. 

A descriptive account of research on hendiadys in the HB and how the term is utilized in 

reference literature on the HB and/or biblical Hebrew is presented in Chapter 4. A brief 

overview is also given on hendiadys in research and in works of reference on other Semitic 

languages. In Chapter 5 the outcome of the analysis of collected examples obtained from 

research on the matter, works of reference and suggested hendiadyses by biblical scholars in 

general, is presented, including statistical results. Suggested indications of how to discover a 

hendiadys in the HB are discussed in Chapter 6.  

The result of the analysis of the collected examples serves as a point of departure for an 

investigation related in Chapter 7 on how the use of the term hendiadys contributes to an 
                                                
30 This choice of text corpus does not, of course, imply that the Masoretic text with its vocalization is seen to 
represent an original Hebrew text of the HB. The Masoretic text as it is rendered in BHS is used because it is the 
common version used in exegetical studies, the examples presented as potential hendiadyses are derived from the 
Masoretic text of BHS, and this investigation is not directed to, focused on and/or involved in comparisons with 
other text witnesses such as the Septuagint.  
31 For more on methods and the collecting of examples, see below Chapter 2, Methodological issues and angles 
of approach. 
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elucidation of the constructions/phenomena to which it is applied. Categories at large as well 

as specific examples are discussed and implications are pointed out.  

In Chapter 8 an exploration and analysis of interpretational possibilities, especially of 

combinations of dissimilar nouns, is offered, and in Chapter 9, an account of the search for 

alternative solutions is given. Finally, conclusions of the entire investigation are presented in 

Chapter 10. 

This dissertation also includes a second part, in which all examples gathered are listed 

together with citations and annotations. Introductory remarks to the Collection of examples 

are given together with clarifying comments on the disposition of the examples and citations 

as well as explanations of the abbreviations used in the annotations. 

 

1.5 Terminology, etc. 

The word ‘component’ is utilized as an overall designation for the various elements that form 

parts of suggested hendiadyses. ‘Component’ thus covers any kind of lexemes (with or 

without affixes), parts of speech or constructions that comprise any parts in a suggested 

hendiadys. ‘Syntagm’ denotes a series of components that form a syntactic unit. 

‘Construction’ is used to denote the components in a suggested hendiadys and refers to the 

morpho-syntactic constructions of sequential linguistic components, including their semantic 

relation. The term ‘function’ is used for the types of relations in a so-called hendiadys that 

may hold between the components (internal function), and also for the relation of the 

combined components to a more wide-ranging syntactic context (external function). Other 

designations such as rhetorical figures, style, text types, genres, etc., will be discussed in the 

following chapter on methodological issues.32 

The morpho-syntactic and semantic categories employed are described in Modus operandi 

in Chapter 2, Methodological issues. If not otherwise noted all translations are by the present 

author.33 The way Hebrew lexemes are presented in biographical references, footnotes and in 

the bibliography, with or without diacritical marks, follows in each case the way in which the 
                                                
32 Ibid. (ibidem, ‘in the same place’) is here used when a citation is derived from the same page and the same 
work by a certain author mentioned in an immediate footnote. Idem (‘the same’), is used for when a citation is 
derived from the same work by a scholar mentioned in a preceding footnote, but the latter citation is found on a 
different page. The designations standard biblical Hebrew (SBH) and late biblical Hebrew (LBH) are employed.  
33 In order to demonstrate as clearly as possible the components involved in so-called hendiadyses the aim has 
been to be as literal and consistent as possible in the translation of any components. This means that either only 
one or as few translations as possible of roots and lexemes are given unless otherwise required by conjugations, 
inflections and surrounding components and/or the context(s) in which the components occur. 
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lexemes are given in the entries in the lexicons from which they are derived and cited.34 Non-

biblical Hebrew names, authors, titles of their monographs and commentaries are rendered 

below in the way they are transliterated and appear in EncJud. For abbreviations of the 

terminology used in the morpho-syntactic and semantic analyses of the examples in the 

Collection of examples, see Part II, 1.7 Abbreviations with exemplifications. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
34 The following consonants, vowels and diacritical marks, will be mentioned and these subsequent forms and 
spellings will be used: aleph, yod, ḥataf, maqqef, pataḥ furtivum, shwa, qameẓ and wāw. For matters of style in 
general this presentation follows The Chicago Manual of Style, whereas abbreviations of biblical books and titles 
of exegetical journals etc., are derived from The SBL Handbobok of Style. If there are more than one work by an 
author the works, or editions of the same, are listed chronologically. 
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Chapter 2 

Methodological issues and angles of approach 

 
 
The subject of this research concerns the designation hendiadys, which is often referred to as 

a rhetorical figure, wherefore this investigation can naturally be positioned within the realm of 

rhetorical criticism. An overview is therefore given initially of what rhetoric, rhetorical 

criticism and rhetorical figures represent.  

In some cases, however, the features that are labelled hendiadys by biblical scholars are 

designated literary-stylistic or are held to represent inherent linguistic phenomena in biblical 

Hebrew. Remarks are hence subsequently offered on how differentiations will be made 

between rhetorical, grammatical and stylistic features, together with a few comments on 

genres and text types. This is followed by an explanation of why certain angles of approach 

have been chosen in this investigation and others discarded. Finally the methods used in this 

thesis are commented on in more detail with exemplifications of categorizations used and 

abbreviations of the same. 

 

2.1. Rhetoric and rhetorical figures 

Rhetoric originally referred to skills in speaking, denoting compositional as well as 

presentational techniques, which in the classical Greco-Roman tradition were utilized in 

juridical, political and/or ceremonial discourse seeking to persuade and/or impress.1 

Even though the designation ‘rhetoric’ originally denoted the art of speech to persuade or 

please, early on it also referred to, and has continued to denote, any disproportionate use of 

                                                
1 These areas are also designated forensic, deliberative and demonstrative/epideictic and constitute the classical 
Aristotelian threefold division signifying areas in which techniques of argument and persuasion were requested 
and created. See e.g., Kennedy, “Genres,” 43; Rhetoric, 4-5; “Survey,” 3-4; Lanham, Handlist, 164-166. 
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embellishments and devices in spoken or written discourse, and/or presentations that pretend 

to be of significance, but are seen to be lacking in meaning and substance.2  

The Greek practice was instigated in the 5th century B.C.E., as we know, and although it 

was not a simplified unity “The conceptualization of a rhetorical system and the definition of 

rhetorical terms was an aspect of the general development of Greek thought in the classical 

period,” according to Kennedy.3 The principles of rhetoric that were developed, and them as 

means of education, were eventually adopted by the Romans and are generally referred to as 

the classical rhetorical tradition. This subject became, in the course of time, a central part of 

the educational system and the scholarly activities in the Western world.  

The rhetorical enterprise in the classical Greco-Roman tradition is traditionally categorized 

in five parts or canons as I) inventio, the gathering and selecting of appropriate material, II) 

dispositio, the structuring of the material chosen, III) elocutio, the choice and arrangement of 

appropriate words and phrases, IV) memoria, formulations and/or memorization if spoken, 

and V) pronuntiatio/actio, the actual spoken or written presentation in the form selected and 

composed by the individual presenter.4 The rhetorical activity interacted in oral presentations 

with speaker, speech and audience and/or in a written account in the relation between author, 

text and readers. The Greco-Roman period and tradition will be referred to below as the 

classical rhetorical tradition. 

 

2.1.1 Figures, tropes and schemes 

The term hendiadys is often characterized as a rhetorical figure and/or a trope, which are 

features that in the classical rhetorical tradition constitute part of the third canon elocutio or 

style.5 The expressions rhetorical figures, figures of speech, figures of rhetoric, or simply 

                                                
2 Bolgar, “Rhetoric,” 257; Bussman, “Rhetoric,” 407-408; CED, “Rhetoric,” 1385; Kennedy, Rhetoric, 1-3; 
NODE, “Rhetoric,” 1591; NSOED, “Rhetoric,” 2587; OEED, “Rhetoric,” 1238. The use of the term rhetoric to 
denote propaganda or empty speech is evident already in the earlier stages of the history of rhetoric and has 
continued to be part of how the notion rhetoric is apprehended, according to Kennedy, “Survey,” 3-6. Rhetoric is 
furthermore used for the study of how oral or written language is used effectively, which sometimes is referred 
to as meta-rhetoric or simply ‘rhetorics.’ 
3 Kennedy, “Survey,” 8. The interest in elaborate speech is, according to Kennedy, found earlier, e.g., in the 
Egyptian wisdom text ascribed to Ptahhotep, from ca. 2000 B.C.E., in which instructions devoted to “the 
principle of fine speech” are given. Idem, p. 6. 
4 Bussman, Dictionary, 407; Lanham, Handlist, 164-166; Sonnino, Handbook, 243-246; Vickers, Defence, 52-
54. 
5 For the categorization of hendiadys as a rhetorical figure see, e.g., Baldick, Dictionary, 97; Fowler, Usage (ed. 
Crystal), 607; Lanham, Handlist, 196; Lausberg, Handbook, 302, et al. For hendiadys referred to as a trope, see 
e.g., Fields, Sodom, 139 n. 12; Fokkelman, Poetry, 226.  
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figures are at times used practically synonymously as overall designations. Rhetorical figures 

is the designation chosen in this presentation. Plett refers to rhetorical figures as “the smallest 

structural units of rhetorical stylistics (elucotio)” and “as such they have been constitutive 

elements in all kinds of texts from antiquity to the present.”6  

The basic idea, evident in traditional definitions, is that a figure represents “a divergence 

from ordinary speech or writing,” according to Fowler. Fowler’s explanation of rhetorical 

figures is that they “are deliberate local manipulations of the phonological, syntactic, 

semantic, or pragmatic structures of texts, producing ‘extra’ patternings which are not 

required by the grammatical rules of the language.”7  

The rhetorical figures were seen to create effect, beauty and variety, and the designation 

figure “in its most general meaning refers to any device or pattern of language in which 

meaning is enhanced or changed,” according to Lanham.8 The effects were brought about by 

the use of “all kinds of striking or unusual configurations of words and phrases,” which 

consist of single words or formulations that at times deviate from common grammatical and 

syntactical rules.9 

Change of meaning brought about by rhetorical figures, or any literary features, is generally 

understood as deliberately created by the speaker or writer and interacting with an 

interpretation, which is made possible through the context in which the rhetorical devices in 

question appear. Perelman therefore concludes on the importance of rhetorical figures for all 

kinds of discourses:  

Above all, a modern rhetorician would insist that the figures, like all 

elements of rhetoric, reflect and determine not only the 

conceptualizing processes of the speaker’s mind but also an 

audience’s potential response. For all these reasons figures of speech 

are crucial means of examining the transactional nature of discourse.10 

                                                
6 Plett, “Figures,” 309.  
7 Fowler, “Figures,” 1221-1222.  
8 Lanham, Handlist, 178.  
9 Bussmann, Dictionary, 164-165. See also Boulton, “Figures,” 257-260; NEncB, entry “speech, figure of”; 
NSOED, “Figure [19, ‘figure of speech’],” 946; Rowe, “Style,” 125. 
10 Perelman, “Rhetoric,” 804.  
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Rhetorical figures originally comprised various phonological, morphological and syntactic 

features, but eventually became categorized as trÒpow, tropes and sxÆmata, schemes, the 

latter or both being referred to as figura in Latin.11  

Tropes have come to signify individual components/words that were means by which a 

variation or change of the ordinary or obvious meaning was effectuated, whereas schemes 

refer to a substitution or transference of an utterance and expression from its principal 

signification.12 Schemes and tropes are at times further described and/or subdivided as figures 

of thought and figures of word, in which figures of thought are represented by e.g., allegory, 

whereas figures of word are represented by e.g., paronomasia.13 The ways in which these 

inventive formulations and/or deviations vary are further described as the addition, 

subtraction, substitution or transferring of components from ordinary and/or expected 

grammatical rules and conventions.14  

Hendiadys is commonly referred to as a rhetorical figure, but also occasionally as a trope. 

Strauss speaks about “the trope of hendiadys,” and Wright remarks in his award-winning 

essay on hendiadys in Shakespeare’s works, that his treatment of the matter “suggests that 

hendiadys has the force of a trope.”15 Matthews explains: “Hendiadys is an ancient trope 

recognized to be common in Biblical Hebrew,” and the same opinion is detectable amongst 

some biblical scholars, e.g., Kuntz, who speaks of a hendiadys as “a compelling trope of 

phrophetic discourse,” Fokkelman who states “hendiadys: [is a] trope in which one concept is 

                                                
11 See e.g., Alm-Arvius, Figures, 11; Plett, “Figures,” 309; Rowe, “Style,” 125.  
12 Schemes are also at times referred to as figures, but with further sub-categorizations. See e.g., Knowles/Moon, 
Metaphor, 123; Plett, “Figures,” 309; Rowe, “Style,” 129. See also the often-cited definition given by Quintilian 
(Inst. 9.1.4-5), the 1st century C.E., Roman rhetorician, “The name of trope is applied to the transference of 
expressions from their natural and principal signification to another, with a view to the embellishment of style or, 
as the majority of grammarians define it, the transference of words and phrases from the place which is strictly 
theirs to another to which they do not properly belong. A figure, on the other hand, as is clear from the name 
itself, is the term employed when we give our language a conformation other than the obvious and ordinary” 
(LCL, translation Butler). Quintilian, (Inst. 9.1.4-5), “Est igitur tropos sermo a naturali et principali 
significatione translatus ad aliam ornandae orationis gratia, uel, ut plerique grammatici finiunt, dictio ab eo loco 
in quo propria est translata in eum, in quo propria non est: ‘figura’, sicut nomine ipso patet, conformatio 
quaedem orationis remota a communi et primum se offerente ratione.” (SCBO, ed. Winterbottom). 
13 See e.g., Bussman, Dictionary; Plett, “Figures,” et al., who use the overall designation figures of speech. The 
terms tropes as well as figures are at times used an overall designations on a par with figures of speech and 
rhetorical figures. See e.g., Lanham, who in his Handlist, uses figures as the overall designation, but divides 
them into figures of thought and figures of words of which the latter denotes both tropes and schemes, whereas 
Rowe, “Style,” 122, 124-125, 129, divides the devices, on p. 122 into the two groups, tropes and figures, of 
which the latter is later on, on p. 129, referred to as schemes, and figures/schemes is further subdivided into 
figures of words and figures of thought on p. 129. See also Soskice, “Figures,” 234-235 and Corbett, Rhetoric, 
424-460. 
14 After the classical rhetorical period further subdivisions were made during the Middle Ages and onwards. Plett 
defines in his article from 2001 figures of speech according to their so-called semiotic dimensions depending on 
which linguistic level they are seen to operate at. See Plett, “Figures,” 309-313. 
15 Strauss, Athens, 63; Wright, “Hendiadys,” 184 n. 15. 
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expressed by two words,” or Fields who employs the formulation “the literary trope 

‘hendiadys.’”16 

It is clear that the concepts of rhetorical figures, tropes and schemes are not coherent. The 

designations and demarcations of the categories are infected by what Perelman calls “a certain 

slippage,” and a confusion that Bialostosky designates as a “collapsing distinction,” which he 

demonstrates by several references and exemplifies in a witty way by referring to an entry: 

‘Trope, see figure: figure (or trope).’17  

Kennedy explains that “many teachers [in antiquity] did not clearly distinguish tropes from 

figures, and there is often much confusion in the discussions.”18 The reasons for the various 

categorizations, according to Lanham, are that:  

The Greek rhetorical terminology put on a Latin doubleature, and 

then in the Renaissance both sets of terms absorbed the numinosity of 

classical culture itself […] It is those confusing, conflicting, 

overlapping Greek and Latin terms that we cling to. Everyone from 

Quintilian onward, of course, has complained about the imprecision 

and proliferation, regretting the absence of a clear, brief, and 

definitive set of terms, a nomenclature fixed once and for all.19 

We obviously adhere to a variety of terms which were confused from the very beginning 

referring to diverse concepts. In addition, as Mahanta explains,  

… it is very difficult to draw a line between figurative and 

literal/plain and conventional speech. The difficulty is enhanced by 

the fact that language itself is symbolic and figurative – we use some 

abstract symbols or letters to signify real objects that we see or hear 

about, or some abstract ideas that we cherish. In that sense, every 

word is a figurative speech.20  

                                                
16 Matthews, “Things,” 207; Kuntz, “Agent,” 114, see also pp. 115, 120, 122, 123; Fokkelman, Poetry, 226; 
Fields, Sodom, 139 n. 12.  
17 Perelman, “Rhetoric,” 804. Bialostosky, Wordsworth, 219. Note also the awareness by Knowles/Moon on the 
matter and they discuss and exemplify the difficulties of categorizations, “tropes, or changes or conversions in 
meaning, and schemes or figures (figures of speech or rhetorical figures).” Knowles/Moon, Metaphor, 123.  
18 Kennedy, History, 91-92. Kennedy explains on p. 91 that “A trope is a single word used in a novel way, either 
because the idea to be expressed has no name of its own (no ‘proper’ word) or for the sake of imagery or 
embellishment.” 
19 Lanham, Handlist, 78-79. 
20 Mahanta, “Speech,” 336. Mahanta’s definition of figurative language is “the creative manipulation of the 
phonological, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic structures of texts, or associations of normal language use, 
producing ‘extra’ patternings to arrive at vivid expressions and innovative ideas.” Idem, 335.  
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Despite or perhaps even due to the ‘slippage’ and the assortment of classifications, the 

interest in the structures and functions conveyed by rhetorical figures remained a highly 

important element in education and academic pursuits.21 Kennedy even argues “the modern 

meaning [of rhetoric] developed out of the study of tropes and figures in academic rhetoric 

from the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries.”22  

This previous interest is presumably one of the reasons why the term hendiadys was applied 

to and has continued to be employed for constructions in the HB, even though the concept of 

rhetorical figures is not straightforward. 

 

2.2 Rhetorical criticism  

Rhetorical criticism, or what is referred to as rhetorics, in the sense of analyses of expressions 

of oral and written creativity, including texts from antiquity but also e.g., letters and sermons, 

were central parts of the educational system and academic activity for centuries. The 

importance of rhetorical figures was paramount, but eventually went into decline in the 

nineteenth century together with the interest in rhetoric, as representing both compositional 

efforts and critical analysis.23  

At the turn of the twentieth century, however, there was a revival of interest in rhetoric in 

which scholars, in Kennedy’s words, “rediscovered rhetoric as a systematic discipline that 

shaped literary composition from classical antiquity to the modern period.”24 From this 

rediscovery the modern discipline of rhetorical criticism evolved.  

The twentieth century in due course witnessed the rise of the so-called ‘new rhetoric,’ 

focusing on persuasive aspects and argumentation theory.25 Rhetoric has, according to 

Perelman, come to be understood “less as a body of theory or as certain types of artificial 

techniques and more as an integral component of all human discourse.”26 Modern rhetorical 

criticism has hence come to focus not solely on devices, means and effects pertaining to 

                                                
21 See Lanham, Handlist, x-xi; Plett, “Figures,” 310; Rowe, “Style,” 157; Soskice, “Figures,” 234-235. 
22 Kennedy, “Survey,” 6. See also Kiefer Lewalski, Poetics, for more on the study of what were considered 
rhetorical devices and figures of speech in the Bible by Protestant scholars in the seventeenth century. 
23 Bolgar, “Rhetoric,” 259; Kennedy, “Survey,” 5; Perelman, “Rhetoric,” 807; Wuellner, “Criticism,” 174. 
24 Kennedy, “Foreword,” ix. For important contributors for modern rhetorical criticism according, see e.g. 
D’Angelo, “Criticism,” 604-608. 
25 See Perelman/Olbrechts-Tyteca, Rhetoric, 5-8; Kennedy, “Survey,” 5. 
26 Perelman, “Rhetoric,” 804. 
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suasive aspects, but research on discourses practised in speech communication in general, 

including creative expressions in modern media as well as non-verbal communication.27  

This renewed interest has eventually led to a discipline that encompasses directions such as 

narrative, metaphoric, ideological criticism, including the analysis of contemporary topics and 

expressions of what are seen as acts of symbolism. Foss defines the discipline as “Rhetorical 

criticism is the process of systematically investigating and explaining symbolic acts and 

artifacts for the purpose of understanding rhetorical processes. This definition includes three 

primary dimensions: (1) systematic analysis; (2) symbols as the objects of analysis; and (3) a 

purpose of understanding the rhetorical processes.”28  

Rhetorical criticism in general may consequently be described as a pursuit that incorporates 

not only the study of works by ancient classical authors, treatises on rhetoric, skills used in a 

public oral presentation or written presentation and analyses of correctness and style, but also 

an analysis of what more broadly are seen as tokens and/or acts of symbolism in all human 

discourse.  

 

2.2.1 Rhetorical criticism in biblical studies 

The renewed interest in rhetoric in the beginning of the 20th century may have affected 

biblical research at the time, but the birth of rhetorical criticism in biblical studies, regarded as 

a discipline of its own, is customarily considered to be Muilenburg’s well-known speech 

“Form Criticism and Beyond” from 1968, in which he formulated his opinion on rhetorical-

critical endeavours: 
What I am interested in, above all, is in understanding the nature of 

Hebrew literary composition, in exhibiting the structural patterns that 

are employed for the fashioning of a literary unit, whether in poetry or 

in prose, and in discerning the many and various devices by which the 

predictions are formulated and ordered into a unified whole. Such an 

enterprise I should describe as rhetoric and the methodology as 

rhetorical criticism.29  

Muilenburg also suggests that the means by which to understand the text of the HB is by 

undertaking “a responsible and proper articulation of the words in their linguistic patterns and 

                                                
27 See e.g., D’Angelo, “Criticism,” 604-608. 
28 Foss, Criticism, 6-7. 
29 Muilenburg, “Criticism,” 8. 
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in their precise formulations,” which describes some of several possible directions for this 

study.30 The impetus for Muilenburg seems to have been what he saw as inadequacies within 

the area of form criticism due to its emphasis on genre and he concurrently discerned the need 

for a synchronic analysis of structures and devices in combination with linguistic studies.31  

The innovation in the 1960s would not seem to be the direction as such, since “there had 

been many others over the years who had taken the same approach but who had not called 

themselves rhetorical critics,” according to Howard Jr.32 The novelty was the designation 

‘rhetorical-criticism’ referring to a discipline in biblical studies, together with the 

subsequently recovered or created angles of approach preferred by various researchers. It 

therefore seems more appropriate to view Muilenburg’s contribution as the revitalization or 

perhaps in Wuellner’s words as “the rediscovered, if not reinvented discipline of rhetorical 

analysis,” in biblical studies.33 Muilenburg’s work seems in any case to have served as the 

instigation of the modern discipline and effectuated the application of various methods to the 

biblical text. 

However, critique emerged of what was apprehended as a too narrow focus on structures, 

and later a call was made for an additional move beyond devices and synchronic descriptions 

towards investigations of persuasive factors.34 The critics evidently touched on a somewhat 

neglected area of research in biblical studies and the discipline appears subsequently to have 

benefited from the integrated analysis of suasive aspects in rhetorical criticism, which 

originally was part of the Greco-Roman rhetorical tradition.35  

Rhetorical criticism in biblical studies has come to embrace, in Soulen/Soulen’s words, 

“two distinct but interrelated understandings of rhetoric: the art of composition and the art or 

persuasion.”36 What we can learn from rhetorical criticism is, according to Koptak, “to comb 

the [biblical] text for signs of literary-rhetorical artistry” with the endeavour to “to step back 

                                                
30 Idem, 7. 
31 This need for further developments evidently struck a chord in the exegetical community, set off the discipline 
of contemporary rhetorical criticism and instigated the extensive development which is evident in e.g., 
Watson/Hauser’s comprehensive bibliography in their Criticism. 
32 Howard Jr, “Criticism,” 89.  
33 Wuellner, “Criticism,” JD, 73, See also Clifton Black III, “Criticism,” 253; Robbins, “Present,” 338, and 
McDonald, “Criticism,” 253.  
34 The efforts concentrating on the HB generated numerous contributions. For an overview, see the expositions in 
e.g., Trible, Criticism, 25-55, Lundbom, Study, 1-28, Watson/Hauser’s bibliography, Criticism, and the works by 
e.g., Lundbom, Jeremiah: Trible, Criticism, Gitay, Isaiah; Holladay, “Statecraft,” et al. For other discussions on 
rhetorical criticism in biblical studies, see also Howard Jr, “Criticism”; Olbricht, “Criticism”; Patrick/Scult, 
Rhetoric, 12; Wuellner, “Criticism”; Dozeman, “Criticism,” 715; Gitay, “Criticism,” 136. 
35 See the works in Watson/Hauser’s bibliography, Criticism, by e.g., Barton, Readings; Clifford, “Criticism”; 
Davies, Israel; Duke, Appeal; Gitay, Isaiah; Patrick/Scult, Rhetoric, et al.  
36 Soulen/Soulen, “Criticism,” 164. 
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and identify their persuasive function,” and Kennedy explains that rhetorical criticism in 

biblical studies can “help to fill a void which lies between form criticism on the one hand and 

literary criticism on the other.”37  

McDonald sees this development as a change for the better for rhetorical criticism in that 

the discipline in his opinion thereby “transcends the atomism and antiquarianism of many 

types of criticism [and] combines close reading with holistic perspectives.”38 Warner 

considers an advantage for rhetorical criticism its possibility “to consider the texts 

‘synchronically,’ attempting to make sense of them as they stand.”39  

The conclusions by the scholars cited above are significant for an undertaking in which the 

focus is the use of a term from the classical rhetorical tradition applied to phenomena in the 

HB and their occurrences in various discourses. Hence methods used in rhetorical critical 

enterprises concerning morpho-syntax, semantic relations, discourse analyses etc., will be 

utilized. However, the interest here is not directed to how rhetorical figures and literary 

features may serve as tools of persuasion. This study focuses on what is referred to as devices 

and linguistic features that comprise the kind of phenomena in the HB that the term hendiadys 

is applied to, the implications thereof, how the phenomena involved can be categorized, and 

what the term could or should denote. Aspects of interpretational possibilities and occurrence 

frequency of certain combinations of components will also be investigated. 

 

2.3 Literary and stylistic features, grammatical constructions etc. 

Since hendiadys is referred to e.g., not only as a rhetorical figure or a trope, but also as a 

literary device, a stylistic feature and/or an inherent grammatical construction in biblical 

Hebrew, a few comments on concepts and various terms used will be given. ‘Rhetorical 

figures’ will be used below for what seems to be either a conscious deviation from common 

grammatical conventions and usage, and/or what represents embellishments and enrichments, 

such as e.g., alliteration, paronomasia, etc.40  

                                                
37 Koptak, “Criticism,” 33; Kennedy, Interpretation, 3. Meynet argues, in his Analysis, 19-21, that in order to 
differentiate between the directions and methods, the use of the expression ‘rhetorical analysis’ as opposed to 
‘rhetorical criticism’ can be used to denote an analysis of the composition of a text as such, which does not focus 
on investigations or discussions of the persuasive aspect. That differentiation, however, does not seem to have 
become a common posture, see Soulen/Soulen, “Analysis,” 163, and is not chosen here.  
38 McDonald, “Criticism,” 600. 
39 Warner, “Introduction,” 4. 
40 See the discussion above. 
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Rhetorical figures are compared to and/or contrasted with what are considered as 

established and regular grammatical constructions in biblical Hebrew such as e.g., inflections, 

conjugations, construct relations, etc. ‘Literary devices’ represent a wider concept, but include 

a variety of features of structural kinds and will be used below for, e.g chiasm, inclusio, 

parallelism etc. All kinds of constructions can of course be used for rhetorical purposes, such 

as what is deemed e.g., to convey emphasis and/or persuasion. 

An ‘idiom’ or an ‘idiomatic expression’ will be used for what can be described as a 

language-specific expression whose meaning cannot be predicted from the meaning of its 

parts.41 It refers to one or more components that due to their arrangement invoke a non-literal 

meaning and/or a radically new concept that goes beyond the individual meaning of the 

constituent parts when combined: e.g., it’s raining cats and dogs, for ‘it’s pouring down with 

rain,’ or he kicked the bucket, meaning ‘he died.’  

By ‘stylistic features’ is meant any kind of traits that are considered present in the HB; 

features that are possible to identify in biblical Hebrew by their distinctive characteristics and 

their frequency, be they considered idiomatic, rhetorical, literary or grammatical, etc., and are 

regarded as typical of various genres and text types, e.g., formulas in prophetic texts, certain 

forms found in poetry, distinctive features in legal texts, etc.42  

‘Genre’ will be used below to denote larger categories like prose, poetry, wisdom literature 

etc., whereas ‘text types’ stands for subcategories consisting of passages and texts of various 

kinds and lengths of e.g., descriptive, expository or argumentative nature within the genres, in 

the form of e.g., speeches, lists, letters, etc.43  

Since there are several classifications in which hendiadys is placed – rhetorical, literary, 

stylistic and/or grammatical – the question is of course in which sphere, or spheres, the 

phenomenon belongs that is designated hendiadys. With full awareness of the difficulties 

                                                
41 See e.g., Cruse, Semantics, 37-48; Crystal, Dictionary, on the entry ‘idioms.’ Another explanation of what 
idioms as complex units stand for is suggested by Everaert/Van der Linden/Schenk/Schreuder, “Introduction,” 3-
4, “[idioms/complex units are] syntactic expressions that exhibit lexical co-occurrence restrictions that cannot be 
explained in terms of regular rule-governed syntactic or semantic restrictions,” or “idioms are fixed expressions 
that are semantically opaque,” or simply “conventionalized complex expressions.” See also Perlmutter/Soames, 
Argumentation, 106-107. For more on idioms, see below e.g., 6.3 Idioms and ‘idiomatic hendiadys.’ 
42 Stylistics focuses on characteristics in various styles or genres, and how the features and the awareness of 
these vehicles can be utilized in efforts to distinguish between various spoken or written expressions, and 
contribute to differentiations of specific authors or what are considered to represent different styles or genres, 
e.g., the language of politics, advertising, elevated language and style, more colloquial expressions, slang, etc. 
See e.g., Jeffries/MacIntyre, Stylistics, 1-3.  
43 On definitions of genre, see e.g., OED, Dictionary, (1989), 446, “a particular style or category of works of art; 
esp. a type of literary work characterized by particular form, style, or purpose.” See also Baldick, Dictionary, 
140; Klarer, Introduction, 4; Lee, “Genres,” 253-254. 
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involved and an appreciation of the intricacies, demonstrated by the areas related above, the 

issue will need to be tackled in a variety of ways, wherefore a range of methods have to be 

employed. 

 

2.4 Angles of approach chosen or discarded 

Due to the issues involved and the accordingly necessary angles of approach chosen, it is thus 

not possible to speak of one single method that meets the needs of implementation, but 

several manners of analysis are required. 

One possible method, when performing a study aimed at what is considered a rhetorical 

term and the feature/features it denotes, would be to apply an extant definition to examples in 

a demarcated text. For that procedure a precise, but at the same time delimiting definition is 

desirable. However, the initial survey showed that there are various definitions of hendiadys, 

which is a fact that subsequently has been further confirmed.44 Hence, since the definitions 

vary and themselves seem to represent an area in need of research, it was not considered a 

rational and adequate option to choose one out of many definitions as the starting point for 

this undertaking. 

Another approach would be to stipulate a novel definition and assess whether there are 

features that correspond with the framework chosen. However, since it would be 

presumptuous to proceed from the assumption that all definitions have been inaccurate, but 

that it would be possible from the outset and without further research to conceive a precise 

definition, this was not deemed a judicious alternative. Rather than relying on one of many 

diverse definitions or stipulating a new one, an investigation of the origin of the term, an 

enquiry into what the term seems to denote in Latin and Greek from which it is derived, and a 

study of the applications by its initial users in antiquity and by later scholars, have been 

performed in order to find a consensus and means for an accessible procedure.  

In order to obtain a representative depiction of what the hendiadys is seen to represent in 

the HB, it was considered valuable not to dismiss the source that is comprised of the examples 

of suggested hendiadyses that scholars have endeavoured to present. These examples 

constitute a substantial material to explore, wherefore examples of suggested or suspected 

                                                
44 For a presentation of the varieties detected in definitions, see Lillas-Schuil, “Survey,” 81-83, and below 3.4 
Various definitions, forms and spellings. 
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hendiadyses derived from the HB have been identified in and obtained from the secondary 

literature, collected, listed and analysed.45 

Since the term hendiadys by tradition belongs to the category rhetorical figures, which can 

denote devices in the form of expressions and formulations that deviate from common or 

expected grammatical rules and conventions, it indicates not only that the phenomena in the 

HB granted the label hendiadys potentially represent a rhetorical device/devices, but also 

features that deviate from regular or expected morphological and/or syntactic word order 

conventions.  

In order for a single word or expression to deviate from any grammatical or stylistic rule, 

presupposes, in Bahti’s words, “both a norm of proper meanings and ‘ordinary’ usage from 

which ts. [tropes] and fs. [figures] can then diverge.”46 Bahti therefore draws the conclusion 

”this suggests that ts. [tropes] and fs. [figures] always involve at least the relating of other 

words, meanings and usages to the ones at hand, or the comparing of various meanings for 

words (ts.) or of one arrangement or usage of words for another possible one (fs.).”47  

Moreover, since a further reason for the use of the term hendiadys, on the part of some 

scholars, is that the term is explicitly said to be used to denote overlooked grammatical 

constructions in biblical Hebrew, wherefore a comprehensive morpho-syntactic analysis of 

the components was imperative.48   

Furthermore, various scholars mention what they see as a particular semantic relation 

present in a suggested hendiadys, and/or a particular advocated function of the combined 

components, as arguments for the use of the term. In order to differentiate between possible 

semantic relations and the correlated suggested and possible functions, an analysis of the 

semantic relations of the components in suggested and suspected hendiadyses has 

consequently been carried out and on a semantic-pragmatic level different interpretational 

possibilities have also been examined. 

Discourse refers in linguistics to a sequential and continuous stretch of components larger 

than a sentence, but has come to be used in general also for other parameters regarding 

contents and themes in oral and written sources and is represented in biblical studies by e.g., 

male, female, political and prophetic discourse present in different genres or text types. 
                                                
45 See Part II, Chapter 2, Collection of examples. 
46 Bahti, ”Figure,” 409.  
47 Idem, 410 (italics Bahti). 
48 See e.g., Schorr, “Les composés,” 167, who explicitly declares that what he designates hendiadys represents an 
inherent linguistic construction in biblical Hebrew.  
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Discourse analysis here denotes an investigation of the presence of certain constructions, 

expressions and features in various discourses in different genres and text types. This does not 

focus on reader-response criticism and presumed readers apprehensions and creation of 

meaning but on form and composition.   

It is customary in biblical studies to speak of Gattungen, which traditionally involves 

formal criteria, structures and Sitz im Leben.49 This investigation is, however, not directed 

towards characterizations or differentiations of Gattungen, but towards the kind of 

constructions that are termed hendiadys regardless of in which genre or text type they occur. 

A discussion of the contexts and text types in which certain suggested hendiadyses occur will 

eventually be carried out as well.  

An established area of research on combined components in the HB is devoted specifically 

to nouns and what are termed word pairs, fixed pairs/phrases/expressions etc. A word pair can 

theoretically consist of any two components that occur combined only once, but in biblical 

studies the term word pairs often refers to components that occur more than once in the HB 

and in different kinds of pairing, in parallelism, and in many cases in other Semitic languages 

as well, whereas some of the combinations designated hendiadys occurs only once.50  

In addition, even if the term hendiadys at times is utilized in that area of research and some 

proposed hendiadyses might fall within those categories, this present research is not 

principally or solely concerned with what are termed fixed word pairs, collocations, fixed 

expressions, or stereotype phrases, nor directed primarily towards those areas of research.51 

As Clines points out, “The phenomenon of fixed word pairs, which has been a primary focus 

                                                
49 See e.g., Butler’s explications, “Criticism,” 41-41, and Barton’s definition, in Reading, 32, “A Gattung or 
genre is a conventional pattern, recognizable by certain formal criteria (style, shape, tone, particular syntactic 
and even grammatical structures, recurring formulaic patterns), which is used in a particular society in social 
contexts which are governed by certain formal conventions” (italics Barton). 
50 See e.g., Avishur, Studies, 1, who uses the designation word pairs in his monograph for “pairs of synonymous, 
antonymous, or heteronymous words, whose components are found in tandem as a result of mutual affinity; at 
least twice in one language, or once in two different Semitic languages.” Sometimes combinations are referred to 
as ‘fixed pairs’ or ‘fixed word pairs.’ See e.g., Orton, Poetry, 92, whose definition relates to so-called fixed 
pairs, “Any two terms having the same grammatical class which occur more than once in parallelism will be 
considered a fixed pair.” Watson, Poetry, 131-135, speaks of word pairs on p. 139, equals formulas with word 
pairs and employs on p. 138 the phrase “established pairs.” Berlin, Dynamics, 76, uses the term word pairs, but 
differentiates between syntagmatic and paradigmatic pairings, etc. 
51 Collocation is used in certain lexicological traditions for “the habitual co-occurrence of individual LEXICAL 
ITEMS […] a type of SYNTAGMATIC lexical relation,” according to Crystal, Dictionary, 82, (capital letters 
Crystal). 
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of attention in Hebrew poetry especially since the discovery of Ugaritic poetry, is only a 

subset of the broader category or word pairing.”52 

The reasons for not solely choosing to venture within that area of research is that (a) 

suggested hendiadyses do not exclusively belong to the categories word pairs, collocations or 

fixed expressions, but the components involved may occur combined with various 

components, (b) combinations of components that are labelled hendiadys may occur only 

once in the HB, whereas research on word pairs or fixed phrases often focuses on 

combinations that occur more than once, (c) when the term is utilized in studies on what are 

called e.g., word pairs, collocations or fixed expressions, it is applied to combinations with 

different semantic relations with various interpretational possibilities, and (d) hendiadys is 

applied not only to nouns but other combined components as well, such as verbs, phrases, 

clauses, etc.53 An approach consisting of analyses from different angles was therefore deemed 

essential. 

 

2.5 Modus operandi 

The analytical methods employed are different depending on the particular area of research 

involved, but are ultimately aimed at the same purpose: to address the use of the term 

hendiadys. The various angles of approach and the methods employed will briefly be 

commented on below. 

 

2.5.1 Investigating usage and identifying phenomena  

Due to the fact that the results in the introductory survey indicated that there are various 

constructions designated hendiadys, the perspective adopted initially is from a science-critical 

perspective, i.e., it is directed to how the term was applied originally but also to how the term 

is employed by biblical scholars and whether it is possible to ascertain a consensus on the 

matter.54 

                                                
52 Clines, “Parallelism,” 332. 
53 See e.g., Melamed’s argument against the use of the term hendiadys on certain word pairs. Melamed, “Two,” 
189. Cf., also the examples of suggested hendiadyses by Avishur, that are labelled word pairs, in his Studies, 103 
n. 1, and pp. 102-111, and that occur more than once, in various forms of pairings and that display various 
semantic relations. 
54 By a science-critical perspective is of course not meant critique of science, solely an investigation of usage. 
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In order to ascertain a possible agreement on the structure and function of suggested 

hendiadyses in the HB a large amount of examples have been collected and an investigation 

of usage has been carried out. Seeing that many varieties were detected in the initial survey, 

as many occurrences as possible of all kinds of examples from as many sources as possible 

have been collected, which promotes the ability to identify the phenomenon/phenomena in the 

Hebrew Bible that are referred to as hendiadyses by biblical scholars. The examples collected 

incorporate all types of combinations according to common usage, and are obtained from 

various sources; grammars, lexicons, dictionaries, Bible translations, commentaries, 

monographs and articles dealing with the HB and/or biblical Hebrew.55 

Some biblical scholars use the term frequently and others more seldom, wherefore the 

amount of examples presented by individual scholars varies; hence examples proposed by as 

many scholars as possible have therefore been gathered in order to obtain different 

perspectives.  

Moreover, in the effort to acquire an assessment as wide-ranging as possible, all examples 

found have been included regardless of from which perspective – linguistic, rhetorical, 

grammatical, exegetical etc. – the argumentation is based and/or substantiated by the circa 

330 scholars found who utilizes the term.  

A deliberate effort has also been to assemble examples of suggested or suspected 

hendiadyses derived from the HB, presented by as many scholars as possible that represent 

various creeds and traditions, and also to integrate in the material suggested examples from as 

many biblical books, genres and text types as possible.  

The aim of the investigation of usage is not in any way to debate, differentiate, and/or 

contrast individual scholars or traditions against each other. The sole objective is to obtain a 

comprehensive overview of which phenomenon or phenomena in the HB that have attracted 

the designation hendiadys and to assess whether and how the employment of the term can 

contribute to elucidations of the text of the HB. 

                                                
55 The search for examples of hendiadys has been carried out by the investigation of searchable commentaries 
and monographs that belong to as many Bible commentary series as possible. Commentaries investigated belong 
to the following series: Anchor Bible commentary serie (AB); Cambridge Bible Commentaries of the Old 
Testament (CBCOT); Hermenia; International Critical Commentary (ICC); New International Commentary on 
the Old Testament (NICOT); New Interpreter’s Bible (NIB); The Bible Exposition Commentary (BEC); The 
IVP Bible Background Commentary (IVPBBC); The New American Commentary (NAC); The New Cambridge 
Bible Commentary (NCamBC); The New Century Bible Commentary (NCBC); The Old Testament Library 
(OTL); The Oxford Bible Commentary (OBC); Word Biblical Commentary (WBC). For an account of the 
applications of hendiadys, see below Chapter 5, Phenomena and statistical results. 
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2.5.2 Morpho-syntactic analysis 

Since some scholars argue that hendyadic features in reality comprise inherent natural 

linguistic constructions in biblical Hebrew, a morpho-syntactic analysis of the components in 

suggested hendiadyses has been carried out in order to arrive at a systematic classification and 

identification of parts of speech and grammatical features, referred to above as one direction 

in rhetorical criticism aimed at ‘linguistic patterns.’ The components have been analyzed, 

categorized and annotated with morpho-syntactic abbreviations according to the following 

principles: 

Parts of speech. If the components in a suggested hendiadys consist of combinations of 

singular lexemes they have been categorized according to which part of speech they belong: 

adverbs (Advb), verbs (V) and nouns (N). An adjective is further specified as ‘adj’, and if 

verbs their conjugation is given as well.56 The annotations denote an examination of 

morphological subcategories: gender and number, but also if the components occur inflected, 

with or without affixes and/or with a prefixed particle and/or the definitive article.57  

Syntactical constructions. If the components in a suggested hendiadys do not consist of 

combined nouns, verbs or adverbs, but of longer or more multifaceted constructions the 

components have been categorized according to which syntactical construction they represent 

and the results are given by means of e.g., the abbreviations ‘Ph’ for phrases and ‘Cla’ for 

clauses.  

Syndetical versus asyndetical. If nothing else is indicated the components are combined 

syndetically, but if the components are combined asyndetically the abbreviation ‘asyn’ is 

given in the analysis.  

Intervening components. When the term hendiadys is applied to components with intervening 

components present, such as other nouns, verbs, phrases, etc., but not taken to represent 

parallelism, it is indicated by ‘int’ in the annotation.  

                                                
56 The following conventionally and commonly used terms are employed for the sake of convenience: perfect 
(perf), perfect consecutive (perfc), imperfect (impf) and imperfect consecutive (impfc). However, when the 
conjunction wāw consists of a simple shwa and the verbs involved in a suggested hendiadys/verbal hendiadys do 
not seem to have been, nor are apprehended as, the means whereby preterite or futural aspects are conveyed, 
qatal, weqatal, yiqtol and weyiqtol are employed, in order to differentiate between combinations of these latter 
forms from other combinations of verb forms and the suggested and possible interpretations. For abbreviations, 
see Part II, Chapter 1.7 Abbreviations with exemplifications. 
57 The following abbreviations are used: a = a noun with a prefixed particle other than wāw and/or the definitive 
article; b = a noun with a plural suffix; c = a noun with a pronominal suffix. These letters are also used combined 
as ‘a, b’ or ‘a, b, c,’ which denotes when one or more nouns in a suggested hendiadys occur with a prefixed 
particle and/or a plural suffix and or a pronominal suffix respectively. 
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2.5.3 Semantic relations, pragmatics and discourse analysis 

A further reason why certain examples are suggested as hendiadyses by scholars is not only 

the existence of what are deemed to be rhetorical or grammatical constructions, but also the 

semantic relations present. An investigation of semantic relations has therefore been 

performed. The results obtained are consequently also used in investigations of 

interpretational possibilities. 

 

Semantic relations 

Despite the ever-present uncertainties of meanings, denotations and connotations of individual 

lexemes, roots or lexical units, an analysis of semantic relations has been performed based on 

accepted translations given of individual lexemes and lexical units in Biblical Hebrew as well 

as acknowledged categorizations of semantic relations.58 Here one relies, of course, on the 

results of previous research as represented in the translations of individual roots, lexemes and 

lexical units found in lexicons and dictionaries as well as categorizations of semantic relations 

in linguistic semantics.59 The results of the analysis of the semantic relations in suggested 

hendiadyses are presented by means of abbreviations denoting the following categories and 

subcategories: 

Antonyms (‘ant’). The components display an inherently incompatible binary relationship e.g., 

‘good and evil.’ 

Components from the same root (‘sr’). The combined components are from the same root 

(‘sr’), but may in addition belong to various subcategories and consist of either ‘identical 

components’ (‘iden’), e.g., ‘stone and stone’; be of ‘different gender’ (‘dg’); have different 

forms but be of the same gender (‘sg’); be of ‘different numbers’ (‘dn’), or if verbs, belong to 

‘different conjugations’ (‘dc’). 

Dissimilar components (‘diss’). The components are not closely related and do not exhibit 

semantic overlap, but consist of combinations of semantically dissimilar components, e.g., ‘an 

end and a hope,’ or ‘she took and she went out.’ 

                                                
58 The terms denotation and connotation are utilized here in accordance with common usage according to 
Crystal’s definition of these terms in linguistic classifications and semantics, in which denotation is equivalent to 
referential meaning whereas connotation refers to emotive or other associations. See Crystal, Dictionary, 97, 
129-130. 
59 This investigation and categorization of the semantic relations in suggested and suspected hendiadyses are 
based on the classifications of semantic relations in Cruse, Semantics, 24; Crystal, Linguistics, 234-243; Lyons, 
Semantics, 250, and Saeed, Semantics, 65-71.  
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Hyponymy (‘hyp’). The semantic relation of two components is that of hyponymy, inclusion, 

i.e., a combination of components in which the first component constitutes a subtype of the 

concept that the other component represents, e.g., ‘horse and animal.’60  

Holonymy (‘hol’). The semantic relation of the components is that of holonymy, i.e., a part-

whole relationship, e.g., ‘chariot and wheel,’ in which the second component, ‘wheel,’ 

constitutes a part of the first component, ‘chariot.’ 

Semantic fields (‘semf’). When two components are semantically closely related and exhibit 

semantic overlap, e.g., ‘wicked and sinners’ or ‘he looked and he looked anxiously,’ the 

components are categorized as belonging to the same semantic field (‘semf’). Since lexemes 

have various lexical denotations, individual components may consequently belong to different 

semantic fields, which in addition may overlap.61  

Synonym-like (‘synl’). When the semantic relation of the components exhibit extensive 

overlap semantically to the extent that they seem practically interchangeable, e.g., ‘joy and 

gladness,’ they are categorized as synonym-like (‘synl’) rather than synonymous due to the 

                                                
60 The more general term in this case is ‘animal,’ which is designated ‘superordinate’ or a 
‘hypernym/hyperonym.’ See e.g., Saeed, Semantics, on hyponymy, pp. 68-70. 
61 Several biblical scholars use the designations ‘semantic field,’ ‘lexical field’ and ‘semantic domain’ 
interchangeably, e.g., de Blois, Dictionary, 4, who explains “each particular word is a member of a larger group 
of words that have certain aspects in common. Such a group can be called a semantic field or a semantic domain” 
(italics de Blois). See also Silva, Words, 219, who sees ‘lexical field’ as “equivalent to semantic field or 
domain,” and “field, lexical (in this book, equivalent to semantic field or domain),” (italics Silva). It seems, 
however, that the category ‘semantic domain’ includes a wider variety of components. Louw, for example, uses 
‘semantic domain’ as an overall designation that includes combinations of synonym-like, contiguous and 
hierarchical semantic relationships such as hyponymic relations. Louw, “Semantics.” See also Louw/Nida, 
Lexicon and ODEG, “Field,” 150, in which semantic field is explained as “A range of referents that have some 
aspects of meaning in common. Sometimes called DOMAIN. The theory of semantic field asserts that the meaning 
of a word depends partly on the other words it is related to in meaning. All such words together constitute a 
semantic field (or lexical field).” See further e.g., Groom, Analysis, 104, who is aware that “in biblical studies 
‘lexical fields,’ ‘semantic fields’ and ‘associative fields’ are used interchangeably.” It seems, however, that 
‘semantic field,’ more often among biblical scholars refers to semantically closely related components that 
exhibit semantic overlap. See e.g., VanGemeren, “Index,” 1, who uses the term ‘semantic field’ only for closely 
related components, including combinations of synonym-like components, as does Sawyer who explains “A 
semantic field contains words and phrases associated with one another at the level of meaning.” Sawyer, 
“Semantic,” 617. That is therefore a line of action employed here as well. For more on semantic fields in general, 
see e.g., Koivisto-Alanko, Words, 61-62. For more on the designation semantic fields and employment of the 
same in biblical studies see also Barr, Semantics; Cotterell, “Linguistics,” 134-161; De Blois, Domains; Louw, 
“Semantics”; Sawyer, Semantics; Silva, Words; Walton, “Principles,” et al. The categorization of components in 
semantic fields used in this investigation is based on the lists and examples in NIDOTTE, the lists in the 
Dictionary by de Blois and the lists of semantic domains in Louw/Nida, Lexicon, xxiv-xxv.  
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difficulty in determining actual synonyms.62 Combinations of synonym-like components are 

classified here as a subcategory to components from the same semantic field.63 

Theme-related components (‘th’). There are combinations of dissimilar components labelled 

hendiadys that do not exercise semantic overlap, but still share a mutual area of concept, e.g., 

‘silver and gold,’ ‘sun and moon,’ or ‘to eat and to drink’ etc. Some combined components in 

this category are at times referred to as collocations or fixed phrases since they occur 

frequently combined or in various forms of pairing and/or since similar combinations occur in 

other Semitic languages. However, since the terms fixed phrase, collocation or word pair do 

not demonstrate the semantic relation present, the components have therefore first of all been 

categorized as ‘dissimilar’ in accordance with the principles used in the analysis of semantic 

relations here in general; but because the components still share a mutual area of concept the 

categorization ‘th’ for ‘theme-related’ is added. Other criteria for the designation ‘theme-

related’ to be used is when the components represent physical or animate object, as e.g., 

utensils, plants or animals, which are likely to be different even is sharing a mutual area of 

concept, and also when none of the combined components seem possible to subordinate to the 

other.64  

Combinations of two verbs are in several cases referred to as a hendiadys/verbal hendiadys, 

and in many cases one of the verbs is also interpreted as an adverbial modifier. If one of the 

verbs in a combination of two or more dissimilar verbs is interpreted as an adverbial modifier, 

by at least one of the scholars cited in connection with an example, the abbreviation ‘advm’ is 

added in the analysis. The verbs suggested as or are considered by scholars to function as 

adverbial modifiers/auxiliaries etc., in the HB, have, in addition, been compiled and listed.65 

 

 

                                                
62 See e.g., Louw/Nida, Lexicon, xvi, “The first principle of semantic analysis of lexical items is that there are 
‘no synonyms,’ in the sense that no two lexical items ever have completely the same meanings in all the contexts 
in which they might occur.” 
63 Sometimes it is difficult, of course, to establish if the components are synonym-like and if uncertain the nouns 
are categorized only as belonging to the same semantic field. 
64 Individual components, which occur together in what in this investigation are called ‘theme-related’ 
combinations, may of course occur combined with other more or less semantically closely related components 
and the two combined may thereby belong to various semantic fields respectively. In some cases, these kinds of 
combinations are designated ‘associative pairs’ in semantics, but since it is impossible to determine which 
associations the biblical writers and redactors might have had when components are combined in the HB, it was 
not deemed a suitable terminology. For more on associative pairs, associative relations, and lists of associative 
pairs, see e.g., Ferrand/New, “Priming,” 25-26; Tudhope/Alani/Jones, “Relationships,” 16; Michel, 
“Taxonomy,” et al. 
65 See below 7.8.1 Dissimilar verbs. 
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Semantic-pragmatic approach and discourse analysis 

The use of the term hendiadys depends not only on the semantic relations, but according to 

propositions by various scholars also on the overall prospects in interpretations and 

translations that the combined components are seen to induce and permit. This is in many 

cases contingent on not only the semantic relationship between components, but other factors 

like the presence or absence of intervening components like the conjunction and the function 

of a particular construction in the context. Investigations from a semantic-pragmatic point of 

view are therefore carried out, building on the results from the morpho-syntactic analysis.66  

Van Wolde remarks that when questions are posed on not only how but why certain forms 

or constructions occur we are more pragmatically oriented.67 Pragmatics is not primarily or 

solely focusing on purely morpho-syntax and/or semantics, nor on suasive aspects, but on 

questions of interpretations of features in communication in general. However, this is not a 

study directed to all aspects involved in a pragmatic approach, but focuses here on (a) how the 

absence, presence and possible functions of an intervening conjunction may affect the 

understanding of combined components, but also on (b) an analysis of the suggested and 

possible interpretational possibilities of different combinations of components.  

An investigation of inalienable relationships between components involved is carried out 

and a discourse analysis is also conducted in which the occurrence frequencies of some 

combinations of components in different contexts and text types are explored, which will also 

include a brief discussion on why certain features occur in certain text types.68 

Performing a rhetorical critical analysis with the help of a semantic analysis presents 

several difficulties since the denotations of several lexemes are manifold, uncertain and 

ambiguous. Furthermore, the term hendiadys is in many cases applied to peculiar 

constructions that are difficult to explain and interpret. Some lexemes involved may of course 

also be interpreted in various ways in different contexts.  

                                                
66 For pragmatics, see Huang, “Pragmatics,” 341: “pragmatics may be defined as the systematic study of 
meaning by virtue of, or dependant on, the use of language,” and he explains how e.g., morphology, syntax, 
semantics, and what he refers to as presupposition, speech acts and deixis can be part of pragmatics, and be 
utilized in the study of language and meaning. See also Fraser, “Research,” 710: “[pragmatics is] the study of the 
system which underlies the ability of language users to interpret utterances.” See also Levinson, Pragmatics, 9. 
For pragmatics in biblical studies, see e.g., Miller, “Pragmatics,” 165-191 and van Wolde, “Motivation,” 21-23, 
of which the latter discusses e.g., “the question of what motivates the choice of a certain form in a certain text.” 
Idem, 22.  
67 Wolde van, “Motivation,” 22-23. 
68 For discourse analysis in general, see e.g., Brown/Yule, Analysis; Gee, Introduction, 116-126, and on the HB 
see e.g., Bodine, “Analysis,” 7-9; Meltzer, “Stylistics,” 141; O’Connor, “Discourse,” 20-21; Tsumura, 1 Book of 
Samuel, 49-50, and for a bibliography see, Lowery, “Discourse.”  
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However, this investigation cannot engage in and does not set out to explain any kinds of 

more or less peculiar features in the HB that may be labelled hendiadys. It must also be 

pointed out that this investigation is not devoted to semantics or semantic relations in general 

nor to diachronic semantics, but solely directed to the semantic relations that seem present in 

proposed hendiadyses derived from the HB. The results are, in addition, not intended or used 

to establish any dogmatic views on semantics or semantic relations between components in 

the HB in general or of specific lexemes combined.  

The analysis carried out of the semantic relations present in suggested hendiadyses is, in 

addition, not a target in itself. The attempt to make a distinction between semantic relations 

present, as well as functions of the conjunction, inalienable relations, interpretational 

possibilities and contextual approaches, is in this investigation solely the instruments and the 

means whereby tendencies can be discovered and differentiated from each other.  

The collection of examples does not claim to include every single example in the HB that 

has ever been designated hendiadys, but it does represent the results of a resolute endeavour 

to be as comprehensive as possible in order to create a foundation for a wide-ranging 

analysis.69  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                
69 It would be impossible to search and read through the immensely large corpus of linguistic and exegetical 
literature on biblical Hebrew and the HB including all commentaries, lexicons and dictionaries, from hundreds, 
even thousands of years, to find all suggested hendiadyses, especially when these works lack indices, but a 
deliberate aim has nevertheless been to find as many examples as possible. In many cases the term hendiadys 
and examples thereof are easy to locate e.g., when the term is found in a subject index and/or when the entire 
text of a scholarly presentation is searchable in a database, available through computer research tools or in the 
form of an E-Book, but in other cases examples of suggested hendiadyses are more difficult to locate. Several 
examples of hendiadyses in non-searchable monographs that lack indices have, however, been possible to 
retrieve thanks to cross-references in various works. 
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Chapter 3 

Etymology, first users and various subsequent applications 

 
 
When the term hendiadys is defined and applied in general as well as by biblical scholars, 

references are sometimes given to the classical rhetorical tradition and/or to examples and/or  

citations in Latin. The examples derived from the classical rhetorical tradition therefore 

presumably display as well as promote opinions of the supposedly appropriate use of the term. 

An investigation on the etymology of the term and the earliest applications of the term found 

has for that reason been performed, but also on subsequent opinions on what the term denotes, 

which will be presented below. 

 

3.1. Etymology and the earliest examples 

Due to the fact that hendiadys originates from the Greek expression ©n diå duo›n, ‘one 

through two,’ one would expect to find the phrase, alleged examples and/or references to ©n 

diå duo›n given by Greek rhetoricians. However, the phrase is not found in preserved Greek 

texts or used by Greek commentators from antiquity, according to van Möllendorff, Wright, 

Vickers, and Sansone, nor is the term ©n diå duo›n or Latinized spellings of the same found in 

lists of rhetorical figures, schemes or tropes in antiquity.1  There are, in addition, no instances 

found of ©n diå duo›n on the TLG disc.2 There is, furthermore, no evidence that the term ©n 

diå duo›n, the designation hendiadys or other Latinized forms or spellings were used during 

antiquity in commentaries of Hebrew texts or of phenomena therein.3 

                                                
1 See van Möllendorff, “Hendiadyoin,” 1345; Sansone, “Hendiadys,” 18; Vickers, Counterfeiting, 167; Wright, 
“Hendiadys,” 169. For more on lists of figures in antiquity, see also Murphy, History, 34-35, 184-185, 188-189.  
2 TLG disc stands for the material in Thesaurus Linguae Graecae®, Online, 2000. The latest search on the Greek 
phrase ©n diå duo›n or variants thereof in the TLG disc was performed in January 2012. 
3 By classical antiquity is meant what is commonly regarded as a broad time span from approximately the time 
of Homer to the 4th century C.E., and by late antiquity from the 4th to 6th century C.E. The expression ‘classical 
rhetorical tradition’ refers to the time from the sophists ca. 450 B.C. E. to the end of the 5th century C.E.  
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The earliest occurrence of the term is found in the commentary by Pomponius Porphyry, 

dating to around the late 2nd or 3rd century C.E., of Horace’s Carmina.4 Several examples are 

also found in commentaries by Servius, which date to the late 4th century and early 5th century 

C.E., of Virgil’s poetry from the 1st century B.C.E.5 The term is not mentioned in texts from 

antiquity in Patrologia Latina nor is it found in the texts in Perseus Digital Library, apart 

from in the commentaries by Servius. 

Van Möllendorff does however point out that a phrasing in Greek similar to that of ©n diå 

duo›n, albeit not the term as such, is found in a scholion to Iliad 24.499b; e‡ruto d¢ êstu ka‹ 

aÈtoÊw, ‘he preserved/rescued the city and its selves/[its inhabitants],’ which is interpreted 

ka‹ ἓn prçgma dus‹ perikopa›w p°frastai, ‘and [is] one notion expressed by two 

concepts.’6 It is of course difficult to ascertain what this unknown scholiast may have had in 

mind and/or whether the expression ka‹ ἓn prçgma dus‹ perikopa›w p°frastai, ‘one notion 

expressed by two concepts,’ indeed reflects the Greek phrase ©n diå duo›n, albeit in disguise.7  

More interesting for this enquiry than the actual occurrences as such in antiquity is of 

course to which construction the term was applied. The illustrations by both commentators, 

Porphyry and Servius, which include examples referred to by biblical researchers, will 

therefore be presented and discussed below.  

Hendiadys is the form and spelling employed in general in this presentation, but in citations 

of certain editions the Greek phrase ©n diå duo›n or variants thereof will be used and in some 

cases comments will also be given on other Greek or Latinized forms used in different 

manuscripts and editions. 

 

                                                
4 Pomponius Porphyry was a Latin scholar and grammarian who lived in the 2nd century, possibly 3rd century 
C.E., and is known for his commentary on Horace’s poetry. See, e.g., Helm, “Pomponius,” 2412-2416; Kaster, 
“Pomponius,” 1218; Schmidt, “Pomponius,” 259-261. Quintus Horatius Flaccus was a Roman poet who lived 
between 65 and 8 B.C.E. See, e.g., Conte, Literature, 292-320. 
5 Maurus Servius Honoratus was a Roman scholar and grammarian who lived in the late 4th to the early 5th 
century C.E., known especially for his commentary on Virgil’s poetry. See e.g., Conte, Literature, 627-629; 
Fowler, “Commentaries,” 73-38; Hackemann, Servius; Kaster, “Guardians,” 169-197; 356-359. Publius 
Vergilius Maro was a prolific Roman poet who lived between 70 and 19 B.C.E. See e.g., Conte, Literature, 262-
291; Horsfall, “Life,” 1-25. 
6 Möllendorff van, “Hendiadyoin,” 1345. See also Erbse, Scholia, vol. V, 603. There is, according to the text-
critical apparatus in van Thiel’s edition of the Iliad, Homeri Ilias, a variant in a manuscript: aÈtόw, instead of 
aÈtoÊw. Richardson remarks in his commentary on the Iliad, “The variant ka‹ aÈtόw would mean ‘by himself,’ 
but after oi–oß this would hardly be necessary.” See Richardson, Iliad, 326. 
7 For more comments on hendiadys in Greek, see below 3.7 Hendiadys in classical Greek, NT and LXX. 
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3.1.1 Suggested example of hendiadys in Porphyry’s commentary 

The earliest occurrence in preserved texts of the phrase ©n diå duo›n, alias hendiadys, is by 

Pomponius Porphyry, well known for the oldest and most important commentary on Horace’s 

poetry.8 The phrase is found in Porphyry’s comments on Horace’s Carmina II, 15, 18-20: 

“[…] leges sinebant, oppida publico / sumptu iubentes et deorum / templa novo decorare 

saxo,” on which Porphyry comments “Est ergo hic [figura] schema, quod ©n diå due›n 

dicimus [unum in duobus, quia unum in duo sensus diuisit], oppida enim et deorum templa 

pro eo, quod est ‘oppidorum templa.’9 This is the oldest occurrence of the phrase and the only 

use of the term by Porphyry in preserved texts available to us.10  

The noun oppida ‘towns’ together with the genitive construction et deorum templa ‘the 

temples of God,’ seem to have been apprehended by Porphyry to derive from an original but 

hypothetic genitive construction oppidorum templa ‘the city temples [of God(s)].’ The 

employment of the phrase in Porphyry’s commentary therefore indicates an understanding of 

the phrase as characterizing a structure where a division in two elements of one original 

notion/construction is assumed to have taken place. Nisbet/Hubbard, however, wholly rejects 

Porphyry’s interpretation:  

… city walls were the most conspicious monumental constructions of 

primitive walls […] Porphyrio was therefore wrong to take oppida et 

templa as a hendiadys for oppidorum templa; Italy had little enough 

to set beside the wide range of public constructions that the Greek 

orators mention in similar contexts, and Horace is unlikely to have 

underplayed the most obvious.11 

The clarifying word ‘figura’ is not given in brackets in the Havthal edition from 1864-66, 

but occurs in brackets in both the Meyer edition (1874) and the Holder edition (1894).12 The 

part of the definition above that is formulated ‘unum in duo sensus diuisit’ does not appear in 

                                                
8 Conte, Literature, 579. Hofmann/Szantyr, Syntax, 782; Van Möllendorff, “Hendiadyoin,” 1345; Panagl, 
“Hendiadyoin,” 877. 
9 Horace: “the laws allow that towns and the temples of Gods should be renovated/beautified at public expense 
with fresh-cut stone.” Horace, Opera (ed. Shackleton Bailey), 59. Porphyry: “here is the figure called ©n diå 
due›n [en dia dyein], that is, one through two, as it is one notion divided in two, ‘cities’ and ‘the temples’ stand 
for ‘the city temples.’” See Porphyr, Pomponii, 67, (ed. Meyer); Holder (ed.), Scholia, 76.  
10 The spelling is ©n diå due›n. There is, according to the text-critical apparatus on p. 67 in Meyer’s edition from 
1874, a slightly different spelling in one of the manuscripts: “endia dye in M.”  
11 Nisbet/Hubbard, Horace, 252. 
12 Porphyry, Pomponii, 67, (ed. Meyer); Holder (ed.), Scholia, 76. Havthal (ed.), Acron, 216. It is Meyer’s 
addition according to Holder, but is retained in Holder’s edition. 
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brackets in the Havthal or Meyer editions, only in the Holder edition (1894) together with a 

reference to Petschenig by Holder.13  

In many works of reference, Porphyry’s commentary is dated to the 3rd century C.E., but in 

certain entries on Porphyry a slight uncertainty regarding the age of the text is evident.14 Latin 

grammarians generally refer to the example by Porphyry above, but biblical scholars do not 

commonly mention this example.15 

 

3.1.2 Suggested examples of hendiadyses in Servius’ commentaries 

There are several exemplifications of hendiadys in Servius’ commentaries of Virgil’s poetry, 

primarily the Aeneid, and a number of Greek as well as Latinized variants of ©n diå duo›n in 

the manuscripts, e.g., εν δια δυιν, eNDoadYin, en dyad dyin, Endi a dyin, endiadun, en dia diin, 

endyin, andyandin, endyi adyn, etc.16  

The commentaries ascribed to Servius have come down to us in two versions, a shorter one 

(S), explicitly in Servius’ name and considered to be oldest, i.e., from the late 4th and early 5th 

century C.E., and a longer version, the so-called Servius Auctus/Servius Danielis (hereafter 

DS). DS is considered to be a combination by the hand of a scholar, perhaps in the 7th or 8th 

century, of the shorter version S and other commentaries, primarily the work by Aelius 

Donatus, another 4th-century Virgil commentator, who is considered to have been Servius’ 

teacher, according to Conte and Horsfall, and whom Servius refers to as well as refutes.17  

                                                
13 Holder (ed.), Scholia, 76. Holder does not give a more specific reference to Petschenig, who edited e.g., Q. 
Horatii Flacci Carmina selecta published in 1888. 
14 See e.g., Conte, Literature, 579, “[Porphyry’s commentary] has come down to us in its original form, a 
genuine school commentary of the third century A.D.,” but cf. Tarrant, “Receptions,” 282, “late third century?” 
and Kaster, “Pomponius,” 1218, “… a redaction dating to the 5th(?) cent.” See also Helm, “Pomponius,” 2412-
2416 and Schmidt, “Pomponius,” 259-261.  
15 See e.g., Hofman-Szantyr, van Möllendorff, and Panagl who all refer to Porphyry’s example as the oldest 
occurrence of the term hendiadys. Previous to the article from 2006 by the present author, in which Porphyry’s 
example is mentioned, see Lillas-Schuil, “Survey,” 84-85, Porphyry is not mentioned by biblical scholars. 
16 See the text-critical apparatus in the Thilo/Hagen and Harvard editions of the commentaries by Servius in 
which the variant spellings in different manuscripts are given. Apart from the above-mentioned there are other 
variants such as e.g., endiadyin, endiadyn, endoaδyin, enniadin, endiadin, endiadiin, endiadin, εν δια δοιν, 
εΝΔΙα ΔΥεΝ, endiadi, endiado, endiadin, endiadim, endyadyin, δυο δι ενος, endyi adyn, en dia diin, endi a 
dyin, en dia duoin, endiain etc. Thilo/Hagen's edition covers all of Servius’ commentaries. Volume II of the 
Harvard edition from 1946 (Rand/Harvard), covers books 1-2, and volume III from 1965 (Stocker/Harvard) 
covers books 3-5. 
17 Pierre Daniel published Servius Auctus/Servius Danielis in 1600. Other Virgil-commentators besides Servius 
and Aelius Donatus were Macrobius, Tiberius Claudius Donatus, and the Scholia Veronensia, all from the late 
4th or early 5th century C.E. See Conte, Literature, 628; Horsfall, “Life,” 3. See also Harrison, Vergil, xxxvi-xl 
and Murgia, “Notes”, 311-312. 
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Some biblical researchers refer to examples derived from Servius’ commentaries for 

hendiadyses par excellence.18 One of the examples referred to is pateris libamus et auro, ‘we 

are making libations from [libation-] bowls and gold,’ which is found in Virgil’s Georgics 

2.192 (G 2.192), and the second example is molemque et montes ‘a mass and mountains’ 

derived from the Aeneid 1.61 (A 1.61). The noun auro, ‘gold,’ in pateris libamus et auro, ‘we 

are making libations from [libation-] bowls and gold,’ in G 2.192, was interpreted as an 

adjectival attribute by Servius, giving pateris aureis, ‘golden libation bowls.’19 In addition, 

when Servius uses the term hendiadys for pateris libamus et auro, he refers to the phrase 

molemque et montes ‘a mass and mountains,’ in A 1.61, which was interpreted as molem 

montis, ‘the mass of a mountain,’ by Servius.  

Servius gives a definition in his comment to A 1.61, but without using the term hendiadys. 

The definition reads “et est figura, ut una res in duas dividatur, metri causa interposita 

coniunctione, ut alio loco pateris libamus et auro, id est pateris aureis.”20 Apart from 

explaining that this refers to ‘one notion divided into two,’ Servius also mentions a 

conjunction, ‘with an inserted conjunction,’ and what he saw as the motive on Virgil’s part for 

the construction, ‘due to metrics.’ 

It would seem that Servius considers the definition in A 1.61 applicable to molemque et 

montes as well as pateris libamus et auro despite the fact that one of the phrases is interpreted 

as an adjective construction and the other as a genitive construction.  

However, there are other instances in Servius’ commentaries in which the term hendiadys is 

used. According to the list in the index by Mountford/Schultz (1930), there are 21 instances of 

hendiadyses given by Servius, whereas according to the edition by Lion (1826) of Servius 

commentaries there are only 12 instances of hendiadys.21  

When examining Servius’ commentaries it is evident that the term hendiadys in various 

Latinized variants is found only in 11 of the 12 examples referred to by Lion.22 However, the 

                                                
18 See e.g., Kuntz, “Agent,” 117; Melamed, “Two,” et al. 
19 Servius, Grammatici, 238 (ed. Thilo/Hagen). Servius’ comment to G 2.192 reads “pateris et auro pateris 
aureis: ©n diå duo›n, ut molemque et montes.” 
20 Servius, Grammatici, 50, ‘this is a figure, when one notion is divided into two, with an added/interspersed 
conjunction for the sake of metrics, as in another place we are making libations from [libation-] bowls and gold, 
that is golden libation bowls.’ 
21 Servius, Commentarii, 428 (ed. Lion). Mountford/Schultz, Index, 76, lists G 2.192, A 1.61, 1.111, 1.311, 
1.648, 2.627, 3.148, 3.223, 3.467, 4.33, 5.259, 5.410, 5.431, 7.15, 7.142, 8.52, 9.601, 9.704, 10.754, 11.22 and 
11.571. Lion lists the following: G 2.192, A 1.61, A 2.627, A 3.148, A 3.467, A 4.33, A 5.410, A 7.15, A 9.604 
(601 in the Thilo/Hagen edition), A 10.754, A 11.22, A 11.571. 
22 The term hendiadys occurs in Servius’ commentaries to the following 11 examples: G 2.192, A 2.627, A 
3.148, A 3.467, A 4.33, A 5.410, A 7.15, A 9.601, A 10.754, A 11.22, A 11.571. 
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reason why Lion included the twelfth reference, i.e., to A 1.61, even if the term as such is not 

used in that comment, is presumably because that is where Servius’ definition is found, 

together with a reference to G 2.192 where the term hendiadys is used.  

Moreover, in the additional 9 examples incorporated in the list by Mountford/Schultz, but in 

which the term as such is not used, Servius refers in one case explicitly to A 1.61 (in A 

5.431), and in 3 cases (in A 1.111; A 1.311; 1.648) he refers to the phrase molemque et 

montes in A 1.61 even though not giving the actual verse reference A 1.61.23  

We may conclude that there are (a) 11 instances in the commentaries by Servius in which 

hendiadys is explicitly mentioned, (b) in A 1.61 a definition is given together with a reference 

to G 2.192 in which the term is used, and (c) in an additional 4 instances, even if the term as 

such is not mentioned, references are given by Servius either to A 1.61, A 3.467 and/or G 

2.192 where the term is used. This gives all in all, not 21, as in Mountford/Schultz’s list, nor 

12 as in Lion’s edition, but a total of 16 examples in Servius’ commentaries that are directly 

(11 examples) or indirectly (5 examples) stated to be examples of hendiadys.24 In 4 of the 16 

examples the term occurs only in DS.25  

However, more importantly for this enquiry than only to ascertain the actual occurrences as 

such is to establish whether the term is used for one and the same kind of construction in all 

the 16 examples. 

 

3.1.2.1 Categorizations of suggested examples in Servius’ commentaries 

The 16 examples that are directly or indirectly designated hendiadys in Servius’ 

commentaries can be divided into 6 categories, depending on the structure and/or suggested 

                                                
23 In A 1.61 he refers to G 2.192 and in G 2.192 he refers back to A 1.61. In some cases, even if the term is 
already used, he refers to other examples: in Servius’ comments to 10.754, he refers to A 3.467 and to A 1.61 as 
well. In his comment to A 9.601, in which the term is already used he refers to A 3.467 where the term is also 
mentioned. 
24 The additional examples, which are included in the Mountford/Schultz’s list, but in which Servius does not use 
the term hendiadys or found in DS, are: A 3.223 Virgil: in partem praedamque, Servius: in partem praedamque 
in partem scilicet praedae; A 5.259 Virgil: hamis consertam auroque trilicem; Servius: hamis auroque hamis 
aureis; A 7.142 Virgil: radiisque ardentem lucis et auro, Servius: radiis et auro radiis aureis; A 8.52 Virgil: qui 
regem Euandrum comites, qui signa secuti, Servius (only in DS): Qui regem Euandrum qui signa id est qui regis 
Euandri signa sunt secuti, ut (II 116) sanguine placastis ventos et virgine caesa pro ’sanguine virginis caesae’; A 
9.704 Virgil: duplici squama lorica fidelis et auro, Servius: duplici squama et auro id est duplicibus squamis 
aureis. 
25 This refers to the comments to A 2.627, A 4.33, A 11.22 and A 11.571, and according to Mountford/Schultz 
also to A 3.148. According to the Thilo/Hagen edition, the phrase is used in DS to the commment to A 3.148, but 
according to the Stocker/Harvard edition in S. 
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function(s) of the components referred to. The citations from Virgil’s text and the comments 

on the same in Servius’ commentaries will be given below.26 

 

I. Two independent nouns with the intervening conjunction et, and one of the components is 

interpreted as a genitival attribute (3 examples) 

There are 3 examples that are denoted hendiadys directly or by reference and that consist of 

two consecutive nouns with an intervening conjunction. 

 

A 1.61 Virgil: molemque et montis insuper altos / imposuit 

Servius: molemque et montes id est, molem montis. Et est figura, ut 

[cum in the Harvard edition] una res in duas dividatur, metri causa 

interposita coniunctione, ut alio loco pateris libamus et auro, id est, 

pateris aureis.27 

 

A 1.111 Virgil: in brevia et syrtis urget  

Servius: in brevia et syrtes, id est in brevia syrtium, quo modo 

molemque et montes. ‘brevia’ autem vadosa dicit, per quae possumus 

vadere. Et syrtes syrtium sinus duo sunt pares natura, inpares 

magnitudine, ut Sallustius dicit.28 

 

 

 

 

                                                
26 The text of Virgil is derived from Mynor, (ed.), Vergilii, (SCBO), 1969. The text from Servius’ commentaries 
is derived from the Thilo/Hagen and Harvard editions. The different renderings of u and v are normalized 
according to common standard. 
27 A 1.161 Virgil: and placed thereupon a mass and high mountains; Servius: a mass and high mountains is ‘the 
mass of a mountain’ this is a figure, when one notion is divided into two, with an inserted conjunction for the 
sake of metrics, as in another place we pour libations from [libation-] bowls and gold, which is ‘golden [libation-
] bowls.’” 
28 A 1.111 Virgil: forces into the shallows and sandbanks; Servius: into the shallows and sandbanks, that is ‘in 
the shallows of the sandbanks,’ in the same way/manner as a mass and high mountains. But he says ‘shallows’ 
for ‘full of fordable places,’ through which we are able to pass, and sandbanks [is] ‘of the sandbanks’ “there are 
two hollows of equal nature, but of unequal size,” as Sallustius says.  
(The two hollows probably refer especially to two sandbanks, the Syrtes, on the coast of North Africa.) 
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A 5.431 Virgil: hic membris et mole valens  

Servius: membris et mole hoc est mole membrorum, ut (I 61) 

molemque et montes.29 

In all three examples above one of the two independent components in the suggested 

hendiadyses is interpreted as a genitival attribute by Servius.30 

 

II. The components consist of two nouns in sequence, the second has the suffixed –que and is 

interpreted as an adjectival attribute (2 examples). 

In both examples in category II below the second of the two components has a suffixed –

que and is interpreted as an adjectival attribute by Servius. 

 

A 1.648 Virgil: pallam signis auroque rigentem 

Servius: signis auroque signis aureis, ut molemque et montes.31 

 

A 3.467 Virgil: loricam consertam hamis auroque trilicem 

Servius: hamis auroque hamis aureis, ©n diå duo›n hamis autem 

catenis [DS: vel ‘circulis’] significat.32  

 

III. Two independent components (nouns or phrases) with one or more intervening 

components other than the conjunctions et, –que or atque, and one of the selected components 

is interpreted as genitival- or adjectival attribute respectively (4 examples).  

In 1 of the 4 examples in category III below there are in S indirect references to hendiadys, 

but the term hendiadys occurs only in DS.33 

                                                
29 A 5.431 Virgil: this one powerful through limbs and mass; Servius: through limbs and mass which is/means 
‘through the mass of the limbs’ like 1.61 a mass and high mountains. 
30 Servius refers in A 1.61 to G 2.192 and in A 5.431 to A 1.61. Traditional terminology, ‘genitive attribute,’ is 
used. 
31 A 1.648 Virgil: a mantle stiff with signs and gold; Servius: signs and gold means ‘golden signs,’ like a mass 
and mountains. 
32 A 3.467 Virgil: cuirass fastened together with rings and triple-plaited with gold. Servius: with rings and gold 
is ‘rings of gold.’ DS: rings however denotes chains or circles. The DS version is given in italics in the 
Thilo/Hagen edition, whereas in the Harvard edition the two versions are printed side by side and DS is placed 
on the left side on the page. See also Murgia, Prolegomina, 1 n. 1. 
33 This pertains to A 11.22. 
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A 1.311 Virgil: arboribus clausam circum atque horrentibus umbris 

Servius: arboribus atque horrentibus umbris umbris arborum, quo 

modo molemque et montes, aut certe arboribus et umbris speluncae.’34  

In his comment to A 1.311 above Servius gives two possible interpretations and in both cases 

he suggests genitive constructions; either that (a) the first noun in the first phrase, arboribus, 

‘trees,’ together with the last noun in the second phrase, umbris, ‘shadows,’ should be viewed 

as ‘by shadows of trees,’ or (b) that the last nouns in the second phrase, umbris, ‘shadows,’ 

and the noun speluncae, ‘cave,’ which does not occur in the passages cited by Servius but 

ealier in Virgil’s text, form the phrase ‘by trees and by shadows of a cave.’  

The latter suggested alternative is possibly due to that the second phrase is not seen by 

Servius to refer to arboribus, ‘trees’ in the first phrase, but to rupe cavata ‘by a hollowed 

rock’ in the preceding passage, which however, is not cited by Servius. Or possibly that the 

connective atque is understood epexegetically ‘and also.’  

It is obvious in any case that the two components chosen by Servius in the example above, 

in both the suggested alternative interpretations, occur in Virgil’s text interspersed by several 

intervening components. 

 

A 9.601 Virgil: gelu duramus et undis 

Servius A. 904: gelu duramus et undis undis gelidis: et est ©n diå 
duo›n ut (III 467), hamis auroque trilicem, nam nemo quod plus est 

prius dicit; si enim duo essent, ante aquam diceret, sic gelu.35 

In the example A 9.601/4 above gelu ‘by cold’ in the phrase gelu duramus ‘by cold we are 

hardened,’ is selected by Servius and combined with undis ‘waves,’ which together are 

interpreted undis gelidis, ‘cold waves,’ i.e., reinterpreted as an adjective construction. 

 

 

 

                                                
34 A 1.311 Virgil: encircled all around by trees and by terrifying shades. Servius: By trees […] and by terrifying 
shades [is] ‘by shadows of trees,’ in the same manner as a mass and high mountains, or certainly/indeed ‘by 
trees and by shadows of a cave.’  
35 A 9.601 Virgil: by cold we are hardened and by waves; Servius: by cold we are hardened and by waves ‘by 
cold waves,’ and that is ©n diå duo›n like III.467, with rings and triple plaid with gold, for no one says first that 
which is more; for if they were two, before ‘water’ one would have said ‘by cold.’ 
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A 11.22 Virgil: interea socios inhumataque corpora terrae / 

mandemus.  

Servius: interea socios donec tempus obsidionis adveniat. et ‘interea 

socios inhumataque corpora terrae’ ©n diå duo›n pro ‘corpora 

sociorum.’36  

In the comment to A 11.22 above hendiadys occurs only in DS according to the Thilo/Hagen 

edition. The noun socios ‘comrades’ in the first phrase and corpora ‘bodies’ in the second 

phrase are selected and together interpreted as the genitive construction ‘bodies of comrades.’  

 

G 2.192 Virgil: pateris libamus et auro.  

Servius: pateris et auro pateris aureis: ©n diå duo›n ut molemque et 

montes.37 

The example from G 2.192 above consists of two non-consecutive nouns interspersed by a 

verb and the second noun is interpreted as an adjectival attribute.  

 

IV. The components consist of a noun + an already existing genitive construction that 

together are reinterpreted as an adjective construction (1 example). 

 

A 7.15 Virgil: hinc exaudiri gemitus iraeque leonum.  

Servius: gemitus iraque gemitus irascentium leonum,’ ©n diå 
duo›n.38 

In the phrase ‘growls, and anger of lions’ in A 7.15, Servius interprets the noun ‘anger’ as an 

adjective ‘angry/angered,’ which together with the noun ‘growls’ in genitive are interpreted as 

an adjective construction; ‘growls of angered lions.’  

                                                
36 A 11.22 Virgil: meanwhile let us consign comrades and unburied bodies to earth. Servius/DS: meanwhile 
comrades until the time of the siege comes, and comrades and unburied bodies to earth ©n diå duo›n for ‘bodies 
of comrades.’ 
37 G 2.192 Virgil: we are making libations from [libation-]bowls and gold; Servius: from [libation-]bowls and 
gold  ‘from golden libation bowls,’ like a mass and high mountains. 
38 A 7.15 Virgil: from here were heard growls and anger of lions. Servius: growls and anger ‘growls of angered 
lions,’ ©n diå duo›n. 
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Servius’ interpretation forms an adjective attributive construction, but it is not derived from 

a combination of two nouns interspersed by a conjoining conjunction as could be expected 

from the definition in A 1.61. 

 

V. The components consist of a noun + an already existing adjective construction that are 

together interpreted as a genitive construction, by the reinterpretation of a noun as a verbal 

noun (1 example). 

 

A 10.754 Virgil: iaculo et longe fallente sagitta.  

Servius: iaculo et longe fallente sagitta iactu longe fallentis sagittae: 

nam ©n diå duo›n dixit, ut (III 467) hamis auroque trilicem, item (I 

61) molemque et montes [DS; insuper altos, an longe valde?]39  

In the phrase ‘the far-reaching elusive arrow’ in A 10.754, the noun iaculo ‘javelin’ is 

reinterpreted by Servius as iactu, ‘the throwing,’ and the verb fallente, ‘elusive,’ that stands in 

ablative, is interpreted by Servius as falentis, ‘elusive,’ in genitive, which together gives the 

genitive construction ‘the far-reaching throwing of the elusive arrow,’ as the suggested 

hendiadys by Servius. 

 

VI. Combinations of components and/or phrases, but none of the components are interpreted 

as an attribute. One component or both in combinations of components could possibly have 

been seen to represent e.g., synonyms, tautology, euphemism, parallelism or epexegesis 

respectively (5 examples).  

Of the 5 examples in category VI there are 4 examples in which the term occur in S 

according to both the Thilo/Hagen and the Harvard edition, and 1 example that occur in DS 

according to Thilo/Hagen.40 

 

 

 
                                                
39 A 10.754 Virgil: remarkable by the javelin and by the far-reaching elusive arrow. Servius: by the javelin and 
the far-reaching elusive arrow ‘the far-reaching throwing of the elusive arrow,’ for he says ©n diå duo›n, as (III 
467) by rings and triple plaid by gold, also (I 61) a mass and high mountains upon, [DS; or very ‘far reaching’?] 
40 The volumes published in the Harvard editions do not cover the latter example, A 11.571. 
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A 2.627 Virgil: ornum cum ferro accisam crebrisque bipennibus  

Servius: ferro et bipennibus tautologia est [DS; ferro et bipennibvs ©n 
diå duo›n]41 

According to the edition by Thilo/Hagen (1881-1902) as well as the Harvard edition (1946) of 

Servius’ commentaries, the suggestion tautologia occurs in S whereas hendiadys appears in 

DS.42  

None of the components are interpreted as an attribute, but the noun ferro, ‘iron,’ in the first 

phrase and the noun bipennibus, ‘double axes,’ in the second phrase, are selected and together 

interpreted as a hendiadys in DS, but as tautology in S.43 No suggested translation is given in 

S, nor together with the term hendiadys in DS, but the two nouns selected are semantically 

closely related and could possibly have been seen to represent synonyms, parallelism or 

epexegesis when labelled hendiadys. 

 

A 3.148 Virgil: effigies sacrae divum Phrygiique Penates 

Servius: effigies sacrae et reliqua ©n diå duo›n.44  

In A 3.148 above the first phrase, ‘the holy images of gods,’ together with the second phrase, 

‘the Phrygian Penates,’ are labelled hendiadys.45 No alternative translation is given.  

It would seem that the two phrases are possibly apprehended to represent parallelism or that 

they are seen to refer to the same notion or that the second phrase is apprehended as 

explanatory. 

 

A 4.33 Virgil: nec dulcis natos Veneris nec praemia noris.  

Servius: veneris nec praemia id est voluptates, ut Homerus tã te d«rÉ 

Éafrodi÷thw.46 et volunt quidam ©n diå duo›n esse.47 

                                                
41 A 2.627 Virgil: ash tree cut off with iron and with repeated/fast hacking double axes. Servius: iron and double 
axes is a tautology.[SD; iron and double axes, ©n diå duo›n]. 
42 Servius, Commentarii (ed. Thilo/Hagen), 311; Servius, Commentarii (Rand/Harvard), 474. The DS version is 
given in italics in the Thilo/Hagen edition, whereas in the Harvard editions the two versions are printed side by 
side and DS is placed on the left side on the page. See also Murgia, Prolegomena, 1 n. 1. 
43 Servius’ comment to this example in the edition by Lion (1826) reads “ferro et bipennibus ©n diå duo›n vel 
tautologia” (italics added). Servius, Commentarii (ed. Lion), 165. 
44 A 3.148 Virgil: the holy images of gods and the Phrygian Penates [which refers to household gods]. Servius: 
holy images and the rest ©n diå duo›n. 
45 According to Thilo/Hagen and Stocker/Harvard only in DS. 
46 Iliad 3.54. 
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In A 4.33 above none of the nouns are interpreted as an attribute, and no alternative 

translation is given.  

It is difficult to interpret the comment, but it is possible that the components chosen are 

both seen to represent ‘children’ and that they therefore are apprehended to represent 

parallelism and that the second noun/phrase symbolizes a metaphor or euphemism for sexual 

activity.  

The comment et volunt quidam ©n diå duo›n esse, ‘and some want this to be an ©n diå 

duo›n,’ indicates that the term was used by others than Servius on this particular combination 

of components, and possibly even derived from earlier or contemporary unnamed Virgil-

commentators. According to both editions the comment is found in DS, which then could also 

indicate users later than Servius.  

 

A 5.410 Virgil: ‘quid, si quis caestus ipsius et Herculis arma / 

vidisset  

Servius: caestus et arma, ©n diå duo›n arma id est caestus.48 

In A 5.410 above none of the nouns are interpreted as an attribute by Servius, but his 

comment seems to indicate that the two phrases assigned hendiadys represent the same notion 

and/or that the selected components are possibly seen as near synonyms. The second noun 

could also have been apprehended as explanatory. 

 

A 11.571 Virgil: armentalis equae mammis et lacte ferino 

Servius: equae autem mammis et lacte ferino ©n diå duo›n.49 

In A 11.571 above the term occurs in DS according to the Thilo/Hagen edition, and appears to 

refer to parallel nouns/phrases or possibly to epexegesis due to the explanation given, since 

the phrase equae mammis et lacte ferino ‘breasts and wild [animals] milk’ seems to have been 

viewed as referring to the noun equae ‘mare’s.’ 

 

                                                
47 A 4.33 Virgil: you will have known neither sweet children nor rewards of Venus. Servius: nor rewards of 
Venus, that is ‘pleasures’; as Homer’s “and Aphrodite’s gifts.” And some want this to be an ©n diå duo›n.  
48 A 5.410 Virgil: What if someone would have seen his gauntlet and Hercules weapons; Servius: gauntlet and 
weapons, ©n diå duo›n, weapons that is the gauntlet. 
49 A 11.571 Virgil: with a herd horse mare’s breasts and with wild animals milk. Servius: however, horse mare’s 
breasts and wild [animals] milk [is] ©n diå duo›n. 
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3.1.2.2 Summary of the use of the term in Servius’ commentaries 

It is evident that the term hendiadys is used to denote various constructions in S as well as in 

DS, and there does not seem to be an indisputably common denominator for all examples 

other than the term itself. The examples can be divided and distributed in the categories I-VI 

as follows; 

I. The components consist of two nouns with the intervening conjunction et and one of the 

nouns is interpreted as a genitival attribute; 3 examples. 

II. The components consist of two nouns, the second component has the suffixed –que and is 

interpreted as an adjectival attribute; 2 examples. 

III. The components consist of two selected nouns with one or more intervening components 

other than a conjunction and one of the components is interpreted as an attribute; 4 

examples.50 

IV. The components consist of a noun + a genitive construction that together are interpreted 

as an adjective construction; 1 example. 

V. The components consist of a noun + a noun + a adjective construction that together are 

interpreted as a genitive construction, by the reinterpretation of the first noun as a verbal 

noun; 1 example. 

VI. The examples consist of selected components, but none of the them are interpreted as an 

attribute, but one or both of the components are possibly seen to represent synonyms, 

tautology, euphemism, epexegesis and/or parallelism; 5 examples.51  

One must of course also note that the suggested explanations in Servius commentaries are 

not the only interpretational possibilities of Virgil’s phrases, which in many cases may be 

discussed. 

 

Structures 

Contrary to Servius’ definition and exemplification in A 1.61, most of the examples labelled 

hendiadys do not consist of two combined components with only an intervening conjunction 

as in the example in the definition (A 1.61), but consist of selected nouns and/or phrases with 
                                                
50 In 1 example in category III, A 11.22, the term hendiadys occurs only in DS according to the Thilo/Hagen 
edition. 
51 In 4 examples in category IV the term hendiadys in S and the example in A 11.571 only in DS, according to 
the Thilo/Hagen edition.  
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other intervening components than a conjunction, or examples consisting of selected 

nouns/phrases in which the term hendiadys seems to refer to e.g., parallelism or epexegesis.  

As already pointed out, Servius mentions a conjunction in his definition and comment to A 

1.61, “metri causa interposita coniunctione.”52 However, et, -que, or atque appear only in A 

1.61 and in 7 of the 11 examples in which hendiadys is explicitly mentioned, yet does, on the 

other hand, occur in the 4 examples in which hendiadys is not mentioned, but in which a 

reference to molemque et montes in A 1.61 is given. In A 4.33 the phrases are joined by nec.53  

Even though a conjunction occurs in 5 of the remaining 6 examples, the conjunction is not 

directly conjoined to the actual components selected in the proposed hendiadyses and in A 

4.33 the phrases the intervening component is nec.54  

There are 12 suggested hendiadyses in S and 3 of them consist of two consecutive nouns 

with an intervening conjunction and in 2 examples the second component of two have the 

suffixed –que. However, the remaining 7 examples in S do not consist of consecutive nouns 

with only an intervening conjunction, but of several intervening components. In 3 examples in 

S the term seems to refer to parallelism or possibly epexegetical constructions.  

There are 4 examples in which the term is mentioned only in DS, yet none of the examples 

in DS consist of two consecutive nouns with only an intervening conjunction, but instead with 

several intervening components.  

Noteworthy is that there are no references in the definition in A 1.61 to supposedly existent 

examples of hendiadyses in the verses in which hendiadys is found in DS, nor to other 

instances in the commentaries in which the term is used. It is evident, in any case, that the 

term hendiadys is used for various constructions in both S and DS. 

 

Functions 

In category I the 3 examples are derived from S, and in all three of them one of two 

consecutive nouns with an intervening et is interpreted as a genitival attribute, whereas in the 

                                                
52 Servius, Grammatici, 370, ‘due to metrics an added/interspersed conjunction.’  
53 The conjunctions et, atque or -que occur in the following 7 examples in which the term hendiadys is used: G 
2.192; A 3.148; A 3.467; A 5.431; A 7.15; A 9.601/604; A 11.571. The conjunctions occur in A 1.61 and in the 4 
examples in which hendiadys is not mentioned, but in which a reference is given to A 1.61 by Servius: A 1.111; 
A 1.311; A 1.648; A 5.431. The conjunctions do occur in A 11.22, A 2.627, A 5.410, A 10.754, A 11.751 
between phrases but not directly conjoined to the actual components selected in the hendiadyses.  
54 A conjunction is found in 2 examples, A 2.627 and A 11.571, of the 4 examples in which the term occurs only 
in DS but not in connection with the actual components selected in a proposed hendiadys. 
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2 examples in category II a noun with the suffixed -que is in each example interpreted as an 

adjectival attribute.  

In category III, one of the selected components of two with several intervening components, 

is in 3 examples interpreted as an adjectival attribute and in 3 examples as a genitival 

attribute.  

Moreover, in category IV a genitive construction is reinterpreted as an adjectival 

construction, whereas in category V an adjectival construction is reinterpreted as a genitival 

construction. However, in category VI none of the components in the 5 suggested hendiadyses 

are interpreted as an attribute. Only in 1 of the 4 examples in DS is a component interpreted as 

an attribute (a genitival attribute). 

When Servius adapts a phrase from Greek he remarks that “et est Graeca Figura/Gr. fig. 

est/fig. Gr. est” etc. according to Moore (1891), but these comments do not appear in 

connection with hendiadys.55  

Servius utilizes in like manner, according to Moore, the phrase “epexegesis est” or a similar 

expression for what he seems to apprehend as epexegetical constructions. However, 

“epexegesis est” does not occur in connection with the term hendiadys even if the 

interpretation in some cases indicates that a noun or a phrase is seen as explanatory.56  

It is evident that the term hendiadys is applied in both S and DS to constructions with 

different apprehended functions: genitive or adjective attributive constructions, possibly 

tautology, parallelism or epexegesis, etc. 

 

3.1.2.3 Indications of several users  

The use of the term hendiadys in antiquity is by scholars usually ascribed by scholars to 

Servius, and it is evident that the term hendiadys is used in Servius’ commentaries on various 

constructions with diverse functions. However, it seems, in addition, according to the results 

of this investigation, that in Servius’ commentaries there are indications of several users of the 

term hendiadys, given that we have not only (a) 12 examples in which the term occurs in S 

that is attributed to Servius, but also (b) 3 examples in which the term occurs only in DS, in 

which the extra material is thought to derive from the hand of Aelius Donatus, and even (c) 
                                                
55 See Moore, “Tropes,” 277-278 for the instances in which the phrase ‘et est Graeca Figura’ occurs in Servius’ 
commentaries. 
56 Idem, 286-287, for the instances in which the phrase ‘epexegesis est’ occurs in Servius’ commentaries. 
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the comment in A 4.33, ‘some want this to be an en dia dyoin,’ which indicates that the term 

was used by others, at least presumably concerning the features in A 4.33, and was possibly 

even derived from other sources.  

The material in DS, apart from the material ascribed to Servius, is considered to be derived 

from the lost Virgil-commentary by Aelius Donatus, but as for the comment in A 4.33 it is 

impossible to say whom it is derived from or refers to, due to lack of references. However, we 

know that other Virgil-commentators than Servius and Aelius Donatus expounded on the 

Aeneid, and we also know that part of Servius’ material in S is derived from his 

contemporaries.57  

If Servius and/or Aelius Donatus incorporated the term from earlier or contemporary Virgil 

commentators they might have echoed their predecessors’ terminology as well as their 

opinions on the matter in certain cases, but it is impossible to know for certain due to the lack 

of preserved texts.58  

Judging by the variety of combinations and constructions included in the term hendiadys, 

Conington may be right when he remarks, “The word hendiadys indeed amounts to no more 

than a statement of the fact that two words are used to express one thing.”59 However, since 

the term in Servius commentaries denotes phrases in some cases one might add ‘words and 

phrases,’ but in which way these nouns or phrases are indeed ‘one’ is not clear.  

In addition, given that the term hendiadys is used for various constructions in DS and we 

have the further commentary in A 4.33 attributing the use of the term to other non-cited 

sources, it indicates that more commentators than Servius used the term and evidently also for 

various constructions. 

 

3.2 Virgil’s poetry and technique 

This investigation on hendiadys in antiquity touches on the use of the term by Porphyry and 

Servius as well as other Virgil-commentators, but also on Virgil’s techniques and 

                                                
57 Conte, Literature, 628, “Much of this material [in S and DS] is drawn more or less explicitly from older 
grammarians and Vergilian commentators.” See e.g., Browning, “Learning,” 786, “His [Servius’] material is 
largely drawn from the older commentators on Virgil”; Grant, Authors, 390; Hackemann, Servius, 3-4; Marshall, 
Servius; McDonough/Prior/Stansbury, Commentary, xiii-xv. In some cases Servius refers to his predecessors, but 
not when using the term hendiadys, and there are no preserved texts by Servius’ predecessors in which the term 
is found. 
58 It could even be a comment by a later redactor. 
59 Conington, Vergili, vol. I, 236, in his comment to G. 2.192. 
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formulations. Virgil is considered to be one of the most proliferate Latin poets and his 

education was most certainly devoted to classical Greek language and literature, as Lyons 

points out: 

It is a matter of common knowledge that in every sphere of Roman 

scholarship, art and literature, Greek influence was supreme. From 

the second century B.C., and in some cases earlier, the Roman 

aristocracy enthusiastically adopted Greek culture and Greek methods 

of education. Their children were brought up to speak, read and write 

Greek as well as Latin, and frequently went to complete their 

education in one of the great Hellenistic centres of philosophy and 

rhetoric. It is hardly surprising therefore to find that the Latin 

grammarians were almost wholly dependent on their Greek models.60 

The two aims on Virgil’s part for creating the Aeneid were, according to Servius, to imitate 

Homer and to give praise to Augustus through his ancestors.61 Williams also explains that “the 

most important model for Virgil was the epic poetry of Homer,” and Camps finds “numerous 

echoes in the Aeneid of situations and phrasing from the Iliad and Odyssey of Homer.”62 

Homer, according to Eden, not only employs “tautologous doublets […] but also coordinates 

two or more verbs when the relationship is not purely connective.”63  

Others than Homer, however, influenced Virgil, according to Williams: “The Aeneid is 

filled with echoes of the language and ideas of Virgil’s predecessors.”64 Gransden is of the 

same opinion: “The intertextuality of the Aeneid depends not only upon its structural and 

thematic recension of Homer, but also on an elaborate and complex system of allusion, 

correspondence and parallelism, drawing on Homer but also on Greek tragedy and 

philosophy, Hellenistic poetry, and earlier Latin writers.”65  

Eden explicates Virgil’s compositional techniques: “Virgil takes apart the various aspects of 

a complex notion and links them together with coordinate verbs, each reflecting a different 

side of the same situation. One clause therefore is often a restatement in different terms of the 

one which preceded.”66 This technique is, according to Eden, employed by Virgil for verbs as 

                                                
60 Lyons, Linguistics, 13. See also Clausen, Aeneid, 4-5. 
61 See the preface by Servius to the Aeneid, “intentio Vergilii haec est, Homerium imitari et Augustum laudare a 
parentibus.” Thilo/Hagen edition, p. 4. See also McDonough/Prior/Stansbury, Commentary, xviii-xix. 
62 Williams, Aeneid, 11; Camps, Introduction, 9. 
63 Eden, Commentary, 70.  
64 Williams, Technique, 82. 
65 Gransden, Virgil, 43.  
66 Eden, Commentary, 9. 
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well as nouns: “The mannerism of connecting two or more statements (verbs) referring to the 

same idea is obviously closely allied to the same connection with nouns.”67  

Quinn depicts one aspect of Virgil’s style as “an odd fondness for repeating himself,” by 

the use of a statement which seems completed at the end of a line but follows on again in the 

next: “The word or phrase may be simply repeated; or a phrase may be followed by a 

variation of it (to give the idea amplitude, dignity, or pathos – or poetic beauty).”68 This kind 

of syntactic structuring is dubbed ‘theme and variation’ by Quinn and “In the simplest form of 

theme and variation two words only are involved […] The traditional grammatical label for 

this phenomenon is hendiadys,” according to Quinn.69  

Influences from Greek language and literature are obviously evident in Virgil’s writings 

and he employed techniques that incorporate parallelistic constructions, repetition, and what is 

dubbed ‘theme with variation,’ i.e., restating one notion in slightly different words, which is 

labelled hendiadys by Quinn, at least when the constructions in question consist of only two 

words. To summarize, it would seem that Virgil’s technique in general is replete with 

constructions that appear in some of the suggested hendiadyses in Servius’ commentaries. 

 

3.3 Remarks on hendiadys in Porphyry’s and Servius’ commentaries and in Virgil’s 

poetry 

It is obvious, first of all, that the definitions of hendiadys, and the constructions which the 

term was used to denote in the commentaries ascribed to Porphyry and Servius, are not 

identical and the term is, in addition, used in Servius’ commentaries for more than one kind of 

construction.  

There is a slight difference in wording in the definitions by Porphyry and Servius; sensus is 

used in the definition by Porphyry whereas Servius employs res. However, it is doubtful if the 

choice of wording, sensus vs res, in the two definitions respectively, is decisive in 

understanding the different applications of the term hendiadys by Porphyry versus Servius 

and in DS. 

Servius seems to have been of the opinion, judging by his remark metri causa in the 

comment to A 1.61, that the underlying motive for Virgil’s choice of wording in a so-called 

                                                
67 Idem, 70. 
68 Quinn, Aeneid, 423-424. 
69 Ibid. Italics Quinn. 
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hendiadys was Virgil’s need to adapt the phrasing to the rule of metrics.70 The hypothetically, 

and syntactically more correct wording would therefore presumably, according to Servius’ 

view, alter the metric configuration. Hofmann/Szantyr, like Servius, also considers the reason 

for Virgil’s predilection for paratactic constructions, to be an attempt to adapt his wording to 

the laws of metrics.71  

Virgil was, according to several scholars, fond of coordinated constructions, which he used 

in short as well as long syntactical passages.72 Conte remarks on Virgil’s adaptation to 

hexameter, “The placement of the words is not merely artificial but also rigidly fixed 

(hexameters formed by two adjective-noun pairs symmetrically placed are typical) and the 

rhythmic unity of the verse rejects clear sense-pauses within the line, with a resulting effect of 

almost unbending rigidity.”73  

Sánchez observes that in several cases, at least in the examples of what Sánchez considers 

as hendiadyses and derived from Virgil’s texts, the second of two components involved seems 

to be placed by Virgil partly or entirely within the fifth or sixth foot in the hexameter, which 

Sánchez apprehends as a positioning of elements that conflates the rhythmical and the 

prosodic elements in the stanzas.74  

Sánchez’s observation could point to an attempt by Virgil to let two accentuations coincide; 

the accentuation in spoken Latin pronunciation and that of the hexameter. One needs to note, 

however, that Sánchez’s conclusions are not based solely on the 16 examples of suggested 

hendiadyses in Servius’ commentaries, but are built on Sánchez’s own collection of proposed 

hendiadyses derived from Virgil’s texts. Sánchez’s conclusions therefore do not testify 

primarily to Servius’ understanding of the term hendiadys or explain the remark metri causa, 

but could of course indicate a possible aim on Virgil’s part. Nonetheless, it seems, judging by 

Servius’ comments and suggested interpretations, that such a theory was probably not 

Servius’ view on the reason for the suggested hendiadyses in Virgil’s text.  

Duckworth (1962) even asserts that the reason for the choice of certain constructions by 

Virgil was at times due to mathematical considerations in an effort to adapt poems to the rules 

                                                
70 This refers at least to the example in A 1.61 where that remark is found and presumably also to other examples 
in which a reference to A 1.61 is given. 
71 Hofmann/Szantyr, Syntax, 782, “seiner Vorliebe für Parataxe.” 
72 Eden, Commentary, 9, “He [Virgil] prefers parataxis.” See also Quinn, Aeneid, 423-428. 
73 Conte, Literature, 281.  
74 Sánchez, “Hendíadis,” 45-47. 
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of metrics. This was, according to Duckworth, not an unusual tradition and even customary in 

poetic theory amongst Roman poets at the time.75  

During (1905), however, does not find it convincing that Virgil would have been compelled 

by metrical reasons to create the constructions that Servius labelled hendiadys. He believes 

that Virgil used so-called hendyadic constructions in order to explicate further, often the 

materia of something, or to create a shortened formulation in order to escape reiteration. This 

means that what Servius calls hendiadys denotes for During epexegesis or a shortening of 

formulations rather than the dividing in two of a notion.76 During is convinced that Virgil 

would have been able to express the same idea within the confines of hexameter. The 

rationale for During’s argumentation is that he observed that e.g., a noun like auro, ‘gold,’ 

which is utilized by Virgil in the form of an independent noun in e.g., pateris libamus et auro 

in G 2.192, occurs in the form of an adjective aureis, ‘golden,’ in other places.77  

In view of Virgil’s competent literary skills one would be inclined to agree with During in 

assuming that Virgil was in all probability quite capable of designing a formulation in which 

an adjectival or genitival construction could have been incorporated in the hexameter. He 

apparently chose not to do so in certain cases, and since that preference on his part produced 

constructions which obviously created interpretational difficulties one can understand why 

Servius and others commented on them.  

Virgil seems to have been fond of parataxis, but was he familiar with and consciously 

choosing a stylistic device or rhetorical figure of some sort known as hendiadys? Even if the 

term hendiadys is used in Servius’ commentaries at times to denote conjectured attributive 

constructions, this does not by itself prove that such was indeed the kind of construction 

intended by Virgil.  

It is unsettled whether Virgil in fact aimed at the interpretations suggested in Servius’ 

commentaries, since he could well in some cases have had two notions in mind consisting of 

two components combined by et, que or –atque. Some of the examples could represent 

parallelism in Virgil’s view or be a wish to let a subsequent phrase explain a preceding one, 

depending on which of the examples labelled hendiadys in Servius’ commentaries we discuss. 

Virgil’s formulations could, in addition, also represent one of the ways in which he imitated 

                                                
75 Duckworth, Patterns, 77. 
76 During, Sermone, 3-7; 12. 
77 During, idem, 3, refers to A 1.726, dependent lychni laquearibus aureis, ‘lamps hanging from the panelled 
gilded ceiling/panel,’ in which Virgil uses aureis, ‘golden.’  
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the works of his predecessor, or could simply be regarded as poetic licence on Virgil’s part 

without any awareness by him of a figure labelled hendiadys.  

It is of course still possible that Virgil might have adopted a rhetorical figure known as 

hendiadys, but he need not have been aware of either a novel or an aged rhetorical device 

when he chose to combine nouns and phrases in the ways Servius declares to be hendiadyses. 

Some remarkable Virgilian constructions might, in addition, even have been due to the fact 

that he had not finished his grand opus or given it the final touches.78 Perhaps Conington is 

right in suspecting that the designation hendiadys need not have been a rule for poets to 

adhere to, but was instead a means of assistance for grammarians like Servius in denoting 

diverse features in a grammatical and/or stylistic analysis.79 

Calboli is of the opinion that Virgil did not simply invent and create the structures that are 

labelled hendiadys in Servius’ commentaries, but that Virgil could have derived the 

constructions from the spoken Latin language.80 Moreover, Servius’ use of the term hendiadys 

derives from his misunderstandings of syntagmatic subordination due to his attempt to explain 

Virgil’s polysemy achieved by synonyms associated in parataxis, at least according to 

Calboli.81 One must note, however, that the term is not used by Servius for synonyms in 

parataxis. Still, closely related nouns and phrases that may represent synonym-like phrases, 

and/or components in parallelism, are selected and labelled hendiadys, which might have 

given rise to the inclination of later scholars to use the term for combinations of near-

synonyms. 

Since the term from the outset is used for diverse constructions, it would seem that various 

opinions were bound to evolve in general depending on the hendiadys example(s) in the 

commentaries ascribed to Servius that a definition and/or an employment of the term 

hendiadys is based on. 

 

                                                
78 Conte, Literature, 263, “Some instances of incongruence and narrative repetition remain, signs that the final 
touches are missing; the most obvious signs of incompleteness are the 58 unfinished verses, which Virgil himself 
called tibicines, ‘props’ to support a building under construction.” See also idem, 284: “At the time of his death 
Virgil left instructions that that epic [Aeneid], unfinished and (perhaps only for this reason) unsatisfactory, be 
burned.”  
79 Conington, Vergili, 236, in his comment to G 2.192. 
80 Calboli, “Endiadi,” 221. 
81 Ibid. 
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3.3.1 Rhetorical versus grammatical 

Not only did it prove intricate to separate figures, schemes and tropes in antiquity, as related 

above, but several scholars also point to the difficulties in distinguishing between what were 

considered rhetorical, stylistic and grammatical features; “[the] dividing line between the 

disciplines of grammar and rhetoric was a flexible one in antiquity, especially on matters 

relating to style,” according to Kennedy.82  

The blurred distinctions were evident already in the 6th and 7th centuries C.E. according to 

Murphy: “By the time of Isidore of Seville (570-636), it was no longer possible to draw a line 

between the ‘grammatical’ and the ‘rhetorical’ figures,” which was a situation that continued 

into the Middle Ages.83 Poole also states: 

The myriad terms chaperoned under elocutio are themselves of 

complex origin; and grammar, encountered in the curriculum before 

rhetoric, introduced many terms that rhetoric would later reintroduce. 

Rhetoricians therefore treated several of the vices as members 

simultaneously of grammatical and rhetorical categories. Within 

rhetoric itself, problems of taxonomy were sure to arise because of 

the variety of authorities available.84 

Green informs us that “Such slippage between grammatical and rhetorical interests should not 

surprise us, since we find such slippage in the very word figura itself. Grammatical figura 

immediately shades off into rhetorical figura whenever questions of authorial choice arise, 

and grammarians had struggled with this fact from the earliest days.”85  

It would seem that the features designated hendiadys by Servius could have been regarded 

in various ways; rhetorical and/or grammatical, and after Servius the term hendiadys is not 

traceable until the 15th century. 

 

3.4 Various definitions, forms and spellings 

The term hendiadys is not found after Servius until it occurs in Papias, Vocabulista (1476), 

which is the earliest medieval definition retrieved. Papias refers to endiadis [sic] as ‘two 

                                                
82 Kennedy, History, 274. See also Schenkeveld, “Figures,” 149, in which he expounds on figures and tropes as a 
“border-case between grammar and rhetoric.” 
83 Murphy, History, 185.  
84 Poole, “Vices,” 238. Poole goes on to give examples of the various discussions, opinions, and rejections of 
certain terms as figures of speech in different treatises. 
85 Green, “Grammatica,” 79-80.  
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dissimilar nouns joined by a conjunction,’ which opens for a vast amount of combined nouns, 

but is exemplified with a genitival construction by Papias, possibly derived from Servius.86  

The same spelling, endiadis [sic], is used by Mancinellus (1489) and Mosellanus (1529), 

whereas Despauterius (1519) uses hendiadys. They exemplify hendiadys by the 

reinterpretation of two nouns into adjective constructions, but Dasypodius (1536), who 

employs endiadys, refers to the term as meaning the dividing in two of an original notion, 

whereas Decembrio (1562) explains that the term ἐνδὑαδις stands for when ‘one sounds 

through two.’87 

Various spellings are evident in the early definitions, grammars and lists of figures. Thus it 

is difficult to say why the peculiar form hendiadys has evolved at all and/or become the most 

commonly used form in English. However, in the monograph that became the standard 

grammar on figures, tropes and elucotio during the Rennaissance, according to Baldwin, viz., 

Susenbrotus’ Epitome (1541), the spelling hendiadys is used and is probably derived from 

manuscripts of Servius commentaries.88 Susenbrotus, though, is obviously bewildered since 

he presents four slightly variant explanations. 

According to the first explanation by Susenbrotus a hendiadys is at hand when something 

that is mobile, ‘changeable/moveable,’ is transformed into something fixed. Susenbrotus then 

explains that the term refers to when an adjective is turned into a noun, but according to the 

third definition, simply when one idea is explained through two notions, and according to the 
                                                
86 Papias Vocabulista (no pagination), was first published 1476 in Milan and in 1485, 1491 and 1496 in Venice. I 
had access to the edition from 1496. Papias’ definition is the earliest definition found subsequent to Servius and 
reads, “Endiadis figura: cum duo diuersa nomina in unum conuenientia coniunguntur; ut in partem & praedam 
pro in partem predae,” ‘the figure endiadis: when two dissimilar nouns are united into one by a conjunction; as 
part and spoil for/instead of part of spoil.’ The example used by Papias is derived from Virgil, A 3.223, in which 
partem praedamque is found, and judging by Papias’ formulation he may have consulted Servius’ comments to 
A 3.223 in which, however, the term hendiadys is not used by Servius. The example partem & praedamque is 
derived from A 3.223 and is included in Mountford/Schultz’s list. 
87 Mancinellus, Carmen (lxxx): “Quando adiectiuo in substantium resolutum est Endiadis fiet: Calybem 
frenosque momordit, [Lucanos 6.398], ‘when an adjective is transformed into a noun is a Endiadis; on horse 
bit/iron and harness he bites’; Mosellanus, Tabulae (no pagination): “Endiadis, figura cum fixum in mobile 
soluitur, ut per famam ac populum, pro, per famosum populum, dixit Poëta,” ‘Endiadis, a figure [of speech] 
when a fixed phrase is resolved as in by reputation and people for renowned people, poetic speech’; Dasypodius, 
Dictionarium (no pagination): “endiadys, ein zerteylung des adiectiui und substanti, oder so das adiectiuum wirt 
verwandelt in ein substantiuum, ut, Per famam ac populum, pro per famosum populum,” ‘endiadis, a dividing of 
an adjective and a noun, or so that the adjective is transformed into a noun, as By reputation and people for 
famous people.’ Despauterius, Figuris, (no pagination), “Hendiadys figura, est quando resoluitur substantivum in 
adiectivum,” ‘the figure hendiadys, is when a noun is transformed into an adjective’; and Decembriο, Oratoris, 
[1562], 597: “ἐνδὑαδις, unum per duo resonans,” ‘one sounds through two,’ with reference to pateris libamus et 
auro. See also Calepino, Dictionarium (1576), 427: “endiadys […] Figura una res metri causa in duas diuiditur,” 
‘a figure when one notion due to metrics is divided in two.’ 
88 Baldwin, Latine, vol. I, 232. 363, 379. Even hediadis [sic] occurs. Mack, Rhetoric, 45, suspects that 
Susenbrotus’ Epitome may not have been as well known as Baldwin believes, but that the pupils nonetheless had 
“good knowledge of the tropes and figures.” 
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fourth explanation when “for poetic effect one idea is divided into two by an intervening 

conjunction, whether the other [e.g., one or both] of those words signifying that idea be an 

adjective or a noun.”89  

Another explanation of hendiadys, and the earliest in English, is found in Garden of 

Eloquence (1577) by Peacham.90 However, Peacham, who uses the spelling hendiadis, 

actually denotes by that term a transformation and reinterpretation of one grammatical 

construction to another, viz., from an original genitive construction into an adjective 

construction; “hee is a man of great wysedome, for, hee is a verye wyse man man [sic], a 

saying of comforte, for, a comfortable saying, a man of great wealth, for a wealthie man.” The 

term is evidently apprehended by Peacham to denote the shift from one construction to 

another.91  

Day explicates what he calls hendiadis in his Secretoire from 1586 as “when one thing of it 

selfe intire, is diversely layde open,” exemplified by “by surge and sea we part, for by surging 

sea we part,” whereas in Puttenham’s Poesi from 1589, endiadis is used for “when ye will 

seeme to make two of one not thereunto constrained.”92 Both of the latter authors had, 

according to Wright, presumably studied Susenbrotus’ Epitome, which was taught in schools 

in England at the time.93  

                                                
89 Susenbrotus, Epitome, 35: “Hendiadis, est cum mobile in fixum vertitur […] Hēdiadis [sic] composita dictio 
est en en unum, dia per et diw duo, quum uidelicet unum per duo explicatur. Unde & in hunc modum fortasse 
rectius defineretur: Hendiadis est cum res una coniunctiene interueniente in duo carmenis gratia diducitur, siue 
alterum è uocibus remillam significantibus, adiectiuum, siue utrunque, substantiuum fuerit.” The first 
explanation by Susenbrotus (which Brennan has not translated in his edition of Susenbrotus, Epitome) is 
‘Hendiadis, is when something movable is turned into something fixed,’ and the subsequent three 
definitions/explanations by Susenbrotus of hendiadys read in Brennan’s translation of Susenbrotus Epitome, 35: 
“Hendiades [sic] occurs when an adjective is turned into a noun […] meaning that one idea is explained through 
two. Whence it might be more correctly defined in this manner: Hendiades [sic] occurs when for poetic effect 
one idea is divided into two by an intervening conjunction, whether the other [eg. one or both] of those words 
signifying that idea be an adjective or a noun,” (underlining by Brennan).  
90 This is the first time the term appears in English, according to Taylor’s list of the first appearances in English 
of the names of rhetorical figures. See Taylor, “Note,” 514. Peacham, who lists 184 figures of speech, mentions 
hendiadys in the first edition of The Garden of Eloquence from 1577 (no pagination), whereas it is omitted in the 
second edition from 1593. 
91 Peacham’s definition and exemplifications read: “HEndiadis [sic], when a Substantiue is put for an Adiectiue, 
of the same signifycation, as when we saye, hee is a man of greate wysedome, for, hee is a verye wyse man man 
[sic], a saying of comforte, for, a comfortable saying, a man of great wealth, for a wealthie man.” Peacham, 
Garden (no pagination). 
92 Day, Secretoire, 83, “Hendiadis, when one thing of it selfe intire, is diversely layde open, as to saie, On iron 
and bit he champts, for on the iron bitte he champts: And part and pray we go? For part of the pray: Also by 
surge and sea we part, for by surging sea we part. This also is rather poeticall then other.” Puttenham, Arte, 147-
148, “Ye haue yet another manner of speach when ye will seeme to make two of one not thereunto constrained, 
which therefore we call the figure of Twynnes, the Greekes Endiadis thus.”  
93 See Wright, “Hendiadys,” 183 n. 4. 
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It is obvious that even though some joint outlooks existed, various opinions on the matter 

were in circulation. The spellings hendiadys/hendiadis/endiadis have in any case most likely 

been conducive to the use of the form hendiadys in English today. More interesting than the 

various spellings, of course, is whether some kind of consensus has evolved. 

 

3.5 The treatment of hendiadys by scholars of Latin, in grammars and definitions 

Although the term hendiadys is used for different constructions in antiquity and later, it is still 

possible that a consensus may have developed on the part of Latin grammarians and 

commentators, and/or in definitions in general. However, when investigating explanations and 

definitions of hendiadys as expressed in monographs, grammars, commentaries and 

dictionaries it is evident that diverse opinions have evolved and still prevail. A few 

representative examples of the opinions expressed will be demonstrated by a brief account 

below. 

Aumüller summarized the situation up to 1896: “Über die Figur Hendiadyoin hat sich eine 

ausgedehnte Literatur entwickelt, aber gleichwohl ist man noch nicht zu einer 

übereinstimmenden Auffassung von dem Wesen derselben gelangt.”94 He tries to clarify the 

matter and therefore makes a distinction between “das natürliche Hendiadyoin,” and “das 

retorische Hendiadyoin.” However, his reasoning is concerned with the ways in which Latin 

forms can be translated and are equivalent to similar forms in German. He concludes that the 

term should only be used for “das retorische Hendiadyoin,” in which the same kind of 

construction is possible in German as in Latin.95 

Nägelsbach (1858) uses the term hendiadys to denote nouns, mainly dissimilar, 

reinterpreted as adjectives, and explains that hendiadys denotes: “zwei Begriffe, von denen 

der eine dem andern grammatisch als Redetheil subordinirt ist und inhäriert, und als ihm 

inhärent ein ©n mit ihm bildet, in ein coordinirtes Verhältniß gebracht werden.”96  

                                                
94 Aumüller, “Hendiadyoin,” 753.  
95 Ibid. Aumüller refers to e.g., Nägelsbach, Stilistik; to Müller, “Hen dia dyoin” (1852); to Ruddiman, “Figura 
ea est, cum, quod re unum est, sic effertur, quasi duo essent,” ‘it is a figure when in which one notion is carried 
out in another way as if they were two’ (no references are given by Aumüller to works and/or pages in works by 
Ruddiman), and to Roth, “Figuram,” (1826). Aumüller adds that more than two verbs included in the concept 
can be termed ©n diå tri«n (‘one through three’) or ©n diå tettãrvn (‘one through four’) respectively. Other 
comments on hendiadys in the 19th century apart from Aumüller’s, and the ones he refers to, are found in Hatz, 
“Beiträge” (1886) and Wölfflin, “Entwicklung” (1887). 
96 Nägelsbach, Stilistik, 195-196. The first edition of his Stilistik was published 1846. I had access only to the 
edition from 1858. 
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However, Stolz/Schmaltz (1885) apprehend hendiadys to denote when the second 

component elucidates the first from another angle: “die kopulative Verbindung zweier 

Wörter, welche dieselbe Sache, nur von einer andern Seite betrachtet, bezeichnen.” They 

continue: “Die Figur erklärt sich daraus, daß dem Sprechenden der zweite Ausdruck als zu 

wichtig erschien, um ihn zur nähern Bestimmung des erstern zu machen, und er ihn somit 

demselben als gleichberechtigt koordinierte.” They are also aware that others incorporate in 

hendiadys “alle kopulativen Verbindungen, wo zwei Wörter in irgend einem andern 

Verhältnisse als dem zweier von sich unabhängigen Begriffe zu einander stehen.”97  

Hahn, however, in a still often cited and discussed article from 1922, emphatically rejects 

hendiadys as “a misnomer and the phenomenon which it is supposed to describe is non-

existent.”98 She also assures us that “whenever Vergil chooses to write as though he had two 

ideas, he really did have two.”99 Her analysis is not primarily directed towards the examples 

derived from Servius’ commentaries even though she cites some of them, but is above all 

aimed at Virgil’s potential use of a feature labelled hendiadys. However, she rejects hendiadys 

altogether on the basis of her investigation of 186 examples of assembled potential 

hendiadyses in Virgil’s texts.100 

In Fowler’s Dictionary from 1930, which was republished in 2006 (ed. Crystal), hendiadys 

is nevertheless referred to as “a poetic ornament in Greek & Latin, & used in English,” 

exemplified by combinations of adjectives, nouns and verbs in English, e.g., ‘nice and warm,’ 

‘try and do better,’ ‘grace and favour,’ which are interpreted ‘nicely warm,’ ‘try to do better’ 

and ‘gracious favour,’ respectively. One of the components is reinterpreted as subordinated, 

and/or both components are seen to form a colloquial/ungrammatical expression like ‘try and 

do better,’ instead of ‘try to do better.’ However, hendiadys should not be used, according to 

Fowler, for combinations such as “brandy & soda, assault and battery, might and main, toil 

& moil, spick and span, stand & deliver, since their two parts are on an equal footing & not in 

sense subordinate one to the other, do not need the name, & should not be called by it.”101  

                                                
97 Stolz/Schmalz, Stilistik, §60, pp. 401-402.  
98 Hahn, “Hendiadys,” 197. For scholars who mention or discuss her article see, e.g., Kuntz, “Agent,” 116; 
Sansone, “Hendiadys,” 17; Watson, Poetry, 328; Von Wilpert, Sachwörterbuch, 322; Wright, “Hendiadys,” 170; 
Vickers, Counterfeiting, 178.  
99 Hahn, “Hendiadys,” 197. 
100 Hahn comments on and gives other alternative interpretations than Servius, on e.g., A 1.61 molemque et 
montes, ‘a mass and high mountains,’ as “a mass, even a mountain,” and on A 5.431 membris et mole valens, lit. 
‘powerful through limbs and mass,’ which according to Hahn “may be resolved into membris mole and mole 
valens,” lit. ‘strong muscle and strong limbs.’ Idem, 194. 
101 Fowler, Dictionary, 607. In the editions from 1965 by ed. Gowers, and 1996 by ed. Burchfield, there are 
similar explanations.  
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Menge (1954), incorporates an indefinite amount of combinations: “Diese form [hendiadys] 

ist möglich bei allen Begriffswörtern, also beim Nomen, Verbum, Adverbium,” and von 

Wilpert (1955) includes, alongside combinations of dissimilar components, also synonym-like 

component as means of emphasis. He incorporates both synonym-like nouns and verbs, 

although the latter are not as frequent in a hendiadys, according to von Wilpert.102 

Cooper (1959), however, deems the concept of hendiadys “vague, superficial, 

incomplete.”103 He is fully aware that Servius uses the term for various constructions, but 

deems the heart of the matter to be the intermediate conjunction. Here one must add, of 

course, that a simple conjunction is not always the only intervening component present in 

suggested hendiadyses in Servius commentaries. Cooper argues, however, that the 

conjunction has an epexegetical function. Hence, the example pateris libamus et auro ought, 

in Coopers’ opinion, to be understood as ‘we pour libations from saucers, i.e., from gold.’ 

However, even though he chooses to see et as explanatory, his translation of the phrase 

pateris libamus et auro in G 2.192 results in “we pour libations from saucers of gold” which 

is similar to suggested translations/interpretations by his fellow scholars.104  

Cooper maintains the idea that the conjunctions et, –que and atque in a so-called hendiadys 

are epexegetical, meaning “more precisely.” Cooper presents, in addition, several reasons why 

the term hendiadys should be discarded: (a) the concept is vague, (b) the term denotes not 

only two, which is implied in the term, but more than two constituents, (c) the term is used 

with diverse conceptions by different scholars for both nouns, adjectives and verbs, (d) the 

term does not represent only a poetic ornament, and (e) the core of the matter is, according to 

his view, that explanatory et, –que and atque are used in Latin with both nouns, adjectives, 

verbs, phrases and clauses.105  

Hofmann/Szantyr (1965) remark in their Latin grammar and syntax, which is an revised and 

abridged version of the grammar/syntax by Stolz/Schmalz, that it is difficult, in their opinion, 

to separate alleged hendyadic features from other constructions: “Seine Abgrenzung 

gegenüber der Synonymen-häufung […] ist oft kaum möglich; noch schwerer ist es von der 

Epexegese zu scheiden.”106  

                                                
102 Menge, Repetitorium (ed. Thierfelder), §551:14, p. 387. For hendiadys in the same work, see also §187:2, p. 
136; §190, p. 138; §485, p. 325; §490, p. 328-329; §547:5, p. 376. See von Wilpert, Sachwörterbuch, 322. 
103 Cooper, Journey, 132. 
104 Ibid. 
105 Ibid. 
106 Hofmann/Szantyr, Syntax, §34, p. 782.  
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Kenneth Quinn (1968) considers hendiadys to represent ‘theme and variation’ in its 

simplest form, and finds that Virgil’s use of the device constitutes a refinement of this 

principle in that the second noun sharply limits or corrects the first.107 

Mack (1978) refers to a rather inclusive definition derived from OED of hendiadys as a 

“figure of speech in which as single idea is expressed by two words connected by a 

conjunction,” and refers also to Servius; but in her quest for what the effect can be of a so- 

called hendiadys she remarks, “The commentators do not much help us, pointing to their 

[hendiadyses] repeated occurrence but failing to indicate what we are to make of it.”108 In 

addition, she turns the interpretation of hendiadys quite upside down by stating, contrary to 

most other explanations, that sometimes the result is not ‘one through two,’ but ‘two through 

one’: “it might be more accurate to describe its [hendiadys’] effect as making two ideas out of 

one by presenting its two aspects separately.”109 

Arthur Quinn (1982), in his Figures starts off with “Hendiadys… ah, hendiadys, is, as 

usual, not quite so simple,” and remarks a few pages later that it is “a truly exotic combination 

of words.”110 He all-encompassingly defines hendiadys as  

A combination of addition, substitution, and usually arrangement; the 

addition of a conjunction between a word (noun, adjective, verb) and 

its modifier (adjective, adverb, infinitive), the substitution of this 

word’s grammatical form for that of its modifier, and usually 

rearrangement so that the modifier follows the word.111  

On yet another page, he describes hendiadys as “the addition of a conjunction between an 

adjective and a noun, accompanied usually by the rearrangement of the order of the adjective 

and noun, and always by the substitution of a noun for the adjective.”112 He seems aware of a 

certain imprecision on his part since he adds quite ironically and probably in an attempt to be 

witty, “Have I left anything out? […] Certainly my definition is too elegant to be wrung 

[sic].”113 In yet another description of hendiadys, but this time together with Rathbun, we are 

informed, “the hendiadys that transforms the infinitive-verb phrase cannot involve 

                                                
107 Quinn, Aeneid, 424-425, “The traditional grammatical label [italics added] for this phenomenon is 
hendiadys.” 
108 Mack, Patterns, 89.  
109 Idem, 90. This latter comment by Mack pertains particularly to constructions in A 2.116-119, according to her 
comments. 
110 Quinn, Figures, 20. 
111 Idem, 102. Italics Quinn. 
112 Idem, 25. 
113 Idem, 25.  
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rearrangement but does require the omission of to from the infinitive to become a regular 

verb.”114 

Calboli (1985) expounds on hendiadys in Latin and is convinced that the notion hendiadys 

derives from misinterpretations by Servius of syntagms subordinated to the Virgilian 

parataxis. He therefore deems it important to differentiate between so-called hendiadyses, 

epexegesis and accumulation of synonyms. He argues, in addition, that it seems difficult, in 

the light of contemporary semantic theory, to continue to use this rhetorical term for two 

combined components.115 

In Mynors’ commentary on the Georgics (1990), which according to Batstone is the “best, 

modern, scholarly commentary in English on the Georgics,” Mynors points to several 

examples of what he sees as hendiadyses in Virgil’s text, some suggested by Servius and 

others not.116 In some cases Mynors also uses the term hendiadys for epexegetical 

constructions, which he calls “hendiadyoin of closer definition’ (epexegesis).”117 However, 

when commenting on the phrase pateris libamus et auro in G 2.192, Mynors explains that this 

phrase is a special case of hendiadys in which “the second noun gives the material of which 

the first is composed,” which by Mynors in another place is dubbed hendiadys of “object and 

material.”118 This is reminiscent of Hahn’s interpretation of some of the suggested so-called 

hendiadyses even though she rejects the term as such and the phenomenon/phenomena it 

supposedly describes.119 Hendiadys in Virgil’s Aeneid represents, however, according to 

Mynors’ opinion, “not much more than a trick of style, sometimes metrically convenient.”120  

Just as Hahn questions the ‘one-ness’ of the components in alleged hendiadyses, so does 

Baldick in his definition cum explanation of hendiadys in the Concise Oxford Dictionary of 

Literary Terms (1990). First he explains that hendiadys is “a figure of speech described in 

traditional rhetoric as the expression of single idea by means of two nouns joined by the 

conjunction ‘and’ […], rather than by a noun qualified by an adjective.” However, he adds, 

                                                
114 Quinn/Rathbun, “Hendiadys,” 315. Italics Quinn/Rathbun. 
115 Calboli, “Endiadi,” 220-221. This latter comment is with reference to Lyons, Semantics. 
116 Batstone, “Didaxis,” 143. See Mynors, Georgics, 127; Mynors refers to alleged hendiadyses in G. 2.192; 
3.56; 3.113; 3.320; 4.39; 1.106; 2.486; 3.158 (“perhaps a hendiadys”); 4:56; 4.388-9; A. 7.142; 9.707; 8.436; 
1.293; 2.627; 7.751; 161; E. 2.8; E 8.95. 
117 Mynors, Georgics, 127. 
118 Idem, 23, 77, 127.  
119 Hahn, “Hendiadys,” 194, who explains that the components in a hendiadys in some cases constitute and refer 
to “an artificially-fashioned article and to the material of which it is fashioned,” with reference to e.g., G 2.192, 
“the vessel’s suitability because of its style, and its suitability because of its material.” 
120 Mynors, Georgics, 127. 
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“The status of this figure is often uncertain, since it usually cannot be decided that the paired 

words actually express a single idea.”121 

Bussman (1996), on the other hand, is of the opinion that hendiadys is a “figure of speech 

of expansion” which refers to two alternatives, either (a) “a dissection of a compound into two 

coordinate, but semantically unequal expressions, e.g., language and shock instead of 

shocking language,” or (b) “an intensifying combination of two terms that are related in 

meaning; for example nice and warm,” but without the need for any of the nouns to be 

reinterpreted.122 Hence the two components have either been divided and hence need 

reinterpretations, or consist simply of an enumeration of adjectives.  

Others refer solely and specificially to near-synonyms, like Lorenz (1999), who explains 

that “The term [hendiadys] is most typically used for near-synonyms coordinated by and,” 

which could of course include nouns, adjectives and verbs. However, hendiadys is 

exemplified by constructions representing what Lorenz terms “repetitive intensification,” 

which refers to ready formulations and phrases such as e.g., ‘unavoidably necessary,’ ‘vitally 

important’ etc.123 Peters (2001) also refers to hendiadys as “a form of semantic equivalence,” 

and that the nouns involved “amplifies and emphasizes several aspects of a notion.”124 

Although hendiadys for Peters represents a form of semantic equivalence, which according to 

Crystal refers to synonymity, hendiadys is exemplified by ‘nice and easy,’ a fixed expression 

in English, and the two are reinterpreted as ‘nicely easy.’125  

Panagls (2003) is aware of the fact that there are various opinions on so-called hendiadyses 

“Über das Phänomen des sogenannten Hendiadyoin […] herrschen durchaus noch 

unterschiedliche Ansichten,” and he demonstrates that the term is apprehended and 

                                                
121 Baldick, “Hendiadys,” 97. See the edition from 1990. Cf. Trask, Dictionary, 128. 
122 Bussman, Dictionary, 205. Cf. Lausberg, Handbook, 302. 
123 Lorenz, Intensification, 125 n. 36, (italics Lorenz). See also an account of various definitions in Lillas-Schuil, 
“Survey,” 81-82. The term is not found in Du Marsias, Tropes, from 1730, or in Fontanier, Figures. For different 
apprehensions and definitions of hendiadys in French, see e.g., Marouzeau, Terminologie, 91, from 1933, who 
explains that hendiadys denotes the partition in two of one notion; ‘a temple filled with voices and prayers,’ 
means ‘the voices that pray.’ This example is later cited in Grevisse, Usage, §263, p. 406, from 1986. In 
Morier’s, Dictionnaire, 506, from 1961, however, hendiadys is explained as a combination of nouns in which 
one may be interpreted as an attribute, whereas in Grand Larousse, p. 2404, from 1973, hendiadys is exemplified 
as two notions united in one; “J’aime mieux regarder Bergerac et sa burlesque audace, […] au lieu de l’audace 
burlesque de Bergerac.” On the other hand, Aquien/Molinié, Dictionnaire, 189, from 1999, explain that 
hendiadys denotes “une figure microstructurale,” in which one notion is coordinated with and dependent on 
another, exemplified by ‘the cross and the grave,’ which according to their view means ‘the cross on the grave.’  
124 Peters, ”Hendiadys,” 328. 
125 Peters, ”Hendiadys,” 328. See also Crystal, Dictionary, 164, “‘semantic equivalence’ (i.e. SYNONYMITY).” 
See also Quinn, Dictionary, 146, from 2000, who refers to hendiadys as compound nouns, which Shakespeare 
often uses, according to Quinn, and this is exemplified by “the dead waste and middle of the night” from 
Shakespeare’s Hamlet. 
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exemplified in various ways in philological and linguistic literature on Latin from the 19th 

century onward.126 Panagls refers to hendiadys as denoting both “pleonasm and abundance” in 

Latin, but also to that the term signifies when an independent noun in a combination of two 

seemingly needs to be interpreted as an attribute. He puts forth the theory, presumably 

primarily referring to the latter category, that hendiadys “serves as a tool to compensate the 

relative weakness of Latin to create nominal compounds, especially of determinative type.”127 

This would seem to mean that hendiadys denotes features that evolve from an inherent 

grammatical and linguistic limitation in Latin, according to Panagl.128  

Van Möllendorff aptly described the situation in 1996 by stating that hendiadys “wird in der 

rhetorischen und stilistischen Theorie bis heute nicht einheitlich definiert,” which still seems 

to hold. He continues by showing inconsistencies in applications and difficulties in deciding 

what hendiadys refers to.129  

One may now and then encounter expressions as ‘possibly a hendiadys’; ‘a kind of 

hendiadys’; ‘some sort of hendiadys’ etc. in various sources, which indicate difficulties in 

using the term. Horsfall uses the term hendiadys frequently, but his formulation and 

declaration in the index of his commentary from 2006 on Virgil’s Aeneid bok III: “hendiadys 

(an unsatisfactory term),” will conclude this brief exposition of various opinions on hendiadys 

in Latin in general, and the lack of consensus as expressed by the scholars cited above.130  

A term may of course come to be viewed in a particular manner or in various ways in the 

course of time, but hendiadys was obviously employed already from the start for various 

constructions, and has evidently continued to promote various views. The opinions on the 

matter obviously range from complete rejection of the term and the phenomena involved to 

frequent usage and incorporation of all kinds of features with different semantic relations and 

functions. There is a slight tendency in contemporary works that one of the components is 

reinterpreted as a nominal modifier, but that kind of reinterpretation does not always seem the 

                                                
126 Panagl, “Hendiadyoin,” 877.  
127 Ibid. 
128 That view contradicts at least Servius’ opinion that Virgil’s use of diverse constructions was an adaptation to 
metrics. Further research on the constructions of so-called hendiadyses in Latin is in progress on Panagl’s part, 
according to his article. 
129 Möllendorff van, “Hendiadyoin,” 1344-1345. He explains that hendiadys must be delimited and marked off 
from e.g., “Synonymie, enumeratio, Epexegese und ihren Sonderformen,” (italics van Möllendorff). See also 
Matthews, CODL, p. 174, from 2007, who explains that hendiadys is a “Term in rhetoric for two words joined 
by a coordinator but seen as expressing a single complex idea: e.g., in These cushions are lovely and soft, 
meaning that they are lovely in being soft, not that they are separately lovely cushions and soft cushions.” 
130 Horsfall, Aeneid 3, 502.  
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self-evident or the only alternative, and the term is, in addition, often applied to synonym-like 

components without suggested reinterpretations.131 

 

3.6 Hendiadys in classical Greek, NT and LXX 

Since there are no instances in Greek texts in which the term ©n diå duo›n occurs, Vickers 

firmly remarks, and quite understandably so, that hendiadys has ”never formed part of the 

Greek rhetorical tradition.”132 However, just because the term is not found in preserved texts 

does not mean that the expression has never been used in a Greek context. Nor does it 

irrefutably demonstrate that Greek rhetoricians and grammarians never used the phrase.  

We know that Roman culture and literary efforts were highly dependent on Greek literature, 

and Kenney explains, “down to the times of Augustus Roman education essentially was 

Greek: that is to say, it was Greek poetry and Greek oratory that formed the staple of study 

and imitation.”133 Therefore, even if Servius does not add ‘et est figura Greeca’ or the similar 

when using the term hendiadys, it is not entirely irrational to assume that the term had a Greek 

origin since (a) ©n diå duo›n is a Greek expression, (b) the preserved phrase in Porphyry’s 

commentary is in Greek, albeit with a slightly different spelling, c) the Latinized variants in 

manuscripts of Servius' commentaries are clearly derived from this Greek expression, and (d) 

Roman grammarians were highly influenced by Greek literature. However, what the phrase ©n 

diå duo›n may have designated originally in a presumably Greek context is of course 

impossible to ascertain with certainty due to lack of preserved texts in Greek in which the 

phrase occurs.134 

Sansone (1984), who is the only scholar detected that has presented research on so-called 

hendiadyses in classical Greek, is actually convinced that “hendiadys does exist in classical 

Greek” even if the term is not found per se, nor has been given a thorough treatment in 

grammars on Greek.135 He claims to have found constructions in Greek texts that are similar 

to the phrase molemque et montes, which according to his view represents a hendiadys.  

                                                
131 Cf. above, e.g., Baldick, “Hendiadys,” 97, in the edition from 1990: “The status of this figure is often 
uncertain, since it usually cannot be decided that the paired words actually express a single idea.” 
132 Vickers, Counterfeiting, 167. 
133 Kenney, “Books,” 5. Italics Kenney. 
134 Due to the lack of occurrences, and since it does not appear after Servius until found in Papias (1476), may 
indicate that this designation had not been very influential. 
135 Sansone, “Hendiadys,” 17. 
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The Greek texts, in which the constructions occur that Sansone cites, are ascribed inter alia 

to Aeschylus, Aristophanes, Euripides, Homer and Pindar.136 Sansone did not find the phrase 

©n diå duo›n used in scholia to any of the particular passages he comments on, but his 

conclusion on what he views as hendiadys in Greek is that “it coordinates two elements, 

either of which could be logically and grammatically subordinated to the other” (italics 

Sansone), and that the main characteristic of hendiadys in Greek is its “reciprocal quality,” 

which makes it possible for the writer to “convey simultaneously the immediacy of co-

ordination and the logical precision of subordination.”137  

Sansone laments the fact that hendiadys has not been given a thorough treatment in 

grammars of classical Greek, but is aware that the term occurs in works on the New 

Testament (NT).138 However, NT scholars are not in agreement, according to Sansone, on 

whether the use of the term is due to influences from Semitic languages or from classical 

Greek.139 In a very brief investigation of the use of the term in reference works on the NT it is 

obvious that the term is used for various combinations, sometimes with hesitancy, and more 

commonly applied to combinations of nouns than verbs.140  

                                                
136 Idem, 19-25. 
137 Idem, 19, 21, 24. 
138 Idem, 17 n. 2.  
139 Ibid. Sansone refers to Lagercrantz, “Act,” 87, and Zerwick, Greek, §453, p. 460.  
140 For some suggested examples of so-called hendiadyses derived from the NT see below 4.1 Hendiadys in 
research and in works of reference on the HB and/or biblical Hebrew e.g., on Glassius, Philologiae, 393-394, 
494-495, who presents 7 examples, and Bullinger, Figures, 662-672, who gives 41 alleged examples of 
hendiadyses in the NT. Of the latter 33 consist of nouns, e.g., pneu/mati aJgi÷wˆ kai« puri÷, lit. ‘holy spirit and 
fire’ (Matt 3:11; Luke 3:16), interpreted “burning purifying spirit,” and 8 examples consist of verbs, e.g., 
e¶skayen kai« e˙ba¿qunen, lit. ‘he dug and deepened’ (Luke 6:48), translated “the man digged, yes – and very 
deep.” See also Abel, Grammaire, from 1927, §83, p. 366, “L’hendiadys est à proprement parler l’emploi de 
deux substantifs pour rendre un substantif et son épitète, ou un substantif et son complément au génitif”; 
Blass/Debrunner/Funk, Grammar, §442, 9b, “καί zur Koordination zweier Begriffe, die dem Sinn nach 
zueinander im Abhängigkeitsverhältnis stehen (Hendiadyoin),” exemplified by, as many others, peri« e˙lpi÷doß 
kai« aÓnasta¿sewß nekrw ◊n, lit. ‘for hope and resurrection from the dead’ (Acts 23:6), translated “wegen der 
Hoffnung auf die Auferstehung der Toten.” Smyth, Grammar, 678, “Hendiadys […] is the use of two words 
connected by a copulative conjunction to express a single complex idea”; Moulton-Turner, Grammar, §1, pp. 
335-336; Zerwick, Biblical Greek, §460, p. 155; Black, Linguistics, 135. See also Gildersleeve/Lodge, 
Grammar, §698, p. 436, in which the term is used for nouns and verbs. For other examples, or arguments against 
the presence of hendiadys in the NT, see also EDNT, vol. I: Strobel, “aÓna¿gkh,” 78; Kremer, “aÓna¿stasiß, 
ktl.,” 90, 92; Weiss, “aÓrch/,” 162 (“a sort of hendiadys”); Fiedler, “aÓsebh/ß, ktl.,” 169; Balz, “Balaa¿m,” 
191. For further eamples in EDNT, see vol. II: Müller, “e˙pifa¿neia,” 44 (“pleophorically as a hendiadys”); 
Schenk, “krith/ß,” 322; Weigandt, “oi¶koiß,” 502. See also EDNT vol. III; Schenk, “prosfora¿,’ 178; Giesen, 
“ska¿ndalon,’ 249; Fiedler, “sklhrokardi÷a, ktl.,” 254; Hübner, “cro/noß,” 488. Additional examples or for 
discussions on hendiadys, see in NIDNTT, vol. II: Schönweiss/Brown, “proskune÷w,” 878 (“almost a 
hendiadys”) with reference to Brown; and in NIDNTT, vol. III: Gärtner/Brown, “e˙pifa¿neia,” 319; 
Brown/Harris, “skhnh/,” 814. Further examples in the different volumes of TDNT, first in vol. I: Bultmann, 
“aÓlh/qeia,” 243; “aÓlhqino/ß,” 249; Schmidt, “basileu/ß,” 575, 583. More examples in vol III of TDNT: 
Bultmann, “kauca¿omai,” 653 n. 2; Hauck, “koinwno/ß,” 808 n. 75 (“either hendiadys […] or […] greater 
precision”). Additional examples in vol. IV of TDNT: Behm, “noe÷w, ktl.,” 1009 n. 3, and in vol V of TDNT: 
Bultmann, “oi˙kti÷rw,” 161; Schneider, “ojmnu/w,” 184 n. 82; Sjöberg/Stählin, “ojrgh/,” 414; Bertram, 
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Krauth, in Baptism, (1866), who is aware that Glassius gives a few examples of suggested 

hendiadyses from the NT, still strongly rejects on the whole the idea of the presence of 

hendiadyses in the NT: “three instances of it are cited in the entire New Testament by Glass in 

his Sacred Philology, and in every one of those three, the language is more easily interpreted 

without the hendiadys than with it.”141  

Later on Björk (1940) and Dewailly (1986), have also dealt with the subject hendiadys in 

the NT, the latter more extensively. Whereas Björk is inclined to believe that so-called 

hendyadic constructions occur in the NT and is “une phénomène intéressant mais quelque peu 

évasif,” Dewailly is not convinced of the presence of so-called hendiadyses in the NT.142  

There is a definition of hendiadys by Cignelli/Pierri from 2003 in their grammar of ‘greco 

biblico,’ i.e., the Greek in the LXX and the NT. Cignelli/Pierri see as the sign of what they 

call hendiadys, that there is incongruence between nouns and verbs. The nouns can consist of 

either two or more synonym-like components, but also what Cignelli calls, complementary 

components, which are in non-agreement with a preceding or subsequent verb.143  

There are evidently combinations in the NT that also induce the use of the term hendiadys. 

However, it would seem too hasty to take for granted from the outset (a) that they represent a 

rhetorical figure, (b) that the combinations are of one kind, (c) that any of the components 

ought to be reinterpreted, and (d) that they are not due to influences from biblical Hebrew, 

post-biblical Hebrew or Aramaic. 

                                                
“paideu/w,” 624; Michaelis, “pa¿scw, ktl.,” 936 n. 4; 937 n. 7 (“There is no reason to assume hendiadys”). 
Further in vol VI in TDNT, Goppelt, “pi÷nw, ktl.,” 147 n. 19; Kleinknecht, “pneuvma, ktl.,” 351 (“almost as a 
hendiadys”); Sjöberg, “pneuvma, ktl.,” 376 n. 225. Also in vol. VII in TDNT: Foerster, “se÷bomai, ktl.,” 190; 
Köster, “spla¿gcnon, ktl.,” 556 n. 44 (“Hence we do not have a hendiadys”). In addition, in vol VIII of TDNT, 
Maurer, “ti÷qhmi, ktl.,” 167, and in vol IX of TDNT Stählin, “file÷w, ktl.,” 148; Weiss, “crhsto/ß, ktl.,” 
490. See also Leivestad, Grammatikk, §139, b, (5), p. 273, who gives exemplifications of so-called hendiadyses 
in the NT, but adds, “Noen av eksemplene kan også forståes annerledes,” ‘Some of the examples can also be 
understood differently.’ 
141 Krauth, Baptism, 40-41. While it is true that Glassius cites only three examples in Canon VI, he gives 4 
additional examples derived from the NT in Canon XLII. 
142 Björck, “Cas,” 1; Dewailly, “Hendiadys,” 55-56.  
143 Cignelli/Pierri, Sintassi, 24-25, “Anche la figura retorica della endiadi può comportare il verbo al singolare, 
come a volte nelle nostre lingue. Per endiadi ([…] ‘uno tramite due’) s’intende un concetto unico espresso con 
due – o più – termini sinonimi e complementari. […] Naturalmente il fenomeno è più evidente quando l’endiadi 
precede il verbo.” ‘Even the rhetorical figure hendiadys can set the verb in singular, just as in our language. By 
hendiadys […] one understands a single concept expressed by two, or more, synonymous and complementary 
words […] The phenomenon is of course more evident when the hendiadys precedes the verb.” Cignelli/Pierri 
refer to Smyth, Grammar, §3025; Moulton/Turner, Grammar, 786, and Blass/Debrunner/Funk, Grammar, §442, 
9b. In the review of Cignelli/Pierri’s grammar, Jongkind finds it wise that Cignelli/Pierri include “the figure of 
speech hendiadys.” See Jongkind, “Review,” 85. For more on incongruence/non-agreement, see below 8.3 
Incongruence/non-agreement. 
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There are practically no applications of the term hendiadys in LXX studies, and the use of 

the term hendiadys is at times even explicitly seen as not suitable.144 However, the term is 

actually found used by Moore (1985) in his commentary on Judith. The term is defined by 

Moore: “A rhetorical figure using two nouns connected by ‘and’ to express one idea,” which 

is exemplified by ‘north and east’ to denote ‘to the northeast.’145 Hendiadys is, however, not 

used in general on syntagms in LXX, and only a few suggested examples have been 

retrieved.146 

It would be impossible to discuss further the suggested examples derived from the LXX, 

because it would have to incorporate not only an analysis of the components involved, but to a 

large extent also a discussion of theories of and research on translation techniques in the 

LXX. 

 

3.7 Hendiadys in Shakespeare’s Hamlet  

Rather than referring to definitions, opinions expressed in works of reference in general, or to 

investigations of hendiadys in Latin or Greek, several biblical scholars, when using the term 

hendiadys for constructions in biblical Hebrew, refer to an award-winning article by Wright 

on hendiadys in Shakespeare’s Hamlet. 

Wright’s research is aimed at the supposed use by Shakespeare of hendiadyses and not 

towards what the term may or may not represent in biblical Hebrew. However, since 

references are given to Wright by biblical scholars e.g., Clark, Kuntz and Watson, when they 

define or apply hendiadys on features in biblical Hebrew, Wright’s article will be commented 

on briefly below.147  

Wright among others asserts that Shakespeare utilized several stylistic figures, including 

hendiadys, and he is of the opinion that Shakespeare, when using so-called hendyadic 

                                                
144 Olofsson, Deer, 85 105 n. 219. Olofsson investigates the Septuagint version of Ps 42–43, and comments on 
the use of the term on combinations in Ps 42-43: “Hendiadys is, however, not the best term for any of the 
phenomena encountered in the psalm.” 
145 Moore, Judith. For suggested hendiadyses see his glossary and more examples on pp. 67, 134, 161, 173, 181, 
194, 247. 
146 See e.g., Cook, “Law,” 450, who refers to sofw ◊ß kai« nomoqe÷smwß, lit. ‘wisely and lawfully/according to 
the law,’ in Prov 31:28 as an example of a hendiadys in LXX, and Gadenz, Jews, 129, refers to suntelw ◊n kai« 
sunte÷mnwn, lit. ‘finished and shortened,’ in Isa 10:22 as an example of a hendiadys in the LXX.  
147 See e.g., Clark, Word, 243-244, 254; Kuntz, “Agent,” 114, 117-118, and in Watson’s reference work, Poetry, 
324-325, 327. 
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features, was influenced by both (a) Latin authors, e.g., Virgil, (b) continental rhetoricians, 

e.g., Susenbrotus and (c) English rhetoricians, e.g., Peacham, Puttenham, Shell and Day.148  

There are, according to Wright’s research, and to which some biblical scholars refer, over 

three hundred examples of hendiadyses in the works of Shakespeare, and sixty-six of these 

occur in Hamlet. However, Wright explains that Shakespeare made use of what he identifies 

as different hendyadic constructions, which he lists; sometimes the second of two nouns 

explains the former, or the reverse, or one of the components may seem to modify the other, 

but also, which he considers most common, “the parallel structure may mask some more 

complex and less easily describable dependant relation.”149  

Even though Wright uses the term hendiadys and has allegedly found sixty-six examples in 

Hamlet, his remarks on hendiadys are somewhat alarming, since he states, e.g., that 

“hendiadys, far from explaining mysteries, establishes them” (p. 169); “… resists logical 

analysis” (p. 169); “… elevate the discourse and blurs its logical lines” (p. 171); is “an 

interweaving, indeed sometimes a muddling of meanings, a deliberate violation of clear 

sense” (p. 173); ”… a kind of syntactical complexity that seems fathomable only by an 

intuitional understanding of the way the words interweave their meanings, rather than by 

painstaking lexical analysis” (p. 172); “… too confusing, too disorderly” (p. 172), and on p. 

174; “In practice, hendiadys can often be distinguished only with difficulty from the normal 

use of the syntactical patterns it works through.”150 Apparently, whatever hendiadys represents 

in Shakespeare’s works, it seems, according to Wright, a confusing, mysterious and 

bewildering phenomenon that appears to resists logical analysis, but still present since both 

Wright, and others have obviously detected combinations and constructions in Shakespeare’s 

texts that induce the use by them of the term hendiadys.151  

                                                
148 Wright, “Hendiadys,” 169. For definitions and examples of these earlier scholars mentioned, see above 3.4 
Various definitions, forms and spellings. There are also, apart from Wright’s article, two German dissertations 
on the presumed presence of hendiadyses in Shakespeare’s work, one by Schulze from 1908, “Hendiadyoin,” 
and a second by Kerl, “Hendiadyoin,” from 1922, but these latter two works are not referred to in general, not 
even by Wright, and never by biblical scholars. However, Vickers discusses not only Wright’s, but among 
others, also Schulze’s and Kerl’s works. See Vickers, Counterfeiting, 169-176, 526 n. 14. Schulze utilizes, apart 
from hendiadyoin, also hendiatrion and hendiatettaron, see e.g., in his “Hendiadyoin,” pp. 8, 27, 43, 45. Kerl 
differentiates between six different constructions with additionally a few subcategories of what he considers to 
be hendiadyses in Shakespeare’s work. These combinations consist mostly of nouns but in one subcategory of 
verbs. 
149 Idem, 173-176. 
150 Idem, 169-174.  
151 Perhaps Vickers, Counterfeiting, 526-527 n. 19, is right in his conclusions when discussing these formulations 
above and other similar formulations by Wright: “Students of Shakespeare’s rhetoric may have mixed feelings 
that this essay [by Wright] should have been awarded a prize by the MLA: glad that attention has been given to 
an individual rhetorical figure, but disappointed that is was not better understood.” However, Wright’s comments 
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What Wright and others regard as hendiadyses may be signs of poetic licence on 

Shakespeare’s part, and those constructions do of course constitute an intriguing and 

rewarding field for scholars of early poetry to explore. However, since this bewildering 

phenomenon, or rather phenomena, to which Wright and others refer, consist of varied 

constructions found in 16th-century English poetry, hence in texts fundamentally different 

morphologically, syntactically and in formal disposition from the Hebrew text, the practical 

use of those conclusions for research on phenomena in biblical Hebrew seems diminutive. 

A more recent attempt to analyze alleged hendyadic expressions in English is undertaken by 

Hopper (2002). He refers to what he sees as examples of hendiadyses in the classical tradition 

such as vi et armis, lit. ‘by force and arms,’ but even the well known expression by Virgil 

derived from A 2.49: timeo Danaos et dona ferentes, lit. ‘I fear the Danaans [i.e., Greeks] 

and/even [them] bearing gifts,’ in Hopper’s interpretation “I fear the gift-bearing Greeks.”152 

However, at the same time he mainly uses the term hendiadys to denote coordinated verbs in 

English of the kind, ‘come up and say,’ ‘go and visit,’ ‘go ahead and lay down’ etc. Some of 

these constructions are also termed ‘clausal hendiadys’ or ‘verbal hendiadys’ by Hopper and 

have earlier been expounded on by Poutsma (1917), who applied the term hendiadys to the 

same kind of combinations.153  

Hopper regards it as a misfortune that hendiadys has not attracted deserved attention in the 

study of English grammar, but he thinks that “As an example of emergent structure, 

hendiadys blurs the boundary between linguistics and rhetoric and presents a formidable 

problem for the analyst as well as for the advanced language learner.”154  

It seems that supposedly hendyadic features in Shakespeare’s works or in everyday 

language, regardless of the components involved, present analytical difficulties because 

hendiadys is seen to denote an illogical structure that represents mysteriousness and 

elusiveness paired with syntactical complexity alive in a haziness at the crossroads of 

linguistics and rhetoric. 

 
                                                
are of course understandable to a certain extent since the term hendiadys in itself is obscure, the applications 
diverse from the start, and Shakespeare’s use of combinations of nouns is extensive and varied. 
152 Hopper, “Hendiadys,” 146. 
153 Poutsma, “Hendiadys,” 203. He defines hendiadys as “an illogical substitution of the copulative construction 
with and for other grammatical constructions,” and concludes “Hendiadys is often deliberately seized upon by 
poets and prose-writers to satisfy the requirements of rhythm and metre, but there can be no doubt that also rustic 
speakers often apply it from an inborn, although unconscious desire to impart a rhythmical flow to their 
utterances.”  
154 Hopper, “Hendiadys,” 171. 
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3.8 Implications of the results above for the study of so-called hendiadys in the HB 

It is clear that the term hendiadys was used in antiquity to denote different constructions in 

Latin, and that various opinions on the matter have evolved, as is obvious in definitions, 

grammars, monographs and commentaries. It seems, in addition, that the term is used for a 

variety of diverse combinations and constructions in Shakespeare research as well as in 

contemporary explications. Consequently there does not seem to exist a consensus on what 

the term was used to denote or ought to denote, wherefore it is impossible for the purpose of 

this investigation to rely on any of the earlier or later definitions or to formulate a novel 

definition based on the variety expressed.  

However, even though there is no consensus on the matter, one ought not be alarmed or to  

confuse the issue additionally by mistaking the term for phenomena it indicates. Hahn argues 

that hendiadys is a misnomer and that the phenomenon it is supposed to describe is not-

existent, but although the term hendiadys is used ambiguously, even by its first users, one has 

to concur with Sansone who maintains that, just because a phenomenon has been assigned an 

inappropriate term, this does not mean that the phenomenon or phenomena called hendiadys 

are non-existent or not worth investigating further.155 Therefore, in order to disclose the 

features in the HB that are given the epithet hendiadys an investigation specifically aimed at 

examples derived from the HB is crucial.  

 

3.10 Summary 

The term hendiadys is one of several Latinized spellings of ©n diå duo›n, which is not, even 

though originally a Greek phrase, found in Greek texts or in comments on Greek texts in 

antiquity. Nor is there any evidence that the term ©n diå duo›n, the designation hendiadys or 

other Latinized spellings are used during antiquity in commentaries of Hebrew texts or of 

phenomena therein.  

The oldest use of the phrase occurs in a commentary from the 2nd or 3rd century C.E., 

ascribed to Porphyry, who by the term designates what he seems to apprehend as a dividing in 

two parts of a presumed original genitive construction. In Servius’ commentaries from the late 

3rd - 4th century C.E., however, the term occurs more frequently, but is applied to various 

constructions. 

                                                
155 Hahn, “Hendiadys,” 197; Sansone, “Hendiadys,” 17. 
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The fact that the term hendiadys is not employed unambiguously by its first users known to 

us, but applied to several diverse constructions, could explain the subsequently diverse 

definitions and interpretations of constructions that are referred to as hendiadyses. Several 

views are indeed discernible among scholars of what hendiadys refers to in Latin, Greek, 

German, French or English regardless of whether the term is defined in articles, 

encyclopaedias or commentaries. 

Even though the constructions in Latin are not concordant, the matter ought not to be 

additionally disordered in that the term is confused with the phenomena it denotes. However, 

given that this is an investigation of the phenomena in biblical Hebrew labelled hendiadys, a 

more detailed analysis of the history and origin of the Greek phrase, Porphyry’s employment 

of the term, Virgil’s motive(s) for somewhat obscure formulations and suggested 

interpretations of the same in Servius’ commentaries, or Shakespeare’s creative combinations 

of components, will have to be an issue for scholars focusing on these matters to deal with. 
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Chapter 4 

Hendiadys in the Hebrew Bible 

 
 
In the last chapter we investigated the etymology of the phrase ©n diå duo›n, the first 

applications in preserved texts from antiquity, as well as subsequent opinions on the matter by 

scholars in the classical languages and in contemporary works. We discovered that the term 

was utilized in antiquity by at least two scholars and that there are indications of several users. 

However, the term was applied to a number of constructions and, although there are certain 

trends, there is no subsequent consensus on which to build a productive basis for this 

investigation. 

It was apparent that the matter had to be addressed from a different angle. Instead of 

comparing the proposed hendiadyses derived from the HB with definitions or constructions 

from antiquity or later, or proceeding from one of many diverse definitions or applications of 

the term to constructions in Latin, Greek or modern languages, when investigating so-called 

hendiadyses in the HB, the focus was instead aimed at the phenomena in biblical Hebrew that 

biblical scholars perceive as representing hendiadys. The question posed was; is it possible to 

ascertain an agreement on the part of biblical scholars on the feature, or perhaps features, in 

the Hebrew text that are designated hendiadys? 

Attention was initially directed to research on the subject, which will be presented below. 

However, although the term is used frequently, research on hendiadys in the HB is very 

sparse. It was evident, in addition, that biblical scholars regularly refer to definitions and 

applications of hendiadys in reference literature on the HB and/or biblical Hebrew when 

applying the term. By reference literature is meant grammars, dictionaries, lexicons and 

monographs of encyclopaedic character on the HB and/or biblical Hebrew. Since the 

treatment of hendiadys in reference literature, one has to presume, is the outcome of research, 

possibly explicates the feature(s) in more detail, could demonstrate a consensus, and in any 

case seems to be influential for applications of the term, this investigation has also been 
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specifically directed to how the term hendiadys is defined and exemplified in reference works 

on biblical Hebrew, which will be presented below in a descriptive account.1 

Earlier as well as contemporary reference works have been investigated in order to acquire 

an assessment as wide-ranging as possible. In order to elucidate the subject, and a possible 

development, the examples given in the earliest works are given in their entirety for 

comparison. However, with the aim of making the presentation easy to grasp, not all examples 

of suggested hendiadyses from subsequent grammars, lexicons etc., are cited but are presented 

in categories according to the structures found. When there is need for further classifications, 

supplementary categories are added and exemplified. All examples found of suggested 

hendiadyses in research and reference literature are included in the Collection of examples and 

thereby submitted to analysis.2 

All works below, representing specific research on hendiadys in the HB, as well as works of 

references, are presented in chronological order in each section. The year given in the heading 

directly adjacent to the name of a scholar refers to the first work found in which the scholar 

cited uses the term hendiadys, and revised editions are dealt with in the paragraphs dealing 

with the works by the original author.3 Finally, a brief account will also be given of research 

found on hendiadys in other Semitic languages.4 

Several issues will be commented on: if a definition of hendiadys is given and in that case 

how the term is defined, if the examples given thereof are homogeneous and consistent with 

the possibly given definition, if one or more functions are suggested, if the term is 

apprehended as referring to grammatical constructions, rhetorical and stylistic features, if a 

development of the use of the term is traceable and, in my final conclusion, if it is possible to 

ascertain that a consensus is manifest.  

  

                                                
1 Included are also some works that are aimed also as teaching material, such as e.g., Lambdin, Introduction, and 
other similar monographs. 
2 For the morpho-syntactic and semantic analyses as well as the statistical results, see Chapter 5, Phenomena and 
statistical results. 
3 See e.g., the many editions of Gesenius’ Handwörterbuch, which are, for the sake of convenience, commented 
on in the first section on grammars etc. when other works of Gesenius are treated. See also Beckman’s revised 
edition of Williams’ Hebrew Syntax from 2007, which is commented on together with Williams’ Syntax of the 
Hebrew Bible from 1973.  
4 Occasionally certain works of reference in which the term is not used will be mentioned for comparison. 
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4.1 Hendiadys in research and in works of reference on the HB and/or biblical Hebrew 

Initially a brief account is given of the search of the term in Jewish grammars and works by 

the early Christian Hebraists. Subsequently the treatment of hendiadys in research and in 

reference literature on the HB and/or biblical Hebrew will be presented and for the sake of 

clarity, in two separate sections.  

In the first section an account will be given of definitions and/or exemplifications in 

research, grammars, teaching materials and monographs on syntax or stylistic/rhetorical 

features, which for the most part are works by individual scholars. Then, in the second 

section, the treatment of hendiadys in multivolume lexicons and dictionaries is described, 

which are works that in most cases are comprised of contributions by several scholars. To 

begin with the background for studies in biblical Hebrew will be presented, then opinions on 

and applications of hendiadys by scholars in works from the 17th-19th centuries and 

subsequently in works from the 20th-21st centuries. 

 

4.1.1 The study of Hebrew, Jewish grammars and Christian Hebraists 

There is a long tradition of Hebrew studies in the Jewish community, but grammars were not 

produced, as we know, until the beginning of the 10th century, the most influential being by 

Saadia ben Yoseph, the Gaon of Sura (892-942), known as Saadia Gaon.5 The Jewish 

grammarians were influenced by the Arabic environment in which they lived and the first 

grammars of Hebrew were written in Arabic, according to Arabic language principles 

prevalent at the time.6 Christian scholars had to rely on Jews and/or Jewish converts to obtain 

knowledge of Hebrew, but education in Hebrew was occasionally given, e.g., probably in 

Paris ca. 1236 in Dominican circles and in Oxford in 1321 by John of Bristol.7  

The first so-called Christian Hebraists like Reuchlin (1455-1522) and Buxtorf (1564-1629) 

built on the precedent Jewish grammarians when producing their own material, for example 

the influential works by David and Moses Kimḥi. It is noteworthy that several of the works of 

                                                
5 The names of the non-biblical Jewish teachers, authors, grammarians and their works are given below in the 
way they occur in the articles in EncJud. 
6 See e.g., van Bekkum, “Linguistics,” 241; Dotan, “Origins,” 219-220. 
7 A Dominican school of Hebrew may have been established in Paris in 1236 and there is evidence that the 
converted Jew John of Bristol taught Hebrew and Greek in Oxford in 1321, according to Loewe, “Hebraists,” 14. 
Reuchlin (1455-1522), who was the first Christian Hebraist to write a Hebrew grammar in Latin of any 
substance, started his Hebrew studies in 1486 and was, according to Kessler Mesguich, taught by e.g., Calman 
Judaeus/Calman the Jew, followed by Jacob Yehiel Loans, who was the Emperor’s personal physican, and 
thereafter by Ovadia Sforno in Italy. See Kessler Mesguich, “Hebraists,” 257-258. 
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reference and highly influential at the time produced by Christian scholars were not built 

solely on biblical Hebrew, but also on the Hebrew used in other Jewish writings.8  

The Christian Hebraists were also strongly influenced by Latin and Greek due to a renewed 

interest in the classical languages in general, which was further induced by the efforts to 

“correct and standardize the text of the Latin Vulgate.”9 Kessler Mesguich remarks that e.g., 

Reuchlin tried to merge the Hebrew linguistic tradition with the Latin one, “Most of the Latin 

sixteenth-century Hebrew grammars were, like Reuchlin’s, to be adaptations of the Qimhis’ 

grammars to the more familiar Latin grammatical tradition.”10 She adds that some 

grammarians sought during the period “to give grammatical descriptions of all the languages, 

classical and vernacular, including Hebrew, in terms of the Greco-Latin model.”11 Burnett 

also points out that “For Christian scholars of the Renaissance, Latin grammar served as the 

basis for description for all other languages, including their own vernacular languages and 

oriental languages.”12 

During the Renaissance there was an expanding literary interest, alongside the extensive 

interest in the study of classical and Semitic languages.13 “A basic issue of the ‘new culture’ 

was the promotion of rhetoric and eloquence, as referring to classical culture,” according to 

Sæbø, and Abbot remarks, “Rhetoric dominated the thoughts of Renaissance intellectuals and 

the curriculum of Renaissance schools to an extraordinary degree.”14 Rhetoric and typology 

were topics that became prominent in the studies by the so-called Christian Hebraists amongst 

Protestants, but also subjects of interest in the Jesuit education.15  

Burnett believes that the reason for the increasing interest in Hebrew and in other oriental 

languages was a combination of the influence of humanism with its interest in languages and 

                                                
8 Buxtorf built e.g., on Kimḥi et al., and the explanations in Pellicanus’ grammar came from Ibn Ezra’s 
commentary, according to Kessler Mesguich. Pellicanus encouraged his student  to read rabbinic commentators, 
Ibn Ezra och Rashi, and Christian Hebraists used both biblical and Mishnaic Hebrew as well as other Hebrew 
sources; rabbinic and kabbalistic writings, Mishna, Talmud, Zohar etc. for interpretation, exegesis and the 
producing of lexicons and dictionaries. A well-known teacher of the so-called Christian Hebraists was R. Elijahu 
ben Asher ha-Levi ha-Ashkenazi/Elias Levita “the master of generations of serious Christian Hebraists,” also 
known as Elijahu Bah2ur. See Kessler Mesguich, “Hebraists,” 255, 266, 267, 272. See also Burnett, Hebraism, 
105. 
9 Loewe, “Hebraists,” 14. 
10 Kessler Mesguich, “Hebraists,” 259-260. See also Vanderjagt, “Concern,” 156: “Copies of the Bible of the 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries often have Hebrew-Latin glossaries as an appendix.” 
11 Kessler Mesguich, “Hebraists,” 256. 
12 Burnett, Hebraism, 106.  
13 Köpf, “Framework,” 143-146. 
14 Abbott, “Rhetoric,” 146; Sæbø, “Renaissance,” 28-29, 33. Köpf, “Framework,” 143. 
15 Wainwright, “Language,” 527 “Miller calls our attention to the fact that there was a revival of interest in 
typology in the seventeenth century.” See also Kennedy, History, 274.  
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literature as well as the “Protestant belief that doctrinal certainty could be attained only 

through the study of the Bible in its original languages,” which eventually prompted also 

Catholics to require their students to learn Hebrew.16 The interest in Hebrew was, however, 

not only or even primarily based on pure philological interests, but built on the conviction that 

Hebrew was the language of God, and that the Scripture was thought to have its own spiritual 

rhetoric. 17 

The first Hebrew grammar of any substance to appear in Latin was De rudimentis Hebraicis 

(1506) by Reuchlin, which is “the real pioneering work of its kind by a Christian scholar,” 

according to Silverman.18 Reuchlin’s grammar is built only to a minor degree on Reuchlin’s 

colleague Pellicanus’ work of grammar, and mainly on the works of medieval rabbis, 

especially the work of David Kimḥi, but also on Moses Kimḥi’s work, according to 

Mesguich.19  

The most influential Hebraist during the 17th century was Johannes Buxtorf the elder, who, 

according to Burnett, utilized not only Pagninus’ Epitome thesaurus linguae sanctae (1529), 

but several Jewish sources like Rashi’s, Ibn Ezra’s and David Kimḥi’s commentaries when 

preparing his grammars and dictionaries.20 However, the term hendiadys, or related variants 

thereof, has not been retrieved in works by Jewish scholars, e.g., David Kimḥi (ca. 1160 - ca. 

1235), on which the Christian Hebraists based their works.21 The term hendiadys does not 

appear in the indices in Reuchlin’s or Buxtorf’s works investigated, nor in entries of words in 

their works that usually occur in suggested hendiadyses derived from the HB.22 There are no 

references found by subsequent scholars to any of the Jewish grammarians, Reuchlin or 

Buxtorf when the term hendiadys is used.  

However, there is evidently an emulation of concepts that form the backdrop for the 

subsequent development including the use and application of rhetorical terms like hendiadys; 

the predominant grammatical theory of that time was built on the classical languages, the 

                                                
16 Burnett, Hebraism, 104. 
17 Kessler Mesguich, “Hebraists,” 258-259; Barr, “Literature,” 1394. 
18 Silverman, “Reuchlin,” 108.  
19 See Kessler Mesguich, “Hebraists,” 258-259. Reuchlin’s De rudimentis is basically a reworking of Kimḥi’s 
works, according to Talmage, “Kimḥi,” 1003.  
20 See Burnett, Hebraism, 122-123. See also Avneri, “Buxtorf,” 1543 and Medan, “Levita,” EncJud, 132-135. 
Martinus’ grammar was unfortunately not available.  
21 The term has not been found in searches conducted of D. Kimḥi, Grammar (ed. Chomsky); nor Levita, Sefer 
Ha-Harkavah or Massoreth Ha-Massoreth (ed. Ginsburg). It is possible of course that the phenomena involved 
were given attention, but not termed hendiadys, but that would be have to be the subject of another investigation. 
22 Works by Buxtorf investigated: Concordantiae bibliorum Hebraicae (1632), Lexicon chaldaicum, talmudicum 
et rabbinicum (1639), Epitome grammaticae hebraeae (1699), and by Reuchlin, De rudimentis Hebraicis. 
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humanistic attention to classical literature and rhetoric, and the interest in the study of biblical 

Hebrew, which were paired with the conviction that the Hebrew language was a holy 

language with its own spiritual rhetoric. These aspects constitute the background and the 

impetus for the development of the study of Hebrew and rhetorical figures, and may have 

contributed to the use of the term hendiadys by biblical scholars.  

The question here is, of course, whether other early grammarians, than the so-called 

Christian Hebraists, as well as subsequent grammarians, used the term hendiadys and in that 

case to which feature/features it was applied. 

 

4.1.2 The 17th – 19th centuries 

There are occasional examples of suggested hendiadyses in Bible commentaries in the late 

16th and early 17th centuries, but the earliest detected work of reference in which hendiadys is 

illustrated by several examples derived from the Bible is the significant work Philologiae 

Sacrae by the Protestant scholar Salomon Glassius.23  

 

S. Glassius (1623) 

Philologiae Sacrae by Glassius, first published in 1623, consists of Grammatica Sacra and 

Rhetorica Sacra.24  The works of Glassius were held in high regard for centuries to come. 

Mosheim remarked in the 18th century that Philologiae Sacrae is an “inestimable and 

immortal work […] none can be more useful for the interpretation of Scripture, as it throws an 

uncommon degree of light upon the language and phraseology of the inspired writers.”25 

Another scholar, Tayler Lewis, confesses as late as 1875, “It [Glassius’ Philologiae Sacrae] is 

                                                
23 For early examples of suggested hendiadyses in the HB and the NT see e.g., Cornelius à Lapide’s and 
Piscatoris’ Bible commentaries from the early 17th century, but their works are not considered here as reference 
works and there are no citations to any of these scholars or their examples of suggested hendiadyses by 
subsequent scholars, except for Glassius (1623), who mentions Cornelius à Lapide en passant when discussing a 
suggested hendiadys. See below on Glassius. 
24 Rhetorica Sacra was published in several editions from 1623 to 1645 and Philologiae Sacrae, in which 
Rhetorica Sacra is included, was published in several editions from 1636 to 1705. From 1705 onwards the, at 
that time, unpublished Logica Sacra by J. G. Olearius was included and Philologiae Sacrae subsequently 
became the generic term for all three works. The last edition of Philologiae Sacrae appeared in 1776. A revised 
version by the hands of J. A. Dathe and G. L. Bauer appeared in several editions from 1731-1791. See e.g., 
Murphy, Catalogue 157, 219. The editions of Philologiae Sacrae from 1653, 1713 and the revised version from 
1743 have been consulted and in them the same definitions and exemplifications of hendiadyses are given.  
25 Mosheim, History, vol. V, 284, in MacLaine’s translation. 
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a mine of Biblical knowledge. I have learned from it more than from any of the modern 

German works of greater pretention.”26  

Philologiae Sacrae (1623/1636) by Glassius and the later published Tropologia by Keach 

(1682) occasioned in various directions the renewed interest in typology and rhetoric among 

biblical scholars in the 17th century and onwards.27  The treatment of hendiadys by Glassius 

has therefore presumably influenced the use of the term by several subsequent scholars and he 

is referred to by e.g., Bullinger and König.28 In Philologiae Sacrae grammatical as well as 

rhetorical and stylistic features from the Bible are introduced, which include examples of 

suggested hendiadyses. Glassius presents 7 examples from the NT and 16 examples derived 

from the HB, which therefore are of interest and will be related below. 

Due to hendiadys often being characterized as a figura, a rhetorical figure, one would 

expect the subject to be discussed by Glassius in the section Rhetorica Sacra, but that is not 

the case. Both passages in which hendiadys is defined and exemplified by Glassius are found 

in Grammatica Sacra, in which Glassius treats what he presumably sees as grammatical 

constructions in the Bible.  

Hendiadys is found in part in Canon VI on adjectival constructions, illustrated by 11 

examples from the HB and 3 from the NT, and partly in Canon XLII on genitival 

constructions, in which hendiadys is illustrated by 5 examples from the HB and 4 from the 

NT. In Canon VI, which is devoted to adjectives, Glassius states: “Two substantives, 

synonymous or dissimilar in meaning, which are joined together and one of them takes the 

meaning of an adjective, and by that having emphatic meaning. This commonly forms the 

Hendiadys, Greek ©n diå duo›n, one through two, when naturally one thing is represented by 

two words, either synonymous or dissimilar in meaning.”29 Glassius refers to Virgil and in 

one instance to the Jesuit scholar Cornelius à Lapide.30  

                                                
26 Lewis, “Study,” 304.  
27 Philologiae Sacrae was, according to Sailhamer, Theology, 133 n. 104, one of the standard Protestant works 
on biblical interpretation in the 17th century. See also the comments by Miller, Images, 24. Keach, Tropologia, 
136, uses the term hendiadys once in his exegesis of NT, namely on ‘root and fatness,’ Rom 11:17. For Keach, 
‘root’ signifies Abraham and ‘fatness’ signifies Israel, and together they denote the olive tree into which the 
Gentiles have been grafted. 
28 See on Bullinger and König below. 
29 Glassius, Philologiae, 392, “Duo substantiva, vel synonyma, vel disparatae significationis, conjunguntur et 
eorum alterum adjectivi vicem sustinet, ejusque habet significationem cum emphasi. Vulgò haec loquendi forma 
vocatur Hendiadys, g.d. ©n diå duo›n unum per duo: quando scilicet una res per duo, vel synonyma, vel 
disparatae significationis vocabula exprimitur.” 
30 Glassius refers in Canon VI to Virgil, and even though Glassius does not mention Servius, he suggest the 
translation pateris aureis, for pateris libamus et auro from Georgics 2.192, which is the suggested interpretation 
found in Servius’ commentaries of that phrase. For more on the historical background of the term and the first 
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In Canon VI the proposed hendiadyses derived from the HB are the following: 

Gen 1:26, …wn¡Et…wm√dI;k …wn™EmVlAxV;b, lit. ‘in our image, like our likeness,’ “ad imaginem valdè similem, 

[…] vel, ad imaginem nobis perquàm similem.”31  

Gen 4:4, N¡RhEbVlRj`Em…w wäønaøx twõørOkV;bIm, lit. ‘from the firstlings of his flock and of the fat thereof,’ “de 

primogenitis gregis sui pinguissimis.”32  

Gen 19:24, v¡EaÎw tyâîrVpÎ…g, lit. ‘brimstone and fire,’ “sulphur ignitum, vel sulphureum ignem.33  

Jer 22:3, h$∂q∂dVx…w ‹fDÚpVvIm, lit. ‘judgment and righteousness,’ “judicium justum.”34  

Jer 29:11, h`DwVqIt◊w tyñîrSjAa, lit. ‘an end and a hope,’ “finem expectatum seu exoptatum.”35 

Ps 116:1, y`Dn…wnSjA;t y#IlwøqŒ_tRa, lit. ‘my voice, my supplications,’ “vocem meam humilimè 

supplicem.”36 

Ps 119:138, h¶Dn…wmTa`Rw ÔKy¡RtOdEo q®d∞Rx, lit. ‘righteous/righteousness of your witnesses/testimonies and 

faithfulness,’ “justa testimonia tua, fidelia.”37  

Job 4:16, lwêøqÎw h™DmDm√;d, lit. ‘silence and voice,’ “silentem seu tacitam & submissam vocem.”38  

Job 10:17, a∞DbDx◊w twäøpyIlSj, lit. ‘changes and warfare,’ “quasi exercitus vices alii aliis succedentes 

me oppugnant.”39  

1 Chr 22:5, ‹t®r‹RaVpItVl…w M§EvVl, lit. ‘to name and to glory,’ “ad nomen ornatissimum (obtinendum) 

apud omnes terras.”40  

2 Chr 16:14, MyYˆn◊z…w My∞ImDcV;b, lit. ‘with spices and species,’ “aromaticis speciebus.”41  

 

In the examples derived from the HB and used by Glassius in Canon VI to illustrate 

hendiadys, one of two nouns is interpreted as an adjective attribute, and the function of the 

two combined nouns is seen as emphatic.42 
                                                
users in antiquity, see above 3. Etymology, first users and various subsequent applications. Glassius refers on p. 
392 en passant to the Jesuit scholar Cornelius à Lapide when commenting on the citation from Gen 1:26. 
31 Idem, 392, ‘in very much our likeness [of our image] […] or completely in our likeness/in our very likeness.’ 
32 Idem, 393, ’from the fattest firstlings of his flocks.’ 
33 Idem, 393, ‘burning sulphur or sulphurous fire.’ 
34 Idem, 393, ‘righteous judgement.’ 
35 Idem, 393, ‘an end awaited or longed for.’ 
36 Idem, 393, ‘my humbly supplicating voice.’ 
37 Idem, 393, ‘your righteous, faithful testimony.’ 
38 Idem, 393, ‘a still or soft and low/humble voice.’ 
39 Idem, 393, ‘as some different successive armies one following the other attack me.’ 
40 Idem, 393, ‘a very honoured name (to be obtained) in all countries.’ 
41 Idem, 393, ‘species of spices.’ 
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Hendiadys is also defined and exemplified by Glassius in Canon XLII in which genitival 

constructions are dealt with: “When two substantives are conjoined by the conjunction ET, one 

of them may at times be interpreted as a genitive. This is also hendiadys, see above Canon 

VI.”43 Glassius gives the following examples derived from the HB of what he apprehends as 

hendiadyses constituting genitival constructions: 

Gen 3:16, JKY´nOr`Eh◊w JK∞EnwøbV…xIo, lit. ‘your pain and your pregnancy,’ “dolorem conceptus tui.”44  

Isa 1:13, há∂rDxSoÅw N‰w™Da, lit. ‘iniquity and assembly,’ “inquitatem caetus.”45  

Jer 29:11, h`DwVqIt◊w tyñîrSjAa, lit. ‘an end and a hope,’ “finem expectationis, seu expectatum.”46 

Jer 36:27, My$îrDb√;dAh_tRa◊w ‹hD;lˆgV;mAh_tRa, lit. ‘the scroll and the words/acts,’ “volumen verborum.”47 

Ps 96:7, záOoÎw dwñøbD;k, lit. ‘glory and strength,’ “gloriam fortitudinis.”48  

 

All examples of hendiadyses derived from the HB and suggested by Glassius consist of two 

nouns, except for the exemplifications derived from Gen 4:4 and Ps 119:138 that both consist 

of a construct relation + an additional noun and/or an intervening particle. None of the 

suggested hendiadyses consist of combinations of verbs, clauses or parallelistic constructions. 

Noteworthy is that in a preceding comment to Canon XLII, on genitive constructions, 
                                                
42 In Canon VI, p. 393-394, on adjective constructions he also refers to the following proposed hendiadyses 
derived from the NT: Matt 3:11 (Glassius gives this example only in Latin) Isse (Christus) vos baptizabit Spiritu 
sancto et igni, “h. e. ignito quasi, seu in ignis Symbolo se manifestante,” ‘as if containing fire, or showing itself 
in the symbol of fire’; Acts 14:13 tau/rouß kai« ste÷mmata, ‘bulls and garlands,’ “Tauri & coronae sunt tauri 
coronati seu vittati,” ‘bulls and garlands are adorned bulls or [bulls] wearing or carrying a ritual ribbon’; 2 Pet 
1:3 do/xhØ kai« aÓrethØv, ‘by glory and by virtue/moral excellence,’ “per gloriam et virtutem, h.e. per gloriosam 
virtutem seu potentiam,” ‘by means of glory and virtue i.e., by glorious virtue or power.’ The text from the NT 
that Glassius cites from 2 Pet 1:3 is in Novum given as an alternative reading. 
43 Idem, 494; “Inter duo substantiva, per copulationem ET connexa, alterum per genitivum quandoque 
exponendum est. Est & haec hendiadys, ut suprà can. 6.” In Canon XLII on genitive constructions Glassius also 
refers on pp. 494-495 to the following suggested hendiadyses derived from the NT; Acts 23:6 peri« e˙lpi÷doß 
kai« aÓnasta¿sewß nekrw ◊ν, de spe et ressurrectione mortuorum, “h.e. de spe resurrectionis mortuorum,” ‘on 
the hope and resurrection from the dead, i.e., by the hope of the resurrection of the dead’; Rom 1:5 ca¿rin kai« 
aÓpostolh\vn, gratiam et Apostolatum, “h.e. gratiam Apostolatus,” ‘grace and apostleship, i.e., grace of 
apostleship’; Rom 11:17 thvß rJi÷zhß thvß pio/thtoß, radicis et pinguedinis, “h.e. pinguedinis radicis seu ex 
radice profluentis,” ‘of the root of the fatness i.e., fatness of the root or from the root’; 1 Cor 11:7 ei˙kw»n kai« 
do/xa qeouv uJpa¿rcwn, cum imago sit et Gloria DEI, “h.e. imago gloriae Dei.” In Canon XLII, p. 495, Glassius 
refers to Virgil and cites molemque et montes from the Aeneid 1.61, for which Glassius, but without mentioning 
Servius, suggests the translation moles altorum montium, which is the interpretation Servius suggests in his 
commentary to A 1.61.  
44 Idem, 494, ‘your pregnancy pain.’ 
45 Idem, 494, ‘iniquity of assembly.’ Here Glassius adds, “Sed alii aliter hoc explicant,” ‘others explain this in 
other ways.’ 
46 Idem, 494, ‘an end of the expectation, or an anticipated end.’ Here Glassius uses the same example that is 
employed in Canon VI as well and adds, “ut suprà fuit, can. 6.” See above.  
47 Idem, 494, ‘the scroll of the words.’  
48 Idem, 494, ‘the glory of strength.’ 
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Glassius refers to hendiadys as enallage, but this is only with reference to the suggested 

genitive construction.49  

The term hendiadys is used by Glassius for combinations of nouns in which he reinterprets 

one of the nouns as either (a) an adjective attribute or (b) both as a genitive construction 

respectively.50 The combined components in both Canons display, furthermore, different 

semantic relations: (I) Combinations of dissimilar nouns, (II) Nouns from the same semantic 

field, (III) Synonym-like nouns.  

The function of a hendiadys is emphatic, but only when the combined nouns are 

reinterpreted as an adjectival construction, according to Glassius, and such a function is not 

suggested for the proposed genitival constructions.  

One example, ‘an end and a hope,’ derived from Jer 29:11, clearly created some 

bewilderment since it is used in both Canons, and is even supplied with four suggested 

interpretations: ‘an end awaited or longed for,’ in Canon VI, and ‘an end of the expectation, or 

an anticipated end,’ in Canon XLII, to exemplify both of the two interpretational 

possibilities.51  

Both the interpretational possibilities, one of the nouns as an adjective modifier or both 

reinterpreted as a construct relation, as suggested by Glassius, seem in any case to have been 

understood as grammatical constructions by Glassius judging by the fact that his definitions 

and exemplifications are placed in Grammatica Sacra and not Rhetorica Sacra. However, one 

needs to remember that the designations ‘grammatica’ and ‘rhetorica’ reflect the opinions of 

grammatical and rhetorical theory at the time and do not, even though having principles in 

common, necessarily mirror the same modern epithets.  

Philologiae Sacrae by Glassius was reissued up to 1791, seems to have exerted great 

influence and continued to be cited and referred to into the 20th century. References to 

Glassius are given in the late 19th century by e.g., Bullinger (1898) and also by König (1901) 

in their works of reference on poetic and stylistic devices in the HB.52 

 
                                                
49 Idem, 494. The term enallage denotes a replacement or substitution of one grammatical form/construction by 
another, usually ungrammatical, but semantically equivalent form. 
50 The exception is Ps 119:138, see above, which consists of three nouns. Even though Glassius distinguishes 
between when the second noun is viewed as an adjective attribute and both nouns as a genitive construction, one 
example, Jer 29:11, as a suggested hendiadys, is used to exemplify both alternatives. 
51 Idem, 494, Jer 29:11, h`DwVqIt ◊w tyñîrSjAa, lit. ‘an end and a hope,’ “finem expectationis, seu expectatum” ‘an end of the 
expectation, or an anticipated end.’  
52 See Bullinger, Figures, 2; König, “Style,” 156.  
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J. Smith (1665); B. Walton (1673) 

There are two other early reference works on rhetorical figures in which examples derived 

from the HB are termed hendiadys. Smith’s monograph from 1665 is in English, and he 

explains on the front page that by elucidating the tropes and figures his monograph 

contributes to “the right understanding of the Sense of the Letter of the Scripture.”53 

Hendiadys denotes two possibilities, according to Smith: either “a dividing of one thing into 

two” or “when one thing is expressed by more words,” which opens for a large amount of 

combinations.54 The two exemplifications derived from the HB, however, consist solely of 

nouns and are found as suggested hendiadyses in Glassius’ Philologiae.55  

Another early work is in Latin and by Walton (1673), who treats hendiadys in the section 

on idioms in Hebrew and Greek. He refers to ‘hendyadis’ as frequent in Hebrew and Greek 

denoting one notion divided into two, which is exemplified by “in signa et tempora et dies et 

annos, i.e., sint in signa temporum, dierum & annorum,” (Gen 1:14), ‘signs and times and 

days and years, i.e., signs of seasons, days and years.’56 

 

W. Gesenius (1817) 

Gesenius has been called the father of Hebrew lexicography and his works were and still is 

exceedingly influential and often referred to.57 His Hebräische Grammatik, first published in 

1813, and his Handwörterbuch, first published in 1812, in their original editions and in 

various subsequently revised, enlarged and translated edition are commonly cited in general, 

and also at times when the term hendiadys is used.58  

The early editions of the Grammatik and the Handwörterbuch contain occasional examples 

of hendiadyses, but Gesenius’ definition with exemplifications appeared in his Ausfürliches 

Lehrgebäude (1817). Gesenius’ works will be commented on below beginning with the 

Lehrgebäude, in which the definition of hendiadys occurs, then the Grammatik and finally the 

Handwörterbuch. 
                                                
53 Smith, Mysterie, front page. 
54 Idem, 184. 
55 Hendiadys is exemplified by ‘fire and brimstone’ (Gen 19:24), and explained by Smith as either “firie [sic] and 
burning brimstone” or “sulphurous fire,” but also the combination ‘an end and a hope’ (Jer 29:11) as “sinem 
expectatum,” ‘an awaited end.’ 
56 Walton, Apparatus, 105. 
57 Miller, Influence, 11-16. 
58 For references to works by Gesenius when hendiadys is used, see e.g., Bühlmann/Scherer, Stilfiguren, 31-32; 
NET-Bible commentary, 265 n. 8; 268 n. 4; 837 n. 29; 1570 n. 2; 1456 n. 9; VanGemeren, Psalms, 133; Van 
Peursen, System, 100 n. 108, et al.  
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In Gesenius’ Ausführliches grammatisch-kritisches Lehrgebäude from 1817 the term 

hendiadys is defined and exemplifications are given in the paragraph on idioms: “Vermischte 

idiotismen in hebräischen Styls,” ‘various idioms in the Hebrew language/language 

characteristics.’59 Gesenius is of the opinion that Latin poets commonly used hendiadys – he 

obviously views so-called hendiadyses as idioms – but equally that this phenomenon, which 

he labels hendiadys, occurs quite often in biblical Hebrew, ‘dies ist im hebräischen Styl, selbst 

in Prosa, nicht selten.”60 Gesenius also refers to hendiadys as a rhetorical figure and gives the 

following definition, “Hendiadys (©n diå duo›n) nennt man bekanntlich die Verbindung 

zweyer Wörte durch und, welche aber durch die Genitivverbindung aufzulösen ist.”61 The 

following 7 examples are used by Gesenius to illustrate what he sees as hendiadyses: 

Gen 1:14, My$îdSowâømVl…w ‹tOtOaVl, lit. ‘for signs and for appointed times,’ “zu Zeichen der Zeiten.”62  

Gen 3:16, JKY´nOr`Eh◊w JK∞EnwøbV…xIo, lit. ‘your pain and your pregnancy,’ “die Schmerzen deiner 

Schwangerschaft.”63  

Job 4:16, lwêøqÎw h™DmDm√;d, lit. ‘a silence/whisper and a voice/sound,’ and also h¶DmDm√;d lwëøq in 1 Kngs 

19:12, lit. ‘low/soft voice,’ “leise stimme.”64 

Job 10:17, a∞DbDx◊w twäøpyIlSj, lit. ‘changes and warfare/an army,’ “ein Heer von Unglücksfällen.”65 

Jer 29:11, h`DwVqIt◊w tyñîrSjAa, lit. ‘a future and a hope,’ “hoffnungsvolle Zukunft.”66 

2 Chr 16:14, MyYˆn◊z…w My∞ImDcV;b, lit. ‘spices and kinds/species,’ “Arten von Gewürzen.”67  

 

The combinations consist only of dissimilar nouns and all six examples, except one (Gen 

1:14), are found among Glassius’ sixteen examples in Philologiae Sacrae; 3 of the examples 

(including Gen 1:14) are also found earlier in the commentaries by Cornelius à Lapide.68  

                                                
59 Gesenius, Lehrgebäude, 854.  
60 Idem, 854. Gesenius refers to Virgil and the citations pateris et auro for pateris aureis and molem montes for 
moles montium. He remarks, in addition, that hendiadys in the HB is related to wāw exegeticum [sic], which 
presumably refers to wāw epexegeticum, since a reference is given on p. 854 to p. 845 where Gesenius comments 
on explicatory wāw. For more on the examples in Latin see above 3. Etymology, first users and various 
subsequent applications. 
61 Idem, 854. ‘The coupling of two words by and, which must be expressed however through the genitive relation 
[i.e., a construct relation].’ On p. 853 both hendiadys and zeugma are referred to by Gesenius as “retorischen 
Figuren.” 
62 Idem, 854, ‘For signs of the times.’ 
63 Idem, 854, ‘The hardship of your pregnancy.’ 
64 Idem, 854, ‘A silent voice.’ 
65 Idem, 854, ‘An army of ill fortune.’ 
66 Idem, 854, ‘A hopeful future.’ 
67 Idem, 854, ‘Kinds/species of aromatic spices.’ 
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Gesenius does not comment on which of the components in a hendiadys ought to be 

interpreted as an attribute, but it may evidently, according to his examples, be the first as well 

as the second. Nothing indicates that Gesenius sees it as appropriate to apply the term 

hendiadys to combinations of verbs, phrases or parallelistic constructions.  

There seems to exist a slight difference of opinion on hendiadys between Glassius and 

Gesenius in that the latter refers to hendiadys as a rhetorical figure/idiom while the former 

seemingly views the constructions as grammatical and also distinguishes between adjective 

and genitive constructions. The proposed adjective constructions are, in addition, seen as 

emphatic by Glassius, whereas Gesenius uses the term hendiadys for both kinds of 

interpretational possibilities without distinction and no remark by Gesenius indicates that he 

sees the function as emphatic, nor that he views hendiadys as a grammatical feature or the 

constructions as representing enallage. Instead, Gesenius seems to apprehend hendyadic 

features to represent idioms, which evidently could include what he apprehends as rhetorical 

figures.69  

The first part and edition of Gesenius’ Hebräisches grammatik was published in 1813 and 

was later reworked and reissued in a number of editions by Gesenius until his death in 1842.70 

Several revised, enlarged and translated editions surfaced during and after his lifetime. No 

examples of suggested hendiadyses have been retrieved in the searchable German editions, 

but in the chrestomathy in the Gesenius/Rödiger/Conant edition in English from 1861 of 

Gesenius’ Grammatik, there are three examples of so-called hendiadyses. All the examples 

consist of combinations of dissimilar nouns and 2 of them are identical to the ones already 

suggested by Gesenius in his Lehrgebäude.71  

In the German edition from 1881 by Kautzsch of Gesenius’ Grammatik, the term hendiadys 

occurs only in the paragraph on the conjunction, in which the conjunction is said to be used 

“auch so, dass der zweite Begriff sich als Genitiv underorden könnte (en dia dyoin der 

                                                
68 Cornelius à Lapide, Genesis, who refers to Gen 1:14, 1:26 and 3:16 on pp. 59, 70, 107, respectively. 
69 Gesenius interprets four of the examples as genitive constructions, whereas two of the examples (Job 10:17 
“leise stimme,” and Jer 29:11 “hoffningsvolle Zukunft) are interpreted as adjectival constructions. In two of the 
examples by Gesenius the nouns are identical but occur in the reverse order (Job 10:17 and 1 Kgs 19:12). The 
citation from Jer 29:11 is interpreted by Gesenius as an adjectival construction, whereas Glassius uses the same 
example to exemplify both genitival and adjectival constructions.  
70 Gesenius published 13 revised edition and after his death E. Rödiger edited the 14th-21st editions and Kautzsch 
the 22nd-28th editions after 1878. See Gross, “Clause,” 20 n. 1.  
71 References are given in the Chrestomathy, on p. 29 to Gen 1:14, ‘signs and times’ as “signs of set periods”; on 
p. 38 to Gen 3:16 ‘your pain and your pregnancy’ as “thy pains of pregnancy”; on p. 49 to Judg 9:10 ‘my 
sweetness and my goodly increase’ as “the sweetness of my goodly fruit.” 
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Grammatiker),” which is exemplified by the same examples as in Gesenius’ Lehrbuch.72 

However, in the Kautzsch edition that was translated into English by Cowley and is 

commonly referred to as Gesenius/Kautzsch/Cowley (GKC) from 1910, hendiadys is not 

mentioned.73 The latter edition is occasionally referred to nevertheless at times when 

hendiadys is used.74  

In the edition of Gesenius’ Thesaurus (1835) one example of a so-called hendiadys (Gen 

3:16) can be found.75 In the searchable editions of Gesenius’ Handwörterbuch a few examples 

of hendiadys occur, all referring to combinations of dissimilar nouns.76  

In the English edition by Robinson of Gesenius’ Lexicon (1844), the term hendiadys 

appears together with several exemplifications. According to the foreword Robinson received 

contributions from Gesenius, who corrected the text up to the letter ח, but Robinson also 

included new material derived from the latest research at the time. 

Hendiadys occurs in Robinson’s edition in the entry on the conjunction in which paragraph 

d is devoted to the function of the copula: “The copula sometimes connects two words, 

whether nouns or verbs, in such a way that they coalesce and form one idea.”77 In that same 

paragraph, in section α, this phenomenon just described when encompassing nouns, is called 

hendiadys: “In nouns this constitutes the figure Hendiadys (©n diå duo›n).”78 In the same 

paragraph d, but in the subsequent section β on verbs, the term hendiadys is not used but 

                                                
72 See Gesenius/Kautzsch, Grammatik, 335, and with hesitance, “vielsicht auch,” a reference is given to Job 
10:17 and 2 Chr 16:14, which are referred to in Gesenius’ Lehrbuch. 
73 The term hendiadys is not used in GKC, but wāw is considered to have emphatic function and to demonstrate 
this several references are given among them to passages with commonly suggested so-called hendiadyses, viz., 
Gen 3:16, presumably ‘your pain and your pregnancy,’ to 2 Chr 16:14, presumably ‘spices	  and	  kinds/species,’ 
and to Job 10:17 ‘changes	  and	  war/host,’ interpreted “yea, a whole host,” (italics GKC). See, GKC, § 484, a 
(b), p. 484. 
74 See e.g., Bühlmann/Scherer, Stilfiguren, 31-32; NET-Bible commentary, 265 n. 8; 268 n. 4; 837 n. 29; 1570 n. 
2; 1456 n. 9; VanGemeren, Psalms, 133; Van Peursen, System, 100 n. 108, et al.  
75 Gesenius, Thesaurus (1835), p. 390 with reference to Gen 3:16, JKY´nOr`Eh ◊w JK ∞EnwøbV…xIo, lit. ‘your pain and your 
pregnancy.’ 
76 The searchable editions are by Dietrich (1868) and Mühlau/Volck (1883). The examples are found in 
Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (1868, ed. Dietrich) on p. 66, t™RmTa‰w MwñølDv, and t¢RmTaì‰w dRsªRj; on p. 210, lwêøqÎw h™DmDm √;d from Job 
4:6; on p. 289 a ∞DbDx ◊w twäøpyIlSj. In the edition by Mühlau/Volck (1878), on p. 310, 680, ‘your pain and your 
pregnancy,’ Gen 3:16, ‘changes and war’ (Job 10:17). 
77 Gesenius, Lexicon (ed. Robinson 1844), 270. 
78 Gesenius, Lexicon (ed. Robinson 1844), 271. The exemplifications by Robinson of hendiadys consisting of 
nouns and the accompanying suggested interpretations/translations are found on p. 234: Job 4:16 lwêøqÎw h™DmDm √;d, lit. 
‘silence and a voice,’ “a still voice, light whisper”; p. 271: Gen 1:14 My$îdSowâømVl…w ‹tOtOaVl, lit. ‘to signs and to appointed 
times,’ “for signs of seasons”; pp. 271, 815: Gen 3:16 JKY´nOr`Eh ◊w JK ∞EnwøbV…xIo, lit. ‘your pain and your pregnancy,’ “the 
sorrow of your pregnancy”; p. 265: 2 Chr 16:14 MyYˆn ◊z…w My ∞ImDcV;b, lit. ‘spices and kinds/species,’ “divers [sic] kinds of 
odours”; pp. 271 and 317: Job 10:17 a ∞DbDx ◊w twäøpyIlSj, lit, ‘changes and war/host,’ “hosts continually succeeding each 
other”; p. 354: Isa 10:23, 28:22; Dan 9:27 h$Dx ∂rTj ∞Rn ◊w ‹hDlD;k, lit. ‘complete destruction and decision,’ “destruction 
decreed.” Robinson refers on p. 271 also to Job 10:17 but without giving the actual components and he also 
refers to the nouns tRmTa‰w dRsRj as a hendiadys, but without giving any verse references in the HB. 
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several examples are given in which one of the verbs is interpreted as an adverbial modifier, 

e.g., jñå;qˆ¥yÅw M¢Dh∂rVbAa PRs¬O¥yÅw, lit. ‘and Abraham added and took’ (Gen 25:1), i.e. he took again.79  

Although hendiadys is not explicitly mentioned in section β, in which verbs are treated, one 

could get the impression, from Robinson’s introductory comment to the whole paragraph d in 

which hendiadys occurs, that the verb constructions in section β are seen as analogous to the 

phenomenon designated hendiadys in section α. This means that Robinson’s edition of 

Gesenius Handwörterbuch is the only work of reference detected in the early 19th century that 

describes, in close proximity with the term hendiadys, verb constructions that are later 

commonly labelled hendiadys/verbal hendiadys.80 

In the edition of Gesenius’ Handwörterbuch, edited by Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner (6 

vols. 1987-2009), at least thirteen examples of what is labelled hendiadyoin are given, 

including combinations of verbs.81 A short definition occurs in vol. II p. 288; “Hendiadyoin 

(ein Begriff durch zwei Nom.),” illustrated by e.g., JKY´nOr`Eh◊w JK∞EnwøbV…xIo, lit. ‘your pain and your 

pregnancy’ (Gen 3:16), ‘die Beschwerden deiner Schwangerschaft.’82  

However, subsequent exemplifications consist not only of combinations of (a) nouns, which 

would be in accordance with Gesenius’ definition from 1817, but combinations of (b) verbs, 

e.g., M™RkyEk√rå;dIm …wömVlD;kIh◊w …wvw¬ø;b, lit. ‘be ashamed and be humiliated of your ways’ (Ezek 36:32), 

“schämt euch v. Grund auf wegen eures Wandels,” but also (c) examples consisting of two 

nouns interpreted as forming a new concept, e.g., t™RmTa‰w MwñølDv, lit. ‘peace and truth’ (2 Kgs 

20:19), “beständiger Frieden,” as well as (d) nouns in parallelism, referring to fDÚpVvIm and hä∂q∂dVxI 

in e.g., há∂qDoVx h¶E…nIh◊w hä∂q∂dVxIl j$DÚpVcIm h∞E…nIh◊w ‹fDÚpVvImVl wôåq◊yÅw, lit. ‘and he hoped for justice but behold, 

oppression, for righteousness, but behold, a cry’ (Isa 5:7).83  

Several of the suggested structures and functions of the hendiadyses in Gesenius’ 

Handwörterbuch in the Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner edition from 1987-2010, are presumably 

                                                
79 Gesenius, Lexicon (ed. Robinson 1844), 265. This phenomenon is explained: “the latter [verb] is dependent on 
the former and elsewhere is oftener put in the infin. or in a finite form without the copula.” Further examples in 
Gen 26:18 and Dan 9:25 are referred to. 
80 The other work of reference from the 19th century in which the term is used for two verbs and one of these is 
interpreted as an adverbial modifier is Bullinger, Figures, 660; see on Bullinger below. See also the applications 
of the term on verbs by Lambdin, Bartelt, Hostetter, et al., below. 
81 The entire texts of the first two volumes in the Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner edition from 1987/1995 are 
searchable and therefore all suggested examples of hendiadyses/hendiadyoins are easy to trace. The text of the 
third, forth, fifth and sixth volumes are however not searchable; hence there may be more examples of suggested 
hendiadyses/hendiadyoins in the remaining volumes. The spellings hendiadys/©n diå duo›n where used by 
Gesenius, whereas the variant hendiadyoin, which is commonly used in German in general, is used by 
Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner. 
82 See Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner), vol. II, 288. 
83 See Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner), vol. I, 78, 134. 
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their or previous editors’ additions. Since Gesenius’ Handwörterbuch still is an authoritative 

work, the exemplifications of hendiadys in the contemporary edition from 1987-2010 might 

give extra credence to various kinds of applications of the term, even though not in 

accordance with Gesenius’ opinion as expressed at least in his definition and exemplifications 

from 1817. 

 

M. Stuart (1821); S. Lee (1832); Weidemann, G. F. R. (1849); A. B. Davidson (1874) 

The term hendiadys is also found in Hebrew grammars issued in English by e.g., M. Stuart 

and S. Lee during the 19th century. 

Moses Stuart, at times called the father of exegetical studies in America, published a 

Hebrew grammar with a Copious Syntax and a Praxis in 1821/1823, in which hendiadys is 

defined “Such is the name, by which Grammarians call that form of speech, which connects 

two Nouns by the Conjunction and, and puts them in the same case, when, in respect to 

meaning, one of these Nouns is to be considered as the Genitive following the other, or as an 

Adjective qualifying it.”84 This is exemplified by the same seven examples as the ones 

Gesenius presents in his Lehrbuch 1817.85 However, even though Stuart’s exemplifications 

are identical to the ones given by Gesenius in 1817, Stuart’s outlook on the matter echoes 

Glassius’ view in that Stuart explicitly asserts that some so-called hendiadyses may be 

interpreted as genitive construction and others as adjective constructions.86  

A few years later, in 1827, Samuel Lee, the Regius Professor of Arabic and Hebrew at 

Cambridge University at the time, published A Grammar of the Hebrew Language in which 9 

exemplifications of hendiadys occur. However, Lee’s opinion on the matter is different from 

the earlier grammarians in that a hendiadys is at hand, according to Lee, when words are “put 

                                                
84 Stuart, Grammar, 334-335 (italics and capital letters Stuart).  
85 Ibid. The examples suggested by Stuart are: ‘for signs and for seasons,’ “for the signs of seasons” (Gen 1:14); 
‘your pain and your pregnancy,’ “sorrows of your conception” (Gen 3:16) (italics Stuart); ‘changes and 
war/army,’ “a host of misfortunes” (Job 10:17); ‘stillness and a voice,’ “a low voice” (Job 4:16); 1 Kgs 19:12; 
Jer 29:11; 2 Chr 16:14 (italics Stuart). Stuart lists the last three examples without any references to components, 
but since all other examples are identical to the ones suggested by Gesenius the components intended by Stuart 
are presumably the ones given by both Gesenius and earlier Glassius. In 1838 Stuart published a compilation of 
his lectures titled A Grammar of the Hebrew Language in which the same examples of hendiadyses are given. 
86 Stuart writes in his Grammar from 1838 on p. 231: “The name Hendiadys is applied to a construction, in 
which two nouns are put in the same case and connected by a copula, while in respect to sense one of them must 
be taken as a Gen. following the other, or as an adjective qualifying the other” (italics Stuart). Later in 1846 
Stuart published his own translated edition in English of Rödiger’s edition of Gesenius’ grammar, with additions 
and a Hebrew chrestomathy.  
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in the mediate state of apposition by means of a conjunction. This is generally termed 

Hendiadys.”87     

Only one of the 8 examples derived from the HB by Lee, viz., 2 Chr 16:14, ‘species and 

spices,’ is put forth by the earlier grammarians cited above, and the remaining 8 examples are 

novel suggestions by Lee.88 Lee does not always cite the actual Hebrew words forming his 

suggested hendiadyses, but one has to presume that the only combination of nouns that occur 

in each verse respectively presumably constitute the proposed hendiadyses. At times, but not 

always, Lee interprets one component as an attribute, but he also includes in the designation 

hendiadys combinations of nouns/phrases in which the second noun/phrase may be seen as 

explanatory and also an example in which Lee may have misunderstood that the two nouns 

are objects to different subjects.89 

Lee’s examples display a more varied collection of combinations than is suggested by the 

previous scholars and includes several representations of semantic relations and constructions; 

I. Dissimilar nouns; II. Semantically closely related nouns; III. Synonym-like nouns; IV. 

Combinations of nouns/phrases in which the second may be conceived of as explanatory.  

It is difficult to determine what Lee refers to in biblical Hebrew by ‘mediate state of 

apposition,’ and also to what extent Lee’s Grammar as such and/or his opinion on hendiadys 

has exercised any influence in general. However, several of his suggested hendiadyses appear 

also in Bullinger’s Figures of Speech in the Bible (1898), which is still widely cited, see 

Bullinger below, and Lee’s grammar was actually republished in 2008.90 

The proposed hendiadys example in Weidemann’s Grammar (1849) is N¡RhEbVlRj`Em…w wäønaøx twõørOkV;bIm, 

lit. ‘from the firstlings of his flock and of the fat thereof’ (Gen 4:5) on which he comments: 

                                                
87 Lee, Grammar, 304. Italics Lee. 
88 Lee refers to 1 Sam 28:3; 17:40; 2 Sam 20:19; Isa 37:18: Ps 66:20; Dan 3:5; 8:10; 2 Chr 16:14, and also puts 
forth suggested examples of hendiadyses derived from the the NT; Acts 14:13; 23:6; Eph 2:3, as does Glassius 
and Cornelius à Lapide.  
89 The examples are ‹MEa ◊w ry§Io, lit. ‘a city and a mother’ (2 Sam 20:19), “a mother city, or metropolis”; twäøx ∂rSaDh_lD;k_tRa, 
M`Dx √rAa_tRa ◊w, lit. ‘all the lands and their land’ (Isa 37:18); probably vRm`DvÎw rwñøaDm, lit. ‘light and sun’ (Ps 74:16); probably 
My™IbDkwø;kAh_NIm…w a¶DbD…xAh_NIm, lit. ‘from the host/army and from the stars’ (Dan 8:10). Dan 3:5 is also suggested, but since 
Lee does not cite the actual Hebrew nouns in Dan 3:5 that he has in mind, and since there are several noun 
combinations present and therefore several possibilities, it cannot be guessed which nouns Lee refers to as the 
suggested hendiadys in this verse. The last example is derived from Ps 66:20, w#ø;dVsAj ◊wŒ y¶ItD;lIpV;t, lit. ‘my prayer and his 
lovingkindness,’ in which Lee may has misunderstood that the two nouns are objects to different subjects; ‘my 
prayer,’ but ‘his loving-kindness.’ 
90 The following of Lee’s examples, 1 Sam 28:3; 1 Sam 17:40; 2 Sam 20:19; Dan 8:10 occur also in Bullinger’s 
Figures. Lee’s Hebrew Grammar was republished in 2008 by BiblioBazaar LLC in their reproduction series. 
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“The following is an example of nouns in apposition with an intervening w by hendiadys.”91 

The same example is found in Glassius’ Philologiae, and could have been derived from 

Glassius, but when it comes to apposition Weidemann could have been influenced by Lee.  

A. B. Davidson, who was professor of Hebrew in Edinburgh in the late 19th century, 

published a Hebrew grammar in 1874, which later appeared in several editions. The term 

hendiadys is not used in the original version nor does it appear in the indexes in McFadyen’s 

(1954), Mauchlin’s (1962), or Martin’s revised versions (1993). However, in Gibson’s edition 

from 1994, there is one example of a suggested hendiadys, which refers to a concept not 

suggested by the earlier grammarians, viz., a combination of two nouns from the same stem 

but of different gender: h¡DnEoVvAm…w N™EoVvAm, lit. ‘support and support’ (Isa 3:1).92 

 

E. W. Bullinger (1898) 

Bullinger presents over 200 rhetorical and/or stylistic devices in his Figures of Speech in the 

Bible (1898), and of them hendiadys is considered by Bullinger to be “one of the most 

important in the Bible.”93 References are given by Bullinger inter alia to Glassius in his 

foreword, but neither Bullinger’s definition nor his elaborate comments on hendiadys seem to 

be based solely on Glassius even though several of the examples are identical.94 References 

are regularly made to Bullinger’s Figures, both in general and when hendiadys is used, 

wherefore his definition and proposed hendiadyses will be commented on in more detail. 

                                                
91 Weidemann, Grammar, 39. For the same example see also Glassius, Philologiae, 393, and Bullinger, Figures, 
659. 
92 Davidson, Grammar (ed. Gibson), §18, p. 17. Gibson speaks of combinations of masc./fem. pairs, and refers to 
Isa 3:1 where this combination of nouns occurs. That same example occurs also in Waltke/O’Connor, 
Introduction, §6.4.3, p. 106, which was published in 1990: “is used as a hendiadys for ‘every kind of support.’” 
See below on Waltke/O’Connor. In two other early English monographs the term hendiadys is also mentioned: 
in A Grammatical Analysis of Selections from the Hebrew Scriptures with an Exercise in Hebrew Composition 
(1838) by Nordheimer, and by Green, in his A Hebrew Chrestomathy (1870). The phrase “the grammatical figure 
hendiadys” is used by Nordheimer on p. 9, “the grammatical figure hendiadys, in which two nouns are joined 
together by a conjunction instead of being placed in construction [sic]. This is not of infrequent occurrence in 
Hebrew.” References are given by Nordheimer to proposed hendiadyses in Gen 1:14, 3:16, which are suggested 
earlier by Glassius and Gesenius. Green, on the other hand, in his A Hebrew Chrestomathy (1864), even though 
mentioning the term hendiadys, refutes the interpretation of the noun combinations in Gen 1:14 and Gen 3:16 as 
hendiadyses which are suggested by e.g., Cornelius à Lapide, Gesenius, Glassius, and Nordheimer. Green is on 
the contrary convinced that “There is no need of assuming that for signs and for seasons [in Gen 1:14] is put in 
hendiadys” and “It is not necessary to assume a hendiadys for the sorrow of thy conception [in Gen 3:16]; the 
meaning is thy sorrow and especially thy conception,” Green, Chrestomathy, 82, 96. 
93 Bullinger, Figures, 657. 
94 Bullinger refers to several examples of what he sees as hendiadyses by Greek and Latin authors, and apart 
from the 25 examples derived from the HB he proposes an additional 41 examples from the NT: 33 consisting of 
nouns and 8 examples consisting of verbs. 
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Bullinger considers hendiadys “very frequently used” in the HB as well as in the NT, and 

he gives the following definition: “Two words employed, but only one thing, or idea, 

intended. One of the two words expresses the thing, and the other (of synonymous, or even 

different, signification, not a second thing or idea) intensifies it by being changed (if a noun) 

into an adjective of the superlative degree, which is, by this means, made especially emphatic 

[…] The two words are of the same parts of speech: i.e., two nouns (or two verbs) always 

joined together by the conjunction ‘and.’ The two nouns are always in the same case,” and on 

the next page “Hendiadys always raises the qualifying word to the superlative degree.”95  

In his attempts to clarify the matter he explains that not all combinations of two nouns or 

verbs constitute a hendiadys, but “there must be something to attract our attention, something 

out of the ordinary usage, and sometimes not strictly according to the letter,” in order for two 

components to form a hendiadys.96  

Bullinger introduces 25 examples from the HB among which can be found all of Glassius’ 

examples: 5 of the examples are suggested by Lee and the remaining examples are 

Bullinger’s. One example consists of verbs and is not found in the earlier grammarians’ 

works.97 Bullinger further presents 2 examples derived from the HB that consist of three 

components, which is a phenomenon he calls hendiatris.98  

Bullinger’s examples include the following categories together with suggested translations: 

I. Antonyms, oá∂rÎw bwñøf, lit. ‘good and evil’ (Gen 2:9), “evil enjoyment.”99 

II. Dissimilar verbs, …w%rShAm◊y`Aw …w°vSjÅn◊y, lit. ‘and they divined and they hastened’ (1 Kgs 20:33), 

“divined, yes–and quickly too; or, as in A.V., ‘diligently observed,’ with the emphasis on the 

word diligently.”100 

III. Dissimilar nouns, e.g., há∂rDxSoÅw N‰w™Da, lit. ‘iniquity and assembly’ (Isa 1:13),  “your iniquity, yes 

– your iniquitous assemblies, or your festal iniquity.”101 

                                                
95 Idem, 657, 658. Italics Bullinger. 
96 Idem, 658. Italics Bullinger. 
97 The following of Lee’s examples are included: 1 Sam 28:3; 1 Sam 17:40; 2 Sam 20:19; Ps 74:16; Dan 8:10. 
Bullinger also refers to suggested hendiadyses in Matt 3:1; 4:16; 24:30, 31; Luke 1:17; 21:15; John 1:17: 3:5. 
98 The two examples by Bullinger of alleged hendiatrises consisting of three nouns are (a) hó∂q ∂dVxIb…w f ∞DÚpVvImV;b t™RmTaR;b, lit. 
‘in truth, in judgment and in righteousness’ (Jer 4:2) which he interprets “thou shalt swear, in truth (i.e., truly, 
yes-justly and righteously)” (italics Bullinger), and (b) the three nouns in Aramaic a#D¥yÅnDÚvIl ◊w a ∞D¥yAmUa a%D¥yAmVm`Ao_l`D;k, lit. ‘all the 
peoples, the nations and the languages’ (Dan 3:7), which Bullinger interprets “All the people, yes – and people 
of all nations and languages.” 
99 Idem, 659. 
100 Idem, 660. 
101 Idem, 661. 
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IV. Nouns from the same semantic field, e.g., t‰w`DmVlAx◊w JKRvâOj, lit. ‘darkness and deep darkness’ 

(Job 10:21), “the land of darkness, yes–and the darkness of death’s shadow too.”102 

V. Epexegesis, e.g., wúøryIoVb…w h™Dm∂rDb, lit. ‘in Rama and in his town’ (1 Sam 28:3), “in Ramah, yes, 

even in his own city; or, in his own city, Ramah.”103  

  

In all examples but one, the components consist of nouns and in some cases, but not in all 

cases, one of the components is reinterpreted as an attribute. Bullinger’s one example 

consisting of verbs, see II above, is the earliest example detected in a reference work in which 

a verb is interpreted as an adverbial modifier and explicitly given the epithet hendiadys. 

Although Bullinger’s definition could include combinations of verbs, his description of how 

one is to determine that two components ought to be seen as a hendiadys and his suggested 

interpretations are problematic.  

Firstly he uses the term for 5 categories, obviously diverse. Secondly, the function of a 

hendiadys, according to Bullinger’s definition, is that one of the components “is changed (if 

noun) into an adjective of the superlative degree” and “made especially emphatic.” However, 

in most of his interpretations, none of the nouns seem to be ‘put in a superlative degree’ by 

Bullinger. Instead his interpretations consist of a ‘yes,’ together with a reinterpreted noun, 

which sometimes is turned into an modifier and/or with several other suggested alternative 

reinterpretations. This is the case e.g., in his comments to a∞DbDx◊w twäøpyIlSj, lit. ‘changes and 

warfare/an army’ (Job 10:17); “Changes and wars are against me’; i.e., changes, yes – and 

warlike ones too – are against me: i.e., successive changes of attack. Or it may be read: 

‘changes, aye–a host of them.’”104  

Moreover, even though Bullinger states “There cannot be a Hendiadys where the two words 

are opposed in any way in their signification,” he still explains that components of ‘different 

signification’ can be involved and even refers to the antonym ‘good and evil’ as a hendiadys, 

which he interprets as “evil enjoyment.”105  

He claims furthermore that hendiadys is frequent in the HB, but also that a hendiadys 

consists of something out of ordinary usage. If one is to assert, as does Bullinger, both that 

                                                
102 Idem, 660. 
103 Idem, 660. Italics Bullinger. 
104 Idem, 660. Italics Bullinger. 
105 Idem, 658, 660. 
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hendiadys is very common in the HB, and that it constitutes a deviation from a ‘normal’ or 

expected structure, it would appear that hendiadys is as much of a rule as an exception. 

Finally and most importantly, although he cautions that not all cases of two combined 

components constitute a hendiadys, his next statement that a hendiadys is at hand when 

something appears to be ‘out of ordinary usage’ makes the identification of a hendiadys so 

subjective that the term may be ascribed by and large to any combination of components that 

might be considered unusual. Bullinger’s statement is understandable to a certain extent since 

hendiadys is often termed a rhetorical figure, which by many is seen to denote a deviation 

from expected and regular grammatical rules and conventions. However, even if he obviously 

has detected some peculiar combinations, that which draws our attention in the Hebrew text as 

being unusual presumably indicates features that ought to be investigated in their own right, 

and do not necessarily have to be labelled hendiadys. 

Bullinger also issued The Companion Bible, published in 1909-1922, the last volumes 

posthumously. In The Companion Bible a total of 41 examples of suggested hendiadyses are 

found. To what extent The Companion Bible still is used and Bullinger’s suggested 

hendiadyses in that work of his are influential is difficult to conjecture, but it was reprinted in 

1999. Bullinger’s Figures of Speech in the Bible and his suggested hendiadyses therein are 

however, frequently cited and referred to and even utilized as part of the argumentation in a 

discussion concerning ascribed authorship of an unprovenanced manuscript.106  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
106 For scholars who refer to Bullinger’s Figures of Speech in the Bible, when using the term hendiadys, see e.g., 
Bühlmann/Scherer, Stilfiguren, 30; Van Dam, Urim, 138 n. 32, 34, 37; Guthrie/Duval, Exegesis, 126 n. 32; 
Kaiser/Silva, Hermeneutics, 93, 95; Kaiser, Ethics, 280 n. 17; Lockyer, Names, 344; Mascarenhas, Function, 126 
n. 26; Myers, “Language,” 98 n. 15; NET Bible commentary 1373 n. 11; Ryou, Oracles, 176 n. 29; Schroer, 
Wisdom, 46 n. 37; Waltke, Proverbs 15-31, 56 n. 98; 161 n. 17; 532 n. 186, et al. Even Vickers refers in his 
Counterfeiting, e.g., 525-526 n. 13, to Bullinger and his examples of hendiadyses, when discussing hendiadys in 
Shakespeare’s works in general in order to refute Foster’s conclusions that the Elegye to William Peters is 
written by Shakespeare. However, concerning Bullinger, cf. Bailey, Poet, 45, “[Bullinger] overworked his 
schemes so irresponsibly as to discredit more than to advance an interest in literary structures in biblical 
literature,” which however sounds as too harsh a judgment. 
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4.1.3 The 20th – 21st centuries   

E. König (1900) 

Hendiadys is discussed and illustrated in König’s monograph Stilistik, Rhetorik, Poetik, from 

1900, and in his article ‘Style of Scripture’ in Dictionary of the Bible from 1904.107 In his 

monograph from 1900 König refers to hendiadys as a rhetorical figure that pertains to the 

dividing in two of an original concept. König illustrates his opinion by referring to the 

example ‹MEa◊w ry§Io, lit. ‘a city and a mother’ (2 Sam 20:19), and explains that “sich in seine 

Faktoren zerlegen und als ein Wortpaar auftreten […] ‘eine Stadt und Mutter,’” and he 

therefore interprets the combined nouns as ‘metropolis.’108  

On the other hand, the noun combination JKY´nOr`Eh◊w JK∞EnwøbV…xIo, lit. ‘your pain and your pregnancy’ 

(Gen 3:16), which by several previous scholars, Glassius, Gesenius, Stuart and Bullinger, is 

regarded as a hendiadys, is deemed by König most probably not to represent a hendiadys, nor 

the concept ‘labour-pain.’ The two nouns are instead most likely to be viewed, in König’s 

opinion, as two separate individual components.109 When illustrating hendiadys in his article 

from 1904, König refers to the same kind of examples as in his monograph.110 

Moreover, in König’s commentary from 1927 on the Psalms he explains that wāw 

explicativum is “eine Art Hendiadyoin,” which is illustrated by the wāw prefixed to the latter 

noun in hó∂rDx◊w MAo∞AzÎw, lit. ‘and indignation and distress’ (Ps 78:49), and the nouns are translated 

“Grimm und Drangsal” by König.111 He refers, furthermore, to two closely related verbs in Ps 

35:27 as a hendiadys as well; …wjVmVcˆy◊w …w…nêOrÎy, lit. ‘they shall shout for joy and they shall be glad,’ 

translated “Jauchzend sich freuen sollen” by König.112  

                                                
107 König, Stilistik, 160-161; “Style,” 156-169. He refers to Virgil, Adrianos, Mattias Flacius Illyricus and 
Glassius. The term hendiadys does not occur in the subject index or in the list of abbreviations in König’s 
Lehrgebäude from 1881-1897, or his Wörterbuch or Lehrgebäude der hebräischen Sprache.  
108 König, Stilistik, 160. The example from 2 Sam 20:19, suggested by König, is found earlier among Lee’s 
suggested hendiadyses and later also among Bullinger’s examples. König also suggests some so-called 
hendiadyses from the NT. 
109 Avishur mistakenly describes this example as a hendiadys suggested by König. See Avishur, Studies, 100, n. 
2.  
110 The examples by König that are identical to the one suggested by the earlier grammarians are the following, 
with König’s suggested translations: ‘a city and a mother,’ “a metropolis” (2 Sam 20:19); ‘whispering and a 
voice,’ “whispering of a voice” (Job 4:16); ‘changes and war,’ “changes of war” (Job 10:17); ‘glory and 
strength,’ “glory of strength” (Ps 29:1, 96:7); ‘an end and expectation,’ “an expected end” (Jer 29:11); ‘the scroll 
and the words,’ “the roll of the words” (Jer 36:27). The novel suggestions in the 1904 article are; h¶R;tVvIm h`DjVmIc ◊w, lit. 
‘feast and joy’ (Esther 9:18), “feasting of gladness”; f$DÚpVvIm…w t ∞Eo ◊w, lit. ‘and time and judgment’ (Eccl 8:5), “time of 
judgment.” 
111 König, Psalmen, 249 n. 2, “Waw explicativum; und zwar = nämlich; eine Art Hendiadyoin.”  
112 Idem, 392, with reference from p. 307 n. 4. 
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König’s examples of suggested hendiadyses hence consist of I. Dissimilar nouns, II. 

Synonym-like nouns; III. Nouns from the same semantic field (one of the nouns is often 

interpreted as an attribute in the target language), but also IV. Wāw explicativum as “eine Art 

Hendiadyoin,” and V. Synonym-like verbs.  

In his article he remarks that hendiadys is a method of co-ordinating ideas, but in his 

monograph the term hendiadys is said to denote a dividing in two of an original notion. 

However, despite the latter declaration König does not submit any criteria for how one may 

ascertain that there ever existed an original concept or that a biblical writer deliberately 

divided a presumed notion into two components.  

Alonso Schökel submits severe criticism in general of König and his monograph on rhetoric 

and stylistics, but several other scholars refer to König when using or discussing the term 

hendiadys, including e.g., Koehler/Baumgartner in their lexicon HALAT/HALOT, and 

Bühlmann/Scherer in their Stilfiguren.113 

 

P. S. Joüon/T. A. Muraoka (1923)  

The term hendiadys or any related variants do not appear in the grammar by Joüon from 1923 

or in the translation to English of said work by Muraoka from 1993. However, in the second 

edition from 2008, hendiadys is mentioned referring to a combination of verbs, “eat and drink 

is a hendiadys or compound verb.”114  

No definition of hendiadys is given but the term may evidently, according to this example, 

denote combinations of theme-related dissimilar verbs. None of the verbs are interpreted as an 

adverbial modifier.115  

 

                                                
113 Alonso Schökel, “Analyse,” 154, “KÖNIG war nicht der begabteste und feinfühligste Leser und Deuter von 
Dichtung (man kann die Frage stellen, ob er überhaupt einen Sinn dafür hatte).” However, for scholars referring 
to König when using the term hendiadys see e.g., Brongers, “Merismus,” 109 n. 1; Bühlmann/Scherer, 
Stilfiguren, 31, 32; Koehler/Baumgartner, HALOT, vol. I, xix, et al. For comments on Bühlmann/Scherer and 
Koehler/Baumgartner, see below. 
114 Joüon/Muraoka, Grammar, §119 za, p. 377. 
115 The term hendiadys appears, in addition, idem on p. 371 in a footnote with reference to Dallaire who, 
according to the reference, seems to use the term hendiadys for the combination trmaw … rma. The reference 
reads “Dallaire 3004:90,” but refers presumably to a dissertation from 2004 by Dallaire, which is included in the 
bibliography by Joün/Muraoka. Dallaire’s dissertation is unfortunately not available for this present 
investigation. The term hendiadys has not been found in the subject index of Lambert’s Traité de grammaire 
hébraïque from 1931. Nor in the subject index of Weingreen’s Grammar from 1939 or in his Hebrew 
Composition from 1957, nor in Brockelmann, Syntax (1956); Bauer/Leander, Grammatik (1922); Meyer, 
Grammatik (1966), or Sperber, Grammar (1966).  
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M. Schorr (1926) 

Although the term is used earlier and occurs in reference literature on biblical Hebrew the first 

to discuss hendiadys in Semitic languages in general and in biblical Hebrew in particular in a 

more comprehensive way is Schorr (1926).116 In an article, when commenting on construct 

chains in Semitic languages, he explains that what he calls the stylistic phenomenon 

hendiadys in the Indo-European languages is a syntactical feature close to construct relations 

in the Semitic languages, according to his view.117 Schorr refers to examples in Latin and 

comments by Latin grammarians.118 He is astounded that hendiadys as a syntactical 

phenomenon in the Semitic languages has not been treated by earlier grammarians and 

mentions e.g., Ewald, Böttcher, Stade, Olshausen, Gesenius, Wright, Delitzsch and 

Brockelmann. However, Gesenius defines and illustrates what he comprehends as 

hendiadys.119 

When turning his attention to the Semitic languages, Schorr has discovered what he sees as 

a construction similar to the one labelled hendiadys in Indo-European languages. He declares 

concerning the construction in the Semitic languages that “le hendiadys est à côté du status 

constructus une forme syntactique très importante de la liaison logique des notions et qu’il 

supplée entièrement à la composition indo-européenne.”120 He is also convinced that 

hendiadys in the Semitic languages is not to be seen solely as a rhetorical feature, but as a 

natural linguistic phenomenon: “contrairement aux langues indo-européennes, le hendiadys 

sémitique n’est pas seulement une figure rhétorique, donc artificielle, mais un phénomène 

naturel du langage qui permettait dans une large mesure la création des compositions logiques 

très élastiques mais non au moyen des compositions grammaticales.”121 

                                                
116 Several scholars use the term hendiadys or give occasional examples thereof before Schorr, but no research as 
such is carried out. 
117 Schorr, “Les composés,” 166. 
118 Schorr refers on p. 166 n. 2 to Georgics 2.192 pateris libamus et auro, ‘we are making libations from 
[libation-]bowls and gold’ by Servius interpreted pateris aureis, ‘golden libation bowls,’ and Aeneid 1.61, 
molemque et montes ‘a mass and high mountains,’ which Servius interprets as molem montis, ‘a mass of a 
mountain.’ For a discussion on Servius’ use of the term hendiadys see above 3.1.2 Suggested examples of 
hendiadyses in Servius’ commentaries. Schorr also refers to König, Stilistik, on p. 166 n. 2, and on p. 167 to 
Stolz/Schmalz, Grammatik, 668. 
119 See above on Gesenius in 4.1 Hendiadys in research and in works of reference on the HB and/or biblical 
Hebrew. 
120 Schorr, “Les composés,” 168, ‘hendiadys is, beside status constructus, a very important syntactical 
construction of logical combinations of notions and corresponds entirely with the Indo-European construction.’ 
121 Schorr, “Les composés,” 167, ‘contrary to the Indo-European languages, the Semitic hendiadys is not solely a 
rhetorical figure and therefore artificial, but a natural linguistic phenomenon that enabled to a large extent the 
creation of logical and greatly flexible compositions, but not by means of grammatical constructions.’  
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Schorr presents 52 examples of what he labels hendiadys in biblical Hebrew and gives, in 

addition, some illustrations in Mishnaic Hebrew, Akkadian and Arabic. His examples from 

the HB consist of several different combinations of components, such as:  

I. Identical nouns, e.g., NRb¡DaÎw NRb∞Ra, lit. ‘stone and stone’ (Deut 25:13), which Schoor interprets as 

“double pierre.”122  

II. Synonym-like nouns, e.g., ty$I;b√rAt◊w JKRv∞Rn, lit. ‘and interest and interest’ (Lev 25:36). Here 

Schorr refers to Müller’s interpretation ‘Zinsen.’123  

III. Dissimilar nouns, e.g., ‹MEa◊w ry§Io, lit. ‘city and mother’ (2 Sam 20:19), which Schorr 

interprets as “ville maternelle – metropole.”124  

IV. Theme-related dissimilar nouns, e.g., yäîrDcVb…w y¶ImVxAo, lit. ‘my bone and my flesh’ (Gen 29:14), 

which Schorr interprets as “parent.”125  

V. Synonym-like nouns, e.g., h$DlEpSaÅw ‹JKRv‚Oj, lit. ‘darkness and deep darkness’ (Zeph 1:15ba), 

which Schorr interprets as “obscurité profonde.”126   

VI. Two verbs, joined asyndetically, qy¢IzTjRh h¬∂rTjRh, lit. ‘he burned/was angry, he strengthened’ 

(Neh 3:20), in which one verb is interpreted as an adverbial modifier by Schorr; “il a appuyé 

avec zèle.”127   

 

It is obvious that he uses the term for diverse constructions in which the primary common 

denominator is the term as such, and criteria for one or more potentially natural linguistic 

phenomena in biblical Hebrew are not given. Since Schorr’s examples include such a variety 

of constructions it is difficult to acknowledge his thesis of hendiadys as a single category 

referring to a natural linguistic phenomena and to be valid for all his suggested examples. 

Although subsequent scholars refer to Schorr’s article, and at times incorporate his 

examples in their own lists of proposed hendiadyses, his conviction that hendiadys in general 

                                                
122 Idem, 172. 
123 Idem, 170, ‘interest.’ 
124 Idem, 170, ‘mother city – metropolis.’ 
125 Idem, 170, ‘parents.’ 
126 Idem, 172, ‘deep darkness.’ 
127 Idem, 173, ‘he pressed on with eagerness.’ 
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constitutes a natural linguistic phenomenon in biblical Hebrew is not touched upon by 

others.128  

Schorr has nevertheless pointed to features in biblical Hebrew, considered so-called 

hendiadyses or not by others, that in some cases seem to deviate from expected grammatical 

constructions. He is right in observing that the matter has not been given due attention and he 

might also be right in assuming that some of the phenomena included by him in the 

designation hendiadys may be natural linguistic phenomena and not merely rhetorical or 

stylistic features.  

 

E. Z. Melamed (1945) 

Melamed is the first to devote an entire study solely to the issue of hendiadys in biblical 

Hebrew, and many are the scholars who refer to Melamed when using the term hendiadys.129 

The subject is discussed and exemplifications are given in an article from 1945 (in 

Hebrew).130 The matter is further discussed in an article from 1961 (in English) in which 

Melamed presents additional examples of hendiadyses.131 In the article from 1945 Melamed 

refers to the same examples of hendiadyses in Latin, as does Schorr, but Melamed build his 

reasoning on other definitions than Schorr does.132 

Melamed underscores the importance of setting up criteria for hendiadys as well as 

establishing delimitations towards other constructions like tautology and word pairs in 

general, and is of the opinion that a hendiadys consists of a combination of two independent 

nouns in which the second noun functions as a modifier.133 He further explains that the 

                                                
128 Melamed, “Two,” 173, Kaddari “Substantives,” 131, and Avishur, Studies, 100, refer to and in some cases 
incorporate some of Schorr’s examples, but also refute some of them, see e.g., Avishur, Studies, 100. For more 
on Melamed, Kaddari and Avishur, see below. 
129 Just to mention a few, see e.g., Avishur, Studies, 100-103; Fields, Sodom, 139 n. 12; Franke, Isaiah, 186 n. 
45; Hadley, “Cult,” 96; Leclerc, Yahweh, 12; Leibowitz, Genesis, 170; Milgrom, Leviticus 23-27, 2187; Rofé, 
Deuteronomy, 109 n. 21; Sasson, Torah, 197 n. 108; Tarazi, “Cloud,” 472-473 n. 71; Waltke Micah, 419; 
Weinfeld, “Justice,” 228 n. 1, et al. 
130 Melamed, “Two.” 
131 The article from 1961 occurred in 1964 (in Hebrew), slightly revised and expanded in the sense that e.g., a 
few more examples of alleged hendiadyses were given.  
132 Melamed builds his reasoning primarily on the definition given in Totius latinitatis lexicon by Forcellini, and 
cites from the edition from 1827-1831. I had access only to the edition from 1858. See Forcellini, Lexicon, vol. 
II, 864, “unum per duo, quibus significatur figura poetica, qua unum per duo nomina exprimitur, seu in duo 
dividitur,” ‘one through two, which denotes a figure of speech, in which one is expressed through two nouns, or 
divided into two’ (italics Forcellini). Melamed also refers to definitions of hendiadys in Encyclopaedia 
Britannica, vol. 3, 268; Murray, Dictionary, 222; Brockhaus, Konversations-lexicon. See Melamed, “Two,” 174 
n. 15, 17. 
133 Idem, 189. 
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components occur in different ways in the HB: in singular, in plural, with suffixes, with 

prefixed particles, etc. He apprehends wāw as more or less redundant in hendiadys whereas in 

tautology he considers the conjunction an absolute necessity.134  

Melamed selects 6 of Schorr’s examples and presents an additional 10 examples of his own. 

His collection of examples is more homogeneous than Schorr’s in that in this early article 

from 1945 they examples consist of either;  

I. Dissimilar nouns, e.g., tRmTa‰w∑ dRs∞RjV;b, lit. ‘with loving-kindness and truth’ (Prov 16:6).135 

II. Nouns from the same semantic field, e.g., ‹bDvwøt◊w r§E…g, lit. ‘a stranger and a sojourner’ (Lev 

25:47).136 

In the second article from 1964 (in Hebrew), however, he also includes: 

III. Synonym-like nouns, as. e.g., däOvÎw s¶DmDj, lit. ‘violence and violence/destruction’ (Jer 20:8).137  

In the article from 1961 in (English), even: 

IV. Theme-related dissimilar nouns, e.g., s…wásÎw bRkâ®r◊w, lit. ‘and chariot and horse’ (Ps 76:7).138  

V. Nouns in parallelism that do not occur in syndetic parataxis in the HB, e.g., h`DoElwø;t […] h$D;mîr 

lit. ‘worm […] maggot.’ (Isa 14:11).139 

 

Although Melamed has paid attention to the term hendiadys and its use and underlined the 

importance of setting up criteria for delimitations towards other constructions, there are some 

inconsistencies in his presentations.  

First of all he gives two slightly different definitions of hendiadys in the 1945 article. 

According to the first definition it seems that either the first or the second noun may be seen 

                                                
134 Idem, 189, 173 n. 63, “Hendiadys is […] two nouns of which the second functions as an attribute to the first 
and the combination is not an example of tautology or a word pair.” He comments on tautology on p. 174: “In 
tautology the wāw is an absolute necessity but in hendiadys probably superfluous.” Melamed seems to refer to 
that a word pair is present not only when two nouns occur together, but also when a notion is expressed in two 
different words occurring further apart.  
135 Melamed, “Two,” 174, 189. 
136 Idem, 175. 
137 Melamed “Break-up” (Heb.), 200. 
138 Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128-129. 
139 Idem, 127. 
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as a modifier, but in his concluding remarks, he states that it is the second component that 

ought to be reinterpreted as an adjective.140  

Moreover, he actually explains in the article from 1945 that word pairs in which the second 

noun is not a description of the first, e.g., ‘food and drink,’ ought, not to be regarded as 

hendiadyses. However, several of the so-called hendiadyses in Melamed’s later articles do not 

comply with the definition(s) from 1945 since none of the nouns, e.g., in the combination s…wásÎw 

bRkâ®r◊w, lit. ‘and chariot and horse’ (Isa 43:17a) are interpreted as an attribute.141 

Furthermore, Melamed explains that his examples of hendiadyses in the first article from 

1945 have been chosen because they are frequently occurring in the HB, according to his 

view. However, the components in one of his examples actually never occur combined in 

syndetic parataxis in the HB, viz., hnwmaw qdx. Other components put forth in the 1961 article 

occur only in a construct chain or as two individual words split up in two consecutive lines in 

parallelism, e.g., h`DoElwø;t […] h$D;mîr, lit. ‘worm […] maggot.’142 These nouns are presumably 

included nevertheless since Melamed explains that the two components, in several of the 

syntagms that he labels hendiadys, are often divided into two consecutive lines, which he 

labels ‘the break-up of stereotype phrases,’ e.g., 

…wny`EhølTa M¶R;tAa h™DkE;sAmVl MyñîrVmOaDh lRs¡DÚpA;b My™IjVfO;bAh 

that trust in the graven image,  
that say unto a molten image, you are our gods (Isa 42:17)  

This phenomenon is seen by Melamed to be of great exegetical value and practically essential 

in order to understand biblical Hebrew poetry.143 He comments briefly on this phenomenon in 

the article from 1945, but discusses it more comprehensively in the later article from 1961.  

In the later article it seems that hendiadys is actually used more or less interchangeably at 

times with the designation ‘break-up of stereotype phrases.’144 That is presumably the reason 

why some of the suggested hendiadyses are included even if they do not occur combined at all 

in the HB, but only in e.g., a construct relation. The non-attested combinations that do not 

                                                
140 Idem, 174, cf. p. 189. Bazak, “Meaning,” 6, who refers to Melamed when defining hendiadys, apparently cites 
Melamed’s first definition and concludes: ”Hendiadys is a combination of two words, one of which (the former 
or the latter) is an attribute of the other” (italics Bazak). 
141 Melamed, “Two,” 175; “Break-up” (Eng.), 128.  
142 Idem, 127. 
143 ‘Break-up of stereotype phrases’ is an expression which is subsequently used frequently by other scholars and 
often, albeit not always, with reference to Melamed’s article from 1964. See e.g., Clines, “Parallelism,” 329 n. 
36; Kselman, “Recovery,” 172 n. 56, et al. See also Braulik, “Wortverbindungen,” for a discussion of what he 
considers a similar phenomenon in prose. 
144 Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.) 125-133. Hendiadys is used to denote 8 of the 26 examples. 
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occur combined in the HB are still incorporated in the section ‘Further hendiadys’ in the 

second article from 1961 and are ’reconstructed’ by Melamed as ‘a hendiadys/a stereotype 

phrase.’  

This practice has probably paved the way for scholars to use the term hendiadys on 

combined nouns and word pairs in general or to ‘reconstruct,’ as did Melamed, a so-called 

hendiadys from individual nouns in two parallel lines and in addition at times to interpret one 

of them as an attribute.145  

Several of the examples from Melamed’s articles, be they combined nouns from the same 

semantic field, syntagms in which one of the components is interpreted as attributive 

constructions or nouns split up in consecutive lines, are referred to as hendiadyses, with 

reference to Melamed, in subsequent studies by other scholars regardless of the 

inconsistencies.146  

Whitley and Clines have criticized Melamed. Whitley (1975) refutes the use of the 

designation ‘stereotype phrases’ by Melamed due to the many variations in which the 

constituents occur, and/or the infrequency with which they occur combined, which leads 

Whitley to wonder if we ought to speak about them as stereotype phrases at all.147 Clines 

(1987) agrees with Whitley in that he thinks it would be better to “avoid thinking of an ‘ideal’ 

or ‘original’ or ‘simple’ thought being ‘broken up,’ or ‘distributed’ into separate lines.”148  

Apart from the inconsistencies, and the in many ways justified criticism, Melamed has 

observed the fact that there exist combinations of components in the HB that seem peculiar 

due to an intervening conjunction and in which one of two independent components induces a 

reinterpretation as that of a modifier with the results that two components with an intervening 

wāw are interpreted in the same way as a regular construct relation. 

 

 

                                                
145 See e.g., Andersen/Freedman, Micah, 245, 269, 314, 542, 542; Andersen/Freedman, Amos, 312, 312; Bazak, 
“Meaning,” 12; Kuntz, “Psalms,” 16.  
146 See e.g., Barré, “Light,” 131; Berlin, Dynamics, 76; Brin, Concept, 48 n. 28; Fields, Sodom, 139 n. 12; 
Friedman, “Tabernacle,” 247 n. 4; Friedman, “Law,” 120; Goldingay/Payne, Isaiah, vol. I, 328; Hadley, “Cult,” 
96-97; Kaddari, “Substantives,” 131; Leclerc, Yahwe, 11; Rofé, Deuteronomy, 109, n. 21; Smelik, “Use,” 326 n. 
30; Sommer, Prophet, 237-238 n. 114, 115; Talmon, “Study,” 338, 386 n. 60; Tsumura, 1 Book of Samuel, 398 
n. 50; Waltke, Micah, 419; Weiss, “Pattern,” 422 n. 23; Weinfeld, “Justice,” 228 n. 1; Williamson, Isaiah, 32 n. 
33, et al.  
147 Whitley, “Aspects,” 498-499. 
148 Clines, “Parallelism,” 329 n. 36. 
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H. A. Brongers (1965) 

Brongers is greatly disturbed by the inconsistencies in Bible translations of what he 

comprehends as hendyadic features, and considers it of vital importance that hendiadys be 

given proper attention since, “Im Hebräischen gibt es eine Fülle dieser Figuren.”149  

He presents research inter alia on hendiadys in an article from 1965 and argues that 

“hendiadys und hendiadysartigen Wendungen” have some affinity to parallelismus 

membrorum and are particularly common in epithets given to YHWH, but nothing implies that 

he takes a suggested hendiadys to constitute a natural linguistic phenomenon, as does 

Schorr.150  

Brongers refers to the same examples in Latin as do Schorr and Melamed, but no references 

are given by Brongers to Schorr’s or Melamed’s research and only one of their suggested 

hendiadyses in the HB is included in Brongers own exemplifications.151  

Brongers cites on the other hand Honeyman’s definition of hendiadys; “hendiadys describes 

an object by alluding to its qualities or attributes under two or more different categories.”152 

Honeyman discusses merismus and only gives a definition of hendiadys en passant when 

discussing the combination dRs#RjAh◊w tyâîrV;bAh lit. ‘the covenant and the loving-kindness’ (Deut 7:9), 

which he sees as a mixture of merismus and hendiadys. However, Brongers also presents a 

definition of his own “Der hendiadys (hen dia duoin), ist eine Stilfigur, wobei zwei 

Substantive für einen Begriff verwendet werden.”153  

A hendiadys usually consists, according to Brongers, of two abstract nouns, but may 

occasionally consist of combinations of concrete nouns or a combination of a concrete and an 

abstract noun, as well as hybrid forms.154 However, Brongers also explains that there exist 

combinations of components in the HB that have the form, but not the content of what he 

takes to represent a hendiadys.  

Furthermore, some combinations of two “synonymen oder verwandten Verben” in the HB 

are said by Brongers to be used “hendiadysartig.” Verbs incorporated in the hendiadys 

                                                
149 Brongers, “Merismus,” 109. 
150 Idem, 113-114.  
151 Idem, 109. The example hDlEpSaÅw JKRvOj by Schoor, is also by Brongers seen as a hendiadys, whereas some of 
Melamed’s examples, e.g., tRmTa‰w dRsRj, fDÚpVvIm…w dRsRj, h ∂q ∂dVx…w fDÚpVvIm, etc., are not seen as so-called hendiadyses by 
Brongers. See Brongers, “Merismus,” 112. 
152 Brongers, “Merismus,” 109. See Honeyman, “Merismus,” 17. 
153 Brongers, “Merismus,” 109. Brongers also refers to König, Stilistik, 160-161.  
154 Brongers, “Merismus,” 109, “in der Mehrzahl der mit der Kopula verbundenen Substantive die Abstrakta 
überwiegen. Doch gibt es auch Kombinationen von zwei Konkreta und sogar einige Mischformen.” 
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category convey, “eine Begriffssteigerung, die in den meisten Fällen eine Intensivierung der 

Handlung im Auge hat.”155  

Brongers examples of hendiadys include various combinations such as: 

I. Synonym-like nouns, e.g., h$DlEpSaÅw ‹JKRv‚Oj, lit. ‘darkness and deep darkness’ (Zeph 1:15ba), 

interpreted as “finstere Trübsal,” ‘deepest distress.’156  

II. Dissimilar nouns of which one of the nouns is interpreted as a modifier, yIoVvˆy◊w∑ yâîrwøa, lit. ‘my 

light and my salvation’ (Ps 27:1), which Brongers interprets as “heilbringendes licht.”157  

III. Dissimilar nouns where the two nouns combined are seen to represent a new concept, viz.,  

d∞Dy M$EvÎw, ‘lit a hand and a name’ (Isa 56:5), which Brongers interprets as, “ein Gedächtnis aere 

perennius.”158  

IV. Combinations of more or less closely related verbs like e.g., ‹oDmVvRa`Dw yI;tVb§AvVqIh, lit. ‘I hearkened 

and I heard’ (Jer 8:6), and this particular combination ought not, according to Brongers, to be 

rendered “ich gab wohl acht und hörte hin,” but instead “ich habe er ganz gut gehört.”159  

 

Brongers succeeds in putting to the fore interesting combinations of components in the HB 

and is right in observing, like Schorr and Melamed, that several of these combinations are 

difficult to interpret, submitted to diverse translations and therefore require our attention. 

However, even though some of Brongers’ examples are in accordance with his explanations 

there are several discrepancies.  

Brongers bases his reasoning about hendiadys on examples in Latin that consist of 

combinations of dissimilar nouns of which one is interpreted as an attribute. This is also the 

kind of reinterpretation given by Brongers of some examples. However, when he comments 

on combinations that according to his opinion have the form but not the content of hendiadys, 

he explains that the resemblance of the components in a ‘proper’ hendiadys,’ compared to his 

other category ‘not quite hendiadys’ is “die Synonymität der Komponente.”160 Even the 

                                                
155 Brongers examples of verbs include e.g., …wäx √rAoA;t_lAa ◊w …wña √ry`I;t_lAa, lit. ‘do not be afraid and do not dread’ (Deut 
31:6); DD;K$Rb ◊zAo`Ay aâøl ◊w ‹ÔKVÚp √rÅy aôøl, lit. ‘he will not fail/leave you and he will not forsake/leave you’ (1 Chr 28:20); hô∂rV;bådSa 

‹h ∂dy‹IoDa ◊w, lit. ‘I will speak and I will testify’ (Jer 6:10). See Brongers, “Merismus,” 110. However, the use of the 
designation ‘synonymous’ by Brongers for certain combinations of verbs is questionable, for example when he 
refers to the verbs Xwäøt ◊nIl ◊w vwñøt ◊nIl, lit. ‘to uproot and to break down’ (Jer 1:10) as synonymous. 
156 Idem, 109. 
157 Idem, 109. 
158 Idem, 109. ‘A remembrance stronger than bronze.’ 
159 Idem, 110.  
160 Idem, 111. This is exemplified by e.g., fy`IlDp…w dyñîrDc, lit. ‘survivor and fugitive’ (Josh 8:22). 
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components in a ‘proper’ hendiadys ought therefore, in accordance with that statement of his, 

to be synonym-like.161 However, of his initial 12 ‘proper’ hendiadyses only 2 consist of 

synonym-like components, in actual fact most of the ‘proper’ hendiadyses consist of 

dissimilar nouns, e.g., h¡D¥yIv…wát◊w zâOo, lit. ‘strength and wisdom’ (Job 12:16), or JKˆy™AcSoAm_t`Ra◊w JK¡Et∂q√dIx, lit. 

‘your righteousness and your works’ (Isa 57:12). At the same time, several of the ‘not-quite 

hendiadyses’ given by Brongers, do not consist of synonym-like components, but of 

dissimilar nouns, e.g., r¢DaVv…w M¶Ev, lit. ‘name and remnant’ (2 Sam 14:7), and dñOv rRb™RvÎw lit. ‘violence 

and destruction’ (Isa 59:7).162  

Clark (1993) remarks en passant on Brongers category ‘not quite hendiadys’ that Brongers 

fails to give criteria for what he sees as combinations of components that have the form of 

hendiadys, but not the content.163 Rofé (2002) mentions Brongers’ article when discussing the 

combination ‘judges and scribes’ in Deut 16:18, and remarks that the distinctions by Brongers 

are “in need of refinement.”164 It seems that more distinctive criteria for hendiadys are 

incontestably desirable.  

 

Y. Avishur (1971, 1984) 

The term hendiadys is used in the expression ‘appositional hendiadys’ in an article from 1971 

by Avishur, but the term hendiadys per se is also used in a monograph from 1984 in which 

Avishur recapitulates previous research on hendiadys in the HB, discusses the matter more 

extensively than previous scholars and applies the term hendiadys to a substantial amount of 

combinations. Avishur is aware of the differences that exist in previous applications and that 

the examples by earlier scholars display various semantic relations. 

However, whereas Avishur uses the term hendiadys in the 1971 article in the phrase 

‘appositional hendiadys’ solely for what he views as synonymous nouns, verbs and adverbs, 

all asyndetic, i.e., without an intervening conjunction, and none of the nouns, verbs or adverbs 

are interpreted as a modifier, in the monograph from 1984 he applies the term hendiadys to 

                                                
161 The components in the category ‘not quite hendiadys’ still retain their independence and none of them ought 
to be understood as a modifier, according to Brongers. 
162 Idem, 110, 111. 
163 Clark, Word, 243. For criticism of Brongers, see also Avishur, Studies, 101.  
164 Rofé, Deuteronomy, 109 n. 21. Whether Rofé’s comment is aimed at all the rhetorical devices discussed in the 
article by Brongers or only his treatment of hendiadys is not clear. Cf. other scholars who refer to Brongers when 
applying the term hendiadys, e.g., Block, Ezekiel 25-48, 286 n. 72; Leclerc, Yahweh, 12; Kuntz, “Agent,” 122; 
Watson, Poetry, 328; Van Dam, Urim, 138 n. 32; Weiss, “Pattern,” 422 n. 21; Ridderbos, Psalmen, 43 n. 40, et 
al. 
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nouns with an intervening conjunction, that display only a “minimal degree of synonymity,” 

and one of two nouns is often interpreted as a modifier.165 

In the article from 1971 Avishur explains, “Pairs of synonymous words appear together in 

appositional hendiadys. In this form the word and its apposition appear without any 

connective waw, and both words behave as a semantic unity. In this form are found 

synonymous nouns, synonymous verbs and even the synonymous adverbs.”166 However, 

among those examples of so-called synonyms are found e.g., ‘sun, moon,’ and ‘wide and 

deep.’ One example consists of a construct relation, and in one case the term hendiadys is 

used by Avishur for syndetically joined nouns, viz., ÔKá®rEaVv…w #ÔK√rDcV;bŒ, lit. ‘your flesh and your 

flesh/body’ (Prov 5:1), on which Avishur comments, “your flesh and body (hendiadys 

composed of two nouns both meaning ‘flesh.’”167 

Moreover, in his monograph Avishur explains that hendiadys exists in Greek, Latin and 

English, that the examples are simple and comprehensible, and that they consist of 

components that do not diplay synonymity. He does not give any actual examples but refers to 

König, Stilistik from 1910,  Melamed’s article from 1946, and for examples in English to 

Puttenham’s ‘figure of twynnes’ in his The Arte of English Poesie from 1589. Avishur is 

uncertain however, and writes cautiously that “in the Semitic languages we have a 

phenomenon that resembles hendiadys.”168  

He believes that these kinds of combinations of dissimilar nouns in the HB are few, that 

they exist due to accidental pairings to express a noun with a modifier, and since they do not 

occur in other forms of pairing in the HB, they are therefore detached from the word pair 

phenomena, which he investigates. Although he does not incorporate these combinations of 

dissimilar nouns in his investigation because they do not represent word-pairs, he presents a 

list of several combinations and in some of them one noun is reinterpreted as an adjective or 

the conjunction is interpreted as comitative.169  

Furthermore, the so-called hendiadyses that he investigates and that occur in various forms 

of pairings in may cases represent dissimiliarity, like e.g., ‘life and peace,’ ‘decree and 

destruction,’ righteousness and praise,’ etc., and one of the nouns in many of the combination 

is, in addition, interpreted as a modifier or both nouns are reinterpreted as a construct 

                                                
165 Avishur, Studies, 104. 
166 Avishur, “Pairs,” 66. 
167 Idem, 24. 
168 Avishur, Studies, 100-102. 
169 Idem, 104. 
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relation.170 The suggested hendiadyses in the monograph amount to 58, of which 5 are in 

Aramaic.171 Avishur applies the term ‘appositional hendiadys’ to the following kinds of 

combinations: 

I. Combinations of synonym-like nouns from the same semantic field, asyndetic, e.g., qyñî;dAx 

My`ImD;t, lit. ‘righteous, blameless/perfect’ (Job 12:4), “just (and) blameless.”172 

II. Combinations of synonym-like adverbs, asyndetic, e.g., M$OaVtIÚp oAt∞RpV;b, lit. ‘on a sudden, 

suddenly’ (Num 6:9), “in an instant suddenly.”173  

III. Combinations of synonym-like verbs, asyndetic, e.g., M¡RhyElSo b™D…xˆn d¶EmOo l›Ea…wmVv…w, lit. ‘and 

Samuel was standing, standing firm/upright over them’ (1Sam 19:20), “standing as head over 

them.”174 

IV. Theme-related nouns, asyndetic, e.g., AjäérÎy vRm¶Rv, lit. ‘sun, moon’ (Hab 3:11), “sun (and) 

moon.”175  

V. Theme-related nouns, syndetic, viz., ÔKá®rEaVv…w #ÔK√rDcV;bŒ, lit. ‘your flesh and your flesh/body’ (Prov 

5:1), “your flesh and body (hendiadys composed of two nouns both meaning ‘flesh.’”176 

VI. A combination of one noun and two subsequent nouns combined in a construct relation 

from the same semantic field, hDl◊y$Al NwâøzSj ‹MwølSj`A;k, lit. ‘as a dream, a night vision’ (Isa 29:7), “a 

dream, a vision of the night.”177 

VII. Theme-related verbs, asyndetic, b¡Ij√rIh qy∞ImVoRh, lit. ‘he made deep, he made wide’ (Isa 

30:33), “made deep (and) wide.”178  

VIII. Three verbs, asyndetic, Aoy¶I…gIh ly¢IÚpVvIh j¶AvEh, lit. ‘he brought down, he made low, he 

touched/hit’ (Isa 25:12), “he will bring down, lay low, and cast to the ground.”179  

                                                
170 In two cases the two nouns combined are derived from enumerations of three or four nouns. In a passage from 
Prov 26:18 the two nouns t‰w`DmÎw My¶I…xIj, lit. ‘arrows and death,’ belongs to an enumeration of three nouns, My¶I…xIj My#I;qˆz 

t‰w`DmÎw, lit. ‘firebrands, arrows and death,’ and are singled out by Avishur and labelled hendiadys, presumably since 
the two nouns occur together in a construct relation as well as in parallelism, in other places in the HB, which is 
the focus of Avishur’s investigation. Another example by Avishur is derived from Dan 2:37 and consists of the 
following nouns a™Dr ∂qy`Iw a¶DÚpVqDt ◊w a¢DnVsIj a¶Dt…wkVlAm, lit. ‘the kingdom, the power, and the strength and the honour,’ in which 
two of the four nouns, viz., the second and third nouns together are singled out and interpreted as ‘mighty power’ 
by Avishur.  
171 Idem, 100-116, 142, 155 n. 1.  
172 Avishur, “Pairs,” 70. 
173 Idem, 74. He refers to Num 6:9; Isa 29:5 and to the same nouns in reverse order in Isa 30:13. 
174 Idem, 72.  
175 Idem, 71.  
176 Idem, 24. 
177 Idem, 69. He also refers to Isa 29:7; Job 33:15. 
178 Idem, 72.  
179 Idem, 74. 
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In his monograph the term is employed for nouns that are not synonym-like but may belong 

to the same semantic field, or are dissimilar, and one of the nouns or both are reinterpreted. 

They consist of components from the following categories: 

IX. Nouns from the same semantic field, syndetic, e.g., h™DlSjÅn◊w qRl¶Ej, lit. ‘portion and 

possession/inheritance’ (Gen 31:14), “portion of inheritance.”180  

X. Dissimilar nouns, syndetic, and one of the nouns is interpreted as a modifier, e.g., h∞D;lIhVtIl 

M$EvVl…w, lit. ‘to praise and to name’ (Zeph 3:19), “praise of renown.”181  

XI. Dissimilar nouns, syndetic, but none of the nouns are interpreted as a modifier, e.g., h™DlDk 

h¡Dx∂rTj‰n◊w, lit. ‘complete destruction and decision’ (Isa 10:23), “a decree and destruction.”182 

The term is in the monograph also applied to nouns in biblical Aramaic: 

XII Nouns from the same semantic field, e.g., M¢DyVq…w r¶DsTa, lit. ‘injunction and statute’ (Dan 6:16), 

“vow of interdiction.”183 

XIII Dissimilar nouns, e.g., vy$î;dåq◊w ry∞Io, lit. ‘a watcher and [a] holy’ (Dan 4:10), “a messenger of 

holiness.”184  

 

Avishur is uncertain of whether the combinations labelled hendiadys in Semitic languages 

represent what the term is used for in the Indo-European languages and therefore cautiously 

states, “in the Semitic languages we have a phenomenon that resembles hendiadys,” but he 

still uses the term extensively.185  

Althann observes that Avishur “argues that strictly speaking this figure of speech hardly 

exists in Hebrew as there is generally an element of synonymity between the two elements 

[…] and [it is more correct] to speak of ‘syndetic parataxis,’ although he [Avishur] does in 

fact employ the term ‘hendiadys.’”186 It is obvious the Avishur actually applies the term to 

combinations of nouns from the same semantic field, dissimilar as well as synonym-like 

nouns. 

                                                
180 Avishur, Studies, 107, (italics Avishur). Avishur refers to Gen 31:14; Deut 10:9; 12:12; 14:27.  
181 Idem, 111, (italics Avishur). 
182 Idem, 108, (italics Avishur). Avishur also refers to Isa 28:22.  
183 Idem, 112, (italics Avishur). 
184 Idem, 113. Italics Avishur. 
185 Idem, 102. 
186 See e.g., Althann, “Meaning,” 252 n. 24. 
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Bozak criticizes Avishur’s translation of a suggested so-called ‘appositional hendiadys,’ 

consisting of nouns, viz., JK`Dl Ny¶Ea h™DlDoV;t twñøaUp√r, lit. ‘there is no healing remedies for you’ (Jer 

30:13), which Avishur interpretes “no medicine for your wound, no healing for you,” and 

regards Avishur’s translation of this line as a contradiction of his explanation, but this 

depends of course partly on if one accepts the Masoretic accent signs or not.187  

Notwithstanding the contradictions, Avishur’s suspicion that some combinations in biblical 

Hebrew designated hendiadys may only seem to be similar to what is labelled hendiadys in 

the Indo-European could be right. In addition, his conclusion that the transferring of the term 

hendiadys from Indo-European languages to combinations of nouns in Semitic languages has 

not been unproblematic certainly seems correct.  

Despite the variations several biblical scholars refer to and/or incorporate one or more of 

the variants displayed in Avishur’s examples as features possible to designate hendiadys.188 

His suggestions regarding diachronic perspectives and functions of the combinations will be 

discussed further below.189 

 

W. Bühlmann/K. Scherer (1973)  

In Bühlmann’s/Scherer’s monograph on stylistic features in the HB hendiadys is defined: 

“Hendiadyoin oder Hendiadys (<Eins durch zwei>) bezeichnet ein Stilfigur, bei der eine 

Bedeutungseinheit (©n) durch (diå) zwei (dὑo) gleichgeordnete Begriffe ausgedrückt wird.”190 

They refer primarily to Gesenius, Bullinger and König, but also to Menge and von Wilpert of 

which Menge uses the term for both nouns, verbs and adverbs and von Wilperts also includes 

combinations of synonymous components.191  

Bühlmann/Scherer’s examples incorporate various constructions:  

                                                
187 Bozak, Life, 49 n. 121. Avishur, “Pairs,” 70, accepts the Masoretic reading, against most scholars, of the 
passage JK`Dl Ny¶Ea h™DlDoV;t twñøaUp √r rwóøzDmVl JK™Enyî;d Nñ∂;d_Ny`Ea (Jer 30:13), which he translates “There is none to uphold your cause, no 
medicine for your wound, no healing for you,” with the suggestion that h™DlDoV;t twñøaUp √r, lit. ‘healing remedies’ is an 
‘appositional hendiadys.’ Bozak rejects this interpretation with the contention that “his [Avishur’s] translation of 
this line contradicts his explanation.” 
188 Kuntz, “Agent,” 127 n. 45; 129-130 and n. 51; Clark, Ḥesed, 243; Leclerc, Yahweh, 12; Watson, Poetry, 327 
n. 163, and on p. 327, in which Watson cites Avishur on ‘appositional hendiadys’ consisting of synonymous 
components, et al. See also Vierke, Poetics, 109-110, who refers to Avishur when analysing a Swahili poem. 
189 Avishur, Studies, 102. 
190 Bühlmann/Scherer, Stilfiguren, 31.  
191 Idem, 31. Menge, Repetitorium, §490, §551 n. 14; Von Wilpert, Sachwörterbuch, 322. Bühlmann/Scherer 
refer also to Krinetski’s Das Hohe Lied, which unfortunately it has not been possible to retrieve. 
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I) Combinations of synonym-like nouns, t‰w¡DmVlAx◊w JKRvâOj, lit. ‘darkness and deep darkness’ (Ps 

107:10). One of the nouns is interpreted as an attribute and translated “in großem Dunkel.”192  

II) Combinations of dissimilar nouns, illustrated by ‘your pain and your pregnancy’ (Gen 

3:16) translated “die Mühsal deiner Schwangergerschaft,” and ‘city and mother’ (2 Sam 

20:19) rendered “Mutterstadt,” and a reference is given to Gesenius.193 

III) Combination of dissimilar verbs with intervening components; j$AlVxAh◊w … hlSo, lit. ‘go up … 

and be successful’ (1 Kgs 22:12), which Bühlmann/Scherer interpret as “ziehe mit Erfolg 

hinauf.”194  

IV) Combinations of dissimilar verbs without intervening components where the first verb is 

interpreted as an adverbial modifier; N§AtÇÎn —r§AΩΩzIÚp, lit. ‘he distributed, he gave’ (Ps 112:9), with the 

suggested interpretation “hat reichlich gegeben.”195 

 

The reason why several kinds of constructions are included would seem to be that 

Bühlmann/Scherer base their reasoning on and cite reference works in which various opinions 

on hendiadys are expressed. Bühlmann/Scherer seem in any case to apprehend hendiadyses to 

be represented by the above constructions as stylistic features.196  

 

T. Lambdin (1973) 

The same year that Bühlmann’s/Scherer’s monograph on stylistic features in the Hebrew 

Bible appeared, Lambdin’s Introduction to Biblical Hebrew was published, in which the term 

hendiadys is used as well. However, even though the term hendiadys was previously used 

only occasionally on verbs derived from the HB, one example by Bullinger (1989) and two 

examples given by Bühlmann/Scherer (1973), Lambdin utilizes the term only to denote 

combinations of verbs. He employs the phrase verbal hendiadys when “two verbs are simply 

coordinated, both having the form as required by the narrative sequence in which they occur, 

                                                
192 Bühlmann/Scherer, Stilfiguren, 31. 
193 Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (ed. Bühl), 1921. 
194 Bühlmann/Scherer, Stilfiguren, 32. 
195 Ibid., ‘Go up with success.’ 
196 For references to Bühlman/Scherer when the term hendiadys is used see, e.g., Wagner, Parallelismus, 23 n. 
74; Vickers, Counterfeiting, 525-526 n. 13; Vierke, Poetics, 109.  
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but in meaning the first serves to qualify the second and is best translated adverbially in 

English.”197  

A verbal hendiadys may, according to Lambdin, consist of various combinations of 

dissimilar verbs: 

I. A combination of two finite consecutive forms in which the first verb qualifies the 

second, e.g., h™DÚvIa jñå;qˆ¥yÅw M¢Dh∂rVbAa PRs¬O¥yÅw, lit. ‘and Abraham added and he took a wife’ (Gen 25:1), 

rendered by Lambdin “And Abraham took another wife.”198 

II. An asyndetic construction consisting of imperatives or two finite verbs in which the first 

verb qualifies the second, e.g., b¡DkVv b…wâv, lit. ‘return, lie down’ (1 Sam 3:5), “Lie down again.”199 

III. A construction incorporating a finite verb and an infinitive construct, not necessarily in 

direct sequence, but in which the first verb, a finite verb, is interpreted as an adverbial 

modifier, e.g., vy¡IaDh_tRa tRb ∞RvDl h™RvOm lRawñø¥yÅw, lit. ‘and Moses was willing to stay with the man’ (Ex 

2:21), interpreted “And Moses was content to stay with the man.”200 

IV. Two verbs (a finite verb + an infinitive construct) in which the finite verb functions as an 

adverbial modifier and the other as a complement to the finite verb, e.g., in b…w°vDl […] l∞Ak…wy_aøl 

;h%D;tVjåqVl, lit. ‘he will not be able […] to return to take her’ (Deut 24:4), “He will not be able to 

take her back again.”201 

 

The six verb stems most commonly used in a so-called verbal hendiadys in the HB are, 

according to Lambdin’s view: lay, “to do something willingly, voluntarily; to be content to 

do” (in Hiphil); Psy, “to do something again” (in Hiphil); rhm, “to do something quickly” (in 

Piel); hbr, “to do something much or a lot” (in Hiphil); bwC, “to do something again” (in Qal); 

MkC, “to do something early in the day” (in Hiphil).202  

Lambdin also mentions two verbs, Mwq ‘arise’ and Klh ‘go, walk,’ that in combination with 

other verbs constitute a phenomenon that is related to what he sees as verbal hendiadys and 

                                                
197 Lambdin, Introduction, §173, p. 238. 
198 Idem, 238-239. Additional examples by Lambdin denoting the same construction are derived from Gen 45:13; 
19:2; Josh 7:7; Judg 19:7.  
199 Idem, 239. Additional examples by Lambdin denoting the same construction are derived from Gen 30:31; 
Judg 9:48; 2 Kgs 5:23; Hos 5:11; Prov 23:35. 
200 Idem, 239. Additional examples by Lambdin denoting the same construction are derived from Gen 18:7; Deut 
30:9; 2 Sam 15:14. 
201 Idem, 239. An additional example by Lambdin denoting the same construction is derived from Josh 8:14. 
202 For a further discussion of the verbs that are commonly regarded by biblical scholars to serve in this way, see 
below 7.8.1.1 Dissimilar verbs of which one is interpreted as an adverbial modifier. 
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gives “a slight emphasis to the fact that some activity is about to begin.”203 Nothing indicates, 

however, that the other examples labelled verbal hendiadys are taken by Lambdin to have 

emphatic function.  

None of the constructions labelled verbal hendiadys by Lambdin consist of semantically 

closely related verbs. Nothing indicates, in addition, that Lambdin apprehends the 

constructions labelled verbal hendiadys to represent rhetorical or stylistic features, but they 

seem to be viewed as representing either ordinary grammatical constructions or some kind of 

idiomatic constructions in biblical Hebrew. Scholz, on the other hand, refers to Lambdin and 

these kind of combinations as “the rhetorical device of hendiadys, a feature of Hebrew syntax 

in which two words are used to describe one activity.”204 

 

F. T. Andersen (1974) 

In Andersen’s commonly cited monograph Sentence in Biblical Hebrew (1974), the term 

hendiadys is used for what seem to be at least two different constructions. Andersen declares, 

“when two items in apposition are joined by a coordinating conjunction, the resulting 

construction embodies a figure called hendiadys.”205  

Andersen refers to the function of the conjunction as at times “strictly appositive, as in 

hendiadys.”206 Unfortunately no exemplifications of this kind of a hendiadys are given, but if 

we look at the two illustrations by Andersen of what he apprehends as apposition we discover 

two different constructions, first ‘Dr Livingstone, an explorer,’ whereas the second illustration 

is ‘red apple.’ In the first illustration the second component seems to represent some kind of 

explication, but the second example represents an attributive construction, which could of 

course in apposition be rendered, ‘apple, red.’207 The fact is nevertheless that the presence of a 

conjunction, together with the components originally representing apposition, turns the 

                                                
203 Idem, 239-240. Lambdin’s examples are derived from Gen 27:19; Ex 32:1.  
204 Scholz, Plots, 138. Italics added. 
205 Andersen, Sentence, 36. Dawson, Text-Linguistics, 48, remarks on how influential this monograph is: “it 
[Andersen’s Sentence] is cited in nearly every text dealing with the syntax of Biblical Hebrew since its 
publication.” For references to Andersen, Sentence, when hendiadys is used, see e.g., Endo, System, 198-199; 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 379 n. 2; Wenham, Genesis, 4. Andersen also utilizes the term hendiadys e.g., in his 
commentary, Habakkuk, and Andersen/Freedman in e.g., their commentaries, Hosea, Amos, Micah. 
206 Idem, 69.  
207 Idem, 36. 
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combination of components in question into a hendiadys, according to Andersen’s view, 

which will be further discussed below.208 

However, the term hendiadys is also utilized by Andersen for what he calls ‘conjunctive 

sentences’ pertaining to “certain idiomatic sequences of co-ordinated verbs” which denote “a 

composite description of a single action.”209 These so-called ‘conjunctive sentences,’ labelled 

hendiadys, are exemplified by the two verbs …w#b√r…w …wêrVÚp, lit. ‘be fruitful and multiply’ (Gen 1:22), 

which are interpreted as “be abundantly fruitful” by Andersen.210  

However, in another example, ;h`Db_…wb√r…w X®r™DaDb …wñx√rIv …wób√r…w …wêrVÚp M™R;tAa◊w, lit. ‘and you, be fruitful and 

multiply, swarm [e.g., in] the earth and multiply therein’ (Gen 9:7), there are two pairs of 

clauses that both represent hendiadyses, according to Andersen.211 Here it would seem that … … 

wób√r…w wêrVÚp M™R;tAa◊w, lit. ‘and you, be fruitful and multiply’ represent one hendiadys, and the other 

suggested hendiadys is ;h`Db_…wb√r…w X®r™DaDb …wñx√rIv, lit. ‘swarm [e.g., in] the earth and multiply therein.’ 

In the first combination the verbs/clauses are joined asyndetically, but in the second passage 

there is an intervening component between the verbs.  

Hendiadys obviously represents, according to Andersen: I. Apposition, with a conjunction 

present that seems to be interpreted as epexegetical by Andersen, II. Two verbs asyndetically 

joined of which the second is interpreted as an adverbial modifier, but also III. Clauses/Verbs 

with intervening components in which Andersen possibly interprets the second verb as an 

adverbial modifier, but it is impossible to say since no translation is given.  

A finite verb seen as acting as a verbal modifier in the construction labelled 

hendiadys/verbal hendiadys, as suggested by Lambdin, usually stands as the first verb of two. 

In Andersen’s examples, however, …wób√r…w lit. ‘and multiply,’ stands as the second verb of two. In 

addition, in two of the four examples referred to as hendiadyses by Andersen, the verbs ‘be 

fruitful and multiply’ are part of sequences consisting of three verbs, e.g., in Gen 1:28; ……wöb√r…w …wõrVÚp 

…wñaVlIm…w…, lit. ‘be fruitful and multiply and fill,’ in which the verb ……wöb√r…w ‘and multiply,’ stands as the 

second verb of three. The verb ……wöb√r…w ‘and multiply,’ could therefore in theory be interpreted as 

an adverbial modifier either to the preceding verb, ‘be abundantly fruitful and fill the earth,’ 

as Andersen suggests, or else to the following verb, ‘be fruitful and abundantly fill the earth.’ 

It might perhaps at first glance seem insignificant which of the verbs is rendered an adverbial 
                                                
208 Even though no example of this kind of hendiadys is given, we have to presume that hendiadys for Andersen 
in that case would be something like ‘Dr Livingstone and the/an explorer’ (italics added). 
209 Idem, 117. 
210 Idem, 117. Andersen refers to Gen 1:22, 28; 9:7; 35:11. 
211 Idem, 99, “both pairs hendiadys.” 
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modifier in verb sequences such as the ones above, but it does of course have implications for 

translations and interpretations.  

It would seem that it is the presence of a conjunction in what Andersen sees as two 

components in apposition that brings about a hendiadys, and possibly also epexegesis, which 

would seem identical notions in Andersen’s view, and will be discussed further below.212  

When it comes to sentences/verbs/clauses Andersen commits no remark which indicates 

that he takes the ‘sentences/verbs/clauses’ combined, in what he labels hendiadys, to represent 

a stylistic or rhetorical device. However, the criterion given for ‘conjunctive sentences’ 

betokening hendiadys is that it concerns “a composite description of a single action.”213  

 

R. J. Williams (1976), J. C. Beckman (2007, revised edition of Williams’ Hebrew Syntax) 

In Williams’ Syntax, which appeared in 1976, and only a few years after Lambdin’s 

Introduction was published, Williams uses the term hendiadys only for combinations of nouns 

and not for verbs.  

Although Williams’ definition of hendiadys: “A single concept may be expressed by two 

words linked by the conjunction ◊w,” in theory could incorporate verb combinations, Williams 

presents no examples including verbs. However, he gives nine examples consisting of nouns 

derived from the HB, but the combinations are interpreted in various ways even if the same 

designation is used.214  

In several cases Williams interprets one of the nouns as a modifier, which pertains to 

combinations consisting of dissimilar nouns as well as synonym-like nouns, but in some cases 

none of the nouns in a suggested hendiadys are reinterpreted. 

Williams uses the term for the following kinds of constructions: 

A. One noun of two is interpreted as a modifier in combinations of (I) dissimilar nouns, e.g., 

lwêøqÎw h™DmDm√;d, lit. ‘silence and a voice’ (Job 4:16) interpreted as “a whispering voice” by Williams, 

                                                
212 For a more detailed discussion on epexegesis and apposition in connection with hendiadys, see 7.1.2 Remarks 
on hendiadys as construct relations, apposition and epexegesis below. 
213 Idem, 117.  
214 Williams, Syntax, 16. He gives 21 text references in the HB in which one or several of the combinations 
occur, and which he uses to exemplify what he considers are examples of so-called hendiadyses. In some cases 
the intervening components may consist of more than a simple wāw. 
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but also (II) synonym-like nouns, e.g., t‰w`DmVlAx◊w JKRvâOj, lit. ‘darkness and deep darkness’ (Job 

10:21), which are translated “blackest darkness” by Williams.215 

B. Two nouns, of which one is reinterpreted as a modifier, are together seen to form a new 

concept, e.g., dRs#RjAh◊w tyâîrV;bAh, lit. ‘the covenant and the lovingkindness’ (Deut 7:9), which 

Williams translates “the loyal covenant.”216 

C. Neither of the two nouns in an alleged hendiadys is interpreted as a modifier and the 

translations of the two items are accordingly given only as a coordination of separate nouns: 

e.g., däOvÎw s¶DmDj, lit. ‘violence/wrong and violence/destruction’ (Am 3:10), which are rendered 

“assault and battery” by Williams.217  

 

One of the nouns in a hendiadys is sometimes reinterpreted as a modifier, but not in all cases, 

according to Williams’ examples and suggested translations, and Williams does not present 

criteria for when one of the components in a hendiadys ought to be regarded as a modifier or 

not. The conjunction seems in any case to be indispensable, according to Williams’ definition.  

In the revised and largely expanded edition by Beckman from 2007 of Williams’ Hebrew 

Syntax, exemplifications of so-called nominal hendiadyses are given as well.218 Nominal 

hendiadys is defined as “one meaning is expressed by means of two words,” and Beckman 

explains that “In Hebrew, whenever two substantives are joined by the conjunction ◊w ‘and,’ 

[…] they are a hendiadys if the combination expresses a single concept,” which would seem 

to open for a large amount of combinations.219  

Beckman cites Williams’ hendiadys examples consisting of nouns, but whilst retaining at 

least some of Williams’ proposed hendiadyses from 1967, Beckman is clearly uncertain and 

bestows Williams’ translations in several cases with a question mark, e.g., dRs#RjAh◊w tyâîrV;bAh, lit. 

‘and the covenant and the lovingkindness’ (Deut 7:9), according to Williams “the loyal 

covenant” whereas Beckman tentatively suggests “covenant loyalty?”; râ∂dDh◊w dwäøh◊w, lit. ‘and 

splendour and majesty’ (Job 40:10b), interpreted by Williams “glorious splendour,” whereas 

Beckman cautiously writes “’majesty and splendour’ (majestic splendour’?)”; lwêøqÎw h™DmDm√;d, lit. 

                                                
215 Ibid. 
216 He refers to Deut 7:9, 12; 1 Kgs 8:23, Neh 9:32. 
217 Williams refers to Am 3:10; Jer 6:7, 20:8, Ezek 45:9. The other example is dRk™RnÎw Ny¶In ◊w, lit. ‘and offspring and 
progeny/posterity’ (Isa 14:22) in which the two nouns are simply rendered ‘kith and kin’ by Williams as two 
independent nouns. Here Williams refers to Isa 14:22, Gen 21:23, Job 18:19. 
218 Beckman, Syntax, 90-91. 
219 Idem, 29. 
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‘silence and a voice’ (Job 4:16), for which Williams suggests ‘a silent voice,’ but Beckman is 

uncertain and writes “whisper and voice (‘a whispering voice’)?”220  

Although the examples that Williams suggests are retained by Beckman he evidently finds 

it difficult to decide the interpretations of the combined nouns when they are taken as 

hendiadyses. 

 

R. Gordis (1976) 

In an article on rhetorical features in the HB Gordis includes a section on so-called hendiadys. 

He does not refer to examples in Latin or to definitions and exemplifications by previous 

researchers but explains that the biblical writer wants to express one notion but this concept is 

divided and expressed in the form of two independent words. One of the components is the 

most important but the second, when may be reinterpreted, achieves a similar status by being 

in the form of an independent noun.  

All his examples consist of dissimilar nouns, several of them are already put forth by earlier 

scholars, and one or both of the nouns involved are reinterpreted. However, a few new 

intriguing examples are put forth by Gordis, e.g.: 

‹hR;l$EaDh ‹tRmTaDh ◊w MyôîrDb √;dAh y°érSjAa, lit. ‘after these words/events and the truth’ (2 Chr 32:1), which 

Gordis interprets as “tmah yrbd hlah”221;  

MRsô®q◊w r®q%Rv, lit. ‘lie and divination’ (Jer 14:14), which Gordis interprets as “lbh lv Msq”222;  

M¡RhyIÚpIm b®rRjEm, lit. ‘from a sword, from their mouth’ (Job 5:15), which Gordis interprets as 

“brjm Mhyp”223; 

dRsRjÎw∑ My∞I¥yAj, lit. ‘life and loving-kindness’ (Job 10:12), which Gordis interpretes as “dsj lC 

Myyj”224 

 

                                                
220 Idem, 30. Beckman adds one example of his own consisting of nouns, but even though not found in Williams’ 
Syntax the example as such is proposed as a hendiadys by earlier grammarians, and it is …wh$ObÎw ‹…wh‚Ot, lit. ‘an 
emptiness/formless and a void’ (Gen 1:2), which Beckman interprets “a formless void.” 
221 ‘These words of truth.’ Gordis, “Usages,” 43. See also Koheleth, 279, 332, “words of truth.” 
222 ‘Divination of futility.’ Gordis, “Usages,” 41. 
223 ‘From the sword of their mouth.’ Gordis, “Usages,” 41, see also Gordis, Koheleth, 279. 
224 ‘Life of loving-kindness.’ Gordis, “Usages,” 42. See also Gordis, Koheleth, 279, 332. 
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Although Gordis’ explanation is slightly different from that of earlier scholars his 13 

examples are actually more coherent in that they all except one consist of dissimilar nouns 

with an intervening conjunction.225  

  

J. P. van der Westhuizen (1978) 

Van der Westhuizen attempts to clarify hendiadys, and its development, which he discusses in 

an article from 1978 based on his unpublished dissertation on literary devices in the HB.226 He 

builds his reasoning on hendiadys mainly on examples from the Psalms.227  

Hendiadys represents “a figure of speech in which ‘one is expressed by means of two,’ 

namely, that something may be referred to by two (or more) words or phrases which are 

synonymous,” but no reference is given to whom or what van der Westhuizen bases his 

definition on and no examples derived from Latin are referred to.228  

The 32 examples derived from the HB put forth by van der Westhuizen consist of various 

constructions: 

I. Two or more synonym-like nouns, e.g., MyIq◊nOy`Vw —My°IlVlwáøo, lit. ‘children and sucklings’ (Ps 

8:3a).229 

II. Dissimilar nouns, e.g., …wn∞E…nˆgDm…w …wnäér◊zRo, lit. ‘our helper and our shield’ (Ps 33:20), which is 

interpreted “our warrior and our shield” by Westhuizen.230  

III. Dissimilar verbs, e.g., h¢Dl◊gˆn◊w oªA;sˆn, lit. ‘journeyed/removed and removed/gone into exile’ (Isa 

38:12).231 

IV. Synonym-like adjectives, e.g., láO;tVlAtVp…w väé;qIo, lit. ‘perverse/crooked and crooked’ (Deut 

32:5).232  

V. Synonym-like verbs which van der Westhuizen denotes “semi-synonymous words,” e.g., 

wáøt∂;qår h™DpVlDj◊w h¶DxSjDm…w, lit. ‘and she smote through and she smote/pierced his temple’ (Judg 5:26).233  

                                                
225 Gordis, “Usages,” 40-43. 
226 Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys.” 
227 He gives, in addition, some examples derived from Qumran and references to word pairs in Ugaritic texts. 
228 Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 50.  
229 Idem, 50. 
230 Idem, 51. Here …wnäér ◊zRo is interpreted ‘our warrior’ by van der Westhuizen. 
231 Idem, 54. 
232 Idem, 53. 
233 Idem, 53. 
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VI. Verbs in what van der Westhuizen labels “parallelistic hendiadys,” i.e. two combinations 

of verbs: dáOmSoÅ¥yìÅw hGÎ…wIxŒ_a…wáh yIh¡R¥yÅw r ∞AmDa a…wâh, lit. ‘he spoke and it became, he commanded and it stood 

forth/firm’ (Ps 33:9).234  

VII. Verbs in what he labels “double hendiadys,” viz., qyâîrDa […] l¡DlDv q∞E;lAjSa gy™IÚcAa PõO;d √rRa b¢Eywøa r¶AmDa 

yáîdÎy wøm™Evyîrwø;t y$I;b√rAj, lit. ‘The enemy said, I will pursue, I will overtake, I will divide the spoil […] 

I will draw (lit. ‘empty out’) my sword, my hand will cause to destroy them. (Ex 15:9a and 

9c).235 

VIII. A so-called “threefold hendiadys,” e.g., yóîryîrVm bRfâ®q◊w PRvä®r yEm¶UjVl…w b¢Do∂r y¶EzVm, lit. ‘empty of hunger 

and eaten by plague and bitter destruction’ (Deut 32:24).236  

IX. Phrases consisting of two, three of four components that combined are seen to represent 

the phenomenon hendiadys, e.g., h¡Dy…wf◊n Aowêør◊zIb…w h∂qÎzSj∑ d∞DyV;b, lit. ’with a strong hand and an 

outstretched arm’ (Ps 136:12).237  

 

The term hendiadys is used by van der Westhuizen for a variety of constructions, but contrary 

to some other scholars he never suggests that any of the components involved ought to be 

reinterpreted. 

Van der Westhuizen concludes that what he refers to as hendiadyses do not commonly 

occur in biblical hymns of praise and the reason is that “either hendiadys developed into 

parallelism, or [which he considers more likely] the author reverted to parallelism to achieve 

the same or perhaps better effect than could be achieved by hendiadys.”238 Van der 

Westhuizen is one of the few that has carried out research specifically directed to so-called 

hendiadyses in the HB, but his application of the term to such a diversity of constructions 

unfortunately adds to the already confused picture. 

 

 

 
                                                
234 Idem, 52. Italics added. 
235 Idem, 52. Italics van der Westhuizen. 
236 Idem, 53. 
237 Idem, 51. 
238 Idem, 56. The development is therefore described by van der Westhuizen as first (a) a repetition of verbs that 
(b) developed into what van der Westhuizen sees as hendiadys, which then (c) developed into parallelism but 
with some overlapping. The conclusions by van der Westhuizen are in some respects similar to Avishur’s 
conclusions from 1971 on the development of word pairs. 
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W. G. E. Watson (1984) 

Watson incorporates a section on hendiadys and gives several exemplifications of the same in 

his monograph titled Classical Hebrew Poetry (1984).239 Hendiadys occurs so frequently in 

Hebrew, according to Watson, that he urges the reader to “always be on the look-out for its 

occurrences in a text.”240  

Watson defines hendiadys as “the expression of one single but complex concept by using 

two separate words, usually nouns,” and gives examples from biblical Hebrew but also 

Ugaritic and Akkadian.241 The examples from the HB consist of both nouns and verbs, but the 

exemplifications by Watson of hendiadyses derived from Ugaritic and Akkadian consist only 

of verbs and not nouns.242  

The designation hendiadys refers to, according to Watson, the following constructions and 

examples in the HB, and Watson designates the features involved more specifically in the 

following ways: 

I. Parallelism with a simple semantic unit (nouns), wóøl twêødyIj h™DxyIlVm…w, lit. ‘and satire/scorn, riddles 

to/of him’ (Hab 2:6), Watson: “in scoffing derision of him.”243 

II. Non-repetition of (common) regent (nouns), h#∂dwøt◊w h¶D…nîr_lwøqV;b, lit. ‘with voice of joy and 

thanksgiving’ (Ps 42:5), Watson: “loud shouts OF thanksgiving/”a shout of joyful thanks.”244 

III. Common grammatical elements in singular (nouns), dAoårÎw∑ h∞Da√rˆy, lit. ‘fearfulness and 

trembling’ (Ps 55:6), Watson: “trembling fear.”245 

IV. Lack of an expected copula (clauses), #ÔKV;mIaŒ_N`RbV;b r¡E;bådVt ÔKy∞IjDaV;b bEvE;tœ, lit. ‘you sit with your 

brother, you speak of your mother’s son’ (Ps 50:20), Watson: “you sit gossiping against your 

brother.”246 

V. Successive parallelism of components (verbs), h#Ra∂rEa◊wŒ awóøbDa y¶AtDm, lit. ‘when will I come and I 

will see’ (Ps 42:3), Watson: “When shall I come and see?”247 

                                                
239 Watson, Poetry, 324-328. The term occurs also on pp. 139 n. 78, 196, 321, 329, 332, 369, and is also used in 
his Traditional Techniques (1994), in which Watson refers to, apart from a few so-called hendiadyses in 
Aramaic, Ugaritic and Akkadian, also to examples in the HB: on p. 383  to Ps 55:6; p. 385 to Ps 67:2, “possibly 
[a hendiadys]”; p. 411-412  to Job 10:17.  
240 Watson, Poetry, 325. 
241 Idem, 324. The term verbal hendiadys is not used. 
242 Idem, 325. 
243 Idem, 325.  
244 Idem, 321, 326. Capital letters Watson. 
245 Idem, 326. For the same example, see also Watson, Techniques, 383. 
246 Idem, 326. 
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VI. Two words in apposition, which is exemplified by the two asyndetically joined nouns, 

My`ImD;t qyñî;dAx, lit. ‘righteous, blameless/perfect’ (Job 12:4), for which Watson suggests the 

translation “blamelessly just.”248 

VII. Dissimilar nouns of which one is interpreted as an attribute. This latter construction is 

exemplified by a so-called double hendiadys:  

JK`EmSjÅnSa y¶Im b®r™RjAh◊w b¶Do∂rDh◊w rRb¢RÚvAh◊w d¬OÚvAh JK¡Dl d…wânÎy y™Im JKˆy$AtOa√ríOq ‹hÎ…n‹Eh Mˆy§A;tVv 

these two things, they come unto you, who shall mourn you, the 

violence/destruction and the break, and the hunger and the 

sword, who shall comfort you? (Isa 51:19).  

Watson translates the above: “These two disasters have overtaken you – Who can console 

you? Destructive desolation, – stabbing starvation – Who can comfort you?”249 Here Watson 

finds the prophet seemingly speaking about four events, ‘desolation and destruction’ and 

‘famine and the sword,’ but he has, according to Watson, only two in mind. Hence Watson 

interprets one of the two components in each noun combination as an attribute and refers to 

these suggested hendiadyses as “two sets of words in tandem.”250 

 

Furthermore, hendiadys has 7 different functions, according to Watson. Among the 7 

functions attributed to hendiadys Watson renders the main functions for verbs to be ‘to extend 

the existing vocabulary’ when a verb is used as a “surrogate for [an] adverb,” and for verbs as 

well as nouns also hyperbole, but other functions are listed as well. Due to the many 

possibilities described by Watson of what a hendiadys represents and since the actual 

components in each verse are not cited when the functions are exemplified, it is difficult, not 

to say impossible, to always pinpoint the exact combinations that Watson has in mind in the 

references pertaining to functions. The following 7 functions are nevertheless listed by 

Watson: 

1) surrogate for an adverb (verbs), e.g., …wrVmÅ¥yÅw∑ …wâ;sÅn◊yÅw, lit. ‘and they tempted and they rebelled’ (Ps. 

78:56), Watson: “they defiantly tempted.”251 

                                                
247 Idem, 326. 
248 Idem, 327. 
249 Idem, 326.  
250 Idem, 326. 
251 Idem, 328. Additional verses, according to Watson, in which this kind of function is found are: Ps 69:18; Ps 
106:13; Ps 112:9; Ps 129:5. In all of these are found examples of hendiadyses by Dahood, in his commentary on 
the Psalms, and referring to verbs. 
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2) hyperbole (verbs), twáøhD;lA;b_NIm …w;m#AtŒ …wp¶Ds, lit. ‘they were swept away, they were complete/finished’ 

(Ps 73:19), Watson: “utterly swept away.”252  

3) to evoke a word pair, Ps 32:5 (probably verbs); Ps 132:9 (probably nouns).253 

4) for assonance, Isa 29:9 (probably verbs).254  

5) to produce rhyme, Lam 3:56 (nouns or verbs).255  

6) to preserve rhythm, Ps 106:13 (probably verbs).256  

7) for parallelism, Ps 85:9b (probably nouns or phrases).257  

 

Most of the examples in which the components are cited and used by Watson to illustrate 

hendiadys can be found as suggested hendiadyses in Dahood’s Psalm commentaries, whereby 

it would seem that Watson mainly relies on Dahood. However, even though Watson mentions 

Dahood, he refers in his bibliography also to Melamed’s and Avishur’s research on 

hendiadys, and for the definition of hendiadys and additional conclusions on the subject 

Watson refers to Wright who discusses what he sees as hendiadys in Hamlet by 

Shakespeare.258 Several other biblical scholars refer to Watson when applying hendiadys 

features derived from the HB.259 

                                                
252 Idem, 328. Additional verses, according to Watson, in which this kind of function is found are: Ps 71:13; Ps 
83:18; Hab 3:11. All of these examples, except Hab 3:11, are also found as suggested hendiadyses by Dahood 
referring to verbs in his commentary on the Psalms. Hab 3:11 may possibly concern nouns and not verbs. 
253 Watson does not refer to any actual components in several of the text references. However, since the earlier 
exemplifications by Watson consist of Dahood’s suggested examples of hendiadyses, it is probably the nouns in 
Ps 32:5 that Dahood refers to as a suggested hendiadys; y ∞ItaDÚfAj NäOwSo, lit. ‘iniquity of my sin/sin offering.’ The same 
applies to Ps 132:9 in which Dahood refers to ÔKyñ®dyIsSjÅw […] ÔKy¶RnShO;k, lit. ‘your priests […] and your faithful,’ as a 
hendiadys, wherfore these components presumably are what Watson refers to in accordance with the other 
examples. 
254 Idem, 328. In Isa 29:9 it is either one or both of the combinations of in each case two verbs of the following 
…woóOvÎw …wäoVvAoèA;tVvIh …wh$DmVt…w …wâhVmVhAmVtIh, lit. ‘delay/wait and be astounded, be blind and be blind,’ that Watson has in mind since 
he refers to assonance as the function in this suggested hendiadys. Another example of a hendiadys in which 
assonance is at hand is found in Songs 2:3, according to Watson, but the actual components are not specified. 
255 Idem, 328. Watson does not specify the actual components that comprise the suggested hendiadys in question. 
256 Here it is probably the combination of the verbs …wâjVkDv …wrSh`Im, lit. ‘they hastened, they forgot,’ that Watson has in 
mind, due to the fact that most examples of hendiadys by Watson are found among Dahood’s proposed 
hendiadys and this verb combination is suggested as a hendiadys in Ps 106:13 by Dahood, Psalms, vol. III, 70. 
257 Idem, 328. Here it is probably the phrases wyó∂dyIsSj_lRa ◊w wñø;mAo_lRa, lit. ‘to his people and to his faithful/devoted,’ that 
Watson has in mind, due to the fact that Watson commonly cites Dahood’s proposed hendiadyses and this 
combination derived from Ps 85:9b is referred to as a hendiadys by Dahood, Psalms vol. II, 289. 
258 For more on Wright’s opinions on hendiadys, see above 3.8 Hendiadys in Shakespeare’s Hamlet. 
259 See e.g., Althann, “Ellipsis,” 96; Goldingay, Psalms 42-89, 169 n. 24; Moore, Symbol, 97-98 n. 17; Kuntz, 
“Agent,” 118; Jacobsen, Function, 1;  Mascarenhas, Function, 127 n. 30; NET Bible commentary, 789 n. 10; 
Patterson, Nahum, 37; Vickers, Counterfeiting, 526 n. 13; Tsumura, “Grammar,” 487 n. 1; Ryou, Oracles, 191 n. 
60 et al. 
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In many of Watson’s exemplifications one of the nouns or verbs is reinterpreted. However, 

some combinations would seem to represent grammatical and other rhetorical or stylistic 

features, and since Watson’s exemplifications display such a variety of proposed 

constructions and ascribed functions of a so-called hendiadys, it is not possible to ascertain a 

single construction and its function(s) on the basis of his examples.  

The reason for the diversity could be (a) that Watson incorporates notions on and examples 

of hendiadyses in the HB derived from both Melamed, Avishur and Brongers who disagree in 

some cases, (b) that most of Watson’s examples are identical to the ones put forth by Dahood 

which consist of various constructions, but also (c) that Watson for conclusions on hendiadys 

in biblical Hebrew refers to Wright’s research on proposed hendiadyses in Shakespeare’s 

works. Nonetheless, this amount of phenomena with various ascribed functions credited to 

hendiadys shows that we seem to need demarcations of different phenomena with their 

possible respective functions. 

 

C. Seow (1987) 

Seow utilizes the term hendiadys in his grammar from 1987, but only for nouns, and defines it 

thus: “two separate nouns linked by w may be used to express a complex idea that would 

normally require just one noun with a modifier.”260 He gives three examples that all consist of 

two dissimilar nouns, in which the first or the second is reinterpreted.261 In the revised edition 

of Seow’s grammar from 1995, the term hendiadys does not occur and no examples of 

hendiadyses are given. 

 

L. Alonso Schökel (1988) 

Alonso Schökel gives one example of a hendiadys in his Manual of Hebrew Poetics from 

1988. The proposed hendiadys does not consist of dissimilar nouns, as in several other 

                                                
260 Seow, Grammar, 258 (ed. from 1987). 
261 Two of the examples are suggested by previous scholars are JKY´nOr`Eh ◊w JK ∞EnwøbV…xIo, lit. ‘your pain and your pregnancy’ 
(Gen 3:16) “your labour pain” (italics Seow); h™DmDm √;d lwêøqÎw, lit. ‘silence and a voice’ (Job 4:16), “a whispering 
voice” (italics Seow). Both are already suggested by Glassius and Gesenius. The novel example put forth by 
Seow is ‹ l ∂;d ◊gIm…w ry#Io, lit. ‘a city and a tower’ (Gen 11:4), which is interpreted “a towering city” by Seow (italics 
Seow).  
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examples by the scholars mentioned above, but synonym-like nouns, viz., tˆy™AvÎw ry¶ImDv, lit. 

‘thorn/thorny bush and thistle/thorny bush’ (Isa 9:17).262  

However, in an article from 1959 he uses the term for two nouns from the same stem and of 

the same gender, but different forms, viz, hYÎ¥yˆnSa`Aw ‹hÎ¥yˆnSa`At, lit. ‘mourning and mourning’ (Isa 29:2), 

which are also labelled hendiadys.263 Neither of the two nouns is interpreted as a modifier, and 

no remark is given by Alonso Schökel, which indicates that one of the nouns in a hendiadys 

may ever function as a modifier or that a so-called hendiadys has e.g., emphatic function.264 

 

B. P. Kittel/V. Hoffer/R. A. Wright (1989) 

The expositions of hendiadys can, especially together with illustrations of the same, be 

contradictory and/or somewhat confusing like e.g., Kittel/Hoffer/Wright’s depiction of the 

matter in their Biblical Hebrew: A Text and Workbook. They exemplify what they apprehend 

as hendiadys by a construct relation, wáøv√d∂q MwõøqVmI;b, lit. ‘in the place of his holiness’ (Ps 24:3).265 

The same concept is further exemplified by Kittel/Hoffer/Wright by another construct relation 

v®dëOq_tAm√dAa, lit. ‘ground of holiness’ (Ex 3:5), with the comment “This is an example of 

hendiadys: two nouns used in apposition.”266 Here the term hendiadys is employed, but 

contrary to most other scholars, on nouns in a construct relation, but simultaneously referred 

to as both apposition and hendiadys. 

 

B. K. Waltke/M. O’Connor (1990) 

In their Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, Waltke and O’Connor give not one, but 8 

different definitions cum explanations of hendiadys and a substantial amount of 

exemplifications, of which only a few are suggested by earlier scholars.  

The different constructions labelled hendiadys by Waltke/O’Connor together with the 

accompanying, but diverse explanations/definitions of what hendiadys represents, are the 

following; 

                                                
262 Alonso Schökel, Manual, 75. 
263 Alonso Schökel, Analyse, 156.  
264 He comments, however, on the fact that he considers alliteration to be present in the example consisting of 
two nouns from the same stem and derived from Isa 29:2. 
265 Kittel/Hoffer/Wright, Hebrew, 225. 
266 Idem, 335. 
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I. Closely related nouns. In the glossary in Waltke/O’Connor’s monograph on biblical 

Hebrew syntax, hendiadys is defined as “a single expression of two apparently separate parts, 

e.g., ‘kith and kin,’” but no example from biblical Hebrew is given.267 Neither of the two 

nouns in this example, according to the translation given, is seen to function as a modifier, 

which on the other hand is by Waltke/O’Connor assigned one of the components in a 

hendiadys in the section dealing with adjectival modifiers, see II below. 

II. Attributive construction. Adjectival modifiers are exemplified by inter alia the proposed 

hendiadys “gods and foreigners” (italics Waltke/O'Connor), a hypothetical example and 

unfortunately no suggested interpretation is given.268 However, one example to illustrate this 

kind of a hendiadys is derived from the HB, viz., N`D;kVvImVb…w lRhäOaV;b, lit. ‘in a tent and in a 

dwelling[tent]’ (2 Sam 7:6), which Waltke/O’Connor interpret, “with a tent as my dwelling 

(lit., a tent and dwelling).”269 However, on p. 70 the term hendiadys is used for yet another 

kind of combined components and accompanied by a different explanation, see III below. 

III. Two nouns with one referent. Before the section on adjectival modifiers, 

Waltke/O’Connors state that hendiadys is “the juxtaposition of two nouns with a single 

referent, with or without the conjunction.”270 This is illustrated by the English expression 

‘assault and battery’ and exemplified by an example from the HB, viz., dOvÎw s∞DmDj, lit. ‘violence 

and violence/destruction’ (Jer 6:7), with a subsequent verb in singular. None of the 

components are interpreted as a modifier, contrary to the information on hendiadys consisting 

of nouns, given earlier, see II above. The suggested translation given for this proposed kind of 

hendiadys is simply, “Violence and destruction resound in her.”271 However, apart from using 

the term hendiadys on combinations of nouns Waltke/O’Connor also employ the term on 

combinations of verbs, see IV, V and VI below. 

IV. Qatal + weqatal. The fourth proposed explanation of hendiadys denotes something 

altogether different from the earlier exemplifications. When commenting on copulative wāw, 

Waltke/O’Connors explain, “The copulative construction sometimes serves in a hendiadys, to 

                                                
267 Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, 691. 
268 Idem, §4.6.1, pp. 73-74, 
269 Idem, §4.6.1 example 7, p. 74. Due to the translation of the other example, N`D;kVvImVb…w lRhäOaV;b (the Hebrew text does 
actually not say ‘my dwelling’) one wonders if one of the components in this example is seen to function as a 
modifier similar to what one of the nouns in the hypothetical example “gods and foreigners” presumably was 
meant to convey.  
270 Idem, §4.4.1, b (b), p. 70. 
271 Idem, 70. 
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represent two aspects of a complex situation.”272 The five examples used to illustrate this 

notion presumably constitute hendiadyses, according to Waltke/O’Connor, but are not 

analogous to the other examples of so-called hendiadyses given earlier in this monograph and 

cited above. These examples here involve instead two more or less closely related verbs, with 

or without intervening components, in which the second verb consists of a weqatal. This 

fourth kind of hendiadys is exemplified by the following kind of combinations: 

a) A combination of two closely related finite verbs yI;tVb$AcÎw yI;t◊nâåqÎz ‹yˆnSaÅw, lit. ‘and I, I was old and I 

was grey-haired’ (1 Sam 12:2), interpreted “I am old and grey.”273 None of the verbs are 

interpreted as an adverbial modifier. 

b) Two closely related verbs, interspersed by several intervening components, e.g., …‹rAmDa a…wôhAh 

r™R;bîd◊w, lit. ‘Did he say … and he spoke’ (Num 23:19), which is interpreted “Does he speak…? 

Does he promise?” by Waltke/O’Connors.274 

c) Two dissimilar verbs, viz., the last two in the following example: […] M$D;bIl_lRa ‹…wby‹IvEh◊w        

…wân◊…nAjVt`Ih◊w —…wb∞Dv◊w, lit. ‘and if they change their heart … and they shall turn and they shall supplicate’ 

(1 Kgs 8:47), interpreted “And if they have a change of heart … and repent and plead.”275 

None of the verbs are interpreted as an adverbial modifier.276 However, hendiadys is applied 

by Waltke/O’Connors to yet other kinds of combinations with other functions, see V and VI 

and VII below. 

V. Adverbial modifier. The term hendiadys actually appears once more in the same section, as 

the example in IV above, but is this time used to exemplify another notion. In this case the 

term is applied to two dissimilar verbs of which one is interpreted as an adverbial modifier by 

Waltke/O’Connor, which is not the case in the other examples related above. They remark: 

“The copulative may simply serve in coordination to link two points in the discourse” (italics 

Waltke/O’Connor), which is illustrated inter alia by the two verbs löO;kIm yI;tVp$Aswøh◊w yI;tVlâådÎg◊w, lit. ‘and I 

became great and I added more than…’ (Eccl 2:9), with the added comment by 

                                                
272 Idem, §32.3, a, p. 540. A reference is given to Revell, but he not use the term hendiadys on this kind of 
constructions. See Revell, “Stress.” 
273 Idem, §32.3, b, p. 540. Italics Waltke/O’Connor. 
274 Idem, §32.3, b, p. 540. Italics Waltke/O’Connor. 
275 Idem, §32.3, b, p. 540. Italics Waltke/O’Connor.  
276 Italics Waltke/O’Connor. The other examples of this kind of a hendiadys are y™I;t √rU;kVcAm_tRa P¶IlTjRh ◊w y$I;b lRt ∞Eh ‹NRkyIbSaÅw, lit. 
‘your father deceived me and he changed my wages’ (Gen 31:7), which is translated “He has cheated me by 
changing my wages,” and the last example w$øbDbVl_tRa ‹XE;mIa ◊w w#øj…wr_tRa ÔKy%RhølTa h ∏Îwh ◊y ·hDvVqIh_y`I;k, lit. ‘because YHWH your God 
hardened his spirit and hardened/made obstinate his heart’ (Deut 2:30), which is interpreted “YHWH … made his 
spirit stubborn and his heart obstinate” (italics Waltke/O’Connor). 
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Waltke/O’Connor, “note the hendiadys.”277 Their translation of this kind of a hendiadys is 

“And I became greater by far than …,” which means that the term hendiadys would seem to 

signify the reinterpretation of a verb, and/or possibly comparison.278  

VI. Distributive function of a doublet. The term hendiadys is used furthermore by 

Waltke/O’Connor to denote what they refer to as the function of a so-called doublet 

consisting of two nouns from the same stem. The two nouns h¡DnEoVvAm…w N™EoVvAm, lit. ‘support and 

support’ (Isa 3:1), are “used as a hendiadys,” according to Waltke/O’Connor, and translated 

“every kind of support.” 279 Here the term hendiadys is applied to two combined nouns 

derived from the same root, but of different gender, and with an additional suggested function 

apart from the ones already given. The suggested function is not mentioned, but would 

according to the translation given seem to represent distributive function; ‘every kind kind 

of,’ or perhaps reinforcement. However, an additional application of hendiadys refers to 

clauses, see VII below. 

VII. Combinations of clauses. Apart from the earlier explanations and exemplifications of 

hendiadys already mentioned, Waltke/O’Connor give an additional explanation of hendiadys, 

but this time the term refers to combinations of clauses: “Conjunctive waw serves to join two 

clauses which describe interrelated or overlapping situations not otherwise logically related. 

Pairs of such clauses may form a hendiadys.”280 The nine examples given by 

Waltke/O’Connor presumably exemplify this kind of hendiadys, but this time the proposed 

hendiadyses consist of a variety of combinations of clauses or verbs that presumably are seen 

as clause elements.281 

                                                
277 Idem, §32.3, c, p. 541. 
278 Idem, §32.3, c, p. 541. 
279 Idem, §6.4.3, a, p. 106. 
280 Idem, §39.2.5, a, p. 653. 
281 This is represented by; (1) two imperatives/clauses, 1 Kgs 18:41, h¡EtVv…w lâOkTa h™ElSo, lit. ‘Go up, eat and drink,’ “Go, 
eat and drink” (italics Waltke/O’Connor); (2) two imperatives/clauses with an additional clause following the 
second imperative; Jer 2:19 r$DmÎw oâår_yI;k ‹yIa √r…w y§Io √d…w, lit. ‘and know and see [that it is] evil and bitter,’ “know and see 
that it is evil and bitter; Isa 2:3, Micah 4:2 hGÎwh ◊y_rAh_lRa h ∞RlSoÅn ◊w —…wâkVl, lit. ‘Go and let us go up to the mountain of 
YHWH,’ “Go and let us ascend YHWH’s mountain” (italics Waltke/O’Connor); (3) two clauses consisting of, or 
combinations that include, imperatives, imperfect indicatives, jussive and/or yiqtol + weyiqtol forms: Gen 9:27, 
wøm`Dl dRb¶Ro NAo™AnVk y¶Ihyˆw M¡Ev_yElFh`DaV;b NäO;kVvˆy ◊w, lit. ‘and may/let him live in the tents of Shem and may Canaan be his slave,’ “may 
Japheth live in the tents of Shem; and may Canaan be his slave” (Italics Waltke/O’Connor); in Gen 17:2 , h¶DnV;tRa ◊w 

dáOaVm dñOaVmI;b äÔKVtwøa h¶R;b √rAa ◊w ÔK¡RnyEb…w y ∞InyE;b y™ItyîrVb, lit. ‘and I will set my covenant between me and between you and I will 
increase you very much,’ “I will make my covenant between me and you and will greatly increase you” (italics 
Waltke/O’Connor); Gen 1:26 … ·…w;d √rˆy ◊w …wn¡Et…wm √dI;k wn™EmVlAxV;b Mö∂dDa h¶RcSo`An, lit. ‘let us make man in our image, in our likeness and 
let them/they will rule,’ “Let us make humans in our image … and let them rule” (italics Waltke/O’Connor); 
Num 14:12 …w…n¡Rvîrwøa ◊w rRbä®;dAb …w…n¶R;kAa, lit. ‘I will smite him with pestilence and I will destroy him,’ “I will strike them down 
with the plague and destroy them” (Italics Waltke/O’Connor); Deut 17:13 …waó∂rˆy ◊w …wâoVmVvˆy M™DoDh_lDk ◊w, lit. ‘and the whole 
people will hear and they will be afraid,’ “All the people will hear and be afraid” (Italics Waltke/O’Connor); 
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A single verb in Hebrew may be analyzed as a part of speech and/or as a clause element, 

and in this case the components that constitute the proposed hendiadyses by 

Waltke/O’Connor, and referred to as ‘clauses,’ consist of either (a) combinations of verbs that 

are primarily imperatives, jussive and yiqtol + weyiqtol forms, (b) clauses consisting of 

several components, of which one is a verb, and/or (c) verbs with or without object suffixes 

presumably taken as clause elements. None of the verbs involved in any of these 9 examples 

that are used by Waltke/O’Connor to illustrate this final kind of a hendiadys, are interpreted 

as an adverbial modifier, which on the other hand is the case in one example in their 

monograph, see V above.282 

Several scholars refer to Waltke/O’Connor when using the term hendiadys, but apply the 

term on various combinations, which presumably depends, since the use of the term in this 

reference work is exceptionally diverse, on which kind of constructions and examples derived 

from this monograph that they base they applications on.283  

One may question Waltke’s/O’Connor’s opinion that e.g., the combined verbs in V above 

indeed represent complex situations or that the verbs/clauses in VI are not logically related, 

but it seems above all essential to call into question the appropriateness of choosing the term 

hendiadys to serve as a designation for at least 8 different constructions with various 

appurtenant suggested functions. 

 

H. B. Brichto (1992) 

Brichto defines the term in his Towards a Grammar of Biblical Poetics from 1992 thus: “This 

figure is the expression of a single idea, concept, or meaning by the use of two separate terms 

joined by a conjunction,” which of course can relate to a large amount of constructions in the 

HB.284 The order of the constituents in a hendiadys is of no significance, according to Brichto. 

He is also of the opinion that the nouns or verbs in a hendiadys might be split up and 

                                                
Deut 19:20 …wa ∂rˆy ◊w …woVmVvˆy MyîrDaVvˆ…nAh ◊w, lit. ‘and the men will hear and they will be afraid,’ “All the people will hear and 
be afraid”; Deut 21:21 ……waá∂rˆy ◊w …wñoVmVvˆy l™Ea ∂rVcˆy_lDk ◊w, lit. ‘and all Israel will hear and they will be afraid,’ “All the people 
will hear and be afraid” (Italics Waltke/O’Connor); Isa 41:11a JK¡D;b MyâîrTj‰…nAh läO;k …w$mVl ∞D;kˆy ◊w ‹…wv‚Ob´y N§Eh, lit. ‘indeed, they will be 
ashamed and they will be humiliated, all who rage at you,’ “All who rage against you will be ashamed and 
disgraced,” (italics Waltke/O’Connor). 
282 See category V above. 
283 For references to Waltke/O’Connor by scholars who use the term hendiadys, see e.g., Goldingay/Payne, 
Isaiah 40-55, vol. I, 165; Hill, Malachi, 229, 243, 270, 300, 339, 341, 347; Korpel/de Moor, Structure, 123 n. 17, 
124; Kuntz, “Agent,” 121; Leclerc, Yahweh, 11; Longman, Ecclesiastes, 101 n. 65; Murray, Prerogative, 68; 
Strawn, “Victorious,” 788 n. 19, et al. 
284 Brichto, Grammar, 40. 
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distributed in different cola or hemistichs without loosing “the sense of the hendiadys.”285 One 

of the components, a noun or a verb, in a hendiadys can serve as a modifier, even one of two 

synonym-like components, and the conjunction is seen as a “multivalent copula,” by Brichto, 

rather than having the meaning ‘and.’286 He considers hendiadys common in biblical Hebrew, 

but is concerned that the components in a hendiadys are not always translated in an accurate 

way. 

The meaning of the two components in a hendiadys is moreover seen by Brichto to 

sometimes go beyond a mere translation of the elements as such, which instead form a new 

concept. This is exemplified by the noun combination h∂q∂dVx…w fDÚpVvIm, lit. ‘judgment/justice and 

righteousness,’ which refers to ‘justice,’ according to Brichto. Hendiadys is also illustrated 

inter alia by the passage below: 

:;h`D;b D;tVb¶AvÎy◊w ;h™D;tVvîry`Iw h¡DlSjÅn äÔKVl N¶EtOn ÔKy$RhølTa h∞Dwh◊y ‹rRvSa X®r$DaDh_lRa awâøbDt_y`I;k ‹hÎyDh◊w 

and it shall be that when you come to the country that YHWH 

your God gives to you [as] possession and you will inherit it 

and you will settle in it. (Deut 26:1).  

 

This is, according to Brichto, a verbal hendiadys, which ought to be translated, “When you 

succeed in wresting possession of and populating the land that YHWH God is granting you.”287  

Brichto has, like many others, managed to present a wide range of interpretations of what 

the term hendiadys denotes and includes. 

 

E. Ben Zvi/M. Hancock/R. Beinert (1993) 

Ben Zvi/Hancock/Beinert use the term hendiadys for various constructions and combinations 

of components in their Readings in Biblical Hebrew, An Intermediate Textbook. They point 

out that a hendiadys is at hand when we have “two referents,” the components can occur in 

reverse position, that an intervening conjunction can be omitted, and that the components in a 

hendiadys do not necessarily stand next to each other. Hendiadys is illustrated by the 

following examples:  

                                                
285 Idem, 41-42. 
286 Idem, 40. 
287 Idem, 41. 
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I. Combinations of dissimilar nouns, e.g., t™RmTa‰w MwñølDv, lit. ‘peace and truth’ (2 Kgs 20:19). No 

other translation than a literal rendering is suggested.288 

II. Theme-related dissimilar nouns in parallelism,, e.g. wáø;mIa [...] b¡Da, lit. ‘father [...] his mother’ 

(Prov. 10:1). The two selected components are said to form “a hendyadic pair.”289 

III. Nouns in a construct relation ‹tRmTa MwôølVv, lit. ‘peace-truth’ (Jer 14:13). Ben 

Zvi/Hancock/Beinert use this example to show that the components in a so-called hendiadys 

may occur without a conjunction. It is obvious that the two components stand in a construct 

relation.290 

IV. Dissimilar nouns in parallelism, hó∂q ∂dVx …wâcSoÅw f™DÚpVvIm …wõrVmIv, lit. ‘keep judgment/justice and do 

righteousness’ (Isa 56:1). This example is chosen by Zvi/Hancock/Beinert to show that “the 

two nouns [in a hendiadys] do not necessarily stand next to one another in a sentence.”291  

Just as in several other works cited above, there are a number of suggestions put forth in 

this textbook of what the term hendiadys signifies. 

 

F. Putnam  (1997, 2010) 

In 1997 Putnam published a booklet on biblical Hebrew that found its way into the Bible 

study computer programme Libronix Digital System, the mateiral for a grammar of biblical 

Hebrew was made available with the title Toward Reading & Understanding Biblical Hebrew 

on the Internet. In his works the term hendiadys is used and applied to nouns and verbs 

referred to as nominal, parallel or adverbial hendiadys respectively.292 The term is applied to 

or equalled with the following kinds of combinations: 

I. Nouns in a construct relation, “a form of hendiadys,” e.g., y`Iv√d∂q_rAh, lit. ‘mountain of my 

holiness’ (Ps 2:6), “my holy hill.”293 

II. Nouns in apposition, e.g., hDl…wtVb [h∂rSoÅn] rAoÅn, lit. ‘young man’ but presumably, as Putnam also 

understands the two nouns, ‘young woman, virgin’ (Deut 22:23).294 

                                                
288 Ben Zvi/Hancock/Beinert, Readings, 104. 
289 Idem, 181. 
290 Idem, 104. 
291 Idem, 104. 
292 See Putnam, Insert, §1.8.3, and §2.3.1, pp. 19, 22, 37-39; Reading, §4.11, pp. 40-41. 
293 Putnam, Insert, §1.8.3, p. 22: “Two member [adjectival] construct chains may also be considered a form of 
hendiadys,” with reference to §1.8.1c (2). However, what Putnam calls adjectival construct chains occur in 
§1.8.1c. 
294 Putnam, Insert, §1.8.2, p. 21, “this example is best translated as a nominal hendiadys.” 
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III. Theme-related dissimilar nouns, e.g., wúørDcV;b_lRa◊w wäømVxAo_lRa, lit. ‘to his bone and to his flesh,’ 

(Job 2:5).295   

IV. Dissimilar nouns that according to Putnam denotes a totality, e.g., X®r`DaDh t¶Ea◊w Mˆy™AmDÚvAh t¶Ea, lit. 

‘the heavens and the earth’ (Gen 1:1).296  

V. Dissimilar nouns of which one is reinterpreted as an attribute, lwêøqÎw h™DmDm√;d, lit. ‘silence and 

voice’ (Job 4:16), “a wispering voice.”297 

VI. Closely related verb with intervening components, e.g., r¡Amaø¥yÅw h™Dwh◊y_lRa añ∂rVqˆ¥yÅw, lit. ‘and he 

called to YHWH and he said (1 Kgs 17.20).298 

VII. Combinations of a qatal + weqatal with or without intervening components, and the 

verbs are closely semantically related, which Putnam calls ‘parallel hendiadys,’ e.g., yI;tVb$AcÎw 

yI;t◊nâåqÎz, lit. ‘I am old and I am grey’ (1 Sam 12:2).299  

VIII. Two dissimilar verbs and one of them is interpreted as an adverbial modifier, which 

Putnam calls adverbial hendiadys e.g., r`EoOs◊w JK¶Elwøh M™D¥yAh, lit. ‘the sea was going and storming’ 

(Jonah 1:11), “the sea continued to storm.”300 

IX. Three verbs, e.g., M#RhDl rRmaâø¥yÅw aó∂rVqˆ¥yÅw wäølwøq a¶DÚcˆ¥yÅw, lit. ‘and he lifted his voice and he called and he 

said to them’ (Judg 9:7)301 

 

The verbs listed by Putnam are the ones that are commonly referred to by other scholars to 

serve as adverbial modifiers, viz., Psy, rhm, hbr, bwC, MkC, he also includes Klh. However, he 

adds that other verbs than the ones listed also occur in what he calls verbal 

hendiadys/adverbial hendiadys. This is exemplified by the following citations in which the 

verbs involved occur with several intervening components, …wá;kVbˆ¥yÅw M™Dlwøq_tRa M¢DoDh …wñaVcˆ¥yÅw, lit. ‘and the 

people lifted their voice and they cried’ (Judg 2:4), interpreted as “wept aloud,” by Putnam, 

and also jäårVbˆ¥yÅw a$∂rˆ¥yÅw, lit. ‘and he feared and he fled’ (Jer 26:21), interpreted as “fled in fear” by 

                                                
295 Putnam, Reading, §4.11, p. 40, “his bone and his flesh” (italics Putnam). 
296 Putnam, Reading, §4.11, p. 40, “refers to the entire created order.” 
297 Putnam, Insert, §1.8.3, p. 22 (italics Putnam). 
298 Putnam, Reading, §4.11, p. 41. 
299 Putnam, Insert, §2.3.1, p. 38. 
300 Putnam, Insert, §2.3.2, p. 38. 
301 Putnam, Reading, §4.11, p. 41 (italics Putnam). 
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Putnam.302 Putnam does differentiate between what he calls nominal, parallel and adverbial or 

verbal hendiadys, but includes, like many others, a large variety of different constructions.  

 

C. van der Merwe/J. A. Naudé/J. H. Kroeze (1999)  

The term hendiadys is relevant to designate combinations of nouns and adjectives as well as 

verbs, according to the definition by van der Merwe/Naudé/Kroeze in their grammar from 

1999, but contrary to the opinion of several other scholars, hendiadys is rare in the HB, 

according to van der Merwe/Naudé/Kroeze. Their definition reads: “Hendiadys refers to the 

presentation of a single idea by a co-ordinate combination of words, inter alia two NOUNS, 

two VERBS or two adjectives, for example, nice and warm for nicely warm.”303  

The example put forth consists of two dissimilar nouns: dRs#RjAh◊w tyâîrV;bAh, lit. ‘the covenant and 

the livingkindness’ (Deut 7:9), interpreted as “the covenant of grace,” in which the two nouns 

are reinterpreted as a construct relation.304 No examples consisting of combinations of 

adjectives or verbs are given, nor are any other functions mentioned and ascribed to a 

hendiadys in the HB. 

 

A. H. Bartelt (2000) 

Bartelt uses the term hendiadys only for verbs in his Hebrew grammar published in 2000. The 

term is used more specifically for certain verbs functioning as “auxiliary verbs and are best 

translated as adverbs.”305 No examples from the HB are given, but some hypothetical 

combinations are presented in which one verb of two is interpreted as an adverbial modifier, 

which is a function commonly suggested to the same verbs by other scholars.306  

The following verbs, according to Bartelt, often occur as ‘auxiliary verbs’ in a so-called 

verbal hendiadys, with the x below standing for a non specified verb; Psy, “do x 

again/continue x-ing;  Klh, “keep on x-ing”; hbr, “do x greatly”; bwC, “do x again.” Bartelt 

renderings are of course to serve only as help when translating the verbs. 

                                                
302 Putnam, Insert, §2.3.4, p. 39 (italics Putnam). 
303 Merwe van der/Naudé/Kroeze, Grammar, §40.8, 1c (v), p. 299 and p. 359. Capital letters van der 
Merwe/Naudé/ Kroeze. 
304 Idem, 299. 
305 Bartelt, Biblical Hebrew, §3, p. 215. 
306 See e.g., Hostetter, Hebrew, §20.4, pp. 86-87. Lambdin, Introduction, §173, p. 238; Pratico/Van Pelt, 
Grammar, §37.12, p. 374. For a short list of verbs commonly suggested by scholars to serve as adverbial 
modifiers, see Lillas-Schuil, “Survey,” 89, and for a longer list below 7.8.1.3 List of verbs.  
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Bartelt incorporates no combinations of closely related verbs in the designation and he does 

not refer to the suggested hendiadyses as rhetorical or stylistic constructions.  

 

C. E. Hostetter (2000) 

Hostetter uses the term verbal hendiadys in his grammar from 2000 for combinations of 

verbs, asyndetically or syndetically joined, and in which he finds that the first verb modifies 

the second. The following verbs, which are already suggested by other scholars to serve in a 

similar way, are seen by Hostetter to be the ones most commonly used in these constructions 

in the HB; Klh (in Qal); lay (in Hiphil); Psy (in Hiphil), rhm (in Piel); Mwq (in Qal); hbr (in Qal); 

bwC (in Qal); MkC (in Hiphil).307  

The combined verbs in a hendiadys can occur with or without a conjoining wāw, according 

to Hostetter, and it is the first verb and not the second that ought to be seen as acting as an 

adverbial modifier. However, one of the examples, which Hostetter uses to illustrate verbal 

hendiadys, viz., …wâaVx´¥yÅw …wmy&I;kVvÅ¥yÅw …w&rShAm◊y`Aw, lit. ‘and they made haste and they got up early and they 

went out’ (Josh 8:14), consist of not two but three verbs, of which two belong to the above 

listed. These three verbs are interpreted by Hostetter “And they went forth quickly early in the 

morning.”308 However, if interpreted in accordance with Hostetter’s own statement that “the 

first verb qualifies the second,” the sequence of verbs could of course also be rendered ‘and 

they quickly got up early in the morning and went out.’ 

 

A. P. Ross (2001) 

Ross distinguishes between nominal hendiadys and verbal hendiadys in his introduction to 

biblical Hebrew from 2001.309 Either one of two nouns is reinterpreted as an attribute, two 

nouns together as a construct relation, or a verb as a modifier.  

Ross explicates verbal hendiadys as two verbs in simple co-ordination or sequence, in 

which the second verb often consists of a infinitive construct and “one (usually the first) 

qualifies the other adverbially.” He lists the following verbs that he considers to commonly 

function as adverbial modifiers in a so-called verbal hendiadys; lay (Hiphil); Psy (Hiphil), rhm 
                                                
307 Hostetter, Hebrew, §20.4, pp. 86-87. See also the suggestions by Bartelt, Hebrew, §3, pp. 215-217. Lambdin, 
Introduction, §173, p. 238; Pratico/Van Pelt, Grammar, §37.12, p. 374. For a list of the verbs commonly 
suggested by scholars as adverbial modifiers, see Lillas-Schuil, “Survey,” 89, and below 7.8.1.3 List of verbs. 
308 Hostetter, Hebrew, §20.4, pp. 86-87. 
309 Ross, Hebrew, §44.2, p. 343, and in §53.1, p. 409. 
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(Piel); hbr (Hiphil); bwC (Qal); MkC (Hiphil). The verbs suggested by Ross are identical to the 

ones suggested by other grammarians cited above, but other scholars suggest even more 

verbs.310 

Nominal hendiadys represents, according to Ross, a combination of two nouns joined with 

the conjunction wāw, which may “express a single idea, with one of the two words modifying 

or qualifying the other in some way.” In two of his examples the nouns belong to the same 

semantic field and in the third example of his, the nouns are dissimilar.311 No remark is given 

by Ross that indicates if any or all of the constructions are seen as either rhetorical, stylistic, 

or grammatical. 

 

G. D. Pratico/M. V. van Pelt (2001) 

In the Hebrew grammar by Pratico/Van Pelt from 2001 hendiadys is explained thus, “Hebrew 

can express a single concept or idea by using two independent words that are connected by 

the conjunction (and).” 312 This opens of course for quite a lot of combinations in the HB.  

Hendiadys is exemplified by nouns, ‘kith and kin,’ but the examples in Hebrew given by 

Pratico/Van Pelt, consist of verbs. The verbs considered by Pratico/Van Pelt to occur in a so-

called verbal hendiadys are the following; Psy (Hiphil); rhm (Piel); hbr (Hiphil); bwC (Qal), MkC 

(Hiphil).313 The exemplifications used by Pratico/Van Pelt consisting of verbs are similar 

albeit not identical to the examples presented by earlier scholars.314  

 

 

 
                                                
310 Idem, §53.1, p. 409. Exemplified by e.g., t®d$RlDl PRsâO;tÅw, lit. ‘and she added to give birth’ (Gen 4:2), Ross: “(And) 
she gave birth again”; …wa%øbÎ¥yÅw …wbUvÎ¥yÅw, lit. ‘and they returned and they came’ (Gen 14:7), Ross “(And) they came 
again.” 
311 The two examples given by Ross that consist of two nouns from the same semantic field are suggested by 
earlier grammarians as hendiadyses; My¡IaDÚfAj ◊w My™Io ∂r M$OdVs y ∞Ev ◊nAa ◊w, lit. ‘and the men of Sodom were wicked and sinners’ 
(Gen 13:13), in which the two nouns are interpreted by Ross as ‘wicked sinners.’ Here the first item is 
interpreted as an adjective attribute, which is also the case in the second example: d™DnÎw o¶Dn, lit. ‘an 
unsteady/someone moving back and fro, and a wanderer’ (Gen 4:12), which Ross translates ‘a ceaseless 
wanderer.’ The third example, JKY´nOr`Eh ◊w JK ∞EnwøbV…xIo, lit. ‘your pain and your pregnancy’ (Gen 3:16), which consists of 
dissimilar nouns, is referred to as a hendiadys by several other scholars and is interpreted ‘your pain in 
conception’ by Ross. 
312 Pratico/Van Pelt, Basics, §32.12, pp. 374-375. 
313 Idem, §32.12, p. 375. For a compilation of the verbs in HB that are suggested by scholars as adverbial 
modifier, see below 7.8.1 Dissimilar verbs. 
314 The examples are derived from Gen 37:5, 45:13; Josh 8:14; 1 Kgs 19:6. For a list of the verbs commonly 
suggested by scholars as adverbial modifiers, see below 7.8.1 Dissimilar verbs.  
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B. T. Arnold/J. C. Choi (2004) 

In Arnold/Choi’s monograph on Hebrew syntax the term hendiadys is used for two or more 

nouns (nominal hendiadys) or two or more verbs (verbal hendiadys) and hendiadys is seen to 

refer to a single idea or point to a single referent and one of the items is apprehended as acting 

as a modifier.315  

In total Arnold/Choi give nine examples of hendiadyses: three consisting of nouns and six 

consisting of verbs.316 In one example the two nouns are reinterpreted as a genitive 

construction and in the other two examples one of the nouns is reinterpreted as an adjectival 

modifier by Arnold/Choi. All three examples are put forth earlier by Williams and one of 

them by van der Merwe/Naudé/Kroeze.317 

Verbal hendiadys, according to Arnold/Choi, refers to two finite verbs of which one serves 

as a modifier, but also to what they call “a nuance of the verbal complement function of the 

infinite construct.”318 In four of their six examples of so-called verbal hendiadyses the 

combinations consist of two finite verbs combined; ;hö∂;dA;k d®r¬O;tÅw r#EhAmV;tÅw, lit. ‘and she hastened and 

she lowered her jar’ (Gen 24:18), “she quickly lowered her jar”; d®r™E;tÅw r›EhAmV;tÅw, lit. ‘and she 

hastened and she descended (1 Sam 25:23), “she quickly dismounted,” and “[they] wept 

again”; …w#;kVbˆ¥yÅw …wb∞UvÎ¥yÅw, lit. ‘and they returned and they cried’ (Num 11:4), “[the people of Israel] 

wept again.”319 In the remaining two examples by Arnold/Choi the verb Psy in Hiphil is 

interpreted as denoting ‘again’ and is followed by an infinitive construct as a verbal 

complement.320  

 

K. Kuntz (2004) 

Kuntz devotes an article from 2004 to research on hendiadys. He explains that it is important 

and of great exegetical value to understand hendyadic constructions in the HB in order “to 

                                                
315 Arnold/Choi, Guide, §4.3.3 (g), pp. 148-149. 
316 Ibid. References are made to Kautzsch (1910, p. 386), presumably GKC, and the grammar by 
Joüon/Muraoka, ed. from 1993, p. 650.  
317 The examples are; t¡RmTa‰w dRs ∞Rj, lit. ‘loving-kindness and truth’ (2 Sam 2:6), which Arnold/Choi translates, “true 
faithfulness,” whereas Williams translates them “true loyalty”; dRs#RjAh ◊w tyâîrV;bAh, lit. ‘the covenant and the loving-
kindness (Deut 7:9), Arnold/Choi: “covenant loyalty,” whereas Williams translates them “the loyal covenant,” 
and van der Merwe /Naudé/Kroeze “the covenant of grace”; …wh$ObÎw ‹…wh‚Ot, lit. ‘an emptiness/formless and a void’ (Gen 
1:2), Arnold/Choi; “formless void,” as does Williams, “a formless void.” See Williams, Syntax, 16; Van der 
Merwe/Naudé/Kroeze, Grammar, §40.8, 1c (v), p. 299. 
318 Idem, 148. This refers to when the infinitive construct “take on adverbial force when following a finite verb 
(often a Hiphil or Piel denominative),” see Arnold/Choi, Guide, §3.4.1 (a), p. 68.  
319 Italics Arnold/Choi. 
320 Idem, 149. References are given to 2 Kgs 24:7; Judg 10:13. 
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fathom the diverse shades of meaning in the play of the text itself.”321 He expresses his belief 

that through, what he calls hendyadic transformations, “colorless adjectival phrases are 

elevated into striking coordinate phrases that induce listeners and readers to take notice.”322  

Kuntz sketches the historical background of the term and presents several examples of 

proposed hendiadyses in Indo-European languages, in English poetry and examples derived 

from the HB. He does not mention the previous studies by Schorr, Melamed or van der 

Westhuizen, but incorporates examples of suggested hendiadyses presented by Avishur, 

Brongers, Lambdin, Williams, Speiser, Waltke/O’Connor, Watson, Andersen/Freedman, et al. 

However, he also bases his opinion on hendiadys on definitions and/or exemplifications in 

Latin and Greek and the studies by Wright on presumed hendiadyses in Shakespeare’s 

Hamlet.  

A hendiadys is explained by Kuntz as a construction with emphatic function and in some 

cases Kuntz interprets a noun as an adjectival modifier, two nouns to represent a construct 

relation or a verb as an adverbial modifier but then, not in all cases. The suggested 

hendiadyses by Kuntz consist of several divergent constructions: 

I. Synonym-like nouns, ly`IgÎw h¶DjVmIc, lit. ‘joy and gladness’ (Joel 1:16).323  

II. Nouns, synonym-like, in a construct relation, y¶IlyZˆ…g tºAjVmIc, lit. ‘the joy of my joy’ (Ps 43:4).324 

III. Dissimilar nouns, há∂rDxSoÅw N‰w™Da, lit. ‘iniquity and assembly’ (Isa 1:13).325  

IV. Two adjectives, aá∂rwø…nAh◊w lwëødÎ…gAh, lit. ‘great and awesome’ (Joel 3:4).326  

V. Two adverbs, MáOaVtIÚp oAt¶RpVl, lit. ‘suddenly/sudden, suddenly’ (Isa 29:5; Joel 3:4).327  

VI. Closely related verbs, …wäoVmIv◊w …wny¶IzSaAh, lit. ‘give ear and listen’ (Isa 28:23a).328 

VII. Dissimilar verbs, asyndetic, e.g., ‹hDlVlVmUa l§AbDa, lit. ‘mourns, languishes’ (Isa 33:9).329  

VIII. Two verbs of which one is interpreted as an adverbial modifier, N…wózÎ…g√rˆy My™I;mAo …wñoVm`Dv, lit. ‘the 

people heard, they trembled,’ interpreted as “trembling the people heard” (Ex 15:14).330  
                                                
321 Kuntz, “Agent,” 134. 
322 Ibid. 
323 Idem, 130. 
324 Kuntz, “Psalms,” 12. 
325 Idem, 124. 
326 Kuntz, “Agent,” 133. 
327 Idem, 133. In this category, which Kuntz designates ‘adjectival hendiadys,’ the example he gives is taken 
from Isa 29:5, MáOaVtIÚp oAt¶RpVl, ‘on a sudden, suddenly,’ and is probably derived from Avishur, but Avishur seems to 
refer to them as adverbs. See Avishur, “Pairs,” 66 and 74. 
328 Idem, 131-132.  
329 Idem, 131. The phrase ‘appositional hendiadys’ is probably derived from Avishur, “Pairs.” 
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IX. Nouns in parallelistic structures, wáøtDlSjÅn◊w vy™Ia◊w w$øtyEb…w rRb∞R…g ‹…wqVv`Do◊w, lit. ‘and they oppress a man and 

his house/and a man and his estate,” interpreted as “his patrimonial property” (Micah 2:2).331  

X. So-called ‘appositional hendiadys,’ consisting of nouns in a construct relation, h™DlDoV;t twñøaUp√r, 

lit. ‘healing remedies’ (Jer 30:13).332  

XI. So-called ‘double hendiadys,’ b®r™RjAh◊w b¶Do∂rDh◊w rRb¢RÚvAh◊w d¬OÚvAh, lit. ‘the violence/destruction and the 

break, and the hunger and the sword’ (Isa 51:19).333  

 

The reason why such diversity is represented in his article is presumably because Kuntz 

incorporates and cites examples from several scholars with differing and at times even 

contradictory views on hendiadys. Kuntz examples testify nevertheless, just as suggested 

hendiadyses by other researchers, to which phenomena that are conceived of by researchers to 

represent hendiadys in the HB. In addition, Kuntz’s discerning statement that the study of 

hendiadys has been neglected and that the matter is in need of research is without doubt 

correct.  

 

Lillas-Schuil (2006) 

It is not possible to refrain from mentioning, in this account of research on hendiadys in the 

HB, the investigation given an account for in an article from 2006 by the present author, since 

it was the first survey of its kind published on the use of the term hendiadys by biblical 

scholars.334  

The investigation from 2006 was carried out as a preparatory study for this dissertation.335 

The frequent use by biblical scholars of the term hendiadys was pointed out and discussed in 

the article. This subject is further expounded on, but on a much larger scale in this 

investigation, and with additional categorizations of the components found in the examples 

gathered. Research on the subject by the present author beyond that which formed the basis 

                                                
330 Idem, 123. The example is probably derived from Freedman, “Strophe,” 195, since in the other examples of 
hendiadyses derived from surrounding verses Kuntz refers to that article by Freedman. 
331 Idem, 128. With reference to Andersen/Friedman, Micah, 257, 269. 
332 Idem, 128. The example is given with reference to Avishur, “Pairs,” 66. 
333 Idem, 125. The example is given with reference to Watson, Poetry, 326. 
334 See Lillas-Schuil, “Survey.” 
335 The subject of usage is expounded on in more detail in this dissertation, which contains a much larger amount 
of examples that were not part of the survey from 2006, more thorough investigations of usage by biblical 
scholars are carried out, and more detailed and comprehensive morpho-syntactic and semantic analyses are 
performed, which are subjects that will be further discussed below. 
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for the article from 2006 has already been presented above. Additional investigations and 

conclusions will be added below and the results will be assessed beyond the findings and 

conclusions drawn in the article from 2006. 

 

Chrzanowski (2011) 

In the final preparations for this investigation I became aware of an unpublished dissertation 

from 2011 by Chrzanowski on verbal hendiadys. Judging by the amount of references to my 

article from 2006 his study seems at least in part to have been initiated by my investigation. 

Chrzanowski acknowledges and fully concur with several, if not all of my views expressed 

therein, which is appreciatively recognized.336  

Albeit Chrzanowski focuses on so-called verbal hendiadys he offers views initially on 

hendiadys in general, which includes his remarks on combined nouns in the HB labelled 

hendiadys. Some definitions on hendiadys are cited, and a few examples in Latin mentioned, 

among them are, however, none of the combinations originally labelled hendiadys and 

commonly referred to by scholars. Chrzanowski remarks nevertheless on so-called hendiadys 

pertaining nouns in biblical Hebrew “is a genuine and important feature of Hebrew poetry and 

prose.”337 These views of his are based primarily on the definition and exemplifications by 

Gesenius from 1817, and seem to refer mainly to when two dissimilar nouns are reinterpreted 

as a construct relation.338 Chrzanowki’s perspective unfortunately seems somewhat limited 

when it comes to nouns since his observations are not based on a thorough investigation on 

nouns in Biblical Hebrew, but he has executed an investigation directed principally to 

combinations of verbs. 

Chrzanowski believes Lambdin (1973) to be the first to apply the term hendiadys/verbal 

hendiadys on combinations of verbs in the HB, but the term was actually applied onto verbs in 

the HB much earlier.339 Contrary to Chrzanowski’s view, Bullinger does not use the term 

hendiadys only for combinations of verbs in the NT, but also on verbs derived from the HB, 
                                                
336 Chrzanowski, “Grammaticalization,” e.g., pp. 23, 32-33. Some views of mine in the article from 2006 are, 
however, not always acknowledged by Chrzanowski, even if he express basically the same conclusions, idem, 
23, and in one case he is not in agreement, idem, p. 408. 
337 Ideım, 22. 
338 Idem, 22. 
339 The term was applied to verbs in the HB as early as in the beginning of the 17th century by e.g,, the well-
known and still cited Roman Catholic Bible commentator Cornelius à Lapide, in his Posteriore prophetas 
minores (1612), by Bullinger (1889), 660, in Bullinger, The Companion Bible, (1909-1922), 73, 932, by König 
(1927) in his commentaries on the Psalms, (292), and by Bühlmann/Scherer in their Stilfiguren, 32, from 1973. 
Already Aumüller (1896) included verbs in hendiadys in Latin. See Aumüller, “Hendiadyoin,” 48, and other 
scholars later on. 
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and since Bullinger is frequently cited, his example and suggested interpretations may have 

influenced, and may still influence, applications of the term hendiadys/verbal hendiadys on 

combinations of verbs in the HB. 

However, Chrzanowski focuses on combinations of verbs and distinguishes between several 

constructions traditionally labelled hendiadys/verbal hendiadys, e.g., two finite verbs such as 

e.g., ;hö∂;dA;k d®r¬O;tÅw r#EhAmV;tÅw, lit. ‘and she hurried and she emptied her jar’ (Gen 24:18) understood as 

“she quickly lowered her jar,” and a finite verb combined with a an infinitive construct e.g., 

t®d$RlDl PRsâO;tÅw, lit. ‘and she added to give birth’ (Gen 4:2) interpreted ‘she gave birth again.’340  

At the same time Chrzanowski is surprised that verbal hendiadys according to some 

grammarians, can be made up of two or more verbs since “verbal hendiadys is always 

construed with two verbs.”341 This latter allegation depends of course on what one refers to by 

verbal hendiadys, but there are plenty of exemplifications by biblical scholars in which more 

than two verbs are considered a verbal hendiadys.342 

Chrzanowski gives a thorough account of the development of opinions on 

grammaticalization in general and auxiliation in particular and tries to apply the 

understanding of those terms and what they stand for on verbs in the HB. Chrzanowski 

investigates in depth six verbs in the HB and five of the verbs are commonly included in 

combinations designated verbal hendiadys by biblical scholars, i.e., lay, Psy, rhm, Mwq, bwv, 

whereas the fourth, Klh, is not that generally incorporated among the others.343 He concludes 

that the verbs in these combinations in the HB all function as and ought to be designated 

auxiliaries, which is a subject that will be discussed further below.344  

                                                
340 For biblical scholars who refer to these kinds of constructions as a verbal hendiadys see e.g., Arnold/Choi, 
Guide, §4.3.3 (g), p. 148, “she quickly lowered her jar” (italics Arnold/Choi); Beckman, Williams’ Syntax, ed. 
Beckman, 91, “she quickly lowered her jar.” Ross, Hebrew, 409, “(And) she gave birth again.” 
341 Idem, 29. 
342 See also references by biblical scholars in the Collection of examples to suggested verbal hendiadyses 
consisting of three verb in Judg 5:27; Jer 18:7; Isa 25:12; Gen 24:35; Dan 11:35; Ps 95:6, etc. See e.g., the three 
verbs …wâaVx´¥yÅw …wmy&I;kVvÅ¥yÅw …w&rShAm ◊y`Aw, lit. ‘and they hastened and they went up and they went out’ (Josh 8:14), which contains 
two of the verbs commonly designated verbal hendiadys, and the comments on these verbs including the use of 
the term verbal hendiadys by e.g., Boling, Joshua, 237, “hastily made preparations”; Hostetter, Grammar, 86, 
“And they went forth quickly early in the morning”; Lambdin, Introduction, §173, p. 239, “And early in the 
morning they went forth quickly”; Pratico/Van Pelt, Hebrew, 374, “went out quickly, early in the morning” 
(italics Pratico/Van Pelt). 
343 Not even by Lambdin, but he refers to verb combinations in the HB with Klh as well as Mwq as a related 
phenomenon to what he calls verbal hendiadys. See Lambdin, Introduction, §173, p. 240. 
344 See below 7.8.1 Dissimilar verbs. The term hendiadys is not found in Bergsträsser, Grammatik; Blau, 
Grammar; Brockelmann’s Hebräische Syntax or in Lipinski’s Grammar. There are, apart from the works 
mentioned above, an unpublished MA-thesis and an M.Div. thesis on hendiadys, one by Cook, Structure, from 
1990, and the other by Spence, Hendiadys, from 1978 that are not treated above. Spence’s presentation is very 
brief and even though Cook’s presentation is well structured, he is heavily dependent on Bullinger (1898) (for 
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4.1.4 Hendiadys in Hebrew lexicons and dictionaries 

The term hendiadys and examples thereof occurs in lexicons and dictionaries of biblical 

Hebrew as well.345 References will be made, either in the text and/or in footnotes to most of 

the examples of suggested hendiadyses in the literature discussed below. However, all 

individual examples found will not be commented on, due to the large amount of examples, 

but they will be illustrated below according to categories. All examples cited are incorporated 

in the Collection of examples and thereby submitted to analysis.346 

 

F. Brown/S. R. Driver/C. A. Briggs (BDB, 1906) 

The lexicon by Brown/Driver/Briggs (BDB), still widely used, is based on Gesenius’ 

Thesaurus and also Robinson’s English translation of Gesenius’ Handwörterbuch.347 There is 

only one example of a proposed hendiadys in BDB. It is found in the entry on hÎwVqI;t II and 

consists of a combination of two dissimilar nouns: h`DwVqIt◊w tyñîrSjAa, lit. ‘an end/future and a hope’ 

(Jer 29:11), explained as “i.e., by hendyadis [sic], the hoped-for future.”348  

 

L. Koehler/W. Baumgartner/J. J. Stamm, eds. (HALAT, 1967-1996; HALOT, 1994–2000); W. 

L. Holladay (Lexicon, 1988) 

HALAT, in German, is the work by Koehler and Baumgartner which was subsequently revised 

by Baumgartner in collaboration with several other scholars and eventually translated to 

English, known as HALOT (1994-2000).349 The Holladay’s one-volume Lexicon (1988), is a 

condensed version built on HALAT. 

                                                
more on Bullinger, see above) and only a few of the combinations and constructions suggested as so-called 
hendiadyses are discussed in these works. 
345 Some of the lexicons are more linguistically oriented, while others incorporate theological and/or exegetical 
comments as well. Several of the lexicons also incorporate Aramaic. 
346 Davidson, in his The Analytical Hebrew and Chaldee Lexicon, from 1848, does not incorporate the term 
hendiadys in the list of abbreviations. For works by Gesenius see above. 
347 BDB refers to The Brown, Driver, Briggs Hebrew and English Lexicon. Gesenius at large finished the 
Thesaurus, but after Gesenius’ death it was completed by Rödiger and the first parts appeared in 1853 with the 
concluding parts in 1858. Goshen-Gottstein remarks, “in spite of repeated efforts to re-edit it [BDB], it still 
serves to this day [1991], in spite of its shortcomings, as the most used dictionary of biblical Hebrew for English 
speaking scholars,” “Lexicography,” 80.  
348 BDB, p. 876. This example is also given by Gesenius in his Lehrbuch (1817). It was F. Brown who wrote the 
entry on hwq, according to the information in the preface of BDB. See BDB, xi. 
349 HALAT refers to Hebräisches und Aramäisches Lexicon zum Alten Testament. HALOT refers to The Hebrew 
and Aramaic Lexicon of the Old Testament. 
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There are only a few examples of hendiadyses in HALAT/HALOT and they are identical in 

the German and the English editions. The term is not defined as such, but occurs in the entry 

on the conjunction. According to the German and English editions the conjunction “verbindet 

2 Wörter (Sätze)/connects two words (or phrases),” and is “oft bei Hendiadys/[occurs] 

frequently in hendiadys,” in the HB, according to Koehler/Baumgartner. This function of the 

conjunction is illustrated by 3 examples of which one is used also by Holladay.350  

The term is all in all exemplified in HALAT/HALOT by 6 examples denoting the following 

categories with various suggested functions; 

I. Combinations of dissimilar nouns which are interpreted as a construct relation, e.g., JK∞EnwøbV…xIo 

JKY´nOr`Eh◊w, lit. ‘your pain and your pregnancy’ (Gen 3:16), “d. Beschwerden deiner 

Schwangerschaft/the hardships of your pregnancy.”351  

II. Combination of dissimilar nouns, which combined are interpreted as referring to a new 

concept, e.g., t¢RmTaì‰w dRsªRj, lit. ‘loving-kindness and truth’ (Gen 24:49), ”dauernde Huld/perpetual 

grace.”352 

III. Combinations of synonym-like nouns in which one of the nouns is reinterpreted as a 

modifier, e.g., h#DoUbVÚvAh◊w h∞DlDaDh, lit. ‘the oath and the oath’ (Dan 9:11), ”der Fluchschwur”/”the 

sworn curse.”353 

 

Even though Koehler/Baumgartner do not define the term hendiadys, they state that the 

conjunction wāw frequently occur in hendiadys, which may refer to various combinations of 

components with various functions. According to the examples and the reinterpretations 

found one of the components is either interpreted as an attribute or the combination is seen to 

refer to a new concept that goes beyond the meaning of the individual components, e.g., 

‘loving-kindness and truth,’ interpreted “perpetual grace.” 

                                                
350 The examples given are; f®q¢RvÎw MwñølDv ◊w, lit. ‘and to peace and quiet’ (1 Chr 22:9) “völliger Friede/perfect peace”; 
JKY´nOr`Eh ◊w JK ∞EnwøbV…xIo, lit. ‘your pain and your pregnancy’ (Gen 3:16) “d. Beschwerden deiner Schwangergerschaft/the 
hardships of your pregnancy”; t¢RmTaì‰w dRsªRj, lit. ‘loving-kindness and truth’ (Gen 24:49), “dauernde Huld/perpetual 
grace.” See HALAT, vol. I, 247; HALOT vol. II, 258. The last combination of nouns occurs also in Holladay, 
Lexicon, 84, as the only example in Holladay designated hendiadys. 
351 HALAT, vol. I, 247; HALOT, vol. I, 258.. 
352 HALAT, vol. IV, 1288; HALOT, vol. I, 1258. 
353 HALAT, vol. IV, 1288; HALOT, vol. II 1385. With uncertainty and/or with a question mark for other 
synonym-like nouns: (a) two nouns of which one is a non-absolute hapax legomenon; t…wërSjAÚv`Ah ◊w t…wõdVlÅ¥yAh, lit. ‘the 
adolescence and the black hair?’ (Eccl 11:10bb). See HALAT, IV, 1362, “Hendiadyoin?,” and in HALOT, vol. II, 
1469, “perhaps used in hendiadys” and (b) N`D;kVvImVb…w lRhäOaV;b, lit. ‘in a tent and in a tabernacle’ (2 Sam 7:6). In HALAT, 
vol. II, 611, “?hendiad. ,Zeltwohnung,’” and in HALOT, vol. II, 647, “?hendiadys, ‘dwelling in a tent,’” albeit 
with a question mark and with a reference to Rudolph.  
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E. Jenni/C. Westermann, eds. (THAT, 1971–1976; TLOT, 1997) 

THAT/TLOT is comprised of articles by several contributors.354 The term hendiadys is used 

for various combinations of components in 7 different articles.355 The examples of suggested 

hendiadyses consist of various combinations: 

I. Dissimilar nouns, e.g., ∞ÔKVtDo…wvVt…w ∞ÔKVtÎn…wmTa, lit. ‘your faithfulness and your salvation’ (Ps 

40:11).356 

II. Synonym-like nouns from the same semantic field, e.g., ‹MyIoVvwáøÚpAh◊w Myôîd√rO;mAh, lit. ‘the rebelling 

and the rebelling’ (Ezek 20:38). The suggested translation given by Knierim is “rebels and 

apostates/disloyal ones.”357 

III. One clause, viz., ÔKó®;dVsAj bwâøf, lit. ‘good is your loving-kindness’ (Ps 69:17), with the 

suggested translation “Your kindness is gracious.”358 

IV. Verbs from the same semantic field, i.e., hno combined with either rma or rbd. Since the 

biblical writers, according to Labuschagne, understood these combinations as hendiadyses, 

the verb hno could be used independently without rma.359 

 

One combination, t¢RmTaì‰w dRsªRj, obviously generates opposite views. Staube deems the 

combination t¢RmTaì‰w dRsªRj a hendiadys; “the formulation ḥesed we’eemet should be construed as a 

hendiadys,” whereas Wildberger considers it “less likely” that the combination should 

consistently be translated “as a hendiadys, ‘lasting mercy.’” 360 

 

 

 

 

                                                
354 THAT refers to Theologisches Handwörterbuch zum Alten Testament, and TLOT refers to Theological 
Lexicon of the Old Testament. 
355 See Keller, “hla,” TLOT, vol. I, 113-115; Wildberger, “Nma,” TLOT, vol. I, 134-157; Stoebe, “bwøf,” TLOT, vol. 
I, 486-495; Stoebe, “dsj,” TLOT, vol. II, 449-464; Knierim, “drm,” TLOT, vol. II, 684-686; Labuschagne, “Ntn,” 
TLOT, vol. II, 774-791; vol. II, “hno,” 926-930. 
356 See e.g., Keller, “hla,” TLOT, vol. I, 114. 
357 Knierim, “drm,” THAT, vol. I, 927, “Empörer und Abtrünnige/Treubrüchige”; “drm,” TLOT, vol. II, 686, 
“rebels and apostates/disloyal ones.” 
358 Stoebe, “bwf,” TLOT, vol. I, 494. 
359 Labuschagne, “hno I,” TLOT, vol. 2, 929. 
360 Stoebe, “bwf,” TLOT, vol. 1, 494; Wildberger, “Nma,” TLOT, vol. I, 151. 
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R. L. Harris, ed. (TWOT, 1980) 

Several scholars have contributed to the two volumes of TWOT and there are 15 examples of 

suggested hendiadyses given in the articles.361 The term is used for the following 

constructions;  

I. Dissimilar nouns, e.g., t¢RmTaì‰w dRsªRj, lit. ‘loving-kindness and truth’ (Gen 24:29), which is a 

hendiadys, according to Harris, but he remarks cautiously that “the phrase means either 

‘faithful love’ or ‘true kindness’ or the like.”362  

II. Synonym-like components, e.g., rRp`EaÎw r¶DpDo, lit. ‘dust and ashes’ (Gen 18:27).363 

III. Dissimilar verbs, but none of the verbs are reinterpreted as in e.g., ……wa°øb…w M#RkDl wâoVs…w —…wânVÚp, lit. 

‘turn and travel (lit. to yourselves) and come’ (Deut 1:7), “take your journey, and go.”364  

Despite the fact that there are quite a lot of examples given they do not display as many 

differences as in some other works. 

 

G. J. Botterweck/H. Ringgren, H-J. Fabry, eds. (TWAT, 1973–2000; TDOT, 1977–2006) 

TDOT consists of fifteen volumes comprised of numerous articles by several scholars.365 The 

term hendiadys is used in 31 articles by a total of 35 contributors to TDOT.366 The term 

hendiadys refers to combined components in biblical Hebrew, but occasionally examples of 

proposed hendiadyses in Akkadian, Ugaritic and in one instance in Palmyrene, are also 

given.367 However, the term is used in various ways for the following combinations of 

components in the HB; 

                                                
361 TWOT refers to The Theological Wordbook of the Old Testament, 2 vols. See e.g., TWOT, vol. I: Weber, “w,” 
229; Harris, “dsj,” 307. See also TWOT, vol. II: Wilson, “oAsÎn,” 584; Allen, “lDmDo,” 669; Allen, “rDpDo,” 687; Allen, 
“vé;qIo,” 693. 
362 Harris, “dsj,” TWOT, vol. I, 307. 
363 Allen, “rDpDo,” TWOT, vol. II, 687. No translation suggested. 
364 Wilson, “oAsÎn,” TWOT, vol. II, 584. 
365 TWAT refers to Theologisches Wörterbuch zum Alten testament and TDOT to Theological Dictionary of the 
Old Testament. 
366 See e.g., TDOT, vol. I, Cross, “lEa,” 256; TDOT, vol. I, Scharbert, “hDlDa,” 264; TDOT, vol. I, Jepsen, “NAmDa,” 
311; TDOT, vol. II, Kellermann, “r…wg,” 448; TDOT, vol. IV, Tengström/Fabry, “PAlDj,” 433; TDOT, vol. IV, 
Tsevat, “qAlDj II,” 449; TDOT, vol. V, Zobel, “dRsRj,” 48, 50; TDOT, vol. V, Preuss, “vEbÎy,” 375; TDOT, vol. VI, von 
Soden/Bergman/Sæbø, “Mwøy,” 20; TDOT, vol. VI, Ringgren/Alonso Schökel/Mayer, “rAvÎy,” 469; TDOT, vol. VII, 
Weinfeld, “dwøbD;k,” 30.  
367 For so-called hendiadyses in Akkadian, see e.g., Weinfeld, “dwøbD;k,” TDOT, vol. VII, 30; in Palmyrene, see 
Preuss, “vEbÎy,” TDOT, vol. V, 375, and Ugaritic, see Dohmen, “lsp,” in TDOT, vol. XII, 32, who writes, with 
reference to Held, “Notes,” 37, that “Both Hebrew and Ugaritic literature attest numerous examples of 
hendiadys.” 
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I. Dissimilar nouns, e.g., t$RmTa‰w dRs∞Rj, lit. ‘loving-kindness and truth’ (Gen 47:29), and one of the 

nouns interpreted as an attribute, in this case “steadfast love.”368  

II. Dissimilar nouns, but none of the nouns are interpreted as an attribute, e.g., däOvÎw b¶DzD;k, lit. 

‘falsehood and destruction/violence’ (Hos 12:2),.369  

III. Theme-related dissimilar nouns, e.g., hDl◊y¡D;lAb…w Mwâø¥yA;b, lit. ‘by day and by night’ (Isa 28:19), “an 

hendiadys denoting a 24-hour ‘day.’”370  

IV. Synonym-like components, e.g., h#DoUbVÚvAh◊w h∞DlDaDh, lit. ‘the oath/curse and the oath’ (Dan 

9:11).371  

V. Antonymic phrases, e.g., D;K¡R;mIm MyâîqOj√rDh wäøa ÔKy$RlEa My∞IbOrV;qAh, lit. ‘the ones near to you or the ones far 

from you’ (Deut 13:8), “The antithesis ra6h2ôq/qarôb is often used as a hendiadys expressing a 

totality.”372
  

VI. Nouns from the same semantic field, e.g., h™DlSjÅn◊w qRl¶Ej, lit. ‘portion and possession/ 

inheritance’ (Deut 18:1).373 

VII. Verbs combined from the same semantic field, e.g., combinations of dwo + dgn, dwo + rma, 

dwo + rbd etc.374 

VIII. Verbs from the same semantic field interspersed by several intervening components. 

None of the verbs are interpreted as a modifier, e.g., X∂r™D;tÅw … ‹rEhAmV;tÅw, lit. ‘and she made haste … 

and she ran’ (Judg 13:10), “The speed of the movement is underlined by the use of the verbal 

form of mihar, ‘hasten,’ […] in hendiadys.”375 

IX. Theme-related dissimilar verbs, e.g., …w#;tVvˆ¥yÅw …wâlVkaø¥yÅw, lit. ‘and they ate and they drank’ (Gen 

24:54).376 None of the verbs are interpreted as a modifier. 

                                                
368 Jepsen, “NAmDa,” TDOT, vol. I, 311, “steadfast love.” See also e.g., Wagner, “zzo,” TDOT, vol. XI, 9, who 
suggests concerning w$øÚpAa ◊w wâøΩΩzUo ◊w, lit. ‘his might and his anger’ (Ezra 8:22), “the two nouns may be interpreted as a 
hendiadys for ‘his powerful wrath’ or ‘his wrathful power.’”  
369 Freedman/Welch, “d ∂dDv,” TDOT, vol. XIV, 416. 
370 See von Soden/Bergman/Sæbo, “Mwøy,” TDOT, vol. VI, 20. For other examples, see e.g., Tengström/Fabry, 
“PAlDj,” TDOT, vol. IV, 433; Zobel, “dRsRj,” TDOT, vol. V, 48, 50; Meyers/Fabry, “h ∂rwønVm,” TDOT, vol. VIII, 403, 
404. 
371 See Kottsieper, “oAbDÚv,” TDOT, vol. XIV, 334. No translation is given, but refer “to the curses that according to 
Deuteronomy accompanied the covenant at Horeb,” according to Kottsieper. 
372 See Wächter, “qAj ∂r,” TDOT, vol. XIII, 470. 
373 See Tsevat, “qAlDj II,” TDOT, vol. IV, 449. 
374 See Ringgren/Simian-Yofre, “dwo,” TDOT , vol. X, 499. See also Stendebach, “hDnDo,” TDOT, vol. XI, 218. 
375 See Maiberger, “X…wr,” TDOT, vol. XIII, 416. 
376 See Gamberoni, “hDtDv,” TDOT, vol. XV, 523. 
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X. Dissimilar verb, e.g., rwáø;k◊zI;t M¶Ejår, lit. ‘[with] compassion/lovingly you shall remember’ (Hab 

3:2b), “the infinitive […] governs another verb in a hendiadys.” 377  

XI. Combinations of theme-related phrases, e.g., h$Ra√rAm t∞Abwøf◊w ‹rAa‹ø;t_tAp◊y, lit. ‘beautiful form and 

pleasant appearance’ (Est 2:7).378 

XII. Combination of phrases and clauses or combinations, e.g., b®räOj yˆn¶AlDkSa Mwöø¥yAb yItyªIyDh hDl◊y¡D;lA;b jårâ®q◊w, 

lit. ‘by day consumed me the drought, and the frost by night’ (Gen 31:40), interpreted “The 

hendiadys is probably meant to state that Jacob performed his service in all kinds of 

weather.”379  

XIII. Two dissimilar components are interpreted as a new concept, e.g., t`RmTa‰w MwäølDv, lit. ‘peace 

and truth’ (Jer 33:6), “enduring shalom [peace].”380  

 

The suggested hendiadyses occurring in the articles in TDOT are distributed in 13 different 

categories and the ascribed functions of the various combinations of components vary 

depending on which opinion each contributor adheres to and consequently to which category 

the suggested combined components belong. All examples of proposed hendiadyses in TDOT 

are included in the Collection of examples and hence categorized and analyzed.381 

 

W. VanGemeren, ed. (NIDOTTE, 1996) 

NIDOTTE consist of five volumes and is comprised of articles by several scholars, just as 

TDOT, TLOT and TWOT.382 The term hendiadys occurs 17 times in NIDOTTE, and is used by 

the contributors to NIDOTTE on the following combinations of components;  

I. Synonym-like nouns from the same semantic field, e.g., räå;d√råd◊w Xwõøq◊w, lit. ‘and thorn and thorny 

bush/thistle’ (Gen 3:18). None of the nouns are interpreted as an attribute, but they “are 

hendiadys and simply strengthen the concept of thorniness.”383  

                                                
377 See Simian-Yofre, “Mjr,” TDOT, vol. XIII, 440. One of the verbs is possibly interpreted as an adverbial 
modifier, but that is not explicitly stated. 
378 See Koenen, “lAkDc,” TDOT, vol. XIV, 115. 
379 See Hausmann, “jårâ®q,” TDOT, vol. XIII, 163. 
380 See Stendebach, “MwølDv,” TDOT, vol. XV, 37. 
381 For the results, see below Chapter 5. Phenomena and statistical results. 
382 NIDOTTE refers to The New International Dictionary of Old Testament Theology and Exegesis. 
383 See Lawson Younger Jr, “Xwøq I,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 907. 
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II. Synonym-like nouns from the same semantic field, e.g., …wh$ObÎw ‹…wh‚Ot, lit. ‘an emptiness/ 

formless and a void’ (Gen 1:2). One of the nouns is interpreted as an adjectival attribute, “a 

hendiadys meaning an unearthly or indescribable emptiness.”384  

III. Dissimilar nouns, e.g., hä∂q∂dVx…w f¶DÚpVvIm, lit. ‘judgment and righteousness’ (2 Sam 8:15). None of 

the nouns are interpreted as an attribute. The nouns are labelled hendiadys together with the 

intriguing statement that “Since the pair forms a hendiadys, precise and distinct meanings for 

each of the partners should no be sought. Rather, together they represent the ideal of social 

justice.”385 

IV. Dissimilar nouns, e.g., h%Dx∂rTj‰n◊w h°DlDk, lit. ‘complete destruction and decision’ (Isa 28:22). One 

of the nouns is interpreted as an attribute, “a decree of destruction.”386 

V. Theme-related dissimilar nouns, e.g., AjóérÎy◊w vRm∞Rv, lit. ‘sun and moon’ (Ps 148:3), that are seen 

as a hendiadys and as “sun and moon […] conveying the notion of totality of the heavenly 

light.”387   

VI. Combination of an adjective and a noun, e.g., My™Ip∂rVt…w N‰w¶Da◊w, lit. ‘and iniquity and idols’ (1 

Sam 15:23). One of the components is interpreted as an attribute; “most likely functions as a 

hendiadys for ’evil teraphim/idols’ or ’the evil of idolatry.’”388  

VII. Combinations of dissimilar verb, e.g., ‹yIa√r…w y§Io√d…w, lit. ‘and know and see’ (Jer 2:19), and 

none of the verbs are interpreted as a modifier.389 

VIII. Combinations of theme-related dissimilar verbs, e.g., h¡EtVv…w lâOkTa, lit. ‘eat and drink’ (1 Kgs 

18:41).390 

IX. Combinations of verbs from the same semantic field, e.g., tûOdwøhVb…w l°E;lAhV;b, lit. ’with praising 

and with thanking’ (Ezra 3:11), “a hendiadys for hymnic praise.”391  

 

The contributors to NIDOTTE convey various opinions on what the term hendiadys denotes 

and all examples are incorporated in the Collection of examples and thus analyzed further. 
                                                
384 See Konkel, “ …whOb,” NIDOTTE, vol. I,  608. 
385 See Reimer, “qdx,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 750.  
386 See Nicole, “Xrj,” NIDOTTE, vol. II, 286. 
387 See Tsumura, “vRmRv,” NIDOTTE, vol. IV, 186. 
388 See Wakely, “N‰wDa,” NIDOTTE, vol. I, 312. 
389 See Harman, “Particles,” NIDOTTE, vol. IV, 1037. 
390 See Harman, “Particles,” NIDOTTE, vol. IV, 1037. 
391 See Allen, “hdy,” NIDOTTE, vol. II, 407. Even combinations of dissimilar verbs of antonymic character; e.g., 
Ntnw jql ‘give and take,’ that occur in Akkadian and Ugaritic, are “a kind of hendiadys that has a juridical 
nuance,” according to Grisanti, “Ntn,” NIDOTTE vol. III, 208. 
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4.1.5 Hendiadys in Bible translations with commentaries 

Apart from the above-mentioned works of reference the term also appears in accompanying 

commentaries to complete Bible translations. The three found in which the term is used are: 

Bullinger, The Companion Bible, 1909-1922, The NET Bible 2003, and The Jewish Study 

Bible 2004. 

In Bullinger’s The Companion Bible (CB) hendiadys is defined “two words used but one 

thing meant,” and a total of 22 examples of suggested hendiadyses in the HB are found.392  

In The Jewish Study Bible, the term is defined “figure of speech that expresses a compound 

idea by two words linked by a conjunction,” which is exemplified by Gen 3:16, ‘pangs in 

childbearing.’ Only one other use of the term hendiadys occurs in the accompanying 

comments.393  

In the NET Bible, on the other hand, 214 examples of proposed hendiadyses are given and 

consist of a range of combinations of components with various semantic relations.394 All 

examples in these Bible translations are included in the Collection of examples and submitted 

to analysis. 

 

4.2 Treatment of hendiadys in reference literature on other Semitic languages 

In the search for the phenomena in biblical Hebrew designated hendiadys the features given 

the same epithet in other Semitic language are also of interest. A brief account will therefore 

be given of research on hendiadys as well as definitions and exemplification found in 

reference literature on other Semitic languages than biblical Hebrew.  

The term hendiadys is used in reference literature on other Semitic languages as well, but 

not as frequent as in works on biblical Hebrew. The term is used only sparingly for 

constructions in Arabic and Aramaic, but more commonly made use of on verbs in Akkadian.  

 

 

 

                                                
392 Bullinger, CB, pp. 4, 10, 20, 27, 73, 92, 100, 293, 404, 437, 484, 559, 570, 586, 679, 708, 835, 917, 1046, 
1186, 1195, 1273, and an additional 18 examples derived from the NT. 
393 The definition is found on p. 2130 and in the commentaries by Tigay, “Exodus,” on p. 131, of which the latter 
comment concerns ‘the residents, the aliens’ in Lev 25:45. 
394 See references to NET in Part II, Chapter 2, Collection of examples. 
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Akkadian  

(CAD; F. R. Kraus, 1987; G. Buccellati, 1996; J. Huehnergard, 1997; F. Malbran-Labat, 

2003; N. Wasserman 2003)  

The term hendiadys is used for combinations of verbs in CAD. The term is applied to verbs 

in vol. 14, from 1999 (on R), and vol. 12, from 2005 (on P), and, according to Avishur, 

applied to both nouns and verbs, in vol. 3, from 1959 (on D), in vol. 7 from 1960 (on I/J), and 

in vol. 1, part 1 and 2, from 1964 and 1968 (on A).395 

Kraus rejected already in 1987 the term verbal hendiadys for verb constructions in 

Akkadian, and so did Buccellati later on (1996), although possibly retained by the latter on 

nouns.396 Buccellati finds the term deceptive and misleading in that although the term, when it 

comes to verbs, allegedly refers to ‘one’ the two components are in practice still ‘two,’ for 

which he argues quite convincingly. Buccellati further remarks “traditional interpretation 

focuses more on aspects of surface than deep structure, and leaves much to the realm of 

intuitive, rather than analytical explanation.”397 He advocates, for at least some of the 

combinations of verbs that are termed hendiadys, the term ‘coordinate adjunctivation.’398  

Huehnergard (1997), however, employs the term verbal hendiadys and gives the following 

definition in his Grammar of Akkadian: “Verbal hendiadys is the use of two verbs, co-

ordinated either with -ma or asyndetically (i.e., without a conjunction), in which the first verb 

qualifies or restricts the meaning of the second. A literal translation of such a construction 

may be quite awkward, and it is often preferable to render the first verb adverbially in 

English.”399 

Malbran-Labat (2003) deals with so-called verbal-hendiadys in Akkadian and uses the 

term, but with some uncertainty, for combinations of two verbs of which one is seen to act as 

an adverbial modifier.400 Moreover, Wasserman employs the term on verbs as well as nouns in 

the revised version of his dissertation from 1993 on rhetorical features in Akkadian, which 

was published in 2003.401 He uses the term to denote combinations of verbs similar to those 

                                                
395 CAD vol, 12, (P), on pp. 78, 129, 340, 341, 342, and in vol. 14 (R), pp. 89, 96, 158, 160, 161, 214, 256, 273. 
Avishur refers to CAD, vol.1, part 1 (A1), p. 304; vol. 1, part 2, (A2) p. 102, 225; vol. 3, (D), p. 63; vol. 7 (I-J), 
p. 6. See Avishur, Studies, 114 n. 2. 
396 Kraus, Sonderformen, 3-8. 
397 Buccellati, Grammar, 377.  
398 Ibid. 
399 Huehnergard, Grammar, 125. 
400 Malbran-Labat, “L’hendiadys.” 
401 Wasserman, Style. 
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that other scholars of Akkadian refer to and in which one verb of two is seen to function as an 

adverbial modifier. However, Wasserman also applies the term hendiadys to nouns, and 

concludes that in most cases the common denominator is inalienability, which will be 

discussed further below.402 

 

Arabic  

(A. Beeston, 1970; E. Badawi/ M. G. Carter/A. Gully, 2004; C. Holes, 2005) 

Beeston uses the term hendiadys for what he sees as frequently occurring combinations of 

closely related nouns in Arabic. The term denotes “the use of two words with different but 

overlapping semantic spectra,” and he adds, “an Arabic writer will often use h2ukm wa-sul‡a6n, 

in order to express ‘decision’ h2ukm wa-qad2a6.’ Such expressions are in no way tautological 

[…] they represent a single concept […] Not only single words, but whole phrases, may be 

brought within the scope of this principle, and a true translation may have to eliminate quite 

large sections of Arabic.”403 The latter comment seems a somewhat unexpected suggestion, 

symbolizing the consequences of when combinations are deemed to represent a hendiadys, 

but is in principal advocated by Stuart as a procedure that needs to be carried out on 

combinations of nouns apprehended as hendiadyses in the HB as well.404 

Badawi/Carter/Gully define hendiadys as “a single idea expressed by two words linked by a 

conjunction,” which in theory could include combinations of both nouns, adjectives, adverbs 

and verbs, but in their grammar the term is used solely for combinations of two dissimilar 

verbs, and one of the verbs is interpreted as an adverbial modifier.405 No comments are given 

on their part, which indicate that they consider the constructions to represent a stylistic or 

rhetorical device. 

Holes (2005), on the other hand, who in his Modern Arabic, Structures, Functions and 

Varities also applies the term hendiadys to combinations of verbs in Arabic, does not apply 

the term to combinations of dissimilar verbs, but instead to another phenomenon consisting of 

combinations of two closely related verbs. This is demonstrated by one example; za‘‘alni wa 

                                                
402 See below 8.7 Akkadian and suggested inalienability. 
403 Beeston, Arabic, 111. Beeston translates the nouns as “decision and sultan/authority”; “authority/decision and 
office of judge.” See also Somekh, Genre, who refers to Beeston on p. 96, when using the term hendiadys. 
404 Stuart, Exegesis, 173. 
405 Italics Badawi/Carter/Gully. See Badawi/Carter/Gully, Arabic, with examples in §3.21.1 on p. 422; in 
§3.23.4, p. 435; in §6.2.4 on p. 548; in §6.3.2 called hendyadis [sic], on p. 554, and their definition on p. 774. 
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>ah2azanani, “it upset me (ECA) and it saddened me (MSA),” in which one verb is derived 

from colloquial Arabic and the other from Standard Arabic.406 Holes apprehends this as a kind 

of combination that occurs frequently in certain texts. None of the verbs are interpreted as a 

modifier by Holes.407 

 

Aramaic/Syriac/Biblical Aramaic 

(F. G. Uhlemann, 1829 (1855); A. G. Hoffman/B. H. Cowper, 1858; F. E. Greenspahn, 1999)  

Several Bible commentators apply the term hendiadys on examples in biblical Aramaic (BA) 

derived from the HB, but the term is not commonly used in reference literature on Aramaic or 

Syriac. The term and a few examples are found only in Uhlemann’s Syriac Grammar 

(1829/1855), Hoffman/Cowper’s Syriac grammar (1858), and also in Greenspahn’s An 

Introduction to Aramaic (1999), in which one example is given.408 That is of course not to say 

that similar phenomena as the ones referred to in the HB as so-called hendiadyses are not 

present in texts in these languages. 

Uhlemann refers to ‘your pain and your pregnancy’ in Gen 3:16, and also to Job 4:16. No 

nouns or verbs in the latter verses are mentioned, but one can presume that what he has in 

mind is h™DmDm√;d lwêøqÎw, lit. ‘silence and a voice,’ which is a commonly suggested so-called 

hendiadys.409  

Hoffman/Cowper include hendiadys in what they call “Certain Peculiarities of Idioms,” 

adds that “[hendiadys] is not uncommon” in the HB, and refer to Gen 1:14, 3:16; Job 4:16; Isa 

                                                
406 Holes, Arabic, 382. ECA stands for Egyptian Colloquial Arabic and MSA for Modern Standard Arabic. For 
examples in Old South Arabian, see references by Barré, “Analysis,” 181-182 n. 17 to Jamme, Inscriptions, 28, 
36-37. The term hendiadys is, however, not found in indeces, in table of contents or in electronic book-search on 
Brockelmann, Arabische Grammatik; Fleischer, Schriften; Fischer, Grammatik; Howell, Grammatik, 
Reckendorf, Syntax; Wright, Grammar. 
407 For the use of the term hendiadys in Arabic in general, see e.g., Madigan, Self-image, 94-95. Darwish, 
Optimality, 226, “either word within the pair [hendiadys] is redundant and can easily be omitted”; Factor, 50; 
Translation, 140, “the translator may condense [in a hendiadys] the two nouns into one or change them into noun 
and qualifier”; Pormann, Tradition, 249, “[the translator] employs a hendiadys. This can happen for verbs […] 
adjectives […] and more often nouns”; Wisnowsky, Metaphysics, 103; McAuliffe, Encyclopedia, vol. I, 246; 
Wansborough, Studies, 104, 111, 167, 174.  
408 The terms hendiadys, hendiadyoin or related spellings have not been found in; Brockelmann, Syrische 
Grammatik; Fassberg, Targum; Healey, Studies; Maclean, Grammar; Macuch, Handbook; Muraoka, Syriac; 
Nöldeke, Grammatik; Robinson, Grammar; Rosenthal, Grammar: Rosenthal (ed), Handbook; Stevenson, 
Grammar; Thackston, Syriac. 
409 Uhlemann, Grammar, 238. For suggestions that the two nouns constitute a hendiadys and the thus 
accompanying interpretations, see e.g., Avishur, Studies, 114; Goldingay, Daniel, 119, 125; Hartmann/Di Lella, 
Daniel, 139, et al.  
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4:5.410 The actual components are unfortunately not cited, but the verses referred to contain 

commonly suggested hendiadyses consisting of combinations of dissimilar or closely related 

nouns; ‘signs and times’ (Gen 1:14); ‘your pain and your pregnancy’ (Gen 3:16); ‘silence and 

voice’ (Job 4:16), and in Isa 4:5 presumably ‘cloud and smoke.’ 

Greenspahn, on the other hand, applies the term hendiadys to a combination of synonym-

like nouns; Ná∂;dIo◊w N¶Am◊z, lit. ‘time and time’ (Dan 7:12), which are interpreted by Greenspahn to 

mean “a time and a(nother) time, i.e., two times.”411  

 

Ugaritic 

(W. G. E. Watson, 1984) 

There are hardly any examples given in works of reference of what is seen to represent 

hendiadys in Ugaritic, and the examples found consist only of two verbs of which one is 

interpreted as an adverbial modifier.412  

 

4.3 Concluding remarks 

Even if the researchers and grammarians mentioned above all employ the term hendiadys, 

express their belief that considerable linguistic and exegetical benefits are to be gained by a 

better understanding of so-called hendyadic structures in the HB, and underscores the vital 

importance of observing hendyadic structures, they convey contradictory views on what the 

term hendiadys denotes and present an abundance of constructions that represent a remarkable 

variety.  

The question asked in the beginning of this chapter was if it is possible to ascertain an 

agreement on what hendiadys refers to among biblical scholars. The answer is no. There is 

clearly no agreement in research or in reference literature on the structure(s) and/or 

function(s) of combined components in what is labelled hendiadys in the HB, which is 

obvious from the account above. There is no clear development unambiguously tracable based 

                                                
410 Hoffman/Cowper, Grammar, 131-132. 
411 Greenspahn, Introduction, 159.  
412 For the two examples, see Watson, Poetry, 325. The term is not found in Gordon, Grammar; Gordon, 
Textbook; Segert, Grammar; Schniedewind, Primer. However, for a few suggested examples outside reference 
works of so-called hendiadyses in Ugaritic, see, Barré, “Blessing,” 181, 184; Dahood, Psalms, vol. II, 175; 
Psalms, vol. III, 312; Watson, Techniques, 109. In addition, Avishur, Studies, 111, gives one example, but 
remarks that according to the criteria in his survey “it appears that Ugaritic hendiadys is non-existent.”  
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on an explanation by a specific individual referred to and/or on distinctive schools and 

traditions, but there are some apparent trends.  

Even if the term is not found in the works by Jewish grammarians or Christian Hebraists, 

there are several factors that seem to have contributed to the later development and choice of 

terminology: the awakened interest in classical languages, literature and rhetoric during the 

Renaissance, together with the growing interest in Hebrew studies but also the concept of an 

inherent spiritual rhetoric in the holy texts. Since grammarians, in addition, attempted to give 

descriptions of languages based on principles derived from the Greco-Latin models and 

conventions it is no wonder that peculiar constructions in the HB, and for that matter in the 

NT as well, that were seen to deviate from expected grammatical rules and conventions, were 

considered rhetorical figures and given designations derived from the classical rhetorical 

tradition.  

Moreover, the Hebrew grammarians in the 17th-19th centuries who utilize the term 

hendiadys have many examples in common and many of them were put forth already by 

Glassius, whose work was important and may have influenced scholars in the 17th-19th 

centuries. It is clear, in addition, that the examples in the early works of reference consist 

mostly of two nouns, and the advocated interpretation of one of the nouns is as an adjective 

attribute and/or for both nouns as a construct relation.  

Combinations of verbs, nouns in parallelism, combined phrases and clauses, or 

combinations thereof, etc., are not integrated in the applications by the early users of the term. 

However, in the 20th-21st centuries a large variety of combined components are integrated and 

an assortment of applications has evolved. The applications have in due course come to 

include practically all kinds of combinations of components in the HB, and to the extent that 

someone might wonder: ”What is not a hendiadys in the HB?”  

The development has also resulted in contradictory views on the matter, even in one and the 

same work in some cases. It is apparent that the examples set forth in research or in reference 

literature are not homogeneous, but that the term hendiadys is used for an assortment of 

combinations of components derived from the HB judging by the applications, definitions, 

explanations and exemplifications given. The constructions the term is applied to are, in 

addition, viewed as either e.g., rhetorical, stylistic, and/or grammatical, and the ascribed 

functions are as multifarious as the interpretations. No one is of course to blame for the 
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development and the current situation, but there is evidently a need for a further investigations 

and differentiations. 

There might exist more lexicons, dictionaries, grammars or monographs in which the term 

hendiadys is used pertaining to grammar, syntax and rhetorical and/stylistic features in 

biblical Hebrew, that have not been noted and included in the account above. However, since 

there is clearly no consensus on what the term designates in research and in the reference 

works described above, the possibly additional works of reference would in all probability not 

substantially alter the already diverse picture. 

Due to the variations detected none of the suggested explanations found suffice solely as a 

point of departure for an investigation of the subject hendiadys in the HB or of the features 

involved. However, the previous studies and applications of the term hendiadys in the HB are 

important nevertheless, despite the apparently diverse opinions, because the examples given 

in the above-mentioned studies testify to which combinations that are considered hendiadyses 

in the HB and which phenomena in the HB that promote use of the term.413 

 

4.4 Summary 

According to the definitions and exemplifications found in reference literature and in research 

on hendiadys in the HB, the term is considered applicable to an abundance of constructions. 

The proposed functions also incorporate various and in some cases contradictory opinions and 

suggestions, which even comprise conflicting views on hendiadys in one and the same 

monograph. The same term is clearly used to denote several different constructions and there 

is evidently no consensus on the matter in research and in reference literature. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
413 All examples of suggested hendiadyses by the researchers above are incorporated in the Collection of 
examples in this investigation and by that submitted to analysis. 
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Chapter 5 

Phenomena and statistical results 

 
 
In the search for hendiadys in the HB we have already established above that there is no 

consensus in reference literature or in research of what hendiadys denotes in biblical Hebrew. 

However, with the purpose to gain a more wide-ranging picture of the applications in general 

and the features involved, not only in reference literature, additional examples beyond the 

ones found in works of reference have been collected as well. 

In order to go further and investigate not only usage, but to unearth the phenomena in the 

HB that induces the use of the term, a deliberate attempt has been to assemble as many 

examples of suggested and suspected hendiadyses derived from the HB from as many sources 

and by as many scholars as possible that, in addition, represent various creeds and traditions. 

The examples in the Collection of examples are hence in its entirety derived not only from 

reference literature, but also from commentaries, monographs and articles dealing with the 

HB and/or biblical Hebrew. 

All examples found are included in the investigation and submitted to analysis regardless of 

from which genre of scholarly exposition they derive; grammars, lexicons, commentaries, 

articles etc., or from which perspective; linguistic, rhetorical, grammatical, exegetical, etc., 

that the argumentation is based and substantiated by the circa 330 scholars detected who use 

the term. The number of examples collected amount to 1720; 1684 in biblical Hebrew and 36 

in biblical Aramaic. This includes also 22 examples of suggested hendiatrises and 

hendiatetrises. They are of course excluded from the analysis and statistical results of 

suggested and suspected so-called hendiadyses. In addition, in some cases one or more 

scholars reject the notion that a certain example, suggested by others, ought to be taken as a 

hendiadys. These scholars are therefore cited by means of the abbreviation, ‘not h.’ (not a 

hendiadys) in connection with the examples they refute respectively. However, there are an 

additional 13 examples detected, that are refuted as hendiadyses by some scholars, but no 

scholars have been found that actually suggest that any of these examples do represent 
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hendiadyses. The latter examples are of course also excluded from the statistics of proper 

suggested hendiadyses but are for comparison included in the collection of examples because 

they are quite rare and reveal, in addition, what might be regarded by someone at present or in 

the future as a so-called hendiadys. 

The collection also incorporate examples that are suspected to be so-called hendiadyses by 

one or several scholars and also examples that are designated ‘a kind of hendiadys.’ These 

examples are included because they show which kind of components and phenomena that 

prompt the use of the term, disclose how a so-called hendiadys may be apprehended 

according to the scholar/scholars cited, and also point to what might eventually become 

included in the term in the future.  

A suggested hendiadys may occur only once in the HB, like e.g., My$îdSowâømVl…w ‹tOtOaVl, lit. ‘to signs 

and to appointed times’ (Gen 1:14), whereas other combined components that are designated 

hendiadys occur more than once, e.g., b¢Dvwøt◊w rªE…g, lit. ‘a stranger and a sojourner’ (Lev 25:35).1 

Even if the same lexemes are involved and appear more than once they may occur (a) with or 

without inflection, (b) with or without affixed particles, (c) joined syndetically or 

asyndetically, (d) in parallelism or with intervening components, and/or (e) in inverted order, 

and/or (f) only in certain books or genres, or (g) in a particular way only in certain passages, 

etc. Similarly, verbs from a certain root, e.g., bwC, may occur in several of the suggested 

examples, but in different conjugations and with various inflections and combined with 

various other verb roots in sequence, in parallelism, with intervening components, etc. 

Furthermore, one scholar may refer to one particular combination of components as a 

hendiadys, but does not refer to the other incidences in the HB in which the same lexemes 

occur combined, whereas other scholars refer to either only a few of these occurrences or all 

combinations of the same lexemes, regardless of varieties, as representing so-called 

hendiadyses. An assortment of translations, interpretations and suggested functions are, in 

addition, ascribed to the combined lexemes and/or in combination with other components. 

Due to these varieties, all examples of alleged hendiadyses are therefore incorporated, 

including the ones consisting of the same lexemes and occurring with or without variation in 

the HB. 

                                                
1 The latter nouns occur combined or in close connection with each other 6 times in the HB, either in singular or 
plural, syndetically or asyndetically joined, with or without prefixed particles, and/or with intervening 
components etc.  
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An intervening wāw is at hand in many suggested hendiadyses. However, examples 

consisting of components in parallelism, with intervening features as well as asyndetically 

joined components are also designated hendiadys and are therefore included in the 

investigation. 

The examples gathered have been analyzed, categorized, annotated with abbreviations and 

listed in the Collection of examples. Through the morpho-syntactic and semantic analysis 

various categories and subcategories have been deduced, which will be demonstrated below.2 

 

5.1 Phenomena in the HB labelled hendiadys 

Due to the large amount of suggested hendiadyses found it is impossible to give specific and 

exhaustive details of all the individual examples, but the results of the investigation will be 

presented according to categories and subcategories. Many of the examples cited below are 

suggested as hendiadyses by additional scholars beyond the one cited in the footnote, but due 

to the amount of examples and citations all categories are illustrated below by only one 

example in each category together with a reference to a scholar who suggests or suspects that 

the example in question is a hendiadys.3  

The term hendiadys does not always occur in the citations in the footnotes below simply 

because the term is not always found in direct connection with the proposed translation cited, 

or may be used in a headline for a whole list of suggested hendiadyses or in a lengthy 

explanation too long to quote etc., but the term is used by all scholars cited below for the 

combinations of components referred to respectively. 

If a scholar suggest an interpretation/translation other than a literal translation of the 

components in a proposed hendiadys, the advocated interpretation/translation is included 

below together with a reference to the scholar in question. If no interpretation/translation is 

found only a reference to the scholar cited is given. If nothing else is indicated in the morpho-

syntactic and semantic analysis the components are joined syndetically. Statistical 

investigations have been performed as well and the results will be given below after the 

presentation of categories illustrated by examples. 

                                                
2 For principles of selection and methods used, see above 2.3 Modus operandi. For the principles used in the 
presentation of the examples see Part II, Chapter 1, Introductory comments to the Collection of examples, and for 
the actual examples see Part II, Chapter 2, Collection of examples.  
3 Examples belonging to the subcategory ‘synonym-like’ consisting of nouns, verbs, phrases etc., are given their 
own separate sections below in order to make the presentation easy to grasp.  
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The analysis of the examples found in reference literature and research, together with the 

added examples derived from works by biblical scholars in general, yields the following 

results of which constructions and combinations of components in biblical Hebrew and 

biblical Aramaic derived from the HB are suggested as or suspected to be a so-called 

hendiadys. 

 

5.1.1 Biblical Hebrew 

I. Nouns (N) 

A. Antonyms (Nant) 

1. Two adjectives, antonyms (Nant, 2 adj), e.g., oá∂rÎw bwñøf, lit. ‘good and evil’ (Gen 2:9)4 

3. Two nouns in parallelism, antonyms (Nant, in Pa), e.g., wño√d…w yIty¡IcDo r∞RvSa Myäîqwøj √r …wñoVmIv 

y`It∂rUb◊…g My™IbwørVq, lit. ‘listen you that are far what I have done and know you that are 

near my strength’ (Isa 33:13)5 

 
B. Dissimilar nouns and adjectives (Ndiss) 

1 a) Two dissimilar concrete nouns (Ndiss), e.g., v¡EaÎw tyâîrVpÎ…g hä∂rOmSo_lAo◊w MÿOdVs_lAo ryªIfVmIh hGÎwhyìÅw, 

lit. ‘and YHWH rained on Sodom and on Gomorrah sulphur and fire’ (Gen 19:24)6 

b) Two dissimilar abstract nouns (Ndiss, 2 abstr), e.g., h`DwVqIt ◊w tyñîrSjAa M™RkDl t¶EtDl, lit. ‘to 

give to you an end/future and a hope’ (Jer 29:11)7 

c) Two nouns if which one is concrete and the other abstract, both countable (Ndiss, 

concr + abstr), e.g., h¡Do…wrVt…w r™Dpwøv Mwñøy, lit. ‘a day of shofar/horn and shout’ (Zeph 

1:16)8 

d) Two nouns of which one is abstract and the other concrete, both countable (Ndiss, 

abstr + concr), e.g., ay$IbÎn ◊w NwâøzDj ‹MO;tVjAl◊w, lit. ‘and to seal vision and prophet’ (Dan 

9:24)9 

2 a) Two dissimilar nouns, asyndetic (Ndiss, asyn), e.g., q®d¡Rx_hÎw ◊nAo ◊w tRmTa∑_rAb√;d_l`Ao, lit. 

‘because a true word and humility, righteousness’ (Ps 45:5)10 

                                                
4 Bullinger, Figures, 659, “evil enjoyment.” 
5 Wächter, “qAj ∂r,” TDOT, vol. XIII, 470, “the antithesis ra6h2ôq/qarôb is often used as a hendiadys expressing a 
totality” (italics Wächter). 
6 Leclerc, Yahweh, 11, “burning brimstone.” 
7 Gesenius, Lehrbuch, 854, “hoffnungsvolle Zukunft.” 
8 Avishur, Studies, 110, “trumpeting of the horn” (italics Avishur). 
9 Blenkinsopp, Opening 20, “the prophetic vision.” 
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b) Two dissimilar adjectives, asyndetic (Ndiss, asyn, 2 adj), e.g., ry∞I;bA;k qyäî;dAx, lit. 

‘righteous, mighty’ (Job 34:17)11 

3. Two dissimilar nouns with intervening components (Ndiss, int), e.g., N∞DmDh ‹tAo ∂r_tRa 

w$ø;tVbAvSj`Am ‹tEa◊w yYˆgÎgSa`Dh, lit. ‘the evil of Haman the Agagite and his thought’ (Esth 8:3)12  

4. Two dissimilar nouns in parallelism (Ndiss in Pa), e.g., h™Dn…wmTaDh ◊w wy¡DnVtDm rwâøzEa q®d™Rx hÎy¶Dh◊w 

wy`DxDlSj rwñøzEa, lit. ‘and righteousness shall be the belt of his loins, and the faithfulness 

the girdle of his loins’ (Isa 11:5)13  

 
C. Theme-related dissimilar nouns (Ndiss, th) 

1. Two theme-related dissimilar nouns (Ndiss, th), e.g., s…wásÎw bRkâ®r◊w, lit. ‘and chariot and 

horse’ (Ps 76:7)14  

2. Two theme-related dissimilar nouns, asyndetic (Ndiss, th, asyn), e.g., AjäérÎy vRm¶Rv, lit. 

‘sun, moon’ (Hab 3:11)15 

3. Two theme-related dissimilar nouns with intervening components (Ndiss, th, int), 

e.g., h™DoD;b√rAa […] ‹hDvølVv, lit. ‘three … four’ (Am 2:4)16  

4. Two theme-related dissimilar nouns in parallelism (Ndiss, th, in Pa), e.g., X∞E;mAjVtˆy yI;k 

N`Dnwø;tVvRa y#AtwøyVlIk ◊wŒ y¡IbDbVl, lit. ‘for embittered was my heart and my kidneys (lit. ‘I was’) 

were pierced’ (Ps 73:21)17 

5. Two theme-related dissimilar nouns and phrases, consisting of names of individuals, 

groups of people, or places: 

a) Personal names (Ndiss, th, pers), e.g., tRp˝‰yÎw M°Ev, lit. ‘Shem and Jephet’ (Gen 9:23)18 

b) Names of groups of people (Ndiss, th, pers), e.g., y`ItElVÚpAh_lAo◊w [y™ItérV;k][Ah] yîrV;kAh_lAo, lit. 

‘over the Cherethites and over the Pelethites’ (2 Sam 20:23)19  

                                                
10 Ryou, Oracles, 191 and n. 60, “the semantically related terms (qdx//hwno) are used as a hendiadys in gender-
matched parallelism.” 
11 NET, 835, “supremely righteous”; 835 n. 6, “seem to form a fine nominal hendiadys.” 
12 Fox, Character, 92, “The words ‘evil’ and ‘plot,’ though not conjoined, function as a hendiadys meaning ‘evil 
plot.’” 
13 Bazak, “Meaning,” 12, “a hendiadys which divides into two parts, where the second word is used as an 
attribute for the first – an equitable righteous justice, a faithful righteous justice” (italics Bazak). 
14 Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128-129. 
15 Tsumura, “vRmRv,” NIDOTTE, vol. IV, 186, “as a hendiadys, i.e. “sun and moon […] conveying the notion of 
totality of the heavenly light.” 
16 Weiss, “Pattern,” 422. 
17 VanGemeren, Psalms, 132. 
18 Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 510, “the hendiadys conjunction Dw which has the effect of creating a pair of words that 
function as a unit.” 
19 Albright, “Syria,” 512 n. 2, “we may be justified in treating the expressions as a typical Semitic hendiadys […] 
‘light-armed’ Cretans as mercenaries.” 
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c) Names of places, regions and/or cities (N/Phdiss, th, geogr), e.g., MÊ¡DlDv…wíryIb…w l™Ea∂rVcˆyVb, 

lit. ‘in Israel and in Jerusalem’ (Mal 2:11)20 

 

D. Nouns and adjectives from the same semantic field (Nsemf) 

1. Two nouns or adjectives from the same semantic field: 

a) Two nouns (Nsemf), e.g., b¶Dvwøt◊w_r´…g, lit. ‘a stranger and a sojourner’ (Gen 23:4)21 

b) Two adjectives (Nsemf, 2 adj) e.g., r™DvÎy◊w qyñî;dAx, lit. ‘rigtheous and right’ (Deut 

32:4)22 

c) A noun + an adjective (Nsemf, noun + adj), e.g., lw#ødÎg◊w r∞Ac, lit. ‘a prince and great’ 

(2 Sam 3:38)23 

2. Two nouns from the same semantic field with intervening components (Nsemf, int), 

e.g., h¡DmVkDj ◊w rRp∞Es_lDkV;b l™E;kVcAh◊w oñ∂;dAm My¢IhølTa`Dh MªRhDl N°AtÎn, lit. ‘the God gave to him knowledge 

and skill in all books and wisdom’ (Dan 1:17)24 

3. Two nouns or adjectives from the same semantic field in parallelism (Nsemf in Pa), 

e.g., h`D;mˆzVm…w tAoâå;d rAoGÅnVlŒ h¡Dm√rDo M ∞IyaDtVpIl t∞EtDl, lit. ‘to give to simple ones craftiness, to a 

young boy/youth knowledge’ (Prov 1:4)25 

4. Two nouns from the same semantic field, asyndetic (Nsemf, asyn): 

a) Two nouns from the same semantic field, asyndetic (Nsemf, asyn), e.g., ly™IlD;k h¢Dlwøo, 

lit. ‘burnt offering, whole offering’ (1 Sam 7:9)26 

b) Two adjectives from the same semantic field, asyndetic (Nsemf, asyn, 2 adj), 

e.g., My`ImD;t qyñî;dAx, lit. ‘righteous, blameless/perfect’ (Job 12:4)27 

 
E. Two synonym-like nouns or adjectives (Nsemf, synl) 

1. Two concrete synonym-like nouns (Nsemf, synl), e.g., rRp`EaÎw r¶DpDo, lit. ‘dust and ashes’ 

(Gen 18:27)28 

                                                
20 Hill, Malachi, 229, “The simple conjunctive waw joins ‘Israel’ and ‘Jerusalem’ in a type of hendiadys for the 
territory of postexilic Yehud.” 
21 Cotter, Genesis, 162 n. 123, “The phrase is a hendiadys referring to one who lacks the normal rights of a 
citizen.”  
22 Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 53, “just and right is He” (italics and capital letter van der Westhuizen). 
23 Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “grand chef.” 
24 Levi, Inkongruenz, 88. 
25 Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 61, “This is a distributed hendiadys meaning ‘the callow young.’” 
26 Tsumura, 1 Book of Samuel, 235, “As a wholly burnt sacrifice […] is an adverbial use of a hendiadys 
conjuncted asyndetically” (italics Tsumura). 
27 Watson, Poetry, 327, “blamelessly just.” 
28 Allen, “rDpDo,” TWOT, vol. II, 687. 
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2. Two synonym-like adjectives (Nsemf, synl, 2 adj), e.g., láO;tVlAtVp…w väé;qIo, lit. ‘perverse/ 

crooked and shrewd/crooked’ (Deut 32:5)29 

3. Two synonym-like nouns, asyndetic (Nsemf, syn, asyn), e.g., M¡DlwøoVl d∞AoDl, lit. ‘(to) 

forever, to eternity’ (Ps 111:8)30  

4. Two synonym-like adjectives with intervening components (Nsemf, synl, int), e.g., 

tw$ølOd ◊…g twâøkDlVmAm_lAo◊w ‹twø;bår twôøx∂rSa_lRa …waVbÎ…nˆ¥yÅw, lit. ‘and they prophesied to/against many/great 

countries and over great kingdoms’ (Jer 28:8)31 

5. Two synonym-like components, one noun and one adjective of different gender 

(Nsemf, synl, dg, adj + noun), e.g., h`Dy√rRo◊w MõOrEo, lit. ‘naked and nakedness/bareness’ 

(Ezek 16:7)32 

6. Two synonym-like nouns, with or without suffixes, in parallelism (Nsemf, synl in 

Pa), e.g., ÔK`RnyIm ◊y yˆn∞EoyIvwäøt◊w ÔKó®dÎy j∞AlVvI;t, lit. ‘you stretch out your hand and your right hand 

saves me’ (Ps 138:7)33 

 
F. Nouns from the same root (Nsr) 

1. Same root, identical nouns (Nsr, iden), e.g., NRb¡DaÎw NRb∞Ra, lit. ‘stone and stone’ (Deut 

25:13)34 

2. Same root, different gender (Nsr, dg), e.g., h¡DnEoVvAm…w N™EoVvAm, lit. ‘staff/support and 

staff/support’ (Isa 3:1)35  

3. Same root, same gender, different forms (Nsr, sg, df), e.g., ‹hD;mAvVm…w h§DmDmVv, lit. 

‘desolation/devastation and desolation/devastation’ (Ezek 6:14)36  

4. Same root, identical nouns + another combination of identical nouns from the same 

root, with intervening components (Nsr, iden, x2, semf, int), e.g., ‹MyîrDpVs j§AlVvˆ¥yÅw 

wóønwøvVlI;k M™DoÎw M¶Ao_lRa◊w ;h$DbDtVkI;k ‹hÎnyîdVm…w h§DnyîdVm_lRa JKRl$R;mAh twâønyîdVm_lD;k_lRa, lit. ‘and he sent writings to 

all provinces of the king, to province and province according to their writing, and to 

people and people according to their language (Esth 1:22)37 

                                                
29 Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 398. 
30 Goldingay, Psalms 90-150, 303. 
31 Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 780 n. 9. 
32 Block, Ezekiel 1-24, 478 n. 86, “completely nude.” 
33 Barré/Kselman, “Exodus,” 98, 115 n. 2. 
34 Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “double pierre.” 
35 Davidson, Grammar (ed. Gibson), §18, p. 17. 
36 Habel, Earth, 145 n. 3, “Technically the words are a hendiadys.” 
37 Berlin, Esther, 20, Berlin finds two examples of so-called hendiadyses here. Apart from the components in 
italics above there is a second suggested hendiadys, according to Berlin, which consists of wóønwøvVlI;k ... h$DbDtVkI;k, lit. ‘as 
it is written … in its language.’ The two suggested hendiadyses in 1:22aa and 1:22ba ought, according to Berlin, 
to be interpreted “to every ethno-province according to its written language.” 
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G. Three nouns combined  

1. Three dissimilar nouns (3Ndiss), e.g., NóOmIv◊y l∞El◊y …whäOtVb…w, lit. ‘and in empty/formless, 

howling, wilderness’ (Deut 32:10)38 

2. Two nouns from the same semantic field and one disssimilar noun (3Ndiss/semf), 

e.g., h¡DjVmIc◊w tAoäåd◊w h¶DmVkDj, lit. ‘wisdom and knowledge and joy’ (Eccl 2:26)39 

 
For other combinations of three and also four components, see below, 5.1.3 So-called 

hendiatris and hendiatetris. 

 
H. Nouns in a construct relation (Nc) 

1. Dissimilar nouns, e.g., ‹tRmTa tôårwø;t, lit. ‘law of truth’ (Mal 2:6)40 

2. Nouns from the same semantic field, e.g., yîqVlRj_tÎnVm, lit. ‘the part/portion of my 

portion/inheritance’ (Ps 16:5)41 

3. Synonym-like nouns, e.g., y¶IlyZˆ…g tºAjVmIc, lit. ‘the joy of my joy’ (Ps 43:4)42 

 
I. A holonym (Hol), ‹lÅ…gVlÅg◊w bRkô®r, lit. ‘chariot and wheel’ (Ezek 23:24)43 

J. A hyponym (Hyp), N$D;tAm…w rAhâOm, lit. ‘dowry and gift’ (Gen 34:12)44 

K. Epexegetical constructions and/or with a so-called wāw explicativum: 

1. Dissimilar nouns of which the second component is seen as explicative (N/Ph, diss, 

expl), e.g., wúøryIoVb…w h™Dm∂rDb, lit. ‘in Rama and in his town’ (1 Sam 28:3a)45 

2. Two nouns from the same semantic field, and the conjunction is interpreted as 

explicative (Nsemf, wāw - expl), e.g., hó∂rDx◊w MAo∞AzÎw, lit. ‘and indignation and distress’ 

(Ps 78:49)46 

3. Personal names in which the second component is seen as explicative (Ndiss, pers, 

expl), e.g., Mˆy#årVpRa◊w l∞Ea∂rVcˆy◊w, lit. ‘and Israel and Ephraim’ (Hos 5:5)47 

 

 
                                                
38 Petersen/Richards, Poetry, 73, 74, “in a howling wilderness waste […] a complex case of nominal hendiadys.” 
39 Ginsberg, “Studies,” 45 n. 27 “a sort of hendiadys for ‘the good sense to enjoy.’”  
40 Petersen, Zecharia/Malachi, 175, “True torah”; 176, “is a case of hendiadys.” 
41 Sperling, “Meni,” 1061, “an Aramaism in hendiadys with ḥeleq.” 
42 Kuntz, “Psalms,” 12-13, “my exceeding joy.” 
43 Block, Ezekiel 1-24, 748, n. 97, “wheeled chariots.”  
44 Mathews, Genesis 11:27-50:26, 601, “may be a hendiadys here, ‘the mōhar gift’” (italics Mathews). 
45 Lee, Grammar, 304, “i.e. in his city Ramah” (italics Lee). 
46 König, Psalmen, 249 n. 2, “Grimm und Drangsal … “Waw explicativum: und zwar = nämlich; eine Art 
Hendiadyoin.” 
47 Stuart, Hosea-Jonah, 88, 93, “As for Israel–that is, Ephraim […] probably reflects either hendiadys or 
apposition.”  
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II. Verbs 

A. Combinations of antonymic verbs (Vant), e.g., …wo$érDt◊w …wby∞IfyE;t, lit. ‘may you do good and 

may you do evil’ (Isa 41:23b)48 

 
B. Dissimilar verbs (Vdiss) 

1. Combinations of dissimilar verbs (Vdiss), and none of the verbs are interpreted as 

an adverbial modifier: 

a) Two finite verbs, e.g., …wâcSoÅ¥yÅw ‹…wa‹øbÎ¥yÅw, lit. ‘and they came and they did’ (Hag 1:14)49 

b) Two finite verbs, asyndetic (Vdiss, asyn), e.g., Näé;qI;t r$é;qIj◊w, lit. ‘and he searched, 

straightened’ (Eccl 12:9b)50 

c) Two finite verbs in parallelism, e.g., yGˆn◊zDaŒ h¶DoVm`Dv y¡InyEo h ∞DtSa ∂r, lit. ‘my eye saw, my ear 

heard’ (Job 13:1)51 

d) Two imperatives, e.g., …wrVbIo◊w …w#oV;s, lit. ‘travel and pass through’ (Deut 2:24)52 

e) Two infinitive constructs, e.g., twöø…nAoVtIhVl…w NyªIbDhVl, lit. ‘to understand and to afflict 

yourself’ (Dan 10:12)53 

f) Two infinitive absolutes, e.g., h`E;lAk◊w l™EjDh, lit. ‘beginning and ending’ (1 Sam 3:12)54 

g) Two finite verbs with intervening components (Vdiss, int), e.g., ‹…way‹IbÎ¥yÅw […] …wjV;lAv◊y`Aw, 

lit. ‘and they sent […] and they brought’ (Gen 37:32)55 

 

2. Combinations of dissimilar verbs of which one is interpreted as an adverbial 

modifier (Vdiss, advm): 

a) Two finite verbs, e.g., d®r™E;tÅw r›EhAmV;tÅw, lit. ‘and she hastened and she descended’ (1 

Sam 25:23a)56 

b) Two infinitive constructs, e.g., #ÔKVtáO;sÅnVl %ÔKVtáO…nAo, lit. ‘afflicting you to test you’ (Deut 

8:2)57 

                                                
48 Sommer, Prophet, 67, “Deutero-Isaiah employs the terms as a hendiadys (the gods can’t do anything).” 
49 Taylor/Clendenen, Haggai, 143-144, “Whether [a verbal hendiadys meaning] those already in Jerusalem 
started to do […] is not completely clear.” 
50 Shields, End, 61, “the asyndetic juxtaposition of the verbs […] suggests that the verbs should be read as an 
instance of hendiadys.”  
51 Geller, Enigmas, 96, “a kind of hendiadys for perceiving.” 
52 Wilson, “osn,” TWOT, vol. II, 584, “take your journey and go.” 
53 Montgomery, Daniel, 411, “is practically a hendiadys.”  
54 Tsumura, 1 Book of Samuel, 178 n. 19, “This is a merismatic expression with inf. abs. […] used as a 
hendiadys.” 
55 Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 425 n. 1, “sent back.” 
56 Arnold/Choi, §4.3.3 (g), p. 148, “she quickly dismounted,” (underlining and italics Arnold/Choi). A verbal 
hendiadys, according to Arnold/Choi. 
57 Orlinsky, Notes, 248, “test you by hardships.” 
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c) Two infinitive absolutes, e.g., AjäølDv◊w M¶E;kVvAh◊w, lit. ‘and going up early and sending’ 

(Jer 26:5)58 

d) A finite verb + an infinitive absolute with intervening components, e.g., ÔKSoVmIv 

‹ÔKVlDo`DÚp…, lit. ‘your report […] your work’ (Hab 3:2)59 

e) Two imperatives, syndetic, e.g., h$Eb√r…w hâérVÚp, lit. ‘be fruitful and multiply’ (Gen 

35:11)60 

f) Two imperatives, asyndetic (Vdiss, asyn, advm), e.g., jâåq l™Eawøh, lit, ‘be willing, 

take’ (2 Kgs 5:23)61 

g) A finite verb + an infinitive construct, e.g., t®d$RlDl PRsâO;tÅw, lit. ‘and she added to give 

birth’ (Gen 4:2)62 

 
C. Two theme-related dissimilar verbs (Vdiss, th) 

a) Two finite verbs (Vdiss, th), e.g., …w#;tVvˆ¥yÅw …wâlVkaø¥yÅw, lit. ‘and they ate and they drank’ 

(Gen 24:54)63 

b) Two finite verbs, asyndetic (Vdiss, th, asyn), e.g., b¡Ij√rIh qy∞ImVoRh, lit. ‘he made deep, 

he made wide’ (Isa 30:33)64 

c) Two infinitive constructs (Vdiss, th) e.g., twáø;tVvIl◊w lñOkTaRl, lit. ‘to eat and to drink’ 

(Ruth 3:3)65 

 
D. Verbs from the same semantic field (Vsemf) 

1. Verbs from the same semantic field, and none of the verbs are interpreted as an 

adverbial modifier: 

a) Two imperatives e.g., […wq¡Do◊z][á…w] yIqDo◊z…w [—…wly∞IlyEh] yIlyIlyEh, lit. ‘wail and cry out’ (Jer 

48:20)66 

b) Two infinitive constructs, e.g., tûOdwøhVb…w l°E;lAhV;b, lit. ‘with praising and with thanking’ 

(Ezra 3:11)67 

c) Two finite verbs, consecutive forms, e.g., rRmaGø¥yÅw NAo∞A¥yÅw, lit. ‘and he answered and he 

said’ and we look’ (Isa 21:9)68 
                                                
58 Keown/Scalise/Smothers, Jeremiah 26-52, 2, 3, “sending persistently.”  
59 Andersen, Habakkuk, 276, “By hendiadys, this is a discontinuous construct chain, ‘the report of your deed.’” 
60 Andersen, Sentence, 117, “be abundantly fruitful” (italics Andersen). 
61 Lambdin, Introduction, §173, p. 239, “Be content to take.” 
62 Ross, Hebrew, 409, “(And) she gave birth again.” 
63 Gamberoni, “hDtDv,” TDOT, vol. XV, 523. Gamberoni refers to the combination ‘eat and drink’ as a hendiadys. 
64 Avishur, “Pairs,” 72, “made deep (and) wide.” 
65 Hubbard, Ruth, 197-198 n. 10, “Having his dinner […] probably a hendiadys for ‘to have, enjoy a meal.’”  
66 Babut, Expressions, 185. 
67 Allen, “hdy,” NIDOTTE, vol. II, 407, “a hendiadys for hymnic praise.” 
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d) Two imperatives, asyndetic (Vsemf, asyn), e.g., …w$;kÅΩΩzIh ‹…wxSjår, lit. ‘wash, cleanse 

[yourselves]’ (Isa 1:16)69 

e) Two finite verbs from the same semantic field with intervening components 

(Vsemf, int), e.g., ay%IbEh r°RvSaÅw ·hDlToRh r∞RvSa, lit. ‘who brought up and who brought’ 

(Jer 23:8)70 

2. Combinations of two verbs from the same semantic field of which one is interpreted 

as an adverbial modifier (Vsemf, advm), e.g., …w$vVqAb◊yÅw ‹…wv√r√dˆ¥y`Aw, lit. ‘and they inquired 

and they asked’ (Judg 6:29)71 

 
E. Combinations of synonym-like verbs (Vsemf, synl) 

1. Two finite verbs (Vsemf, synl), e.g., wáøt∂;qår h™DpVlDj ◊w h¶DxSjDm…w, lit. ‘and she smote and she 

smote/pierced his temple’ (Judg 5:26)72 

2. Two finite verbs, asyndetic (Vsemf, syn, asyn), e.g., y`Ib_…wa √rˆy …wfy#I;bÅyŒ, lit. ‘they look, 

they stare at me’ (Ps 22:18)73 

3. Two finite verbs with intervening components (Vsemf, synl, int), e.g., My™IhølTa r¶E;båd ◊yÅw 

rRmañø¥yÅw h¡RvOm_lRa, lit. ‘and God spoke to Moses and he said’ (Ex 6:2)74 

4. Two synonym-like verbs in parallelism (Vsemf, synl in Pa), e.g., Mˆy‹AmDÚvAh …wôjVmVcˆy 

 X®r$DaDh l ∞EgDt ◊w…, lit. ‘Let the heavens be glad, and let the earth rejoice’ (1 Chr 16:31) 

5. Two synonym-like verbs of which one is interpreted as an adverbial modifier 

(Vsemf, synl, advm), e.g., ¢U…wSjA;tVvˆ¥yÅw …wµdV;qˆ¥yÅw, lit. ‘and they bowed down and they bowed/ 

worshipped’ (Neh 8:6)75 

 
F. Verbs from the same root (Vsr) 

1. Two identical verbs (Vsr, iden), e.g., y™I;tVmA;lIv◊w yI;tVm$A;lIv, lit. ‘I completed/recompensed and 

I completed/recompensed’ (Isa 65:6)76 

2. Identical verbs with intervening components, two imperatives (Vsr, iden, int), e.g., 

hÎwh◊y∑_tRa …wâlVl`Ah —;h∏Îy …wlVl¶Ah, lit. ‘praise YH, praise YHWH’ (Ps 148:1)77 

                                                
68 Buth, “Collision,” 138, “a hendiadys like rRmaø¥yÅw NAoA¥yÅw ‘answered and said.’” 
69 Oswalt, Isaiah 1-39, 98, “probably another hendiadys giving a meaning like ‘wash so that you are clean.’” 
70 NET, n. 25, “probably a case of hendiadys” […] “bring out the people […] of Israel […] from the land of the 
north.” 
71 Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner), vol. I, “Cqb,” 171, “u. als sie genau 
nachforschten.” 
72 Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 53, “she shattered and she pierced his temple” (italics van der Westhuizen). 
73 Witt de, Psalms, 64, “Gaze at me gloating.” 
74 Cook, “Semantics,” 259-260, “verbal hendiadys, in which both activity verbs refer to the same event.” 
75 Stuart, Exodus, 290 n. 53, “‘submit worshipfully’ or the like.” 
76 Johnsson, Perfekt, 74. 
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3. Combinations of two verbs from the same root, but of different stems (Vsr, ds), e.g., 

…woóOvÎw …wäoVvAoèA;tVvIh, lit. ‘be blind and be blinded’ (Isa 29:9)78 

 
G. Combinations of more than two verbs 

1. Three dissimilar verbs (3Vdiss), e.g., Naôøx wøl_NR;tˆ¥yÅw ló∂;d ◊gˆ¥yÅw däOaVm y¢InOdSa_tRa JK¬årE;b hHÎwhyÅw, lit. ‘and 

YHWH has greatly blessed my master and he has become great and he has given 

him flocks’ (Gen 24:35)79 

2. Three verbs from the same semantic field with intervening components (3Vsemf, 

int), e.g., MRhDl rRmaø¥yÅw a ∂rVqˆ¥yÅw wølwøq aDÚcˆ¥yÅw, lit. ‘and he lifted his voice and he called and he 

said to them’ (Judg 9:7)80 

3. Three asyndetic verbs of which two are from the same semantic field + an 

additional dissimilar verb (3Vsemf/diss, asyn), e.g., Aoy¶I…gIh ly¢IÚpVvIh j¶AvEh, lit. ‘he brought 

down, he made low, he touched/hit’ (Isa 5:12)81 

 
H. Combinations of verbs that are either dissimilar, from the same semantic field or 

synonym-like, and which consist of either qatal + weqatal or yiqtol + weyiqtol 

1 a) Qatal + weqatal, two dissimilar verbs (Vdiss), e.g., …wnVvó∂;dVqIh◊w …w…n∞AkEh, lit. ‘we prepared 

and we sanctified’ (2 Chron 29:19)82 

 b) Qatal + weqatal, two dissimilar verbs in which one is interpreted as an adverbial  

modifier (Vdiss, advm), e.g., …w;l¡Ejˆy◊w …wñoVmDv, lit. ‘they listened and they waited’ (Job 

29:21)83 

 c) Qatal + weqatal, two verbs from the same semantic field in parallelism and 

neither of the two is interpreted as an adverbial modifier (Vsemf, synl in Pa), e.g., 

a…wôhAh  hÎ…n`RmyIq◊y añøl◊w r™R;bîd ◊w h$RcSoÅy aâøl◊w rAmDa, lit. ‘did he say and not do it and speak and not 

make it happen (lit. ‘cause to stand’) (Num 23:19)84 

                                                
77 Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 39 n. 9. 
78 Kuntz, “Agent,” 131, “act blindingly and be blinded” (italics Kuntz). 
79 Putnam, Insert, §2.3.1, p. 37 “a parallel hendiadys […] he has become great, and he has given him flocks” 
(italics Putnam). 
80 Putnam, Grammar, §4.11, p. 41.  
81 Avishur, “Pairs,” 74, “he will bring down, lay low, and cast to the ground.” 
82 Johnson, Perfekt, 71. 
83 Good, Tempest, 126, “listened expectantly.”  
84 Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, §32.3b, p. 540, “Does he speak…? Does he promise?” (italics Waltke/ 
O’Connor). 
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2 a) Yiqtol + weyiqtol, two verbs from the same semantic field (Vsemf), e.g., …wërVmaøy◊w …wYnSo`Ay, 

lit. ‘they shall answer and they shall say’ (Isa 14:10)85 

 b) Yiqtol + weyiqtol, two dissimilar verbs, or verbs from the same semantic field, in 

cohortative (Vdiss, coh), e.g., lRkáOa äÔKVl hñ∂rV;bVvˆn ◊w h›∂d √r´n, lit. ‘we will go down and we 

will buy to you food’ (Gen 43:4)86 

3. Two theme-related dissimilar verbs, e.g., h#DtDv◊w l∞AkDa, lit. ‘and he ate and he drank’ (Jer 

22:15a)87 

4. Four verbs, 1 yiqtol + 3 weyiqtol (4Vsemf), e.g., …wly‹I;kVcÅy◊w …wmy§IcÎy◊w …w#o√d´y◊w …wâa√rˆy, lit. ‘they 

may/shall see and know and consider and understand’ (Isa 41:20)88 

 
III. Adverbs 

A. Two synonym-like adverbs, asyndetic (Advb, semf, synl, asyn), e.g., MáOaVtIÚp oAt¶RpVl, lit. 

‘for in a sudden, suddenly’ (Isa 29:5)89 

B. Adverbial phrases; two time adverbials with intervening components (Advb-Ph of 

time), e.g., hD;m$EhDh My∞ImÎ¥yA;b… ay#IhAh t∞EoD;b, lit. ‘at that time … in those days’ (Jer 3:17, 18)90 

 
IV. Phrases 

A. Two dissimilar phrases 

1 a). Two dissimilar phrases (Phdiss), e.g., wáøt∂dObSo läOk◊w wy$DlE;k_lDk◊w, lit. ‘and all its utensils, 

and all the work thereof’ (Num 3:36)91 

b) Two dissimilar phrases, asyndetic (Phdiss, asyn), e.g., w$ørVkÎn MwâøyV;b ‹ÔKy‹IjDa_MwøyVb, lit. ‘in the 

day of your brother, in the day of his calamity’ (Ob v. 12)92 

 
B. Two theme-related dissimilar phrases (Phdiss, th), e.g., hDl◊y¡D;lAh_lDk◊w a…wähAh Mwñø¥yAh_lD;k, lit. ‘all 

that day and all the night’ (1 Sam 19:24)93 

 
 
 
                                                
85 Buth, “Order,” 8, “synonyms can be put into this VSO foregrounded pattern to produce a hendiadys which 
logically is not the next event in the story but the same event.”  
86 Endo, System, 207. 
87 Craigie/Kelley/Drinkard, Jeremiah 1-25, 311, “probably a hendiadys meaning he lived his life, he went about 
his routine life.” 
88 Brongers, “Merismus,” 110. 
89 Avishur, “Pairs,” 74, “in an instant suddenly.”  
90 Brin, Concept, 48, “perhaps the things are formulated here […] in the manner of a hendiadys.” 
91 Ashley, Numbers, 82, n. 5, “An alternative translation […] would be to take it as a hendiadys ‘their work 
tools.’” 
92 NET, 1608 n. 4, “probably a hendiadys meaning, ‘in the day of your brother’s calamity.’” 
93 Tsumura, 1 Book of Samuel, 499, “the hendiadic phrase ‘all the day and all the night.’” 
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C. Phrases from the same semantic field 

1. Two phrases from the same semantic field (Phsemf), e.g., h$D;kAm_lDk◊w ‹yIlFj_lD;k M§A…g, lit. ‘even 

every sickness and every wound’ (Deut 28:61)94 

2. Two phrases from the same semantic field, asyndetic (Phsemf, asyn), e.g., y¶AjAa 

y™I;mIa_y`EnV;b, lit. ‘my brothers, sons of my mother’ (Judg 8:19)95 

 
D. Two synonym-like phrases from the same semantic field (Phsemf, synl), e.g., ‹ lˆy‹AjVb aôøl 

Aj$OkVb aâøl◊w, lit. ‘not with power and not with strength’ (Zech 4:6)96 

 
V. Clauses 

A. One clause (1Cla), e.g., ÔKó®;dVsAj bwâøf, lit. ‘your loving-kindness is good’ (Ps 69:17)97 

 
B. Two clauses from the same semantic field (Clasemf), e.g., …wt`UmÎy M¶Dv◊w …w;m™A;tˆy h¢RΩΩzAh r¶D;b√dI;mA;b, lit. 

‘in this desert they will be complete/consumed and there they shall die’ (Num 14:35)98 

 
C. Two dissimilar clauses (Cladiss), e.g., ·ÔK√dÎy_h`Ef◊n…w ∞ÔKVÚfAm jâåq, lit. ‘take your rod and stretch 

your hand’ (Ex 7:19)99 

 
D. Three dissimilar clauses (3Cladiss), e.g., M™RhyEtáOmVxAo_tRa◊w …wfy$IvVpIh M∞RhyElSoEm ‹M∂rwøo◊w ~yI;mAo r∞EaVv …wlVkDa 

…wj¡E…xIÚp, lit. ‘they ate the rest of the flesh of my people and they stripped the skin from 

them and they broke their bones’ (Mic 3:3a)100 

 

VI. Cruces and/or combinations of components of which one is an absolute or non-absolute 

hapax legomenon 

A. Cruces consisting of nouns:  
1. Two nouns from the same root of different number? (N, crux) twíø;dIv◊w hñ∂;dIv, ‘concubine 

and concubines(?)’ (Eccl 2:8)101 

                                                
94 Levi, Inkongruenz, 89. 
95 Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 551 n. 8, “his brother, his mother’s son.” 
96 Klein, Zechariah, 159. 
97 Stoebe, “bwøf,” TLOT, vol. I, 494, “Your kindness is gracious.” 
98 Ashley, Numbers, 268 n. 85, “The two clauses together form a hendiadys – ‘they shall come to an end by 
dying there.’” 
99 Houtman, Exodus, vol. I, 28, “take your rod and stretch out your hand.” 
100 Waltke, Micah, 149, “Probably the three clauses in v 3A should be interpreted as a hendiadys, representing 
three aspects of the one situation.” 
101 Schoors, Preacher, vol. I, 217-218, “may be a hendiadys expressing multiplicity.” 
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2. Two dissimilar(?) nouns (N, crux), e.g., My`I;m…wt◊w Myñîr…waVl, ‘to Urim and Thummim’ (Neh 

7:65)102 

3. Two nouns from the same semantic field(?), e.g., b…wázDo◊w r…wñxDo, ‘restrained(?) and 

forsaken(?)’ (Deut 32:36)103 

 

B. Cruces consisting of verbs (V, int, crux) e.g., …wh`D;b ◊gˆ¥yÅw jAxG‰nDlŒ M¶EbyIvO¥yÅw, lit. ‘and he makes them 

return to forever and they exulted’ (Job 36:7)104 

 
C. Examples in which there is an absolute or non-absolute hapax legomenon, (V, hapax) 

e.g., …wv…wâo wa¬øbÎw…, lit. ‘lend aid/hasten(?) and go (Joel 4:11)105 

 
VII. Miscellaneous combinations of nouns, adjectives, verbs, phrases, clauses, etc. 

There are also a large amount of miscellaneous combinations of components derived 

from the HB that are suggested as hendiadyses. The combinations amount to 120 in 

biblical Hebrew and may consist of e.g., a clause + a phrase (Cla + Ph); two dissimilar 

verbs + a clause (V + Cla, diss; a noun + a phrase that are dissimilar (1N + Ph, diss); two 

phrases + one verb (Ph + 1V); a pronoun + a phrase (Pron + Ph), etc. Most of the 

miscellaneous combinations of components from the different categories consist of only 

one example of each kind. 

 

5.1.2 Biblical Aramaic  

I. Nouns (Aram) 

A. Two dissimilar nouns (Ndiss, Aram), e.g., t$∂d◊w Ny∞InVmˆz, lit. ‘times and law’ (Dan 7:25)106 

B. Two nouns from the same semantic field (Nsemf, Aram), e.g., fy$I;lAv◊w bâår, lit. ‘great and 

ruler’ (Dan 2:10)107 

C. Two synonym-like nouns from the same semantic field (Nsemf, syn, Aram), e.g., z∞Ag√rI;b 

h$DmSjÅw, lit. ‘with rage and fury’ (Dan 3:13)108 

                                                
102 Dam van, Urim, 138-139, “perfect illumination.” 
103 Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 112, “‘ruler’ or ‘leader.’” 
104 NET, 837 n. 29, “can be taken as an adverbal hendiadys” […] ‘he exalts them by seating them forever’ or 
‘when he seats them forever.’”  
105 Patterson, “Joel,” 342, 344, “[if related to the meaning ‘to hasten, hurry’ it] is probably to be taken with the 
following verb as hendiadys, i.e., ‘come quickly.’”  
106 Goldingay, Daniel, 143, 146, “times set by decree.” 
107 Avishur, Studies, 114, “a great ruler” (italics Avishur). 
108 Hill, “Daniel,” 79-80, “furious with rage.”  
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D. Nouns in a construct relation (Nc, Aram), e.g., ‹yIhw‹øv√rDv rôå;qIo, lit. ‘the stump of its roots’ 

(Dan 4:12)109 

E. Three nouns from the same semantic field (Nsemf, Aram), e.g., h¶DmVkDj◊w …wönDtVlVkDc◊w wµryIhÅn◊w, lit. 

‘and light/illumination and insight and wisdom’ (Dan 5:11)110 

 

II. Verbs (Aram) 

A. Two dissimilar finite verbs of which one verb is interpreted as an adverbial modifier 

(Vdiss, advm, Aram), e.g., ‹PyEsDt◊w qôî;dA;t, lit. ‘it will crush and it will fulfill/cause to fulfill’ 

(Dan 2:44)111 

 

B. Two verbs from the same semantic field, two imperatives (Vsemf, Aram), e.g., …wq∞Uúp 

wóøtTa‰w, lit. ‘go out and come out’ (Dan 3:26)112 

 

C. Two verbs from the same semantic field, synonym-like (Vsemf, synl, Aram), e.g., s™AnV;b 

ay¡I…gAc P ∞AxVq…w, lit. ‘he was greatly angered and vexed’ (Dan 2:12)113 

 
III. Two clauses from the same semantic field (Clasemf, Aram), e.g., a¡DbDtV;k M∞Uv√rIt◊w a™DrDsTa MyñîqV;t, lit. 

‘establish the injunction and inscribe the writing’ (Dan 6:9)114 

 
IV. Combinations of components of which one is a hapax legomenon in BA (N, hapax, Aram) 

A. Two nouns of which one is a hapax legomenon in BA, ‹hDtyIjVv…w h§Db √dIk h°D;lIm…w, lit. ‘and a 

word lie/lying and corrupt’ (Dan 2:9)115 

 

B. Two particles of which one is a hapax legomenon in BA (V, 2 partc, Aram), ‹qEpÎn◊w d§EgÎn, 

lit. ‘flowing and going out/forth’ (Dan 7:10)116 

 

 

 

                                                
109 Montgomery, Daniel, 235. 
110 Girard, Symboles, 182. 
111 Goldingay, Daniel, 32, 43, “finally shatter.” 
112 Ginsberg, “Review,” 386, “come out here.”  
113 NET, 1535 n. 19, “furiously angry.” 
114 Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 195, “issue this written prohibition over your signature […] is taken here as 
containing a hendiadys” (italics Hartman/Di Lella). 
115 Goldingay, Daniel, 43, “perverse lies.”  
116 Ginsberg, “Review,” 386, “flowed out, issued.”  
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V. Miscellaneous combinations (Aram) 

There is only one combination in biblical Aramaic that is comprised of components from 

different categories and is suggested as a hendiadys. 

 

5.1.3 So-called hendiatris and hendiatretris  

Since the term hendiadys is used not only for two components, but at times applied also to 

three or four components, as is shown above, or, in other cases, that three or four components 

in biblical Hebrew and biblical Aramaic are labelled hendiatris or hendiatetris, the examples 

found for which these latter terms are used will be demonstrated below as well. 

 

5.1.3.1 Biblical Hebrew 

I. Nouns (hendiatris and hendiatetris) 

A. Hendiatris 

a) Three dissimilar nouns combined are called hendiatris (3Ndiss, hendiatris), e.g., 

hó∂q∂dVxIb…w f∞DÚpVvImV;b t™RmTaR;b, lit. ‘in truth, in judgment and in righteousness’ (Jer 4:2a)117 

b) Three nouns from the same semantic field labelled hendiatris (3Nsemf, 

hendiatris), e.g, y¡ItD;mIlVk…w yI;tVvDb…wœ y∞ItDÚp√rRj, lit. ‘my reproach and my shame and my 

disgrace’ (Ps 69:20)118 

c) Three identical nouns labelled hendiatris (3Nsr, hendiatris), e.g., vwëød ∂q vwÿød ∂q —vwµød ∂q, 

lit. ‘Holy, holy, holy’(Isa 6:3)119 

 
B. Hendiatetris, four nouns from the same semantic field called hendiatetris (4Nsemf, 

hendiatetris), e.g., y`DtOrwøt ◊w y¶Atwø;qUj y™AtOwVxIm y$I;t √rAmVvIm ‹rOmVvˆ¥yÅw, lit. ‘and he kept my charges and 

my commandments and my statutes and my laws’ (Gen 26:5)120 

 

 

 

                                                
117 Bullinger, Figures, 673, “thou shalt swear, in truth (i.e., truly, yes – justly and righteously).” 
118 Girard, Psaumes 150, 413 n. 1. 
119 Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 41 n. 16. 
120 Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 42 n. 18. 
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II. Verbs, hendiatris 

1. Three verbs from the same semantic field called hendiatris (3Vsemf, hendiatris), e.g., 

My$I;bår ‹…wp √r`D…xˆy ◊w …wônV;bAlVt`Iy ◊w …wrßr`D;bVtˆy, lit. ‘and many shall be purified/purify themselves, be 

whitened/make themselves white and refined’ (Dan 12:10)121 

2. Three participles called hendiatris (3Vdiss, partc, hendiatris), e.g., q®d¡Rx l¶EoOp…w MyImD;tœ JK ∞Elwøh 

wáøbDbVlI;b t#RmTaŒ r¶EbOd ◊w, lit. ‘the one walking uprightly, and working righteousness, and 

speaking truth in his heart’ (Ps 15:2)122 

 
III. Phrases, hendiatris 

Three identical phrases labelled hendiatris (3Ph, iden, hendiatris), e.g., l∞AkyEh ‹hÎwh◊y l§AkyEh 

h™Dwh◊y l¶AkyEh hYÎwh◊y, lit. “The temple of YHWH, the temple of YHWH, the temple of YHWH’” (Jer 

7:4)123 

 
IV. Clauses, hendiatetris 

Four clauses from the same semantic field called hendiatetris (4Cla, semf, hendiatetris),  

M`Rhy´nVÚpIm …wäx√rAoèA;t_lAa◊w …wözVÚpVjA;t_l`Aa◊w w¬a√ry`I;t_lAa M#RkVbAbVl JKâår´y_lAa, lit. ‘do not let your heart soften, fear not 

and do not be alarmed and do not tremble because of them’ (Deut 20:3)124
 

 

5.1.3.2 Biblical Aramaic 

I. Nouns (hendiatris) 

Two nouns from the same semantic field + one dissimilar noun are called hendiatris 

(2Nsemf + 1Ndiss, hendiatris, Aram), e.g., a#D¥yÅnDÚvIl◊w a∞D¥yAmUa a%D¥yAmVm`Ao_l`D;k, lit. ‘all the peoples, 

the nations and the languages’ (Dan 3:7)125 

 

5.2 Remarks on the results 

The tendency detected in the preliminary survey, that hendiadys is frequently applied to 

different combination of components derived from the HB, which from the outset was the 

                                                
121 Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 358 n. 11. 
122 Kaiser Jr, Guide, 15, “a hendiatris, that is, one total idea of practicing the presence of God by calling on three 
aspects of life.”  
123 Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 41 n. 17. 
124 Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 42 n. 19. 
125 Bullinger, Figures, 673, “All the people, yes – and people of all nations and languages.” 
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point of departure and one of the issues for this investigation, has undoubtedly been 

confirmed by the analysis of the collected examples. 

The results unmistakably show that the term hendiadys is applied to a profuse amount of 

constructions of all kinds derived from the HB, and that the deduced categories and 

subcategories are surprisingly numerous. The term hendiadys is mostly used for two but at 

times for more than two components. In some cases combinations of three and four 

components (nouns, verbs or phases) are labelled hendiatris or hendiatetris respectively. 

The examples designated hendiadys are derived from all biblical books and all kinds of 

genres and text types: prose, poetry, prophetic discourse, legal texts, wisdom literature, etc. 

The components are distributed in several main categories, according to the morpho-syntactic 

analysis, and can be listed according to the order above: 

1. Nouns  

II.Verbs  

III. Adverbs 

IV. Phrases 

V. Clauses 

VI. Combinations of these in Cruces or combinations in which there is a hapax legomenon 

VII. Miscellaneous combinations of components from these categories 

The features and constructions that prompt the use of the term hendiadys also consist of 

various kinds of semantic relations, ranging from antonyms to combinations of identical 

components: 

A. Antonyms  

B. Dissimilar  

C. Theme-related dissimilar  

D. From the same semantic field  

E. Synonym-like  

F. Identical/from the same root 

G. A hyponym and a holonym 
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The combinations may also represent or be comprised of:  

1. Personal names, or names of places and groups of people  

2. Construct relations 

3. Epexegesis 

4. Combinations of more than two components, but still termed hendiadys.126 

 

The combinations can also be divided into several different subcategories: combinations of 

nouns and adjectives of different gender and/or different number, concrete and abstract, 

combinations of finite verbs, consecutive forms, infinitive constructs, imperatives, qatal + 

weqatal, yiqtol + weyiqtol.  

The components are, in addition, either joined syndetically, asyndetically, or occur with 

intervening components and/or in parallelism. 

Furthermore, the ascribed functions of the components are multifarious, such as: emphasis, 

epexegesis, hyperbole, the use of a conjunctive sentence as alternative surface realizations of 

non-coordinate deep relationships, to extend the existing vocabulary, distributive function, to 

evoke a word-pair, for assonance, to produce rhyme, in parallelism, to preserve rhytm, etc., or 

the opinion may be expressed that one of the components is simply redundant. 

 

5.3 Statistical results 

In order to identify the main category of combined components that attracts the designation 

hendiadys the occurrence frequency is also of interest. Several statistical investigations have 

therefore been carried out and the results will be presented in tabular form below. 

Table 1 below is arranged so that the categories consisting of different parts of speech but 

with the same semantic relations are placed side by side for comparison; dissimilar nouns 

(Ndiss) beside dissimilar verbs (Vdiss), nouns from the same semantic field (Nsemf) beside 

verbs from the same semantic field (Vsemf), etc., and the minor categories are assembled 

together in ‘All other categories.’ 

                                                
126 This does not include so-called hendiatrises or hendiatetrises, which are additional terms used for further 
combinations. 
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The statistical investigation of the examples found of suggested and suspected hendiadyses, 

yields the following results in tabular form below.127  

 

Table 1. All examples  

 

The statistical investigations of all examples show that the term hendiadys is used particularly 

for combinations consisting of nouns but the amount of verb combinations designated 

hendiadys are also substantial.  

It is also noteworthy that if we add up the minor categories of combined components, the 

examples amount to 179, assembled in the column ‘All other categories’ above, which means 

that circa 10% of all examples designated hendiadys consist of a large variety of combinations 

of components. The examples in ‘All other categories’ consist of the following categories: 

 

                                                
127 The results presented in table 1 below does not include so-called hendiatetrises (18) or hendiatetrises (4) of in 
biblical Hebrew and in biblical Aramaic, or the 13 examples that are not considered hendiadyses. 
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Table 2. Categories that belong to the column ‘All other categories’ in table 1. 

 

The column ‘All other categories’ contains several categories of which one is larger, 

‘Miscellaneous,’ and the other considerably smaller, in some cases only one example of each, 

but all categories consist of combined components with the label hendiadys as the common 

denominator. 

The subcategory ‘Miscellaneous’ in the column ‘All other categories’ is the most 

comprehensive and is comprised of a mixture of combinations of components from different 

categories, and in many cases there is only one example found of each kind of combination, 

e.g., a clause + a phrase (Cla + Ph); two dissimilar verbs + a clause (V+ Cla, diss), a noun + a 

phrase that are dissimilar (1N + Ph, diss); two phrases + one verb (Ph + 1V); a pronoun + a 

phrase (Pron + Ph) etc. 

 

Categories consisting of nouns and the semantic relations present 

The term is most frequently used for combined dissimilar nouns followed by combinations of 

nouns from the same semantic field, and used slightly less for combinations of synonym-like 

nouns. There are also quite a lot of combinations designated theme-related.  

However, even though this latter category is comprised of many examples per se the 

components and combinations involved are few and consist of noun combinations which 

occur frequently in the HB, e.g., ‘horse and carriage,’ ‘silver and gold,’ ‘day and night,’ etc., 
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hence the large number of examples. The distribution of the examples in the various 

categories consisting of nouns is the following: 

 

Table 3. Nouns with different semantic relations. 

 

Categories consisting of verbs 

When it comes to verbs there are not as many diverse semantic relations discernible. The 

tendency that is evident for nouns is evident also when it comes to verbs, viz., that combined 

dissimilar components are most frequently designated hendiadys, but the term is used, albeit 

not as frequently, for combinations of verbs from the same semantic field and also for 

combinations of synonym-like verbs. 

The distribution of examples consisting of verbs in the various categories is as follows: 
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Table 4. Verbs with various semantic relations. 

 

Syndetic vs asyndetic, intervening components and parallelism 

In most cases the components are joined syndetically. In other cases the components are either 

joined asyndetically or occur with more intervening components than the conjunction, such as 

nouns, verbs, phrases or clauses, or combinations thereof or they are found in parallelism.  

The table 5 below shows the variations and occurrence frequency when the components are 

not joined syndetically by an intervening wāw. 

 

 

Table 5. Non-syndetical combinations of components. 
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5.3.1 Multifariously ascribed functions 

Apart from the actual components combined, several functions are also ascribed to the term 

hendiadys in general or proposed more specifically for certain categories and/or 

combinations. However, the proposed functions vary considerably. 

A suggested function depends at least in part on which kind of construction and combined 

components the term is used to denote. However, it is evident that a suggested function is not 

solely dependant on the components, because diverse functions may be suggested for a single 

example which is, in addition, given various interpretations, or the same function may be 

suggested for completely different components. In addition, some may define the term in one 

way but apply it in another and give exemplifications that are not in tune with the definition 

given. It is therefore difficult to present statistical results of proposed functions but the main 

observable tendencies will be outlined below. 

The tendency is clear concerning the suggested internal function for dissimilar nouns 

(Ndiss); it is either that a reinterpretation is deemed needed of one of the nouns into that of an 

adjectival attribute or both into that of a construct relation. However, in many cases the 

components in Ndiss may simply be regarded as independent features, e.g., ‘horror and 

hissing,’ and none of the nouns are reinterpreted.128 In again other cases, combined dissimilar 

nouns are taken to represent a new concept, e.g., M$EvÎw d∞Dy, lit. ‘name and hand’ (Isa 56:5:), 

interpreted as ‘a remembrance more stronger than bronze.’129 It is difficult to ascertain a 

common external function ascribed to Ndiss, since there is no clear frontrunner, but for the 

components that belong to the same semantic field and/or are synonym-like the suggested 

function is emphasis or even that one of the components is redundant. 

For two theme-related dissimilar nouns combined, e.g., ‘flesh and blood,’ ‘horse and 

carriage,’ etc., it is not commonly suggested that one of the nouns functions as an attribute 

even if such suggestions may occur, but the two components are either seen as independent, to 

constitute an enumeration or to represent a new concept, the latter is the case when e.g., ‘flesh 

and blood,’ are interpreted as ‘parents.’ 

When the term is applied to verbs one tendency for dissimilar verbs (Vdiss) is clear, viz., 

that one of the verbs is seen to serve as an adverbial modifier, as in e.g., ‘he returned and he 

laid down’ for ‘he laid down again.’ However, this function is not suggested for one of the 

                                                
128 Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.) 133. 
129 Brongers, “Merismus,” 109, “ein Gedächtnis aere perennius.” 
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verbs in all combinations of dissimilar nouns but only in 59% of these combination. This is 

also, but in less cases, proposed for verbs from the same semantic field (Vsemf), and for 

synonym-like verbs (Vsemf, synl), e.g., ‘he cursed and he cursed’ interpreted ‘he cursed 

blasphemously.’ Hence, in many other cases none of the verbs involved are suggested to serve 

as an adverbial modifier. For Vsemf and Vsemf, synl, the most commonly proposed external 

function is reinforcement/emphasis, and for the latter category even that one of the verbs is 

redundant, just as is suggested for one of two closely related and synonym-like nouns. 

When it comes to phrases the term hendiadys is applied to either combinations of phrases 

that are dissimilar, My™IvÎnSa_MIo◊w My¢IhølTa_MIo, lit. ‘with God and with men’ (Gen 32:29), or used for 

phrases that belong to the same semantic field, e.g., My¡Io∂r`Dh [M™RkyElVlAo`Am][…w] MRkyElyIlSoAm…w My$Io∂rDh M∞RkyEk√rå;dIm, lit. 

‘from your evil ways and from your evil deeds’ (Zech 1:4), and it is difficult to determine the 

primary function each scholar has in mind.130 In some cases the two seem to be taken to refer 

to one notion or action or the second of the phrase is seen as complimentary, intensifying or 

explicative. 

It is difficult to determine a general tendency for combinations of clauses due to the fact 

that the term is used for such a variety of combinations. However, it would seem that when 

the term is utilized for clauses, or combinations of clauses and other components, the two 

components involved are apprehended to form some kind of unit, which for certain scholars 

does not generate any particular proposed interpretation other than a literal one of the 

components involved, whereas for others it instigates various conclusions. 

Even if some scholars are content to suggest one or perhaps two functions for any so-called 

hendiadys in general or a certain function for one or perhaps a few specific examples of 

suggested hendiadyses, other scholars catalogue a large amount of suggested functions and/or 

characteristics ascribed to the term in general or attributed to particular combinations or to 

different categories of combined components. 

 

5.4 Concluding remarks 

It is evident that the collected examples of suggested hendiadyses testify to the diversity of 

components, combinations and constructions, with various ascribed functions incorporated by 

biblical scholars in the designation hendiadys. This is evident in research on the matter, in 
                                                
130 For these particular examples, see Geller, Enigmas, 16; Walker, “Zechariah,” 738.  
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works of reference as well as in the application of the term by biblical scholars in general. 

This shows that we are not dealing with one construction or one function, but with a large 

amount of different constructions with diverse functions, but all given the same epithet. 

Furthermore, the constructions the term is applied to are viewed as rhetorical, stylistic and/or 

grammatical and some explicitly express their belief that we are dealing with a natural 

linguistic phenomenn. 

The most commonly combined components designated hendiadys are dissimilar nouns and 

verbs, and even if one of the components in some cases is interpreted as a nominal attribute or 

a verbal modifier respectively, that is not always the case and not consistently. Moreover, 

even if it appears that the term for some is synonymous with ‘some kind of unit’ the term 

appears to be applied to various kinds of units: semantic, grammatical, accentual units etc.  

It is not, in addition, applied only to two components but at times even to three or four 

components that are taken as possibly having something in common, to refer to the same idea 

or event, but in again other cases to diversity and even in some cases consist of antonymic 

components. Even when one can suspect that the two components involved are taken as a unit 

of sorts that is not always explicitly expressed nor can it constantly be inferred from 

translations and interpretations. These matters will be discussed below in connection with the 

different categories respectively.  

The conclusions are that we are most certainly not dealing with one phenomenon, but with 

a multitude of constructions, and not with one function but with an assortment of functions of 

which some seem more likely for some combinations and others more debatable. There is 

need for further investigations, which will be carried out in the next chapter. 

 

5.5 Summary 

A single term hendiadys is employed on all kinds of combinations, wherefore the conclusions 

from the morpho-syntactic analysis, the examination of semantic relations and the statistical 

investigations, are that it is impossible to acknowledge that we are dealing with one single 

feature or rhetorical figure, but instead with a multitude of constructions and combinations of 

components with diverse semantic relations that for different reasons are given the same 

epithet. 
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Chapter 6 

Criteria and indications 

 
 
Apart from simply applying the term to various components, several scholars also present 

indications of how a hendiadys in the HB purportedly may be detected, which are suggestions 

that need to be considered. However, taking into account that we have a large amount of 

phenomena, no consensus, and no unambiguous definition of hendiadys at our disposal to use 

as the basic standard of judgment, so how can we determine what is and what is not a so-

called hendiadys or indications thereof in the HB?  

Despite the lack of agreement there are still certain notions inherent in the actual term that 

in many cases, in addition, are explicitly referred to as arguments for the applications, namely, 

the least common denominators implicit in the term, the ‘one’ and ‘two’ of sorts, the implied 

unity through the two components, and the notion of a rhetorical figure or a rhetorical 

function associated with the term and/or the combined components.1 These concepts will 

hence be used as a litmus test for the examinations and assessments below.  

In many cases the suggested indications are closely connected to certain categories of 

components, wherefore they will be dealt with in the next chapter together with the 

combinations of components they primarily link up with. However, other suggested 

indications are more general and will be commented on below before the categories and 

connected issues with them are discussed. 

 

6.1 Suggested indications for identifying hendiadys in the Hebrew Bible 

Suggested indications are found in a wide arrange of scholarly expositions and are clearly 

based on the belief that a so-called hendiadys is manifest through certain features present in 

the HB such as, e.g., hyphenation, the vocalization of wāw with qameṣ, shorter components 
                                                
1 When various rhetorical functions are ascribed to suggested hendiadyses by scholars that does not involve 
discussions by them of potentially persuasive purposes, but pertains rhetorical functions in general that are 
mentioned as e.g., emphasis, hyperbole, etc. 
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preceding longer etc., and concerns combinations of nouns, verbs, phrases, clauses and 

combinations thereof.  

 

6.2 Hyphenation 

One implied proposition of how to recognize a hendiadys in the Hebrew Bible is the use of 

hyphenation, according to a comment by Walsh. He detects what he sees as a chiastic 

structure in Gen 12:16 in which the reward that Pharaoh bestowed Abraham is described: 

MyI;lAm◊g…w tOnOtSaÅw tOjDpVv…w MyîdDbSoÅw MyîrOmSjÅw r ∂qDb…w_Naøx wøl_yIh◊yÅw 

and he [Abraham] had sheep and cattle and jackasses and men 

servants and women servants and jenny asses and camels. (Gen 

12:16) 

The first two nouns in the enumeration, r∂qDb…w_Naøx ‘sheep and cattle’, are joined by a maqqef and 

hence constitute a single complex idea, a hendiadys, according to Walsh: “punctuation links 

the two Hebrew words into a single complex idea (the technical term is hendiadys), thereby 

enabling them to act as a unit.”2  

It is no doubt correct that maqqef is used at times to link components in the Hebrew Bible. 

However, maqqef combines not only nouns, as in Walsh’s example, but all kinds of 

components, and not only two but also three, four or even more components, e.g., (a) the 

accusative marker + a succeeding noun e.g., rwäøaDh_tRa, lit. ‘the light’ (Gen 1:4), (b) a particle + a 

noun, e.g., M$∂dDa∞Dh_lRa, lit. ‘to the man’ (Gen 2:19), (c) two components in a clause; a verb with a 

prefixed conjunction + a noun rwáøa_yIh◊y`Aw lit. ‘and it was light’ (Gen 1:3), (d) three components; 

the accusative marker + a particle + a noun bRc∞Eo_lD;k_tRa, lit. ‘every herb’ (Gen 1:29); (e) four 

components; the accusative marker + a particle + the relative pronoun + a particle with a 

pronominal suffix, e.g., wäøl_rRvSa_lD;k_tRa, lit. ‘all that is/was his’ (Gen 25:5) and many other 

combinations. 

Since the first of these two, or more components, are joined to the subsequent ones by a 

maqqef, and the first and/or sometimes subsequent ones but the last do not have accent-signs 

of their own, demonstrates that they were presumably apprehended as proclitic, i.e., forming 

an accentual unit with the last component, at least by the Masoretes who inserted the 

                                                
2 Walsh, Style, 27 n. 24. ‘Unit’ can of course refer to a single lexeme as well as more than one lexeme and denote 
what is apprehended as a grammatical unit, a semantic unit, an accentual unit, etc.  
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diacritical markers.3 The presence of maqqef together with the lack of accent-signs attached to 

but the last component indicate this particular phenomenon, and if Walsh by unit refers to an 

accentual unit he is in that respect correct; the two nouns do seem to form an accentual unit, at 

least according to the Masoretic diacritical marks. The reaons for his reasoning is also that he 

deems the two nouns to form a chiastic structure. 

However, the notion that the components with maqqef therefore constitute a unit that ought 

to be termed hendiadys is debatable. Without maqqef we would not have this indication of 

accentual units. Maqqef is of course not used in Latin and hendiadys was not used, as far as 

we know, to indicate that kind of unit in antiquity, nor are other biblical scholars found who 

use it in like manner, the presence of a maqqef in the HB does not imply, in addition, that the 

combined components represent a rhetorical device. Finally, if we were to use the term 

hendiadys for all kinds of components joined by maqqef that constitute accentual units in the 

HB, according to the accent signs, we would end up with a vast amount of diverse 

combinations of all sorts.  

The practice of using the term hendiadys to denote components hyphenated by means of 

maqqef unfortunately only adds to the already demonstrable confusion of what the term 

hendiadys denotes and is hereby dismissed.  

 

6.3 Idioms and ‘idiomatic hendiadys’  

Epithets used on a par with hendiadys are idioms and idiomatic phrases. The terms idiom and 

hendiadys are sometimes, in addition, merged in the expression ‘idiomatic hendiadys.’ The 

term idiom will here be used for a language specific expression whose meaning cannot be 

predicted from the meaning of its parts.4 This is at hand either when the arrangement of the 

components involved may invoke either a non-literal meaning and/or a radically new concept 

beyond the meaning of any of the constituent parts when not combined. Babut exemplifies 

idioms in the HB by a large amount of expressions, one of which is ‘to speak on the heart,’ 

which Babut suggests mean ‘to put at ease/to comfort.5 

                                                
3 See e.g., Gesenius, Grammar (GKC), §16, pp. 63-64; Joüon/Muraoka, Grammar, §13, pp. 58-59; Van der 
Merwe/Naudé/Kroetze, Grammar, §9.3, p. 43; §25.1, p. 193; §33.4, pp. 245-247, and on p. 364 in the glossary 
on ‘proclitic.’ 
4 For definitions and references etc., see footnote 41 in Chapter 2 above.  
5 For the other 138 examples put forth by Babut, see Babut, Expressions, 38-61. Idiomatic expressions in biblical 
Hebrew has also been expounded on by e.g., Walker-Jones, Hebrew, 123, and by Joosten, Septuagint, 61-66, in 
comparisons between the MT and the LXX. 
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Sometimes the two terms, idiom and hendiadys, are more or less put on equal footing by 

biblical scholars. Hubbard for example, explains that two clauses, viz., hÎny™R;kVbI;tÅw N$Dlwøq hÎn∞RÚcI;tÅw, lit. 

‘and they lifted up their voice and they cried’ (Ruth 1:14), represent “An example of 

hendiadys, [i.e.,] the idiom […] ‘to lift up the voice and weep,’ which he translates “loud 

weeping.”6 The NET Bible commentator similarly remarks on the two clauses, h$∂dEo∞Dh_lD;k ‹aDÚcI;tÅw 

M¡Dlwøq_tRa …wänV;tˆ¥y`Aw, lit. ‘and the entire congregation lifted and they gave their voice’ (Num 14:1), 

“The two verbs ‘lifted up their voice and cried’ form a hendiadys; the idiom of raising the 

voice means that they cried aloud.”7  

Stuart also seems to equal idiom with hendiadys, but exemplifies his opinion by referring to 

“the idiom”, dRl∞E;tÅw h™DÚvIaDh rAh¶A;tÅw, lit. ‘and the woman became pregnant and she gave birth’ (Ex 2:2), 
which according to Stuart “is [a] standard hendiadys in Hebrew narrative for describing a 

baby coming into a family.”8  

Lambdin, in his introductory grammar, speaks of “Verbal hendiadys and related idioms,” 

which is exemplified by combinations of dissimilar verbs, e.g., h™DÚvIa jñå;qˆ¥yÅw M¢Dh∂rVbAa PRs¬O¥yÅw, lit. ‘and 

Abraham added and he took a wife’ (Gen 25:1), which is rendered by Lambdin “And 

Abraham took another wife,” whereas Tarazi remarks on the theme-related dissimilar nouns 

‘flesh and blood,’ that “within Semitic cultures the phrase ‘flesh and blood’ is a common 

idiomatic hendiadys that refers to the entire essence and nature of a being, rather than to any 

of its particular components” (italics added).9  

Endo, with reference to e.g., Waltke/O’Connor, employs the phrase ‘idiomatic hendiadys,’ 

which includes combinations of either Vsemf or Vdiss in combinations of (a) a qatal + 

weqatal, e.g., yI;tVm$Amwør◊w yI;tVlâå;dˆ…g ‹MyˆnD;b, lit. ‘I have reared children and have I raised [them]’ (Isa 1:2), 

or (b) a yiqtol + weyiqtol, e.g., hóOo√rApVl h∂dy∞I…gAa◊w h™RlToRa, lit. ‘I will go up and I will tell Pharaoh’ (Gen 

46:31).10 Moreover, Endo explains that the phrase ‘idiomatic hendiadys’ refers more 

specifically to two non-sequential forms of movement verbs, viz., “[the] first clause clause 

[sic] supplements the second clause with a sense of directional movement (i.e., ‘idiomatic 

hendiadys’).”11 However, Endo furthermore utilizes the phrase ‘idiomatic hendiadys’ to 

                                                
6 Hubbard, Ruth, 105, 113. 
7 NET, 305, n. 13.  
8 Stuart, Exodus, 86, and on the same page in n. 104. 
9 Lambdin, Introduction, §173, p. 238; Tarazi, “Cloud,” 471, and on p. 473 n. 71: “‘flesh and blood,’ is an 
idiomatic hendiadys used to refer to the nature and substance of a being.” For more on hendiadys and idioms see 
e.g., Good, Tempest, 25; Berlin, Dynamics, 76. 
10 Endo, System, 163, 171, 207. 
11 Endo, System, 187.  
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denote two dissimilar verbs of which one is interpreted as a modifier, viz., …w#b√r…w …wêrVÚp, lit. ‘be 

fruitful and multiply’ (Gen 1:22), which he translates “be abundantly fruitful,” with reference 

to Andersen.12 

At other occasions the deduced conclusions by scholars of a certain combination of 

components dubbed hendiadys is indicative of that of an idiomatic expression, i.e., that the 

two components are seen to convey a new concept, at least according to a suggested 

interpretation presented. This is the case concerning e.g., d¢EoVl…w twñøaVl, lit. ‘to sign and to witness’ 

(Isa 19:20a), which receives the advocated interpretation “ein zuverlässiges Zeichen” by 

Brongers.13 

 

It is perhaps no wonder that what is seen as idioms and idiomatic expressions in the Hebrew 

Bible incorporate features termed hendiadys, or that the terms are used simultaneously, since 

the latter term is applied to practically all kinds of both regular constructions as well as more 

or less peculiar combinations of components in the HB. An added reason is presumably the 

fact that just as idiomatic expressions are difficult to interpret literally so are several of the 

combinations designated hendiadys, and some of them may also belong among what is termed 

idioms/idiomatic expressions. 

However, any constructions that are seen to represent idiomatic expressions in the HB 

deserve to be treated in their own right and not in addition be dubbed hendiadys thereby 

running the risk of being incorporated with or confused with what hendiadys supposedly 

stands for or to be credited various functions ascribed to the latter term. The use of the term 

hendiadys in combination with ‘idiom’ may also create authorization to the same 

interpretative procedure on all sorts of combined components labelled hendiadys as is applied 

to that of idiomatic expressions, viz., that a new meaning or a new concept is conjured for 

expressions that are seen as difficult to translate to the target language. Or in again other cases 

that the use of the term hendiadys actually may have the opposite effect and obscures the fact 

that a new concept indeed is likely, and that some of the constructions and expression 

designated hendiadys indeed constitute idiomatic phrases. In addition, even if the components 

                                                
12 Endo, System, 198-199 with reference to Andersen, Sentence, 117. See also Endo, System, 202-203. Endo also 
refers, when using hendiadys, e.g., on p. 171, to Revell, “Stress,” and on p. 163 n. 74 to Waltke/O’Connor, 
Introduction, 540.  
13 Brongers, “Merismus,” 109, ‘a trustworthy sign.’ Another such example and widely cited is the interpretation 
of hä∂q ∂dVx…w f¶DÚpVvIm, lit. ‘judgment/justice and righteousness,’ which are nouns that occur frequently combined and are 
rendered ‘social justice’ by Weinfeld. See e.g., Weinfeld, “Justice,” 228, and in other works by the same author. 
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involved in what is termed an idiom sometimes are two, that is certainly not always the case. 

Therefore, to use the two terms, idioms and hendiadys interchangeably, does not come out as 

a constructive option. Admittedly, it is not always straightforward to decide when an idiom is 

at hand, but that is not an argument for applying the term hendiadys, but quite the contrary, 

since the term hendiadys implies all kinds of notions and functions that may not be applicable 

to what are seen as or possibly could represent idioms. 

 

6.3.1 Wāw with qameṣ 

A suggestion that incorporates hendiadys as well as idioms is given by Bandstra who explains 

“The vocalization of the conjunction as Îw with a qamets instead of a sheva is typical of 

idiomatic phrases and has the effect of creating one notion out of two components, called 

hendiadys, ‘one through two.’”14 This applies to combinations of noun, adjectives and 

infinitives absolutes in the HB, according to Bandstra.15 

The examples given by Bandstra are accompanied by comments such as “Note the Îw 

hendiadys form of the conjunction,” or “Note the hendiadys conjunction Îw,” or similar 

formulations.16 Bandstra illustrates his opinion by various examples in which the second of 

the two components has a prefixed wāw with qameṣ, i.e. what Bandstra calls a ‘hendiadys 

conjunction,’ as in the following examples:  

cRm®rÎw hDmEhV;b, lit. ‘beast and creeping thing’ (Gen 1:24)  

o∂rÎw bwøf, lit. ‘good and evil’ (Gen 2:9) 

dDnÎw oDn, lit. ‘an unsteady/moving back and fro and a wanderer/moving 

back and fro’ (Gen 4:12, 14)  

bwøvÎw awøxÎy, lit. ‘going out and returning’ (Gen 8:7)  

tRp‰yÎw MEv, lit. ‘Shem and Jephet’ (Gen 9:23) 

It is obvious that the components above represent different parts of speech, diverse semantic 

relations and in one case even personal names.  

Bandstra exemplifies his opinion further by referring to the following enumeration of 

contrasting notions (in italics below): 

                                                
14 Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 46. 
15 Idem, 617, “hendiadys […] occurs with nouns, adjectives, and absolute infinitives.” 
16 Idem, 89, 130, 177,  220, 253, 257, 466, 510. 
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hDl ◊yAlÎw Mwøy ◊w P®rOjÎw Xˆyåq ◊w MOjÎw rOq ◊w ryIx∂q◊w oår‰z 

sowing/seed and harvesting/harvest and cold and heat  
and summer and winter and day and nigh. (Gen 8:22) 

Bandstra comments on the passage above, “Notice how the conjunctions linking the four 

groups are all in the form ◊w and, after the first group, the conjunctions within each group are 

the Îw hendiadys form of the conjunction,” (italics added).17  

The latter three combinations of the four above – and cold and heat, and summer and 

winter, and day and night’ – constitute units and idiomatic phrases, according to Bandstra’s 

opinion, due to the vocalization of the conjunction, but not the first group, ‘sowing and 

harvesting,’ since the second noun ‘harvesting’ in that combination is preceded by a wāw with 

a simple shwa.18 

The application of the term hendiadys to nouns with a prefixed conjunction with a qameṣ 

might come out as surprising, but it is possible that Bandstra is influenced by certain 

grammars, e.g., by van der Merwe/Naudé/Kroetze, who state in their Hebrew grammar that 

the conjunction is vocalized with a qameṣ “with concepts that are closely related (provided 

the first syllable of the second word is stressed).”19 Joüon/Muraoka remark, in addition, that 

this kind of vocalization “is particularly frequent when two analogous words are closely 

associated and form a group,” but add in a note, “not necessarily in a semantic sense.”20  

However, it is well known that the conjunction is not vocalized with a simple shwa, but 

other diacritical marks, like a qameṣ, before e.g., monosyllabic lexemes and certain words 

with a penultimate accent.21  Furthermore, according to the assemblage of 126 examples 

derived from the HB, in which the second of two components has a wāw vocalized with 

qameṣ, and found in Sperber’s Historical Grammar, it is evident that this vocalization occurs 

not only with nouns, adjective and infinitive absolutes, as Bandstra suggests, but with all 

kinds of components: nouns, pronouns, numerals, proper names, adjectives, particles, adverbs, 

an adverb connected to a sentence, as well as to two verbs combined, and of the 10 examples 

                                                
17 Idem, 466. Bandstra is the only scholar found who suggest that the presence of a wāw vocalized with qameṣ is 
the indicator of an idiomatic phrase/hendiadys with a so-called ‘hendiadys conjunction’ present, but this might 
be or become a wide-spread concept as with other notions on hendiadys.  
18 Ibid., 466. 
19 Van der Merwe/Naudé/Kroeze, Grammar, §33.1, p. 299. Italics van der Merwe/Naudé/Kroeze. 
20 Van der Merwe/Naudé/Kroeze, Grammar, §33.1, p. 299. 
21 See Gesenius, Grammatik, (GKC) §104, pp. 305-307; Joüon/Muraoka, Grammar, §33.1, p. 299. See also 
Waltke, Micah, 123, “the conjunction is typically pointed wā before the accent.”  
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consisting of verbs only two are infinitive absolutes.22 Moreover, the second component, 

which have a prefixed wāw with qameṣ, is either (a) a segolate noun with penultimate stress, 

(b) have an initial laryngeal, or (c) is monosyllabic. It would seem that these combinations, 

e.g., ‘I and you’ (2 Kgs 9:25); ‘wine and summer fruit’ (Jer 40:12); ‘tree and stone’ (Deut 

4:28); ‘to YHWH and to you,’ (Num 21:7); ‘Shem and Jephet’ (Gen 9:23); ‘Korach and 

Nepheg’ (Ex 6:21), etc., cannot all be taken as primarily idiomatic phrases. 

Therefore, to refer to all combinations of components in which the second has a prefixed 

wāw with a qameṣ as ‘idiomatic phrases,’ and/or to a wāw vocalized with a qameṣ as a 

‘hendiadys conjunction’ and argue that the presence of the vowel in question represents an 

indication that a supposed hendiadys is at hand is highly questionable. The presence of wāw 

with qameṣ indicates a particular vocalization by the Masoretes which seems on their part to 

be due to phonetic incentives depending on syllable structure, stress and/or ensuing 

consonants. Bandstra is the only scholars found who suggest that the presence of a wāw 

vocalized with qameṣ is the indicator of a hendiadys/idiomatic phrase with a so-called 

‘hendiadys conjunction’ present, but this might be or become a wide-spread concept as with 

other notions on hendiadys. 

It is possible that the various vocalizations of the conjunction might need further 

investigations. However, the opinion as expressed by Bandstra, that whenever the conjunction 

wāw is vocalized with a qameṣ and prefixed to the second component in combinations of 

nouns, verbs and infinitive absolutes, hence constitutes a ‘hendiadys conjunction’ and is 

therefore indicative of an idiomatic expression, is unconvincing, since (a) it obscures facts on 

stress, phonetic rules and reasons for the presence of vowel signs in the HB, (b) the 

vocalization of wāw with qameṣ does not qualify for the combinations to be called or to be 

validated as idiomatic expressions or rhetorical figures, (c) it implies that the Masoretes, who 

applied these diacritic marks, apprehended any two components in which the second had a 

wāw with qameṣ as an idiomatic phrase regardless of the components involved, (d) it is an 

additional but unnecessary use of the term hendiadys not found in general nor by other 

biblical scholars, and (e) it only adds to the confusion of what the term hendiadys denotes, 

and is therefore dismissed as an indication of the presence of a potential so-called hendiadys. 

 

                                                
22 Sperber, Grammar, §37, pp. 583-586. 
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6.4 A literary principle 

Apart from the use of the term hendiadys on combinations of nouns, verbs, phrases and 

clauses etc., in the HB, there is an additional use of the term by Daniel Sperber. He states, 

with reference to Friedman, that “in tannaitic lists the shorter item (in numbers of syllables, 

etc.) precedes the longer one,” and that this “well-known literary principle is known as 

hendiadys.”23 This rule is, according to Sperber, applicable “primarily when the items in the 

list are linked by the conjunctive vav.”24  

Sperber refers only to Friedman when using the term hendiadys for what he calls a literary 

principle of shorter components preceding longer. However, while it is true that Friedman in a 

brief survey investigates the tendency of shorter components preceding longer in the Hebrew 

Bible, the fact is that Friedman does not use the term hendiadys for the principle in question. 

 When Friedman comments on what he believes is the tendency that a shorter component 

precedes a longer, he refers to this tendency/rule by the phrase Mdwq rxqh lk, meaning ‘all the 

shorter precedes’ or by ‘Law of Increasing Members’ in the English abstract, but not 

hendiadys, and it is not used concerning syntagms in biblical Hebrew nor in Mishnaic 

Hebrew.25 The term hendiadys is admittedly mentioned in Friedman’s article, but only when 

he refers to examples derived from the HB that are labelled hendiadys by e.g., Schorr, or 

examples derived from an article by Kaddari and used in Friedman’s investigation.26  

Sperber is the only scholar detected who uses the term hendiadys to denote a literary 

principle of shorter components preceding longer and seems to have misinterpreted what the 

term denotes in Friedman’s article or possibly succumbed to a circular reasoning.27 The term 

hendiadys is in any case not used in Friedman’s article as a designation for a principle 
                                                
23 Sperber, Commentary, 18, with reference to Friedman, “Law.” 
24 Ibid. See also idem p. 30, “the rule of hendiadys, meaning that the shorter word precedes the longer one,” and 
on p. 81, “the rule of hendiadys, i.e., the shorter word phrase or section precedes the longer one.” Sperber utilizes 
knowledge of this alleged tendency when performing a text-critical study pertaining to combinations of nouns as 
well as phrases. 
25 The expression ‘Law of Increasing Members’ is used by Friedman e.g., on p. 119 in his article and in the 
English abstract. When Friedman discusses these issues he cites mainly Behaghel, “Beziehungen,” and 
Wilkinson, Artistry. Behaghel coined the designation “das Gesetz der wachsenden Glieder,” see Behaghel, 
“Beziehungen,” 139, whereas Wilkinson, when referring to Behaghel, uses the English expression “Law of 
Increasing Members,” see Wilkinson, Artistry, 175. Neither of these scholars mention a literary principle by the 
term hendiadys, nor does Friedman. The principle of shorter preceding longer is sometimes in general termed 
‘Behaghels Law,’ but that term is also used by Behaghel for combinations like A + B + epithet + C. For 
references to Behaghel, the ‘Law of Increasing Members,’ or ‘Behaghel’s Law,’ etc., see e.g., Arnold/Wasow/ 
Asudeh/Alrenga, “Ambiguities,” 56, 61; Bresnan, “Lessons,” 3; Bresnan/Cueni/Nikitina/Baayen, “Alternation,” 
7; Dyck, Commentary, 435; Featherston, “Objects,” 457; Fortson IV, Language, 34; Shannon/Coffey, “Order,” 
249 n. 6; Silk, Aristophanes, 130 n. 68; Teffeteller, “Words,” 91 n. 72; Watkins, Dragon, 24, 31, 167, 251. 
26 See Friedman, “Law,” 120. 
27 See also Morell, “Review”, 448, who is surprised that Sperber refers to this principle by the term hendiadys. 
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denoting shorter components preceding longer, not elsewhere in definitions of hendyadic 

structures, neither in the classical literature, nor in lists of rhetorical figures or literary 

principles in general. The use of the term by Sperber seems to be based on a misunderstanding 

wherefore the use of the term hendiadys as a designation of a literary principle denoting 

shorter components preceding longer is hereby wholly rejected. However, the suspected 

indication as such, that shorter components precede longer especially in hendiadyses, needs 

consideration and will be commented on more below. 

 

6.4.1 Friedman’s investigation and results 

In the article by Friedman that Sperber refers to, Friedman investigates mainly if it is common 

that shorter items precede longer in enumerations of components in Mishnaic Hebrew, but he 

also performs what a calls ‘a brief survey’ on if this rule applies to the HB. Friedman claims 

that he tests the tendency in the HB particularly on syntagms labelled hendiadys consisting of 

examples derived from articles by Schorr and Kaddari.28  

The results are presented in an article in 1971, in which Friedman claims that his 

investigation is carried out on syntagms labelled hendiadys. He concludes that in 80% of the 

examples with components of unequal length the order of the components complies with the 

rule, and therefore that the tendency of shorter components preceding longer is manifest in 

biblical Hebrew.  

Other scholars than Sperber refer to Friedman’s article and results. One is Waldman, who 

declares, “in biblical Hebrew approximately eighty per cent of hendiadys pairs have the 

shortest member first and the longer member second.”29 Greenfield remarks, with reference to 

that same article by Friedman, that it is a basic stylistic rule that “the shorter of the two words 

in a hendiadys takes precedence,” and by hendiadys he refers to abstract synonym-like nouns 

in Aramaic.30 Khan also states, with reference inter alia to Friedman’s article, even though not 

specifically mentioning the term hendiadys, that in Hebrew “the longest noun is usually 

placed in final position.”31  

                                                
28 Friedman, “Law.”  
29 Waldman, “Tradition,” 1301. 
30 The term hendiadys is used by Greenfield to denote rpCw bwf, lit. ‘fine and beautiful,’ in Aramaic. See, 
Greenfield, “Glosses,” 333, with reference to Friedman “Law”, in n. 27. 
31 See Khan, “Markers,” 491, and also Khan, Studies, 113 n. 8 (2). Khan refers in his Syntax, apart from 
Friedman, also to Ehelolf, Wortfolgeprinzip, and to Beeston, Arabic, 110. 
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Friedman’s investigation and the results of his study are hence interesting due to his 

conclusions regarding the alleged interrelationship of the components in proposed 

hendiadyses, the impact his article seems to have generated judging by the references to his 

results, and the possible stylistic and exegetical implications.  

Friedman chooses to investigate the alleged tendency on 39 of 49 suggested hendiadyses by 

Schorr and determines the length of the separate components according to the number of 

syllables.32 Friedman concludes that according to his criteria: 

• In 24 examples the components are of equal length  

• In 12 examples the shorter component precedes  

• In 3 examples the longer component precedes  

This implies, according to Friedman, that the tendency of shorter components preceding 

longer is discernible. The result appears, however, to demonstrate mainly that in the majority 

(24 of 39) of Schorr’s examples of alleged hendiadyses, and that are elected by Friedman, 

components of equal length are combined.  

Friedman then chooses to test the principle in question primarily on other examples of what 

he labels hendiadys, and which are derived from an article by Kaddari.33 Friedman elects 65 

of Kaddari’s examples that consist of mostly two nouns with an intermediate conjunction. 

According to Friedman, the following results are discernable:  

• In 37 examples the components are of equal length  

• In 19 examples the shorter component precedes  

• In 8 examples the longer component precedes  

These results are interpreted by Friedman to again confirm that the tendency in question is 

operating in biblical Hebrew.34 However, the result only seems once more to confirm the 

results on Schorr’s examples, that in the majority of the examples (37 of 65), but this time in 

the examples chosen from Kaddari’s article, the components are of equal length.  

                                                
32 Friedman, “Law,” 124. Penultimate nouns are viewed as disyllabic according to Friedman’s initial criteria, 
whereas consonants with shwa, ḥataf and/or pataḥ furtivum are not seen to constitute syllables on their own. Nor 
does he regard the conjunction wāw with a vowel as a syllable. 
33 Kaddari, “Substantives.” 
34 These numbers by Friedman actually amount to 64 and not 65 examples. This is because Friedman considers 
one of Kaddari’s examples, ‘Abraham, Isaac and Jacob,’ to fall outside the scope of the test, and hence he comes 
to the conclusion that it is 8, of the originally 9 examples, that contradict the rule of shorter items preceding 
longer. Friedman, “Law,” 120 n. 15. 
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Friedman then decides that penultimate nouns, like dRsRj and q®dRx that from the outset of his 

study was viewed as disyllabic, are not to be considered having two syllables but one.35 He 

therefore transfers examples that consist of penultimate nouns from the category ‘equal 

length’ to the category ‘unequal length,’ which means that more examples in which the 

components are of equal length (10 of Kaddari’s examples) are seen as part of the category 

‘unequal length’ and therefore considered to comply with the rule.36 Friedman concludes, 

according to his tests, that 80% of the combinations of members of unequal length comply 

with the rule and since his test is purportedly carried on out examples of hendiadys, the results 

presumably pertains in particular to suggested hendiadyses.  

 

6.4.2 Remarks on Friedman’s results 

First of all, one needs to observe that the figure ‘80%’ used by Friedman, does not refer to 

that 80% of all the examples comply with the rule, but only that 80% of the ones of unequal 

length comply with the rule. It means that only 80% of the examples in that particular 

category, ‘unequal length,’ purportedly agree with the rule, and also that several of the 

examples included in the category ‘unequal length’ therefore actually contradict the rule. 

Secondly, the claim that his investigation based on Kaddari’s examples is carried out on 

syntagms labelled hendiadys is not accurate, at least not according to Kaddari’s use of the 

term, since Kaddari does not refer to all the examples in his article, and chosen by Friedman, 

as examples of hendiadyses. Kaddari does incorporate some syntagms labelled hendiadys 

taken from articles by Schorr, Melamed and others, but he does not use the term hendiadys 

referring to all examples of his. Kaddari is investigating what he calls ‘complex semantic 

units.’ Moreover, he chooses to include in his collection of examples and investigation, apart 

from some examples labelled hendiadys, other combinations of nouns and also certain 

expressions and enumerations of personal names, place names, names of foods, colours or 

nations, such as ‘Sodom and Gomorrah,’ ‘Geshurites and Maachathites,’ ‘blue and purple and 

scarlet wool,’ ‘sons and grandsons’ etc. These are incorporated in Friedman’s study and some 

of these combinations are seen by Friedman to confirm the rule.37  

                                                
35 Idem, 121. 
36 The components in one of the examples that have been transferred from ‘equal length’ to ‘unequal length’ do 
not comply with the rule since the longer component precede the shorter.  
37 See Friedman, “Law,” 121. 
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Moreover, in fact, only 19 examples of the 65 examples from Kaddari’s article and chosen 

by Friedman actually comply with the rule, and of these only 9 are alleged hendiadyses, at 

least according to Kaddari’s application of the term. One must also point out that 14 of the 65 

examples in Kaddari’s article are actually derived from Schorr’s article already used once by 

Friedman, which means that the two seemingly independent investigations are in reality 

carried out on partly the same examples. The result in figures from the two investigations 

ought therefore not to be added up.  

Friedman does have a point when he chooses to concentrate mainly on combined 

components of unequal length since these combinations could presumably attest to a 

conscious decision made by a biblical writer to actually place a shorter component before a 

longer. However, in the majority of his examples the components combined are of equal 

length, alleged hendiadyses or not. Moreover, the examples consisting of components of 

unequal length in Friedman’s study are few, especially compared to the total amount of 

examples in the Hebrew Bible consisting of mainly two components combined.38 In addition, 

according to similar investigations on (a) what are called hendiadyses and (b) on 

combinations of components in general in the HB the rule does not apply. 

According to investigations by the present author on 354 suggested hendiadyses, when 

employing the same criteria as Friedman, it is obvious that components of equal length are 

combined in the majority of cases.39 Avishurs’s investigation utilizing e.g., syllable counts on 

a large amount of combinations of nouns in the HB, beyond the ones designated hendiadys, 

and also e.g., in Ugaritic, reveals the same results, and he comes to the conclusion that the 

shorter component does not generally precede a longer, “we must conclude that the rule of the 

briefer is the earlier is not applicable to the Bible and Ugaritic.”40  

The fact is that neither Friedman’s results nor the additional investigations on what is called 

hendiadyses or word-length of combined nouns in the HB affirm the assumption that a 

principle of shorter preceding longer components is perceptible in the HB. This means that the 

                                                
38 According to Hartmann’s investigation of combinations of nouns in the HB the examples of two nouns 
combined with the intervening conjunction wāw in the HB amount to ca. 1525. Hartman does, however, not 
include identical nouns combined. See Hartman, Aufreihungen.  
39 The same conclusions are evident when using consonant count on the same combinations.  
40 See Avishur, Studies, 303-304. Avishur investigates the matter on the initial 610 examples in Hartmans’s 
Aufreihungen, on nouns and verbs taken from Whitaker, Concordance, and on components from aleph to yod in 
Kuhn, Konkordanz. It is possible, as Avishur points out, that the rule of shorter preceding longer may be 
applicable to Akkadian, with reference to the investigation by Ehelolf, Wortfolgeprinzip, and to Talmudic 
literature. However, since it is obvious that Friedman’s investigation on Tannaitic literature involves several 
slightly different principles the matter would need to be investigated further when related to Mishnaic Hebrew. 
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proposed principle therefore cannot be viewed as a rule relevant for combinations of nouns in 

general in the HB or as an indication of so-called hendiadyses in the HB.  

 

6.5 Summary 

In this chapter suggested indications of how to identify a hendiadys have been described and 

discussed, but none of the above-mentioned indications are conclusive that the term hendiadys 

is preferable to other more distinctive terminology that separates different phenomena from 

each other and that can be conducive in analytical and exegetical endeavours. Nor is the 

suggestion that shorter components precede longer in so-called hendiadyses in the HB 

attestable. 
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Chapter 7 

Categories, exegetical deductions and implications 

 
 
In the preceding chapter suggested indications of how a hendiadys in the Hebrew Bible may 

be identified were discussed and discarded, and we are now left with the actual combinations 

of components as well as some additionally proposed indications that are more specifically 

related to these categories. 

It is evident through the morpho-syntactic analysis that the term hendiadys does not denote 

one single feature, but a number of phenomena. Some of the combinations of components 

granted the designation consist of quite ordinary and well-known constructions that appear to 

be thoroughly researched, whereas other categories incorporate more or less intriguing 

phenomena. By intriguing phenomena are not primarily meant cruces in the HB, even if 

cruces at times also are labelled hendiadys, which will be discussed below as well.  

While it is unachievable within the framework of this investigation to comment on all 

examples or to exhaustively investigate further all constructions included in the designation 

hendiadys, some remarks on the categories deduced from the morpho-syntactic and semantic 

analysis will be submitted below.  

The same principles based on the notions embedded in the term hendiadys that are used in 

the preceding chapter will be employed in the analysis of the various categories as well; the 

implicit ‘one’ and ‘two,’ the implied unity, and the notion of a possible rhetorical figure or 

functions associated with the term hendiadys. However, several additional concepts will also 

be addressed: the absence or presence and/or possible functions of an intervening conjunction, 

propositions of potential subordinations of one of the constituents, suggested grammatical 

constructions, exegetical deductions sanctioned by hendiadys, alternative nomenclature as 

well as implications for research. 

Certain examples from each category have been selected and will be discussed. These 

examples are chosen because they are either deemed representative for the applications in 
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general in a certain category, they demonstrate the consequences of the application of the term 

hendiadys, and/or they make it possible to converse on exegetical implications.  

A number of researchers make more frequent use of the term than others wherefore scholars 

who habitually apply the term may be mentioned more than once below. Since some scholars 

employ the term for up to 8 different constructions, they will inevitably be cited more than 

once and their exemplifications will be used to demonstrate different categories, but that is not 

to say that any particular scholar’s use of the term is more preferable or more controversial 

and debatable than any other. 

Sometimes it is difficult to pinpoint exactly how the term hendiadys is apprehended by its 

users, but every effort has been made to ensure that the citations, translations, views expressed 

as well as exegetical conclusions are rendered as accurately as possible, according to the 

exemplifications and line of arguments found, in order to do full justice to all researchers 

cited. 

The purpose of this investigation is not in any way to condemn interpretations, views or 

beliefs, nor to contrast individual scholars or traditions against each other. The one and only 

aim is, by examining the applications of the term, solely to investigate whether, and in that 

case in what way, the term hendiadys is relevant and can contribute to an understanding of the 

features it is applied to. The exposition below will start with the smaller categories and 

continue with the larger ones. However, some concepts regarding the presence or absence of 

an intervening wāw in connection with what is called hendiays will be discussed initially.1 

 

7.1 The conjunction wāw and related indications and categories 

In several definitions given of a hendiadys, the conjunction is mentioned and its presence 

seems for several scholars to present itself as the crucial factor that a certain construction 

should be termed hendiadys, especially when the components consist of nouns.2 However, in 

other cases it is actually the absence of a conjunction that is seen as an indication that 

hendiadys is at hand. 

The particle wāw is usually designated ‘a conjoining conjunction,’ and is often translated in 

accordance with that, which is undoubtedly its common function. It is equally a well-known 

fact that in several instances it appears unsuitable, inexpedient or impossible to apprehend 
                                                
1 See also below 8.2 Functions of the conjunction. 
2 See e.g., Orlinsky, Notes, 36; Seow, Grammar, 239 (ed. 1987); Speiser, Genesis, 5; Williams, Syntax, 16, et al. 
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wāw in a conjoining function, but wāw is instead perceived as the bearer of other semantic 

and syntactical functions: e.g., temporal, disjunctive, explicative, etc. In some suggested 

hendiadyses the examples are related to a conjunction present or absent but thereby also to 

construct relations, apposition, epexegesis and/or a so-called wāw explicativum, which will be 

commented on below.  

 

7.1.1 Epexegesis, apposition, construct relations, presence or absence of wāw 

A large amount of the syntagms consisting of nouns would probably not have attracted the 

designation hendiadys at all had it not been for the presence of an intervening wāw, since 

without the conjunction many of the combinations would simply be interpreted as ordinary 

construct relations or adjective constructions, and be interpreted in like manner. 

 

7.1.1.1 Presence or absence of wāw 

Even if the presence of the conjunction in several cases seems to induce the use of the term 

hendiadys and inspires the reinterpretation of two nouns as a construct relation, or one of 

them as an attribute by biblical scholars, that is, on the other hand, not consistently carried out 

and not even by the same scholar.  

Williams, for example, refers to both dRs#RjAh◊w tyâîrV;bAh, lit. ‘the covenant and the loving-kindness’ 

(Deut 7:9) and däOvÎw s¶DmDj, lit. ‘violence and oppression/destruction’ (Am 3:10) as hendiadyses, 

but whereas the first example is translated “the loyal covenant,” the second combination is 

simply rendered “assault and battery.”3 

Moreover, on other occasions, it is explicitly the absence of a conjunction that constitutes 

the reason for the term hendiadys to be used: “The syntax of the two verbs (infinitive plus 

finite verb without a conjunction) suggests the possibility of a hendiadys,” according to 

Oswalt, who refers to y$IlTj`Rh ‹wøaV;kå;d, lit. ‘crushing him, he entreated/made sick’ (Isa 53:10) (italics 

added).4 Williamson’s comment on the components …w$;kÅΩΩzIh ‹…wxSjår, lit. ‘wash, cleanse yourself’ (Isa 

1:16), seems to follow the same line: “There is no conjunction between these two imperatives 

[wxjr wkzh]; they function more or less as a hendiadys.”5 Moreover, the NET Bible 

                                                
3 Williams, Syntax, 16. 
4 Oswalt, Isaiah 40-66, 400 n. 50. See also, Shields, End, 61, “the asyndetic juxtaposition of the verbs rqj 

‘research’ and Nqt ‘correct’ suggests that the verbs should be read as an instance of hendiadys.” 
5 Williamson, Isaiah, 99. 
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commentator remarks on the verbs in h™DkDlVmAm l¶E;lIj X®r¡DaDl Aoy ∞I…gIh hä∂d…wh◊y_tAb, lit. ‘the daughter of Judah 

he smote to the ground, he profaned a kingdom’ (Lam 2:2), and proposes that the verbs here 

“function as a verbal hendiadys as the absence of w (vav) suggests.”6 Althann also expresses 

his belief that the indication of a hendiadys is components (nouns or verbs) normally “in 

immediate succession and without any connective waw.”7 

We also need to mention that some scholars indicate that it is indifferent if the conjunction 

is present or not in a hendiadys, as does e.g., Levine, who suggests that the two components 

b¶Dvwøt◊w_r´…g, lit. ‘a stranger and a sojourner,’ which is a commonly proposed hendiadys, mean the 

same thing with or without a wāw present.8  

 

7.1.1.2 Construct relations and apposition 

In still other accounts the term hendiadys is used on a par with apposition, which involves 

comments on the presence or absence of wāw, but the expositions together with illustrations 

of the same, can be contradictory and/or quite confusing like e.g., Kittel/Hoffer/Wright’s 

depiction of the matter in their Biblical Hebrew, A Text and Workbook. They exemplify what 

they see as a hendiadys by a construct relation, wáøv√d∂q MwõøqVmI;b, lit. ‘in the place of his holiness’ (Ps 

24:3), with the explanation that this “is an example of hendiadys: using two nouns in 

apposition rather than a noun and an adjective.”9 The same perception is further exemplified 

by Kittel/Hoffer/Wright by another construct relation: v®dëOq_tAm√dAa, lit. ‘ground of holiness’ (Ex 

3:5), with the comment “This is an example of hendiadys: two nouns used in apposition.”10 

Construct relations and apposition are obviously put on equal footing with and/or indicative of 

a hendiadys. 

Andersen also refers to ‘apposition’ together with hendiadys, but he states, and contrary to 

Kittel/Hoffer/Wright, that “when two items in apposition are joined by a coordinating 

conjunction, the resulting construction embodies a figure called hendiadys” (italics added).11 

In Andersen’s opinion the term hendiadys does not refer to two nouns in a construct relation 

nor to the absence of wāw, but to two components with a conjunction that, in addition, are 

                                                
6 NET, 1461 n. 12. 
7 Althann, “Ellipsis,” 96.  
8 Levine, Leviticus, xviii. See also Brichto, Grammar, 40-41, who argues that “the conjunction in a hendiadys is 
not a conjunction semantically (‘and’) but an instance of a multivalent copula.” 
9 Kittel/Hoffer/Wright, Hebrew, 225. Bold type Kittel/Hoffer/Wright. 
10 Idem, 335. 
11 Andersen, Sentence, 36. 
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seen to represent apposition. Andersen even refers to the function of the conjunction as at 

times “strictly appositive, as in hendiadys.”12  

If we first look at the two illustrations by Andersen of what he apprehends as apposition we 

discover two different constructions. The first is ‘Dr Livingstone, an explorer,’ whereas the 

second illustration is ‘red apple.’13 Unfortunately no exemplifications of this kind/these kinds 

of hendiadyses are given, but even so we have to presume that a hendiadys, according to 

Andersen’s opinion, would be something like ‘Dr Livingstone and the/an explorer.’  

In the first illustration the second component represents a further explanation, whereas the 

second example represents a noun with an adjective attribute. The fact is nevertheless that it is 

the presence of the conjunction wāw together with components originally representing 

apposition that indicates that the phrase in question constitutes a so-called hendiadys, 

according to Andersen’s view. Moreover, the term is also used in Andersen’s monograph for 

two dissimilar verbs of which one is interpreted as a modifier, exemplified by …w#b√r…w …wêrVÚp, lit. ‘be 

fruitful and multiply’ for “be abundantly fruitful” (Gen 1:22).14 

Avishur, on the other hand, conceives the designation ‘appositional hendiadys,’ which is 

found in an article of his from 1971, and by this phrase, which incorporates ‘apposition’ as 

well as hendiadys, Avishur does not refer to components in construct relations as does 

Kittel/Hoffer/Wright, nor to two components with an intervening wāw as Andersen suggests, 

but to two components without a coordinating conjunction.15  

The term ‘appositional hendiadys’ refers more specifically to what Avishur sees as 

combinations of “synonymous nouns, verbs and adverbs” e.g.,  lyIsDj h§R;b√rAa, lit. ‘locust, 

caterpillar’ (1 Kgs 8:37), or MáOaVtIÚp oAt¶RpVl, lit. ‘to a sudden, suddenly’ (Isa 29:5) yI;t√r$A;sˆy yI;tVq™AΩΩzIj, lit. ‘I 

discplined, I strengthened’ (Hos 7:15), but also to AjäérÎy vRm¶Rv, lit. ‘sun, moon’ (Hab 3:11). None 

of the components are interpreted as an attribute.16 However, as related above, in Avishur’s 

monograph from 1984 he applies, on the other hand, the term hendiadys to syndetically 

conjoined nouns, i.e., with a wāw, but this time to components that he explicitly states contain 

                                                
12 Idem, 69.  
13 Idem, 36. 
14 Idem, 117. 
15 Avishur, “Pairs,” 66. Avishur explains, “Pairs of synonymous words appear together in appositional 
hendiadys. In this form the word and its apposition appear without any connective waw, and both words behave 
as a semantic unity. In this form are found synonymous nouns, synonymous verbs and even the synonymous 
adverb.”  
16 Idem, 66-74. 
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only “a minimal degree of synonymity.” In most examples in his monograph one of the 

components is, in addition, interpreted as a modifier.17 

Furthermore, Houtman explains that “hendiadys serves as apposition, further description,” 

exemplified by Dhy™Rj∂rVp…w Dhyñ®rO;tVpA;k, lit. ‘its bulb and its flower’ (Ex 25:31, Ex 37:17) and we have 

here a so-called hendiadys, nota bene, with a conjunction, contrary to Avishur’s ‘appositional 

hendiadys,’ that serves as ‘apposition’ equalling ‘a further description’ according to 

Houtman.18 These nouns here do not constitute a construct relation as in the examples by 

Kittel/Hoffer/Wright, and the term refers in this case to syndetically joined nouns that are not 

synonymous. 

 

7.1.1.3 Wāw explicativum 

The term hendiadys is in many cases also used in close connection with what is called wāw 

explicativum/epexegetical wāw and/or associated or equated with epexegesis. König, for 

example, considers epexegesis and hendiadys to be related, and wāw explicativum as “eine 

Art Hendiadyoin,” and Weber explains “When the second word specifies the first the 

construction is called a ‘hendiadys,’ i.e., two words with one meaning.”19  

Moreover, even if neither the designation apposition nor epexegesis is explicitly used on a 

par with hendiadys it is clear from several formulations that scholars utilize the term 

hendiadys to designate what they apprehend as a second component explicating or providing a 

further description of a preceding component, as, “hendiadyoin […] das zweite Substantiv 

einen besonderen Aspekt heraushebt,” according to Beuken, with reference to König.20  

A well-known example of epexegisis, but also a suggested hendiadys, by e.g., Bullinger, 

consists of the nouns in the last line below (enlarged in the Hebrew text and in italics in the 

English translation) derived from 1 Sam 28:3: 

 

wúøryIoVb…w h™Dm ∂rDb …whñürV;bVqˆ¥yÅw l$Ea∂rVcˆy_lD;k ‹wøl_…wdVÚpVsˆ¥yÅw t$Em l∞Ea…wmVv…w 

And Samuel died and all Israel lamented him and they buried 

him in Ramah and in his town. (1 Sam 28:3) 

                                                
17 Avishur, Studies, 104. For applications of the term hendiadys by Avishur, see the section on Avishur above. 
18 Houtman, Exodus, vol. III, 406. 
19 König, Psalmen, 249 n. 2; Weber, “w,” 229. 
20 Beuken, Haggai-Sacharja 1-8, 69 n. 4. See also Verhoef, Haggai and Malachi, 119 n. 27. 
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Bullinger refers to this passage as a hendiadys and interprets the two nouns: “in Ramah, yes, 

even in his own city; or, in his own city, Ramah.” Lee also declares this combination to be a 

hendiadys and suggests “i.e., in his city Ramah.”21  

Another example of a proposed hendiadys apprehended as epexegesis is derived from 1 

Sam 17:40: 

f…wëqVlÅ¥yAb…w wöøl_rRvSa MyªIoOrDh y°IlVkI;b MDtOa MRc∞D¥yÅw 

and he put them in the shepherds’ bag that was his and in the 

pouch. (1 Sam 17:40) 

Bullinger translates this proposed hendiadys “in his shepherd’s leather bag” and Lee “in the 

shepherd’s vessel, AND in the bag.”22 

Hendiadys as equated with epexegesis is also explicated by Babut. One of the components 

in a hendiadys is, according to Babut, more specific than the other, and he states “It is 

common practice in BH to reinforce a statement with a hendiadys where the second term is 

not as strong as the first.”23 By this he refers to what he terms a ‘semantic hierarchy’ that he 

sees represented in so-called hendiadyses. However, this semantic hierarchy may be of 

different kinds: (a) in which “the two terms of the hendiadys are at the same level in the 

semantic hierarchy, but they are opposed by a distinctive component,” or (b) when “the first 

term of the pair is situated lower than the second in the semantic hierarchy,” and also (c) , 

which Babut refers to as “the hendiadys ‘more or less,’” in which “the first term [is] followed 

by the negative of its opposite.”24 The first principle of the two above is exemplified by e.g., 

‘lion’ and ‘young lion,’ here enlarged in the Hebrew text and given in italics in the English 

translation: 

MyèIrD;tVsImV;b b¶EvOy ry#IpVkIk ◊wŒ PwúørVfIl PwâøsVkˆy h´y √rAaV;kœ wGønOyVmî;d 

he is like a lion that desires to tear [prey], 

and as a young lion dwelling in secret places. (Ps 17:2) 

In the second group, when “the first term of the pair is situated lower than the second in the 

semantic hierarchy,” according to Babut, “means that its meaning is more specific, possessing 

at least one more semantic component, while the second term appears by comparison more 
                                                
21 Bullinger, Figures, 660; Lee, Grammar, 304. 
22 Bullinger, Figures, 660; Lee, Grammar, 304. Capital letters Lee. 
23 Babut, Expressions, 185. 
24 Idem, 185-186. He also refers to the third kind of an alleged hendiadys with the added description “more + 
less.” 
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generic” (italics added).25 This is exemplified by many combinations of more or less closely 

related nouns or verbs, either syndetically combined or with intervening components, e.g.,  

h#DjVmIc◊w NwâøcDc, lit. ‘joy and gladness’ (Isa 22:13)  

t‰w¡DmVlAx◊w JKRvâOj, lit. ‘darkness and deep darkness’ (Ps 107:10)  

h∂r¡E;bådSaÅw h∂dy¶I…gAa, lit. ‘I will tell/declare and I will speak/tell’ (Ps 

40:6)  

[…wq¡Do◊z][á…w] yIqDo◊z…w [—…wly∞IlyEh] yIlyIlyEh, lit. ‘wail and cry out’ (Jer 48:20)  

This principle is further exemplified by Babut by the following verbs in parallelism, e.g., 

lEaèDrVcˆy j¶AmVcˆy b#OqSoÅyŒ l¶EgÎy, lit. ‘Jacob will rejoice, Israel shall be glad’ (Ps 14:7), and also by e.g., lªEa y∞I;k 

M`E;lAv◊y M¶E;lAv h™Dwh◊y twöølUm◊…g ‘for [he is] a God of reward, YHWH will surely requite’ (Jer 51:56). The 

third category, ‘more or less’ is exemplified by e.g., oAv¶Dp yQIl`V;b yGˆnSa JK¶Az, lit. ‘pure am I without 

transgression’ (Job 33:9).26 These combinations and categories represent hendiadyses, 

according to Babut. 

 

7.1.2 Remarks on hendiadys as construct relations, apposition and epexegesis 

First of all it is surprising and unfortunate that ordinary construct relations like e.g., wáøv√d∂q MwõøqVmI;b, 

lit. ‘in the place of his holiness’ (Ps 24:3), are explained as and equated with hendiadys. 

Construct relations constitutes a well known grammatical construction in biblical Hebrew and 

there is no need to additionally apply the term hendiadys to these constructions. If construct 

relations in fact were apprehended to represent some kind of rhetorical device it is a 

suggestion that would require further arguments. Equally remarkable and confusing is the fact 

that hendiadys is equated with apposition and is exemplified by different combinations, even 

attributive constructions, with either a wāw present or absent, and the alternatives are in turn 

seen by some as indications of a so-called hendiadys. 

It would seem that the second component in some of the examples suggested by Servius 

could be interpreted as explicatory, but the fact is that the term hendiadys was never used in 

Servius’ commentaries on a par with epexegesis but solely for other constructions.27 There is, 

in addition, no definitive answer to the question whether Virgil indeed intended a second 
                                                
25 Idem, 185. 
26 We need therefore to determine, according to Babut, in what he sees as hendiadyses, if either the first or the 
second component is more generic than the preceding or subsequent noun or verb respectively.  
27 See above 3.1.2.2 The use of the term in Servius’ commentaries. 
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component in the examples that Servius’ labelled hendiadys to be apprehended as explicatory, 

which therefore is an undetermined issue. 

However, inasmuch as even if the term hendiadys in antiquity perchance included 

constructions that could have been apprehended as explicatory, which is not indisputable, we 

are privileged in that we have the opportunity to distinguish terms, constructions, and their 

functions in the HB from each other.  

Moreover, the well-known opinion that wāw functions as explicative in biblical Hebrew 

indicates a specific function of wāw, but that fact does not promote itself as a criterion for the 

components involved to denote a rhetorical figure, or the broad concept unit. Different notions 

of or uncertainty about functions of the conjunction in various contexts, do not indicate that 

two components involved represent a rhetorical figure, or that they need to be apprehended as 

‘one’ or any of them reinterpreted as an attribute.28 

Conclusively, the contradictory opinions related above point to different phenomena that 

need to be distinguished from one another and the practice of using hendiadys 

interchangeably with apposition and epexegesis may contribute to the risk of the latter 

phenomena being confused with what the former designation stands for or vice versa, which 

is highly questionable. It seems far better not to hold on to the application of one term, 

hendiadys, to all kinds of constructions, but to distinguish various phenomena, their functions 

and designations from each other.  

Research on the explicative function of wāw has been carried out by Baker, Mastin, 

Erlandsson and others and several examples are given.29 However, the use of the term 

hendiadys on a par with epexegetial constructions, as well as the uncertainty shown above, 

implies nevertheless that the explicative function and perchance other functions of the 

conjunction may be in need of renewed attention and further enquiries.  

Babut and others are correct in that we have examples that seem to represent apposition 

and/or epexegesis, in which the second component in some of the constructions appears to 

serve as a further description of the first, whether or not preceded by a conjunction. In other 

cases it may be difficult to ascertain that a second component indeed is explicative, but 

neither option would qualify as reason to label these constructions hendiadys, but rather an 

                                                
28 For a discussion on other functions of the conjunction in proposed hendiadyses, see below 8.2 Function of the 
conjunction. 
29 For research on epexegesis and explicative wāw in biblical Hebrew see e.g., Baker, “Examples”; Erlandsson, 
“Exempel”; Mastin, “WĀW”; Wilton, “Cases”; Müller, “Gebrauch,” et al. 
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even stronger incentive to instead investigate further whether a subsequent component is 

explicatory or not.30 

In this presentation ‘apposition’ will be used when two components are asyndetically joined 

and the second of the two is deemed to represent a specific description of the preceding 

component, e.g., h$Dl…wtVb hâ∂rSoÅn, ‘young woman, [more precisely a] virgin’ (Judg 21:12).31 

‘Epexegesis’ will be used for components that stand in apposition, but in which the second 

consists of more than a single noun or adjective, and appears to constitute a more 

comprehensive and specifying explanation, When an explicative function of the second 

component, whether a single component or e.g., a phrase, is deemed the case, but there is an 

intervening conjunction present, the conjunction will then be referred to as an epexegetical 

wāw and interpreted, id est, ‘that is,’ e.g., as in 1 Sam 28:3 above: ‘they buried him in Ramah, 

i.e., in his town.’ However, it even seems that the conjunction per se in a few cases is 

apprehended as a hendiadys, which will be addressed below. 

 

7.1.3 The conjunction wāw suggested as a hendiadys 

Even if Bandstra refers to the conjunction vocalized with a qameṣ as a ‘hendiadys wāw’ as the 

criteria for an alleged hendiadys, which has been discussed and contested above, he does not 

seem to regard the conjunction as such the hendiadys proper. However, although it is not a 

commonly expressed opinion that the conjunction represent a hendiadys, some comments and 

exemplifications actually do point in that direction, which therefore have to be mentioned. 

 

Mic 2:2; 3:12; 4:2 

It is a few remarks by Waltke that indicate that the conjunction per se is regarded a hendiadys. 

These comments are derived from his commentary on Micah and one such remark is more 

specifically directed to a passage in Mic 2:2, “The wāw with we8‘a6s9e8qû (and they defraud) is a 

hendiadys wāw, which represents two aspects of a complex situation.”32 This refers to the 

conjunction highlighted in the Hebrew text and in italics below: 

 

                                                
30 Other functions of the conjunction will be discussed below. See below 8.2 Functions of the conjunction. 
31 For a discussion on apposition, see e.g., Lipińsky, Languages, 506-507; Meyer, Apposition, 1-6. 
32 Waltke, Micah, 96. Italics added on ‘hendiadys wāw.’ 
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wáøtDlSjÅn◊w vy™Ia◊w w$øtyEb…w rRb∞R…g ‹…wqVv`Do◊w …wa¡DcÎn◊w My™I;tDb…w …wlYÎzÎg◊w ‹twødDc …wûdVmDj◊w 

 and they coveted fields and they seized them, and houses and 

they took them, and they oppressed/took (by extortion) a man 

and his house, and a man and his possession. (Mic 2:2) 

Waltke discusses yet another example, which is derived from Mic 3:12 and he explains, “The 

conjunctive waw in wîrûšālayim (and Jerusalem) functions as a hendiadys” (italics of the last 

noun added).33 This remark concerns the following passage; 

 rAo`Dy twñømDbVl tˆy™A;bAh r¶Ah◊w hY‰yVh`I;t Ny∞I¥yIo ‹MÊ‹AlDv…wrŷw vóérDj`Et hâ®dDc Nwäø¥yIx M$RkVlAl◊gI;b ‹NEkDl 

Therefore for your sake Zion (as) a field shall be plowed, and 

Jerusalem shall become a ruin, and the mountain of the house as 

high places of a forest. (Mic 3:12) 

An additional example is derived from Mic 4:2, and Waltke suggests, “The wa6w with we8’el 

(and to) is either emphatic ‘even’ or, more probably, a hendiadys introducing another aspect 

of the situation.”34 This refers to the following passage: 

b$OqSoÅy y∞EhølTa ‹tyE;b_lRa ◊w hGÎwh◊y_rAh_lRa h∞RlSoÅn◊w —…wâkVl  

Go and let us go up to the mountain of YHWH and to the house 

of the God of Jacob. (Mic 4:2) 

Even if a conjunction is suggested in many, albeit not all definitions, of what is required for a 

construction to qualify as a so-called hendiadys, ‘one through two,’ the identification of the 

conjunction with the term hendiadys per se is rare. A conjunction present is not a fact that is 

usually seen to qualify for the conjunction as such to be referred to as a hendiadys.35  

The remarks which hint that the conjunction constitutes a hendiadys are unexpected and it 

may be that vague formulations by accident make it look as if the conjunction is “a 

hendiadys.”36 However, since these comments do seem to indicate that it is the conjunction 

per se that Waltke hesitantly, but still finds likely to be a hendiadys, they will therefore have 

to be discussed and called into question.  

                                                
33 Idem, 182. 
34 Idem, 197. Italics of the latter noun added. 
35 Nor is the fact that the conjunction wāw is present commonly interpreted to imply that wāw ‘represents two 
aspects of a complex situation.’ 
36 There are actually even further similar comments in his commentary, see pp. 96, 150, 180. 
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Waltke appears hesitant; it is a practice not found in general by other scholars, there is no 

hint whatsoever that this was done in antiquity by Latin scholars, it is difficult to understand 

in which way a single conjunction could represent ‘two’ and since it only adds to the 

confusion of what the term refers too and the combined components involved, it is therefore 

deemed an undesirable application of the term hendiadys.  

Furthermore, regardless of whether a conjunction would be termed hendiadys or not, the 

statement that these clauses in Mic 2:2 above represent ‘one’ or complex situations is 

debatable. They seem to form a parallel and chiastic composition, in which ‘houses’ in the 

first line is paralleled by ‘his house’ in the second line, and ‘fields’ in the first line by ‘his 

heritage/possession’ in the second line. The difference between the lines is that the first line 

describes the actions being carried out in general, whereas in line two the actions are, in a 

more specific, individually and personally oriented description, befallen an individual; they 

take his house and his heritage, and the second example above from Mic 3:12 contains 

references to three different ascpects of desolation and abandonment. 

In addition, in the third example above, derived from Mic 4:2, the second line also 

constitutes a parallel to the first and the two represent elliptic parallelism, in which the verb is 

excluded in the second line. The message is clear, however: people from numerous nations 

will call out to each other; “Let us go up to the house of YHWH.” If anyone would question 

and enquire, which can be imagined faintly ringing in the background, “Which house?” that 

inquiry is answered in the second line in which both the house and YHWH are identified so 

that no one need to doubt where to and to whom they are going to worship: “to the house of 

the God of Jacob!” The contribution the term hendiadys brings as a possible designation for 

the conjunction, if that indeed reflects the opinion of Waltke, or in interpretations of these 

three examples, however, appears minuscule. 

 

7.2 Antonymic components  

The term hendiadys is also used for combinations consisting of antonymic nouns, verbs, 

phrases, clauses or combinations thereof, that display an intrinsically incompatible binary 

relationship, with or without negations present; e.g., the nouns oá∂rÎw bwñøf, lit. ‘good and evil’ 
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(Gen 2:9); D;K¡R;mIm MyâîqOj√rDh wäøa ÔKy$RlEa My∞IbOrV;qAh, lit. ‘the ones near to you or the ones far from you’ (Deut 

13:8) and …wo$érDt◊w …wby∞IfyE;t, lit. ‘you do good and you do evil’ (Isa 41:23b).37  

The reason why even antonymic features have been granted the term hendiadys is 

presumably because hendiadys is sometimes defined simply as two components with an 

intervening wāw, which therefore naturally makes it ‘permitted’ to apply the term to 

numerous mixtures of components, including antonyms like ‘good and evil.’ The use of the 

term for antonyms has even resulted in the interpretation of ‘the tree of good and evil’ in Gen 

2:9 as ‘the tree of evil enjoyment,’ which actually is not very surprising seeing that one of the 

components in other purportedly hendyadic features at times is interpreted as a modifier.38  

Another reason why the term is used for antonyms is in all probability that the components 

in some cases would seem to refer to inclusiveness e.g., ‘all far and all near,’ for ‘everyone’ 

presumably, or merely in other cases that new interpretations are simply assisted by a 

reference to the term hendiadys. It is impossible to treat all examples, but one of the suggested 

antonymic combinations will be discussed below.  

 

Isa 41:22-24 

When commenting on what he apprehends as Deutero-Isaiah’s use of Jeremiah, Sommer 

remarks that the verbs …wo$érDt◊w and …wby∞IfyE;t, represent separate verbs meaning ‘to do good’ and ‘to 

do evil,’ in what he sees as older texts in the HB. However, he holds that “Deutero-Isaiah 

employs the terms as a hendiadys” and that the two verbs form a word play with the implicit 

meaning “the gods can’t do anything.” He also explains that Deutero-Isaiah contends that 

other gods than YHWH are capable “of any actions that would indicate their effectiveness or 

existence.”39 The example consists of the two verbs highlighted below in the Hebrew text and 

in italics in the translation: 

 

 

 

                                                
37 See e.g., Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 46; Bullinger, Figures, 659; Sommer, Prophet, 67; Van der Westhuizen, 
“Hendiadys,” 53; Wächter, “qAj ∂r,” 470.  
38 See Bullinger, Figures, 659. 
39 Sommer, Prophet, 67. He concludes that wo$érDt ◊w …wby ∞IfyE;t, ‘you do good and you do evil,’ in Isa 41:23b is some kind 
of borrowing from Jeremiah. 
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M¡R;tAa My™IhølTa y¶I;k h$Do√d∞En◊w rw$øjDaVl twâø¥yItOaDh ‹…wdy‹ˆ…gAh 

wá∂;dVjÅy [h¶Ra√rˆn][◊w] a∂rˆn◊w hDo™D;tVvˆn◊w …wo$érDt ◊w …wby ∞IfyE;t_PAa 

Declare [the things] coming hereafter, and we will know that 

you are Gods: indeed, do good and do evil, and we will look 

anxiously, and we will see together. (Isa 41:23) 

It is not wholly clear whether Sommer chooses to use the term hendiadys because he 

comprehends the expression as a rhetorical figure, the verbs as a unity of sorts or a word play. 

It does seem clear from the context in Isa 41:22-24, however, as Sommer points out, that 

YHWH, according to the biblical writer, wants to explain the futility and nothingness of other 

gods and therefore calls upon them, “Declare the things that are coming hereafter […] indeed, 

do good and do evil!” implying that they cannot act at all, wherefore Sommers’ interpretation 

comes out as quite understandable. 

However, a first argument is directed against the use in general of the term hendiadys for 

antonyms, since antonyms refer to two different notions, as is the case here as well: good or 

bad. If an expression like this is apprehended to refer to one notion we are in fact dealing with 

a polarized expression in which the parts together describe an entirety.40 

Secondly, judging by the fact that it was important to argue against acts by other gods than 

YHWH, deeds by other gods were probably considered a reality and problematic to deal with, 

which is further supported by the fact that acts by other gods are mentioned in v. 24 M™RkVlDoDp…w 

oAp¡DaEm, lit. ‘and your work is (lit. ‘from’) worthless.’41 Works by these other gods are 

considered nothing by the prophet, but these works are evidently mentioned nevertheless. 

The appeal discussed does boldly challenge other gods to make themselves known by 

acting in either good or evil ways, and can hence be understood as even if the other gods can 

produce different deeds, good or bad, or if predictions allegedly foretold by their prophets 

actually happen, it is YHWH, according to the writer, who is the only one God that can act 

properly and/or predict the future.42 

                                                
40 This is also commonly referred to as merismus. For a discussion on merismus and polarized expressions, see 
below Chapter 8, Interpretational possibilities. 
41 Possibly a textual error for spa, ‘to cease/come to an end.’ 
42 Whether this appeal is directed against other peoples in general worshipping other gods, against prophets of 
other gods than YHWH or Israelites worshipping other gods than YHWH need to be deduced from the entire 
passage. 
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Whichever interpretation one favours of the verbs in this particular text, the use of the 

designation hendiadys on combinations of two contrasting components certainly seems a 

contradiction in terms, since the term implies ‘one,’ but is applied to antonyms that are 

components, if any, that do not represent ‘one,’ but two and even inherently incompatible 

notions, and if apprehended to represent a totality there is an accepted term, merismus, for 

when that would seem to be the case.43  

The use of the term hendiadys for antonyms and antithesis is not recommendable for 

several reasons: (a) two contrasting components most certainly refer to different notions and 

not to ‘one,’ (b) the term hendiadys does not refer to antonyms or antithesis in definitions in 

general nor in the classical rhetorical tradition, and most importantly, (c) there is an 

established terminology that describes the contrast and that kind of semantic relation in 

combined noun/verbs/phrases/clauses and that is antonymy or antithesis, and/or (d) if two 

components are apprehended as a totality that is commonly called as a merismus or a 

polarized expression if involving extremes.44  

 

7.3 Components from the same root 

The term hendiadys is also used for combinations of components from the same root, 

components wholly identical or not. It is a well-known fact that nouns and verbs from the 

same root occur combined in biblical Hebrew. This includes nouns wholly identical, e.g., NRb∞Ra 

NRb¡DaÎw, lit. ‘stone and stone,’ other combinations of nouns from the same root, but slightly 

different in gender and number, e.g., h¡DnEoVvAm…w N™EoVvAm, lit. ‘staff/support and staff/support’ (Isa 3:1), 

but also different inflected verbs, e.g., t…wámD;t twñøm, lit. ‘dying you shall die’ (Gen 2:17), and in 

some cases combined nouns and verbs from the same root, e.g., h™Dlwød◊g h¶Da√rˆy My¢IvÎnSaDh …w¬a√ry`I¥yÅw, lit. ‘and 

the men feared a great fear’ (Jon 1:16). There are in biblical Hebrew, in addition, asyndetic 

combinations like Mwóøy —Mwâøy ‘day, day’ (Gen 39:10). The ones labelled hendiadys consist almost 

exclusively of nouns from the same root, which will be addressed below. 

That nouns from the same root occur combined in the HB is a fact mentioned by several 

grammarians, and far from all scholars designate these constructions hendiadys. However, 

                                                
43 It may of course be difficult to substantiate that the biblical writer is not referring to two different notions. 
44 If the two verbs are seen to represent a unity comprised of two extremes then we would have a polarized 
expression. For comments on polarized expressions and merismus, see references to Alonso Schökel, Avishur, 
Brongers, Honeyman, Krašovec, et al., in Phrases and clauses below, and also below Chapter 8, Interpretational 
possibilities. 
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among those who do, the functions ascribed to these features are at variance; they are seen as 

rhetorical or grammatical respectively, to be combined for emphasis, inclusiveness and/or for 

intensification; the second noun is occasionally seen as redundant or interpreted as an 

attribute, which are functions suggested for components in other so-called hendiadyses as 

well.45 The structure is basically the same in most examples, i.e., two nouns from the same 

root are combined with a wāw, and in some cases other particles, but there are slight 

differences within some of the subcategories consisting of combinations of nouns from the 

same root.  

One could get the impression that combinations of wholly identical nouns are uniform, that 

the nouns combined presumably constitute a unity, that a homogeneous interpretation would 

be the natural result, and that it would therefore be apt to make use of the designation 

hendiadys literally meaning ‘one through two.’ However, although seemingly alike, the nouns 

in most of these combinations consisting of two identical nouns do not refer to uniformity, but 

quite the opposite, i.e., diversity, in some cases to consecutiveness or are used in a distributive 

sense. 

The expression ‘stone and stone’ does not refer to a unit, i.e., two stones functioning as one. 

Nor does the expression ‘weight and weight’ refer to identical measures.  

    :h`D…nAfVq…w h™Dlwød◊…g NRb¡DaÎw NRb ∞Ra äÔKVsy`IkV;b öÔKVl h¶RyVhˆy_aáøl 

:h`D…nAfVq…w h™Dlwød◊…g h¡DpyEa ◊w h ∞DpyEa äÔKVtyEbV;b öÔKVl h¶RyVhˆy_aøl  

Do not have in your bag stone and stone, large and small.  

Do not have in your house weight and weight, large and small. 

(Deut 25:13-14)46 

The prohibitions in Deut 25:13-14: “Do not have ‘stone and stone, large and small,’ or 

‘weight and weight, large and small,’ do not refer to two identical stones or identical measures 

respectively, but are obviously meant to prohibit the use of different weights or different 

measures.  

Schorr seems correct in suggesting that this way of pairing is a natural linguistic 

phenomenon and not primarily rhetorical, at least not in SBH.47 Combinations of nouns from 

the same root are in LBH often preceded by lD;k, e.g., ry∞Io_lDkVb…w ry#IoÎw, lit. ‘and to all/every city and 

                                                
45 See, e.g., Berlin, Lamentations, 4; Block, Ezekiel 1-24, 478 n. 86; Greenberg, Ezekiel 21-37, 483; Schorr, “Les 
composés,” 170; Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, 106.  
46 Schorr suggests that ‘stone and stone’ is a hendiadys. See Schorr, “Les composés,” 172. 
47 Ibid. 
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city’ (Esth 8:17), but they do nevertheless not refer to one city, but to all the cities, i.e., 

different cities regardless of size or geographical locations.48 

Many scholars agree that the combining of two identical nouns from the same root is a way 

to express plurality, distributive sense, comprehensiveness and/or inclusiveness; 

‘each/every/all kinds of/various kinds of’ etc.49 This means that the term hendiadys is 

inappropriate, and becomes an equivalent to the indefinite pronouns ‘each/every’ etc., and 

gives erroneous indications since the components involved do not refer to a unit, not to ‘one 

through two,’ but to diversity.50  

 

Isa 3:1-3 

The combination of both a masculine and a feminine noun from the same root, h¡DnEoVvAm…w N™EoVvAm, lit. 

‘staff/support (ms) and staff/support (fs),’ or ‘supply and supply’ (Isa 3:1), is a hendiadys 

according to Gibson, and this application is found in his revised version of Davidson’s 

Introductory Grammar and Syntax, but no suggested interpretation is given.51 In this case the 

combination seems to represent a rhetorical feature, which perhaps makes the term hendiadys 

enticingly attractive.52 The suggested hendiadys, enlarged in the Hebrew text and in italics 

below, occurs in the following passage: 

h$∂d…why∞Im…w ‹MÊ‹AlDv…wryIm ry§IsEm tw#øaDbVx h∞Dwh◊y Nw%ødDaDh h∏´…nIh ·yI;k 

      :Mˆy`Dm_NAoVvIm läOk◊w MRj$Rl_NAoVvIm lO;k£ h¡DnEoVvAm…w N™EoVvAm 

          :NáéqÎz◊w M¶EsOq◊w ay™IbÎn◊w f¶Epwøv h¡DmDjVlIm vy∞Ia◊w rwäø;bˆ…g  

vAj`Dl Nwñøb◊n…w My™Iv∂rSj M¶AkSjÅw X¢Eowøy◊w My¡InDp a…wâc◊n…w My™IÚvImSj_rAc  

For, behold, the Lord YHWH of hosts will remove from 

Jerusalem and from Judah support/supply and support/supply, 

                                                
48 See e.g., Gesenius, Grammar (GKC), §123d-f, p. 396. Rendsburg thinks that the asyndeta, e.g., Mwøy Mwøy are the 
oldest (they are represented in Ugaritic as well), then followed by the syndeta, e.g., rwød Îw_rwød, and eventually lD;k 
was addded. See Rendsburg, “Date,” 69, and also Wright, Evidence, 136-138. Wright shows that this latter kind 
of construction occurs 14 times in the HB in post-exilic texts. His explains that the construction is used in every 
example in a distributive sense to express the notion of totality and that even if the particle lD;k might seem a 
redundant component, it is the result of a grammaticalization process in which the particle lD;k is in LBH added to 
the more archaic way of iteration in which combinations of identical nouns are combined and retained in order to 
express, as in the examples above, ‘each/every/all.’ 
49 See the comments on combinations of components from the same root in e.g., Gesenius, Grammar (GKC), 
§123d-f, p. 396; Joüon/Muraoka, Grammar, §136c, p. 499; Seow, Grammar, 205 (ed. 1987); Van der 
Merwe/Naudé/Kroeze, Grammar, §29, p. 228; Wright, Evidence, 136-138, et al. 
50 Nor do the asyndetic constructions, e.g., Mwóøy —Mwâøy, lit. ‘day, day,’ refer to ‘one day,’ but subsequent days, ‘day 
after day,’ neither does ‘rwød Îw_rwød’ lit. ‘generation and generation,’ refer to one single generation, but several 
subsequent generations. 
51 Davidson, Grammar, 17 (ed. Gibson). 
52 The two nouns in these forms occur combined only here but the root is attested in the HB. 
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all bread supply and all water supply, mighty man, and man of 

war, judge and prophet and diviner and elder, the captain of 

fifty, and a man of rank, and counsellor, and craftsman, and 

wise whisperer. (Isa 3:1-3) 

In the ArtScroll edition of the HB, the two nouns are translated, “support of men and support 

of women,” presumably because the nouns are in masculine and feminine respectively. 

However, it seems less likely that we are dealing with various supplies supported by both men 

and women, and the subsequent enumeration consists, in addition, only of nouns in masculine. 

It seems more likely that the expression ‘support and support,’ alias ‘supply and supply,’ 

refers to all kinds of support and not even or only to bread supply and water supply that are 

mentioned following the combination in question.53 This is also the advocated interpretation 

of N™EoVvAm h¡DnEoVvAm…w, by e.g., Williamson, who rejects the notion of these as a hendiadys. “It is not 

quite accurate to call this a hendiadys […] it is rather an example of the use of two genders 

together to express entirety.”54 

If we look at the context, the combination seems in fact to be used as a preamble, and a 

preceding summarizing expression before all kinds of necessities in the society are listed, 

ranging from food to counsellors, that YHWH will remove from the people, according to the 

prediction in Isa 3:1-3. The phrase does not refer to one thing, but to various necessities and 

supportive functions or persons in the society, like bread, water, soldiers, counsellors, etc. 

Hence, the nouns refer to diversity and different kinds of supplies. 

The enumeration seems to have covered everything in an exhaustive account of the 

multifarious supplies that would be withdrawn, truly ‘all kinds of support.’55 Hence, we do not 

have ‘one,’ but ‘several through two,’ and this combination of two nouns from the same root 

is one way in which ‘all kinds of’ is expressed in SBH, in accordance with the very same 

function achieved by other combinations of nouns from the same root.56 

This combination of nouns could have been a fixed expression, but it is impossible to judge 

definitively since it occurs only once in the HB. However, what is evident in the HB in 

general is of course repetition. Most grammarians, biblical scholars and commentators alike 

                                                
53 Clements, Isaiah 1-39, 47, even believes that ‘all bread supply and all water supply,’ constitutes an editorial 
gloss.  
54 See Williamson, Isaiah, 232. 
55 Another suggestion is presented by Cassuto who argues that the first noun in masc. refers to Judah and the 
second in fem. to Jerusalem, because the first verb in Isa 3:8 related to Jerusalem is in fem. and the second verb 
in the same verse related to Judah is in masc. See Cassuto, Anath, 44-46. 
56 This is in LBH often rendered lDk + two nouns from the same root combined. 
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regard repetition as a means of intensification, which would seem to pertain to other 

suggested hendiadyses, e.g., N`EmDa◊w —N¶Em„Da, lit. ‘amen and amen’ (Ps 41:14). Another proposed 

hendiadys of a similar kind is h`D¥yˆnSaÅw h™D¥yˆnSaA;t, lit. ‘mourning and mourning’ (Lam 2:5 and Isa 29:2), 

on which Konkel comments “most commentators regard the juxtaposition as an 

intensification.”57 As Muilenburg puts it, “The roots of repetition lie deeply embedded in the 

language and literature of Israel.”58 Still, the interesting fact that certain words, phrases or 

sentences seem to function as summarizing headlines/preambles before subsequent accounts 

in the HB is not unknown, and could be the intended function in Isa 3:1 and a subject worthy 

of further investigations. 

The different kinds of combinations of components from the same root labelled hendiadys 

seem to have diverse functions and be of a rhetorical as well as grammatical nature, 

sometimes a pure exclamation consisting of repetition of a single noun, such as e.g., N`EmDa◊w —N¶Em„Da, 

‘amen and amen’ (Ps 41:14).59 Since the constructions and functions of the combined identical 

nouns may differ slightly any implicit allusions in the chosen designation to only one function 

appear unwise.  

The use of the term hendiadys for constructions in biblical Hebrew consisting of 

components from the same root is not recommendable, because (a) the components in many 

examples consisting of identical nouns do not refer to a unity, but to diversity: different 

physical tools, ‘different stones,’ or to consecutiveness or periods of time, ‘day after day,’ (b) 

the term hendiadys was not used in the classical rhetorical tradition nor is it in general used 

for combinations of identical components; (c) even when two nouns from the same root, but 

in various forms perchance constitute a rhetorical device, they refer to different objects or 

notions and/or a simple enumeration/exclamation, (d) the term hendiadys refers in general in 

many cases to what is seen as a rhetorical device, whereas several of the combinations in 

biblical Hebrew consisting of nouns from the same root probably represent an archaic 

grammatical construction to express distribution: ‘different kinds of’ or ‘all kinds of,’ and is 

not primarily regarded as a stylistic or rhetorical device, wherefore hendiadys is not suitable 

due to its ambiguity and the various implied functions attributed to the term.60 In addition, 

even if it may be argued that some combined identical components conceivably could be 

                                                
57 Konkel, “hna,” 452. 
58 Muilenburg, “Study,” 101.  
59 For the latter combination suggested as a hendiadys, see Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 40 n. 13. In effect one through 
one. 
60 Furthermore, it is clear that often when a combination is declared to be a hendiadys it has the consequence that 
one of the components is interpreted as an attribute. 
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taken to refer to one notion or ‘any/all’, it does not seem relevant, and is never suggested, that 

the term hendiadys would refer to ‘indefinite pronoun.’ 

A further reason why the designation hendiadys ought not to be used for combinations of 

components from the same root is that there exist alternatives that, in addition, are more 

precise and appear devoid of the function(s) associated with the hendiadys designation. The 

alternative that could be used whereby hendiadys can be avoided is quivis, which refers to the 

form, i.e., the repetition of a singular word and the distributive sense 

‘each/all/anyone/anything,’ or ‘doublets’ with the even more precise variant ‘gender doublets’ 

when nouns from the same root, but of different gender, are involved.61 

 

7.4 Phrases and clauses 

Various combinations of phrases and clauses are also designated hendiadys. Some 

combinations seem to be apprehended as idioms and/or to denote new concepts beyond a 

literal meaning of the components involved, which will be recognized initially. 

 

Gen 31:40 

One such passage is derived from Jacob’s dialogue with Laban, in which Jacob is 

complaining of the conduct on Laban’s behalf towards him: 

 

hDl◊y¡D;lA;b jårâ®q◊w b®räOj yˆn¶AlDkSa Mwöø¥yAb  

in the day drought consumed me, and cold by night. (Gen 

31:40) 

Hausmann applies the term hendiadys here, but seems uncertain of the interpretation: “The 

hendiadys is probably meant to state that Jacob performed his service in all kinds of weather, 

accepting many privations.”62  

The reason for the use of the term hendiadys is not stated by Hausmann, but might be due to 

that he apprehends ‘drought during the day’ together with ‘cold by night’ as a rhetorical 

                                                
61 For the use of quivis, see e.g., Rendsburg, “Date,” 69, and Wright, Evidence, 136-138, and for the use of the 
latter terms, see e.g., van der Merwe/Naudé/Kroeze, Grammar, §24.2, p. 180, and Waltke/O’Connor, 
Introduction, §6.4.3a, p. 106. 
62 Hausmann, “jårâ®q,”163. 
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figure, or that they together refer to a totality of some kind or possibly that they represent a 

fixed expression for ‘all kinds of weather’ and/or ‘many privations.’ In either way the use of 

the term hendiadys may be questioned and the interpretation challenged. 

First of all, the notion that the two expressions represent a rhetorical figure (if that indeed is 

Hausmann’s opinion) does not seem plausible. What is obvious, however, is that the verb is 

omitted in ‘and the frost by night,’ which represents an elliptic construction, common in 

biblical Hebrew. Moreover, taking into account the conditions in the part of the world where 

this text presumably was composed, the drought and the cold can be seen to describe normal 

conditions of contrast between day and night and not primarily different weather situations. 

As Wenham remarks, “this verse reflects accurately the difference between the baking day-

time temperatures and the cold of the night in Middle Eastern countries.”63  

The passage in question does not therefore give the impression of referring to uniformity, 

but to diversity – not to one concept but to different conditions of day and night due to the 

climate. In addition, if the passage is seen to denote a totality, such a concept is commonly 

termed merismus, and if the term hendiadys refers to the unexpressed but implicit concept 

‘many privations,’ these privations still consist of different kinds of hardships, as Hausmann 

mentions. Thus not one, but various forms of difficulties, which Jacob seems to emphasize, 

both drought and cold. The entire passage could even be apprehended as an enumeration and 

a threefold structure stressing the reccuring difficulties and finally giving the result: first (a) 

by day drought, and then (b) by night cold, which had the result (c) that he could not sleep. 

If the two expressions are seen to represent a totality, ‘all kinds of,’ one needs to reflect on 

merismus and polarized expressions. Alonso Schökel states “If I take two of the members as 

representative of the whole I have a merismus. If the two members are at the extremes of the 

series, I have a polarised expression.”64 He also remarks that “Polarised expression and 

merismus coincide in presenting a totality.” Since designations like merisms and polarised 

expression are available for two components representing a unified whole or a totality, it is 

not without cause that one may question why clauses or phrases, rightly or not apprehended as 

referring to a totality, need to be designated hendiadys.65 If components indded represent a 

merismus is of course another matter, difficult to demonstrate, and will have to be decided in 

each case. 

                                                
63 Wenham, Genesis 16-50, 277. 
64 Alonso Schökel, Manual, 91. 
65 For further remarks on merismus, see below Chapter 8, Interpretational possibilities. 
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Mal 3:16 

The term hendiadys is not infrequently applied to combinations of clauses, and sometimes the 

comments seem quite straightforward, like Hill’s, “The conjunction waw connects a pair of 

clauses and forms a hendiadys,” by which he refers to the nouns highlighted in the Hebrew 

text and in italics and the second line below: 

 wáømVv y™EbVvOjVl…w hYÎwh ◊y y ∞Ea √rˆyVl ‹wyÎnDpVl NwûørD;kˆz rRp∞Es bEtD;kˆ¥yÅw 

and a book of remembrance was written before him for YHWH 

fearers and the ones thinking(?) upon his name. (Mal 3:16) 

Hill uses the term hendiadys for various constructions: combinations of nouns, verbs, phrases 

and clauses and even combinations of place names, e.g., ‘in Israel and in Jerusalem.’66 In 

some cases he expresses uncertainty about the combined components: “may be a hendiadys” 

or “a kind of hendiadys,” but in this case he appears confident that what he apprehends as two 

clauses, in italics above, allegedly form a single idea and he translates the passage, 

“(enrolling) the fearers of Yahweh and those esteeming his name.”67 

Firstly, Hill’s application contradicts his own definition of hendiadys given in his glossary: 

“the expression of a single idea by the use of two independent words” (connected by ‘and’ 

instead of the usual combination of a noun and its modifier)” (italics added), when he applies 

the term in this case to what he refers to as ‘clauses.’68 Secondly, the ‘clauses’ that Hill refers 

to above are in fact phrases.69 Thirdly, even if Hill presumably apprehends the two as ‘a single 

idea,’ i.e., the qualities of the ones inscribed in the book of remembrance, it may still be 

questioned since it would seem then that we are dealing with an instance of parallelism. 

However, it seems that we are dealing with two characteristics, which moreover both 

presumably are attributes of the ones, in plural, that are inscribed in the book of remembrance 

according to the information by the prophet.  

The first phrase portrays these individuals as ‘YHWH fearers’ and the second is more 

uncertain, but could possibly mean ‘YHWH thinkers/honourers/the ones that value his name.’ 
                                                
66 Hill, Malachi, 341. Hill uses the term in his monograph for various combinations of components: nouns, verbs, 
phrases, clauses, etc., including place names, in his 11 suggested hendiadyses. See e.g., pp. 229, 243, 270, 300, 
347, 352. 
67 Hill, Malachi, 341. 
68 Hill, Malachi, xxvii. 
69 When using the term hendiadys Hill refers to Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, §39.2.5a, p. 641, in which it 
says: “Conjunctive wāw serves to join two clauses which describe interrelated or overlapping situations not 
otherwise logically related. Pairs of such clauses may form a hendiadys.” See Hill, Malachi, 229, 270, 300, etc. 
For more on the various constructions on which Waltke/O’Connor uses the term, see above 4.1 Hendiadys in 
research and in works of reference on the HB and/or biblical Hebrew.  
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These qualities would in any case point to two characteristics, and the biblical writer appears 

to characterize several individuals, presumably at least two, by two qualities and not ‘one’ 

attribute of ‘one’ man/woman. Even if the second characteristic is difficult to ascertain, due to 

uncertainty regarding the meaning of the root, we do not seem to be dealing with a rhetorical 

figure, but an enumeration of two characteristics of more than one person. What these 

characteristics refer to is intriguing, but the contribution of the application of hendiadys to an 

elucidation of what the two characteristics represent appears diminutive. 

 

Ex 14:16 

In other cases the term is actually applied to what is a combination of clauses, as the ones in 

the appeal by YHWH to Moses: 

…wh¡Eo∂qVb…w M™D¥yAh_lAo öÔK √dÎy_tRa hªEf ◊n…w #ÔKVÚfAm_t`Ra MâérDh hD;tAa◊w 

And you, lift up your staff and stretch out your hand over the 

sea and cleave/divide it (Ex 14:16) 

Houtman just adds hendiadys in parenthesis after the citation of these clauses and does not 

give specific arguments for the use of the term.70  

Nevertheless, first of all the combined clauses above, even though formulated as an appeal, 

do not seem to deviate from regular usage and by that form some kind of rhetorical figure (if 

that indeed is Houtman’s opinion), but a demand to Moses to execute two subsequent actions, 

hence a regular combination of clauses.  

However, it seems, according to the precedent comment by Houtman: “stretching out of the 

hand’=‘stretching out (the hand with) the rod’” that he comprehends the two verbs to denote 

one action perhaps executed with one hand. If the two clauses are taken to refer to a single 

action, to comprise a unity or uniformity (if that indeed would be Houtman’s conviction), we 

would seem to have an example of a parallelistic structure, which in that case would seem a 

better designation.  

However, it can also be argued that the two clauses do not refer to a single act, but to two 

different actions, ‘lift’ and ‘stretch,’ even if they may be executed quite quickly, and it can 

equally be presumed that the actions were executed by two hands and not one. 

                                                
70 Houtman, Exodus, vol. I, 28. 
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In addition, since the latter verb also can denote ‘reach out’, ‘lay out,’ ‘turn/twist’ or even 

‘bend,’ even though the latter denotations are more common in other stems, one cannot but 

wonder what the second verb refers to: reaching out, turning, stretching in several directions, 

some kind of movement back and forth or prehaps even hitting in order to figuratively cleave 

the water, and leaves us with the interesting but unanswered question of the symbolic qualities 

of these actions which of course is another matter.71 However, the use of the term hendiadys 

implying one action obscures these possible differences and interpretational possibilities. 

 

Gen 12:13 

Another suggested hendiadys is presented by Sarna and is derived from Genesis chapter 12 in 

which the following request by Abraham to Sarah is found: 

 K`ElDl ◊gI;b y™IvVpÅn h¶Dt ◊yDj ◊w JK$ér…wbSoAb y ∞Il_bAfy`Iy ‹NAo‹AmVl t¡Da yItâOjSa a™Dn_yîrVmIa  

Please say that you are my sister, in order that it will go well 

with me because of you, and my soul will live because of you. 

(Gen 12:13) 

Sarna believes the passage highlighted in the Hebrew text and in italics above to be, “An 

example of hendiadys, for the two clauses express a single thought, not two separate ideas,” 

and he translates the passage; “that it may go well with me because of you, and that I may 

remain alive thanks to you.”72 Sarna wants to prove his point and therefore adds, “This is 

proven by the contextually unambiguous parallel in Jeremiah 38:20: ‘that it may go well with 

you and your life be spared,” which refers to ÔK`RvVpÅn y¶IjVt…w äÔKVl bAfy¶Iy◊w, lit. ‘and may it go well with 

you and may your soul live’ (Jer 38:20).73 Sarna also discusses how to understand Abraham’s 

request from a moral perspective. The two clauses in Gen 12:13 may appear to indicate a 

unity but without taking them as a single thought or applying the term hendiadys other 

interpretations are possible.  

First of all, these clauses, ‘that it may go well with me’ + ‘that my soul may live,’ may be 

apprehended as two different notions, and need not be understood as a single idea or a unit, 

                                                
71 For further denotations than ‘stretch,’ see e.g. BDB, HALOT, NIDOTTE. 
72 Sarna, Genesis, 94, 95. Cf. e.g., Cassuto, Genesis, vol. II, 349-351, who is surprised of the order of the two 
clauses, and seems to view the second as explanatory, see on p. 351. Wenham, Genesis, 284, retains the 
conjunction, as does Westermann, Genesis 12-36, 160. 
73 Sarna, Genesis, 94, 95. 
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but two thoughts, and although to stay alive would certainly mean that it goes well the 

expression ‘that it may go well’ in the HB does not seem to solely refer to staying alive.74 

Secondly, the two clauses above are subordinate clauses to the preceding main clause: 

‘Please say that you are my sister’ and the latter subordinate clause of the two, ‘that my soul 

may live’ can be interpreted as a final dependent clause describing the desired result of the 

first subordinate clause. Consequently, the two subordinate clauses may thus be interpreted 

‘in order that it may go well with me because of you, so that/with the result that I (lit. ‘my 

soul’) will live thanks to you.’ 

The second example by Sarna that is derived from Jer 38:20, may further in analogy with 

the reasoning above be rendered, ‘that it may go well with you in that your life is spared’ 

(italics added). In that case it seems doubtful that the two clauses deviate from common 

grammatical usage and constitute a rhetorical figure (if that indeed is Sarna’s opinion).  

Regardless of how one reacts to Abrahams’ conduct here, which is often discussed, it is 

obvious and quite remarkable that it is Sarah who is depicted as the life-saving redeemer, 

provided that she responds positively to the plea by Abraham. It is she who has the power to 

ascertain that Abraham will stay alive if she does what she is asked to do, and it will be thanks 

to her decision to submit to what Abraham requests if the descendant of Abraham will ever 

come to exist in the future. 

The added kind of construction, viz., combined clauses, and the implicit function here, that 

two subordinate clauses constitute a unity, is a further category in addition to several others 

incorporated in and associated with the term hendiadys. However, even if two phrases or 

clauses would be apprehended as a unity of sorts the term is (a) not commonly applied to 

clauses in antiquity or in general, (b) is not ordinarily used for combined subordinate clauses 

but regarded as a designation for a rhetorical figure, and (c) the question of whether and in 

that case in which way any two components form a unity, is not elucidated by the 

employment of the term hendiadys wherefore this kind of application on two subordinate 

clauses does not come out as a recommendable option.  

 

                                                
74 Cf. e.g., Gen 40:14; Ex 1:20; Num 10:23; Deut 5:29; 6:3, etc. 
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7.5 Crux, hapax legomenon 

Apart from the categories discussed above, the term hendiadys is used for or recommended as 

an interpretational tool when dealing with cruces.75 Combinations like b…wäzDo◊w r…wñxDo or Myäîr…waDh_tRa 

My`I;mU;tAh_tRa◊w as well as other cruces undeniably seem in need of elucidations, but that the term 

hendiadys could contribute to clarifications of these vague expressions seems far-fetched for 

several reasons.76  

The components in a crux have, first of all, obscure denotations. The notion that an 

additional designation with added ambiguity, i.e., the term hendiadys, can contribute to or be 

a reliable argument used to explicate an already obscure feature as a crux, and/or on 

combinations of components in which there is a hapax legomenon, does not seem a fruitful 

analytical method, due to the obscure features involved and the large variety of interpretations 

of what the term hendiadys stands for, which appears to be unlimitedly mixed options. In 

addition, the fact that the term hendiadys is taken by many to refer to a rhetorical device of 

sorts, and/or induces a reinterpretation of one of the components into an attribute, and even 

the elimination of a component, comprises added intricacies.77  

Since it is first and foremost difficult, nay practically unattainable in some cases to 

determine with certainty what the components in a crux denote, it would seem a sheer 

impossibility to determine that the components in a crux actually represent a unity, and/or that 

the two in addition possibly represent some kind of uncertain rhetorical device used by an 

unknown writer or redactor, and/or that one of the components should be reinterpreted as e.g., 

an attribute, or simply disregarded as is suggested for so-called hendiadyses. 

The reasons for a recommended abstinence of applying hendiadys on cruces/hapax, are that 

(a) the term is first of all not satisfactorily defined, (b) the uncertainty of the meaning of the 

component involved in a crux/hapax, (c) the term hendiadys is not used, at least as we know, 

in antiquity nor in general for cruces/hapaxes, (d) it appears difficult to ascertain that 

components with already unknown and/or uncertain denotations in addition are parts of or 

represent an unclear rhetorical device, (e) the application obscures areas of research, and since 

                                                
75 Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 87-88; Van Dam, Urim, 138-139. The latter refers to Bullinger, Figures, when 
using the term hendiadys.  
76 There are cases in which the term hendiadys is used in persuasive argumentations for a particular interpretation 
of a certain crux, but the value of the term hendiadys as an argument in those cases is not compelling.  
77 One of the components in a crux and/or a hapax, may be conjectured and taken as an attribute, but that is an 
interpretative approach that lacks and still requires desirable criteria when carried out on combinations of two 
components in general. 
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(f) the application of the term hendiadys opens for a large variety of reinterpretations due to 

the confusion on what hendiadys denotes.78  

 

7.6 Hendiadys applied to two out of three or more than two components  

Even though the designation ‘one through two’ implies ‘one’ as well as ‘two’ of some sort, 

hendiadys is actually used for more than two components or else applied to two subsequent, 

but selected components (nouns, verbs, phrases or clauses) that in reality are part of three or 

even fourfold structures. 

 

Gen 34:23 

The term hendiadys is applied e.g., to the three components M$D;tVmRhV;b_lDk◊w ‹MÎnÎy◊nIq◊w M§Rh´nVqIm lit. ‘their 

livestock and their purchases/acqusitions and all their beasts’ (Gen 34:23), which Hamilton 

labels hendiadys and interprets as “their livestock and property – all their animals–.”79  

The meanings of the components may seem to overlap but it is, of course, interesting to 

understand in which way they differ. The first two nouns are derived from the same root. The 

first of these two nouns, h‰nVqIm ‘livestock,’ denotes domestic livestock, especially of herds, 

whereras the second more specifically possibly denotes possessions aquired by purchase/their 

acquisitions, which can include, sheep, goats, camels, slaves, and fields, i.e., ‘property,’ which 

implies worldly goods beyond only the animals, and the third noun refers to large livestock. 

The components involved seem to form an enumeration that, in addition, refers to different 

valuables, sheep, cattle, other animals, and even slaves, etc., which Hamor and Shechem 

described as belonging to the Israelites. The nouns are at any rate not two, but three and do 

not appear to combined simply form a unity and/or a rhetorical figure, but are used to describe 

the different kinds of possessions the Israelites owned. The use of a term that implies two, but 

is used for three or more components, that constitute what seems to be an enumeration, does 

not seem relevant or constructive.80 

 

                                                
78 It is obvious that the term hendiadys at times is used for features that constitute particular constructions, which 
already have specific terminology such as cognate object constructions. More precise, delimiting, and commonly 
used designations for any phenomenon is of course preferable instead of hendiadys being used. 
79 Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 364, n. 6, with reference to Speiser, Genesis, 265.  
80 For an investigation of and criteria for lists in the HB, see Scolnic, Theme. 
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Josh 8:14; Judg 5:27 

In some cases the term hendiadys is used also for a sequence of two or possibly three verbs 

e.g., …wâaVx´¥yÅw …wmy&I;kVvÅ¥yÅw …w&rShAm◊y`Aw lit. ‘and they hastened and they rose early and they went out’ (Josh 

8:14). These verbs are interpreted in various ways, e.g., “hastily made preparations” (Boling); 

“And they went forth quickly early in the morning” (Hostetter); “And early in the morning 

they went forth quickly” (Lambdin); “went out quickly, early in the morning” (italics, 

Pratico/Van Pelt).81  

The issue is of course that two verbs which are commonly apprehended to serve as 

adverbial modifiers occur in sequence, namely wmy&I;kVvÅ¥yÅw …w&rShAm◊y`Aw, lit. ‘and they hastened and they 

rose early.’ However, regarding the interpretation it seems less likely that the first verb only 

or primarily governs the third verb, meaning that they ‘went out quickly.’ It seems first of all 

more likely that the first verb is used as a modifier to the second verb, which is common, and 

that the three therefore can be understood “they quickly got up early in the morning and went 

out.” Secondly, it is equally possible that the first verb actually governs both verbs meaning 

they both ‘got up quickly’ and ‘went out rapidly.’ 

In either case, even if two of the verbs can be apprehended as adverbial modifiers, that 

phenomenon, or this enumeration of verbs, does not seem to represent a rhetorical figure, 

wherefore a term derived from the classical rhetorical tradition would not seem apt. 

Moreover, a term implying ‘one through two’ used for three, if that indeed is the practice here 

by the scholars cited, seems unsuitable.  

Another combination of three verbs designated hendiadys certainly consists of three verbs: 

b¡DkDv l™ApÎn oñårD;k, lit. ‘he bowed, he fell, he lay down’ (Judg 5:27), derived from the passage in 

which is related how Jael smote Sisera.82 Here the three verbs are joined asyndetically, 

possibly to invoke a feeling of the immediate and subsequent events related, but they still 

represent three actions: bowing, falling and ultimately laying down, which van der 

Westhuizen designates a hendiadys and translates “he sank (to his knees), he fell, he lay.”83 

They do not seem to describe ‘one’ action, but three motions with the latter as the inexorable 

result of the preceding actions. A vivid and dramatic rendition of an event, but not a deviation 

                                                
81 See Boling, Joshua, 232, 239; Hostetter, Grammar, 86; Lambdin, Introduction, §173, p. 239; Pratico/Van Pelt, 
Hebrew, 374. 
82 Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 53. 
83 Ibid. 
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from grammatical usage or ‘one through two,’ but three motion verbs, wherefore the term 

hendiadys does not appear suitable. 

 

Gen 21:23-24 

The term is also applied to two out of three components in threefold structures, e.g., in the 

following example: yóî;dVk‰nVl…w y™InyˆnVl…w y$Il, lit. ‘to me and to my offspring and to my progeny’ (Gen 

21:23). This example is taken from Gen 21:23-24: 

 w$øaDbVx_rAc ‹ lOkyIp…w JKRl#RmyIbSa rRmaâø¥yÅw aw$IhAh t∞EoD;b ‹yIh◊yìÅw 

:h`RcOo h™D;tAa_rRvSa lñOkV;b $ÔKV;mIo My∞IhølTa róOmaEl M™Dh∂rVbAa_lRa 

 y$Il rêOqVvI;t_MIa hÎ…n$Eh ‹MyIhøla`Eb y§I;l hDoVb°DÚvIh h#D;tAo◊w  

y$îdD;mIo h∞RcSoA;t ‹ÔKV;mIo yIty§IcDo_rRvSa dRs%RjA;k yóî;dVk‰nVl…w y™InyˆnVl…w 

o`EbDÚvIa y™IkOnDa M$Dh∂rVbAa ‹rRma‹ø¥yÅw :;h`D;b hD;t√r¶A…g_rRvSa X®r™DaDh_MIo◊w 

And it happened at that time, and Abimelech spoke, and Phichol 

the chief captain of his army, to Abraham, saying, “God is with 

you in all that you do, and now swear to me by God here that 

thou will not deal falsely to me, and to my offspring, and to my 

progeny, but according to the kindness that I have done to you, 

you shall do to me, and to the land that you inhabit.” And 

Abraham said, “I will swear.” (Gen 21:23-24) 

There is evidently a threefold structure in italics above, but some scholars select the last two, 

‘to my offspring and to my progeny,’ label them hendiadys and suggest as an interpretation of 

these two e.g., “descendant” (Schorr); “kith and kin” (Williams).84  

The two components belong to an enumeration of three concepts in Gen 21; yóî;dVk‰nVl…w y™InyˆnVl…w y$Il, 

(a) ‘to me,’ (b) ‘and to my offspring’ and (c) ‘and to my progeny,’ and are uttered by 

Abimelech in a plea to call upon Abraham not to act falsely. It appears to be not only a 

request for the time present, but also for the future. The last two components are part of a 

passage that actually seems to communicate three time aspects: now, later, and further on, 

even implying ‘forever,’ if the last noun is interpreted ‘posterity.’ 

Moreover, it would seem that the biblical writer’s intention could be, by the choice of these 

nouns in what seems as an intensifying structure, to through Abimelech’s request convey the 

                                                
84 Schorr, “Les composés,” 172; Williams, Syntax, 16. 
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idea that Abraham and his children and in turn his children’s’ children indeed will inhabit the 

land, not only at that present time, and in what lies near at hand, but also further on in the 

future.85  

However, if the last two of the three together, through the use of the term hendiadys, are 

apprehended to refer to relatives in general and interpreted ‘kith and kin,’ in perhaps a 

comprehensible attempt to possibly find an equivalent expression in the target language, these 

intensifying time aspects are obscured and diminished.  

When the term is used for two selected components out of three, and it is possible to 

interpret two out of three nouns as an attributive construction, that possibility does not 

overrule the fact that the ‘two’ are still part of a threefold structure, which means that there 

are other interpretational possibilities present if all three components involved are taken into 

consideration. 

 

Mic 3:3 

Another use of the term hendiadys on three components is by Waltke, who is uncertain but 

still suspects that the three passages below derived form the book of Micah, represent one 

notion, “Probably the three clauses in V 3A should be interpreted as a hendiadys, representing 

three aspects of the one situation”:  

…wj¡E…xIÚp M™RhyEtáOmVxAo_tRa◊w wfy$IvVpIh M∞RhyElSoEm ‹M∂rwøo◊w ~yI;mAo r∞EaVv …wlVkDa  

they eat the flesh of my people, and they strip their skin off 

them, and they bones they break (Mic 3:3)86 

At a first glance, Waltke appears to be right. However, when investigating the passage further 

it is clear from the context that the passages above are in fact only a small part of several 

clauses that, in addition, are part of a chiastic structure which may, furthermore, be divided up 

and apprehended quite differently, but without being sanctioned by hendiadys. 

The passage in Micah is an accusation directed to the leaders, who “hate good and do evil,” 

according to the prophet, and then the description in question follows. However, if we include 

                                                
85 The two components occur combined also in Job 18:19 and Isa 14:22, as Beckman, Willliams’ Hebrew Syntax, 
30, mentions. However, in Job they are in fact part of a threefold structure in which the two nouns stand apart 
with added explanations wyá∂r…wgVmI;b dy#îrDcŒ Ny¶Ea ◊w wóø;mAoV;b dRk ∞Rn_aøl ◊w wâøl Ny§In a„øl, lit. ‘no son to him, and no progeny/posterity among 
his people, and no survivor in his dwelling places,’ and in Isa 14:22 they are part of an enumeration of four 
components; dRk™RnÎw Ny¶In ◊w r¢DaVv…w M¶Ev, lit. ‘name and remnant and offspring and progeny/posterity.’ 
86 Waltke, Micah, 149. 
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not only the passage discussed by Waltke, with the suggested hendiadys in italics below, but 

also a preceding passage, the whole section can be divided in another way than what Waltke 

suggests: 

     M$RhyElSo`Em ‹M ∂rwøo y§El ◊zO…g  

 :M`DtwømVxAo l¶AoEm Mä∂rEaVv…w 

 ~yI;mAo r ∞EaVv …wlVkDa r∞RvSaÅw  

…wfy$IvVpIh M∞RhyElSoEm ‹M ∂rwøo ◊w 

… wj¡E…xIÚp M™RhyEtáOmVxAo_tRa◊w  

 tAj`D;låq KwñøtV;b r™DcDbVk…w ry$I;sA;b r∞RvSaA;k ‹…wc√rDp…w 

tearing off their skin from them,  

and their flesh from their bones;  

and they eat the flesh of my people  

and they strip their skin off them  

and their bones they break and spread out as in the pot and as 

flesh in the midst of the caldron. (Mic 3:2-3) 

When looking at this whole ‘preparing-meat-for-consuming’ metaphor it is obvious that the 

passages selected by Waltke, and that he suspects represent a hendiadys (the three lines in 

italics above), are actually part of a chiastic structure in which ‘skin’ and ‘flesh’ in lines 1 and 

2 above are paralleled by ‘flesh’ and ‘skin’ in lines 3 and 4 (in bold type above).  

Similarly the verb ‘tearing off’ in the first line is paralleled by ‘strip off’ in line four (also in 

bold type above). The final clause that begins ‘and their bones they break’ seems to constitute 

a concluding coda, in which ‘flesh’ (in bold type above), appears again, but as an echo of the 

‘flesh’ and ‘skin’ in the preceding chiasm. Hence, a well-worked-out structure. To select the 

last two lines out of four from the chiasm, then add the final passage, and label these three 

hendiadys, does not seem fruitful.  

First of all, and needless to say, it appears unwise and not very beneficial to apply a term 

implying ‘one through two’ on three of any sort. Secondly, the three lines above suggested as 

a hendiadys in this case do not form a single unity, since two of them constitute a chiastic 

structure with the two preceding lines above. The term hendiadys does not seem to contribute 

to an understanding of the structure, but appears to direct our attention away from and to 

obscure the chiastic construction.  
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Since it is common that passages are arranged in a threefold structure in the HB it would 

seem a better alternative to take the adjoining smaller or larger elements into account instead 

of selecting two components of three, and declare them a hendiadys implying both a twofold 

unity and some kind of ‘one-ness,’ especially when the components are more than two and 

connected stylistically with other features in the immediate context, e.g., in a chiasm. 

 

Deut 32:24 

On other occasions the term is used for three components, which are part of even a four-, or 

even fivefold structure. One such use of the term for three out of four is carried out by van der 

Westhuizen: 

  ‹twømEhV;b_NRv◊w yóîryîrVm bRfâ®q ◊w PRvä®r yEm¶UjVl…w b¢Do ∂r y¶EzVm 

r`DpDo y¶ElSjOz t™AmSj_MIo M$D;b_jA;lAvSa 

empty of hunger and plaque-eaten and bitter destruction and 

tooth of beasts I will send on them, with wrath of dust crawlers. 

(Deut 32:24) 

Van der Westhuizen refers to the nouns in italics as a “threefold hendiadys” and occurring in 

a passage that he presumes has the purpose “to describe utter destruction,” and he therefore 

translates/interprets the three components as “exhausted with famine consumed of fire (fever) 

cut off by bitter (ness)” (italics van der Westhuizen).87 

Firstly, the three nouns/constructions in italics above are in fact part of a fourfold structure, 

but the forth combination, ‘tooth of beasts,’ is not incorporated by van der Westhuizen in the 

suggested hendiadys. Secondly, the components in two of the three noun combinations 

constitute part of construct relations, which have been retained as literal as possible in the 

translation above, and the third noun is part of a nominal attribution followed by an adjective. 

Thirdly, there is even a fifth affliction, r`DpDo y¶ElSjOz t™AmSj_MIo, lit. ‘with the wrath (e.g., heat) of dust 

crawlers,’ possibly accompanying the ‘tooth of beasts,’ and follows the other four above. 

Van der Westhuizen appears right in that ‘famine,’ ‘fever’ and ‘bitter(ness)’ are colourful 

and dramatic images used by the biblical writer to describe complete and utter destruction, 

and he might have elected these three due to the diacritic marks. However, they do seem to 

describe differenet calamities, and the fourth expression, ‘tooth of beasts,’ does not seem less 

                                                
87 Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 53.  
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terrifying as means whereby the people would be destroyed, and given due notice since it 

seems to belong to the enumeration. In addition, the final comment ‘wrath of dust crawlers’ 

also gives an added colourful depiction of a coming affliction. 

Even though van der Westhuizen explicitly states that he considers this a ‘threefold 

hendiadys,’ the use of a term that implies two, but is applied to three which moreover are part 

of a fourfold, and even fivefold structure, is unconvincing.  

 

7.6.1 Hendiatris and hendiatetris 

In further cases other terms, but related to hendiadys, viz., hendiatris and hendiatetris are 

used when combinations of three or four components respectively are discussed. The latter 

term, hendiatetris, which is applied to four components, has been found only in Girard’s, 

Psalm commentaries, but hendiatris is used for three components by more researchers. A total 

of 18 suggested hendiatrises and 4 hendiatetrises have been detected. 

Bullinger is the first scholar found who uses the term hendiatris for three combined 

components derived from the HB, but this designation is later utilized by e.g., Girard, Gordis 

and Kaiser Jr.88 The same term, hendiatris, is applied also by the NET Bible commentator to 

the final three nouns (in italics below) in the four component enumeration My¡IbDkwø;kAh◊w AjäérÎ¥yAh◊w rw$øaDh◊w 

‹vRm‹RÚvAhm, lit. ‘from the sun and the light and the moon and the stars’ (Eccl 12:2abb), with the 

comment “The phrase ’the light and the moon’ is a hendiadys (two separate terms denoting 

one idea) perhaps even a hendiatris (three separate terms denoting one idea) for ‘the light of 

the moon and stars.’”89 2 proposed hendiatrises and 2 so-called hendiatetrises, will be 

discussed below. 

 

Jer 4:2 

Bullinger declares the three nouns in the following passage to be a hendiatris: hYÎwh◊y_yAj ‹D;tVo‹A;bVvˆn◊w 

hó∂q ∂dVxIb…w f ∞DÚpVvImV;b t™RmTaR;b, lit. ‘And you shall swear, YHWH alive/living! in truth, in justice and in 

                                                
88 Girard proposes 12 examples of hendiatrises derived from the HB. See Part II, Chapter 2, Collection of 
examples. For other suggested hendiatrises, see also e.g., Bullinger, Figures, 673; Gordis, Koheleth, 331; NET, 
1144 n. 20; Kaiser Jr, Guide, 15. The first scholar found who uses similar terms is actually Aumüller (1896), 
who explains that the components can be either ©n diå tri«n (‘one through three’) or ©n diå tettãrvn (‘one 
through four’). See Aumüller, “Hendiadyoin,” 48. 
89 NET, 1144 n. 20.  
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righteousness’ (Jer 4:2). He suggests that the three should to be understood, “thou shalt swear, 

in truth (i.e., truly, yes – justly and righteously).”90  

Even though this proposed so-called hendiatris is found in a reference work from the late 

19th century, the monograph, Figures of speech in the Bible by Bullinger, from which this 

example is derived is still widely cited, not least when is comes to what are seen to represent 

so-called hendiadyses.91  

It is not uncommon that one component of two, in what is labelled hendiadys, is 

reinterpreted as an subordinate adjective, or as an adverbial modifier, but in this suggested 

hendiatris, all three nouns are reinterpreted. Bullinger’s translation seems to imply that the 

biblical writer wants to convey the notion of how the attitude of the one, or the ones swearing, 

is to be inclined, ‘swear truly, justly and righteously.’ Hence, the application of the term 

hendiatris is not used for some kind of unit, but has here come to denote and perhaps promote 

the reinterpretation of nouns into adverbs, which is understandable when trying to convey the 

enumeration to English.92 

Even if the use of the term hendiadys in some cases sanctions the reinterpretation of one or 

more nouns other concepts that may lie imbedded in the formulation need to be taken into 

consideration, before the reinterpretation of one or more of the components are carried out 

instigated by the use of hendiatris or not. 

Firstly, the result of the swearing appears to be described in the subsequent clause, and 

seems to carry with it great significance since …wl`D;lAhVtˆy wñøb…w M™Iywø…g wöøb …wk√r¶D;bVtIh◊w, lit. ‘and all nations will 

bless themselves/considered themselves blessed in him, and by him they will praise’ (Jer 

4:2b). This implies that the swearing is greatly important and several questions therefore 

present themselves on how the three nouns ought to be understood and how they are related to 

the subsequent clause. 

Is it possible that the biblical writer by the use of these three nouns wants to convey not 

only the attitude(s) of the speaker/swearer, but also indicate by whom, in which way and even 

how the actual swearing ought to be carried out and implicitly even acts that will accompany 

                                                
90 Bullinger, Figures, 673 (italics Bullinger). For this particular combination of nouns see also Thompson, 
Jeremiah, 205, who does not refer to the three nouns combined as a hendiadys, but translates them, “Truthfully, 
justly, and rightly.” Bullinger also explains that we have another hendiatris in Dan 3:7, which refers to ‘all 
peoples, nations and languages.’ 
91 See footnote 106 in Chapter 4 above. 
92 The same interpretation is suggested also by others, without these nouns being designated hendiatris, see e.g., 
Thompson, Jeremiah, 205.  
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the proclamation ‘YHWH alive/living!’ and the awareness that YHWH is proclaimed a living 

God? Questions that come to mind are e.g.:  

I. Are the two nouns hó∂q∂dVxIb…w f∞DÚpVvImV;b to be understood separately or as ‘social justice’ as 

is advocated by Weinfeld and others?93 If the two nouns refer to ‘social justice’ 

would that mean that the expression refers to the expectations of how the leader or 

leaders of the people are to carry out their offices – with their juridical and social 

responsibilities? Is swearing then put on a par with when ‘true social justice’ is 

carried out, i.e., the expected responsibility of the ruler, and when effectuated it will 

induce other nations to praise? We can equally consider further options: 

II. When is this swearing to take place? Is the swearing in the form of the phrase 

‘YHWH alive/living,’ to be carried out in matters in everyday life, or is it connected 

with cultic and legal subjects? If the latter matters are involved, is the swearing in 

that case to be carried out (a) t™RmTaR;b ‘with truth/truly’ (the attitude) by one or perhaps 

several persons involved in cultic matters or in a juridical contexts (e.g., an accuser, 

a respondent, and/or one or more judges?), (b) does f∞DÚpVvImV;b ‘with judgment/justice’ in 

that case refers to what was seen as correctly executed exclamations and/or just 

verdicts, and (c) could hó∂q∂dVxIb…w, meaning ‘and with right/righteousness’ even imply 

how the swearing was done, perchance in a cultic context accompanied by 

‘righteous’ offerings? All are factors that would refer not only to how the inward 

spirit is inclined of the one or ones swearing ‘YHWH alive/living,’ which the 

suggested reinterpretation of the three nouns with support by the term hendiatris 

implies. 

It would require a study of its own to address these questions and they cannot, of course, be 

expected to be answered by Bullinger simply in a translation. However, it would seem that the 

application of the term hendiatris, resulting in the reinterpretation of all three nouns into 

adverbs, obscures various denotations of the lexemes involved and does not give justice to 

other interpretational possibilities wherefore the application of hendiatris with executed 

reinterpretations does not emerge as a preferable or adequate approach. 

 

 

                                                
93 See e.g. Weinfeld, “Justice, ” 228. 
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Deut 11:1, Gen 26:5 

Girard presents over 100 examples of proposed hendiadyses consisting of various 

combinations, and furthermore suggests 12 so-called hendiatrises consisting of nouns, verbs, 

clauses or combinations therefore, but he also gives 4 exemplifications in his Psalm 

commentaries of what he labels hendiatetris, i.e., combinations of four components. He 

proposes, in addition, that two, three or four synonym-like components in parallelism can be 

taken as ‘maxi-hendiadys,’ ‘maxi-hendiatris’ and ‘maxi-hendiatetris,’ respectively.94 Nouns in 

parallelism designated hendiadys will be treated further below, but two of Girard’s suggested 

hendiatetrises will be discussed.  

Girard refers to the example below as a hendiatetris: 

My`ImÎ¥yAh_lD;k wy™DtOwVxIm…w wy¢DfDÚpVvIm…w wyªDtO;qUj ◊w w#ø;t √rAmVvIm ∞D;t√rAmDv◊w ÔKy¡RhølTa h∞Dwh◊y t™Ea $D;tVbAh∞Da◊w 

and you shall love YHWH, your God, and you shall keep his 

charge, and his statutes, and his judgments, and his 

commandments, all days. (Deut 11:1) 

A second proposed hendiatetris by Girard is derived from Gen 26:5 which is similar to the 

one above in that it contains three of the nouns from the example above, and the first is in 

singular as well, just as in Deut 11:1, but instead of wy™DtOwVxIm…w, lit. ‘and his commandments,’ we 

have below y`DtOrwøt◊w, lit. ‘and his laws.’95 In Gen 26:5 below, the first three nouns are identical to 

the ones in Deut 11:1 but they occur in a different order: 

y`DtOrwøt ◊w y¶Atwø;qUj y™AtOwVxIm y$I;t √rAmVvIm ‹rOmVvˆ¥yÅw y¡IlOqV;b M™Dh∂rVbAa o¶AmDv_rRvSa b®q›Eo 

because Abraham listened to my voice, and he kept my charge, 

my commandments, my statutes, and my laws. (Gen 26:5) 

The use of the term hendiatetris would suggest that the four components constitute a unity, 

‘one through four.’ Girard does, however, not give any other translation or interpretation than 

a literal one of the four components in the two examples above. Nor does he suggests a 

reinterpretation of any of the nouns as an attribute.  

It is possible, of course, that Girard by hendiadys means that the enumeration is only meant 

to convey a totality: ‘Abraham obeyed ALL my commandments,’ regardless of which kind of 

laws, but in that case it would seem that Girard regards the enumeration to represent what is 

                                                
94 Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 52. 
95 Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 42. 
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commonly referred to as a merismus. However, it can also be argued that due to the use of 

different nouns it is just as likely that we are to be informed of different laws and regulations, 

and not one concept. It is not unimaginable that the biblical writers and redactors in some 

cases have an abstract notion in mind, but it does seem intricate to prove that the writer’s 

intention here is not to actually mention the parts, and to refer only to one concept, and not to 

the different laws enumerated. 

Even if the nouns have a juridical discourse in common and belong to the same semantic 

field it appears less beneficial to proceed from the notion of unity since it seems less probable 

that the biblical writer wanted to express ‘one’ by enumerating four different lexemes, but 

more likely that the enumeration of four different nouns refers to different types of laws and 

regulations.96 Hence it would be more interesting to know in which way the nouns refer to 

different aspects than the implication that they are ‘one,’ which the term hendiatetris conveys. 

 

While scholars can be commended for using terms that clearly imply three, hendiatris, or 

even four, hendiatetris, instead of using the term hendiadys, meaning one through two but 

applied to three, four or more, the use of the terms hendiatris and hendiatetris, which seem to 

be hiving off from hendiadys, and the implications thereof are arguable.  

The terms hendiatris or hendiatetris do not emerge as alternatives for three or alternately 

four components, since the same predicaments as with hendiadys apply to these labels as well 

as indeed with ‘maxi-hendiadys,’ ‘maxi-hendiatris’ or ‘maxi-hendiatetris.’ 

The same need of specifications, delimitations and clarifications is evident, the terms are 

not satisfactorily defined, and raises the same questions as does the use of hendiadys: namely, 

(a) in what way do the three or four components represent a unity as opposed to being 

apprehended as enumerations, (b) do all of them together indeed refer to an entirely new 

concept, (c) if perchance seen as unities do the combinations also constitute rhetorical figures, 

(d) does that require for any or all of the components to be reinterpreted, (e) and if so, which 

one of the three or four components should be reinterpreted, and to what, etc? In addition, 

when the terms hendiatris or hendiatetris are employed, but the three or four components that 

these terms are applied to do not even seem to be considered ‘one,’ judging by accompanying 

translations or interpretations, the application of the terms emerges as even more unnecessary. 
                                                
96 One of the nouns in Deut 11:1, w#ø;t √rAmVvIm, lit. ‘his command,’ stands in singular and may refer back to previous 
laws mentioned, but could also function as a subscription for the following laws enumerated. It is possible of 
course that these nouns combined are apprehended by scholars as a merismus. 
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Instead of terminology which implies that several components are ‘one,’ unities of sorts, 

and/or rhetorical figures, and/or induces the conjecturing and creating of fictitious attributes, 

it appears more beneficial for exegesis to dismiss hendiadys, hendiatris, hendiatetris applied 

to enumerations of three or four components with the implied denotation of ‘one-ness,’ and 

instead acknowledge that the components may refer to different notions, to investigate in 

which way the components differ and how they may not have been apprehended as ‘one’ by 

the biblical writers, and also in what way an awareness of those differences contributes to an 

understanding of the biblical text. That also creates the need of demarcations towards what we 

mean by a unity an a totality and when that is applicable. 

 

7.7 Semantically closely related components 

The second to largest category of components designated hendiadys, according to the 

morpho-syntactic and semantic analysis, consists of nouns and verbs that are closely related. 

Examples consisting of closely related components will be discussed below, beginning with 

closely related nouns and then verbs, and includes a discussion of the subcategory of 

combinations of synonym-like components as well. 

 

7.7.1 Nouns from the same semantic field, including synonym-like nouns 

The use of the term hendiadys for nouns from the same semantic field might emerge as a 

straightforward and comprehensible appreciation of the two nouns and their semantic relation 

present, since the components are closely related and would seem to refer to one notion, like 

e.g., rDkEv◊w NˆyAy, ‘wine and strong drink,’ which, as an alleged hendiadys, is commonly interpreted 

as ‘intoxicating wine/intoxicating drink/strong drink.’97  

There are, furthermore, quite a lot of combinations in the HB in which the nouns are 

semantically so closely related to the extent that they can be described as synonym-like, e.g., 

 h¡DjVmIc◊w NwâøcDc, lit. ‘joy and gladness’ (Ps 51:10)98 

 h$DmEj∞Ah◊w ‹PAaDh, lit. ‘the anger and the wrath’ (Jer 36:7)99 

                                                
97 Many of these combinations are considered word pairs due to the frequency with which they occur combined 
and/or in the various kind of pairings in which they occur in the HB.  
98 Babut, Expressions, 185; Kuntz, “Psalms,” 13, 14; NET, [51:8], n. 24, “the ultimate joy”; Schorr, “Les 
composés,” 173. Cf., Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111. 
99 Brongers, “Merismus,” 110, “fürchterliche Wut.” 
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hó∂r…wb◊g…w AjâO;k, lit. ‘strength and strength/might’ (1 Chr 29:12)100 

These latter components in combination would together indeed seem to form a unity, some 

kind of ‘one-ness.’ Sometimes two synonym-like nouns even occur in a construct relation in 

the HB, e.g., y¶IlyZˆ…g tºAjVmIc, lit. ‘the joy of my joy’ (Ps 43:4), and at least this particular example is 

also declared a hendiadys.101  

When it comes to abstract nouns like ‘joy and gladness’ the meaning of any of the two 

seems less difficult to determine, whereas the meaning of a certain lexeme in other cases is 

vague and many combinations consisting of semantically closely related nouns are obscure.  

The term hendiadys is applied to more easily interpreted combinations as well as more 

obscure ones, but it is apparent that uncertainty reigns on how to interpret many combinations 

of semantically closely related nouns more or less confidently designated hendiadys. This is 

evident in many a comment by biblical scholars, and concerns e.g., Nwóø;bVvRj◊w h™DmVkDj, lit. ‘wisdom 

and reckoning’ (Eccl 7:25), on which Murphy ponders: “perhaps hendiadys in v 25a, 

‘wisdom’s answer’”; or ‹fEpOv◊w r§Ac, lit. ‘prince and judge’ (Ex 2:14), on which Houtman 

tentatively comments, “perhaps the expression is in the nature of hendiadys […] ruler and 

judge”; the suggestion by Meyers/Meyers concerning há∂;dˆnVl…w ta™AÚfAjVl, lit. ‘for sin/sin-offering and 

for impurity’ (Zech 13:1), “may mean that we really have a hendiadys here, perhaps ‘for the 

cleansing of the defilement of sin’”; or Wagner, who suggests concerning w$øÚpAa◊w wâøΩΩzUo◊w, lit. ‘his 

might and his anger (lit. ’nose’) (Ezra 8:22), “the two nouns may be interpreted as a 

hendiadys for ‘his powerful wrath’ or ‘his wrathful power.’”102  

The difficulty in interpreting combinations of closely related nouns is obvious also in 

Loewenstamm’s attempts to decide if ty$I;b√rAt◊w JKRv∞Rn, lit. ‘interest and profit/interest(?)’ (Lev 

25:36); “are simply synonymous or differ in meaning despite their semantic affinity.”103 The 

radically different options mentioned ‘synonymous or differ in meaning’ (italics added), does 

reflect the uncertainty on if ty$I;b√rAt◊w JKRv∞Rn refers to the same concept ‘interest’ or to related, but 

still different notions. These comments and many more are symptomatic of the difficulty of 

interpreting many so-called hendiadyses consisting of semantically closely related nouns. One 

combination of nouns will be used to expound on this further. 
                                                
100 Avishur, Studies, 108, “power of might.” 
101 Kuntz, “Psalms,” 12-13, “my exceeding joy.” Synonym-like components in construct relations is a feature 
that has been expounded on by Avishur, Studies, but the construction is not labelled hendiadys. 
102 Murphy, Ecclesiastes, 76; Houtman, Exodus, vol. I, 303; Meyers/Meyers, Zechariah 9-14, 364; Wagner, 
“zzo,” 9. 
103 Loewenstamm, “tybrt/m,” 78. Loewenstamm does not refer to these nouns combined as a hendiadys, but refers 
in turn to Müller who designates this combination a hendiadys. See Müller, Semitica, 16-17. 
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Lev 10:9; Mic 2:11; Deut 14:26; Judg 13:4 etc. 

Let us take the combination rDkEv◊w Nˆy∞Ay, often translated ‘wine and strong drink,’ mentioned 

above, which occurs in several passages in the HB. Many lexicons and commentators agree 

that the first noun refers to ‘wine’ and the second to something equivalent to ‘strong drink,’ 

and this is also the common rendition of these nouns in several Bible translations.104 This view 

has for centuries and sometimes with reference to the term hendiadys, from Lapide in 1612, 

“id est, in vinum inebrians, est hendyadis [sic],” to Talmon/Fields in 1991, “hendiadys  […] 

intoxicating drink,” resulted in translations like ‘intoxicating wine/intoxicating drink’ or the 

like, which is quite understandable.105  

However, the second component rDkEv, need not be apprehended as or reinterpreted as the 

modifier ‘intoxicating,’ but may instead be understood to refer to the independent notion 

‘beer,’ as several scholars and now lately Homan tries to show.106 If that is right, the 

combination of the two nouns rDkEv◊w Nˆy∞Ay cannot primarily have been intended to denote 

‘intoxicating’ or as the attributive construction ‘intoxicating drink,’ but simply as a reference 

to two different, but still closely related alcoholic beverages, ‘wine and beer.’107 

When it comes to semantic field theory, as Groom points out with reference to Barr, “An 

object may be signified by word a or word b. This does not entail that a is synonymous with 

b. Different words carry different information.” She even adds that “The misstake of 

supposing that words a and b convey the same meaning is ‘illegitimate identity transfer.’”108  

On a pragmatic level it is possible of course that some scholars apply the term hendiadys to 

two more or less closely related components like, ‘wine and beer,’ not because they interpret 

one of them as a modifier, ‘intoxicating,’ but because the two are apprehended to refer to an 

overarching and general subject like ‘liquor.’ The application of the term hendiadys may 

hence be a way in which scholars in fact are referring to what is generally termed merismus, 

representing a totality, as when e.g., ‘heaven and earth’ are interpreted to denote ‘the 

universe.’109 While it is not unthinkable that the biblical writers may want to refer to an 

                                                
104 See the suggestions on Mic 2:11 in KJV, “wine and strong drink”; ASV, “wine and of strong drink”; RSV, 
“wine and strong drink”; NAB, “wine and strong drink; NASB, “wine and liquor,” etc. 
105 See e.g., Cornelius à Lapide, Prophetas minores, 417; Malul, “Drink,” 1550, “a kind of hendiadys which 
means ‘an intoxicating wine’”; Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “intoxicating drink.”  
106 See Homan, “Barley,” and “Production.” This is also the rendition in NIV of these nouns in Mic 2:11, viz., 
“wine and beer.” See also e.g., Milgrom, Leviticus 1-16, 611-612, who suggests ‘ale’ as a translation for rDkEv. 
107 That does not exclude the possibility that the two in some contexts are apprehended by some scholars as a 
merismus, in which the two nouns are interpreted to refer to a totality of intoxicating drinks in general. 
108 Groom, “Analysis,” 62. Bold letters Groom. See also Barr, Semantics, 218, whom Groom refers to.  
109 For more on merismus see below 8.1 Several combinations and interpretations. 
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abstract notion when combining two nouns, it does seem difficult to prove that the writer’s 

intention is not to actually mention the parts, and thereby to refer specifically to the matters 

enumerated. The issue is of course also that the application of hendiadys in many cases results 

in that one of the components is reinterpreted as an attribute. 

Regardless of whether one finds the interpretation of rDkEv◊w Nˆy∞Ay as ‘wine and beer’ convincing 

or not, it seems at any rate that the term hendiadys obscures a further understanding of certain 

nouns due to the easy option to resort to the attributive-construction solution, instead of that 

research is carried out on what seems to be semantically closely related, but somewhat 

obscure components. The more sober alternative, when the meaning of one or both conjoined 

nouns is not immediately clear, would be to avoid the term hendiadys and the tempting 

attributive-construction solution and instead to explore alternative strategies. This comment 

does of course not imply that efforts along that line are not carried out and it is equally 

acknowledged that such endeavours are not without intricacies, but the remark is only meant 

to communicate that the option to resort to and apply the term hendiadys to any combined 

nouns of this kind, with the result that one of the components is reinterpreted as an attribute, 

appears less productive.110  

However, when it comes to two synonym-like nouns, labelled hendiadys or not, they do 

seem to form a unit with a rhetorical function, e.g., amplification and emphasis. That an 

added, semantically closely related component acts as reinforcement and emphasizes a certain 

concept emerges as compelling, but the suggestion that two synonym-like nouns represent 

tautology and that one of them is redundant is unconvincing, simply because it is precisely the 

fact that there is an added synonym-like component present that acts as the very means 

whereby the intended notion is reinforced. Finally, if it is argued that combined synonym-like 

nouns comprise a semantic unity there are more appropriate and precise designations than 

hendiadys available that describe combined synonym-like components, for example 

‘conjoined synonyms’ or synonymia, which is explained by e.g. Lanham as “Amplification by 

synonyms.”111 

                                                
110 The interpretational possibility of attribution will be discussed more below; see 8.4 Attributive noun syndesis 
(ANS). 
111 Lanham, Handlist, 149. What in one language would be a deviation from grammatical rules and conventions, 
and hence taken as a rhetorical figure, may in another language be a necessary construction, due to the lack of 
sufficient means to express a certain notion, and would not represent a deviation from regular usage, but that is 
to large a question to deal with here. De Waard laments “a still missing ‘Handbook of Hebrew Rhetoric,’” which 
presumably would treat these issues in biblical Hebrew. Waard de, “Rhetoric,” 242. 
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Some scholars, like Justice and Wasserman, repudiate the use of hendiadys for 

combinations of closely related and practically synonym-like nouns, the former for synonym-

like combinations of nouns in Arabic, and the latter for combinations of synonym-like nouns 

in Akkadian. Justice is explicit, “there exist a more precise term [than hendiadys],” and 

Wasserman “It must be stressed that the constituents of a H. [hendiadys] should not be 

independent synonyms standing on the same logical or semantic level,” wherefore both 

advocate and take these combinations to represent accumulatio or simply accumulation.112  

Even if one would, and most rightly so, call into question the use in general of terminology 

taken from the classical rhetorical tradition applied to features in Hebrew or in other Semitic 

languages, still terms that refer more specifically to synonym-like elements, whether taken 

from the classical rhetorical tradition or not, ought for the sake of precision to be a better 

option than hendiadys, due to the latter’s indistinctness and its frequent use for a plethora of 

phenomena consisting of all kinds of constructions with diametrically different semantic 

relations, e.g., antonymic and dissimilar components, with possibly other functions than 

combinations of synonym-like components.113  

 

7.7.2 Semantically closely related verbs  

Combinations of semantically closely related verbs are also termed hendiadys/verbal 

hendiadys, and at times one of the verbs is interpreted as an adverbial modifier, e.g., …wêdVqIv 

…w#rVmIv◊w, lit. ‘and watch and keep’ (Ezra 8:29), interpreted “keep them carefully” by Fensham.114 

Verbs functioning as adverbial modifiers will be treated further below. 

In most of the so-called hendiadyses consisting of closely related verbs, none of the verbs 

are suggested as an adverbial modifier. The verbs hno ‘answer’ and rma ‘say,’ as well as rbd 

‘speak’ in combination with the other two, are suggested as hendiadyses by some scholars. 

Crenshaw, for example, considers the verbs in rRmaâø¥yÅw h˝Îwh◊y NAo∏Å¥yÅw, lit. ‘and YHWH answered and he 

said’ (Joel 2:19), to be a hendiadys and interprets these verbs as “YHWH answered.”115 Cook 

refers to the verbs rbd and rma in h`Dwh◊y y¶InSa wy™DlEa rRmañø¥yÅw h¡RvOm_lRa My™IhølTa r¶E;båd◊yÅw, lit. ‘and God spoke to 

                                                
112 Justice, Semantics, 182; Wasserman, Style, 5. Justice argues against the use of the term hendiadys by Beeston, 
Arabic, 118, and refers to Lanham, Handlist. See also on ‘congeries,’ in Lanham, Handlist, 39. 
113 See also Lillas-Schuil, “Survey,” 93. 
114 Fensham, Ezra and Nehemiah, 119.  
115 Crenshaw, Joel, 162.  
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Moses and he said to him: “I am YHWH’” (Ex. 6:2),  as a “verbal hendiadys, in which both 

activity verbs refer to the same event.”116 

 

Gen 18;7; 1 Kgs 1:11 etc. 

Labuschagne and Stendebach use the term hendiadys for the same kinds of combinations of 

semantically closely related verbs. Labuschagne refers to combinations of hno + rma as a 

“stereotypical formula” and states that “Since this formula was understood as a hendiadys 

(italics added), ̔nh could also be used in this meaning without ̓mr. In many cases a mere ̓mr 

occurs in dialogues instead of ̔nh we̓mr.”117  

Stendebach, who refers to Labuschagne, is also of the opinion that since there are several 

combinations in the HB of the verbs hno + rma/hno + rbd it “shows that ‘a6nâ in the sense of 

‘react’ needs additional qualifications when the reaction is verbal.”118 However, Stendebach 

argues, “When the combination of ‘a6nâ with ’a6mar or dibber was understood as a hendiadys 

(italics added), ‘a6nâ could also be used without more precise qualifications,” but adds, like 

Labuschagne, that rma occurs also on its own in dialogues.119 

Their remarks seem to imply that (a) the ancient writers originally used rma ‘say’ or rbd 

‘speak’ together with hno ‘to react, respond,’ but (b) when these verbs (i.e., rma ‘say’ or rbd 

‘speak’) together with another verb, e.g., hno, were ‘understood as a hendiadys’ (a rhetorical 

figure?), one of the verbs rma ‘say’ or rbd ‘speak’ was omitted and hno was left to stand on its 

own without being accompanied by rma or rbd, or that rma was retained and hno discarded, but 

also (c) that the two verbs combined continue to represent a stereotype dialogue formula. The 

comments by both of them refer presumably to instances like r¡Amaø¥yÅw M™Dh∂rVbAa NAo¶A¥yÅw, lit. ‘and 

Abraham answered and he said’ (Gen 18:27), and My$IhølTaDh vyIa£ wy$DlEa r∞E;båd◊yÅw ‹NAo‹Å¥yÅw, lit. ‘and the man of 

God answered and spoke to him’ (1 Kgs 1:11). 

It seems unlikely that Labuschagne and Stendebach in fact are of the opinion that the 

biblical writers had a rhetorical figure in mind, and/or that such knowledge was the reason 

why the verb hno occurs on its own without being accompanied by e.g., rma. However, if that 

is an advocated opinion, it would seem difficult to prove that the reason why two verbs occur 
                                                
116 Cook, “Semantics,” 259-260. 
117 Labuschagne, “hno,” 929. Labuschagne in turn refers to Long, “Question.” Labuschagne and Stendebach agree 
that the basic meaning of hno is ‘to react, respond’ and not ‘answer.’ 
118 Stendebach, “hDnDo,” 217-218. 
119 Ibid. 
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combined in the HB is because the biblical writers apprehended the two as a so-called 

hendiadys. Since the combination of e.g., hno + rma “suggests a stereotyped dialogue formula,” 

according to both Labuschagne and Stendebach, they might simply be using the term 

hendiadys as a synonym for a fixed expression. Labuschagne and Stendebach probably mean 

that certain verbs are synonym-like and that over time one of the verbs were omitted.  

However, even if closely related verbs occur together, they may not be connected to the 

edge of redundancy, since e.g., rbd may have other denotations and can in a juridical context, 

according to some lexicons, have a legal connotation, could mean ‘argue,’ and in other cases 

‘decree,’ ‘ask,’ or ‘order,’ etc., wherefore it seems more fruitful to proceed from the 

assumption that a second verb actually appends an added dimension just as with other 

semantically related components.120 

One could of course speculate that the biblical writers knew of some kind of rhetorical 

figure with the connotation of ‘one-ness’ or unity, or that the biblical writers regardless of any 

of that, consciously either (a) created the combinations of rma ‘say’ or rbd ‘speak,’ or (b) rma 

‘say’ or rbd ‘speak’ together with hno ‘answer/respond’ in some cases, or (c) that hno in other 

cases therefore stands on its own because rma or rbd were omitted; but it emerges as quite 

difficult to substantiate.  

It would seem problematic to demonstrate that the reason for the presence of a single verb 

like hno in the HB in certain cases, is due to that the biblical writers originally had two in mind 

but apprended two verbs hno + rma to form a hendiadys, perchance as ‘a unit consisting of 

semantically closely related components,’ and that they therefore decided that only one verb 

was needed, and hence excluded the other verb. 

The term hendiadys was not used in antiquity for closely related or dissimilar verbs, at least 

not in texts available to us, nor in general. In addition, if synonym-like components, verbs or 

not, are referred to, a term specifically aimed at such a semantic relation would be a better 

option than hendiadys, due to the latter term’s many ambiguities and implied functions.  

 

                                                
120 See e.g., HALOT, NIDOTTE, and TWOT. 
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7.8 Dissimilar components  

The largest categories of combined components labelled hendiadys consist of combinations of 

dissimilar nouns or verbs, and both categories will be discussed below beginning with verbs 

and then nouns.  

 

7.8.1 Dissimilar verbs 

The term hendiadys is used for combinations of dissimilar verbs, with or without a 

conjunction present, which will be demonstrated by a few examples. The verb combination 

M…wp√;d√rˆ¥y`Aw ~M…w;kÅ¥yÅw, lit. ‘and they smote them and they pursued them’ (Josh 11:8), is a hendiadys 

according to Boling, and he translates the combination “pressed the attack and gave chase.”121  

Van der Westhuizen is of the opinion that yˆn`EySjAh◊w yˆn™EmyIlSjAt◊w, lit. ‘and you shall restore me/make 

me strong and you will make/let me live’ (Isa 38:16) is a hendiadys, and suggests the 

translation, “heal me as well as revive me!”122  

The two verbs dRl∞E;tÅw rAh™A;tÅw, lit. ‘and and she became pregnant and she gave birth’ (Isa 8:3), is 

commented on by Sweeney: “The verbs […] are a hendiadys that merely reports the results of 

Isaiah’s ‘approach’ to the prophetess.”123  

 

The applications are undoubtedly made with the intention to explicate the text and its 

meanings, as indeed are presumably all applications of the term hendiadys, and rest perhaps 

on the use of the term by previous scholars and/or are based on definitions and 

exemplifications found in reference literature. 

However, one wonders what it is that qualifies the examples above and many more 

combinations of dissimilar verbs as potential hendiadyses, since the two verbs involved are 

not argued for as units of sorts, they are not suggested as rhetorical figures, the proposed 

translations are very close to literal renditions of the verbs present, and the verbs involved 

would seem in many cases to refer to two different actions, such as ‘they smote them’ and 

then ‘pursued them,’ pursuing the ones escaping presumably, or to different and subsequent 

occasions as in the other example referring to the two events, ‘become pregnant’ and 

eventually ‘give birth.’ 
                                                
121 Boling, Joshua, 308.  
122 Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 54. Italics van der Westhuizen. 
123 Sweeney, Isaiah 1-39, 167. 
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Firstly, the combinations do not seem to constitute rhetorical figures or to be apprehended 

as such despite the use of a term derived from the classical rhetorical tradition. Secondly, if 

the second verb is taken to describe the result of a previous action, and/or if the term 

hendiadys is equated with ‘a subordinate clause,’ that is an additional, but unnecessary, 

syntactical category credited to the term hendiadys. Thirdly, even if the employment of the 

term for combinations of dissimilar verbs at times is coupled with more inventive deductions 

than literal renditions, that still does not explicitly imply that the verbs involved are ‘one,’ nor 

that they constitute a rhetorical device.  

What can be argued, however, is that the application of the term simply is unwarranted 

since (a) no particular reason for usage is obvious or mentioned and the two verbs are often 

taken to refer to two independent actions, (b) no alternative translation or interpretation but a 

literal rendition of the verbs is given, and (c) no arguments are given for the possible notion 

that the verbs would constitute a unity of sorts, etc. It is hence highly questionable what the 

application of the term hendiadys contributes.  

When the term hendiadys is applied to combinations of dissimilar verbs that enumerate or 

refer to different actions, and when accordingly quite literal translations are given, the term 

consequently appears to be simply overused for yet another category of components. 

However, at the same time it would seem, even if that is not commonly argued for, that the 

reason for usage of the term may be that several, if not all of these examples, may involve 

verbs or clauses that represent explanations of circumstance, which is an area in Semitic 

languages in need of further research.124 

Specific interpretations beyond literal ones are, however, suggested for other combinations 

of dissimilar verb labelled hendiadys, but refer in those cases to verbs that are suggested to 

serve as adverbial modifiers, which will be treated below. 

 

7.8.1.1 Dissimilar verbs of which one is interpreted as an adverbial modifier 

It is a widespread and well-recognized appreciation that certain verb roots in biblical Hebrew 

in many cases are seen to serve as adverbial modifiers.125 The combinations in which one of 

the verbs seems to function as an adverbial modifier, has for a long time attracted attention 

                                                
124 For research on these matters, see e.g., Isaksson/Persson/Kammensjö, Qualifiers. 
125 Verbs that are apprehended to serve in like manner in the Hebrew Bible are of course identified and 
commented on in grammars and examples given even if the term hendiadys is not used. 
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and several grammarians mention the verbs that, according to their opinion, commonly serve 

in this way in biblical Hebrew.126 The verbs mentioned in grammars from the time of 

Gesenius to the present usually incorporate 5-8 verbs, which are listed in the table below. If 

nothing else is indicated the verb root occurs in Qal. The verbs listed below are the ones that 

are suggested by scholars to serve in at least two ways: retaining their lexical meaning, which 

of course includes several denotations, or as a modifier.127 The verbs most commonly referred 

to are the following: 

 

Root 
 

Lexical meaning Suggested meaning Text references 

lay be willing (Hi) willingly Ex 2:21 
Psy add (Hi) again/continuously Gen 4:2 
rhm hasten (Pi) quickly Gen 18:7 
Mwq arise immediately/firmly  Jonah 1:2; Esther 9:27  
hbr increase (Hi) abundantly, greatly Gen 1:22 
bwC return again/repeatedly Num 11:4; Lam 3:3 
MkC rise early (Hi) do early Gen 19:2 
Mmt be complete completely/utterly Num 17:28; Ps 73:19 

 

These combinations are often termed hendiadys or verbal hendiadys by biblical scholars.128 In 

some cases one of two or more verbs generates a translation into that of an adverb or as an 

adverbial phrase in the target language, or they are sometimes interpreted as an explanation of 

circumstance.  

 

                                                
126 See e.g., Arnold/Choi, Guide, §4.3.3 (g), p. 148-149; Gesenius, Grammar (GKC) §120, pp. 383-387; 
Hostetter, Grammar, 86-87; Joüon/Muraoka, Grammar, §124, p. 436; Lambdin, Introduction, §173, pp. 238-
239; Van der Merwe/Naudé/Kroeze, Grammar, §19.3, p. 148; §20.2, p. 160, et al. 
127 See also Lillas-Schuil, “Survey,” 89, for a list of verbs that are commonly referred to by scholars as parts of 
so-called hendiadyses/verbal hendiadyses. 
128 Some of the verbs involved, or their functions, are at times, apart from hendiadys/verbal hendiadys, and 
depending on context, accompanying verbs and the apprehended aspectual function, be labelled converbs, phasal 
verb, modal verbs and/or auxiliary verbs. Chrzanowski, “Grammaticalization,” prefers the term auxiliaries, at 
least for the verbs Psy, rhm, Mwq, bwv and also Klh. 
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7.8.1.2 Various verbs and forms  

When investigating the examples put forth of what is called verbal hendiadys and which 

involves the reinterpretation of one of two or more verbs, it is clear that the designations 

hendiadys/verbal hendiadys are applied to different constructions. 

Often, but not unreservedly, the term is applied to combinations of two dissimilar verbs, 

often consecutive forms, and it is predominantly the first verb of the two that is interpreted as 

an adverbial modifier, e.g., ;hö∂;dA;k d®r¬O;tÅw r#EhAmV;tÅw, lit. ‘and she hurried and she emptied her jar’ (Gen 

24:18) understood as “she quickly lowered her jar.”129 

However, the term is also used for two imperatives, syndetically or asyndetically conjoined, 

e.g., …w#b√r…w …wêrVÚp, lit. ‘be fruitful and multiply’ (Gen 1:22), for ‘be abundantly fruitful,’ or e.g., b…wâv 

b¡DkVv, lit. ‘Return, lie down’ (1 Sam 3:5) understood as ‘Lie down again.’130  

Moreover, the same function is also attributed to a finite verb when combined with an 

infinitive construct e.g., t®d$RlDl PRsâO;tÅw, lit. ‘and she added to give birth’ (Gen 4:2) interpreted ‘she 

gave birth again.’131  

In some cases both verbs are infinitive constructs or the proposed function refers to one 

infinitive construct, such as in e.g., Má∂dV;bAaVlá…w M™D;mUhVl, lit. ‘to confuse/defeat them and to destroy 

them’ (Esth 9:24), interpreted as “to demolish them utterly.”132 At times the same function is 

related to an infinitive absolute, e.g., rwáø;k◊zI;t M¶Ejår presumably ‘compassionately/lovingly you 

shall remember’ (Hab 3:2).133 

Even one of two closely related verbs is interpreted in like manner, as one of the two finite 

verbs in …wj™A;tVvˆ¥yÅw dõO;qˆ¥yÅw, lit. ‘and he bowed down and he bowed/worshipped’ (Num 22:31), 

interpreted as “submit worshipfully.”134  

It is usually the first verb of two that is suggested as and seems possible to interpret as an 

adverbial modifier. Dobbs-Allsopp, for example, expresses his belief that the first verb in a 

so-called verbal hendiadys is restricted to a few verbs, whereas any verbs can stand as a 

                                                
129 See e.g., Arnold/Choi, Guide, §4.3.3 (g), p. 148, “she quickly lowered her jar” (underlining and italics 
Arnold/Choi); Beckman, Williams’ Syntax, (ed. Beckman), 91, “she quickly lowered her jar.” 
130 See e.g., Andersen, Sentence, 117, “be abundantly fruitful”; Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 379, “be abundantly 
fruitful.” 
131 Ross, Hebrew, 409, “(And) she gave birth again.” 
132 Bush, Ruth, 466, 468. 
133 Simian-Yofre, “Mjr,” TDOT XIII, 440, “the infinitive […] governs another verb in a hendiadys.” 
134 Stuart, Exodus, 290 n. 53, “’submit worshipfully’ or the like.” 
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second of the two.135 However, in some cases a verb that stands second of two is suggested to 

serve as a modifier and in a few cases some of the verb roots that are reinterpreted occur in 

the examples only as second verb. The two verbs below are suggested to form a 

hendiadys/verbal hendiadys. In this case the reinterpreted verb stands second of the two 

verbs: 

:lRb`Dh h™Rz_MÅ…g vRm¡DÚvAh tAj∞A;t yI;tVm™AkDjRv ◊w yI;tVl¶AmDo`Rv y$IlDmSo_lDkV;b ‹fAlVvˆy◊w 

and he will rule over all my labor that I have labored, and by 

which I have shown myself wise under the sun. This is also 

vanity. (Eccl 2:19) 

Several scholars reinterpret the second verb of the two verbs above giving e.g., “toiled wisely 

or “wisely toiled.”136 

It is evident that some verb roots are commonly reinterpreted like e.g., bwC, ‘return,’ rhm 

‘hasten,’ and others found among the ones listed in Table 1 above, whereas for other roots it is 

possible to deduce only a hint, but still an inkling towards the function as that of an adverbial 

modifier.  

 

7.8.1.3 List of verbs 

The term hendiadys is applied not only to combinations in which one of the verbs belong to 

the ones in the table above, but is also frequently applied to combinations that involve other 

verbs, and that consist of varying constructions. A comprehensive examination of which verbs 

in the HB that are apprehended to serve as adverbial modifiers would undeniably require a 

full-scale investigation of verb forms in general in the HB, which involves analyses of 

morphology, syntax and semantics, and the verbs as representing various aspects, clause 

                                                
135 Dobbs-Allsopp, “Ingressive,” 39. He states that the first verbs in what he calls verbal hendiadys are restricted 
to a small group of verbs. He lists Mwq, Klh, hēḥēl (presumably llj), bwC, Psy and hlk, but holds that any verb can 
stand second of two in this kind of constructions. Cf., Chrzanowski, “Grammaticalization,” 410.  
136 For suggestions that these two constitute a so-called hendiadys/verbal hendiadys and the thus accompanying 
interpretations, see e.g., Gordis, Koheleth, 213, “I toiled wisely”; Kamano, Cosmology, 71 n. 176, “Or […] can 
be considered a hendiadys: ‘which I have toiled with wisdom’”; Longman, Ecclesiastes, 101 n. 65, “wisely 
toiled”; NET, 1118, “for I labored so wisely”; 1118 n. 23, “a verbal hendiadys”; Schoors, Preacher, vol. I, 217, 
“seems to be a hendiadys, meaning ‘for which I worked with wisdom.’” See also Schoors, Preacher, vol. II, 22. 
However, cf., Seow, Ecclesiastes, 137, who explicitly refutes the interpretation of the two as a so-called 
hendiadys. 
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elements, explanations of circumstance, etc., but to address that issue is too large a task for 

this endeavour and will have to be an undertaking for other scholars to deal with.137 

However, since no attempt has been found in which more verbs than the commonly 5 to 8, 

or a few more, are listed and since the material collected for this investigation is extensive, it 

is possible to deduce from the gathered examples a considerable amount of additional verbs 

beyond the ones usually catalogued.  

The verbs deduced from the examples gathered in this investigation are therefore compiled 

and listed in table 2 below. That is not to say that all the verbs listed are considered by all 

biblical scholars, or by the present author, to serve as adverbial modifiers, in explanations of 

circumstance etc., or even should be considered so, but this is simply an inventory of the 

assembled verbs that are explicitly or implicitly suggested as potential adverbial modifiers in 

the HB.  

Moreover, the purpose of the list below consisting of the verbs suggested by scholars is 

threefold. The aim is (a) to show how extensively the terms hendiadys and verbal hendiadys 

are applied to combinations of verbs of which one is reinterpreted, (b) to demonstrate which 

the verbs involved are, and (c) submit the list as an incentive for supplementary investigations 

of the verbs involved, the constructions and functions. 

The translations of the verb roots given in the middle column are either suggested with 

certainty or are tentative proposals by one or more scholars. However, it is important to note 

that the interpretations suggested by scholars are not therefore determined or settled either in 

general, by this present author or others, for a single verb, verb root, or for any other 

combinations in which the same verb may occur, nor is the list comprehensive, and the 

function of each verb depends of course, in addition, on contexts and accompanying verbs.138 

The verbs involved are mostly finite, but sometimes one of the verbs is an infinitive 

construct or an infinitive absolute, or both of the verbs involved are in the form of infinitive 

                                                
137 There is an unpublished dissertation from 2011 by Chrzanowski mentioned above. Chzranowski’s interest lies 
in an investigation of these kinds of verbs and their function(s) in the HB and whether these combinations can be 
termed serial verbs or not. However, his dissertation deals only with 6 of the verbs listed above, and an 
additional verb root, viz., lay, Psy, rhm, Mwq, bwv and Klh. However, when investigating suggested hendiadyses 
consisting of two verbs in which one of them is apprehended as an adverbial modifier, it is clear that many more 
verbs are suggested as adverbial modifiers in the HB. 
138 Some scholars incorporate among the verbs either Mwq and Klh or both, whereas others refer to verb 
combinations with Mwq and Klh only as a related feature to what they see as the phenomenon labelled 
hendiadys/verbal hendiadys. See e.g., Bartelt, Hebrew, 215-217; Hostetter, Grammar, 86-87; Lambdin, 
Introduction, §173, pp. 238-239; Ross, Hebrew, 343, 409.  
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constructs. Sometimes the reinterpreted verb stands first of two, and in other cases as the 

second verb of two or more verbs involved. 

In most cases the verbs are joined syndetically, but in some cases asyndetically. One or 

more of the verb roots below occur frequently combined with an assortment of verbs in the 

HB, and may be suggested to have various functions in different contexts and combinations, 

but there is place only for one or two text references in the column to the right below.  

In some cases a suggested interpretation seems quite likely and in other cases more 

questionable, but the verbs below are the ones possible to deduce from the collected 

examples, and they are gathered and submitted here solely for further enquiries. The verb 

roots are given in alphabetical order below: 

 

Root Lexical meaning Suggested meaning Text references 
lma languish languishingly/mournfully Isa 33:9 
vab stink odious/loathsome/shameful Prov 13:5 
vwb to be ashamed ashamedly/in humiliation Ps 129:5 
hkb weep weepingly/with weeping Hos 12:5 
ldg grow up/be great greatly Gen 17:2; Eccl 1:16;  
Crd inquire, demand? thoroughly/precisely/demanding Judg 6:29 
Klh go/walk keep on going/around/escalating Jonah 1:11, 13 
rkz remember remembering Ps 42:5a (inf. abs.) 
MAoÎz to be indignant indignantly/harshingly Dan 11:30 
qoz call out pleadingly Lam 3:8 
abj hide secretly Gen 31:27 
hwj bow down submit worshipfully/in obeisance Ex 4:31; 12:27 
qzj be strong strongly Dan 11:32 
Mkj be wise wisely Eccl 2:19 (as 2nd verb) 
hlj to be sick painfully Isa 53:10 (as 2nd verb) 
llj begin proceed Gen 9:20  
dmj desire desireously Song 2:3 
Nnj to show favour graciously/mercifully/generously Ps 37:21; 67:2  
rpj to be ashamed shamefully/in disgrace Ps 83:18; Jer 15:9 
hrj burn/be angry earnestly/eagerly Neh 3:20 
rqj search studiously/carefully Eccl 12:9 
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lay be willing willingly/be content  Josh 7:7; 2 Kgs 5:23 
ody know precisely 1 Sam 23:22 
bfy be good/pleasing diligently Deut 17:4 
ljy wait expectantly Job 29:21 (as 2nd verb) 
lky able be able/ably Jer 3:5  
Psy add again/continuously Gen 4:2  
ary fear fearfully Jer 26:21 
rvy upright straight Prov 15:21 
dbk be heavy/honoured heavily/honourably 2 Kgs 14:10 
hlk to complete/finish completely/utterly Ps 71:13 (as 2nd verb) 
rhm hasten quickly Ps 106:13 
twm kill mortally [wound] 2 Sam 4:7 (as 2nd verb) 
alm fill completely Jer 4:5 (as 2nd verb) 
dgn declare by announcing Isa 44:7 
hrm rebel defiantly Ps 78:56 (as 2nd verb) 
Xwn distance oneself/flee aimlessly Lam 4:15 
bqn curse blasphemously/abusively Lev 24:11139  
Pws be fulfilled (Aram) finally Dan 2:44 (as 2nd verb) 
rts hide secretly Num 5:13  
zlo exult exultingly/triumphingly Ps 60:8; Hab 3:18 
qmo be/make deep deeply/profoundly/radically Hos 9:9 
hno afflict forcefully 2 Sam 13:14  
rzp scatter lavishly/plentifully Ps 112:9 (asyn) 
vwp leap leaping/jumping Mal 3:20 (as 2nd verb) 
lop do/make effectively Isa 41:4 
jlx succeed successfully 1 Kgs 22:12 (as 2nd verb) 
Mwq arise immediately/firmly/promptly Gen 22:3b; Jonah 1:2 
hvq hard demandingly 2 Kgs 2:10 
har see precisly/clearly 1 Sam 23:23 
hbr increase abundantly, greatly  Gen 1:22  
zgr tremble trembling Ex 15:14 (as 2nd verb)  
Xwr run swiftly/rapidly Hab 2:2b 

                                                
139 It may be the second verb of the two in this verse that the commentators interpret as an adverbial modifier. 
See the comments by Hartley, Leviticus, 404, 409, “The two terms together may be a hendiadys […] he spoke a 
curse blasphemously,” and NET, 264 n. 8, “The two verbs together may form a hendiadys, ‘he pronounced by 
cursing blasphemously.’” 
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Mjr have compassion lovingly Hab 3:2b (inf. abs.) 
anc hate rancorously Am 5:21 
jmc rejoice gladly Ps 67:5 
bwC return again/repeatedly Gen 14:7  
owv cry out for help pleadingly Lam 3:8 (as 2nd verb?)140 

cwc rejoice rejoicingly Isa 64:4 
Pfv overflow overpoweringly Dan 11:40 
dqv watch studiously/carefully Ezra 8:29 
Mkv rise early do early/persistently Gen 19:2; Jer 26:5 
jmc to rejoice joyfully/happily Ps 67:5; Zech 2:14 (2nd verb) 
omv hear/obey willingly Deut 5:27 
rmv keep faithfully/diligently Josh 23:6; Lev 26:3 
lÚpv be low lowly/humbly Jer 13:18 
llj begin to start Gen 4:26 
Mmt be complete completely/utterly Josh 3:16; Ps 73:19 (2nd verb) 

 

Several intransitive verbs are suggested either explicitly or implicitly to serve as adverbial 

modifiers in biblical Hebrew. Some verbs have retained their lexical meaning, but would also 

seem to be involved in the process of semantic bleaching and grammaticalization. Some more 

clearly so and others less obvious. Some are grammaticalized to the extent that certain forms, 

as e.g., infinitive absolutes in some roots, are completely frozen as adverbs, like hE;b√rAh, ‘much,’ 

or bEfyEh, ‘well/diligently,’ whereas for other verbs there is but an inkling that they may serve as 

an adverbial modifier. 

If we turn our attention to other Semitic languages it is clear that not only do similar 

constructions as the ones in biblical Hebrew exist in the other Semitic languages, e.g., 

Aramaic, Ugaritic, Arabic and Akkadian, but equivalents of the same verbs occur in these 

constructions as well. These constructions are in many cases also labelled hendiadys/verbal 

hendiadys, and among the verbs considered to serve in this way in Akkadian are found several 

intransitive verbs with similar meanings to the ones in Hebrew, according to examples by 

                                                
140 It is a little difficult to say but it would seem that it is the second verb that is taken as a modifier, see Berlin, 
Lamentations 4, “[a] possible hendiadys […] ‘cry out and plead’ or ‘cry out pleadingly,’” and NET, 1466, “I cry 
out desperately”; 1466 n. 20, “a verbal hendiadys.” 
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Huenergaard, Malbran-Labat, Patterson, Wasserman and others, mentioned above and also in 

my article from 2006.141  

Malbran-Labat, who uses the term for similar constructions in Akkadian, seems aware that 

there are diverse views on the designation hendiadys, and deems hendiadys “une construction 

souple et expressive.”142 Buccellati, when discussing similar constructions in Akkadian as the 

ones in biblical Hebrew, does not favour the term hendiadys, as related above, with reference 

to the fact that although the term refers allegedly to ‘one’ we are still in effect dealing with 

two verbs. The fact is, according to Buccellati, that “the etymological value of the word [i.e., 

hendiadys] implies something which the phenomenon as here understood does not quite have. 

We are still, in fact, expressing ‘two’ things, an adjunct and a verb.”143 

Combinations of these verbs in biblical Hebrew do not seem to constitute a rhetorical 

figure, but instead represent an inherent grammatical construction. Neither do similar 

combinations in other Semitic languages seem to constitute rhetorical features or be regarded 

as such, at least not in general, nor as deviations from ordinary grammatical usage, but to 

represent an inherent phenomenon in the other Semitic languages, as in biblical Hebrew, 

wherefore to use a term derived from the classical rhetorical tradition to denote these 

constructions certainly seems out of place, which was pointed out by the present author 

already in 2006.144 

It may perhaps seem of no major significance which designation is used for this kind of 

construction(s) in the Hebrew Bible, discussed above, especially if the combinations are not 

commonly argued for as rhetorical figures. However, the term hendiadys or verbal hendiadys 

are applied to various combinations of components and induces all kinds of additional 

interpretations of these and other combined verbs than the ones listed above, and the verbs 

interpreted to serve as adverbial modifiers may in many cases be apprehended as clause 

elements. What they represent in their various respective contexts is of course another 

interesting matter. 

Baldi/Cuzzolin (2009), in their investigation of translation techniques, note the similarities 

between some of the constructions in biblical Hebrew described above and the ones 

                                                
141 See Huehnergard, Grammar; Malbran-Labat, “L’hendiadys”; Patterson, Old-Babylonian; Wasserman, Style. 
142 Malbran-Labat, “L’hendiadys,” 439, ‘a flexible and expressive construction.’ 
143 Buccellati, Grammar, 379. He therefore concludes that the term is not appropriate and advocates instead the 
designation ‘coordinating adjunctivation,’ for at least some of the categories of combined verbs in Akkadian that 
are commonly given the epithet hendiadys. Idem, 377-378. 
144 See Lillas-Schuil, “Survey,” 90-91. See also Chrzanowski, “Grammaticalization,” 421, from 2011, who 
whole-heartedly agree. 
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typologically termed serial verbs. They refer to certain common characteristics of serial verb 

constructions that they see as fulfilled also in these verb combinations in the HB, e.g., that the 

two verbs belong to a single clause and that both verbs are fully lexical verbs that can occur as 

independent verbs outside serial sequences.145  

The same term, serial verbs, is utilized by Versteegh and others for similar constructions in 

Arabic and was suggested already in 2006 by the present author for the above constructions in 

the HB.146 However, others argue that these verb combinations or verb chains are not 

comparable to the ones termed serial verbs found in other languages.147  

What can be said with certainty in any case is that the practice of designating these verb 

combinations hendiadys is not adequate, considering the fact that (a) the term hendiadys is not 

defined satisfactorily, (b) it is used for a plethora of all kinds of combinations and phenomena, 

(c) the term is generally accepted as a rhetorical term whereas the examples consisting of 

verbs are not considered as rhetorical figures and/or as deviations from regular grammatical 

constructions, (d) the terms hendiadys/verbal hendiadys are in many cases applied to 

combinations consisting of closely related or dissimilar verbs in which none of the verbs are 

interpreted as a modifier, but ascribed to many other explicit or implied interpretational 

possibilities, (e) the verbs suggested to serve as adverbial modifiers consist of various 

combinations and constructions, (f) the verbs involved may be analyzed not only as parts of 

speech but also as clause elements which has wider implications, and (g) since the term 

hendiadys with its implicit function(s) is neither specific nor delimiting enough, the practice 

of designating these combinations hendiadys is not satisfactory, and was pointed out by the 

present author already in 2006.148 Chrzanowski evidently fully concurred in 2011, judging by 

his emphatic exclamation, with reference to the kinds of verb combinations discussed above, 

in which he urges scholars “to discontinue the use of the term ‘hendiadys’ or ‘verbal 

hendiadys.’”149 

 

                                                
145 Baldi/Cuzzolin, Perspectives, 221. 
146 Lillas-Schuil, “Survey,” 90-91. See also Isaksson, “Introduction,” 31, n. 40; Versteegh, “Serialization,”; 
Verbs,” 195. 
147 Cf., e.g., Persson, “Dialects” (forthcoming), who discusses asyndetic combinations in Arabic, and 
Chrzanowski, “Grammaticalization,” for verbs in the HB. 
148 Lillas-Schuil, “Survey,” 90-91.  
149 Chrzanowski, “Grammaticalization,” 421. 
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7.8.1.4 Qatal + weatal or yiqtol + weyiqtol 

A further kind of combinations of verbs are termed hendiadys. However, this time hendiadys 

refers to combinations of either (a) yiqtol + weyiqtol, or (b) a qatal + weqatal, in which the 

second of two verbs has a prefixed conjunction vocalized with a simple shwa, and the weqatal 

or weyiqtol respectively is not interpreted in a preterite or futural sense.150 Sometimes one of 

the verbs in some of these combinations is even suggested as a modifier, but that is not 

common. The term hendiadys is used for 82 examples found of this kind and it is not possible 

to discuss all individual examples and variants, but a few comments will be given below. The 

examples are of various kinds, e.g.: 

a) Combination of two closely related finite verbs joined by the conjunction, e.g.:  

yI;tVb$AcÎw yI;t◊nâåqÎz ‹yˆnSaÅw, lit. ‘and I, I was old and I was grey-haired’ (1 Sam 12:2)151  

b) Dissimilar or closely related verbs with cohortative suffixes, e.g.: 

h™DjVmVcˆn◊w hDly¶IgÎn, lit. ‘we will rejoice and we will be glad’ (Isa 25:9)152 

c) Two closely related verbs in parallelism interspersed by several intervening components, 

e.g.: hÎ…n`RmyIq◊y añøl◊w r™R;bîd ◊w h$RcSoÅy aâøl◊w ‹rAmDa a…wôhAh, lit. ‘Did he say and did not do? And he spoke and did 

not make it arise/stand? (Num 23:19)153 

Above it is the verb ‹rAmDa together with the verb r™R;bîd◊w that represent the so-called copulative 

construction.154 Another kind of combination involved is e.g.: 

d) Two dissimilar verbs with intervening components, e.g.,  

w$øbDbVl_tRa ‹XE;mIa ◊w w#øj…wr_tRa ÔKy%RhølTa h∏Îwh◊y ·hDvVqIh_y`I;k, lit. ‘for YHWH your God hardened his spirit, and he 

made obstinate his heart. (Dt 2:30)155 
 

                                                
150 See e.g., Endo, System, 171, 207; Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 315 n. 5; Goldingay, Psalms 1-41, 392 n. 4; Johnson, 
Perfekt, 44, 45, 73, 74, 84, 89, 90, etc; Kuntz, “Agent,” 131, 133; Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, 540, “The 
copulative construction sometimes serves in a hendiadys, to represent two aspects of a complex situation”; Van 
der Westhuizen, “Hendiadys,” 53. 
151 For suggestions that these two constitute a so-called hendiadys and the thus accompanying interpretations, see 
e.g., Johnson, Perfekt, 44; Putnam, Insert, 38, “a parallel hendiadys”; Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, §32.3b, p. 
540, “I am old and grey.” (italics Waltke/O’Connor). 
152 Johnson, Perfekt, 73. 
153 Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, §32.3b, p. 540, “Does he speak…? Does he promise?” (italics 
Waltke/O’Connor). 
154 Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, §32.3b, p. 540, “Does he speak…? Does he promise?” (italics Waltke/ 
O’Connor). 
155 For suggestions that the two components in 2 Sam 20:19 constitute a so-called hendiadys and the thus 
accompanying interpretations, see e.g., Johnson, Perfekt, 43; Putnam, Insert, §2.3.1, p. 38, “a parallel 
hendiadys”; Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, §32.3b, p. 540, “YHWH … made his spirit stubborn and his heart 
obstinate.” 
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The reason why the term hendiadys is used for these combinations is explicitly explained by 

some as due to the fact that the two verbs “represent two aspects of a complex situation.”156 In 

other cases the motive for the use of the term hendiadys for these combinations of verbs is not 

explicitly expressed, but the reason is presumably that the two components are deemed to 

represent some kind of semantic unit or perhaps a deviation from common grammatical usage 

and/or perhaps a rhetorical feature, and it is hence perhaps understandable that the term 

hendiadys is chosen.  

The use of the term hendiadys for yet another construction might perchance emerge as 

reasonable since at least in some cases the verbs do seem to refer to one event or condition. 

However, the verbs in these combinations (a) do not always refer to same action or notion, (b) 

are not in general referred to as an ungrammatical feature or a rhetorical figures in the HB, (c) 

the examples are diverse among themselves in many ways, (d) the implied unity may be 

questioned, especially when the verbs can be interpreted as clause elements in e.g., 

explanations of circumstances, and (e) they represent an additional but different kind of 

construction apart from all others that are designated hendiadys. The use of the term 

hendiadys for combinations such as these as well does not appear advisable, but they would 

seem to represent a phenomena in need of a more distinct terminology, and in need of further 

research.157  

 

7.8.2 Combinations of dissimilar nouns and adjectives 

The largest category of components labelled hendiadys consists of combinations of dissimilar 

nouns, and in just about all cases the constructions consist of noun + wāw-noun. This category 

is comprised partly of a smaller category which consist of theme-related dissimilar nouns and 

constitute 24% of all examples of combined dissimilar nouns. However, in most cases these 

examples consist of the following combinations of two nouns ‘horse and wagon,’ ‘sun and 

moon,’ ‘father and mother,’ or ‘day and night.’ The rest of the combinations in the category 

Ndiss (dissimilar nouns) are comprised of other more or less intriguing combinations of 

dissimilar nouns and adjectives, like ‘prince and great,’ ‘scroll and words,’ ‘affliction and 

iron,’ ‘future and hope’; ‘blameless and truth,’ etc.  

                                                
156 Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, §32.3 b, p. 540. 
157 For more on these kind of combinations, see, e.g., Johnson, Perfekt; Niccacci, Verb; Revell, “Stress.” 
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Instead of a post-positioned adjective asyndetically joined to a preceding noun, as is 

expected in Semitic languages, e.g., ‘prince, great’ meaning ‘a great prince,’ we are 

confronted with ‘prince and great,’ and instead of what could have been a regular construct 

relation giving ‘scroll of words,’ we are faced with ‘scroll and words.’ These combinations 

represent coordination syntactically because of the intervening conjunction, but seem 

semantically to represent subordination, and it is comprehensible that they are taken to 

represent rhetorical figures. 

A large amount of these syntagms consisting of nouns would probably not have attracted 

the designation hendiadys at all had it not been for the presence of the intervening wāw. The 

oddness of these latter combinations is mainly due to the fact that there is a wāw present, 

and/or that the first noun of two is not put in the construct state, as could be expected, which 

therefore seemingly turns what could have been a regular attribution or a construct relation 

respectively into an enumeration. 

Since a literal translation is seemingly not an option it is therefore not surprisingly 

suggested that the conjunction in these combinations simply should be disregarded and one of 

the nouns apprehended as an adjectival modifier or both to represent a construct relation. In 

many cases the leaving out of the conjunction and the reinterpretation of one of the nouns as 

an attribute in the target language therefore does not seem only valid, but even requisite, 

despite the intervening conjunction present. 

Representative examples consisting of dissimilar nouns from the Hebrew Bible in which the 

reinterpretation of one of the nouns as an adjective attribute or both as a construct relation 

seems required are e.g., lEa∂rVcˆyV;b MEa ◊w ryIo tyImDhVl vé;qAbVm hD;tAa, lit. ‘you seek to destroy a city and 

mother in Israel’ (2 Sam 20:19), in which the nouns ‘city and mother,’ are suggested by many 

to mean ‘a mother city.’158 Another example is MDkDj bEl oåd´y fDÚpVvIm…w tEo ◊w, lit. ‘and time and 

judgment/legal decision a wise heart knows,’ (Eccl 8:5), in which ‘time and decision’ can be 

interpreted ‘time of decision’ but also the nouns h ∂rDxSoÅw N‰wDa lAk…wa_aøl, lit. ‘I cannot endure sin and 

congregation,’ which are suggested to stand for ‘a sinful congregation/gathering’ (Isa 1:13).159 

                                                
158 For suggestions that the two components in 2 Sam 20:19 constitute a so-called hendiadys and the thus 
accompanying interpretations, see e.g., Avishur, Studies, 102, “a metropolis”; Bühlmann/Scherer, Stilfiguren, 32, 
“Mutterstadt”; Bullinger, Figures, 660, “a city, yes – and a mother city too; or a metropolitan city” (italics 
Bulllinger); König, Stilistik, 160, “Metropolis”; Lee, Grammar, 304, “i.e., a mother city, or metropolis”; NET, 
542 n. 1, “an important city”; Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “ville maternelle – metropole”; Segal, Introduction, 
42, “tyhMa ryo” (‘mother city’). 
159 For suggestions that the two components in Eccl 8:5 constitute a so-called hendiadys and the thus 
accompanying interpretations, see e.g., Avishur, Studies, 102; Fox, Time, 278, “‘the right time’ [...] As a 
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In some cases two dissimilar adjectives occur combined e.g., a∂rwø…nAh◊w lwødÎ…gAh, lit. ‘the great and 

the terrible’ (Joel 3:4). In other, but fewer cases, the combinations consist of a noun + an 

adjective, e.g., lApÎn lwødÎg ◊w rAc_yI;k, lit. ‘a prince and great has fallen’ (2 Sam 3:38) or in l…waDv wømVv…w 

bwøfÎw; r…wjDb lit. ‘and Saul was his name, a young man and good’ (1 Sam 9:2), which seem 

plausible to interpret as ‘a great prince’ and ‘a good young man’ respectively. In some cases 

there are combinations that consist of an abstract and a concrete noun, as in e.g., ay$IbÎn◊w NwâøzDj 

‹MO;tVjAl◊w, lit. ‘and to seal vision and prophet’ (Dan 9:24), interpreted by several scholars as ”the 

prophetic vision.”160 

The suggested interpretations are understandable because one does not get the impression 

that the combinations constitute enumerations, a literal word for word rendering does not 

seem to be a viable option and the combinations are difficult to decode or translate unless one 

of the components is reinterpreted. 

However, firstly, it is not always self-evident that the conjunction is redundant. Secondly, it 

is not always applicable, nor wholly indispensable, that one of the nouns is interpreted as 

subordinate. Thirdly, even if that latter option would indeed seem to be an alternative, it might 

be difficult to ascertain which of the nouns, the first or the second, should in that case be 

understood as a modifier. Hence, not surprisingly uncertainty reigns among biblical scholars 

on which of the nouns ought to be reinterpreted and whether that is at all the best option and 

intended by the biblical writers.  

It is clear that uncertainty is manifest in several cases even though, or due to, that some 

scholars like Brichto declare: “One feature of hendiadys is that the two terms may appear in 

any order without change of meaning. Another feature is that either of the substantives may 

serve as the adjectival modifier of the other.”161  

                                                
hendiadys, it can also mean […] ‘the time of judgment’”; Ginsberg, “Studies,” 41, 53 n. 61, “the hour of doom 
(death)”; Gordis, “Usages,” 42, “fpCmw lC to” (‘the time of judgment’), and he adds “the right/suitable time”; 
Koheleth, 279, 332, “the time of propriety = the proper time […] the proper time and manner of procedure”; 
König, Stilistik, 161; “Style,”, 157, “time of judgment”; Schoors, Preacher, vol. II, 16, “as a hendiadys, it can 
mean ‘the proper time.’” For suggestions that the two components in Isa 1:13 constitute a so-called hendiadys 
and the thus accompanying interpretations, see e.g., Bullinger, Figures, 661,“your iniquity, yes – your iniquitous 
assemblies, or your festal iniquity”; Crenshaw, Joel, 104, “the iniquitous solemn assembly”; Glassius, 
Philologiae, 494, “iniquitatem caetus” ‘Iniquity of assembly.’ Here Glassius adds, “Sed alii aliter hoc explicant,” 
‘others explain this in other ways.’ See also Kuntz, “Agent,” 124, “the iniquitous solemn assembly” (italics 
Kuntz); NET, 1029 n. 14, “sin-stained celebrations”; Oswalt, Isaiah 1-39, 93, 97, “iniquity and solemnity […] 
may contain a hendiadys” (italics Crenshaw). 
160 For suggestions that these two constitute a so-called hendiadys and the thus accompanying interpretations, see 
e.g., Blenkinsopp, Opening 20, “the prophetic vision”; Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 244, “prophetic vision” (italics 
Hartman/Di Lella); NET, 1551 n 18, “the prophetic vision.” 
161 Brichto, Curse, 33. 
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One comment by Jeffers clearly demonstrate various options: “it must be noticed that the 

ḥartōm and ḥakam may be appositioned or a case of hendiadys (although they could also be 

understood as two separate nouns).”162 This problem is also discussed e.g., by the NET Bible 

commentator concerning the last two nouns in the following citation from Neh 1:5, tyîrV;bAh r§EmOv 

dRs$RjÎw, lit. ‘keeping the covenant and loving-kindness,’ with the remark “The phrase is a 

hendiadys: the first noun retains its full nominal sense, while the second noun functions 

adjectivally (‘loyal love’ = loving). Alternately, the first might function adjectivally and the 

second noun functions as the noun: ‘covenant and loyal love’ = covenant fidelity” (italics 

added).163  

The uncertainty can further be demonstrated by the treatment of hendiadys in Beckman’s 

revised edition of Williams’ Hebrew syntax, in which many of Williams’ earlier suggested 

hendiadyses are bestowed question marks by Beckman. The combinations are still 

incorporated in the section devoted to hendiadyses by Beckman, e.g., r∂dDh◊w dwøh◊w, lit. ‘and 

splendour and majesty’ (Job 40:10b), which are interpreted “glorious splendour“ by Williams, 

but are cautiously, with a question mark, rendered “majestic splendour?” by Beckman.164 

The uncertainty and diversity of opinion are symptomatic and understandable since several 

constructions are obscure; it is not obvious if the conjunction wāw is redundant and whether 

the aim of the biblical writer was for the two to be viewed as an enumeration or for one of two 

nouns to be interpreted as a modifier or the two in other cases to represent a construct relation. 

We do not possess any criteria for when the latter options are requisite. What is clear 

however, is that the application of the term hendiadys, that at times for some scholars imply 

the possibility of redundancy and subordination, does not solve the matter of whether, when 

and how. 

Apart from being applied to two or more consecutive components, hendiadys also prompts 

the selection of nouns that occur in parallelism and/or with more intervening components than 

the conjunction, which will be demonstrated below by a few exemplifications before nouns in 

syndetic parataxis will be discussed in more detail. 

 

                                                
162 Jeffers, Magic, 41. The nouns in question are found in Gen 41:8. 
163 NET, 725 n. 10. 
164 Williams, Syntax, 16; Beckman, Syntax, 30.  
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7.8.2.1 In parallelism and/or with intervening components 

At times nouns in parallelism, and/or with several intervening components, are selected and 

considered to represent a hendiadys by some scholars. Either one or several of the selected 

components are interpreted as adjectival attributes or the two as a construct relation. 

 

Mic 2:9 

Andersen together with Freedman present some proposed hendiadyses that consist of selected 

nouns in parallelism. Two of these suggested hendiadyses are derived from the book of 

Micah: 

 DhyRg¨nSoA;t ty™E;bIm N…w$v√r∞DgV;t ‹yI;mAo y§Ev ◊n  

:M`DlwøoVl yäîr ∂dSh …wñjVqI;t Dhy$RlDláOo ‹lAoEm 

women of my people you cast out from their (lit. ‘her’) pleasant 

house, from her young children you took away my honour for 

ever. (Mic 2:9)  

Andersen/Freedman select nouns from construct relations and merge them with other nouns 

from e.g., attributive constructions and resolutely remark on e.g., the nouns Dhy¡Rg¨nSo`A;t ‘their 

pleasant’ from ‘their pleasant house’ in line 1 above together with Dhy$RlDláOo ‘her young children’ 

in line two that ”the combination has to be read as hendiadys – “her delightful offspring” 

(italics added).165  

Furthermore, in another construct relation, viz., ‹yI;mAo y§Ev◊n ‘women of my people’ in the first 

line, the nomen rectum ‹yI;mAo ‘my people,’ is also selected and separated from its nomen regens 

and is instead combined with yäîr∂dSh ‘my honour’ in the second line since they together are taken 

to form a hendiadys by Andersen/Freedman, with the resulting interpretation ‘my honoured 

people.’ These interpretations are backed up with reference to hendiadys and with several 

additional arguments.  

There are several text-critical problems in this passage, which makes different 

interpretations possible, but it is not the interpretation per se by Andersen/Freedman or any 

others, that is the concern, but the practice of separating certain nouns and turning them into 

                                                
165 Andersen/Freedman, Micah, 314. 
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conjectured and fictitiously attributive constructions sanctioned by reference to hendiadys that 

is the issue here.  

Whichever solutions, emendations or conjectures one favours here, the practice of selecting 

and separating nouns from regular grammatical constructions as construct relations, and 

fusing them with nouns derived from other construct relations into conjectured grammatical 

constructions, sanctioned by the term hendiadys, seems highly questionable. 

 

Esth 1:22 

Another employment of the term hendiadys on components with several intervening 

components is carried out by Berlin, who applies the term to nouns that she suggests represent 

two hendiadyses found in the book in Esther: 

 

;h$DbDtVkI;k ‹hÎnyîdVm…w h§DnyîdVm_lRa JKRl$R;mAh twâønyîdVm_lD;k_lRa ‹MyîrDpVs j§AlVvˆ¥yÅw 

wáø;mAo NwñøvVlI;k r™E;bådVm…w w$øtyEbV;b râérOc vyIa_lD;k twôøyVhIl wóønwøvVlI;k M™DoÎw M¶Ao_lRa◊w  

and he sent writings to all provinces of the king, to province 

and province according to their writing, and to people and 

people according to their language. (Esth 1:22) 

The term hendiadys is applied by Berlin firstly to the selected construction hÎnyîdVm…w h§DnyîdVm 

‘province and province,’ in the first line above meaning ‘every province,’ and together with 

M™DoÎw M¶Ao_lRa◊w ‘people and people’ in the 2nd line above, meaning ‘every people,’ these are termed 

hendiadys with the suggested meaning “a geographic region that is congruent with a particular 

ethnic group.”  

Moreover, there is, according to Berlin, a second hendiadys which she suggests is 

composed of ;h$DbDtVkI;k, ‘according to their writing,’ which she combines with wóønwøvVlI;k ‘as their (e.g., 

its) language,’ in italics above, and the two are then seen to represent a hendiadys and are 

interpreted as “according to its written language,” by Berlin.  

She states that these two proposed hendiadyses together mean “to every ethno-province 

according to its written language.” However, in the main translation of the text, including the 

two suggested hendiadyses, the whole passage is translated “to every province in its own 

script and to every nation in its own language,” which comes out as an accurate interpretation 
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of the text, and deserves no objections.166 It is not the latter translation of hers, but the use of 

the term hendiadys and the subsequent interpretation due to that application that is the issue 

and can be brought into question.  

Berlin utilizes the term hendiadys in other cases, but somewhat hesitantly, for combinations 

of nouns like e.g., vaíørÎw h¶DnSoAl, lit. ‘wormwood and bitterness/poisonous herb’ (Lam 3:19), which 

she is uncertain of the meaning of, but suggests that they mean either “‘bitterness and 

wormwood’ or ‘bitter wormwood.’” She also refers hesitantly to swöøaDm…w yªIjVs, lit. ‘offscoring and 

refuse’ (Lam 3:45), as a “possible hendiadys […] ‘filth and refuse’ or ‘disgusting filth.’”167  

The uncertainty of meanings concerning these combinations is wholly understandable, and 

the suggestions by Berlin represent interpretational possibilities that will be discussed further 

below. However, this time the application of the term by Berlin to the components derived 

from the book of Esther is more decisive, whereas the argumentation with reference to the 

term hendiadys is debatable. 

She claims that hÎnyîdVm…w h§DnyîdVm ‘province and province’ together with M™DoÎw M¶Ao ‘people and people’ 

found in various lines with intervening components, should be understood as a “hendiadys 

[…] representing a geographic region that is congruent with a particular ethnic group,” and 

further that ;h$DbDtVkI;k ‘as it is written’ and wóønwøvVlI;k ‘as/according to its language’ with several 

intervening components, also represent a “hendiadys, meaning ‘according to its written 

language.’” Berling further suggests that ‘province and province’ together with ‘people and 

people,’ is a Hebrew attempt to express an equivalent to the Persian concept dahyu, i.e., a 

specific geographic region in which a particular ethnic group lives. 

Firstly, the components combined are not suggested as rhetorical figures by Berlin nor are 

any of these combinations suggested as ‘one’ or unities. Secondly, it is likely that the 

repetition of identical nouns express distributive sense and that  hÎnyîdVm…w h§DnyîdVm refer to ‘every 

province’ and M™DoÎw M¶Ao to ‘every people,’ i.e., to different groups and different peoples. Thirdly, 

a geographical region and an ethnic group are certainly two different notions, and ethnic 

groups or individuals from these groups can of course live in various locations at various 

times.  

Moreover, even if the Hebrew nouns would be an equivalent to the Persian concept dahyu it 

is debatable whether dahyu refers only to one ethnic group inhabiting a single area, since it 

                                                
166 Berlin, Esther, 20. 
167 Berlin, Lamentations, 4. 
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can equally refer to a region which could have been inhabited by several ethnic groups.168 

This is supported by the information deduced from the Al-Yahuda tablets, viz., that 

individuals had to perform duties for two months in other regions than they were ordinarily 

inhabiting.169 Hence individuals and groups from various nationalities and with different 

languages written in various scripts presumably lived all over the Persian empire for longer or 

shorter periods. The biblical writer may therefore be trying to communicate that the 

dispatches needed to be conveyed in various languages and scripts and sent to every province 

for all to understand the messages intended.170  

Moreover, if hÎnyîdVm…w h§DnyîdVm ‘province and province’ together with M™DoÎw M¶Ao ‘people and people’ 

could be seen to represent a geographic region inhabited by one ethnic group in particular, 

which Berlin calls an ethno-province, we are still talking about two notions: a geographical 

region and a group inhabiting it, and it is possible that various ethnic groups were living in 

various geographical regions. In addition ‘language’ and ‘script’ are two different things, 

which Berlin of course is aware of, and since one script can be used for various languages, 

these two, even though related, do not refer to one thing or one notion. 

Consequently, it appears likely that the biblical writer wanted to explain that (a) the 

message from the king was conveyed in every language, but also (b) in various scripts 

according to the languages respectively, and (c) sent to every region regardless of 

geographical location, and (d) to every ethnic group in their particular language in whatever 

relevant script needed regardless of in which region they were living. Hence, not ‘one’ 

language, script, group or region but several notions are involved, wherefore the term 

hendiadys would not seem an accurate designation either for two identical nouns used in a 

distributive sense or in combination with other nouns with various intervening components.171  

 

 

                                                
168 Gnoli, “Dahyu,” 590. 
169 According to the information given by Dr. C. Wunsch in her paper “Judeans in the Babylonian Exile and 
Their Obligations to the Crown according to Cuneiform Sources from the 6th – 5th Centuries B.C.E,” at the SBL 
International Meeting in London, 4/7, 2011, and in private conversation with Dr. Wunsch. 
170 Berlin, Esther, 20, remarks, in addition, with reference to Bergey, Esther, 68, that the construction consisting 
of two identical nouns with an intervening wāw, i.e., x + wāw –x, meaning ‘every’ is characteristic of LBH. 
When preceded by lD;k, it is characteristic of LBH, but the construction with two identical components combined 
occurs frequently in SBL as well; see e.g., Rendsburg, “Date,” 69; Wright, Evidence, 136-138, et al. 
171 The commentary by Berlin on the book of Esther was of course written before the discoveries of the Al-
Yahuda tablets, but the issue here is of course primarily the application of hendiadys and the deduced 
conclusions based on the application of hendiadys. 
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Am 1:3 

Even combinations of numerals are considered hendiadyses. It is the numerals hDv ølVv ‘three’ 

together with h™DoD;b√rAa ‘four’ in the passage below that are considered a hendiadys and 

interpreted ‘seven’ by Weiss, with reference to the fact that in the HB “the wholeness of a 

thing is demonstrated by two of its components and by two numbers.”172 

qRc$R;måd y∞EoVvIÚp ‹hDv ølVv_lAo hYÎwh◊y r∞AmDa hO;k 

…            w…n¡RbyIvSa aâøl h™DoD;b √rAa_lAo◊w 

So said YHWH, for three transgressions of Damascus, and for 

four, I will not turn (lit. ‘cause to turn’). (Am 1:3) 

Weiss’ reasoning, that these two numerals ought to be understood as ‘seven,’ has been refuted 

by e.g., Paul and Haran, and when it comes to hendiadys Weiss is certainly not persuasive.173  

First of all, Weiss states, “it has been established that hendiadys is in more frequent use in 

biblical Hebrew than in any other language.”174 However, no reference is given by Weiss to 

by whom or how this statement is ascertained, which would be expected. This statement of 

Weiss is cited nevertheless by other scholars in support of various understandings of what 

hendiadys denotes.175  

Secondly, Weiss defines hendiadys as “two words which are one and which express a single 

and inseparable concept, and [are] likely to appear separately, and even some distance from 

each other in two halves of a verse, with each word wholly independent in form” (italics 

added). Weiss’ definition is the only explanation found in which it is explicitly stated that the 

components in a hendiadys are “likely to appear separately, and even some distance from each 

other in two halves of a verse,” since in most definitions of hendiadys the components are 

declared to be found in close proximity to each other and at times even described as 

asyndetically conjoined.  

By hendiadys Weiss seems to be referring mainly to selected components in parallelism, 

and his formulation and interpretation means not only that the components in a hendiadys 

may be found apart but that practically any components, in this case even numerals, can be 

selected and in practice added, in this case even literally, and hence together convey a new 

                                                
172 Weiss, “Pattern,” 422. 
173 Paul, Amos, 28; Haran, “Sequence.” 
174 Weiss, “Pattern,” 421. 
175 See e.g., Watson, Poetry, 329. 
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concept. This is a most unexpected and highly questionable approach which will be discussed 

below further. 

 

7.8.2.2 ‘Break-up of stereotype phrases’ 

The reason why non-combined components, mostly nouns, that occur in parallelism or with 

several intervening components as in the examples above are labelled hendiadys, is related to, 

and sometimes with direct reference to, the expression ‘break-up of stereotype phrases,’ 

which is a designation that at times is seen to be related to hendiadys.176  

The designation ‘break-up of stereotype phrases’ was coined by Melamed and appears in 

his article “Break-up Stereotype Phrases as an Artistic Device in Biblical Poetry” from 1961. 

In this article he expounds on the view that “the prophets and poets of the Old Testament were 

in the habit of breaking up compound linguistic stereotypes and distributing their component 

elements between the first and second members of the verse; and that moreover, of the two 

parallel sentences thus formed some can only be understood by re-writing them into a single 

prose sentence.”177  

Melamed discusses examples of the ‘breaking up of stereotype phrases’ phenomenon 

(hereafter BSP) in his article in which one section is termed ‘Further Hendiadys.’ This 

‘further’ probably refers back to examples of suggested hendiadyses in an earlier article in 

Hebrew from 1946, in which he briefly mentions the fact that the constituents, in what he 

considers hendiadyses, occur not only combined by a conjoining conjunction, but are also 

separated in parallelistic features in Hebrew prose and poetry. In the 1961 article, however, he 

discusses this phenomenon (BSP) in more detail and presents combinations of nouns that he 

considers to be “compound terms of the ‘hendiadys’ type but which are habitually broken up 

by the poets into their component parts,” according to his view.178  

According to Melamed’s definition of hendiadys in his article from 1946 a hendiadys is at 

hand when one of two nouns joined by the conjunction may be interpreted as an adjectival 

modifier. However, several of the examples by Melamed in the 1961 article and presented as 
                                                
176 Watson, Hebrew Poetry, 328-329. Watson, for example states “by the term ‘break-up’ is meant the re-
distribution of components of phrases over two parallel lines,” which he considers is a phenomenon of parallel 
word pairs that is related in some way to hendiadys, merismus and the development of the construct state. 
Watson believes that the breaking up of fixed phrases was a common technique in the shaping of improvised 
verse, which not only created parallel word pairs, but also at the same time gave associations to the original 
phrases. 
177 Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 115. 
178 Idem, 125-133. 
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examples of BSP/hendiadys, e.g., ‘a maggot and a worm,’ do not actually occur combined, 

but only apart and ‘broken up’ as BSPs in the HB, and Melamed therefore gives suggestions 

of reconstructions of the nouns to what he calls hendiadyses. Moreover, even if some of the 

examples of BSP, alias hendiadyses, ‘is subjected to all the possible variants of a hendiadys 

stereotype,’ the two components may occur in various forms of pairing and are not seen to 

form an attributive construction by Melamed, like the frequent noun combination bRk‹®rÎw s…wôs, 

‘horse and chariot,’ even though that is one of his criteria for a hendiadys according to the 

1946 article. 

Melamed’s interpretations of the suggested hendiadyses, based on the view that two 

independent nouns that are distributed in subsequent lines ought to be regarded as stereotypes 

and therefore understood as one phrase, is interesting, but since some of the nouns do not 

occur combined at all in the HB or several of them occur in variants it is therefore difficult to 

unambigiously regard them as stereotypes. The same applies to the noun phrases that are 

apprehended as hendiadyses by Melamed since at least some of them either (a) do not occur 

combined in the OT at all, or (b) occur infrequently, or (c) there are several variants of the 

combinations of the two components. The term hendiadys, in addition, becomes a confusing 

designation due to the fact that some of the compounds that Melamed labels hendiadys in the 

1961 article do not agree with the definition of his from 1945, viz., that one of the 

components ought to be regarded as a modifier. 

Melamed’s use of the terms hendiadys together with ‘break-up of stereotype phrases’ has 

presumably given rise to the tendency by scholars to either label separate nouns with 

intervening components, or the same ones or others in parallelism, as hendiadyses, or to 

‘reconstruct’ from parallel nouns a fictitious but ‘original’ hendiadys. This is perhaps seen as 

legitimate especially since at least some of the BSPs/hendiadyses in the 1961 article by 

Melamed consist of two nouns that do not occur combined, but only either with several 

intervening components or in parallelism in the HB, but are still reconstructed as hendiadyses. 

However, just because several combinations of nouns occur both in syndetic parataxis, and 

also in parallelism, does not therefore mean that all nouns that occur in parallelism, or in 

syndetic parataxis in the HB, ought to be conjectured to ‘original’ so-called hendiadyses, and 
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that one of the nouns in these fictitious combinations, in addition, therefore needs to be 

reinterpreted as an adjectival modifier or both as construct relations.179 

Whitley is not convinced by Melamed’s proposals in the 1961 article and discusses the 

matter in an article from 1975.180 That components in collocations in the HB occur distributed 

in parallelism is not the issue and the conclusion deduced by Melamed in order to elucidate 

obscure passages Whitley acknowledges. However, the question for Whitley is first of all if 

the combinations ought to be regarded as so-called ‘stereotype phrases,’ which included even 

personal names, place names and independent nouns in the examples that Melamed puts forth. 

Whitley further discusses so-called hendiadys stereotypes and is of the opinion that there are 

so many variations of said nouns like e.g., ‘horse and carriage,’ and since many of the two 

nouns occur also independently he questions whether the combinations ought to be regarded 

as stereotype phrases at all and argues that they simply represent variations.181 We ought, 

according to Whitley, to be able to expect that if noun combinations have status as stereotype 

phrases they ought to appear without variations.182  

Watson agrees with Whitley and argues that the number of combinations designated stereo-

type phrases should be reduced since many combinations occur only once.183 Clines is also 

convinced that “It would indeed be better if we could avoid thinking of an ‘ideal’ or ‘original’ 

or ‘simple’ thought being ‘broken up’ or ‘distributed’ into separate lines.”184 

Of course Melamed has a point in that taking separate nouns in parallelism into 

consideration as inferred word pairs it enables us to more clearly understand various passages. 

The problem is, however, that due to the fact that some of the combinations in the examples 

by Melamed are reconstructions, but are labelled hendiadys, it is not surprising that individual 

constituents that appear only in separate lines are joined and labelled hendiadys by other 

scholars. At times, but not always, this has the effect that one of these nouns, in addition, is 

interpreted as a modifier as demonstrated above. Since Melamed gives examples of alleged 

hendiadyses as BSPs and since definitions of hendiadys, in addition, in general are 

inconsistent, it is not unexpected to see examples of non-combined nouns labelled hendiadys 

                                                
179 And as Whitley reminds us, a phrase should not necessarily be emended on the basis of another, since it may 
represent an intentional variation on the part of the poet/writer, or both may have links to other formulations. 
180 Whitley, “Aspects,” 493, 502. 
181 Idem, 496.  
182 Whitley further remarks that the attempts by Melamed “to explain certain obscure poetic passages on the basis 
of the ‘distributed’ stereotype again fails to carry conviction on both grammatical and exegetical ground.” Ibid. 
183 Watson, Poetry, 329. 
184 Clines, “Parallelism,” 329. 
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or that the terms hendiadys and ‘break-up of stereotype phrases’ are used interchangeably at 

times to denote non-combined nouns in the HB or nouns in parallelism. 

It is possible that some of the non-combined nouns in the HB that occur in parallelism may 

constitute hitherto unknown or non-confirmed fixed phrases, but if they do not occur 

combined in the HB it is difficult to prove that they ever constituted fixed phrases, and/or that 

the two were seen as units and/or that one of the components was intended to be reinterpreted 

as a modifier. Those notions cannot (a) be taken for granted, (b) the procedure of selecting 

nouns in parallelism and conjecture novel so-called stereo-type phrases sanctioned by 

reference to hendiadys appears dubious, and (c) criteria for reinterpretations of one of the 

nouns as a modifier is, in addition, desirable.  

 

7.9 Concluding remarks 

In this chapter we have investigated the application of the term hendiadys on components 

consisting of an assortment of constructions, different parts of speech and with miscellaneous 

semantic relations. It has been brought into question to what degree the components in the 

various categories can be said to represent ‘one,’ a unity, a rhetorical figure, and the 

likelihood of suggested and/or possible functions involved, etc. It has been questioned in 

which way the term hendiadys is a relevant designation and if the applications of the term 

contribute to clarifications.  

The conclusive deductions of the investigation on the use of hendiadys on features in the 

HB is that hendiadys is not a sufficient designation to be used, since it is not distinct or 

specific but obscure and imprecise, and appears to inspire and sanction all kinds of reasonings 

and interpretations. Moreover, since there are in many cases more precise and demarcating 

designations than hendiadys available when the assumptions seem adequate for the categories 

and combinations above, in that the components may constitute certain rhetorical or literary 

devices, the alternative, specific and in many cases commonly applied designations ought of 

course to be used instead of hendiadys.185 

At the same time it must also be said that the use of the term hendiadys has unquestionably 

put focus on intricacies in the HB that seem in need of further research and which present 

difficulties for exegetes, philologists and translators alike, e.g., the reoccuring notion of unity. 

                                                
185 E.g., antonymy, polarized expressions, merismus, quivis, conjoined synonyms/synonymia etc. 
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All phenomena in the HB labelled hendiadys and in need of further research cannot be dealt 

with here but there is one feature that stands out and will be investigated further and that is 

combinations of dissimilar nouns. It is difficult to ascertain what these latter combinations 

represent and no satisfactory explanation has hitherto been given. Since they still constitute an 

issue in need of clarifications these combinations have been investigated further, which will 

be demonstrated and discussed in the following chapters. 

 

7.10 Summary 

It has been questioned in which way the components in various categories are ‘one,’ that they 

represent unities, rhetorical figures, the possible functions of the components and 

combinations and/or why certain reinterpretations are required, etc. The conclusions are that 

the term hendiadys is not a pertinent designation to be used, since it is not specific but obscure 

and imprecise and equally that  more suitable and in many cases available terminology is to 

be preferred. A further deduction is that the indiscriminate use of the term does put focus on 

intricacies that need further studies. 
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Chapter 8 

Interpretational possibilities 

 
 
The use of the term hendiadys has put focus on several phenomena in need of further research 

and one of these is the combinations of dissimilar nouns, which will be discussed below. 

Several interpretational possibilities have been suggested for combinations of dissimilar 

nouns with an intervening conjunction that are labelled hendiadys, and from a semantic-

pragmatic point of view several of these seem feasible.1 Nearly all of these different options 

can also in fact be found suggested by different scholars for one single combination of nouns 

together with a reference to hendiadys. This latter fact can be demonstrated by the proposed 

readings of the commonly suggested hendiadys tRmTa‰w dRsRj, lit. ‘loving-kindness and truth,’ and 

hence at the same time most of the different suggested interpretational possibilities. That is 

not to say that all of these interpretational possibilities are suggested only for this specific 

combination of nouns, but in order to demonstrate the differences clearly this particular 

example will be utilized to exemplify the suggestions related in 1-5 below. Other suggested 

interpretations of combinations of dissimilar nouns labelled hendiadys will be demonstrated in 

6-7 below. 

1. First of all, a combination of two dissimilar nouns may be termed hendiadys, but that 

does not generate but a literal interpretation or translation. This can be demonstrated by 

Girard’s treatment of the two nouns, tRmTa‰w dRsRj, lit. ‘loving-kindness and truth.’ The 

combination is termed hendiadys by Girard, but he does not suggest a reinterpretation or a 

translation other than a literal one of the combined nouns, which may of course be due to that 

the combination is difficult to translate.2 Whether the use of the term hendiadys by Girard, 

however, still implies that the components are considered a unity of sorts is not clear.  

                                                
1 Feasible in the sense as possibly intended by a biblical writer/redactor, as well as possible to interpret in various 
ways.  
2 Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 56, “grâce et vérité.” See also Cotter, Genesis, 167 n. 133, who, with reference to 
Speiser, designates these nouns combined a hendiadys and translates them “steadfast love and faithfulness.” 
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2. Secondly, a slightly different approach is when both of the nouns are reinterpreted as 

adjectives, but none of them are subordinated to the other. This can be demonstrated by e.g., 

Westerman’s interpretation of the combination tRmTa‰w dRsRj, lit. ‘loving-kindness and truth.’ He 

refers to these nouns combined in Gen 47:29 as “really a hendiadys,” and interprets them 

“loyal and true,” in an understandable attempt to translate ‘do with me loving-kindness and 

truth,’ which he transforms into “be loyal and true to me.”3  

3. Thirdly, a reference to the term hendiadys indicates for other researchers, on the other 

hand, that the conjunction should be disregarded and that one of these nouns ought to be 

reinterpreted as an adjectival modifier. This is a common apprehension of what hendiadys 

implies and seems to be the opinion advocated by e.g., Hamilton or Orlinsky who suggest 

“true kindness” as the translation/interpretation for the nouns tRmTa‰w dRsRj, or for Speiser, who 

proposes “steadfast kindness” for the same nouns.4 

4. Fourthly, even if a combination of nouns is regarded as a hendiadys and one of the nouns 

therefore, according to some scholars, ought to be reinterpreted as a modifier, uncertainty 

often prevails as to which of the two nouns in that case ought to be reinterpreted and 

subordinated, wherefore alternatives are given. This interpretational approach can be 

demonstrated by suggested translations/interpretations of the same nouns tRmTa‰w dRsRj, lit. ‘loving-

kindness and truth,’ e.g., by Harris, who remarks that “the phrase means ‘faithful love’ or 

‘true kindness’ or the like,” Brichto suspects, however, regarding the same noun combination, 

“we may have the double force ‘enduringly faithful’ or ‘faithfully true,’” whereas Dentan 

proposes, “The meaning is something like ‘enduring love, kindness or loyalty,’” (italics 

Dentan).5 

5. Fifthly, another interpretational possibility is when a wholly new concept is suggested for 

combined nouns, which is also sanctioned by the term hendiadys. This approach can be 

demonstrated by the proposed reading by Koehler/Baumgartner of the combination tRmTa‰w dRsRj, 

lit. ‘loving-kindness and truth’ as well. They refer to the combination as a hendiadys, but 

                                                
3 Westerman, Genesis 37-50, 179, 182. The same nouns occur in Gen 32:11, but slightly varied; MyîdDsSjAh lO;kIm 

tRmTaDh_lD;kIm…w, lit. ‘from all the loving-kindness(ess) and from all the truth,’ and are then translated by Westermann 
“steadfast love and fidelity.” See Westerman, Genesis 12-36, 503. 
4 Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 144, whose comment concerns wø;tImSaÅw wø;dVsAj, lit. ‘his loving-kindness and his truth’ in 
Gen 24:27. Orlinsky, Notes, 102, in his comment to t¢RmTaì‰w dRsªRj, lit. ‘loving-kindness and truth,’ in Gen 24:49. 
Speiser, Genesis, lxx, “ḥesed we’eemet is not ‘mercy and truth’ […] or ‘steadfast love and faithfulness’ […] but 
simply ‘steadfast (’eemet) kindness (ḥesed),’” and the same translation is also given on p. 181 in his Genesis 
commentary concerning these nouns in Gen 24:27. 
5 Harris, “dsj,” 307; Brichto, Grammar, 41; Dentan, “Affinities,” 43 n. 3. 
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interpret the two as “perpetual grace.”6 Thus a new concept beyond a mere literal rendering of 

the two or a subordination of any of the two nouns, but still endorsed by the term hendiadys.7  

Since it is found in the influential lexicon HALAT/HALOT that kind of apprehension of 

what hendiadys implies presumably asserts quite an impact, even if others like Wildberger on 

the other hand, argue against a consistent interpretation of these two nouns according to the 

suggestion by Koehler/Baumgartner. Wildberger states “It is less likely, however, that one 

may consistently translate the frequent combination ḥesed we’eemet as a hendiadys, ‘lasting 

mercy’ (so Hal 66b, 247b, 323a) […] Passages such as Ps 85:11 ‘ḥesed and ’eemet meet’ 

indicate, nevertheless, that the two terms stand entirely on the same level and each can have 

its own weight.”8 By Wildberger’s comment we are back at the beginning again, namely, the 

interpretation of the two nouns as independent entities as is the first alternative demonstrated 

above, and which represent one of the many interpretations suggested.  

6. There is yet another interpretational proposal with reference to hendiadys, even though 

not found suggested for ‘loving-kindness and truth,’ which needs to be mentioned, and that is 

the suggestion that one of the nouns in a hendiadys at times can or even ought to be 

disregarded, at least according e.g., to Stuart’s explanation, “In translating accurately [a 

hendiadys] you often have to eliminate or subordinate one of the words.” Stuart exemplifies 

this by e.g., ‘lord and master’ reduced to ‘lord,’ which means that one of the components in a 

proposed hendiadys would be redundant.9  

7. In other cases two nouns with an intervening conjunction are reinterpreted as a construct 

relation, e.g., the two nouns f™DÚpVvIm…w byñîr, lit. ‘dispute and judgment’ (2 Sam 15:4), which are 

interpreted “judgment of suit.”10  

 

Many combinations of dissimilar nouns are designated hendiadys regardless of context, but 

the suggested interpretation/translation of the components is not always retained in a running 
                                                
6 Koehler/Baumgartner, “w,” HALOT, vol. I, 258, “grace and stability, i.e., perpetual grace”; 
Koehler/Baumgartner, “w,” HALAT, vol. I, 247, “dauernde Huld.” 
7 This practice of reinterpreting combinations of two nouns, sanctioned by reference to hendiadys, and that 
endorses the reinterpretation of two components into a wholly new notion, opens of course for a variety of 
interpretational varieties and possibilities. 
8 Wildberger, “Nma,” 151. Nota bene, the latter interpretation by Wildberger does not appear to be sanctioned by a 
reference to hendiadys. 
9 Stuart, Exegesis, 173.  
10 For suggestions that these two constitute a so-called hendiadys/verbal hendiadys and the thus accompanying 
interpretations, see e.g., Avishur, Studies, 110, 330, “judgement [sic] of suit” (italics Avishur); Anderson, 2 
Samuel, 193, “may be an instance of legal pleonasm […] or hendiadys (‘just cause’)…”; NET, 533 n. 1, “a 
judicial complaint”; Schorr, “Les composés,” 169, “procès judiciaire.” 
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translation. Hence, there are in some cases differences between suggested interpretations and 

translations, as well as the accompanying comments, especially in running translations of 

shorter or longer passages. For example, even if ‘heaven and earth’ in Gen 1:1 is suggested as 

a hendiadys and therefore interpreted ‘everything’/‘the universe’/‘cosmos,’ etc., the advocated 

translation is still by some rendered literally ‘heaven and earth,’ despite the fact that the two 

are referred to as a hendiadys. In other cases, however, the suggested reinterpretation of 

‘heaven and earth’ as ‘the universe,’ with reference to hendiadys, is retained in the running 

translation as e.g., ‘God created the universe.’11 This refers to other combinations of nouns as 

well. 

The prime concern is not the fact that several nouns carry a number of denotations, and can 

be translated in an assortment of ways, or that two nouns combined may be interpreted in 

various ways in different contexts. The issue here is of course that practically any opinions 

and deductions ranging from determined conclusions and reinterpretations to uncertainty and 

unresolved explanations of one or both nouns combined as these above as well as others, are 

all carried out with reference to or are sanctioned by the application of hendiadys.  

The conclusion of the analysis of the suggested interpretational possibilities for dissimilar 

nouns above and others termed hendiadys is that we cannot take for granted that hendiadys 

induces the same kind of interpretation, not even of the very same components, and it is 

difficult to find arguments or criteria given for when a suggested interpretation is more 

plausible or mandatory than the others, but all seem possible with reference to the notion that 

they represent so-called hendiadyses. 

 

8.1 Several combinations and interpretations 

When we look at the interpretations sanctioned by reference to hendiadys, several categories 

consisting of dissimilar nouns with an intervening conjunction and various interpretational 

possibilities of them can be construed and separated from each other, which will be 

demonstrated below. 

 
                                                
11 See e.g., Hamilton, Genesis 1-17, 103, “God created the universe,” on which he comments “‘the heavens and 
the earth,’ which is to be taken as an illustration of hendiadys (an idea expressed by two nouns connected by 
‘and’), or of merism (a means of expressing totality through two contrasting parts).” Cf. Sailhamer, “Genesis,” 
[no pagination], who in his comment to X®r`DaDh t¶Ea ◊w Mˆy™AmDÚvAh t¶Ea, lit. ‘the heavens and the earth’ (Gen 1:1), refers to 
‘heaven and earth’ as a hendiadys that according to Sailhamer denote “the entire ‘universe,” but in the running 
translation the two nouns are rendered ‘heaven and earth.’  
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Category I. Several combinations of dissimilar nouns with an intervening conjunction labelled 

hendiadys consist of theme-related nouns that consist of two specific and separate entities like 

e.g., ‘sun and moon,’ ‘gold and silver,’ ‘kidney and heart,’ etc. Many of these are referred to 

as fixed phrases or are labelled word pairs. A reinterpretation of one of the nouns is not 

commonly suggested, and it does not seem imperative or a likely option to interpret any of the 

nouns as a modifier that would give ‘sunny moon,’ ‘silvery gold,’ ‘kidney-heart’ or the like. 

The nouns in the combinations in this category may have certain notions in common, e.g., 

‘sun and moon,’ which both refer to celestial bodies, or ‘silver and gold,’ which both refer to 

precious metals, but the components do not exercise semantic overlap in the sense of being 

close to mutually interchangeable but denote different notions or subject matters. 

Other combined components that are termed hendiadys, but not referred to as fixed phrases, 

also represent two independent entities, e.g., ‘sheep and cattle,’ ‘mortar and bricks,’ ‘God and 

man,’ etc. The nouns in these combinations do not seem to represent subordination, but co-

ordination, and none of the nouns seem normally to induce the reinterpretation of one of them 

as that of a modifier.12 The biblical writer appears to be talking about both ‘sheep’ and 

‘cattle’; the house is built with both ‘mortar’ and ‘bricks,’ etc., and each of the nouns refer to 

a certain abstract or concrete entity.  

Some of the nouns in category I represent what are referred to as fixed phrases whereas 

others do not, but they are all labelled hendiadys. It is possible of course that two nouns in 

some contexts are apprehended to denote an entirety in general beyond that of the components 

involved, e.g., when ‘silver and gold’ are interpreted e.g., as ‘riches,’ or ‘sun and moon’ 

comprehensively as the overarching concept ‘celestial bodies.’ That is, however, not 

commonly suggested when the term is hendiadys is used, and in that case we are dealing with 

what is regularly referred to by biblical scholars as merismus. 

Watson explains on merismus, “The significant point is that in merismus, of whatever form, 

it is not the individual elements themselves that matter but what they amount to together, as a 

unit.”13 Wasserman differentiates between different subcategories of what he sees as 

merismus: in type 1, the components represent what he calls “well–defined entities,” such as 

‘bread–water,’ or ‘flesh–blood’; in type 2 the components represent extremes of a continuum, 

like ‘day–night’; in type 3 the components represent opposites, like ‘left–wright,’ and in type 

                                                
12 See e.g., Geller, Enigmas, 16, “[with god and man] may also be taken as a kind of hendiadys […] ‘you have 
struggled with everyone, gods and men, and prevailed.’” See also Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 335 n. 34. 
13 Watson, Poetry, 321. Italics Watson. 
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4 what he calls “mirroring components” in which one is negatively defined towards the other, 

exemplified by “woman bearing children–woman NOT bearing children.”14 Several suggested 

hendiadyses in the HB fall within these categories, such as e.g., äÔK√rDcVbá…w ñÔKVmVxAo, lit. ‘your bone and 

your flesh,’ (1 Chr 11:1); MwYøyÎw hDl◊y∞Al, lit. ‘night and day’ (1 Kgs 8:29); lwaømVc…w NyImÎy, lit. ‘right and 

left,’ (Josh 23:6), and ; M¡DkDj aâøl◊w l™DbÎn , lit. ‘foolish and not wise’  (Deut 32:6).15 

Arnold/Choi also designate two nouns that refer to a totality as a merismus, exemplified by 

‘day and night,’ as “referring to totality of time.”16 Alonso Schökel expounds on and explains 

both polarised expressions and merismus, and considers the latter to be present when “a 

plurality is summed up in two elements which represent it,” exemplified by ‘mountains and 

valleys’ referring to the entire countryside, or ‘heaven and earth’ referring to the universe.17 

Krašovec, who has thoroughly worked with merismus in the HB, defines merismus as “the art 

of expressing a totality by mentioning the parts, usually the two extremes, concerning a given 

idea, quality or quantity; consequently polar expression is the most usual form of merism.” He 

adds that these combinations are “a substitution for [the] abstract words ‘all, ‘every,’ ‘always’ 

etc.”18 These scholars all seem aware that this is on a pragmatic level a possible interpretation 

of two nouns in some cases, but also that it is not easy to determine if and when the writer 

refers to an overarching merismatic notion or to two separate entities. 

Several of the nouns in the combinations in category I represent what are in general and/or 

by biblical scholars termed collocations, word pairs or binomials, in that they often occur 

together, or if fixed word pairs they are always combined in the same manner, but these 

combinations do not come out as, and are not commonly suggested to signify a deviation from 

regular grammatical usage.19 The kind of combinations discussed in this category I constitute 

noun-phrases, but that hendiadys should be used interchangeably with, or as an alternative to 

‘noun-phrase’ is not reasonable and is, in addition, never suggested. 

                                                
14 Wasserman, Style, 61-62, (capital letters Wasserman). Wasserman is discussing features in Akkadian but also 
general principles for what he understands as merismus. He gives further categorizations of antonyms. 
15 See e.g., Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “parent”; Soden von/Bergman/Sæbø, “Mwøy,” TDOT, vol. VI, 20, “an 
hendiadys denoting a 24-hour ‘day’”; Koopmans, “Prose,” 96; Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 53, “You 
foolish and senseless people” (italics van der Westhuizen). 
16 Arnold/Choi, Guide, 201.  
17 Alonso Schökel, Manual, 83-84, See also Brongers, “Merismus”; Honeyman, “Merismus”; Krašovec, 
Merismus, and “Merism.” See also Avishur Studies, 92. 
18 Krašovec, “Merism,” 232. 
19 See e.g., Talmon/Fields, “Collocation”. Collocations and binomials are explained by Crystal, “[collocation, 
used in certain linguistic traditions for] the habitual co-occurrence of individual lexical items [a type of 
SYNTAGMATIC lexical relation,” and “[binomial] used in LEXICOLOGY to characterize two-element idiomatic 
COLLOCATIONS.” See Crystal, Dictionary, 52, 82. 
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It is possible that two dissimilar nouns on a pragmatic level are possible to interpret as 

denoting an overarching concept, but (a) such a conclusion would need to be argued for 

beyond being solely sanctioned by the use of the term hendiadys, (b) there is, in addition, an 

accepted terminology for that kind of interpretations, viz., merismus, or polarized expression 

when the example is comprised of elements of extremes, which (c) means that the term 

hendiadys would thus be overruled. That is not to say that clarifications and research are not 

needed on what is seen to represent merismus, polarized expressions or entities used in a 

distributive sense for abstract notions like ‘all,’ ‘every,’ ‘always,’ etc, but the need for 

research is not an argument for a continued use of the term hendiadys for these combinations 

of components, but quite the opposite. When we are dealing with two components that denote 

different notions, we do not have ‘one,’ wherefore the term hendiadys is not applicable, but 

unnecessary and out of place, which is pointed out already by Melamed in his article from 

1945.20 

 

Category II. A similar, but still different suggested interpretational possibility for two 

dissimilar nouns with an intervening conjunction and designated hendiadys, is when the 

combination is perceived of as referring to an entirely new concept.21  This can be 

demonstrated by e.g., the last two nouns in M$EvÎw d ∞Dy ‹yAtOmwáøjVb…w y§ItyEbV;b M%RhDl y°I;tAtÎn◊w, lit. ‘And I will give to 

them in my house and within my walls a hand and a name’ (Isa 56:5), which is a combination 

that Brongers considers a hendiadys and interprets the two as “ein Gedächtnis aere 

perennius,” ‘a remembrance more stronger than bronze.’22 None of the nouns seem necessary 

to reinterpret as a modifier, which of course would result in an awkward rendering, e.g., ‘a 

hand of a name/a name of a hand.’  

 These nouns may seem to form a unity wherefore the term hendiadys initially could appear 

as appropriate. However, in case the nouns represent a combination for which a word-for-

word translation is less probable and the meanings of the two are deemed to go beyond a 

literal understanding, considered as collocations or not, they most likely represent an 

idiomatic expression.  

                                                
20 Melamed, “Two,” 189. 
21 This approach is somewhat similar but not identical to suggested interpretations for combinations that are, 
apart from being termed hendiadys, generally termed merismus, e.g., ‘heaven and earth,’ interpreted e.g., 
‘universe.’ See e.g., Chomsky, “Principles,” 36, “need not be taken literally […] it should rather be interpreted as 
a hendiadys […] in the sense of ‘everything.’” 
22 Brongers, “Merismus,” 109. 
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Admittedly, it is not straightforward to decide that an idiom is at hand, but that is not an 

argument for a continued use of the term hendiadys for what could represent idiomatic 

expressions in the HB. Quite the opposite, because the term hendiadys implies all kinds of 

notions and functions that may not be applicable to idioms, and as stated above, idiomatic 

expressions in the HB are worthy of a treatment of their own.23 

 

Category III. A third but small group consists of combined dissimilar nouns in which two 

nouns are reinterpreted as adjectives, e.g., h#D;lIhVtIl ◊w M ∞EvVl M%RkVtRa N°E;tRa, lit. ‘I will give/make you to a 

name and to praise/thanksgiving’ (Zeph 3:20), in which the last two nouns are suggested as a 

hendiadys and translated “renowned and praised” by Kuntz.24 None of the nouns are 

reinterpreted as subordinated to the other. 

Biblical Hebrew possesses few adjectives and a possible and not uncommonly 

recommended practice, when translating certain nouns or notions in biblical Hebrew to a 

target language, is to reinterpret a nominal as an adjective, but that need, procedure or the 

result thereof is not in general associated with a rhetorical figure. The reinterpreted noun or 

nouns are, in addition, not necessarily taken as an entity together with a preceding or 

subsequent noun. Using the term hendiadys to denote that kind of reinterpretation would not 

seem to be needed nor pertinent, since the nouns are not seen as ‘one,’ but to represent two 

different notions or conditions. 

 

Category IV. There are combinations of two nouns, however, considered collocations or not, 

that present difficulties because it is possible, even though it may not always seem requisite, 

to reinterpret any of the nouns, the first or the second noun as a modifier, and regard the 

conjunction as redundant, as for e.g., My™Ip∂rVt…w N‰w¶Da◊w, lit. ‘and iniquity and idols’ (1 Sam 15:23). 

Tsumura refers to this combination of nouns as a hendiadys and suggests ‘wicked idolatry,’ 

while Wakely comments “The juxtaposition of these noms. [sic] most likely functions as a 

hendiadys for ‘evil teraphim/idols’ or ‘the evil of idolatry,’” (italics added).25  

This interpretational approach also pertains to construed and suggested construct relations, 

e.g., y¡ItDo…wvy`Iw yîr…wx, lit. ‘my rock and my salvation’ (Ps 62:7), which Tate considers a hendiadys, 

                                                
23 For more comments on idioms, see above 6.3 Idioms and ‘idiomatic hendiadys.’ 
24 Kuntz, “Agent,” 131. 
25 Tsumura, 1 Book of Samuel, 400 n. 58; Wakely, “N‰wDa,” 312. 
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with reference to Dahood, and suggests “‘my rock of deliverance’ or ‘my saving rock,’” 

(italics added).26 

It does not seem prerequisite, but still possible, to reinterpret one of the nouns as a modifier 

in this category IV. However, even if it is possible to reinterpret one of the nouns, the question 

is of course whether it is the preferable approach, which can be exemplified by e.g.: 

  hD;t¡Da y ∞It ∂d…wxVm…w y ∞IoVlAs_y`I;k 

for you are my rock and my stronghold. (Ps 31:4)27 

Did the biblical writer want to describe YHWH as ‘my rock of strength’ or did he/she want to 

compare YHWH with both ‘a rock’ and ‘a stronghold’? The same question applies to other 

examples as e.g.: 

  y`DmÎyV;b t™RmTa‰w MwñølDv h¢RyVhˆy y¶I;k 

For there shall be peace and truth in my days. (Isa 39:8)28 

Some scholars interpret the combination ‘peace and truth’ above as e.g., ‘permanent/lasting 

peace,’ although it is undecided if a reinterpretation is needed and if the conjunction should be 

retained or not, since ‘peace and truth’ can also be understood to represent co-ordination, i.e., 

‘peace and stability.’29  

When it comes to two adjectives in this category IV, the combinations would seem to need 

no reinterpretation and therefore present no problem, even though some of the combinations 

are labelled hendiadys, since scholars usually apprehend two adjectives as different notions 

with no need to subordinate one adjective to the other, as e.g., h`RlVqˆn◊w vñ∂r, lit. ‘poor and 

dishonoured,’ which Tsumura translates “poor and humble” as a proposed hendiadys.30  

However, in some cases one of the adjectives is actually reinterpreted as a modifier and 

subordinated to the other, e.g., r¢DvÎy◊w MªD;t, lit. ‘blameless and upright’ (Job 1:1; 2:3), which Good 

sees as a hendiadys and hence translates the two, “scrupulously moral.”31 Another 

                                                
26 Tate, Psalms 51-100, 118. Dahood, Psalms II, 92, suggests “my mountain of triumph.” 
27 See e.g., Brongers, “Merismus,” 109, “mein vollständiges Schutz”; König, Psalmen, 386, “meine 
felswandartige Zufluchtsstätte.” 
28 For suggestions that these two constitute a so-called hendiadys and the thus accompanying interpretations, see 
e.g., Jepsen, “NAmDa,” 311, “a hendiadys relationship”; Levi, Inkongruenz, 90; Lundbom, Jeremiah 1-20, 707. 
29 Or if reinterpreted perhaps ‘true/stabile peace,’ or ‘peaceful stability.’ For suggested reinterpretations, see e.g., 
Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner), vol. I, 78, “beständiger Frieden,” 
‘permanent/lasting peace.’ 
30 Tsumura, 1 Book of Samuel, 485 n. 58. 
31 Good, Tempest, 48, 198. 
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combination which inspires that kind of procedure is M…wâjår◊w N…wä…nAj, lit. ‘gracious and 

compassionate/merciful’ (Ps 111:4), which Watson renders “mercifully gracious.”32  

Some of the nouns discussed above, e.g., dRsRj, ‘mercy/loving-kindness/loyalty,’ as well as 

others, have various denotations that may not correspond exactly to only one specific choice 

of wording in English, which therefore opens for different interpretations, and it is possible in 

many cases to reinterpret one of two components as the ones above instead of only 

apprehending the two as an enumeration. Hence it seems possible, albeit not decidedly so, that 

one of two nouns in syndetic parataxis ought to be reinterpreted as a modifier or both to 

represent a construct relation. These possible functions will be labelled attributive noun 

syndesis (ANS for short) and is henceforth utilized for when a reinterpretation of one of the 

components is possible. This expression does not refer to other components involved than 

nouns and does not imply any other functions than the reinterpretation of one of the nouns as 

representing attribution or both nouns as a construct relation despite an intervening 

conjunction. However, in this category IV, it is not wholly clear (a) whether that 

interpretational possibility indeed applies, and (b) in that case which of the nouns in that case 

ought to be reinterpreted. 

 

Category V. In other cases concerning combinations of dissimilar nouns labelled hendiadys 

we have to go a step further since it does not only seem possible, as in category IV above, but 

even necessary to eliminate the conjunction and to reinterpret either one of the nouns as a 

modifier or both as a construct relation. 

In this category V, it seems that an ANS certainly is at hand, viz., that it is not only possible, 

but even appears required for us to discard the conjunction and to reinterpret one of the nouns 

as a modifier or both as a construct relation in order for the combinations of the two nouns to 

become intelligible. This appears to present itself as the required approach and applicable to 

various combinations such as: 

dRs#RjAh ◊w tyâîrV;bAh rªEmOv N$DmTa‰…n`Ah  lEaDh  

the faithful God keeping covenant and lovingkindness. (Deut 7:9) 

                                                
32 Watson, Poetry, 196. 
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Several scholars suggest e.g., ‘covenant loyalty,’ ‘the loyal covenant’ or similar renditions for 

the two nouns above.33 There is also another suggested hendiadys in which the combination of 

the two nouns induces a similar kind of reinterpretation: 

há∂rDxSoÅw N‰w™Da l¶Ak…wa_aøl  

I cannot [bear] iniquity and assembly. (Isa 1:13) 

Surely YHWH could bear with the gathering of people and an assembly per se, but the 

prophet/writer perchance wants to explain that YHWH abhorred an ‘iniquitous assembly.’34 

Another peculiar combination of dissimilar nouns is the following: 

‹r…wóÚvAa_JKRl`Rm byâîrEj◊nAs a™D;b hR;l$EaDh ‹tRmTaDh ◊w MyôîrDb √;dAh y°érSjAa  

After these things/occurrences and the truth Sennacherib, king 

of Assyria, came. (2 Chr 32:1) 

The formulation in 2 Chr 32:1 above, ‘things/occurrences and the truth,’ seems to call for a 

reinterpretation of the nouns combined, but the translation is difficult to ascertain with 

certainty.35 

In some cases the combinations of nouns in the categorie IV and category V above 

represent what is conventionally labelled collocations or fixed pairs/fixed expressions, 

whereas in other cases the combined nouns occur combined only once and are not referred to 

as a fixed pair.36 

If we compare how the interpretational possibilities described in category IV and category 

V apply to the collected examples of dissimilar nouns labelled hendiadys, it is clear that in 

most cases it is more undecided than definite that an ANS indeed is at hand, but the possibility 

and even necessity of reinterpretation is in many cases evident.  

 

                                                
33 For suggestions that these two constitute a so-called hendiadys and the thus accompanying interpretations, see 
e.g., Arnold/Choi, Guide, §4.3.3 (g), p. 148, “covenant loyalty” (underlining and italics Arnold/Choi); Van der 
Merwe/Naudé/Kroeze, Grammar, §40.8, c (v), p. 299, “the covenant of grace”; Weinfeld, Deuteronomy 1-11, 
370, “gracious covenant”; Williams, Syntax, 16, “the loyal covenant.” 
34 For suggestions that these two constitute a so-called hendiadys and the thus accompanying interpretations, see 
e.g., Bullinger, Figures, 661, “your iniquity, yes – your iniquitous assemblies, or your festal iniquity”; 
Crenshaw, Joel, 104, “the iniquitous solemn assembly”; Glass, Philologiae, 494, “iniquitatem caetus” ‘iniquity 
of assembly’; Kuntz, “Agent,” 124, “the iniquitous solemn assembly”; Oswalt, Isaiah 1-39, 93, 97, “may contain 
a hendiadys […] iniquity and solemnity.” 
35 For a suggested interpretation, see e.g., Gordis, Koheleth, 332, “words of truth.” 
36 The individual components may of course occur combined with various other nouns in the HB as well, in 
some cases quite frequently, and may then be considered collocations/fixed pairs/fixed expressions. 
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We have come to the conclusion that the combinations at issue in categories I, II and III 

above represent phenomena of their own, which need not and ought not be termed hendiadys 

since they constitute phenomena for which we have more specific and traditionally used 

designations, e.g., enumerations, merismus, idioms, etc. That is not to say that the individual 

combinations or the phenomena as such that perchance may be designated idiom and 

merismus etc., are not in need of further enquiries, only that the term hendiadys is not suitable 

or preferable.  

However, we are still dealing with the two options in categories IV and V: either in 

category IV in which an ANS at least may be at hand, and it is feasible, although not definitely 

required, that one or both of the components is reinterpreted, or in category V, in which it 

actually seems requisite, and perhaps even intended, that one of the nouns should be 

reinterpreted as a modifier or both as a construct relation, and hence that an ANS is present. 

However, that is not possible to decide for all examples of this kind dubbed hendiadys 

without taking other parameters into consideration, which will be discussed further below.37 

The practice of employing the term hendiadys, however, does not resolve the issue of 

whether an reinterpretation is necessary and whether an ANS is present or not. The term 

hendiadys is only in some cases and for some scholars implying/signalling, but still not 

unambiguously, the possibility or necessity of reinterpretation. In addition, if an ANS is 

deemed at hand it is still not settled in many cases which of the nouns ought to/may be 

reinterpreted.  

The possibility, or what even seems the necessity, of attribution/modifying function raises 

the question of whether this kind of construction was intended by a presumed original 

author(s) or subsequent redactor(s). However, author’s intentions are permanently deemed 

problematic, difficult to establish and beyond our reach even when the author is known. How 

much more so in this case when we do not possess any knowledge of who the author/authors 

were, the examples are found in all kinds of text types and genres, and with the added 

intricacy that redaction of the biblical texts has most likely been carried out, but possible 

reasons for the constructions will be discussed further. 

 

                                                
37 We may in some cases be dealing with glosses or text-critical issues but not in all cases. 
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8.2 Functions of the conjunction  

Before we discuss ANS more in depth, there is of course an additional component, except the 

nouns present, that needs to be taken into account and that is the conjunction. It is a well-

known fact that wāw in the HB carries many notions and has co-ordinative as well as non-co-

ordinative functions. The various functions of the conjunction wāw in the HB are mentioned 

or expounded on by several scholars. Miller even remarks “Few morphemes are as ubiquitous 

in Biblical Hebrew as the conjunction waw.”38  

It is far beyond this investigation to take on an exhaustive analysis of and investigate all 

possible functions the conjunction wāw may have in the HB, but a few investigations carried 

out on the functions of the conjunction wāw in suggested hendiadyses will be provided below.  

The questions are in which cases the particle wāw ought to be regarded as having 

conjunctive function and the nouns hence co-ordinated, or when the conjunction is the bearer 

of other functions, and also in which cases the particle wāw ought to be seen as a redundant 

feature. The latter alternative would paradoxically entail that two nouns with an intervening 

wāw may induce the reinterpretation of the nouns as a construct relation, although the first is 

not in the construct state, or one of the nouns as an adjectival modifier, despite the fact that 

the wāw in itself ought to rule out the possibility that the combinations are interpreted in any 

of these ways.39  

Some of the possible functions of the conjunction in suggested hendiadyses have already 

been discussed above, as e.g., epexegetical.40 Other functions of the conjunction, according to 

the exemplifications given, do not seem to apply to combinations of dissimilar nouns labelled 

hendiadys and will not be commented on.41 However, further functions that might be 

applicable to the conjunction in combinations of dissimilar nouns labelled hendiadys, and in 

which a possible reinterpretation seems to be needed of one or both of the components, will 

be discussed below; the relevance of the suggested pleonastic, emphatic and comitative 
                                                
38 Miller, “Pragmatics,” 165. For suggestions of the various functions of the conjunction, see e.g., Clines, 
Dictionary, vol. I, 596-598; Gesenius, Grammar (GKC), §154, p. 484-485; Joüon/Muraoka, Grammar, §176 b, 
pp. 646-653; Müller, “Gebrauch”; Van der Merwe/Naudé/Kroeze, §40.8. pp. 298-300; Williams, Syntax, 70-72, 
et al. Williams, Beckman and Clines suggest and list several functions of wāw; conjunctive, 
disjunctive/adversative, alternative, explicative, pleonastic, comitative, comparative, emphatic, 
sarcastic/emotive, resumptive, adjunctive, distributive, etc. 
39 The discussion below does not entail when the conjunction is suspected to be a gloss, which will not be 
treated, but that ought of course be considered before other alternatives like a reinterpretation of any of the nouns 
is carried out. 
40 See above e.g., 7.1.1.3 Wāw explicativum, 7.1.2 Remarks on hendiadys as construct relations, apposition and 
epexegesis and 7.3 Components from the same stem. 
41 Among the suggested functions is e.g., temporal which involves verbs, and the alternative, adversative, 
disjunctive, sarcastic functions, etc., do not seem to apply to more than a single example in some cases. 
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functions of the conjunction and the suggestion that the conjunction means ‘of’ in biblical 

Hebrew will be commented on first of all. 

 

8.2.1 Wāw as a genitive indicator 

The common opinion that there is no word for ‘of’ in biblical Hebrew is explicitly expressed 

in several grammars, e.g., “There is in BH [biblical Hebrew] no preposition having the same 

range of meaning expressed by English ‘of.’”42 However, in the entry on wāw in Clines’ 

Dictionary of Classical Hebrew, the conjunction is, by many other functions, suggested to 

mean “of, etc., linking one word to another in a modifying role.”43 

Clines does not employ the term hendiadys for that particular suggested function or for the 

resulting interpretations of the combined nouns with an intervening wāw, but the fact is that 

all exemplifications by Clines of this suggested function of the conjunction consist of 

combinations of either two nouns or verbs constructions that are regularly termed hendiadys.44 

Clines is the only scholar found who suggests that wāw in biblical Hebrew means ‘of,’ even if 

such an interpretation at times is implied when hendiadys is employed, and will therefore be 

addressed. 

The suggestion that wāw ought to be interpreted ‘of’ is of course a way in which at least 

some peculiar combinations of nouns commonly labelled hendiadys can seem to be resolved, 

as e.g., ‘your pain and your pregnancy” in (Gen 3:16), for which Clines suggests “pain of 

your pregnancy.”45 However, in the other example t¢RmTaì‰w dRsªRj, lit. ‘loving-kindness and truth’ 

(Gen 24:49), the conjunction is actually discounted by Clines, and the nouns reinterpreted as 

“genuine loyalty.” In this latter case, the intervening wāw is disregarded altogether, as in the 

exemplifications by Clines consisting of verbs. One of the verbs is interpreted as an adverbial 

modifier, in e.g., ‘they defied and they tested’ (Ps 78:56), for which Clines suggests “they 

defiantly tested.” Here it would seem, according to Clines’ suggestion, that it is actually the 

                                                
42 Lambdin, Introduction, §72, p. 67. See also Seow, Grammar, 116, “There is no word in Biblical Hebrew that 
corresponds in every way to the English preposition ‘of’” (ed. from 1995); Pratico/Van Pelt, Hebrew, 97, “There 
is no word for ‘of’ in biblical Hebrew.”  
43 Clines, Dictionary, 596. Bold type Clines. 
44 Ibid. The examples of this function ascribed the conjunction consist of the following: JKY´nOr`Eh ◊w JK ∞EnwøbV…xIo, lit. ‘your 
pain and your conception’ (Gen 3:16), with the suggested translation “pain of your pregnancy” or “your pain and 
your musing” (italics Clines); the other example consisting of nouns is t¢RmTaì‰w dRsªRj, lit. ‘loving-kindness and truth’ 
(Gen 24:49), which Clines translates “genuine loyalty.” Two examples of verbs are given, …wrVmÅ¥yÅw ∑ …wâ;sÅn ◊yÅw, lit. ‘and they 
tested and they rebelled’ (Ps 78:56) suggested to mean “they defiantly tested,” and rwóøjDa …wgâO;sˆy ◊w …wvOb´y, lit. ‘may they be 
ashamed and turn back’ (Ps 129:5) for “they depart in shame,” according to Clines. 
45 Clines, Dictionary, 596 (italics Clines). 
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intervening wāw that has the active modifying role, and not any of the verbs, according to the 

explanation given of the role of the conjunction. 

We are evidently dealing with three possibilites, for nouns either that (a) the conjunction 

ought to be retained and interpreted ‘of,’ or (b) the conjunction ought to be disregarded and 

one of the nouns reinterpreted as an adjective, or when it comes to verbs, (c) the conjunction 

ought to be disregarded, but would still be the very reason why the modifying function of one 

of the verbs is effectuated, according to Clines’ examples. 

Even if it is commonly accepted that certain verbs function as modifiers in biblical Hebrew, 

the suggestion that this function is activated by an intervening wāw has not been found 

proposed by other scholars. Moreover, the modifying function pertains not only to one of two 

syndetically joined verbs, but to asyndetic combinations without an intervening conjunction, 

as e.g., äÔK◊naáøx h¶Ro√rRa hDb…wövDa, lit. ‘I will return, I will tend your flock’ (Gen 30:31), for ‘I will again 

tend your flock,’ and to when a finite verbs is followed by an infinitive construct, as in e.g., 

wáøtOa twñøcSoAl r™EhAm◊yÅw, lit. ‘and he hastened to do it’ (Gen 18:7) (italics added). Here one of the verbs 

seems to serve as an adverbial modifier but there is no wāw present. The implications that it is 

the conjunction wāw that in practice brings about the modifying function of one of two verbs 

does not seem to constitute the reason that a verb serves as a modifier, and has, in addition, 

not been found suggested by other scholars. 

Furthermore, according to the exemplifications consisting of nouns by Clines, it would 

seem that the conjunction wāw in biblical Hebrew is an equivalent to the genitive marker lC in 

postbiblical Hebrew and Mishnaic Hebrew. However, even if it is not uncommon that biblical 

scholars reinterpret combinations of two nouns with an intervening conjunction labelled 

hendiadys, as a construct relation, the notion that wāw would be an equivalent to the genitive 

marker -lC, if that indeed is Clines’ opinion, has not been found suggested by other scholars 

and no references are given to research on the matter.46  

Moreover, although Clines states that the conjunction can mean ‘of’ he actually disregards 

the conjunction altogether in most of the illustrations used to exemplify the matter, which 

means that the meaning ‘of’ evidently cannot be taken for granted in general nor in suggested 

hendiadyses, wherefore we turn to other possible functions that the conjunction might have in 

the HB. 

                                                
46 As interesting as that suggestion may be, it is too large a subject to be addressed here and will have to be left to 
others to deal with. 
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8.2.2 Pleonastic and emphatic wāw 

It is argued by e.g., Pope that wāw is pleonastic in certain cases in Ugaritic texts and in 

biblical Hebrew. Wernberg-Möller also finds this plausible and gives several examples.47 

Pope suggests that the function of the conjunction in those cases is emphatic: “The 

appearance of the wāw in an unexpected position has the effect of calling especial attention to 

the word to which it is attached and this adds emphasis to the whole sentence.”48  

Williams and later Beckman refer to pleonastic wāw in the HB as well, but without 

ascribing to it an emphatic function. The example given by Beckman is ty™E;b h$DmEmâOv◊w ‹rDmD;t bRv§E;tÅw 

MwñølDvVbAa, lit. ‘and Tamar stayed and desolate (in) Absalom’s house’ (2 Sam 13:20) (italics 

added).49 

The conjunction is also believed by others to have emphatic function, which is designated 

emphatic wāw or wāw emphaticum, but not therefore deemed pleonastic. Boadt remarks in 

1980, with reference to Blommerde, “Emphatic waw forms a recognized part of Hebrew 

grammar today,” and Dahood explains “wāw emphaticum or emphatic wāw, [is] the particle 

we or wa used, not as a connecting conjunction, but rather as an emphasizing word.”50  

In GKC the emphatic function of the conjunction is acknowledged and is exemplified by 

several textual references, one of which is JKY´nOr`Eh◊w JK∞EnwøbV…xIo, lit. ‘pain and conception’ in Gen 3:16.51 

This combination of nouns in Gen 3:16 is the example of all the ones collected that is most 

frequently termed hendiady. The conjunction is presumably, even if no translation is given, 

apprehended as yea/even, giving: ‘I will increase your pain, yea/even your conception.’52 

Another example put forth in GKC, and in which the conjunction is seen as emphatic, is twäøpyIlSj 

a∞DbDx◊w, lit. ‘changes and war’ (Job 10:17), with the suggested translation “[changes] yea, a 

whole host” (italics GKC).53 This combination of nouns is also commonly suggested as a 

hendiadys.54  

                                                
47 Wernberg-Møller, “WAW,” 321-326. 
48 Pope, “Waw,” 98. 
49 Beckman, Williams' Hebrew Syntax, 154. 
50 Boadt, Oracles, 62, who refers to Blommerde, Grammar, 29. See also Dahood, Psalms 51-100, XII and 
Brongers, “Interpretationen,” 275-276. 
51 Gesenius, Grammar (GKC), §154, a (b), pp. 484-485. 
52 For all suggested interpretations, see Part II, Chapter 2, Collection of examples. The noun combination ‘pain 
and pregnancy’ is suggested as a hendiadys by Gesenius earlier, although not found in GKC.  
53 Gesenius, Grammar (GKC), §154, a (b), pp. 484-485. 
54 For suggestions that these two constitute a so-called hendiadys and the thus accompanying interpretations, see 
e.g., Bullinger, Figures, 660, “changes, yes – and warlike ones too – are against me: i.e., successive changes of 
attack. Or it may be read: ‘changes, aye – a host of them’” (italics Bullinger); Dhorme, Job, 153, “relief troops”; 
Gesenius, Lehrbuch, 854, “ein Heer von Unglücksfällen”; Gesenius, Lexicon (ed. Robinson), 265, 317, “hosts 
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When the conjunction is regarded pleonastic and is ascribed emphatic function it is clear 

that the issue is not the component to which the conjunction is prefixed nor the noun that 

precedes it, but the conjunction per se. The conjunction is thus considered to either be simply 

redundant and/or to have a specific function: namely to add emphasis, but that does not call 

for any of the components involved to be reinterpreted, and none of the components are 

proposed as subordinate or as a modifier because of the suggested function of the conjunction.  

Hence, if the conjunction is deemed pleonastic and/or emphatic, the matter is in reality the 

function of the conjunction, and not some kind of unity comprised of the nouns: not the ‘one’ 

or the ‘two’ nouns present, but the ‘third’ component, viz., the conjunction, wherefore the 

term hendiadys is not applicable. None of the nouns are suggested as or would seem to require 

interpretations, which signifies, in addition, that there is no ANS present. 

 

8.2.3 Wāw concomitantiae/comitative wāw 

Wāw concomitantiae or comitative wāw refers to when wāw is interpreted ‘with, along with, 

together with.’ Wāw concomitantiae is exemplified in GKC by two examples, one is Aj…wâpÎn d…wëdV;k 

NáOm◊gAa◊w, lit. ‘as a pot seething (lit. ‘breathed/breathing) and bulrush’ (Job 41:12) (italics added), 

meaning ‘a seething pot with burning ashes,’ according to GKC.55 

Another example is taken from Ex 10:10, M¡RkVÚpAf_t`Ra◊w M™RkVtRa j¶A;lAvSa, lit. ‘I will send you out and 

your little ones’ (italics added), interpreted ‘with your little ones.’56 A remark is also given in 

GCK that this function of the conjunction is perceivable in Arabic, which is a view evident in 

Wright’s Arabic syntax as well, with one example supplied by Wright even derived from the 

HB, viz., N¡E;k M…wâxDa y™AtOrSoÅn◊w y¶InSa_MÅ…g, lit. ‘I too and my maidens will fast so’ (Esth 4:16) (italics added), 

which Wright translates “I too, with my maidens, will fast so” (italics added).57
 

Müller devotes a section to wāw concomtiantiae in his study on the functions of the 

conjunction wāw, and one of his examples is derived from 1 Sam 14:18, My¢IhølTaDh NwµørSa hHÎyDh_y`I;k 

                                                
continually succeeding each other”; Glassius, Philologia, 393, “quasi exercitus per vices alii aliis succendentes 
me oppugnant,” ‘as some different successive armies one following the other attack me’; Good, Tempest, 76, 
“Fresh squadrons”; König, Stilistik, 161, “Wechselfälle und zwar so zahlreich und feindlich wie ein Heer”; 
König, Style, 157, “changes of war”; NET, 786 n. 5, “relief troops”; Poole, Annotations (no pagination), “may be 
a Figure called Hendiadys, for the changes of an army” (italics Poole); Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “de troupes 
(de maux) se renouvelant”; Stuart, Grammar, 335, “a host of misfortunes”; Tengström/Fabry, “PAlDj,” 433, “can 
be taken as hendiadys: ‘relief armies’”; Watson, Techniques, 412, “suggests hendiadys […] fresh troops.” 
55 Gesenius, Grammar (GKC), §154 n. 1b, p. 484. 
56 Ibid. More examples referred to are found in Ex 12:8; Lev 1:12; Isa 42:5. 
57 Wright, Grammar, vol. II, §37 C, p. 84. He considers this rare in the HB. 
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l`Ea∂rVcˆy y¶EnVb…w a…wähAh Mwñø¥yA;b, lit. ‘for the ark of the God was on that day and the children of Israel’ 

(italics added), which Müller interprets, “denn die Lade Gottes war in jener Zeit bei den 

Israeliten” (italics Müller).58 

Williams mentions the comitative function of the conjunction wāw, as does Beckman in his 

revised version of Williams’ Hebrew syntax, and the latter exemplifies this function by e.g., 

Dhy$RtOrSoÅn ‹vEmDj◊w rw$ømSjAh_l`Ao ‹bA;k√rI;tÅw, lit. ‘and she rode on the donkey and five of her young 

women/servants’ (1 Sam 25:42), (italics added), interpreted by Beckman that she rode on her 

donkey along with/accompanied by her young women servants.59  

The designations wāw concomitantiae or comitative wāw are not found mentioned by 

scholars in connection with proposed hendiadyses. However, this function of the conjunction 

is still nevertheless explicitly or implicitly associated with the term hendiadys, which some 

suggested interpretations bear witness to. 

That wāw concomitantiae at times is put on a par with hendiadys can be demonstrated by 

two proposed translations of ‹hDjVmIc◊w h§D;k¨nSj, lit. ‘inauguration and joy’ (Neh 12:27). Williamson 

suggests that the two are a hendiadys and ought to be rendered “the dedication with joy” and 

Avishur advocates on the same line “dedication with gladness,” (italics added), which seems a 

conceivable apprehension of the conjunction in this example.60 The same approach is also 

evident in Wenham’s interpretation of  l∂;d◊gIm…w ry#Io, lit. ‘a city and a tower’ (Gen 11:4), which he 

views as a hendiadys and suggests the translation “a city with a tower.”61 

It is accepted as true that wāw can denote ‘with’ in the HB, but in that case we are 

consequently also dealing with a specific function of the conjunction and not with the two 

nouns involved. It ought to be underlined that this means that the two components do not 

represent some kind of ‘one-ness,’ and most definitely not subordination, but two separate 

notions, abstract and/or concrete. The conjunction denotes accompaniment, wherefore 

hendiadys is superseded, and not suitable to denote a specific function of the conjunction. 

                                                
58 Müller, “Gebrauch,” 156. 
59 Beckman, Syntax, 154. 
60 Williamson, Ezra, 367, 368; Avishur, Studies, 103 n. 1. Boda, who also suggests that the combination is a 
hendiadys, chooses, on the other hand, to interpret the two nouns as “a joyous dedication festival,” in accordance 
with the interpretational possibilities described in IV or V above. See Boda, “Notes,” 392 n. 12.  
61 Wenham, Genesis 1-15, 239. A similar interpretation of the conjunction in the so-called hendiadys, hDwVqIt ◊w tyîrSjAa, 
lit. ‘an end/future and a hope’ (Jer 29:11), is given by the NET Bible commentator and the two nouns suggested 
to mean “a future filled with hope.” See NET, 1373 n. 11. An analogous interpretation with reference to 
hendiadys, although hesitantly this time, and an interpretation that can be debated, can also be found in the NET 
Bible notes and refers to hDo…wbVvIb…w hDlDaV;b, lit. ‘with an oath/curse and with an oath’ (Neh 10:30), which “may be a 
hendiadys, meaning ‘an oath with penalties.’” See NET, 737 n. 10. 
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None of the nouns need, in addition, to be reinterpreted wherefore there is consequently no 

ANS at hand. 

 

8.2.4 Investigations of wāw as comitative or emphatic in suggested hendiadyses 

Since it is reasonable to believe that the conjunction can be apprehended as comitative, it has 

therefore been investigated how that kind of application suits the examples gathered, whereas 

the notion of pleonasm and especially emphasis ascribed to the conjunction would seem to be 

more of a subjective decision and in need of further enquiries.62 However, even so, the 

possibility and relevance of a comitative function of the conjunction, as well as emphasis, 

subordination and redundancy of one components in the combinations of dissimilar nouns 

belonging to categories IV and V above, have been investigated further and will be discussed 

below. 

When investigating the matter it turns out that four different possibilities can be deduced. 

They will be named A, B, C and D below. A incorporates the examples in which it is possible 

to interpret the conjunction in the suggested hendiadyses as either comitative or emphatic; in 

B a comitative or emphatic function is possible, but only with further reinterpretations of the 

nouns involved; in C an interpretation of the conjunction as comitative produces an awkward 

rendition, whereas emphatic might still be possible, and in D none of the possibilities 

discussed, comitative or emphatic, seem plausible. In addition, since the primary interest here 

lies in when an ANS possibly is at hand, that option will be commented on in each of the 

categories as well. 

 

A. In some suggested hendiadyses consisting of dissimilar nouns the interpretation of the 

conjunction as either comitative or emphatic is equally possible, as in the appeal by the Levite 

in Judges: 

 MáølSh h™DxEo ◊w r¶Db ∂;d M¢RkDl …wñbDh l¡Ea∂rVcˆy y∞EnV;b M™RkV;lUk h¶E…nIh  

Now all of you, children of Israel, give (lit. ‘to you’) word and 

advice here. (Judg 20:7)63  

                                                
62 The comitative function of the conjunction is mentioned in several grammars, but cf. Muraoka who deals with 
emphatic particles in the HB, and who does not discuss the conjunction as an emphatic particle. See Muraoka, 
Words. See also van der Merwe, “Vague,” 130, who deems the concept emphasis problematic. 
63 Avishur, Studies, 106, “a word of advice”; Weinfeld, “Counsel,” 530 n. 79. 
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It is possible to interpret the two nouns as ‘word with advice,’ but equally ‘word, yea/even 

advice,’ or ‘word of advice.’ The latter interpretation would favour the idea that an ANS is 

present, but the first alternative, i.e., that the conjunction has comitative function, giving 

‘word with advice,’ or that it has emphatic function, equally results in comprehensible 

renditions. 

 

B. It is clear that the conjunction in other suggested hendiadyses can be interpreted as having 

comitative or emphatic function as well and by that approach the two nouns, which are 

deemed peculiar or difficult to translate are made comprehensible when reinterpreted, as in 

e.g.:  

twúø;qAlVqAlSjÅw JKRvñOj M#D;k√råd_yIh`Vy 

Let their way be dark/darkness and slipperiness(ess)/slipperies 

(in plur.). (Ps 35:6)64 

It is not surprising that the noun combination above is seen as odd and labelled hendiadys, but 

if the first noun is reinterpreted as an adjective and the conjunction wāw is interpreted as 

comitative, the outcome is comprehensible: “Let their way be dark with/along with 

slipperiness(ess)/slipperies.’ This interpretational approach makes the phrase coherent 

regardless of whether the last component, in plural, is interpreted as referring to the singular 

notion of ‘slipperiness’ or as the concrete notion in plural of ‘slipperies.’  

If wāw is seen as emphatic it would give something like ‘Let their way be dark, yea/even 

slipperies,’ which seems an unlikely understanding of the combination, but if both nouns are 

reinterpreted as adjectives, ‘dark and slippery,’ as Barré/Kselman suggests, that alternative is 

also possible.65  

 

C. In some suggested hendiadyses consisting of dissimilar nouns it is clear that the 

interpretational approach that wāw has comitative function is completely out of the question 

since the result comes out as extremely improbable, but an apprehension of the conjunction as 

emphatic is still possible, in e.g.:  

                                                
64 This combination of nouns is suggested as a hendiadys by Barré/Kselman, “Exodus,” 102, and the two nouns 
are interpreted “dark and slippery.” 
65 Part of the difficulty lies in that the last noun occurs only a few times in this form, but the stem qlj II meaning 
‘smooth,’ is attested in the HB. 
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l$Ea∂rVcˆyV;b ‹MEa ◊w ry§Io ty°ImDhVl v#é;qAbVm h∞D;tAa 

you are seeking to destroy (lit. ‘kill’) a city and a mother in 

Israel. (2 Sam 20:19)  

It is difficult to imagine that it is ‘a city with/along with a mother,’ i.e., a city with one single 

mother that Joab is accused of wanting to destroy, whereas the rest of the women in the city 

are barren. It seems more likely that the city is a chief town in a municipality in which there 

are several women with children. It is equally possible that the woman in fact is emphatically 

exclaiming ‘you are seeking to destroy a city, yea/even a mother in Israel,’ but as an ANS the 

two nouns could of course be rendered ‘you are seeking to destroy a mother city in Israel.’66  

 

D. In again other cases none of the options, comitative or emphatic function of the 

conjunction, appear plausible and would in both cases result in unlikely renditions, due to 

either the particles involved, the denotation of one or both nouns involved, and/or the word-

order, as in e.g.:  

h™RcOo tw$øaDbVx ‹hˆwh◊y y§DnOdSa h¡Dx ∂rTj‰n ◊w h™DlDk y¶I;k 

For a (complete) destruction and decision the Lord YHWH of 

hosts executes. (Isa 10:23)67 

It seems highly implausible that the two nouns denote ‘destruction with decision,’ nor does 

‘destruction, yea decision’ seems likely, but possibly ‘a determined destruction.’68  

Another suggested hendiadys in which neither a comitative nor emphatic function of the 

conjunction appears likely, whereas an ANS may be at hand, is the following example: 

                                                
66 For suggestions that the combined nouns are a so-called hendiadys and for the thus accompanying 
interpretations, see e.g., Avishur, Studies, 102, “a metropolis”; Bühlmann/Scherer, Stilfiguren, 32, “Mutterstadt”; 
Bullinger, Figures, 660, “a city, yes – and a mother city too; or, a metropolitan city” (italics Bullinger): König, 
Stilistik, 160, “metropolis”; Lee, Grammar, 304, “i.e., a mother city, or metropolis” (italics Lee); NET, 542 n. 1, 
“an important city”; Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “ville maternelle – metropole.” 
67 For suggestions that the combined nouns are as a so-called hendiadys and for the thus accompanying 
interpretations, see e.g., Avishur, Studies, 108, “a decree and destruction”; Blenkinsopp, Opening, 15-16 n. 17, 
“the destruction that is decreed”; Ginsberg, “Interpretation,” 401, “a decreed destruction”; Hartman/Di Lella, 
Daniel, 245, “decreed ruin”; König, Stilistik, 161, “festbeschlossene Vernichtung”; König, “Style,” 157, 
“consumption, even determined”; Levi, Inkongruenz, 89; Montgomery, Daniel, 389, “a determined end”; Nicole, 
“Xrj,” 286; Gesenius, Lexicon, 348 (ed. Robinson), “destruction decreed”; Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. 
Rüterswörden/ Meyer/Donner), vol. II. 401, “fest beschlossene Vernichtung”; Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, 
“extermination décidée”; Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12, 434, “assuredly determined destruction.” 
68 It would of course be possible to understand the phrase above ‘decision by destruction’ or ‘a decided 
destruction,’ but that would be the result only if we regard the combination an ANS and, in addition, change the 
word order. It is possible, of course, that the second component ought to be understood from a completely 
different angle than we are accustomed to. 
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twóønOvV;lAh ◊w M™Iywø…gAh_lD;k_tRa X¶E;båqVl  

to gather all the nations and the tongues/languages. (Isa 66:18) 

It seems highly unlikely that the biblical writer wanted to express that YHWH was to gather 

‘the nations with the tongues/languages,’ or ‘nations, yea tongues/languages,’ but more 

plausible is ‘nations of every tongue/language,’ which is also Blenkinsopp’s suggestion when 

he refers to this combination as a hendiadys.69  

There are similar combinations in biblical Aramaic as in biblical Hebrew that are labelled 

hendiadys, as mentioned above, and it is at times possible to interpret wāw as comitative or to 

deduce that a potential ANS may be at hand, in e.g., 

JKwÁøy√rAaVl M$EoVf…w a ∞DfEo ‹byItSh laG´¥yˆn∂;d NˆyâådaE;b 

Then Daniel answered (lit. ‘returned’) counsel and prudence to 

Arioch. (Dan 2:14)70 

a`DrDsTa‰w a™DbDtV;k M¶Av√r v‰wYÎy√rá∂;d ‹aD;kVlAm  

King Darius signed the writing and the injunction. (Dan 6:10)71 

Even if an ANS is possible in both cases, the solution could equally be to interpret the 

conjunction as comitative, just as in biblical Hebrew. This is possible in Dan 2:14, giving 

‘counsel with prudence,’ as well as in Dan 6:10, ‘the writing with the injunction.’  

However, equally interesting is of course to see when the option to reinterpret the 

conjunction as a comitative wāw seems less likely and we might still have an ANS. This seems 

the case in both examples above and even more likely in e.g.: 

t`IjÎn a™D¥yAmVv_NIm vy$î;dåq ◊w ry ∞Io ‹…wlSaÅw  

and, behold, a watcher/angel and a holy [one] came down from 

heaven. (Dan 4:10)72 

                                                
69 Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 56-66, 309-310, “nations of every tongue.” Unless one prefers to interpret ‘tongues’ 
simply as a metonym for ‘people’ or ‘nation,’ as Gold does, see Gold, “Languague,” 190. 
70 For suggestions that the combined nouns are a so-called hendiadys and for the thus accompanying 
interpretations, see e.g., Goldingay, Daniel, 30, 43, “shrewd judgment”; Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 139, 
“prudently took counsel; NET, 1535 n. 22, “prudent counsel.” 
71 For suggestions that the combined nouns are a so-called hendiadys and for the thus accompanying 
interpretations, see e.g., Avishur, Studies, 113, “the document of interdiction”; Goldingay, Daniel, 119, 125, “the 
written injunction.” 
72 For suggestions that the combined nouns are a so-called hendiadys and for the thus accompanying 
interpretations, see e.g., Avishur, Studies, 113, “a messenger of holiness”; Blenkinsopp, Opening, 206, “holy 
watcher”; Bullinger, Companion Bible, 1195, “a holy angel”; NET, 1541, n. 20, “a holy sentinel.” 
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It seems unlikely that ‘a watcher’ with another one, a holy one, descended in the event related 

in Dan 4:10.73 It might be possible to interpret the conjunction as emphatic giving, ‘a watcher, 

yea, a holy [one],’ but it is equally possible that an ANS is at hand, resulting in ‘a holy 

watcher/a holy angel.’ 

 

8.2.5 Comments on the functions of the conjunction  

The conclusion of the investigations above is first of all that before a reinterpretation of any of 

the nouns in the combinations designated hendiadys is carried out, due to that we might 

suspect that an ANS is at hand, the intervening conjunction present needs to be taken into 

account and its likely function considered and determined.74  

Pleonastic function: If the conjunction is deemed to have another function than conjunctive, 

e.g., pleonastic, the conjunction is in that case to be retained according to the explanations on 

so-called pleonastic wāw found, since it calls attention to the lexeme to which is attached and 

emphasis to the passage in which it is found. It can also be disregarded altogether, according 

to the suggestions, but still without the need for any of the nouns to be reinterpreted.  

However, first of all it seems difficult to decide if the conjunction is pleonastic in 

combinations of dissimilar nouns labelled hendiadys. Secondly, if it is decided that the 

conjunction is pleonastic in a combination that is labelled hendiadys, the conjunction is to be 

retained according to the explanations found, which means that we are dealing with a specific 

function of the conjunction and not principally with any or both of the two nouns present. The 

term hendiadys is therefore not relevant and there is in addition no ANS.75  

Emphatic function: Another possibility is that the conjunction can be ascribed emphatic 

function. It is rare that the conjunction is interpreted as an emphatic particle in combinations 

labelled hendiadys, but in some suggested hendiadyses it seems a possible interpretation of 

the conjunction, according to the investigation related above.76 When two dissimilar nouns 

combined in the HB are difficult to interpret or translate literally the possibility that the 

conjunction may have emphatic function ought at least to be taken into consideration, but the 
                                                
73 The verbs stand in masc. sing. in the subsequent narrative. 
74 It ought of course to be established if the conjunction is a likely gloss or not before the conjunction is deemed 
to have any particular function. 
75 Admittedly, if it is decided that an ANS indeed is likely it does of course render the conjunction redundant, but 
that is a result of the initial decision that there is an ANS present. If the conjunction is deemed pleonastic, on the 
other hand, it is to be retained, according to the explanations found. 
76 In definitions of hendiadys in general the function of the combined components together is at times also 
suggested as emphatic, but that does not concern primarily or solely the function of the conjunction. 
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problematic and vague notion of emphasis would also appear to be a matter in need of further 

enquiries. 

Even if it is possible that the conjunction in biblical Hebrew may be interpreted to have 

emphatic function, that ought not to be confused with the apprehension of the two nouns 

combined as ‘one,’ because if the conjunction is deemed emphatic we are dealing with a 

specific function of the conjunction and not the two nouns involved. If the conjunction is 

deemed emphatic the conjunction is not redundant, but carries a specific function, wherefore 

the nouns involved represent independent notions, and the term hendiadys is not relevant. 

There is, in addition, no need for reinterpretations, thus no ANS.  

Comitative function: It definitely seems reasonable that the conjunction has comitative 

function in some suggested hendiadyses, but then we are also dealing with a specific function 

of the conjunction, and not primarily with the two components. Since the two nouns describe 

two different notions and not ‘one,’ the term hendiadys would again be overruled. There is, in 

addition, no reinterpretation needed of any of the nouns, and hence no ANS.  

However, even if the conjunction in many cases can be interpreted ‘with,’ or perhaps as an 

emphatic particle, we are still left with several examples in which this approach seems 

unlikely or when that kind of interpretation results in an awkward or even absurd rendition. 

That means that in some combinations one or both of the components may still need to be 

reinterpreted, or even seem to require such an approach, which means that we would still have 

examples that represent an ANS. 

To summarize: when a literal translation of a combination of dissimilar nouns in the HB is 

not likely or a preferable option, it would seem that before any attempts at reinterpretations of 

the components are carried out the desirable first step would be to consider the possibility that 

the conjunction could have other functions than conjunctive, such as comitative or emphatic 

function. Even if these options ought to be further researched, they are still possibilities to be 

taken into consideration before it is categorically decided that a reinterpretation is needed of 

one or both components involved. The apprehension of wāw as comitative is not just an 

expedient way to resolve the issue, but an alternative to be considered before a 

reinterpretation of one or both nouns is deemed unavoidable. 

The initial measure would in any rate not be to label two combined dissimilar nouns a 

hendiadys, nor to assume from the outset that a reinterpretation is necessary, but to explore 
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alternative interpretations of the conjunction before the conjunction is discarded, and before 

one of the nouns is reinterpreted as a modifier or both as a construct relation. 

It is not possible to establish the meaning of the conjunction in all suggested hendiadyses, 

since the particles in the HB, including the conjunction, have multiple meanings, and it is 

therefore beyond this investigation. It seems, however, that further attention to the functions 

of the conjunction in combinations of dissimilar nouns that are designated hendiadys is 

imperative.77  

The conclusion is that in some proposed hendiadyses, in which an ANS is suspected it is 

possible to regard the conjunction as comitative. However, if the conjunction is deemed to 

have a specific function in any suggested hendiadyses, then we are not dealing with the nouns, 

not ‘one’ or a unity of the two, but a particular function of the conjunction and the two denote 

two subject matters; a with b, wherefore the term hendiadys ‘one through two,’ is overruled.78  

At times, however, it appears less likely, and even out of the question, that the conjunction 

has comitative or emphatic function, which means that these options do not automatically rule 

out the possibility that there might be an ANS present in what are labelled hendiadyses. 

 

8.3 Incongruence/non-agreement 

Not only the components as such or the function of an intervening conjunction induce the use 

of the term but also the relation of the combinations to the context and especially for some 

combinations the connection to a preceding or following verb. This involves an additional 

suggested indication of a so-called hendiadys that also needs to be discussed and which is put 

forth by e.g., Watson. This pertains when two nouns with an intervening wāw function as a 

single subject of a verb in singular. This is demonstrated by an example consisting of two 

nouns derived from the Psalms: 

t…wáxD;lAÚp yˆn#E;sAkV;tÅwŒ y¡Ib aøb∞Dy dAoårÎw ∑ h ∞Da √rˆy 

fear and trembling is coming (in sing.) over me, and covering 

me is horror. (Ps 55:6) 

                                                
77 The remark by Derrida, “What is there in an ‘and’? […] Wondering what the ‘and’ is, what and […] means  
and does not mean, does and does not do…,” comes to mind and would seem to apply to perceptions of wāw in 
the HB as well. Derrida, “Et Cetera,” 282, 285.  
78 It may be the fact that one of the nouns is accompanying the other per se that induces the term to be used, but 
we are still dealing with two components in co-ordination. 
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The suggested hendiadys consists of the two nouns in italics in the first line above, for which 

Watson suggests “trembling fear” or “terrible fear,” and he comments: “The verb in the 

singular shows hendiadys to be present.”79 This combination of nouns is also labelled 

hendiadys by Goldingay and Kuntz who both refer to Watson. Whereas the designation 

hendiadys for Kuntz, as for Watson, generates the interpretation “a trembling fear,” it does not 

produce any other translation than the literal rendering “fear and trembling” by Goldingay, 

although he explains that “the hendiadys is marked by the singular verb.”80  

It is comprehensible that the two nouns are seen to form a semantic unit wherefore this kind 

of combination is labelled hendiadys.81 However, even though it would seem that the two 

nouns can be apprehended as a unit, first of all they (a) do represent two separate notions; fear 

+ trembling, (b) the second noun, ‘trembling,’ can of course be seen to describe the natural 

result of the first, ‘because of fear I tremble,’ but it is equally possible (c) that the conjunction 

here has comitative function; ‘fear with trembling is coming over me,’ or might seem to 

represent an emphatic particle, ‘fear yea/even trembling is coming over me.’82  

However, it is a fact that the verb stands in singular, and this is the decisive factor for 

Watson when he suggests that this represents an indication of a so-called hendiadys, and also 

for Goldingay, even if the latter does not reinterpret any of the nouns. 

This kind of incongruence can occasionally also be detected in other proposed hendiadyses 

e.g., h#DlVmIÚcAh_tRa tRp˝‰yÎw M°Ev ·jå;qˆ¥yÅw, lit. ‘and Shem and Jephet took (in sing.) the garment’ (Gen 9:23), or 

in wø;b_lAkaøy_aøl ryIkDc◊w bDvwø;t, lit. ‘a sojourner and a hired servant shall not eat (in sing.) thereof’ (Ex 

12:45), even though the presence of a preceding or subsequent verb in singular is not 

explicitly referred to as the motive for the application of the term hendiadys.83  

 

First of all, it is a well-known fact that non-agreement between various components is 

common in biblical Hebrew and refers to a large amount of combinations in the HB: “The 
                                                
79 Watson, Poetry, 326, “Trembling fear”; Watson, Techniques, 383 “Terrible fear” (italics Watson). 
80 Goldingay, Psalms, 42-89, 169, “Fear and trembling”; Kuntz, “Psalms,” 14, “a trembling fear.” See also 
Kaddari, “Approach,” 169 n. 14 who apprehends combinations of nouns as semantic units due to “non-repetition 
of their common regent […] agreement of their postponed predicate in the singular,” etc. 
81 Unless hendiadys is used on a par with ‘noun phrase,’ which is unnecessary and discussed already above.  
82 The two nouns could have been a fixed expression, or have developed into what we would refer to as an idiom, 
but that is difficult to determine since the combination occurs only here. The latter suggestion (c) above means, 
however, that the conjunction is the issue and not the nouns, hence the two nouns are co-ordinated and hendiadys 
is made void. 
83 Concerning Gen 9:23, see Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 510, and concerning Ex 12:45, see Alter, Five Books, 640; 
Milgrom, Leviticus 17-22, 1861-1862; Olyan, Rites, 96, 166, n. 135. For other examples and the fact that the 
verb stands in singular, see e.g., Hos 4:11 and the comment in Stuart, Hosea-Jonah, 80. 
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Bible abounds in instances where the verb and the substantive, which belongs to it, do not 

agree with one another concerning their number,” according to Sperber.84 Sperber presents 

several examples of this phenomenon, as does Levi. The latter deals specifically with 

incongruence in the HB and shows a large amount of examples in which incongruence is 

present.85 “The agreement of the verb presents a very large number of anomalies,” at least 

concerning 3rd person, according to Joüon/Muraoka, and is a subject discussed also by 

Rendsburg who differentiates between what he calls e.g., gender discord and number 

discord.86  

When grammarians and scholars in general mention the presence of non-agreement in the 

HB, the components involved are not therefore designated hendiadys and the constructions 

are not apprehended as rhetorical figures, but merely as possibly a colloquialism, colloquial 

interference, or a grammatical variation evident in the HB.87 Even if that might need 

reconsiderations, the solution would certainly not be to designate the combinations in which 

incongruence is obvious as hendiadyses, because we would then incorporate in the term 

hendiadys yet another kind of construction consisting of all kinds of combined components, 

which represent an additional phenomenon subsumed under the hendiadys canopy. In 

addition, incongruence in the HB is not a single phenomenon in itself, but consists of various 

kinds of combinations in which the gender, number or both of these aspects of the 

components involved do not agree. 

When incongruence is observable it seems that the best option is to avoid hendiadys 

because: (a) the term hendiadys does not describe the fact that incongruence is present, (b) 

incongruence is not a coherent phenomenon and (c) the components involved may even 

consist of personal names which denote two separate persons which indicate that two or more 

components involved cannot be assumed to always have been regarded as a unit when the 

verb stands in singular. The preferable designation would thus not come out as hendiadys, but 

incongruence or non-agreement. That does not exclude the possibility that the conjunction 

involved in similar combinations may be interpreted as comitative or even emphatic, or that 

an ANS in some cases may be at hand. However, that kind of possibilities does not explain the 

phenomenon incongruence/non-agreement in biblical Hebrew in general and hendiadys 

contributes decidedly less. The employment of the latter term even obscures the fact that this 
                                                
84 Sperber, Grammar, 89-90. 
85 Levi, Inkongruenz; Sperber, Grammar, 89-90. 
86 Joüon/Muraoka, Grammar, §149, pp. 550-551, and §150, pp. 552-557; Rendsburg, “Times,” 162-185; 
Rendsburg, Diglossia, 69-83. 
87 See e.g., Driver, “Colloquialisms,” 234; Rendsburg, Diglossia, 69-83. 
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phenomenon, with its various forms, may be present and, in addition, may represent a subject 

in need of research. 

 

8.4 Attributive noun syndesis (ANS) 

When an attributive noun syndesis (ANS) is suspected, which concerns primarily dissimilar 

nouns, it is sometimes the first component that suggests itself to be reinterpreted as a 

modifier, but in other cases it is both or the second component that induce a reinterpretation. 

In many cases it is possible to express the very same notion in a regular manner without a 

conjunction present, which produces the same interpretative results as when a reinterpretation 

is carried out of nouns with an intervening conjunction. 

The obvious questions are: (a) when it seems that the one of the components calls out for a 

reinterpretation as that of an adjective, is it always the second of two nouns as in a regular 

construction, e.g., ‘prince, great’ meaning ‘a great prince,’ and (b) when it seems that both 

components requires a reinterpretation as that of a construct relation is it always the first of 

the two nouns that could serve as a nomens regens as in a regular construct relation? In other 

words, do the potential reinterpretations that seem required of one or both of the nouns, 

always conform to regular grammatical constructions in biblical Hebrew as that of an 

adjectival modifier or of two nouns in a construct relation?  

It is important to remember, as Sperber points out, that not all combinations in the HB 

conform to regular or expected word-order, but the nouns and adjectives changes place, even 

in an immediate context. Sperber illustrates this by e.g., h™RnVvIm PRs¶Rk◊w, lit. ‘and silver, double,’ 

which is found in Gen 43:12, whereas the word order a few verses forward, in Gen 43:15, is 

PRs¢R;k_h‰nVvIm…w, lit. ‘and double, silver.’ Likewise the combination tOoU;bVoAbSa AjérOÚp NyIjVvIl, lit. ‘for 

inflamed spot, breaking out boils,’ which is found in Ex 9:9, occur in the next verse in reverse 

order as jérOÚp tOoU;bVoAbSa NyIjVv, lit. ‘inflamed spot, boils breaking out.’88  

Moreover, and most importantly, it is not only difficult to determine, as shown above, 

which of the two nouns, the first or the second, that could/should serve as an attribute to the 

other, but whether or not an ANS is present  at all and if a reinterpretation ought to be carried 

out. The latter fact can be demonstrated by a suggested so-called hendiadys that occurs only 

once in the HB, viz., My$îrDb√;dAh_tRa◊w ‹hD;lˆgV;mAh_tRa, lit. ‘the scroll and the words,’ derived from Jer 

                                                
88 For more examples see Sperber, Grammar, 604-605. 
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36:27. It is possible to interpret ‘the scroll and the words’ as ‘the scroll of words,’ which is a 

suggested rendering.89 However, it is equally possible that the two nouns refer to specific 

entities. The whole passage reads: 

JKRl#R;mAh PêOrVc —yâérSjAa …wh¡DyVm√rˆy_l`Ra h™Dwh◊y_rAb√d y¶Ih◊yÅw 

…wh™DyVm√rˆy y¶IÚpIm JK…wÿrD;b b¶AtD;k r°RvSa My$îrDb √;dAh_tRa ◊w ‹hD;lˆgV;mAh_tRa 

and the word of YHWH came to Jeremiah after the king had 

burnt the scroll and the words that Baruch had written down 

from (lit. ‘the mouth of’) Jeremiah. (Jer 36:27) 

As a regular construct relation the nouns would appear as e.g., Myrbdh tlgm and it may 

therefore be tempting to read the existing, but slightly awkward phrase My$îrDb√;dAh_tRa◊w ‹hD;lˆgV;mAh_tRa, lit. 

‘the scroll and the words’ as ‘the scroll of words.’ However, first of all it is possible that the 

conjunction may have comitative function, ‘the scroll with the words.’ Moreover, the reason 

for the formulation might well be that the written word represented a powerful feature when 

written down and that the biblical writer therefore, by choosing the formulation, ‘scroll and 

words,’ wanted to emphasize that the king tried to destroy not only the scroll in order to avert 

the predictions, but also tried to destroy the authoritative words and thereby the future 

consequences. Hence he burned ‘the scroll and the words,’ i.e., the prophecies by Jeremiah, 

which the rendering ‘the scroll of words’ would not acknowledge as clearly.90 

When it comes to the suggested hendiadyses it is obvious that in many cases in the 

examples gathered the possible reinterpretations of two nouns with an intervening conjunction 

are consistent with regular grammatical features. The results of the investigation show that the 

tendency in the examples consisting of dissimilar nouns with an intervening conjunction and 

in which an ANS is possible, (a) conform in most cases with regular word-order as in 

grammatical constructions, except of course for an intervening conjunction, and (b) if a 

reinterpretation seems required, it is more often one of the nouns as an adjective modifier, and 

more seldom of both as in a construct relation.  

That is not to say that all nouns occurring in suggested hendiadyses with an intervening 

conjunction are found combined in a ‘regular’ manner, without the conjunction in the HB. 

                                                
89 For suggestions that these two constitute a so-called hendiadys and the thus accompanying interpretations, see 
e.g., Avishur, Studies, 102; Bullinger, Figures, 661, “the roll, yes – and the roll that contained the words of 
Jehovah too”; Glassius, Philologiae, 494, “volumen verborum”; König, Stilistik, 161, “volumen verborum”; 
“Style,” 157, “the roll of the words.” 
90 It is also possible that the presence of the accusative marker ought to inform us that the two are supposed to be 
apprehended as two separate entities. 
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Nor that the two nouns involved therefore ought to be reinterpreted as if an ANS is at hand just 

because the word order is the same as in a regular grammatical construction, or the opposite 

just because the word-order deviates, because there are exceptions to expected word-order in 

the HB, as pointed out above, and so it may be with some of the examples in which an ANS 

seems likely. 

However, regardless of word-order the main issue for many scholars, and the most 

important reason for the application of the term hendiadys, is not only the presence of the 

conjunction but alleged similarities with combinations in Latin designated hendiadys, which 

will be addressed below. 

 

8.5 Alleged similarities with Latin 

The fact that combined nouns with an intervening conjunction often follow regular word-

order and induce reinterpretations that conform to regular grammatical constructions, even if 

that does not mean that ‘regular’ combinations of the particular nouns involved are found in 

the HB, naturally seems to imply for several scholars that the combinations with an 

intervening conjunction represent a rhetorical device, in the sense that they are taken as an 

ungrammatical feature. 

Some scholars hence point to similarities with at least some of the examples derived from 

Latin that seem to represent ungrammatical features, like ‘mass and high mountains’ or 

‘bowls and gold,’ which are labelled hendiadys. The fact that these noun combinations induce 

reinterpretations as adjective or genitive constructions seems the reason, at least for some 

scholars, and quite understandably so, why the combinations in the HB therefore also are 

termed hendiadys, which will be discussed below. 

The term hendiadys is derived from the classical rhetorical tradition and therefore 

unmistakably directs our attention to features in Indo-European languages. However, first of 

all, it is obvious that the applications of the term hendiadys were ambiguous in antiquity, as 

shown above. Secondly, there is no definitive answer to the question whether Virgil indeed 

was aware of a rhetorical device or intended for the two nouns or phrases, which Servius or 

others dubbed hendiadys, to be apprehended as ‘one,’ and in that case what the alleged ‘one’ 

refers to, as is also pointed out above by several scholars. Thirdly, it is not clear whether 
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Virgil actually intended one of the components to be reinterpreted as an attribute, which is 

also disputed.91 

Furthermore, the reason for the presence of e.g., two nouns with a co-ordinating 

conjunction found in Virgil’s poetry, and labelled hendiadys by Servius and others, is 

suggested to be Virgil’s preference for paratactic constructions due to a confinement and 

adaptation to metric laws. If adaptation to the hexameter was the reason on Virgil’s part for 

the more or less peculiar combinations, that is on the other hand never an imperative necessity 

for the biblical writers since the Hebrew text is certainly not, not even in poetry, written in 

hexameter even though there is symmetry and regularity.92 As Holladay puts it, “in contrast to 

our understanding of classical Greek and Latin poetry from ancient times, we have no account 

of the patterning of Hebrew poetry from the time of its composition” (italics Holladay).93 

Moreover, even if an adaptation to the rules of hexameter was the reason on Virgil’s part 

for the construction in Latin, the two languages, Latin and biblical Hebrew, are still different 

in morphology and syntax, wherefore the term hendiadys is not automatically transferable and 

applicable to features in biblical Hebrew.  

These facts indicate that other issues than adaptations to hexameter are at hand when 

dissimilar nouns combined with an intervening conjunction occur in the Hebrew text. This 

also implies that we are dealing with other constructions in the HB than the ones found in 

Virgil’s poetry or at least presumably other reasons for their existence in biblical Hebrew than 

in Latin. Hence, the discussions of and opinions on proposed hendyadic constructions found 

in Latin, Greek or other Indo-European languages, cannot be used as exclusive guidelines for 

this present investigation.94  Kennedy cautions against an over-emphasis of the Greco-Roman 

tradition in general: 

Classical rhetoric as a fully developed theory of human discourse has 

often been assumed by Westerners to be a universal rhetoric, 

applicable in all places and at all times, but it contains some features 

that are specific to the Greek-and Latin-speaking societies of antiquity 

                                                
91 See e.g., Hahn, “Hendiadys” 197; During, Sermone, 3; Cooper, Journey, 132, et al. 
92 Virgil may have been forced to construct a more or less peculiar formulation in order to adhere to the 
hexameter, but that is still not unequivocally determined. 
93 Holladay, “Structure,” 20. That is of course not to say that there are no characteristics or patterns at all of 
various kinds in the poetry in the HB. See e.g., Watson, Poetry, e.g., 80-83. 
94 It is possible of course that a practice of deliberately creating peculiar combinations of nouns in Indo-European 
languages in the Middle Ages and forward has evolved due to opinions on what the term hendiadys was thought 
to denote in antiquity, which may have resulted in attempts to create non-grammatical pairings; but again, that 
would not apply to biblical Hebrew.   
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and, conversely, ignores some rhetorical phenomena found in other 

cultures or periods.95  

In line with Kennedy, Lee also remarks, “The Hebrew Bible has its own techniques, but they 

are not those of Greco-Roman rhetoric,” and he even emphatically asserts, “The Hebrew 

Bible is untouched by Greco-Roman rhetoric.”96 Lundbom explains that “Hebrew rhetoric 

developed from an already ancient pre-classical rhetorical tradition,” and Soulen/Soulen even 

declares, “the Hebrew Bible is the product of a rhetorical tradition distinct from that of 

Hellenism.”97  

Moreover, as related above, already in antiquity the apprehensions of what was called 

rhetorical figures and their delimitations towards grammatical constructions was not coherent, 

and would seem to hold for many constructions. When it comes to the designation hendiadys 

Avishur is aware that the transference of the term from Latin to combinations in the Bible has 

not been without difficulties, and he therefore discerningly suggests: “in the Semitic 

languages we have a phenomenon that resembles hendiadys.”98  

The conclusion must be drawn that the combinations in the HB cannot decisively be 

deemed to represent whatever hendiadys is seen to denote in Indo-European languages and 

instead of only associating the constructions in the HB with features in Latin poetry in 

hexameter, other possibilities will have to be explored. That is of course not to say that no 

terms used to designate grammatical constructions or rhetorical figures in other languages 

than biblical Hebrew are suitable to use for construction in the HB or Semitic languages in 

general, only that similarities with constructions in other languages or reason for existence 

ought not be taken for granted and also that the features in the HB ought to be investigated in 

their own right.  

In addition, even if there would seem to be similarities, and even though the division into 

rhetorical or grammatical was not a sharply divided line in antiquity, that knowledge does still 

not supply us with conclusive evidence for one or the other option of the features in the HB. 

The question still remains of course as to what these combinations of nouns represent. 
                                                
95 Kennedy, “Classical Rhetoric,” 93. 
96 Lee, “Translations,” 775. Lee may be right in that parallels with Greco-Roman rhetorical features may not be 
frequent in the HB, but his additional comment that the rhetoric in the HB is ‘preconceptual’ and that “conscious 
analysis of the processes is absent,” see idem, 775-776, in which he refers to Kennedy, “Rhetoric,” 120-121, 
ought however to be balanced off by van Bekkum’s and Fishbane’s demonstrations of intra-biblical exegesis and 
the evidence in the HB of linguistic and semantic pursuits, cf. van Bekkum, “Tradition,” 6-8, and Fishbane, 
Interpretation. 
97 Lundbom, “Hebrew Rhetoric,” 325; Soulen/Soulen, Handbook, 164. 
98 Avishur, Studies, 102. 
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8.6 Diachronic perspectives  

Some scholars discuss diachronic perspectives and the possibility that these combinations 

represent a grammatical construction. Schorr actually speaks in his article from 1926 of 

hendyadic features as a ‘natural linguistic phenomenon,’ which includes combinations of 

dissimilar nouns.99 However, the question is of course in what way the combinations of 

dissimilar nouns, and in which an ANS seems at hand, represent a ‘natural linguistic 

phenomenon.’100  

Kaddari remarks en passant in an article from 1966, when investigating compound 

constructions in the HB, that the combination of nouns in the HB that he terms hendiadys, i.e., 

combinations of dissimilar nouns in which we seem to have an ANS, equals tatpurusa, which 

is a term that refers to several kinds of genitival constructions and compounds but this is an 

observation mentioned only in passing by Kaddari.101 We can perhaps at least conclude, 

according to his interpretations of the noun combinations he discusses, that he suspects that an 

ANS is likely in several cases.  

Talmon pointed out in a seminar in 1962, according to Wakeman, that “the technique of 

parallelismus membrorum may give rise to a hendiadys as well as providing the occasion for 

its break-up.”102 Hendiadys for Talmon refers mostly to combinations of semantically closely 

related nouns, but in some cases to dissimilar nouns in which an ANS is likely. 

Held draws the conclusion in 1970, when comparing nouns in syndetic parataxis and nouns 

in parallelism, that “the practice of forming a hendiadys [developed] from pairs of words 

employed in synonymous parallelism,” but here hendiadys for Held refers mostly to 

semantically closely related nouns in syndetic parataxis.103 Kselman refers a little later, in 

1978, to Held’s comment and concludes that “the poetic brace would be primary, and the 

prose parataxis, secondary.”104 In that case we first had a poetic practice that subsequently 

gave impetus to syndetic parataxis in prose, but whereas Held applies the term mostly to 

                                                
99 Schorr, “Les composés,” 167. 
100 Speiser, “Creation,” 322 n. 1. Speiser does declare that what he refers to as hendiadyses, i.e., mostly 
combinations of dissimilar nouns in which an ANS often seems possible, is a feature totally neglected by 
grammarians, but that does not imply that he takes these combinations to represent a grammatical construction, 
only that scholars dealing with biblical Hebrew have not, according to his view, paid attention to these 
constructions. 
101 Kaddari, “Substantives,” 131.  
102 Wakeman, “Monster,” 317 n. 18. 
103 Held, “Notes,” 37. See also Barré “Light,” 131 n. 10, who understands Held’s comment to mean that “the 
original parallel pair forms the prose parataxis.” 
104 Kselman, “Recovery,” 172 n. 56. 
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closely related nouns Kselman’s examples in most cases consist of dissimilar nouns in which 

an ANS sometimes is likely. 

Van der Westhuizen, in an article from 1978, finds it possible that “repetition of the verb 

could have developed into hendiadys, and that this type of hendiadys then developed into 

parallelism.” He is still uncertain but concludes “then hendiadys is a literary device used in a 

transitional period or stage of literary development in ancient Israel.”105 Hendiadys for van der 

Westhuizen refers to combinations of semantically closely related nouns or verbs, and does 

not concern only combinations of dissimilar nouns in which one of the nouns may be 

reinterpreted, but it would still imply that two components with an intervening wāw represent 

a somewhat archaic trait. 

When Wansbrough discusses antonomasia in Semitic languages and the function of the 

conjunction as possibly appositional, he remarks en passant in an article from 1987, “The 

evolution could be from two distinct units via hendiadys [by which he seems to refer to 

combined nouns in general] to a single concept, but also the reverse, [italics added], since the 

relative chronology of these attestations […] is difficult to establish.”106 This implies that the 

combinations could equally be of a later date and do not represent an archaic trait. 

Waltke/O’Connor apply the term hendiadys to various constructions, but the first three 

exemplifications in their Introduction to Biblical Syntax from 1990, are actually given under 

the heading ‘Grammatical units.’107 The first of their suggested so-called hendiadyses is 

‘violence and destruction,’ which is incorporated and exemplified alongside with apposition, 

co-ordination and construct relations in a section on ‘complex nominal constructions.’108 

Another example is included in the same section among adjectival modifiers, viz., the 

hypothetical ‘gods and foreigners,’ but no suggested interpretation is suggested, and the third 

example is ‘tent and dwelling’. However, despite the fact that the examples are placed in the 

section ‘Grammatical units,’ the placing as such does not prove that the combinations indeed 

are regarded as or should be regarded as grammatical features. 

Avishur discusses a diachronic development and seems to suggest that the combinations 

originally were not rhetorical figures. However, he presents different options. First, Avishur 

                                                
105 Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 55. 
106 Wansbrough, “Antonomasia,” 110.  
107 Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, 73. This is actually in line with Glassius Philologiae, from 1623, who places 
combinations in which an ANS seems at hand, either a adjective or genitive constructions, under the heading of 
grammatical constructions and not rhetorical. 
108 The example is, N`D;kVvImVb…w lRhäOaV;b, lit. ‘in a tent and in a dwelling’ (2 Sam 7:6). Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, 
§4.6.1, p. 74, “with a tent as my dwelling.” 
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suspects in his article from 1971 that a development in biblical Hebrew has evolved from 

nouns in synthetic parataxis, to parallelism and from there to construct relations, but those 

conclusions concern mainly asyndetic combinations of synonym-like components.109  

However, in his monograph from 1984 he discusses combinations of dissimilar nouns and 

he believes them to be accidental pairings due to the lack of adjectives. He also discusses 

combinations of nouns in which there is only a certain degree of synonymity, but which occur 

in various forms of pairing. In several cases one or both of the nouns are reinterpreted just as 

with dissimilar nouns. He refers to these combinations, and also to what he calls permerismus, 

as a ‘linguistic-stylistic features’ and explains, “the primary linguistic function of these 

phenomena [permerismus and hendiadys] diminished as the language evolved […] and 

hendiadys and permerismus were used to serve as figures of speech.”110  

Avishur’s comment seems to imply that some of the combinations with an intervening wāw 

originally constituted a grammatical phenomenon, but eventually developed into and was 

used as a rhetorical figure in the HB. He also refers to noun combinations of dissimilar nouns, 

with “an absence of synonymity,” and in which an ANS most certainly seems at hand, as 

accidental combinations “in which two nouns were bound together in order to express a noun 

qualified by an adjective.” The reasons for this are, according to Avishur: “The paucity of 

adjectives in Biblical Hebrew and relatively late date of the construct state development in 

affinity to syndetic parataxis.”111 This would also seem to indicate that they too represent an 

archaic trait.  

Judging by the various opinions expressed above it is difficult to determine what the 

combined components represented originally, and how the development of nouns in syndetic 

parataxis has evolved regardless of semantic relations of the components involved. The 

question is of course what the peculiar combinations of nouns with an intervening 

conjunction, and in which there is a likely ANS, represent in the HB.  

It seems that what Schorr regards as a natural linguistic feature, and labels hendiadys 

includes combinations in which a reinterpretation of one or both nouns is possible, Kaddari 

hints that at least some combinations could represent a grammatical construction, and Avishur 

refers to the ones that occur in various forms of pairing as a ‘linguistic-stylistic feature’ that 

originally represented a grammatical construction but later became used as a rhetorical figure. 

                                                
109 Avishur, “Pairs,” 77. 
110 Idem, 92. 
111 Avishur, Studies, 99-100, 103. 
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This latter view seems to be relevant also to the ones that are not regarded by him as word 

pairs.  

However, if syndetic parataxis was an earlier stage in the development, as some scholars’ 

comments hint at, would this indicate that the combinations of dissimilar nouns and in which 

an ANS is likely represent an archaic trait? It is impossible to ascertain on the basis of the 

research by the scholars related above that the presence of combinations of dissimilar nouns 

in which an ANS is likely, implies that we are dealing with an archaic grammatical 

construction that existed before or alongside with regular grammatical constructions in the 

HB. The reason is that we are dealing with different apprehensions of stylistic, rhetorical and 

grammatical constructions and deductions based on both diachronic perceptions, semantic 

relations, frequency and what are considered word pairs or not. 

To answer satisfactorily the question of whether the presence of the combinations of nouns 

in which we have a possible ANS in the HB represent an archaic grammatical trait or not, 

whether or not considered word pairs, a number of investigations would be required. There is 

a recent investigation by Retsö on nominal attribution, typology and diachronic perspectives, 

but he concludes on e.g., the historical development that “There are many aspects that demand 

further research,” but that is far beyond the limits of this investigation.112 This analysis has 

therefore by necessity been limited to see if it is possible to find combinations of dissimilar 

nouns, and in which an ANS is likely, according to other scholars, as in the categories IV and 

V above, in ancient texts in other Semitic languages than biblical Hebrew.  

 

8.7 Akkadian and suggested inalienability 

There are similar combinations of nouns in Akkadian as in biblical Hebrew, according to 

Wasserman’s investigation from 2003.113 In his search for rhetorical devices in Old 

Babylonian he detects 12 noun combinations that he designates hendiadys and in many cases 

he reinterprets one or both of the components.114  

                                                
112 Retsö, “Attribution,” 29. 
113 Wasserman, Style, 6-15. See also Avishur, Studies, 114-116 for a few examples. Avishur is aware that the 
term hendiadys is used in the CAD dictionary for various combinations consisting of both nouns and verbs, but 
his 4 examples in his Studies, p. 114-116, consist of nouns that fit his definition of hendiadys and that conform to 
the collected examples and aim of his investigation, viz., an investigation of the nouns that occur in three 
different forms of pairing: syndetic parataxis, construct relations and in parallelism. See also Weinfeld, “dwøbD;k,” 
30 who mentions an asyndetic combination of nouns in Akkadian as a hendiadys, viz., ‘fear, glory’ which are 
interpreted as ‘majesty’ by Weinfeld.  
114 Wasserman, Style, 6-15. 
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Even though Wasserman labels all the 12 noun combinations hendiadyses he obviously 

discerns different semantic relations and additional differences when it comes to functions 

since the combinations are categorized in various ways: epexegetical hendiadys, 

complementary hendiadys, possessive hendiadys, partitive hendiadys, qualitative and 

attributive hendiadys. All references, transliterations, and suggested interpretations below are 

by Wasserman who uses the term hendiadys for the following examples and suggested 

categories: 

Epexegetical hendiadys: 

“in place of armed encounter (lit. arms and battle)”115  

“in place of a fortified encampment (lit. wall and encampment) of RN’s army”116 

Complementary hendiadys: 

“My lord should not ride horses, let my lord ride a chariot drawn by (lit. and) mules”117 

“I have sent (to the king) the list of names (lit. the document of ‘man and his name’) 

which I have gathered”118 

Possessive hendiadys: 

“may the people of the land (lit. ‘people and land) sing your praises”119 

Hendiadys of material: 

“Flint knives (lit. flint and knives) will be their necklaces”120  

Partitive hendiadys: 

“Let them take dirt from (lit. and) the frame of the gate of Mari”121 

                                                
115 Idem, 9. Wasserman’s transliteration and with reference to: Charpin, Garelli, p. 143 (treaty); ii13´ a-šar 
gišTUKUL meš ù ta-ḫa-zi-im.  
116 Idem, 9. Wasserman’s transliteration of and with reference to: Charpin, Garelli, p. 143 (treaty); ii13´-14´ a-
⌜šar⌝ du-ri-im ù sa-ak-ni-im ša ṣa-bi-im ša i-ba-al-pí-AN. 
117 Idem, 10. Wasserman’s transliteration and with reference to: ARM 6, 76 (letter); 22-24 [be-lí] i-na 
ANŠE.KUR.RAḫá la i-ra-ka-ab / [i-na]⌜giš⌝ nu-ba-lim ù anše-ḫá ku-da-ni-ma / [be-l]í li-ir-ka-am-ma. ARM 6 refers 
to Parrot/Dossin/Kupper, Kich, see bibliography below. 
118 Idem, 10. Wasserman’s transliteration and with reference to: ARM 14, 64 (letter and passim in administrative 
texts); 3-5 a-nu-um-ma ṭup-pí LÚ ù šum-šu / ša ú-ub-bi-bu a-na ṣe-er be-lí-ia / ú-ša-bi-lam. ARM 14 refers to 
Parrot/Dossin/Birot, Kich, see in the bibliography below. 
119 Idem, 10. Wasserman’s transliteration and with reference to: PRAK II, CI = Lambert, Garelli, p. 417 
(bilingual incantation against a bleating goat); 19 erín-e kalam-e ḫé-si-le-ne: ṣa-bu ù ma-tum da-li-li-ka i-da-la-
lu. PRAK II, refers to Genouillac, Kich, see in the bibliography below. 
120 Idem, 11. Wasserman’s transliteration and with reference to: Westenholz, Legends, p. 216 (‘Elegy on the 
Death of Naram-Sin; lament); v10 ṣú-ur-ru ù na-ag-la-bu ku-ri-nu-ši-in. 
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Qualitative and attributive hendiadys: 

“my favourable guidance (lit. my guidance and my favours)”122  

“the one who loosens difficult distresses (lit. difficulties and hardships)”123  

“(Šamaš …who) has placed a sceptre of justice (lit. a sceptre and justice) in his hand 

and granted him wide countries to rule”124  

Due to the variety represented by the combinations of nouns above and the additional epithets 

beyond only the term hendiadys, the phenomenon seems diverse. However, Wasserman is 

looking for mutual semantic characteristics in each combination, and he draws the conclusion 

that the shared factor is inalienability.125  

 

8.7.1 Inalienability 

Inalienability refers to a genitive construction in which the object is inalienable to the subject, 

e.g., ‘the man’s arm’ in which the arm is constantly possessed, i.e., is inalienable to the man, 

as opposed to ‘the man’s book,’ in which the book is not inalienable to the man. Inalienable 

combinations consist for example of body parts, but can also consist of notions expressing 

family relations and combined components of e.g., part-whole relationships, according to 

Seiler and Heine.126 Wasserman refers to Hansjakob Seiler and lists possible inalienable 

constructions:  

“ – kinship (e.g., mother, father, aunt, son), 

  – body-parts (e.g., head, heart, hand, ear, cheek, hair),  

  – social relationships (e.g., leader, friend, partner, dwelling etc.),  

  – cultural manifestations (e.g., word, thought, character, name, etc.)  

                                                
121 Idem, 12. Wasserman’s transliteration and with reference to: ARM 26/1, 208 (letter) 12´-16´… ru-[ša-am] / ù 
sí-ip-pa-am ša ba-ab [ma-riki] / li-il-qú-nim-ma. ARM 26/1 refers to Parrot/Dossin/Durand, Mari, see in the 
bibliography below. 
122 Idem, 12. Wasserman’s transliteration and with reference to: PBS 1/1, 2= Lambert, Sjöberg, p. 328 (lament-
prayer); 166 […] –x bi?/ga? ri-id-di ù ṭú-ú-bi.”  
123 Idem, 12. Wasserman’s transliteration and with reference to: CT 21, 42 = Wasserman, RA 86 (1992), p. 5 
(bilingual royal hymn); iv 15 […gál-tag4-g]a: mu-pé-et-ti ;  iv 16 […]: pu-uš-qi iv 17 […]:⌜ù⌝ [w]a-aš-ṭú-tim. 
CT refers to Cuneiform Texts from Babylonian Tablets in the British Museum. See Wasserman, “Report.” 
124 Idem, 13. Wasserman’s transliteration and with reference to: Charpin, in CRRA 35, p. 10 (bilingual royal 
hymn); 14 gišgidru nì-si-sá šu-ni-šè gá kur-kur-daga[l… mu-na-an]-sum-uš: gišGIDRU ù mi-ša-ra° a-na qa-ti-šu 
iš-ku-nu-ma ma-ta-ti/ [r]a-pa-ša-ti a-na be-li-im id-di-nu-šu. CRRA 35 refers to M. deJong Ellis, see 
bibliography below. 
125 Wasserman also concludes, “unlike regular nominal phrases in Akkadian, […] the head in nominal H. 
[hendiadys] often follows its modifier.” Wasserman, Style, 13. 
126 Seiler, Possession. See also Heine, Possession and Diem, “Possession.” 
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  – cultural implements (e.g., bow, arrow, bed, cloths etc.) – part-whole relationships (e.g.,  

trunk, branches, roots of a tree, etc.)”127  

There are obviously resemblances between the combinations of noun in Akkadian presented 

by Wasserman and the ones in biblical Hebrew, as e.g., the presence of an intervening 

conjunction between the nouns, which seem to raise a possibility or even necessity to 

reinterpret one of the nouns, and in some of the examples even the nouns as such bear 

similarities to the ones that occur in biblical Hebrew. However, the examples by Wasserman 

are few, 12 in all, and the two nouns involved are not always considered by Wasserman to 

have an inalienable relation. The very name of some of the categories e.g., ‘epexegetical 

hendiadys,’ seems, in addition, to contradict the notion of inalienability, but the prospect of 

inalienability possibly present in the combinations in the HB has been taken into 

consideration. 

When investigating whether inalienability is applicable to the combinations of nouns in the 

HB labelled hendiadys, including the ones in which an ANS is not suspected, it is clear that 

there are very few examples among suggested hendiadyses that represent this sort of 

relationship and in principle none in which an ANS seems possible.  

There are 3 theme-related dissimilar noun combinations in which the two components 

possibly could represent inalienability, according to Wasserman’s criteria, and they are ‘horse 

and carriage,’ ‘day and night,’ and ‘left and right,’ but there is no need for reinterpretations, 

i.e., no ANS, in these combinations. Other combinations in the HB that could fall within the 

concept of inalienability are, e.g., names of family members such as ‘Shem and Japhet,’ 

which is a combination of personal names that is labelled hendiadys.128 However, it would 

seem from the context that the text refers to two separate brothers and there is definitely no 

ANS at hand.  

Of the rest of the examples, there are two suggested hendiadyses in which the relation 

between the nouns could be considered to represent inalienability, according to Wasserman’s 

list and criteria. In one example the semantic relation between the two nouns represent 

hyponymy, viz., N$D;tAm…w rAhâOm, lit. ‘dowry and gift,’ in another the two components represent 

holonymy: ‹ lÅ…gVlÅg◊w bRkô®r, lit. ‘chariot and wheel.’ However, the relationship between the 

                                                
127 Wasserman, Style, 15. 
128 In addition, the reason why this latter combination is termed hendiadys by Bandstra is the fact that the 
conjunction prefixed to the second noun is vocalized with a qameṣ. See Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 510. 
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components in the rest of the nearly 400 examples consisting of nouns derived from the HB 

cannot be considered to represent inalienability and/or explain a possible or suspected ANS.  

We have to conclude, first of all that the examples in Akkadian put forth by Wasserman are 

few, only 12, and even he remarks that the relationship between the components does not 

represent inalienability in all the 12 combinations. Secondly, inalienability is not the common 

denominator in the combinations labelled hendiadys derived from the HB and gathered for 

this investigation, and certainly not in the ones in which an ANS seem possible. There are a 

few examples found in Akkadian of which some bear similarities to the ones in biblical 

Hebrew, but the suggested notion of inalienability does not apply to the examples in biblical 

Hebrew. Therefore, we cannot draw the conclusion that the combinations of nouns in biblical 

Hebrew in which an ANS is possible or likely is due to inalienability. In addition, the examples 

by Wasserman are derived from texts that considerably predate the time when the biblical 

texts are thought to have been written or redacted.  

Moreover, even if there are certain similarities in some cases, the Hebrew Bible is not a 

homogeneous corpus and in order to assert that inalienability would be prominent in general 

in noun combinations in which an ANS may be at hand in the HB would require investigations 

on all kinds of combinations of nouns of this nature, not only suggested so-called 

hendiadyses, occurring in different biblical books, in diverse contexts, genres and text types, 

etc. 

 

8.8 Terminology 

Beyond the use of any term chosen stand the phenomena, and here is discussed particularly 

the combinations of dissimilar nouns in which there is a suspected ANS. However, no matter 

what further investigations will reveal on the topic of inalienability, the term hendiadys is at 

any rate not an adequate designation to denote combinations of dissimilar nouns in the HB, 

because (a) the term originally denoted features in hexameter in Latin which represent metric 

rules not present and relevant to combined nouns in the HB, (b) the term has thereafter not 

been defined satisfactorily but is applied to a profuse amount of all kinds of constructions, (c) 

the term is not precise or delimiting but vague, inclusive and ambiguous, (d) the term is 

ascribed a plethora of functions that may or may not be applicable to combinations of nouns 

in the HB, (e) the applications result in a large scope of interpretational possibilities but 

uncertainty still prevails as to whether and when any of the options are applicable, and finally 
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(f) the term directs our attention to rhetorical figures and features in Latin and/or other Indo-

European languages, but not to Hebrew characteristics. 

The term implies ‘one’ of sorts, but there are, of course, various ways in which two 

components together may be taken to represent a unit and the implied unity are in many cases 

debatable. This calls for clarifications of what we perceive as units, as well as demarcations of 

the phenomena involved: lexical, grammatical, accentual, semantic, etc. 

This also brings to the fore the difficulty in deciding what the features in the HB represent,  

and as Kennedy reminds us, just because a certain feature is similar to what is taken as 

rhetorical figures in Latin or Greek or Indo-European languages, does, of course, not 

determine the constructions in biblical Hebrew.129 

When specific and suitable designations already exist, they ought of course to be used for 

various phenomena, as ventured above: e.g., quivis, doublets, gender doublets, synonymia, 

antonyms, antithesis, cognate object constructions, as well as designations for different 

functions of the conjunction – epexegetical, comitative, etc. There is no existing alternative 

designation for combinations of dissimilar nouns or semantically more closely related nouns 

in which a reinterpretation seems possible or required.130  

The combinations consisting of nouns in which an ANS i possible, are comprised of a noun 

(N) + the conjunction (C) and a noun (N), and will hereafter therefore simply be designated 

‘noun pairs,’ which will be used as a neutral working term that does not imply any particular 

internal or external function of any or both of the combined nouns discussed. ‘Noun pairs’ is 

chosen because that designation describe the structure objectively and will presumably not 

give associations to rhetorical figures in any particular language. When it seems that a 

reinterpretation is possible or even seems required, that will be referred to as an ANS-pair. The 

noun pairs and especially the ones in which we might have an ANS are in need of research on 

their own and are therefore submitted to further enquiries below.  

 

                                                
129 Waard, de, “Rhetoric,” 242. 
130 Seitz investigates the presence of so-called hendiadyses in translations by Truber of texts by Martin Luther 
and she refers in the English abstract to the combinations as ‘binary syndetic coordination.’ However, since they 
are comprised of nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs with various semantic relations: synonymity, antonymity, 
complementation, etc., and the possibility of reinterpretation is not mentioned in that designation it is therefore 
not deemed as an alternative. See Seitz, “Device.” 
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8.9 Summary 

There are various proposed interpretations of combinations consisting of dissimilar nouns 

labelled hendiadys, but some of these combinations represent phenomena on their own. In 

addition, the third component in many of these, i.e., the conjunction, has various functions in 

biblical Hebrew, and before it is decisively concluded that a reinterpretation is necessary, the 

function of the intervening conjunction ought to be taken into consideration.  

The term hendiadys is derived from the classical rhetorical tradition, but denotes various 

constructions in Latin, and since the proposed hendiadyses referred to in Latin occur in poetry 

in hexameter, which represents a prosodic rule not found in biblical Hebrew, and since there 

are differences in grammar and syntax in general between Latin and Hebrew, it is highly 

unlikely that the combinations in biblical Hebrew are of the same kind or at least structured 

due to the same reasons in Hebrew as in Latin. The term hendiadys is therefore not a pertinent 

designation for combinations of nouns in general in biblical Hebrew or more specifically for 

the ones consisting of two dissimilar nouns due to the terms ambiguity and the large amount 

of ascribed functions. 

There are a few examples found in Akkadian of which some bear similarities to the ones in 

biblical Hebrew, but the suggested notion of inalienability between the components does not 

apply to the examples in biblical Hebrew.  
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Chapter 9 

Noun pairs in context 

 
 
In order to investigate further what noun pairs represent in the HB, especially the ones in 

which an ANS seems likely, we now turn to other considerations than the ones treated above. 

The focus of attention has centred above on areas common within the realms of rhetorical 

criticism, such as investigations on features that are designated rhetorical figures, but also 

what Muilenburg refers to as “words in their linguistic patterns” through morpho-syntactic 

and semantic analyses as well as discussions on diachronic perspectives.1 We have also 

performed studies on a more pragmatic level on various interpretational possibilities, but the 

investigation will now be directed to what Trible identifies as one of the major concepts and 

directions in rhetorical criticism: the art of composition.2  

The focus will be directed to contexts and common denominators by means of a discourse 

analysis, meaning an investigation of the occurrence frequency of combinations of nouns 

derived from the Collection of examples, and the presence of these noun pairs in various text 

types and genres. The question asked is: Do the noun pairs, especially ANS-pairs, commonly 

labelled hendiadys, have something more in common than an intervening wāw?  

When studying the contexts it is evident that a specific tendency is detectable when it 

comes to discourses, viz., that ANS-pairs in the HB, commonly labelled hendiadys, often occur 

in passages of quoted speech, hereafter referred to as direct discourse. Passages of direct 

discourse in the HB are introduced by direct discourse markers, usually various forms of 

verbs, primarily rma, and these passages are therefore possible to discern in and differentiate 

from the narrative passages in prose.3  

In rhetorical criticism in general the focus is e.g., on discourse practices in speech 

communication, and also persuasive aspects of these. However, that does not mean that 

                                                
1 Muilenburg, “Criticism,” 7. 
2 Trible, Criticism, 40. 
3 Passages of reported speech are found in standard biblical Hebrew (SBH), late biblical Hebrew (LBH), as well 
as in biblical Aramaic (BA). 
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passages of direct discourse in the HB are regarded as actual reproductions of speeches or 

dialogues displaying suasive aspects. We approach the passages of direct discourse in the 

Bible as text types and parts of overall compositions.  

Examples derived from the Collection of examples are cited below in order to demonstrate 

the presence of noun pairs in direct discourse in the HB.4 The noun pairs are rendered as 

literally as possible and the speech marker in every example is included as well. The speech 

markers and the noun combinations are enlarged in the Hebrew text and given in italics in the 

translation in order to clearly display the features. The alleged speakers and recipients of the 

speeches and/or the partakers in the dialogues etc., are also included.  

The examples below consist of combinations of noun pairs that are commonly termed 

hendiadys, and of which many may represent an ANS. They are derived from various biblical 

books and are presented in the order they occur in the HB.5  

 

YHWH God to Adam and Eve (Gen 3:16)  

JKY´nOr`Eh ◊w JK ∞EnwøbV…xIo ‹hR;b√rAa h§D;b√rAh r#AmDa h∞DÚvIaDh_l`Ra  

To the woman he said: “I will greatly multiply  

your pain and your pregnancy.”6  

 

A Levite to the children of Israel (Judg 20:4, 7) 

MáølSh h™DxEo ◊w r¶Db ∂;d M¢RkDl …wñbDh l¡Ea∂rVcˆy y∞EnV;b M™RkV;lUk h¶E…nIh […] r¡Amaø¥yÅw […] yGˆwE;lAh vy ∞IaDh NAo˝Å¥yÅw 

And the man, the Levite, answered […] and he said: “[…] now, 

all of you, sons of Israel, give to you/among yourselves word 

and counsel here.” 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                
4 In some cases the conjunction can occasionally be apprehended as comitative while that approach is 
questionable in other cases. 
5 The order is according to the BHS edition. The first example is the one combination that is most commonly 
designated hendiadys of all the examples found. 
6 The form of the latter noun occur only here in the HB, but the common interpretation of this nouns as denoting 
pregnancy is chosen. 
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Hannah to Samuel (1 Sam 1:15, 16) 

hÎ…n`Eh_dAo yI;t√r¶A;bî;d y™IsVoAk ◊w y¢IjyIc bõOrEm_y`I;k […] ‹rRma‹ø;tÅw h§D…nAj NAo°A;tÅw 

And Hannah answered and she said: “[…] because from  

the abundance of my complaint and my anger I even spoke 

here.” 

 

Absalom to the ones passing through the gates of Jerusalem (2 Sam 15:4) 

awñøbÎy y#AlDo◊w X®r¡DaD;b f™EpOv yˆn¶EmIc◊y_yIm Mw$ølDvVbAa ‹rRma‹ø¥yÅw 

wy`I;tVqå;dVxIh◊w f™DÚpVvIm…w byñîr_wø;l_h‰yVhˆy_r`RvSa vy¢Ia_lD;k  

And Absalom said: “Oh, that I was made judge in the land, and 

to me would every man come who had a dispute and a 

judgment, and I would execute justice for him!” 

 

An unnamed woman in Abel of Beth-Maacah to Joab (2 Sam 20:18-19) 

l$Ea∂rVcˆyV;b ‹MEa ◊w ry§Io ty°ImDhVl v#é;qAbVm h∞D;tAa […] róOmaEl rRmaäø;tÅw 

And she [an unnamed woman] said, saying:  

“[…] you are seeking to destroy (lit. ‘kill’) a city and a mother 

in Israel.” 

 

Queen of Sheba to King Solomon (1 Kgs 10:6-9) 

há∂q ∂dVx…w f™DÚpVvIm twñøcSoAl JKRl$RmVl ∞ÔKVmy`Ic◊yÅw […] …JKRl$R;mAh_lRa ‹rRma‹ø;tÅw 

And she [Queen of Sheba] said to the king [Solomon]:  

“[…] and he made you king to do justice and righteousness.” 

 

Hezekiah to Isaiah (2 Kgs 20:19) 

y`DmÎyVb h¶RyVhˆy t™RmTa‰w MwñølDv_MIa awöølSh rRmaÁø¥yÅw  

And he [Hezekiah] said: “Is it not so, that peace and truth shall 

be in my days?” 
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There are similar noun pairs in direct discourse in biblical Aramaic as well:  

 
(Aramaic) Nebuchadnezzar’s servants, the Chaldeans, to Nebuchadnezzar (Dan 2:10) 

l$EaVv a∞Dl ‹hÎn√dIk h§D;lIm fy$I;lAv ◊w bâår ‹JKRl‹Rm_lD;k yî;d […] Ny$îrVm ∞Da ◊w 

And they [the Chaldeans] said: “ […] that no king, great and 

ruler has asked this thing…” 

 

 
(Aramaic) A heavenly messenger to Daniel (Dan 7:23, 25) 

  t$∂d ◊w Ny ∞InVmˆz ‹hÎyÎnVvAhVl r#A;bVsˆy◊w […] rAmSa NE;k 

Then he [the heavenly messenger] said: “ […] and he intends to 

change times and law…” 

 

The tendency discovered, that noun pairs occur in direct discourse in prose, applies not only 

to combinations of dissimilar nouns, but also to combinations of nouns with other semantic 

relations, viz., nouns from the same semantic field and synonym-like nouns, and also to the 

two examples found with holonymic and hyponymic relationships. In some cases an ANS is at 

hand, albeit not in all cases. The noun pairs are found in SBH and in LBH as well, e.g.: 

 

Abraham to YHWH (Gen 18:27)  

rRp`EaÎw r¶DpDo y™IkOnDa◊w […] r¡Amaø¥yÅw M™Dh∂rVbAa NAo¶A¥yÅw 

And Abraham answered and said: “[…] and I am dust and 

ashes.” 

 

Shechem, the Canaanite, to his father and brothers (Gen 34:11-12) 

N$D;tAm…w rAhâOm ‹dOaVm y§AlDo …w°;b√rAh […] ‹MRkVv rRmaôø¥yÅw 

And Shechem said: “[…] ask from me as much (as) dowry and 

gift… 
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An unnamed Hebrew slave to Moses (Ex 2:14) 

…wny$ElDo ‹fEpOv ◊w r§Ac vy°IaVl KVm`Dc y∞Im rRmaø¥yÅw 

And [the man] said: “Who set you as a prince-man and judge 

over us?” 

 
Ahasuerus to his servants (Esth 6:3) 

h¡Rz_lAo y™Akƒ;d√rDmVl h¢D;l…wd ◊g…w r¬∂q ◊y hDcSoÅ…n_h`Am JKRl$R;mAh rRmaâø¥yÅw 

And the king said: “What honour and greatness has been 

done/bestowed to Mordecai for this?” 

 

Esther to Ahasuerus (Esth 7:6) 

h¡RΩΩzAh oä∂rDh N¶DmDh bY´ywøa ◊w r ∞Ax vyIa£ r$E;tVsRa_rRmaâø;tÅw  

And Esther said: “An adversary and enemy, is this evil 

Haman.” 

 

The common denominator for the noun pairs above is that they all occur in direct discourse 

introduced by speech markers. 

Moreover, it is clear that the passages introduced by speech markers and in which noun 

pairs occur, are not attributed to one particular individual, only men or only women, nor a 

specific group of people, but are ascribed to various characters: God, YHWH, heavenly beings, 

well-known biblical men and woman mentioned by name such as Abraham, David, Moses, 

Samuel, Hannah, etc., but also foreign non-Israelite or Judean men and women, e.g., the 

Canaanite Shechem, the Queen of Sheba, Ahasuerus’ servants and other unnamed individuals. 

The recipients of the speeches and appeals are as multifaceted as well, which is shown above. 

The conclusion is that noun pairs derived from the examples gathered for this investigation, 

and in which various semantic relations are discernible, but mainly ANS-pairs, occur 

frequently in direct discourse regardless of which ascribed speaker the passage is attributed to 

or which recipient the alleged quotation is directed to.7  

 

                                                
7 Several of these are ANS-pairs, but the conjunction can also be regarded as comitative or possibly emphatic in 
some cases. 
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9.1 Noun pairs in text types related to direct discourse 

Noun pairs can be detected in prose, apart from found in dialogues and in passages of direct 

discourse introduced by speech marker, also in text types that have in common a proximity to 

direct discourse, e.g., in passages formulated as direct mode of address.  

 

9.1.1 Direct mode of address 

Noun pairs occur not only in conversations, but also in more extensive sections formulated as 

direct mode of address consisting of monologues, reiterations, appeals and admonitions and 

ascribed to a single individual, e.g., Moses or YHWH, or other orators, in Deuteronomy, 

sometimes in what Polzin terms “quotations within quotations,” but also in portions in Exodus 

and Leviticus in sections attributed to YHWH presenting legal enactments to an individual or 

to several recipients.8 

Below are some examples of possible ANS-pairs and other noun pairs from passages 

formulated as direct mode of address: 

 

Appeal ascribed to Moses speaking to the Israelites (Deut 7:1, 9) 

ÔKy™RhølTa h¶Dwh◊y_y`I;k $D;tVoåd∞Dy◊w […]X®r›DaDh_lRa ÔKy$RhølTa h∞Dwh◊y ‹ÔKSay`Ib◊y y§I;k 

 wy¢DbShOaVl dRs#RjAh ◊w tyâîrV;bAh rªEmOv N$DmTa‰…n`Ah  lEaDh My¡IhølTaèDh a…wâh  

 

 “because YHWH, your God, shall bring you to the land […]  

and know that YHWH your God, he is the God, the faithful God, 

keeping the covenant and the loving-kindness with them that 

love him.” 

 

Decree ascribed to YHWH speaking to Moses (Lev 25:1, 36) 

ty$I;b √rAt ◊w JKRv ∞Rn ‹wø;tIa`Em jôå;qI;t_lAa. […] h$RvOm_lRa ‹hÎwh◊y r§E;båd ◊yÅw 

And YHWH spoke to Moses: “[…] do not take from him interest 

and interest/profit.” 

 

                                                
8 Polzin, “Deuteronomy,” 92. 
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An explanation ascribed to Moses citing two fictitious parents talking about their son (Deut 

21:20) 

h$®rOm…w râérwøs ‹h‰z …wn§EnV;b w#øryIo y∞EnVqˆz_lRa …wrVmDa ◊w 

 And they will say to the elders of the city: “This son of ours is 

stubborn and rebellious.” 

 

A heavenly messenger speaking to Daniel (Dan 9:22, 24) 

[…] r›Amaø¥yÅw y¡I;mIo r∞E;båd◊yÅw 

 My`Iv∂dá∂q v®dõOq AjäOvVmIl◊w ay$IbÎn◊w NwâøzDj ‹MO;tVjAl◊w My¡ImDláOo q®d∞Rx ay™IbDhVl…w 

And he spoke with me and he said: “[…] to bring eternal 

righteousness and to seal vision and prophet and to anoint a 

holy of holies. 

 

It is obvious that a reinterpretation of one or both nouns in several of these examples is 

possible and at times even seems required. 

 

9.1.2 Prayers/songs in prose narratives  

There are also a large amount of noun pairs in text types, that are placed within narratives in 

prose, but that are in the form of prayers, appeals and adorations formulated as direct 

discourse introduced by direct discourse markers ascribed to e.g., Moses, David and Solomon. 

The examples can consist of combinations of both dissimilar and closely related nouns, and in 

several cases an ANS is likely: 

 

Prayer by Salomon to YHWH (1 Kgs 3:6) 

 lwødÎ…g dRs∞Rj yIbDa d∞Iw∂d ‹ÔK√;dVbAo_MIo Dty%IcDo h°D;tAa […]h#OmølVv rRmaâø¥yÅw 

hö∂q∂dVxIb…w tªRmTaR;b ÔKy˝‰nDpVl JK°AlDh rRvSaA;k 

 

And Solomon said: “You have shown (lit. ‘done’) to my father 

David great lovingkindness as he walked before you in truth 

and in righteousness” 
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Prayer by Daniel to YHWH (Dan 9:4, 11) 

‹ h∞RvOm tårwøtV;b ‹hDb…wtV;k r§RvSa h#DoUbVÚvAh ◊w h ∞DlDaDh …wny%ElDo JK°A;tI;tÅw […] h#∂rVmáOaÎw hó®;dÅwVtRaÎw 

And I confessed and I said: “[…] and has been poured out upon 

us, the oath and the oath/curse that is written in the law of 

Moses…” 

 

Song attributed to Moses and the Israelites (Ex 15:1, 16) 

[…] róOmaEl …wërVmaø¥yÅw hYÎwhy`Al ‹taøΩΩzAh hô∂ryIÚvAh_tRa l%Ea∂rVcˆy y∏´nVb…w ·hRvOm_ry`IvÎy z∞Da 

dAj$ApÎw ‹hDt‹DmyEa M§RhyElSo l°OÚpI;t 

Then sang Moses and the children of Israel this song to YHWH 

and they said, saying: “[…] terror and dread fell upon them.” 

 

Song by David directed to YHWH (2 Chr 29-10-11) 

 l$O;kA;b l∞Evwøm ‹hD;tAa◊w [...] ‹hÎwh◊y h§D;tAa JK…w°rD;b dyGˆw∂;d rRmaâø¥yÅw 

hó∂r…wb ◊g…w AjâO;k äÔK√dÎyVb…w 

And David said: “Blessed are you YHWH (...) and you reign 

over all and in your hand is strength and might” 

 

9.1.3 First person speech  

Noun pairs are also found in shorter or longer passages that consist of first person speeches, 

introduced either with or without initial speech markers e.g., as in the speeches ascribed to 

Job and his friends and in first person narratives in Nehemiah and Daniel. In some cases the 

nouns combined are dissimilar or belong to the same semantic field, and in some cases an ANS 

is likely, as in e.g.: 

 

First person speech by Eliphaz to Job (Job 4:1, 16) 

o`DmVvRa lwêøqÎw h™DmDm √;d […] r`Amaø¥yÅw yGˆnDmyE;t`Ah z¶ApyIlTa NAoÅ¥yÅw 

And Eliphaz the Temanite answered, and he said: “[…] silence 

and voice I heard.” 
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First person speech by Job to YHWH (Job 10:17) 

 y`I;mIo a ∞DbDx ◊w twäøpyIlSj yóîdD;mIo ÔKVcAo`A;kœ b®r∞Rt◊w 

“… and you increase your anger at me, changes and host (are) 

with me.” 

 

First person narrative + first person speech by Nehemiah to the leaders and the people (Neh 

4:13) 

h¡DbDj √r…w h™E;b √rAh h¶DkaDlV;mAh M$DoDh rRt∞Ry_lRa◊w ‹MyˆnÎgV;sAh_lRa◊w MyôîrOjAh_lRa rAmOaÎw 

And I said to the nobles, and to the rulers and to the rest of the 

people: “The work is great and large.” 

 

First person speech by the writer/redactor of Lamentations (Lam 3:18-19) 

vaíørÎw h¶DnSoAl yäîd…wrVm…w y¶Iy ◊nDo_rDk◊z […] ‹rAmOaÎw 

And I said […] remembering my affliction and my restlessness,  

the wormwood and the gall.”  

 

9.1.4 Poetic discourse 

It is a well known fact that there are plenty of word-pairs in poetic discourse. Poetic discourse 

is not primarily depicted as dialogues in a conversational situation or as direct discourse with 

two or more contributors as in prose narratives, but poetry represents a genre with proximity 

to direct discourse and direct mode of address, in that the poet is addressing God, YHWH or 

fellow worshipers etc., in admonitions, speeches, outcries and prayers, all replete with first 

person and/or imperative forms.9 Certain passages are formulated as direct discourse 

introduced by speech markers, e.g., in the Psalms, but the examples below are not derived 

solely from passages with speech markers. However, it is evident that noun pairs with various 

semantic relations, derived from the Collection of example, are frequent in the poetic books, 

e.g., in the Psalms, and in some cases they represent a likely ANS: 

 

 
 

                                                
9 For more on reported speech in the Psalms, see Jacobsen, Function.  
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First person prayer/exclamation by the psalmist to YHWH (Ps 27:1) 

aó∂ryIa y∞I;mIm yIoVvˆy ◊w ∑ yâîrwøa —h§Dwh◊y 

“YHWH is my light and my salvation; whom shall I fear?” 

 
First person prayer/assertion by the psalmist to YHWH (Ps 28:7) 

yI;t√r¶DzToZ‰n`Vw y#I;bIl j¶AfDb wôø;b yˆ…nˆgDm…w y¶IΩΩzUo —h§Dwh◊y 

“YHWH is my strength and my shield, my heart trusts in him and 

I will be helped” 

 
First person prayer/petition by the psalmist to YHWH (Ps 86:1) 

yˆn`Da NwâøyVbRa ◊w y™InDo_y`I;k yˆn¡EnSo ∞ÔK◊n◊zDa h∞Dwh◊y_h`EÚfAh  

 “Stretch out YHWH, your ears, answer me because poor and 

needy am I.” 

 
The psalmist to YHWH (Ps 90:10) 

N‰w¡DaÎw l ∞DmDo MD;bVh∂r◊w 

“ … and their pride is trouble and iniquity.” 

 
An appeal by the psalmist to the priests, Levites, the people(?) (Ps 96:7) 

záOoÎw dwñøbD;k hGÎwhyAlŒ …wñbDh 

“Give to YHWH glory and might!” 

 

9.1.5 Prophetic discourse 

In the prophetic books there are prose passages consisting of narratives with occasional 

dialogues in which each of the participants’ assertions, questions and/or replies are introduced 

by speech markers. In general, however, regardless of in which context prophetic discourse is 

found, it is mostly depicted in the form of alleged quoted speech and direct mode of address 

with alleged speeches, with or without initial speech markers, but attributed to YHWH and/or a 

prophet, addressing one or the other or other recipients.  
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Even though prophetic discourse in general is not formulated as a dialogue in a 

conversational situation with initial speech markers, prophetic discourse is still presented in 

the form of direct mode of address with direct speech or first person speech by YHWH and/or a 

prophet to one or more named or unnamed recipients. The fact that the text is forwarded in 

that way is not to say that the text ever was spoken, only that the written text is often depicted 

in the form of direct mode of address. 

In many cases it is intricate to distinguish between the alleged speakers: the prophet and 

YHWH, whose message the former claims to convey, whereas in other passages the speaker is 

more clearly attributed to either one. This discourse also contains numerous noun pairs, and in 

several of them an ANS seems to be at hand, just to cite a few examples: 

 
YHWH exclaims through the prophet (Isa 1:13) 

 há∂rDxSoÅw N‰w™Da l¶Ak…wa_aøl 

“… I cannot [stand] iniquity and assembly.” 

 

Isaiah informs (Isa 10:23) 

 h™RcOo tw$øaDbVx ‹hˆwh◊y y§DnOdSa h¡Dx ∂rTj‰n ◊w h™DlDk y¶I;k 

“… because the Lord YHWH of hosts makes a complete 

(destruction) and determination.” 

 

Jeremia complains (Jer 6:7a) 

  h`D;kAm…w y¶IlFj dy™ImD;t y¢AnDÚp_lAo 

“… before me is always sickness and wound.” 
 
YHWH promises (Jer 29:11) 

M™RkyElSo b¶EvOj y¢IkOnDa rªRvSa t#ObDvSjA;mAh_tRa yI;tVo%ådÎy y°IkOnDa ·yI;k  

h`DwVqIt ◊w tyñîrSjAa M™RkDl t¶EtDl h$Do∂rVl aâøl◊w ‹MwølDv twôøbVvVjAm h¡Dwh◊y_MUa◊n 

”because I know the thoughts that I have (lit. ‘think’) toward 

you, says YHWH, thoughts of peace and not of evil, to give you 

a future and a hope.” 
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YHWH warns through the prophet Ezekiel (Ezek 23:24) 

 My$I;mAo l∞AhVqIb…w ‹ lÅ…gVlÅg ◊w bRkô®r NRxOh JKˆy&AlDo …wa∞Db…w 

“and they shall come over you; wagon, chariot and wheel, and 

with a company of peoples.” 

 

YHWH laments through the prophet (Mal 2:5) 

Mw$ølDÚv°Ah ◊w ‹Myˆ¥yAj`Ah w#ø;tIa h∞Dt◊yDh —y∞ItyîrV;b 

“… my covenant was with him the life and the peace.” 

 
YHWH warns through the prophet (Zeph 1:9) 

h`Dm √rIm…w s¶DmDj M™Rhy´nOdSa ty¶E;b My¢IaVlAmVm`Ah a…wóhAh Mwâø¥yA;b N™D;tVpI;mAh_lAo g¢Elwø;dAh_lD;k lªAo y#I;t√dåqDp…w 

“And I will punish (lit. ‘visit’) all those who jump over the 

threshold on that day, the ones filling their master’s house 

(with) violence and deceit.” 

 

9.1.6 Internal speech 

An additional noun pair derived from the Collection of examples introduced by a speech 

marker, is found in a passage that seems to consist of what can be labelled an internal 

monologue or internal speech: 

 

YHWH is thinking/speaking to himself (Gen 18:17-18) 

:h`RcOo y¶InSa r™RvSa M$Dh∂rVbAaèEm ‹yˆnSa h§R;sAkVmèAh r¡DmDa h™Dwøhy`Aw  

X®r`DaDh y¶Eywø…g läO;k w$øb …wk√rVb∏ˆn◊w M…wóxDo ◊w lwëødÎ…g ywñøgVl h¢RyVh`Iy w¬øyDh M$Dh∂rVb°Aa◊w 

But YHWH said: ”Should I hide from Abraham that which I do, 

and Abraham will surely become a nation great and mighty, and 

all the nations of the earth shall be blessed in him.” 

 

9.2 Remarks on the results 

The results of the investigation of common denominator show that noun pairs with various 

semantic relations occur in prose in direct discourse and in text types with proximity to direct 
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discourse, i.e., in passages that consist of alleged quoted speech, with or without initial speech 

markers, such as prayers and direct mode of address. Noun pairs and especially ANS-pairs 

occur in prose in: 

I. Passages that in prose consist of direct discourse introduced by speech markers in 

narratives;  

II. Monologues in the form of direct mode of address by e.g., Moses or YHWH to one 

or more recipients;  

III. Prayers and so-called songs formulated as direct discourse in narrative passages 

and/or in direct mode of address, or in first person speeches, by e.g., David and 

Solomon. 

 

It is obvious that especially noun pairs in which an ANS is likely also occur in text types 

related to direct discourse: 

1. In poetic discourse in general presented either as direct discourse, first person speech 

or direct mode of address;  

2. In prophetic discourse formulated as direct mode of address, and/or first person speech 

to one or more named or unnamed recipients;  

3. Internal speech; 

4. In first person speeches ascribed to e.g., Job, Nehemiah and Daniel.  

 

9.3 Occurrence frequency in narrative versus direct discourse 

If we investigate the occurrence frequency of ANS-pairs, derived from the Collection of 

examples, but do not include enumerations, combinations of place name and personal names, 

like Israel and Ephraim, Sodom and Gomorrah etc., and focus solely on the ones that appear 

in narrative versus direct discourse, it yields that almost 87% of these noun pairs, consisting 

of combinations of nouns in which there is a possible ANS, occur in direct discourse, 

introduced by speech markers and attributed to various speakers, but they are rare in strictly 

narrative texts.  

Some combinations are in prose actually found exclusively in direct discourse or related 

text types, i.e., in a dialogue, prayer or in direct mode of address, This pertains to dRsRjAhVw tyîrV;bAh, 

lit. ‘the covenant and the loving-kindness,’ which is found e.g., in a passage in which 

Solomon is addressing YHWH: 
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 dRs$RjAh`Vw ‹tyîrV;bAh r§EmOv  […]  My$IhølTa ÔKwâømD;k_NyEa ‹ lEa∂rVcˆy y§EhølTa hHÎwh◊y r#Amaø¥yÅw  

 And he [Solomon] said: “YHWH, God of Israel, there is no God 

like you […] keeping covenant and loving-kindness” (1 Kgs 

8:23)10 

This applies also to the combination tRmTa‰w dRsRj, which is not found in a prose narrative but 

exclusively in direct discourse, a prayer or in direct mode of address, e.g., when the Israelite 

men are addressing Rahab, the prostitute, and her family in Jericho: 

t`RmTa‰w dRs¶Rj JK™D;mIo …wny¶IcDo◊w X®r$DaDh_tRa ‹…wn‹Dl h¶Dwh◊y_tEtV;b hGÎyDh◊w […] My#IvÎnSaDh ;h∞Dl …wrVma¬ø¥yÅw  

And the men said to her: “[…] And it shall be, when YHWH 

gives us the land, and we will do with you loving-kindness and 

truth” (Josh 2:14) 11 

 

9.4 Comments on the results 

The results above show that the noun pairs derived from the Collection of examples occur 

frequently in direct discourse, in some cases even solely in direct discourse, and also in the 

text types in which direct discourse, or proximity to direct discourse is the common 

denominator: first person speech, in sections introduced by speech markers in legal, poetic 

and prophetic texts formulated as direct mode of address, etc. The combinations that consist 

of dissimilar nouns in which an ANS seem likely, occur most commonly in direct discourse as 

opposed to as in narrative passages, and the same tendency is perceptible also for synonym-

like nouns. 

Eskhult explains that speakers in the HB address each other in set phrases such as greetings 

and formulas by which the characters greet and address each other, etc.12 Although some of 

the combinations of nouns gathered for this investigation are considered fixed phrases and 

occur several times in the HB, other combinations occur either only once or a few times, or in 

                                                
10 The combination ‘the covenant and loving-kindness,’ does not occur in narrative in prose but is in prose found 
in direct discourse, prayer or direct mode of address 7 times; Deut 7:9, 12; 1 Kgs 8:23; Dan 9:4; Neh 1:3; 9:32; 1 
Chr 6:14. Of them the one in 1 Chr 6:14 is presumably derived from 1 Kgs 8:23 and there are two occurrences in 
LBH (Dan 9:4 and Neh 9:32).  
11 The combination ‘loving-kindness and truth,’ is not found in narrative in prose, but in direct 
discourse/prayer/direct mode of address 8 times; Gen 24:27, 49; 32:11 (in phrases and loving-kindness in plur. 
t$RmTa ∞Dh_lD;kIm…w ‹MyîdDsSjAh lôO;kIm, lit. ‘from all your kindnessess and from all the truth’); 47:29; Ex 34:6; Josh 2:14; 2 Sam 
2:1, 15:20. 
12 Eskhult, “Marker,” 156. 
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combinations with various nouns, but still occur predominantly or even solely in direct 

discourse.  

Some of the combinations investigated may represent conventionalised expressions even if 

they do not occur more than once in the HB, but the restricted corpus at our disposal is of 

course the reason why we in some cases have only one occurrence, and it is not possible to 

ascertain in this investigation if such a combination was frequent or not.  

We also need to remark that this investigation does not cover all combinations of combined 

nouns in the HB, and not all passages of direct discourse in prose narratives contain noun 

pairs but the tendency that noun pairs, especially ANS-pairs, occur in direct discourse and 

related text types is clearly discernible. It is a well-known fact that what is labelled word-pairs 

occur in certain genres and text-types but the fact that noun pairs, which in many cases 

represent an ANS, occur frequently in direct discourse in the HB, but not in prose narratives, 

has not previously been noted. 

 

9.5 Direct discourse in the HB 

MacDonald is interested in ancient spoken Israelite Hebrew and remarked in 1975, “Not 

enough attention has been paid to this [direct discourse in the HB] and most students learn 

their grammar as if Prose and Spoken provide the same syntactical rules and stylistic devices. 

Much more attention should also be paid to the nature of the differences between the two.”13  

Since then a lot of effort has gone into the subject of direct discourse in biblical Hebrew, 

and several scholars have paid attention to speech forms and direct discourse markers in the 

HB. Direct discourse as well as indirect and free indirect discourse in the HB are subjects that 

have been investigated by e.g., Goldenberg, Hatav, Meier, Miller, and several others.14 These 

investigations focus on e.g., which verbs and forms thereof occur as different direct discourse 

markers, differences between what is seen as direct, indirect discourse and free indirect 

discourse, dialogues, recipients of speeches, so-called speech-initial wāw, etc. However, the 

fact that noun pairs are frequent in direct discourse in prose seems to have gone unnoticed. 

                                                
13 MacDonald, “Characteristics,” 162 (capital letters MacDonald). MacDonald investigates direct discourse 
passages in 1 Samuel.  
14 For an extensive bibliography, see Meier, Speaking. See also Goldenberg, “Speech”; Hatav, “Discourse”; 
Miller, Representation, “Functions.” 
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There are different views on whether biblical Hebrew ever was a spoken language. 

Schneider argues that the language was spoken, whereas Ullendorff is of the opinion that 

biblical Hebrew is a hybrid language: “in any sense of the term, BH in its Masoretic garb was 

scarcely a language which in that form was ever actually spoken […] OT Hebrew must 

inevitably have fallen far short of the full and rich treasures of the living tongue.”15 In 

addition, Joüon/Muraoka acknowledge that BH is a well-established literary idiom, but “The 

day-to-day prose form, let alone the spoken idiom, was most likely somewhat different, as 

evidenced by the Arad inscriptions.”16  

Meier remarks, “one should not prejudge the marking of DD [direct discourse] in literary 

texts as reflective of spoken idioms.”17 but even though he warns us that when it comes to the 

question of how speech historically was executed by men and women during the time the text 

of the HB was written or redacted, he equally adds “It is probable that there were syntactic 

and lexical peculiarities of spoken Hebrew that did not appear in written narrative, but were 

reproduced when characters in a narrative were represented as speaking.”18 Hatav infers, with 

reference to a definition of direct discourse by Wright, “[direct discourse] is represented to the 

reader as an imitation of a quotation of an ‘original’ discourse, regardless of how accurate an 

imitation or quotation it may be,” and Hatav continues, “Thus, instead of saying that direct 

discourse reproduces a speech act, we should say that by using quotation marks the narrator is 

claiming or signaling that the following reported text is a reproduction of a speech act.” She 

adds that the equivalent to quotations marks in biblical Hebrew consist of direct discourse 

markers, e.g., various conjugations of certain verbs e.g., rma.19 

Endo expresses a similar opinion, “Firstly written language cannot be regarded as merely 

the record of spoken language, and it may be more or less modified or transformed as written 

language, but one can still say that the basic form or shape of the spoken language is 

embedded in the direct discourse section rather than in the narrative section.”20  

Smith, with reference to Greenberg suggests, “Even if direct discourse does not record the 

historical words of its speakers, it is designed to resemble speech; an attempt has been made 

                                                
15 Schneider, “Language,” 115-117; Ullendorff, “Hebrew,” 245, 249.  
16 Joüon/Muraoka, Grammar, §111, a3, p. 325. 
17 Meier, Speaking, 6. 
18 Idem, 2 n. 1  
19 Hatav, “Discourse,” 10, who refers to Wright, Speech, 256. For a discussion of verbs functioning as direct 
discourse markers in the HB, see e.g., Meier, Speaking, and Miller, Representation, and Miller, “Functions.” 
20 Endo, Verbal System, 30. 
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to capture what Greenberg […] calls the ‘verisimilitude’ of speech.”21 Greenberg also poses 

the question, “Why should biblical authors over centuries have placed speeches in the mouths 

of their characters that had no verisimilitude, not even in principle?.”22  

The deduced conclusions of the comments above are that we cannot deem passages of 

direct discourse as actually reproducing direct speech, but several scholars still suspect that 

the passages of direct discourse in some ways represent a kind of imitation or verisimilitude 

of direct discourse. However, to investigate all kinds of noun combinations and other features 

in direct discourses and in context in the entire HB goes far beyond the boundaries of this 

investigation. The demonstration above on the features in context is a way to show that by 

discarding the term hendiadys and preconceived ideas on the phenomena involved other 

discoveries are attainable. 

 

9.6 Concluding remarks 

By this investigation and the results pertaining direct discourse we seem to have come full 

circle from where we started in the sense that rhetoric right from the start, and in many 

respects up to modern rhetorical criticism, is concentrated on discourse practices in 

communication, but the focus here is of course directed to literary creations and the art of 

composition. In Kennedy’s words: “Rhetorical criticism takes the text as we have it, whether 

the word of a single author or the product of editing, and looks at it from the point of view of 

the author’s or editor’s interest, the unified results, and how it would be perceived by an 

audience of near contemporaries.”23 

By turning to Hebrew characteristics instead of focusing on similarities with features in 

Latin or to concentrate on rhetorical terms and their implied structure of function, it has first 

of all been discovered that noun pairs in which an ANS often seems likely, occur 

predominantly in direct discourse and related text types and not in prose narratives. It may 

indicate that these combinations and constructions investigated are utilized to create specific 

features in certain text types. 

                                                
21 Smith, Origin, xii. 
22 Greenberg, “Prose,” 37. 
23 Kennedy, Interpretation, 4. 
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As Bartor explains: “In every literary pattern, alongside the artistic value, there exists a 

pragmatic element by which the author intend to accomplish their aims.”24 The presence of 

noun pairs in direct discourse rather than in narrative may testify to such a tendency on behalf 

of the biblical writers and redactors, but it has to be investigated further to confirm these 

findings and to elucidate possible reasons underlying authors’ or redactors’ predilections for 

this tendency.  

Even if we have shown that especially ANS-pairs occur predominantly and sometimes solely 

in direct discourse or in similar discourses like first person speech, direct mode of address 

etc., not all passages of direct discourse contain these kind of noun pairs, and the nouns that 

occur combined in specific noun pairs sometimes occur on their own in the HB, or combined 

with other nouns. 

However, since there is a clear tendency and especially since there are other features, apart 

from noun pairs, that are more frequent in direct discourse as opposed to prose narratives, it is 

not unfounded to suspect that the biblical writers or redactors are employing these features to 

give certain characteristics to direct discourse, and perhaps even trying to present to the 

hearer/reader at least some kind of imitation of actual speech.25 That is of course a tentative 

suggestion and cannot be categorically decided without further investigations including e.g., 

comparisons between features in direct discourse and in different biblical books, sections and 

sources, etc.26  

Formulas, as traditional diction, often included “archaic words, phrases and ideas,” 

according to Culley, but whether the features discussed above indeed were archaic or were 

apprehended as and/or created to resemble what was considered archaic features cannot be 

established here.27 If this tendency points to that ANS-pairs represent a linguistic feature 

alongside regular adjective attribution or construct relations intended for reinterpretations 

despite an intervening conjunction cannot be determined. Studies on the presence of the 

features investigated and other features in direct discourse in the HB will presumably reveal 

additional insights.  

The reason why the results of this investigation on noun pairs in direct discourse is included 

above is to demonstrate the benefit of looking past alleged affinities with phenomena in e.g., 

                                                
24 Bartor, “Dialogue,” 463.  
25 See e.g., MacDonald, “Characteristics,” 162. 
26 Even explorations of similarities with comparable features in direct discourse in texts in other Semitic 
languages are desirable. 
27 Culley, Language, 15. 
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poetry in hexameter in Latin, from which the term hendiadys is derived, and put focus on 

characteristics of biblical Hebrew. The danger in transferring terms is that the similarities are 

deceptive, at least when we presume that the features are identical, in that even if some of the 

constructions look similar, the reinterpretational results at times are analogous, the distinctive 

characteristics and the reasons for existence of particular features in biblical Hebrew may at 

the same time remain undiscovered.  

The results related above is not to say that what is depicted as direct discourse in the HB is 

a record of monologues, dialogues or speeches that have taken place or are accurate 

depictions of the spoken language at the various times when the texts were written or redacted 

– only that there is a clear tendency that noun pairs commonly labelled hendiadys, which in 

many cases seem to represent an ANS (attributive nouns syndesis) occur in prose primarily in 

direct discourse. 

 

9.7 Summary 

In the search for common denominators for ANS-pairs, other than an intervening conjunction, 

it has been discovered that these combinations occur frequently in direct discourse in the HB. 

This fact has not previously been noted. The presence of these combinations in direct 

discourse, and in related text types, could testify to a conscious choice by the biblical writers 

and redactors to form certain traits in a discourse-specific language in certain text types, but 

this tendency would need to be investigated further. 
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Chapter 10 

Concluding assessment, discussion and implications 

 
 
In this investigation, an attempt has been made to address the frequent use of the term 

hendiadys on features in the Hebrew Bible. The original intention was to investigate what 

seemed an intriguing rhetorical figure in the Hebrew Bible labelled hendiadys. However, it 

soon became clear that this term is regularly applied to different phenomena and that there is 

no agreement in definitions and applications on which construction(s) the term ought to be 

applied to, or which function(s) these syntagms ought to fulfil, in order to satisfy the 

requirements of a potential hendiadys in the HB. The study hence early on became an 

examination of how the term hendiadys is apprehended, but also a search for which 

phenomena in the HB the term is applied to and an assessment of the applications and the 

exegetical implications. It further gave incentives to the investigation on noun pairs in the 

contexts related above. 

 

10.1 Terminology 

There is a general consensus in scientific endeavours that precise and consistent terminology 

is essential. The importance of clear, specific and at the same delimiting definitions is another 

equally specified and required maxim in all kinds of scientific contexts and endeavours.1 As 

Rey puts it, “Definition occupies a central place in all sciences and is a fundamental tool in 

logic, philosophy of ideas and semantics,” and it is indeed desirable also of the phenomena 

designated hendiadys, even more so considering the ambiguities and varieties found of 

implied denotations and functions.2  

The use of a term in general as well as in exegetical studies gives in all probability the 

impression that the phenomenon in question has been analyzed and that the choice of a certain 

                                                
1 There are of course various kinds of definitions in all kinds of scientific endeavours. 
2 Rey, “Definition,” 1.  
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terminology, and the precision that the designation thereby supposedly creates, clarifies 

certain features as well as delimits others. However, the outcome when it comes to 

applications of the term hendiadys is quite the opposite.  

It is evident from the account above that the term hendiadys refers to various notions, is 

defined in a variety of ways, and is used for a large amount of constructions with all kinds of 

functions, which blatantly contradict the desired scientific dictum of adequate, specifying, 

unambiguous and clarifying terminology. Just as the constructions and features diverge so do 

conclusions on functions of the components involved, and exegetical deductions but they are 

all sanctioned by reference to the mutual term hendiadys.3 

 

10.2 Historical concerns 

The matter could have been settled if we from the outset either could have determined the one 

construction that the term hendiadys denoted originally, and applicable to biblical Hebrew, 

and/or could have found a subsequent consensus on the matter, from which a definition could 

be based and validated. However, as is clear from the account above, it is undecided from the 

outset what the obscure phrase ©n diå duo›n represents.  

This designation was already in antiquity used for several constructions, which in all 

likelihood have been conducive to the lack of agreement by subsequent scholars, apparent in 

definitions, discussions and exemplifications. Hence, we are left with an ambiguous term and 

an indistinct use of the same, which several scholars cited above are aware of.4 

Some scholars in general express uncertainty on hendiadys, e.g., the famous linguist Leech, 

who sees hendiadys as what “we can value only as curiosities,” and adds “It is so rare that I 

have found no certain instance of it in English literature,” and Royle ingeniously asks “How 

can one prove the absence of hendiadys? What are the limits of this figure?”5 Baldick 

decisively and accurately remarks that it “usually cannot be established that the paired words 

                                                
3 That exegetical deductions differ is of course due to e.g., morpho-syntactic, semantic and contextual parameters 
in every single case depending on how hendiadys is apprehended.  
4 See e.g., Cooper, Journey, 132, who deems the concept of hendiadys “vague, superficial, incomplete,” but who 
still uses the term and Hofmann/Szantyr who declare: “Seine [hendiadys] Abgrenzung gegenüber der 
Synonymen-häufung […] ist oft kaum möglich; noch schwerer ist es von der Epexegese zu scheiden.” See 
Hofmann/Szantyr, Syntax, 782. See also the conclusions in the article from 2006 by the present author, Lillas-
Schuil, “Survey,” 99-100. 
5 Leech, Guide, 4; Royle, Uncanny, 318 (italics Royle). 
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actually express a single idea,” and Hahn, in 1922, wholly refuted the term and the presumed 

constructions, at least in Virgil’s poetry.6  

At the same time it is obvious that several scholars in general continue to use hendiadys, 

e.g., Wright, whom biblical scholars refer to, and who applies the term for several different 

constructions. He has allegedly found over 300 so-called hendiadyses in Shakespeare’s works 

and it is obvious that Shakespeare employs various combinations of components in his works. 

However, in the article in which Wright discusses the 66 examples of hendiadyses he has 

found in Hamlet, he remarks somewhat alarmingly that hendiadys “resists logical analysis,” 

and that that “hendiadys, far from explaining mysteries, establishes them.”7 He infers, in 

addition, that hendiadys represents “a kind of syntactical complexity that seems fathomable 

only by an intuitional understanding of the way the words interweave their meanings, rather 

than by painstaking lexical analysis.”8  

Möllendorff establishes in 1996, however, that the term is not satisfactorily defined, and he 

also explains what he sees as the underlying reasons for the diversity: 

Das Fehlen einer einheitlichen Definition in der antiken Rhetorik in 

Verbindung mit der semantischen Vieldeutigkeit des Terminus H. 

selbst, die Verwechslungsmöglichkeit von figurativer und 

grammatischer Verwendung, die zunehmende Freiheit zur 

Abstraktion im Gebrauch des Epithets in der modernen Sprachen 

sowie schließlich die hohe Frequenz scheinbar analoger Phänomene 

haben mithin zu einem Wildwuchs sowohl der sogar systemimmanent 

oft unpassenden Beispiele als auch insgesamt der Definitionen 

geführt.9 

 
The conclusions by Möllendorff still seem valid and can explain the reasons for the lack of 

consensus. Definitions by biblical scholars are just as varied.10 Vickers accurately 

acknowledges that “it seems to be one of the misfortunes of hendiadys that writers have 

repeatedly discussed it in ignorance of previous treatments, or without having identified the 

                                                
6 Baldick, Dictionary, 97; Hahn, “Hendiadys,” 197. Two synonym-like nouns could of course be apprehended as 
a semantic unit, but then again, as already pointed out above, in that case there are other and better designations 
available, e.g., conjoined synonyms, synonym-like nouns, synonymia, etc., referring to synonym-like 
components. 
7 Wright, “Hendiadys,” 169. 
8 Idem, 172. For more on Wright, see above 3.8 Hendiadys in Shakespeare’s Hamlet. 
9 Möllendorff van, “Hendiadyoin,” 1349. He also points out that clarifications are desirable. 
10 See above, e.g., 4.1 Hendiadys in research and in works of reference on the HB and/or biblical Hebrew. 
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phenomenon they were discussing.”11 The term is, however, and despite the uncertainties, 

applied by biblical scholars to a large amount of constructions in the HB and utilized in 

exegetical endeavours, but there is no agreement in research, in reference literature, in 

commentaries, monographs or articles etc, on the matter, which has been demonstrated above.  

 

10.3 Various constructions and functions 

The term is applied by biblical scholars to combinations of both nouns, verbs, phrases, 

clauses, and combinations thereof with various semantic relations: antonyms, identical, 

closely related, dissimilar components, syndetic, asyndetic, in parallelism, etc. The 

components most commonly designated hendiadys by biblical scholars are admittedly 

dissimilar nouns and verbs, and one of the components is often interpreted as a nominal or a 

verbal modifier respectively, but that is not always the case and not consistently, and the term 

is in addition frequently applied to other combinations of various kinds.  

There are several functions suggested for the components designated hendiadys in the HB 

and even if one could assume that a presumed function depends on which construction we are 

dealing with, it is evident that one and the same function may actually be suggested regardless 

of components or semantic relations and relies, it seems, solely on the obscure designation 

hendiadys as the common denominator.  

Various scholars view the constructions that the term is applied to alternatively as e.g., 

rhetorical, stylistic, and/or grammatical, and the suggested indications of how to discern a 

hendiadys in the HB are diverse as well. The application of the term often induces the 

reinterpretation of a component from one independent form to another, e.g., to an 

attribute/modifier etc.; to suggest that the biblical writer divided into two components an 

unknown original notion; the authorization to select various independent components in a 

context and reconstruct a fictitious construction; to sanction an inventive interpretation of two 

components allegedly forming a new concept; to interpret a verb as a noun or a noun as a verb 

or an adverb etc., and other more imaginative suggestions. There seem to be no limits to the 

possibilities that the term hendiadys evokes, inspires and authorises.  

                                                
11 Vickers, Counterfeiting, 176. Vickers discusses the treatment of hendiadys in general, but in particular in 
Shakespeare research. 
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10.4 Reasons for usage by biblical scholars  

One key reason for the frequent use of hendiadys by biblical scholars seems to be that there 

are unquestionably a number of more or less peculiar features in the HB that present 

difficulties, hence the need of an explicatory term when attempts are made to clarify obscure 

passages, wherefore hendiadys has been chosen.  

The reason why specifically the term hendiadys is chosen among other terms is presumably 

that in at least some cases the combinations of components in the HB are seen to deviate from 

regular grammatical constructions, but display similarities with what is designated a rhetorical 

figure in Latin labelled hendiadys. The combinations in the HB are hence presumably deemed 

to represent a rhetorical figure due to similarities with at least some of the phenomena in the 

Indo-European languages to which the term is applied in general or originally.  

However, as has been demonstrated above, the term was originally used for constructions in 

Latin poetry written in hexameter, and thus fundamentally different from the Hebrew text. It 

is therefore reasonable to believe that the combinations in the HB presumably exist for other 

reasons than due to considerations and adaptations to metric practices in Indo-European 

languages and poetry, which has been discussed and investigated above.12 

Another reason for the frequent use of the term for syntagms in biblical Hebrew seems to be 

that several definitions in general are inclusive, which opens for different applications. The 

components involved or the relations between them may not be specified, e.g., “Two words 

employed but only one thing or idea intended.”13 Since the term often, in general, is suggested 

to denote emphatic function, this is also ascribed components in the HB as well. 

These facts in combination with the conception that two or more components are related in 

one way or the other, or are seen to constitute a unity of sorts – lexical, accentual, semantic, 

syntactical, etc., – opens for applications of the term to a mass of diverse combinations. This 

is of course not an advantageous situation and calls for demarcations and clarifications. 

No one is of course to blame for the diverse applications, and whatever the reason for 

usage, biblical researchers presumably apply the term in good faith, perhaps relying on a 

single definition found, the employment of the term by other scholars and colleagues, 

similarities with constructions in other languages, the treatment of hendiadys in reference 

                                                
12 See above, 8.5 Alleged similarities with Latin, and also Chapter 9. Noun pairs in context. 
13 Bullinger, Figures, 657. For more on definitions, see Chapter 3. Etymology, first users and various subsequent 
applications, especially 3.4 Various definitions, forms and spellings. 
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literature, etc., but these sources come out as extremely varied as related above. Others 

perhaps simply stipulate a definition of their own when applying the term. 

 

10.5 Diversity and perplexity 

Whatever the reasons for usage, the designation hendiadys is applied by biblical scholars to 

such a variety of constructions derived from the HB that this unrestrained use of one term for 

disparate constructions opens for what appear inconsistent, unsystematic, contradictory and 

random apprehensions. This is apparent e.g., when the term is employed in a single scholarly 

presentation for a plethora of constructions or employed in contradictory applications in 

reference works, not to mention when the term is defined in one way but applied in another. 

An extenuating circumstance to consider would have been if the term denoted only one kind 

of construction or function, or inspired scholars to come forward with similar deductions 

regardless of components and semantic relations involved, but that is clearly not the case.  

Moreover, not only is the term applied to numerous constructions, but uncertainty is 

obvious in many a comment on the part of biblical scholars concerning both the choice of the 

term and the features in the HB it denotes: “possibly a hendiadys”… “perhaps a hendiadys of 

sorts” … “almost certainly a hendiadys” … “a kind of hendiadys,” and other similar 

statements.14 There is clearly a need for clarifications of the phenomena involved and for new, 

specific and at the same delimiting terminology. 

Taking into consideration the amount of constructions the term is applied to someone may 

stand amazed and in awe at the prospects of what ‘a kind of hendiadys’ additionally implies. 

However, the existing uncertainty is of course symptomatic not only of an ambiguous term 

but equally of obscure features in the HB. The expressed hesitation testifies, in addition, to the 

insights by biblical scholars and their humble honesty; it is truly difficult to be sure of what 

the term denotes, but in many cases also what kind of features we are dealing with.  

What this insecurity demonstrates moreover, is not only that obscure features are in need of 

distinctions and research, but that the application of the term hendiadys contributes very little 

to explications. Berlin expresses uncertainty in several cases when applying the term, 

                                                
14 See e.g., Aaron, Ambiguities, 58, “perhaps even a hendiadys of sorts”; Berlin, Lamentations, 51, “perhaps a 
hendiadys”; Brin, Concept, 48, “perhaps the things are formulated here […] in the manner of a hendiadys”; 
Cassuto, Exodus, 23 “a kind of hendiadys”; Goldingay, Psalms 42-89, 257, “perhaps a hendiadys”; Hamilton, 
Genesis 1-17, 461, “possibly a hendiadys”; Oswalt, Isaiah 40-66, 257 n. 9, “this is almost certainly a hendiadys.”  
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wherefore she gives alternative suggested interpretations, and eventually adds understandably, 

it seems in resignation, “The identification of a hendiadys is largely a judgement call.”15 

Avishur is, however, explicit in his judgment: “the absence of a sharp and consistent usage 

of the hendiadys term among the researchers, is evidence that the transposition of this stylistic 

term from the Indo-European to the Semitic languages is not smooth and clear.”16 Avishur is 

without doubt correct that the appropriation of the term from one language faction (Indo-

European) to another (Semitic) has not proved successful, but quite the opposite, since the 

term allows for an inclusion of such a large amount of constructions in the HB that we are left 

with the question: what is not a hendiadys in the HB? 

 

10.6 Designations and phenomena 

The need for differentiation of the phenomena involved and their functions in the HB instead 

of that hendiadys is applied without distinctions was pointed out by the present author already 

in an article from 2006.17 That belief has been consolidated, decidedly strengthened and 

further increased by the results of this investigation. The reason is that the constructions to 

which hendiadys is applied to and the functions ascribed the components are diverse and in 

many cases even diametrically different: two, three or more components consisting of nouns, 

verbs, phrases, clauses and combinations thereof, with semantic relations ranging from 

antonyms to synonym-like, with or without one or more intervening components, in 

parallelism, etc. However, not only the use of the term is the issue, but the phenomena we are 

dealing with, and there is evidently a need for distinctions between phenomena in the HB, of 

which some would seem to be rhetorical, others grammatical or stylistic, etc.,  

There are more or less peculiar features in the HB incorporated in the designation, but they 

need not all be labelled hendiadys. There is hence a demand for alternative designations and 

pertinent, specific and at the same time delimiting terminology for any of the constructions 

involved in the HB to avoid confusion, and so that the phenomena involved may be given the 

                                                
15 Berlin, Lamentations, 4. 
16 Avishur, Studies, 102. Avishur, however, also employs the term for various constructions: (a) what he calls 
‘appositional hendiadys’ that consist of synonym-like nouns, verbs and adverbs, and none of them are 
reinterpreted as a modifier, but also (b) combinations of nouns from the same semantic field or dissimilar nouns 
of which one actually is reinterpreted as a modifier, and (c) two nouns with an intervening conjunction that is 
deemed to have comitative function, and in which none of the nouns are reinterpreted. See Avishur, “Pairs,” and 
Avishur, Studies. See on Avishur above in 4.1 Hendiadys in research and in works of reference on the HB and/or 
biblical Hebrew. 
17 Lillas-Schuil, “Survey,” 99-100. 
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attention they deserve. An attempt to differentiate between various combinations has therefore 

been endeavoured above, which includes calling into question the notion that the two 

components involved are ‘one,’ and to see if there are alternative approaches.  

In some cases new designations are needed that specify and delimit constructions. This 

pertains e.g., to when a reinterpretation of one or two nouns with an intervening conjunction 

seems necessary. The working term used in this investigation in order to avoid the hendiadys-

disease, is attributive noun syndesis, ANS, for short. 

Are we not in danger of just replacing one term with another and might not ANS in turn 

come to denote any kind of constructions with any kind of functions? It seems highly unlikely 

that ANS would contribute to such confusion. First of all, this designation does not imply the 

presence of a rhetorical figure or similarities with features in Latin. Secondly, ANS refers only 

to nouns, syndetically joined, and it is therefore unlikely that this term would be used for 

verbs, phrases or clauses. Thirdly, ANS does not imply any other functions, than a 

reinterpretation, nor does it suggest itself to be used interchangeably with already existing 

designations, but can be used at the present while awaiting more research on the subject. If it 

will eventually be shown that this kind of construction with this function does not exist in 

biblical Hebrew, then, alas, we have no ANS and the term can be disregarded.  

 

10.7 Objections 

It might be maintained that although arguments in favour of discarding the term hendiadys 

have been put forth above, there are at least certain tendencies in the application of the term, 

e.g., that the unanticipated presence of a conjunction is more often the case in suggested 

hendiadyses than the opposite.  

However, while that is true, the appreciation of the presence of the conjunction even as a 

prerequisite does not contribute to a more straightforward and unproblematic apprehension of 

e.g., dissimilar or closely related nouns combined, but quite the opposite. Another factor is 

equally that the conjunction may in itself have various functions that ought to be considered, 

as demonstrated above, and if taken into consideration may result in various feasible 

interpretations.  

Furthermore, we are confronted with the asyndetic combinations, in some cases consisting 

of the very same components as in the syndetic combinations, wherefore the different 
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constructions and interpretational possibilities depending on the presence, absence and 

functions of the conjunction need to be considered in each case and in their own right.  

 

Another perceptible tendency, which might be pointed out is that in the largest categories 

consisting of dissimilar nouns as well as verbs, one of the components is often interpreted as a 

nominal or verbal modifier respectively.  

That is certainly true, but is not an argument for a continued and unchallenged use of the 

term hendiadys for these two different kinds of constructions. Firstly since the verb 

combinations do not seem to represent a rhetorical but an inherent grammatical construction 

in the Semitic languages, and secondly since the combinations of dissimilar nouns, on the 

other hand, appear to form a text type characteristic and from a diachronic perspective and a 

grammatical point of view still is an undecided issue.  

Thirdly, there is still considerable uncertainty as to whether and when a reinterpretation is 

the best option, whether a component in certain combinations indeed represents subordination 

or coordination, and/or whether other functions may be at hand. It is still not conclusive that 

the interpretational approach (a reinterpreted noun) indeed always is the preferable method at 

all, nor which of the components ought to be interpreted as a modifier or both to represent a 

construct relation, but also since that kind of interpretation results in eisagogical conclusions 

with reference to the term hendiadys and sometimes with the term as the sole guarantor.  

This uncertainty and diversity of opinion are symptomatic and quite understandable since 

several constructions are obscure, there is no consensus on the matter, and it is not obvious if 

the aim of the biblical writer actually was for one or both of the components to be 

reinterpreted. These issues are, on the other hand, and most importantly, obviously not solved 

by the employment of or with reference to hendiadys. 

 

It may perhaps be argued that we should proceed from the assumption that even if not all but 

still several of the combinations labelled hendiadys represent idioms, we therefore should take 

both components involved to represent a concept that goes beyond the literal meaning of the 

constituent parts when combined.  

There are most certainly in biblical Hebrew, just as in other languages, expressions and 

combinations of components that represent idioms, e.g., ‘his ears will ring,’ ‘to fill behind 
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YHWH,’ etc., and some of these are labelled hendiadys. There are probably numerous other 

expressions that were easily understood by their original executors, but that with the passing 

of time have lost their meaning, which perchance includes some of the combinations of 

components discussed above, and leaves us with a risk of over-interpreting certain features in 

the HB. With no informants at hand we are of course handicapped, in a situation of having to 

choose between several possibilities, but still lacking criteria for when a certain understanding 

is preferable.  

However, even though certain expressions represent concepts beyond an actual literal 

rendition of the components combined and have been convincingly argued for, this cannot be 

concluded for all suggested so-called hendiadyses. Furthermore, well-supported arguments for 

the notion of an idiom would be needed in each case and if that were to be established it 

would, in addition, decidedly overrule the term hendiadys for the more preferable ‘idiom’ or 

‘idiomatic expression.’  

 

It might be questioned whether the present investigation sets out to prove that scholars are 

incorrect in taking certain combinations as units, but the intention of this study is of course 

not to prove that biblical scholars are mistaken, only to examine in what way the term 

hendiadys is suitable and contributes in a constructive way to elucidate features in the HB, 

and to see if there are alternative approaches. 

Firstly, no one is to blame or to be held responsible for the diverse use of the term, which 

often is quite understandably employed for two components, but the applications need to be 

brought into question due to the varieties and the amount of phenomena involved. Secondly, it 

is difficult to ascertain and would need to be discussed whether two components indeed 

comprise – or are supposed to be viewed as – units, as some scholars point out.18  

Thirdly, certain combinations that are labelled hendiadys would indeed seem to form units, 

but then again, all kinds of units; grammatical units, accentual units, lexical units, semantic 

units etc. This pertains to e.g., two nouns in a construct relation, to two, three or more 

components joined by maqqef, to combinations of synonym-like nouns, to components taken 

to express a totality, etc.  

However, first of all the term unit is unclear and why would, in addition, we need to 

designate e.g., a construct relation hendiadys when construct relations constitute a well-
                                                
18 See e.g., Baldick, “Hendiadys,” 97. 
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known grammatical construction? And if considered rhetorical, that would indeed need 

further arguments. Construct relations as grammatical constructions can of course be found in 

passages used by the writers and redactors for suasive purposes. 

Other components may form an accentual unit by the use of maqqef but that is due to the 

Masoretic signs applied. The components joined by maqqef are mutually diverse, and 

involves two, three, four or more features that consist of all kinds of components; particles, 

nouns, verbs etc.; wherefore ‘accentual unit’ appears a better option thereby avoiding the risk 

of ascribing to the combined component other functions implied or promoted by various 

associations with what the designation hendiadys stands for.  

In other cases, combinations of e.g., synonym-like nouns may be taken as a semantic unit, 

but ought then to be given labels that describe the semantic relation more precisely e.g., 

synonymia, near-synonyms, etc., in order to differentiate between them and other supposed 

units and functions. There is of course a difference between when two nouns like ‘joy and 

gladness’ are viewed as have been combined due to reinforcement and are hence rendered 

‘very joyful’ in a translation, compared to when unexpected and peculiar combinations 

consisting of two dissimilar nouns with an intervening conjunction in the HB, like e.g., ‘the 

prince and great’, ‘ending and hope,’ ‘to seal vision and prophet’, ‘scroll and words’ etc., are 

reinterpreted in various ways. 

Moreover, if certain components in the HB in other cases are taken to refer to a totality of 

various kinds, which is an approach that in some cases would seem to need to be substantiated 

further, there are in any case accepted terms to denote these phenomena, viz., merismus or 

polarized expression, etc.  

When the term hendiadys is applied to structures in the HB of which other more precise 

designations exist, the use of the term is of course highly inadvisable. The use of a ‘one for 

all’ term for any kinds of constructions apprehended as units does not come out as a 

recommendable option. 

 

It can be argued that we should recover the ‘original’ use of hendiadys among its first, or at 

least early, users in antiquity, or perhaps the initial use by biblical scholars in the 16th and 17th 

centuries, or conform to present-day common usage or even to stipulate a new definition 

when applying the term to features in the biblical text.  
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However, if we should recover an ‘original’ use the question is which construction and 

which function we should advocate, since the examples in antiquity were of various kinds, as 

were the ones labelled hendiadys by biblical scholars early on. Already Glassius, in his 

influential Philologiae Sacrae from 1623, which continued to be used for centuries, applies 

the term to different constructions with several semantic relations and with at least two 

suggested or possible functions.  

Moreover, since a divergent development evidently has evolved and continued until it now 

has reached the point in which practically any kind of combinations indiscriminately are 

called hendiadyses it is impossible to determine, even if some tendencies are discernible, 

which of these applications that represent ‘common usage.’  

We could of course accept an array of various stipulated and/or more or less all-inclusive 

definitions by every user of the term, and thereby arrive at subcategories en masse, but that 

does not come out as a desirable solution. It would only mean that the current situation would 

carry on, and with possibly even added ambiguities judging by the hitherto development, and 

perhaps even with the result that phenomena in need of research would still go unexplored, 

which presents itself as an undesirable option. 

 

Even though the use of the term hendiadys has been challenged above by calling into question 

the use of a single term for an overabundance of phenomena with various ascribed functions, 

and the notion that the components embody a rhetorical figure or represent units, etc., what if 

someone could actually show constructions in the HB that consist of two components, which 

the term implies, that we can suspect have been apprehended as a unit whereby the function 

appears to be rhetorical? Would not that kind of construction qualify as a hendiadys?  

After having collected a plethora of examples put forth by scholars from the late 16th 

century onward, thoroughly investigated the subject from morphological, semantic, 

syntactical and pragmatic perspectives, and in effect challenged that very notion from several 

angles, the conclusions are that firstly there are indeed at least one and possibly more 

constructions in the HB in which the components presumably were apprehended as a unit and 

the function of the two probably was seen as rhetorical, or the two were used to denote a 

totality, but we have other more specifying and delimiting terms at our disposal, for e.g., for 

combinations of abstract synonym-like nouns like ‘joy and gladness,’ such as near-synonym 
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or  synonymia, or for ‘day and night,’ as apprehended to refer to a totality they can be called 

merismus, etc.  

Secondly, any other construction found would definitely be worthy of more delimiting and 

specifying terminology than hendiadys; an all-inclusive, but obscure term with ambiguous 

denotations and implicit ascribed functions that does not elucidate either commonly occurring 

constructions in the HB nor peculiar feature or obscure passages, but quite the opposite.  

Thirdly, instead of the term being a precise exegetical, grammatical or semantic instrument, 

hendiadys in many cases either causes or creates uncertainty, and the applications in practice 

point to the existence of diverse phenomena in need of analysis. In some cases the term even 

becomes a guarantor for eisegesis and capricious interpretations. It also suggests that 

additional features apart from combinations of nouns investigated above, have not been 

awarded enough consideration, and that the term hendiadys conceals what constitute areas in 

need of research.  

 

10.8 Rejections and new approaches 

A term ought, at the very least, not to furnish bewilderment, but to be of help in demarcations 

and elucidations; yet the term hendiadys clearly does not facilitate deductions or concordant 

conclusions nor point to foundations for consistent criteria facilitating exegetical inferences, 

but quite the opposite. Hence, there is no point in continued use of a term that does not 

explicate but obscures. 

The term is simply exhausted and worn out. All categories and structures embraced in the 

hendiadys designation and obscured by that application need to be treated, given designations 

and researched in their own right according to their own specific characteristics, frequency of 

appearance or contexts in which they occur, which ought not be sanctioned or presupposed by 

a mutual designation derived from application to any kinds of constructions in any other 

languages or in biblical Hebrew.  

 

10.8.1 Alternative approach and results 

When discarding the term hendiadys and looking past and beyond associations with e.g., 

rhetorical figures and similarities with Latin, specific results have been obtained. It is 

discovered, as related above, that noun pairs, in particular dissimilar nouns that represent an 
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ANS, occur frequently in direct discourse and in related text types, as direct mode of address, 

etc., but they are rare, and some of them practically non-existent, in the narrative passages in 

prose in the Hebrew Bible.  

It is not unfounded to suspect that by employing these features the biblical writers or 

redactors are trying to bestow direct discourse certain characteristics and perhaps even trying 

to present to the reader some kind of imitation of actual speech. That is of course a tentative 

suggestion and is not to say that passages formulated as quoted speech in the HB represent 

actually oral incidents or dialogues executed in a spoken language, or in dialects at various 

times when the biblical text was written or redacted. However, the tendency that noun pairs 

with an ANS occur in reported speech is clearly discernible. 

The presence of these combinations could have been a conscious choice with stylistic 

intentions by the biblical writers and redactors to form traits in a discourse specific language, 

and/or perhaps utilized in order to represent archaic or colloquial expressions, but that would 

need to be investigated further. This would seem to pertain not only to noun pairs in direct 

discourse, but the forms and features present in general in what is presented as direct 

discourse compared to narratives. In addition, the results achieved above reinforce the 

deductions commonly arrived at in this investigation: hendiadys obscures and conceals what 

constitute areas and phenomena in need of more thorough study. 

 

10.9 Concluding summary 

The all-embracing use of a single term for a plethora of constructions with various ascribed 

functions undoubtedly and conclusively illustrates, as demonstrated above, that the term 

hendiadys has no substantial value and should be disregarded, since the applications have the 

effect that diverse features are lumped together and treated alike, their different characteristics 

are obscured as well as phenomena and areas in need of attention.  

It is apparent that this excessive and uncritical use of hendiadys for an overabundance of 

constructions indicates a need for demarcations of the combinations of components labelled 

hendiadys that represent various rhetorical, stylistic and grammatical phenomena with their 

respective functions in the HB. When discarding the term and looking past and beyond 

similarities with Latin, new facts have been unveiled, e.g., that especially noun pairs with an 

ANS occur frequently, and some of them solely in reported speech, but are rare in narrative 

passages in prose.  
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The kind advice that we should always be on the lookout for hendiadyses in the biblical 

text, ought perhaps to be paraphrased thus: ‘Always look out when ‘hendiadys’ is used’! If the 

phenomena traditionally designated hendiadys are given due attention, however, they will 

undoubtedly reveal valuable information on the languages and features in the Hebrew Bible 

and be of assistance in both linguistic and exegetical endeavours. 
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Part II 

Collection of examples  
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Chapter 1 

Introductory remarks to the Collection of examples 

 
 
The examples below constitute the material for the investigation of which components and 

constructions in the Hebrew Bible that the term hendiadys is used to denote. The examples 

were originally assembled as a reference material for analysis and statistics and were not 

intended for publication. However, since inquiries have been made for the collection to be 

published in order for scholars to have access to this material, the collection is therefore 

presented below in its entirety with the hope that it may stimulate research on the phenomena 

and the combinations involved.  

It is important to stress from the outset that the diverse applications of the term in many 

ways are understandable since the term is obscure, has been disparately employed already 

from the start when applied to examples in Latin and hence subsequently on combinations in 

Hebrew and Aramaic. This means of course that no particular scholar’s use of the term is 

more debatable or questionable than any others. The diversity, however, demonstrates clearly 

the great varieties, that the term is far too wide-ranging, inclusive and outmoded to continue 

to be used in this way, as has been shown in Part I above, and also demonstrates the presence 

of various phenomena in the HB that are in need of specific terminology, delimitations, 

clarifications and further research. 

The examples below include not only the ones that with confidence are suggested as and are 

designated hendiadys by scholars, but also several examples to which the term is applied only 

hesitantly, and/or with great uncertainty by one or several researchers, which results in 

expressions as “possibly a hendiadys”/“if a hendiadys, the translation could be…” etc.1 

However, even if the latter examples are set forth with some tentativeness, the examples 

and the explanations do testify to which kind of components and phenomena generate the use 

                                                
1 There are in fact more than 50 additional examples found that are not included below, nor are part of the 
statistical results above, simply because it was difficult to ascertain in the citations or references which 
components the term actually was aimed at. 
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of the term, and reveal, in addition, how, according to the scholar/scholars cited, a so-called 

hendiadys ought to be apprehended. They are even indicators not only of the present situation, 

but also of what might eventually become included in the term in the future. Examples given 

with tentativeness are therefore incorporated in the Collection of examples below. In order to 

do full justice to the opinions expressed and clearly show which the examples are that are 

given with hesitancy, the cautious formulations found, e.g., “probably a hendiadys” or the 

like, are incorporated in the citations apart from a sometimes suggested translation. 

Since it is fairly uncommon to see arguments against the use of the term, the few examples 

explicitly said not to represent a hendiadys are included below, but they are of course not 

included in the statistical results of suggested or suspected hendiadyses. In most cases the 

declaration by some scholars that a certain combination is not to be regarded as a so-called 

hendiadys, which is abbreviated ‘not h.’ below, refers to examples that are already suggested 

by other scholars as hendiadyses. In a few cases, however, ‘not h.’ refers to examples that 

scholar found suggests should be regarded as a hendiadys, but that someone still explicitly 

argues that it is not to be regarded a hendiadys. The latter examples are not included in the 

statistical results, but incorporated below all the same, due to the fact that the examples are 

rare, the arguments are interesting and reveal what might in other cases be considered a 

hendiadys. 

 

1.1 Various perspectives 

All examples found and derived from the HB are included in the collection, regardless of 

which perspective – linguistic, rhetorical, grammatical, exegetical etc. – the argumentation is 

based by the nearly 330 scholars cited. In the collection below are 22 examples of suggested 

hendiatrises and hendiatetrises, and 13 examples that are explicitly refuted as so-called 

hendiadyses, included for comparison, but they are of course excluded from the statistical 

investigations.  

The collection consists of 1720 collected examples, 1684 examples in Hebrew and 36 

examples in Aramaic and they are derived from grammars, lexicons, dictionaries, 

commentaries, monographs, articles etc., dealing with the HB and/or biblical Hebrew. 

Below is demonstrated the manner in which the examples are presented in the Collection of 

examples, how the references to scholars are arranged and in which way the morpho-syntactic 
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and semantic analysis is presented. Subsequently the abbreviations used are explained in more 

detail. 

 

1.2 Disposition 

All examples are presented in a similar manner, which is illustrated below by a suggested 

hendiadys in Gen 1:1 and derived from the Collection of examples: 

 

Genesis 

Gen 1:1 X®r`DaDh t¶Ea◊w Mˆy™AmDÚvAh t¶Ea the heavens and the earth  Ndiss 
Chomsky, “Principles,” 36, “it should be interpreted as a 
hendiadys […] in the sense of everything”;  
Hamilton, Genesis 1-17, 103, “is to be taken as an illustration of 
hendiadys (an idea expressed by two nouns connected by ‘and’), 
or a merism […] ‘the universe’;  
Sailhamer, “Genesis,” “universe”2; 
Waltke, “Genre,” 3, “a hendiadys […] denoting ‘the cosmos’” 
 

To the far left, a reference is given to which biblical book/chapter/verse the proposed 

hendiadys in Hebrew/Aramaic is derived from. If a suggested hendiadys is in Aramaic it is 

notified in the column to the left as well, after the chapter and verse, e.g., Dan 2:10 (Aram).  

Directly below the Hebrew/Aramaic text are the references given to the scholars found who 

use the term hendiadys for that particular example and in a few cases the ones who do not 

take a particular example as a hendiadys. The principles of reference are explained more 

below.3 

To the far right, the morpho-syntactic and semantic analysis is presented by means of 

abbreviations. For principles of categorizations, see above in Chapter 2, Methodological 

issues and angles of approach. For abbreviations see below 1.7 Abbreviations of categories 

with exemplifications. 

 

                                                
2 No pagination. 
3 See below 1.3 References. 
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1.3 The Hebrew/Aramaic text and the English translation 

The text in Hebrew and Aramaic is derived from the BHS and is presented with vowels and 

diacritic signs. This is because the presence of certain vowel signs and/or diacritical marks in 

some cases are used as arguments for the application of the term hendiadys.  

A literal translation in English is given after the Hebrew/Aramaic text or directly below it if 

the text passage is extensive. When only parts of the components in an example constitute a 

suggested hendiadys, and/or it may be difficult to identify due to reinterpretations by scholars 

cited, the components in question are enlarged in the Hebrew/Aramaic text and given in italics 

in the literal translation immediately following after/below the Hebrew/Aramaic text.  

Individual components may of course be interpreted and translated in various ways in 

general, as in certain contexts and in combinations with various components. However, an as 

consistent rendition as possible of individual components involved is chosen throughout in 

order to facilitate the reading and the recognition of certain lexemes, roots and stems.4 

 

1.4 References  

References to scholars are given in alphabetical order in connection with every example. The 

references to scholars consist of (a) surname, (b) initial of first name, or names, if there are 

more than one scholar with the same surname and a single first name, (c) an abbreviation of 

the title/titles by the scholars in question in which the term is used, (d) page reference(s), and 

(e) the suggested translation(s) by the scholar referred to.  

If a scholar presents a translation of a proposed hendiadys, that translation is included as a 

citation after the page reference. If there is no translation or comment found below an 

example cited it means that even though the scholar referred to uses the term hendiadys for  

the components in question, no translation that deviates from a literal translation of the 

Hebrew text is found. 

When there are more than one comment/interpretation/translation of a suggested hendiadys 

by a certain scholar and/or they are found in different monographs/articles etc., by the scholar 

in question, all the references encountered in which the scholar refers to a certain example as 

a hendiadys are cited. If the term hendiadys and the translation of the components, or several 

                                                
4 The order of the biblical books follows the same order as in BHS. 
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translations of the same, occur on different pages in the same monograph/article by the 

scholar cited, all the page references found are given.  

Additional references connected with a certain suggested hendiadys by a scholar cited are 

given in a footnote together with the first example of that suggested hendiadys by the scholar 

in question. In all subsequent examples in the Hebrew Bible consisting of the same 

components references are given in the footnotes to the first occurrence given by the scholar 

cited.  

If a suggested translation/interpretation of a proposed hendiadys is given in French, 

German, Latin, Modern Hebrew etc., the citation is given in each language respectively, but 

with a translation to English placed in a footnote.  

 

1.5 Categorizations  

The morpho-syntactic and semantic analysis of the components that are considered to 

constitute proposed or suspected hendiadyses is given in the presentation to the right by 

means of abbreviations.5 The analysis to the far right of each example incorporates 

categorizations according to the following principles: 

1. The first abbreviation indicates to which part of speech or syntactical construction the 

components in a suggested hendiadys represent: N = noun, V = verb, etc. If the term 

hendiadys is used to denote syntactical constructions the abbreviations ‘Ph’ for phrase 

and ‘Cla’ for clause, etc., are used. 

2. The components are two if not otherwise noted. If more than two components are 

incorporated in a suggested hendiadys, the amount of components is referred to in the 

analysis to the right as well, e.g., ‘4N,’ which reads ‘four nouns.’ The few occasions 

when the term hendiatris or hendiatetris is used for 3 or 4 components are also 

indicated to the right. 

3. The semantic relationship of the components are also presented by means of 

abbreviations: e.g., ‘diss’ for ‘dissimilar components; ‘semf’ for ‘from the same 

semantic field,’ etc. Subcategorizations are also given, e.g., ‘synl’ which stands for 

‘synonym-like,’ which is a subcategory of ‘semf.’ For example ‘Nsemf, synl’ reads ‘2 

synonym-like nouns from the same semantic field.’  

                                                
5 For abbreviations of the classifications and annotations, see below 1.7 Abbreviations with exemplifications. 
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4. If an example consists of more than two components of which some are closely related 

whereas others are dissimilar, the components are referred to as e.g., ‘4Vdiss/semf,’ 

which means that at least two of the verbs involved are closely related and at least one 

of the verbs involved is dissimilar in meaning as compared to the rest of the verbs in 

the example in question. 

5. The components are joined syndetically if not otherwise noted. If the components are 

joined asyndetically the abbreviation ‘asyn’ is added in the analysis to the right. 

6. If the components in a suggested hendiadys are interspersed by one or more 

intervening components the abbreviation ‘int,’ for ‘intervening components,’ is added 

to the right. 

7. The term hendiadys is at times utilized to denote components in parallelism, which is 

indicated to the right by the abbreviation ‘in Pa’ for ‘in parallelism.’ 

8. When a suggested hendiadys consists of a combination of two nouns no further 

comment is given in the footnote, but if the two consist of a noun and an adjective this 

is indicated in a footnote by ‘noun + adj,’ and when an example consists of two 

adjectives this is indicated by ‘2 adj.’ The morphological analysis of the verbs 

involved in each example is also given in a footnote, e.g., ‘impf’ (imperfect), ‘impv’ 

(imperative), etc. 

9. The nouns in a suggested hendiadys may at times have prefixed particles, plural 

endings and/or pronominal suffixes. In order to differentiate between examples 

consisting of nouns with or without affixes, the letters ‘a,’ ‘b,’ ‘c’ as well as 

combinations thereof are used. The letter ‘a’ indicates that at least one of the nouns in 

a proposed hendiadys have a prefixed particle other than wāw and the article; the letter 

‘b’ indicates that at least one of the nouns has a plural ending, and the letter ‘c’ that a 

least one the nouns has a pronominal suffix. If one of the nouns has e.g., a prefixed 

particle, a plural ending as well as a pronominal suffix, all letters ‘a, b, c’ are used in 

the analysis to the right. 

10. If a certain combination of nouns, e.g., ‘horse and carriage’ is viewed as a hendiadys 

by a scholar, but a reference is made to a verse in which the nouns are not joined 

syndetically, but form part of one or more phrases, e.g., ‘Pharaoh’s horse and all his 

chariots,’ the abbreviation N/Ph is used. This is due to the fact that it is the nouns as 

such, given in italics above, that the scholar refers to even if the actual nouns in the 
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example in question are parts of two phrases. The semantic analysis is then given as 

‘N/Ph, diss, th’ which in this case means ‘two theme-related dissimilar nouns/phrases.’ 

This is used only when a scholar refers to the nouns as a hendiadys but they are part of 

one or more phrases. However, if it is explicitly stated, or is obvious, that the 

suggested hendiadys consists of (a) a combination of two phrases, the categorization 

‘Ph’ is used, or (b) a noun and a phrase referred to as a so-called hendiadys, e.g., ‘old 

with full days,’ i.e., a noun + phrase combined, they are given the categorization 

/abbreviation ‘N + Ph,’ with the semantic analysis given after a comma ‘N + Ph, 

semf,’ which reads ‘one noun + one phrase combined, from the same semantic field.’ 

11. If nouns in a construct relation are designated hendiadys the abbreviation ‘Nc’ for 

‘Nouns in a construct relation’ is given in the analysis to the right, or in combinations 

e.g., N + Nc, etc. 

12. The abbreviation ‘advm’ is added in parenthesis to the right when at least one of the 

scholars cited suggests, or the translation points to, that one of the verbs in the 

example in question is taken to serve as an adverbial modifier. The reason that 

‘(advm)’ is included is only to make it easy to detect and differentiate between 

examples in which one of the verbs is taken to serve as an adverbial modifier by at 

least one of the scholars cited in connection with a suggested hendiadys, and other 

examples in which that function is not suggested for any of the verbs by the 

scholar/scholars referred to. 

13. The designation ‘wāw–hen,’ to the right means that the term hendiadys is used for the 

particle wāw as such by the scholar/scholars referred to and not for the combination of 

the other components, e.g., nouns, verbs or phrases etc. involved. 

14. The designation ‘hapax’ stands for when the suggested hendiadys includes a 

component that is an absolute hapax legomenon. No semantic analysis is then given. 

When one of the components is a so-called non absolute hapax legomenon that is 

indicated by hapax(n).6 

15. The designation ‘crux’ is added when either one of the components or even the entire 

example is considered to be a crux. When a crux is part of or constitutes a suggested 

hendiadys, no semantic analysis is given. 

                                                
6 For criteria for differentiations between so-called absolute versus non-absolute hapax legomena, and lists of 
these, see Greenspahn, Hapax.  
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16. When the reason for a certain example to be labelled hendiadys is explicitly stated to 

be that one of the components is viewed as epexegetical then ‘expl’ for explicative is 

given in the analysis.7 

17. If an example is explicitly said not to be a hendiadys, the abbreviation ‘not h.’ in bold 

letters is given in connection with the scholar cited who argues against the opinion that 

the components form a so-called hendiadys. 

 

1.6 Combinations of components and references 

Certain combinations of components are seen by some scholars to represent hendiadys in 

general, but verse references are not always given to any of the occurrences in the Hebrew 

Bible. In that case a reference to the scholar cited is placed in connection with all verses in the 

Hebrew Bible in which the combination of components occurs and a comment is given in a 

footnote on the fact that it is the combination as such that is viewed as a hendiadys. Other 

scholars may, on the other hand, refer to the very same combination of components as a 

hendiadys, but give explicit references only to one or a few verses even if the combination of 

components as such occurs several times in the HB. In that case a reference to the latter 

scholar(s) is placed only in connection with the one or the few examples that he or she refers 

to. 

Even if the lexemes are the same in several examples the components may differ in the 

individual examples found, since the individual lexemes may (a) occur with or without 

inflection, (b) occur with or without affixed particles and/or (c) occur in inverted order, and, 

in addition, (d) occur only in certain books or genres or (e) in a particular way only in certain 

passages, etc. A variety of translations, interpretations and functions are, in addition, ascribed 

to identical lexemes as suggested hendiadyses. One or more scholars may, in addition, refer to 

components forming a suggested hendiadys that consist of lexemes that are slightly varied in 

different examples. Due to the varieties mentioned above, all examples of suggested 

hendiadyses are therefore incorporated in the collection, including the ones that consist of the 

same lexemes with or without affixes or other variations.8  

 

                                                
7 That abbreviation is not used when that opinion is not explicitly expressed. 
8 The examples that consist of combinations that occur more than a few times amount to circa 200.  
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1.7 Abbreviations with exemplifications 

The following abbreviations and combinations thereof are used in general above and in the 

Collection of examples below. They are used for parts of speech, forms, different categories, 

subcategories and combinations thereof in the morpho-syntactic and semantic analysis of the 

components and their interrelationships in suggested or suspected so-called hendiadyses, and 

a few so-called hendiatrises and hendiatetrises. 

a  when a noun in a suggested hendiadys has one or more prefixed 

particles other than wāw and/or the definite article 

adj adjective 

advb adverb 

Advb   a suggested hendiadys consists of a combination of adverbs, e.g., 

‘suddenly, suddenly’ 

ant antonyms 

Aram example in Aramaic 

b when a noun in a suggested hendiadys has a plural ending 

c when a noun in a suggested hendiadys has a pronominal suffix 

Cla means ‘clause’ and is used for a combination of two clauses that 

are suggested as a hendiadys. One of the clauses may at times 

consist of a single verb with or without an object suffix  

Cla (advm) a combination of two clauses that are suggested as a hendiadys in 

which at least one of the verbs in the clauses appears to be 

interpreted as an adverbial modifier (advm) 

Cla, diss two dissimilar clauses combined that are interpreted as a 

hendiadys, e.g., ‘he took his rod and he lifted his hands’ 

Cla, semf  two clauses that are interpreted as a hendiadys and the clauses 

seem to express closely related notions, e.g., ‘he was extremely 

angry and he was full of rage’ 

Co cognate object construction 
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coh stands for ‘cohortative,’ and is used when one or more of the verbs 

has a cohortative suffix 

cons stands for ‘consecutive,’ which is used as in traditional 

terminology for a verb form with a prefixed wāw interpreted in 

perfective or futural sense respectively 

ds different stems 

dg different gender 

dn  different number 

expl stands for ‘explicative’ and is used when the components in a 

suggested hendiadys are clearly said to represent epexegesis but 

are still designated hendiadys  

fem feminine 

geogr is short for ‘geographical’ and is used when a suggested hendiadys 

consists of a combination of place names like, ‘Israel and 

Jerusalem’ 

hapax an absolute hapax legomenon 

hapax(n) a non-absolute hapax legomenon 

hyp a hyponym 

iden identical components  

impf imperfect 

impv imperative 

int means ’intervening’ and is used when the components in a 

suggested hendiadys are interspersed by intervening components 

masc masculine 

Nant   two nouns consisting of antonyms (‘ant’), e.g., ‘good and evil,’ 

that are suggested as a hendiadys 

Nc stands for ‘two nouns in a construct relation’ that are labelled 

hendiadys e.g., ‘the oath of the covenant’ 

Ndiss   two dissimilar nouns 
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Ndiss, th    a combination of two dissimilar nouns that are theme-related 

(‘th’), e.g., ‘eat and drink’  

N/Ph in Pa   two nouns or phrases in parallelism are referred to as a hendiadys, 

e.g., ’For her rich inhabitants are full of violence, and her 

inhabitants spoke lies’ 

Nsemf  two closely related nouns from the same semantic field, e.g., ‘dust 

and ashes’ 

Nsemf, synl  two synonym-like nouns from the same semantic field, e.g., ‘joy 

and gladness’ 

Nsr, dg   two nouns from the same root (‘sr’), but of different gender (‘dg’) 

e.g., ‘desolation (masc. sing.) and desolation (fem. sing.)’ 

Nsr, iden    two identical nouns from the same root (‘sr’), e.g., ‘city and city’ 

Nsr, sg   two nouns from the same root (‘sr’) and from the same gender 

(‘sg’), but of different forms 

part particle 

partc active participle 

pass passive 

pers is short for ‘personal’ and is used when a suggested hendiadys 

consists of a combination of personal names like ‘Shem and 

Jephet’ 

Phdiss    refers to a combination of two dissimilar phrases, each containing 

more than two lexemes, e.g., ‘to this covenant and to this oath’ 

plur plural 

sf stands for ‘solitary form’ and is used for when a component that 

occurs only once in the HB in a certain way form part of a 

suggested hendiadys, e.g., forms with or without matres lectionis, 

although the root and/or other spellings of the same lexeme with or 

without matres lectionis may be attested in the HB 

sg same gender 
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sing singular 

sr same root 

V in Pa  two verbs in parallelism (‘Pa’) referred to combined as a 

hendiadys, e.g., ‘and he said… /and he spoke…’ 

Vdiss (advm) a combination of two dissimilar verbs in which one of the verbs is 

interpreted as a modifier (advm) by at least one of the scholars 

cited, e.g., ‘he added and he took’ for ‘he took again.’ 

Vdiss, th a combination of two dissimilar verbs that are theme-related, e.g., 

‘eating and drinking’ 

Vsemf    closely related verbs combined, e.g., ‘he answered and he said’ 

Vsemf, synl  two synonym-like verbs combined, e.g., ‘rejoice and be glad’ 

Vsr, dc a combination of two verbs from the same verb root (‘sr’) but from 

different stems (‘dc’), e.g., ‘turn (Qal) and turn yourself (Hitpael)’ 

wāw - hen   the particle wāw as such appears to be referred to as a hendiadys  

wāw - expl  the particle wāw is interpreted as ‘that is/namely,’ and explicitly 

constitutes the reason for the example to be designated hendiadys 

 
Combinations of components from the aforementioned categories may also be designated 

hendiadys and are therefore also included in the Collection of examples. This refers to 

combinations that may consist of combinations of different parts of speech or syntactical 

categories, e.g., a noun and a phrase (N+Ph), a noun and a verb (N+V) or combinations that 

form more complex constructions, like a noun, a phrase and a clause (N+Ph+Cla) etc. 
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Chapter 2 

Collection of examples 
 
 
Genesis 
Gen 1:1 X®r`DaDh t¶Ea◊w Mˆy™AmDÚvAh t¶Ea the heavens and the earth  Ndiss 
Chomsky, “Principles,” 36, “it should rather be interpreted as a 
hendiadys […] in the sense of ‘everything’”;  
Hamilton, Genesis 1-17, 103, “is to be taken as an illustration of 
hendiadys (an idea expressed by two nouns connected by ‘and’), 
or a merism […] ‘the universe’”;  
Putnam, Reading, §4.11, p. 40; 
Sailhamer, “Genesis,”, “universe”1; 
Waltke, “Genre,” 3, “a hendiadys […] denoting ‘the cosmos’”2 
 
Gen 1:2 ……wh$ObÎw ‹…wh‚Ot an emptiness/formless and a void  Nsemf, synl 
Arnold, Genesis, 37, 43, “formless void”; 
Arnold/Beyer, Survey, 492 n. 7;  
Arnold/Choi, Guide, §4.3.3 (g), p. 148, “a formless void”3;  
Atwell, Source, 452, “a sort of hendiadys”4; 
Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 45, “an emptiness and a void”5; 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)6; 
Chomsky, “Principles,” 36; 
Konkel, “whOb,” NIDOTTE, vol. I, 608, “a hendiadys meaning an 
unearthly or indescribable emptiness”; 
Kuntz, “Agent,” 122, “formless void […] a desert waste”;  
Meyers, Eve, 100, “a formless void”; 
Murphy, Dictionary, 83;  
Perry, “Poetics,” 4, 6, “formless and void”/“waste and void”7; 
Putnam, Insert, §1.8.3a, p. 22, “a formless void”8;  
                                                
1 No pagination. 
2 The whole citation reads; “‘heaven and earth,’ is a hendiadys (a single expression of two apparently separate 
parts) denoting ‘the cosmos,’ the complete, orderly, harmonious universe […] more specifically the hendiadys is 
a merism,” and in footnote 8, p. 10; “Also, [hendiadys] a syntagm, a series of different elements forming a 
syntactic unit.” 
3 Underlining and italics Arnold/Choi. 
4 Atwell, Source, 452, “which is perhaps a specific description for ideas associated with the primeval deep.” 
5 Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 46; “The vocalization of the conjunction as Dw with a qamets instead of with a sheva is 
typical of idiomatic phrases and has the effect of creating one notion out of two components, called hendiadys, 
‘one through two.’” 
6 Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111, “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine 
Hendiadyse sind.” 
7 Perry refers to Gen 1:2 and Jer 4:23. 
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Sailhamer, “Genesis,” “your pains in childbearing”9; 
Sarna, Genesis, 353 n. 6; 
Sasson, “Time,” 188 (not h.), “it should be understood as a 
farrago […] the earth was ‘hodgepodge’”10; 
Speiser, Genesis, 5, “an excellent example of hendiadys […] ‘a 
formless waste’”; 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “disorder”11;  
Waltke, “Genre,” 4, “utter chaos”;  
Wenham, Genesis 1-15, 2, 15, “total chaos”; 
Williams, Syntax, 16, “a formless void”; Syntax (ed. Beckman), 
30, “a formless void”12 
 
Gen 1:14 My$îdSowâømVl…w ‹tOtOaVl to signs and to appointed times  Ndiss, a, b 
Brichto, Problem, 99 n. 46, “for time markers of days and 
years”; Names, 40, “as time-markers”; p. 439 n. 6: “for signs, 
i.e., of time-periods”;  
Bullinger, Bible, 4, “in the likeness of our image”; 
Franke, Isaiah, 173, “as signs to mark seasons”; 
Gesenius, Lehrgebäude, 854, “zu Zeichen der Zeiten”13; 
Gesenius, Lexicon (ed. Robinson), 22914; 
König, Stilistik, 160, “zu Zeichen sowohl […] für Fest Zeiten”15; 
Nordheimer, Analysis, 9, “for signs of seasons, to indicate the 
seasons”; 
Orlinsky, Notes, 36, 58, “as signs for set times”; 265, “for signs 
of season”16; 
Sarna, Genesis, 9, “as signs for the set times”; 
Speiser, Genesis, 6, “the fixed times”; 
Stuart, Grammar, 335, “they shall be for the signs of seasons”17  
 
Gen 1:22 …w#b√r…w …wêrVÚp be fruitful and multiply   Vdiss (advm)18 
Andersen, Sentence, 117, “be abundantly fruitful”19; 
Endo, System, 198-199, “be abundantly fruitful”; 
Hamilton, Genesis 1-17, 131 n. 2, “Perhaps it is better to take 
these two verbs […] as illustrative of hendiadys […] ‘be 
abundantly fruitful’”; 
                                                
8 Italics Putnam. 
9 No pagination. 
10 Sasson, “Time,” 188, “a farrago, wherein two usually alliterative words combine to give a meaning other than 
their constituent parts.” 
11 Talmon/Fields refer to these nouns combined as a hendiadys. The combination occurs also in Jer 4:23. 
12 Italics Beckman. 
13 ‘For signs of the times.’ 
14 In the 1858 edition. 
15 ‘For signs as well as […] for times of feasts.’ 
16 In the 1858 edition. 
17 The examples are derived from the edition from 1821 and the page references in this collection of examples 
are to the 1821 edition. The same examples occur in later editions from 1823 and 1838. 
18 2 impv. 
19 Italics Andersen. Andersen refers to Gen 1:22; 28; 9:7; 35:11, and since he adds ‘etc.’ all combinations of 
these verbs in the same manner in other verses are presumably seen by him as hendiadyses. These verbs occur 
combined also in Gen 8:17, 9:1 and Jer 23:3 and are therefore incorporated together with a reference to 
Andersen.  
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Waltke/Fredricks, Genesis, 47420; 
Wenham, Genesis 1-15, 4, “be abundantly fruitful” 
 
Gen 1:24 cRmö®rÎw h¶DmEhV;b beast and creeping [thing]  Ndiss 
Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 87, 89, “beastkind and creeperkind […] 
Notice the Dw hendiadys form of the conjunction” 
 
Gen 1:26ab …wn¡Et…wm√dI;k …wn™EmVlAxV;b in our image, as our likeness Nsemf, a, c 
Bullinger, Figures, 659, “in the likeness of our image”;  
Clines, “Humanity,” 487, “it is very possible that they form a 
hendiadys”;  
Glassius, Philologiae, 392, “ad imaginem valdè similem […] 
vel, ad imaginem nobis perquàm similem”21 
 
Gen 1:26a ·…w;d√rˆy◊w …wn¡Et…wm√dI;k …wn™EmVlAxV;b Mö∂dDa h¶RcSo`An   Cla/Vdiss 
let us make man in our image, as our likeness and they will rule   
Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, §39.2.5, p. 654, “Let us make 
humans in our image […] and let them rule.”22 
 
Gen 1:28 …wöb√r…w …wõrVÚp be fruitful and multiply  Vdiss (advm)23 
Andersen, Sentence, 117, “be abundantly fruitful”24;  
Hamilton, Genesis 1-17, 131 n. 2, “Perhaps it is better to take 
these two verbs […] as illustrative of hendiadys […] ’be 
abundantly fruitful’”; 
Waltke/Fredricks, Genesis, 47425 
 
Gen 2:3 twáøcSoAl My™IhølTa añ∂rD;b_rRvSa which God created in/to doing Vdiss, int (advm)26 
NET, 6 n. 10, “‘which God creatively made’ or ‘which God 
made in his creating’”27   
 
Gen 2:9 oá∂rÎw bwñøf good and evil   Nant 
Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 130, 177, 220, “Note the hendiadys 
conjunction Îw […] good-and-bad”28;  
Bullinger, Figures, 659, “evil enjoyment”; 
Chomsky, “Principles,” 36 
 
Gen 2:15 ;há∂rVmDvVl…w ;hä∂dVbDoVl to dress/work it and to keep it  Vdiss29 
Brichto, Names, 72, 74, “for the task of tending it” 
 
 
                                                
20 Waltke/Fredricks refer to Gen 1:22, 28; 9:1, 7; 17:20; 28:3; 47:27. 
21 ‘In very much our likeness [of our image] […] or completely in our likeness/in our very likeness.’ All 
examples below by Glassius are from the 1653 edition of his Philologiae Sacrae, first published in 1623. 
22 Italics Waltke/O’Connor. 
23 2 impv. 
24 See note to Gen 1:22. 
25 See note to Gen 1:22. 
26 Perf + infc. 
27 NET stands for The New English Translation, also abbreviated the NET Bible.  
28 Italics Bandstra. 
29 2 infc. 
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Gen 3:16 JKY´nOr`Eh◊w JK∞EnwøbV…xIo your pain and your pregnancy  Ndiss, c, hapax(n)30 
Avishur, Studies, 102;  
Berlin/Brettler/Fishbane, Bible, 2130, “pangs in childbearing”;  
Bullinger, Figures, 659, “thy sorrow, yes – and thy conceiving  
sorrow too: [for] ‘in sorrow thou shalt bring forth children’”;  
Busenitz, “Desire,” 206 n. 17, “is probably a hendiadys – an 
idiomatic phrase referring to pain which results from 
pregnancy”;  
Bühlmann/Scherer, Stilfiguren, 31, “die Mühsal deiner   
Schwangerschaft”31;  
Collins, “Adam,” 35, n. 75, “your pain in childbearing” (not h.), 
“To call it a ‘hendiadys,’ as some do, is imprecise”; 
Crim, “Bible,”152; 
Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner), 
vol. II, “w”, 288, “die Beschw. deiner Schw.”32; 
Gesenius, Lehrgebäude, 854, “die Schmerzen deiner 
Schwangerschaft”33;  
Gesenius, Lexicon (ed. Robinson), 229”34; 
Glassius, Philologiae, 494, “dolorem conceptus tui”35; 
Good, “Exodus,” 358, “your pregnancy pains”;   
Gordis, “Usages,” 41, “Knwyrh Nwbxo”36; Koheleth, 279, 331 “the 
pain of thy conceiving”;  
Hamilton, Genesis 1-17, 195 n. 2, “your pregnancy pains”;  
Koehler/Baumgartner, “w,” HALAT, vol. I, 247, “d. Beschwerden 
deiner Schwangerschaft”37; “w,” HALOT, vol. I, 258, “the 
hardships of your pregnancy”; 
Kuntz, “Agent,” 122, “pangs in childbearing”;  
König, Stilistik, 160 (not h.); 
Mathews, Genesis 1-11:26, 249 n. 218 “painful labor”; 
Meyers, Eve, 103; “Roles,” 345;  
Müller, “Gebrauch,” 144, “die Schmerzen deiner Schwanger-
schaft”38; 
NET, 12 n. 11, “your labor pains”; 1134 n. 18, “pain in 
childbearing”; 
Nordheimer, Analysis, 27, “the pain of thy conception”; 
Orlinsky, Notes, 36, 65, “your pangs in childbearing”; 
Quellette, “Doom,” 391 (not h.), “distress and child-bearing”39; 
265, “the sorrow of thy pregnancy”40; 
Ross, Hebrew, 343, “your pain in conception”; 
Ruiten van, History, 100;  
                                                
30 A non-absolute hapax legomenon, according to Greenspahn, Hapax, 189. 
31 ‘The hardship of your pregnancy.’ 
32 ‘Your pregnancy pain.’ 
33 Italics Gesenius. ‘The pain of your conception.’  
34 In the 1858 edition. 
35 ‘Your pregnancy pain.’ 
36 ‘Your pregnancy pain.’ 
37 ‘The pain of your pregnancy.’ 
38 Italics Müller. ‘Your pregnancy pain.’ 
39 Italics Quellette. 
40 In the 1858 edition. 
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Seow, Grammar, 258, “your labor pain”41; 
Speiser, Genesis, lxx, 24, “pangs in childbearing”; 
Stuart, Grammar, 335, “I will multiply the sorrows of thy 
conception”42; 
Wenham, Genesis 1-15, 81, “is probably hendiadys for ‘your 
pains of pregnancy’”; 
Westermann, Genesis 1-11, 183, 262, “a typical hendiadys […] 
the pains that childbearing will bring you/your pains in 
childbearing”; 
Williams, Syntax, 16, “your labour pains”; Syntax (ed. 
Beckman), 29, “your labour pain”43  
 
Gen 3:18 räå;d√råd◊w Xwõøq◊w and thorn and thorny bush/thistle   Nsemf44 
Lawson Younger Jr, “Xwøq I,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 907, “are 
hendiadys and simply strengthen the concept of thorniness”45 
 
Gen 4:1 dRl∞E;tÅw ‹rAh‹A;tÅw and she became pregnant and she gave birth  Vdiss46  
Stuart, Exodus, 86, “It is a standard hendiadys in Hebrew 
narrative for describing a baby coming into a family” 
 
Gen 4:2 t®d$RlDl PRsâO;tÅw and she added to give birth  Vdiss (advm)47 
Ross, Hebrew, 409, “(And) she gave birth again”48 
 
Gen 4:4 N¡RhEbVlRj`Em…w wäønaøx twõørOkV;bIm    Ph+N, a, c 
from the firstlings of his flock and of the fat thereof   
Bullinger, Figures, 659, “he brought the firstlings of his flock, 
yes – and the fattest ones too, or the fattest firstlings of his flock, 
with emphasis on ‘fattest’”49; 
Glassius, Philologiae, 393, “de primogenitis gregis sui 
pinguissimis”50; 
NET, 15 n. 1, “These also could be interpreted as a hendiadys: 
‘from the fattest of the firstborn of the flock’”; 
Weideman, Grammar, 39, “of the fat firstlings” 
 
Gen 4:12 d™DnÎw o¶Dn     Nsemf 
an unsteady/someone moving back and fro, and a wanderer  
Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 242, 253, 257, “a fugitive and a 
wanderer […] the hendiadys conjunction Dw”; 

                                                
41 Italics Seow. 
42 Italics Stuart. From the 1821 edition.  
43 Italics Beckman. 
44 2 concr. 
45 He states “Those [nouns describing thorns] occuring in pairs are hendiadys”, which refers, according to 
Lawson Younger Jr, to combinations of either the nouns tyCw rymC or rdrdw Xwq. The nouns rdrdw Xwq occur 
combined in Gen 3:18 and Hos 10:8 and the nouns tyCw rymC in Isa 5:6; 7:23, 24, 25; 9:17; 10:17; 27:4. In Isa 
32:13 rymC is joined asyndetically with Xwq. 
46 Två impfc. 
47 Perfc + infc. 
48 According to Ross a verbal hendiadys. 
49 Italics Bullinger. 
50 ‘From the fattest firstlings of his flocks.’  
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Brichto, Grammar, 40-41, “one ever on the go”51;  
Crim, “Bible,”152; 
Hamilton, Genesis 1-17, 232, “a wandering fugitive”52; 
Orlinsky, Notes, 36, 69, “a restless (or ceaseless) wanderer”; 
Ross, Hebrew, 343, “A ceaseless wanderer”; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 173, “vagabond”; 
Speiser, Genesis, 31, “restless wanderer”; 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “wanderer”53 
 
Gen 4:14 ‹dÎnÎw o§Dn     Nsemf 
an unsteady/someone moving back and fro and a wanderer  
Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 254, 257, “a fugitive and a wanderer 
[…] the hendiadys conjunction Dw”; 
Brichto, Grammar, 40-41, “one ever on the go”54;  
Crim, “Bible,” 152; 
Hamilton, Genesis 1-17, 232, “a wandering fugitive”55; 
Orlinsky, Notes, 36, 69, “a restless (or ceaseless) wanderer”; 
Ross, Hebrew, 343, “A ceaseless wanderer”; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 173, “vagabond”; 
Speiser, Genesis, 31, “restless wanderer”; 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “wanderer”56 
 
Gen 4:17 dRl∞E;tÅw rAh™A;tÅw and she became pregnant and she gave birth Vdiss57 
Stuart, Exodus, 86, “It is a standard hendiadys in Hebrew 
narrative for describing a baby coming into a family”58 
 
Gen 5:29 NwâøbV…xIoEm…w ‹…wn‹EcSoA;m`Im from our work and from our toil/pain Nsemf, a, c 
Alter, Genesis, 37/Five Books, 36, “‘the pain of our hands’ work 
[…] indicating ‘painful labor’” 
 
Gen 6:7 Mˆy¡DmDÚvAh Pwâøo_dAo◊w cRmä®r_dAo h$DmEhV;b_dAo ‹M∂dDaèEm  N, Ph, diss, th  
from man to beast to creeping [things] and to birds of the heavens   
Hamilton, Genesis 1-17, 276, “a hendiadys and means ‘all living 
creatures, human as well as animal’” 
 
Gen 6:9 My¶ImD;t qyöî;dAx righteous, perfect   Nsemf, asyn59 
Avishur, “Pairs,” 70, “just (and) blameless”60 
 
 
                                                
51 Brichto refers to Gen 4:12, 14. 
52 Italics Hamilton. 
53 Talmon/Fields refer to the combination of these two nouns as a hendiadys. They occur in Gen 4:12, 14. 
54 Brichto refers to Gen 4:12, 14. 
55 Italics Hamilton. 
56 See note to Gen 4:12. 
57 2 impfc. 
58 See note to Gen 4:1. 
59 2 adj. 
60 This is an ‘appositional hendiadys’ according to Avishur. He exemplifies his opinion by referring to Job 12:4 
and Gen 6:6. The nouns referred to occur not in Gen 6:6 but in Gen 6:9 and that is presumably the combination 
he has in mind. 
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Gen 8:7 bw$øvÎw ‹awøxÎy going out and returning   Vdiss61 
Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 436, “A hendiadys group” 
 
Gen 8:17 …wäb∂r◊w …wõrDp…w and be fruitful and multiply  Vdiss (advm)62 
Andersen, Sentence, 117, “be abundantly fruitful”63 
 
Gen 8:22ab M%OjÎw r°Oq◊w and cold and heat   Ndiss, ant, th 
Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 466, “the Dw hendiadys form of the 
conjunction”64  
 
Gen 8:22ba P®röOjÎw Xˆy¬åq◊w and summer and winter   Ndiss, th 
Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 466, “the Dw hendiadys form of the 
conjunction”65  
 
Gen 8:22bb hDl◊y™AlÎw Mwñøy◊w and day and night   Ndiss, th 
Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 466, “the Dw hendiadys form of the 
conjunction” 66; 
Jacobson, Student edition, 20, “day and-night”; 
Soden von/Bergman/Sæbø, “Mwøy,” TDOT, vol. VI, 20, “an 
hendiadys denoting a 24-hour ‘day’”67 
 
Gen 9:1 …wäb√r…w …wõrVÚp be fruitful and multiply   Vdiss (advm)68 
Andersen, Sentence, 117, “be abundantly fruitful”69; 
Endo, System, 199; 
Hamilton, Genesis 1-17, 311 n. 1; Genesis 18-50, 379 n. 2, “Be 
abundantly fruitful”;  
Waltke/Fredricks, Genesis, 47470 
 
Gen 9:2 ‹MRkV;tIj◊w M§RkSaårwøm…w and fear of you and dread of you Nsemf, synl, c 
Hamilton, Genesis 1-17, 311 n. 1, “dread fear of you” 
 
Gen 9:7a …wób√r…w …wêrVÚp be fruitful and multiply   Vdiss (advm)71 
Andersen, Sentence, 117, “be abundantly fruitful”72; 
Waltke/Fredricks, Genesis, 47473 
 
 
 
 

                                                
61 2 infabs. 
62 2 impv. 
63 See note to Gen 1:22. 
64 Bandstra refers to the conjunction prefixed to the second noun. 
65 Bandstra refers to the conjunction prefixed to the second noun. 
66 Bandstra refers to the conjunction prefixed to the second noun. 
67 See note to Gen 8:22bb. 
68 2 impv. 
69 See note to Gen 1:22. 
70 See note to Gen 1:22. 
71 2 impv. 
72 See note to Gen 1:22. 
73 See note to Gen 1:22. 
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Gen 9:7b ;h`Db_…wb √r…w X®r™DaDb …wñx √rIv   Vdiss, int74 
swarm in the earth and multiply therein  
Andersen, Sentence, 99 
 
Gen 9:20 o™AÚfˆ¥yÅw […] lRj¶D¥yÅw and he began […] and he planted Vdiss, int (advm)75 
Ross, “Curse,” 717 , “he proceeded to plant”76 
 
Gen 9:23 tRp˝‰yÎw M°Ev Shem and Jepheth   Ndiss, pers, en 
Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 510, “the hendiadys conjunction Dw which 
has the effect of creating a pair of words that function as a unit” 
 
Gen 9:27 wøm`Dl dRb¶Ro NAo™AnVk y¶Ihyˆw M¡Ev_yElFh`DaV;b NäO;kVvˆy◊w   Cladiss 
and may/let him live in the tents of Shem and may Canaan be 
his slave 
Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, §39.2.5, p. 654, “may Japheth 
live in the tents of Shem; and may Canaan be his slave”77 
 
Gen 10:19ba M™IyObVx…w h¶Dm√dAa◊w hö∂rOmSoÅw hDmµOdVs   Ndiss, geogr 
Sodom and Gomorrah and Admah and Zeboiim   
Keel/Küchler, Orte, 254, “Man ist versucht […] an eine 
Hendiadys zu denken […] ‘bedeckte Stadt’”78 
 
Gen 10:19bb M™IyObVx…w h¶Dm √dAa ◊w hö∂rOmSoÅw hDmµOdVs   Ndiss, geogr 
Sodom and Gomorrah and Admah and Zeboiim   
Keel/Küchler, Orte, 254, “Man ist versucht […] an eine 
Hendiadys zu denken […] ‘Ackerland für Gazellen’”79 
 
Gen 11:4  ‹ l∂;d◊gIm…w ry#Io a city and a tower   Ndiss  
Egnell, “Torn,” 170 “ett s.k. hendiadyoin med betydelsen 
‘tornborg, borgstad’”80; 
Kellermann, “l∂;d◊gIm,” TDOT, vol. VIII, 72 (not h.); 
Seow, Grammar, 258, “a towering city”81;  
Speiser, “Word Plays,” 322 n. 1, “city crowned by a tower”;  
Wenham, Genesis 1-15, 239, “a city with a tower (‘city and 
tower’ is probably hendiadys)”; 
Wolf, Studies, 22, “the tower” 
 
Gen 12:1 äÔKV;t√dAlwáø;mIm…w ñÔKVx√rAaEm    N/Ph, semf, a, c 
from your country and from your place of birth  
Crim, “Bible,” 152; 

                                                
74 2 impv. 
75 2 impfc. 
76 According to Ross a verbal hendiadys. 
77 Italics Waltke/O’Connor. 
78 ‘One is tempted by the two pairs to think of hendiadys’ […] “covered city.’” Keel/Küchler refer to Gen 10:19; 
Deut 29:22. 
79 ‘One is tempted by the two pairs to think of hendiadys’ […] “grazingland for gazelle.” Keel/Küchler refer to 
Gen 10:19; Deut 29:22. 
80 ‘A so-called hendiadyoin with the meaning “a towered castle, a fortified city.’” 
81 Italics Seow. 
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Mathews, Genesis 11:27-50:26, 110, “the land of your 
kinsfolk”; 
Orlinsky, Notes, 36, 85, “a classic instance of hendiadys […] 
from your native land”82; 
Speiser, Genesis, lxx, “from your native land”83 
 
Gen 12:9 AowäøsÎn◊w JKwñølDh he is going and he is travelling  Vdiss84 
Putnam, Insert, §2.3.2a, p. 37, “continued to move”85 
 

Gen 12:13 JK`ElDl◊gI;b y™IvVpÅn h¶Dt◊yDj◊w JK$ér…wbSoAb y∞Il_bAfy`Iy ‹NAo‹AmVl  Cladiss 
in order that it will go well with me because of you  
and that my soul will live thanks to you 
Sarna, Genesis, 95 
 
Gen 12:16 r∂qDb…w_Naøx flock/sheep and cattle  Nsemf 
Walsh, Style, 27 n. 24, “[maqqef] links the two Hebrew words 
into a single complex idea (the technical term is hendiadys), 
thereby enabling them to act as a unit […] flocks-and-herds”86  
 
Gen 13:2 b`DhÎΩΩzAb…w PRs™R;kA;b with silver and with gold   Ndiss, th, a 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “riches”87 
 
Gen 13:13 My¡IaDÚfAj◊w My™Io∂r wicked and sinners  Nsemf, b88 
Bullinger, Bible, 20, “wicked sinners”; 
Crim, “Bible,” 152; 
NET, 32 n. 20, “wicked sinners”; 
Orlinsky, Notes, 36, 86, “… (were very) wicked sinners”; 
Speiser, Genesis, 97, “wicked sinners”;  
Ross, Hebrew, 343, “wicked sinners”  
 
Gen 14:7 …wa%øbÎ¥yÅw …wbUvÎ¥yÅw and they returned and they came  Vdiss (advm)89 
NET, 33 n. 14, “they came again”; 
Ross, Hebrew, 409, “(And) they came again”90 
 
Gen 15:9 l`Dzwøg◊w räOt◊w a dove and a squab   Ndiss, th 
Brichto, Names, 208, “a merism or hendiadys standing for any 
species of barnyard fowl” 
 
Gen 15:17 v$Ea dy∞IÚpAl◊w ‹NDvDo r…wô…nAt a smoking furnace and a fire torch Phsemf 
Girard, Les symboles, 146, 215 n. 92 
 
 
                                                
82 Orlinsky refers to Gen 12:1; Num 10:30. 
83 Italics Speiser. 
84 2 infabs.  
85 Only in the ed. from 2002. 
86 The hyphenation with maqqef is the reason for Walsh that these nouns combined are considered a hendiadys. 
87 Talmon/Fields refer to these nouns in parataxis as a hendiadys. 
88 2 adj. 
89 2 impfc. 
90 According to Ross a verbal hendiadys. 
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Gen 16:11 V;t√d∞AlOy◊w hä∂rDh JK¶D…nIh you are pregnant and you will give birth Adj + V, diss91 
Stuart, Exodus, 86, “It is a standard hendiadys in Hebrew 
narrative for describing a baby coming into a family”92 
 
Gen 17:1 My`ImDt h¶EyVh‰w y™AnDpVl JK¶E;lAhVtIh walk before me and be blameless Vdiss, int (advm)93 
Arnold, Genesis, 169, “hendiadys seems more likely: ‘walk 
blamelessly before me’”; 
Derouchie, “Circumcision,” 185 n. 19, “may form a hendiadys 
construction […] ‘walk before me blamelessly’”; 
Putnam, Reading, 298, “either suggest result […] or be a 
hendiadys” 
 
Gen 17:2 dáOaVm dñOaVmI;b äÔKVtwøa h¶R;b√rAa◊w ÔK¡RnyEb…w y∞InyE;b y™ItyîrVb h¶DnV;tRa◊w  Cladiss 
and I will set my covenant between me and between you and I 
will increase you very much 
Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, §39.2.5, p. 654, “I will make 
my covenant between you and will greatly increase you”94 
 
Gen 18:6 tRl$Os jAmâ®q flour, fine flour   Ndiss, th, asyn 
Putnam, Reading, 302, “a nominal hendiadys” 
 
Gen 18:7 wáøtOa twñøcSoAl r™EhAm◊yÅw and he hastened to do it  Vdiss (advm)95 
Lambdin, Introduction, §173, p. 239, “And he quickly prepared 
it”96; 
NET, 41 n. 9, “the two probably form a verbal hendiadys: ‘he 
quickly prepared’”; 
Putnam, Insert, §2.3.2, p. 38, “and he prepared it quickly”97  
 
Gen 18:18 M…wóxDo◊w lwëødÎ…g great and mighty   Nsemf98 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 14, n. 1, “enormous” 
 
Gen 18:19 f¡DÚpVvIm…w hä∂q∂dVx righteousness and justice  Ndiss 
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”99; 
Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner), 
vol. III, 760; vol. V, 1104100;  
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”;  
Schorr, “Les composés,” 169, “droit équitable”101; 
                                                
91 The verb is a perfc. 
92 See note to Gen 4:1. 
93 2 impv. 
94 Italics Waltke/O’Connor. 
95 Impfc + infc. 
96 According to Lambdin a so-called verbal hendiadys. 
97 Italics Putnam. In the ed. from 1996. 
98 2 adj.  
99 Italics Brichto. Brichto refers to the combination of the nouns as a hendiadys. The nouns occur combined in 
Gen 18:19; Ps 33:5; Prov 21:3.  
100 References are given to Isa 5:7; Jer 22:15; 23:5; 33:15; Ezek 18:5; Am 5:7; Ps 72:2; Prov 21:3.  
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Weinfeld, “Justice,” 228102 
 
Gen 18:27aa r¡Amaø¥yÅw M™Dh∂rVbAa NAo¶A¥yÅw and Abraham answered and he said  Vsemf, int103 
Buth, “Order,” 8, “synonyms can be put into this VSO 
foregrounded pattern to produce a hendiadys which logically is 
not the next event in the story but the same event”104;  
Labuschagne, “hno,” TLOT, vol, II, 929105;  
Stendebach, “hÎnSo,” TDOT, vol. XI, 218106  
 
Gen 18:27bb rRp`EaÎw r¶DpDo dust and ashes   Nsemf, synl 
Allen, “rDpDo,” TWOT, vol. II, 687107; 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)108; 
Girard, Symboles, 745 n. 141109;  
Schorr, “Les composés,” 173110  
 
Gen 18:29 r$Amaø¥yÅw ‹wyDlEa r§E;bådVl dw%øo PRs°O¥yÅw   Vdiss, int (advm)111 
and he added again to speak to him  
NET, 42 n. 25, “spoke to him again” 
 
 
 

                                                
101 ‘Fair justice.’ Schorr refers to Gen 18:19; Ps 33:5; Prov 21:3. 
102 Weinfeld refers to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys. They occur in parataxis in Gen 18:19; Ps 
33:5; Prov 21:3. 
103 2 impfc. 
104 Buth considers the combination rma … hno to be the “most prolific example” of that kind of construction. 
However, since he does not give any text references and the verbs rma … hno occur combined with or without 
intervening components more than 300 times in the HB, all instances in the HB where rma … hno occur in the 
HB are not incorporated in this collection of examples, but Buth’s comment is given here which is the first time 
in which these verbs occur combined in this manner in the HB. A reference to Buth is also given in all instances 
below in which these verbs occur and are referred to as a hendiadys by other scholars. 
105 Labuschagne refers on p. 928-929 to the combination of hno + rma as a dialogue formula and writes “Since 
this formula was understood as a hendiadys” (italics added) the verb hno could be used on its own without 
always be ackompanied by hno. It implies that the combinations with the verbs hno + rma in the HB represent 
hendiadyses. However, since there are such a large amount of these combinations in the HB they are not all cited 
below, but Labuschagne’s comment is given here which is the first time this verb combination occurs in the HB. 
A reference to Labuschagne is also given in all instances below in which these verbs occur and are referred to as 
a hendiadys by other scholars. 
106 Stendebach refers to Labuschagne and also appears to view the combination of rma … hno as well as rbd … 
hno as hendiadyses. Stendebach writes, “When the combination of ‘a6nâ with ’a6mar or dibber was understood as 
a hendiadys, [italics added] ‘a6nâ could also be used without more precise qualifications.” Since Stendebach, just 
as Labuschagne, appears to view the combination of hno + rma in general as a hendiadys, but without giving 
textreferences, and since hno + rma occur so frequently in the HB, his comment is in this collection of examples 
given here which is the first instance in which rma … hno occur in the HB. A reference to Stendebach is also 
given in all instances below in which these verbs occur and are referred to as a hendiadys by other scholars. 
However, according to Stendebach there are 6 occurrences of rbd … hno and since he gives text references to 
them all they are all included individually in this collection of examples. See footnote Gen 34:13 for the 6 
occurrences of rbd … hno that Stendebach refers to.  
107 Allen refers to Gen 18:27; Job 30:19; 42:6. 
108 “die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” Brongers refers to Gen 
18:27; Job 30:19, 42:6. 
109 Girard refers to Gen 18:27; Job 30:19; 42:6. 
110 Schorr considers these nons combined as hendiadys. They occur in Gen 18:27; Job 30:19, 42:6. 
111 Impfc + infc. 
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Gen 19:2 M∞R;tVkAlShÅw M™R;tVmA;kVvIh◊w    Vdiss (advm)112 
and you [shall/will] rise early and you [shall/will] go  
Lambdin, Introduction, §173, p. 239, “And early in the morning 
you will go on your way”113; 
NET, 43 n. 7, “you can go early” 
 
Gen 19:22 f∞ElD;mIh ‹rEhAm make haste, escape    Vdiss, asyn (advm)114 
NET, 44 n. 39, “Run there quickly”; 
Putnam, Insert, §2.3.2, p. 38, “Escape there quickly”115 
 
Gen 19:24 v¡EaÎw tyâîrVpÎ…g sulphur and fire   Ndiss 
Arnold, Genesis, 185, “[a] nominal hendiadys”; 
Bullinger, Figures, 659-660, “brimstone, yes – and burning  
brimstone too; or, simply ‘burning brimstone’ with emphasis on 
‘burning’”;  
Fields, Sodom, 138-139, “burning sulphur”; 
Glassius, Philologiae, 393, “sulphur ignitum, vel sulphureum  
ignem.”116; 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 47, “sulphurous fire … or ‘burning 
sulphur’”117;  
Leclerc, Yahweh, 11, “burning brimstone”; 
Myers, “Language,” 98, “burning brimstone”; 
Orlinsky, Notes, 36, 95, “sulfurous fire”118; 
Osborne, “Figures,” 109; 
Smith, Rhetorique, 184, “firie [sic] and burning brimstone, or 
sulphurous fire”; 
Speiser, Genesis, 141, “sulphurous fire” 
 
Gen 21:2 dRl°E;tÅw ·rAhA;tÅw and she became pregnant and she gave birth Vdiss119 
Stuart, Exodus, 86, “It is a standard hendiadys in Hebrew 
narrative for describing a baby coming into a family”120 
 
Gen 21:16 V;KVb`E;tÅw ;h™DlOq_tRa a¶DÚcI;tÅw and she lifted her voice and she wept  Cla + V, semf 
Hubbard, Ruth, 105-106 n. 50, “depicts a loud, audible 
crying”121 
 
Gen 21:23 yóî;dVk‰nVl…w y™InyˆnVl…w    Nsemf, synl, a, c 
and to my offspring and to my posterity/offspring  
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “descendant”122; 
                                                
112 2 perfc. 
113 A verbal hendiadys, according to Lambdin. 
114 2 impv. 
115 Italics Putnam. In the ed. from 1996. 
116 ‘Burning sulphur or sulphurous fire.’ 
117 Italics Hamilton. 
118 Orlinsky refers to Gen 19:23, but cites Caw tyrpg in Gen 19:24. 
119 2 impfc. 
120 See note to Gen 4:1. 
121 Hubbard refers to Gen 21:16; 27:38; Judg 2:3 (4); 21:2; 1 Sam 11:4; 24:17; 30:4; 2 Sam 3:32; 13:36; Job 
2:12; Ruth 1:14. 
122 ‘Descendant.’ Schorr refers to Gen 21:23; Isa 14:22; Job 18:19. 
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Williams, Syntax, 16, “kith and kin”; Syntax (ed. Beckman), 30, 
“offspring and progeny”123 
 
Gen 22:3a vObSjÅ¥y`Aw r®q#O;bA;b M%Dh∂rVbAa M°E;kVvÅ¥yÅw   Vdiss, int (advm)124 
and Abraham rose early in the morning and he saddled  
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “At first light Abraham saddled”; 
Putnam, Insert, §2.3.2, p. 38, “Early in the morning, Abraham 
saddled his donkey”125  
 
Gen 22:3b JKRlY´¥yÅw M∂q∞D¥yÅw and he rose and he went  Vdiss (advm)126 
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “He promptly set out on the journey” 
 
Gen 23:2 ;h`DtO;kVbIl◊w hä∂rDcVl dñOÚpVsIl    Vsemf, int127 
to lament over Sarah and to weep [for] her  
Westermann, Genesis 12-36, 373, “to mourn and weep”128  
 
Gen 23:4 b¶Dvwøt◊w_r´…g a stranger and a sojourner  Nsemf  
Avishur, Studies, 106, “a stranger and a sojourner”129; 
Crim, “Bible,” 152; 
Cotter, Genesis, 162 n. 123, “The phrase is a hendiadys referring 
to one who lacks the normal rights of a citizen”;  
Fields, Sodom, 32; 
Kellermann, “r…w…g,” TDOT, vol. II, 448130; 
Kidd, Alterity, 99, 101, 104131; 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 86-87132;  
Levine, Leviticus, xviii133;  
Mathews, Genesis 11:27-50:26, 317, “here the nouns may form 
a hendiadys, ‘a resident alien’”; 
Melamed, “Two,” 175; “Break-up” (Eng.), 129134; 
Milgrom, Leviticus 23-27, 2187, “resident alien”135; 
Orlinsky, Notes, 99, “a resident alien”; 
Rofé, Deuteronomy, 109, n. 21, “a foreigner lacking status”; 
Sarna, Genesis, 158, “a resident alien”; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 171136; 
                                                
123 References are given by Williams in his Syntax as well as in Beckman’s edition of the same to Gen 21:23; Isa 
14:22; Job 18:19. 
124 2 impfc. 
125 Italics Putnam. In the ed. from 1996. 
126 2 impfc. 
127 2 infc. 
128 Westermann refers to Gen 23:2; Ezek 24:23. 
129 Italics Avishur. Avishur refers to Gen 23:4; Lev 25:23, 35, Num 35:15.  
130 Kellermann refers to Gen 23:4, Lev 25:23, 35, 47; Num 35:15. 
131 Kidd refers to Gen 23:4; Lev 25:23, 35, 47a, 47b; Num 35:15. 
132 Levi refers to Gen 23:4; Lev 25:23, 35, 47; Num 35:5 (presumably Num 35:15). 
133 Levine refers to this combination of nouns as a hendiadys. References to Levine are therefore given in 
connection with the 6 instances in the HB where these nouns occur in combination; Gen 23:4, Lev 25:23, 35, 47 
(x2); Num 35:15. 
134 Melamed refers to this combination of nouns as a hendiadys. References to Melamed is therefore given in 
connection with the 6 instances in the HB where these nouns occur in combination; Gen 23:4, Lev 25:23, 35, 47; 
Num 35:15.  
135 Milgrom refers to Gen 23:4, Lev 25:23, 35, 45, 47 (x2); Num 35:15.  
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Speiser, Genesis, 170, “resident alien”; 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “resident alien”137; 
Tur-Sinai (Torczyner), Language, 350138; 
Waltke/Fredricks, Genesis, 317; 
Westermann, Genesis 12-36, 370, 373, “a hendiadys, a more or 
less fixed phrase […] an alien and sojourner” 
 
Gen 24:4 y™I;t√dAlwøm_lRa◊w y¢Ix√rAa_lRa    Phsemf 
to my native land and to the place of my birth  
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 137 n. 5, “It is possible that one 
should read […] as a hendiadys, ‘my native land’” 
 
Gen 24:18 ;hö∂;dA;k d®r¬O;tÅw r#EhAmV;tÅw    Vdiss (advm)139 
and she hastened and she lowered her jar  
Arnold/Choi, Guide, §4.3.3 (g), p. 148,“she quickly lowered her 
jar”140 
 
Gen 24:26 …wj™A;tVvˆ¥yÅw vy$IaDh dêO;qˆ¥yÅw    Vsemf, synl, int141 
and the man bowed down and he worshipped  
Cohen, “Saga,” 325, 336 n. 22142; 
Stuart, Exodus, 290 n. 53, “‘submit worshipfully’ or the like”143 
 
Gen 24:27 wäø;tImSaÅw wÿø;dVsAj his loving-kindness and his truth  Ndiss, c 
Andersen, Habakkuk, 213144; 
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “‘enduringly faithful’ or ‘faithfully 
true’”145; 
Clark, Word, 242-255146;  
Cotter, Genesis, 167 n. 133;  
Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner), 
“w,” vol. I, 79, “dauernde Güte”147; 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 56;  
Glueck, Bible, 55, 79, 102; 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 144 n. 23, “true kindness”148;  

                                                
136 Schorr refers to Gen 23:4; Lev 25:23, 47. 
137 Talmon/Fields refer to these nouns i parataxis as hendiadys. A reference to Talmon/Fields is therefore given 
at the other occurrences of these nouns combined in parataxis in the HB; Gen 23:4, Lev 25:23, 35, 47 (x2); Num 
35:15. 
138 Tur-Sinai (Torzcyner) refers to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys. For occurrences see note to 
Gen 23:4 with reference to Talmon/Fields. 
139 2 impfc. 
140 Underlining and italics Arnold/Choi. According to Arnold/Choi a verbal hendiadys. 
141 2 impfc. 
142 The verb ddq combined with hwj constitute a hendiadys in 14 of the 15 occurrences in the HB, according to 
Cohen. He refers to Gen 24:26, 48; 43:28; Ex 4:31; 12:27; 34:8; Num 22:31; 1 Sam 24:9; 28:14; 1 Kgs 1:16, 31; 
Neh 8:6; 1 Chr 29:20; 2 Chr 29:30.  
143 See note to Gen 24:26. 
144 Andersen refers to these noun combined as a hendiadys. 
145 Brichto consider the combination of these nouns to be a hendiadys.   
146 Clark refers to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys and considers them, when combined, to in 
many instances represent a simple semantic item. See Clark, Word, 255. 
147 ‘Permanent goodness.’ 
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Harris, “dsj,” TWOT, vol. I, 307, “the phrase means ‘faithful 
love’ or ‘true kindness’ or the like”; 
Jepsen, “NAmDa,” TDOT, vol. I, 311149;  
Koehler/Baumgartner, “w,” HALOT, vol. I, 258, “grace and 
stability, i.e. perpetual grace”150; 
Kuyper, “Grace,” 6-7151;  
Mascarenhas, Function, 210152;  
Melamed, “Two,” 175, 178153;  
Segal, Introduction, 42-43, “ytma dsj, tma lC dsj”154; 
Speiser, Genesis, lxx, 180, “steadfast kindness”155 
 
Gen 24:35a Naôøx wøl_NR;tˆ¥yÅw ló∂;d ◊gˆ¥yÅw däOaVm y¢InOdSa_tRa JK¬årE;b hHÎwhyÅw  3Vdiss156 
and YHWH has greatly blessed my master and he has become 
great and he has given him flocks 
Putnam, Insert, §2.3.1, p. 37 “a parallel hendiadys […] he has 
become great, and he has given him flocks”157 
 
Gen 24:35b b$DhÎz◊w PRs∞Rk◊w and silver and gold   Ndiss, th 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “riches”158 
 
Gen 24:46  ‹;h∂;dA;k d®rwôø;tÅw r#EhAmV;tÅw     Vdiss, (advm)159 
and she hastened and she emptied her jar 
Putnam, Reading, 323 
 
Gen 24:48 h™RwSjA;tVvRa`Dw dõO;qRaÎw and I bowed down and I worshipped  Vsemf, synl160 
Cohen, “Saga,” 325, 336 n. 22161; 
Stuart, Exodus, 290 n. 53, “‘submit worshipfully’ or the like”162 
 
Gen 24:49 t¢RmTaì‰w dRsªRj loving-kindness and truth   Ndiss 
Alter, Psalms, 301, “steadfast loyalty”; 
Andersen, Habakkuk, 213163; 
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “‘enduringly faithful’ or ‘faithfully 
true’”164; 

                                                
148 Hamilton states that these nouns “is a frequently used hendiadys.” He refers to Gen 24:29; 47:29; Ex 34:6; 
Josh 2:14, and adds ‘etc.’ which is interpreted to mean that all combinations of these nouns in the HB 
presumably represent hendiadyses, according to Hamilton. 
149 Jepsen refers to the combination of tmaw dsj as a “hendiadys relationship”. 
150 Koehler/Baumgartner refer to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys.  
151 When the nouns tma and dsj occur together they become a hendiadys, according to Kuyper. 
152 Mascarenhas views all combinations of tmaw dsj to represent hendiadys.  
153 Melamed refers to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys. 
154 ‘Loving-kindness of truth, true loving-kindness.’ Segal refers to Gen 24:27; 47:29. 
155 Speiser refers to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys. 
156 Perf + 2 impfc. 
157 Only in the ed. from 2002. 
158 See note to Gen 13:2. 
159 2 impfc. 
160 2 impfc. 
161 See note to Gen 24:26. 
162 See note to Gen 24:26. 
163 See note to Gen 24:27. 
164 See note to Gen 24:27.   
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Clark, Word, 242-255165;  
Dentan, “Affinities,” 43, n. 3, “The meaning is something like 
‘enduring love, kindness or loyalty’”166;  
Glueck, Bible, 55, 79, 102; 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 56 n. 64;  
Greenberg, “Torah,” 230; 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 144, “true kindness”167;  
Jepsen, “NAmDa,” TDOT, vol. I, 311168;  
Koehler/Baumgartner, “w,” HALAT, vol. I, 247, “dauernde 
Huld”; “w,” HALOT, vol. I, 258, “perpetual grace”; 
Kuyper, “Grace,” 6-7169;  
Mascarenhas, Function, 210170;  
Melamed, “Two,” 175171;  
Orlinsky, Notes, 36, 102, “true kindness”172; 
Speiser, Genesis, lxx, 181, “steadfast kindness”173; 
Stoebe, “dRsRj,” TLOT, vol. II, 451; 
VanGemeren, Psalms, 274, “the phrase could well be 
considered a hendiadys; ‘faithful love’”;  
Westermann, Genesis 1-15; “loyally and faithfully”; 37-50, 182, 
“really a hendiadys”; 
Wildberger, “Nma,” TLOT, vol. I, 151, “less likely […] that one 
may consistently translate the frequent combination ḥesed 
we’emet as a hendiadys, ‘lasting mercy’”;  
Zobel, “dRsRj,” TDOT, vol. V, 48, “This expression is generally 
(and correctly) understood as an hendiadys, in which the second 
noun […] emphasizes the permanence, certainty, and lasting 
validity of the demonstration of promise of h2esed1.”174  
 
Gen 24:54 …w#;tVvˆ¥yÅw …wâlVkaø¥yÅw and they ate and they drank   Vdiss, th175 
Gamberoni, “hDtDv,” TDOT, vol. XV, 523176  
 
Gen 24:60 h¡DbDb√r y∞EpVlAaVl to myriads/ten thousands of thousands Nc  
Held, “Notes,” 38 n. 54177 
 
 

                                                
165 See note to Gen 24:27. 
166 Italics Dentan. Dentan refers to Gen 24:9; 47:29; Josh 2:14; 2 Sam 2:6; 15:20.  
167 See note to Gen 24:27. 
168 See note to Gen 24:27. 
169 See note to Gen 24:27. 
170 See note to Gen 24:27. 
171 See note to Gen 24:27. 
172 Orlinsky refers also to Gen 47:29 but translates the same components there as “steadfast loyalty.” 
173 See note to Gen 24:27. 
174 Zobel refers on p. 48 to Gen 24:49; 47:29; Josh 2:14 and, in addition, on p. 50 to Prov 3:3; 14:12; 16:6; 20:28.  
175 2 impfc. 
176 Gamberoni refers to the combination ‘eat and drink’ as a hendiadys. Since no specific verse-reference is given 
by Gamberoni and there are more than 20 instances where this combination occur (close to 90), I have not 
included all of them, but placed Gamberoni’s comment in connection with the first instance in the HB in which 
these two verbs occur combined. 
177 Held refers to Gen 24:60; Num 10:36. 
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Gen 25:1 h™DÚvIa jñå;qˆ¥yÅw M¢Dh∂rVbAa PRs¬O¥yÅw   Vdiss, int (advm)178 
and Abraham added and he took a wife  
Lambdin, Introduction, §173, p. 238, “And Abraham took 
another wife”179; 
Miller, Representation, 148 n. 9; 
Putnam, Insert, §2.3.2, p. 38, “married again”180 
 
Gen 26:5 y`DtOrwøt ◊w y¶Atwø;qUj y™AtOwVxIm y$I;t √rAmVvIm ‹rOmVvˆ¥yÅw  4Nsemf, c  
and he kept my charges and my commandments and my statutes  (hendiatetris)181 
and my laws  
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 42 n. 18182  
 
Gen 26:18 râOÚpVjÅ¥yÅw q%DjVxˆy bDv∏Î¥yÅw and Isaac returned and he digged  Vdiss, int (advm)183 
Miller, Representation, 148, “So Isaac dug again”; 
NET, 1123 n. 14; 1466 n. 10184  
 
Gen 27:19 h#DbVv a∞Dn_M…wíq please arise, sit   Vdiss, int185 
Hostetter, Grammar, 86, “Come on (and) sit”186; 
Lambdin, Introduction, §173, p. 240, “Come now and sit … 
(hardly ‘arise and sit…’)” 
 
Gen 27:38 V;KVb`E¥yÅw wäølOq w¢DcEo a¶DÚcˆ¥yÅw and Esau lifted his voice and he cried  Cla + V, semf 
Hubbard, Ruth, 105-106 n. 50, “depicts a loud, audible 
crying”187 
 
Gen 29:14 yäîrDcVb…w y¶ImVxAo my bone and my flesh  Ndiss, th, c 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “parent”188 
 
Gen 29:17 h`Ra√rAm t¶Apyˆw rAaäø;t_tAp◊y   Phsemf, synl 
beautiful form and beautiful appearance  
Koenen, “lAkDc,” TDOT, vol. XIV, 115189 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
178 2 impfc. 
179 According to Lambdin a so-called verbal hendiadys. 
180 Italics Putnam. 
181 A hendiatetris, according to Girard. 
182 Girard refers to Gen 26:5; Deut 11:1. 
183 2 impfc. 
184 The NET commentator refers on p. 1123 n. 14, to what he sees as so-called verbal hendiadyses in Gen 26:18: 
30:31; 43:2 and on p. 1466 n. 10 references are given to Gen 26:18; 30:31; Num 11:4; Judg 19:7; 1 Sam 3:5, 6; 1 
Kgs 13:33; 19:6; 21:3; Jer 18:4; 36:28; Zech 5:1; 6:1; Mal 1:4. Ps 7:13; Job 10:16; 17:10; Lam 3:3; Dan 9:25; 2 
Chr 33:3.  
185 2 impv. 
186 A so-called verbal hendiadys, according to Hostetter. 
187 See note to Gen 21:16. 
188 Schorr refers to Gen 29:14; Judg 9:2, 2 Sam 19:13-14; 1 Chr 11:1. 
189 Koenen refers to the combinations of these nouns in Gen 29:17; 39:6; Esth 2:7 as a hendiadys. 
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Gen 29:32 dRl∞E;tÅw ‹hDaEl rAh§A;tÅw    Vdiss, int190 
and Leah became pregnant and she gave birth  
Stuart, Exodus, 86, “It is a standard hendiadys in Hebrew 
narrative for describing a baby coming into a family”191 
 
Gen 29:33; 34; 35; 30:7; 38:3; 38:4 dRl ∞E;tÅw dwøo rAh ∞A;tÅw   Vdiss, int192

 

and she became pregnant again and she gave birth 
Stuart, Exodus, 86, “It is a standard hendiadys in Hebrew 
narrative for describing a baby coming into a family”193 
 
Gen 30:5 dRl¶E;tÅw h$DhVlI;b rAh ∞A;tÅw    Vdiss, int194 
and Bilhah became pregnant and she gave birth  
Stuart, Exodus, 86, “It is a standard hendiadys in Hebrew 
narrative for describing a baby coming into a family”195 
 
Gen 30:9 ;h¢DtOa N¶E;tI;tÅw ;h$DtDjVpIv h∞DÚpVlˆz_tRa ‹jå;qI;tÅw   Vdiss, int196 
and she took Zilpah, her midservant, and she gave her  
NET, 67 n. 23, “she gave” 
 
Gen 30:17 dRl¶E;tÅw rAh¢A;tÅw and she became pregnant and she gave birth Vdiss197 
Stuart, Exodus, 86, “It is a standard hendiadys in Hebrew 
narrative for describing a baby coming into a family”198 
 
Gen 30:19 dRl¶E;tÅw h$DaEl ‹dwøo rAh§A;tÅw   Vdiss, int199 
and Leah became pregnant again and she gave birth  
Stuart, Exodus, 86, “It is a standard hendiadys in Hebrew 
narrative for describing a baby coming into a family”200 
 
Gen 30:25 y`Ix√rAaVl…w y™ImwøqVm_lRa to my place and to my land  N/Ph, semf, a, c 
Crim, “Bible,”152; 
Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner), 
“X®rRa,” vol. I, 102, “meine Heimat”201; 
Orlinsky, Notes, 110, “my own homeland” 
 
Gen 30:31 äÔK◊naáøx h¶Ro √rRa hDb…wövDa   Vdiss, asyn (advm)202 
I will return, I will tend your flock  
Lambdin, Introduction, §173, p. 239, “I will again tend your 
sheep”203; 
                                                
190 2 impfc. 
191 See note to Gen 4:1. 
192 2 impfc. 
193 See note to Gen 4:1. 
194 2 impfc. 
195 See note to Gen 4:1. 
196 2 impfc. 
197 2 impfc. 
198 See note to Gen 4:1. 
199 2 impfc. 
200 See note to Gen 4:1. 
201 ‘My homeland.’ 
202 2 impf. 
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NET, 1123 n. 14, 1466 n. 10204; 
Rand, Introduction, 170205 
 
Gen 31:7 y™I;t√rU;kVcAm_tRa P¶IlTjRh ◊w y$I;b lRt ∞Eh   Vdiss, int (advm)206 
he deceived me and he changed my wages  
Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, §32.3b, p. 540, “He has cheated 
me by changing my wages”207 
 
Gen 31:14 h™DlSjÅn◊w qRl¶Ej portion and possession/inheritance Nsemf 
Alter, Genesis, 168 “a hendiadys […] with a denotative meaning 
as translated here [any share in the inheritance] and a 
connotation something like ‘any part at all’”; Five Books, 168; 
Andersen/Freedman, Amos, 747208; 
Avishur, Studies, 107, “portion of inheritance”209;  
Cotter, Genesis, 235 n. 31, “heir’s portion”;  
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 287 n. 16, “Patrimony”210;  
Melamed, “Two,” 175211; 
NET, 70 n. 22, “may form a hendiadys, meaning ‘a share in the 
inheritance’ or ‘a portion to inherit’”; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “part d’un héritage”212; 
Tsevat, “qAlDj II,” TDOT, vol. IV, 449213; 
Wenham, Genesis 16-50, 272, “share or inheritance”214; 
Westermann, Genesis 12-36, 488 
 
Gen 31:27a Aj$OrVbIl ‹Dta‹E;bVjÅn hD;m§Dl why did you hide in fleeing  Vdiss (advm)215 
NET, 71 n. 18, “flee secretly” 
 
Gen 31:27b MyäîrIvVb…w h¶DjVmIcV;b with joy and with songs  Ndiss, a, b 
Alter, Genesis/Five Books, 171, “with festive songs” 
 
Gen 31:40 hDl◊y¡D;lA;b jårâ®q◊w b®räOj yˆn¶AlDkSa Mwöø¥yAb   Cla + Ph  
by day consumed me the drought, and the cold by night   
Hausmann, “jårâ®q,” TDOT, vol. XIII, 163, “The hendiadys is 
probably meant to state that Jacob performed his service in all 
kinds of weather, accepting many privations”  
 

                                                
203 A verbal hendiadys, according to Lambdin. 
204 See note to Gen 26:18. 
205 A so-called hendiadys construction with the verb bwC may, according to Rand, occur either in an asyndetic 
coordination or in the form of a verbal sequence. He refers to Gen 30:31; Deut 24:4, 1 Kgs 19:6; Hos 2:11.  
206 Qatal + weqatal. 
207 Italics Waltke/O’Connor.   
208 Combinations of these nouns appear to be apprehended as representing hendiadys in general by 
Andersen/Freedman. The nouns occur combined in Gen 31:14; Num 18:20; Deut 10:9; 12:12; 14:27, 29; 18:1. 
209 Italics Avishur. Avishur refers to Gen 31:14; Deut 10:9; 12:12; 14:27.  
210 Hamilton refers to Gen 31:14; Deut 10:9; 12:12; 2 Sam 20:1; 1 Kgs 12:16. 
211 Melamed refers to this combination of nouns as a hendiadys. 
212 Schorr refers to Gen 31:14; Num 18:20, Deut 10:9; 12:12; 14:27, 29; 18:1. 
213 Tsevat refers to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys. 
214 Wenham refers to Gen 31:14; Deut 10:9; 12:12. 
215 Perf + infc. 
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Gen 31:48-49 ‹hDÚpVxI;mAh◊w :d`EoVlÅ…g Galeed, and Mizpah  Ndiss, geogr 
Ottoson, Gilead, 40, “a sort of hendiadys” 
 
Gen 32:11 t$RmTa∞Dh_lD;kIm…w ‹MyîdDsSjAh lôO;kIm   N/Phdiss, int, b 

from all the loving-kindnesses and from all the truth   
Clark, Word, 242-255216;  
Kuyper, “Grace,” 6-7217; 
Melamed, “Two,” 177-178; 
Westermann, Genesis 12-36, 503, “steadfast love and fidelity”; 
Genesis 37-50, 179, 180 
 
Gen 32:29 My™IvÎnSa_MIo◊w My¢IhølTa_MIo with gods and with men  Phdiss 
Geller, Enigmas, 16, “may also be taken as a kind of hendiadys 
[…] ‘you have struggled with everyone, gods and men, and 
prevailed’”; 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 335, “could be understood as a 
hendiadys, ‘you have struggled with everybody, God and men, 
and have prevailed’”218 
 
Gen 34:2 Dh`R…nAo ◊yÅw ;h™DtOa b¶A;kVvˆ¥yÅw ;h¢DtOa jñå;qˆ¥yÅw   Vdiss, int (advm)219 
and he took her and he layed [with] her, and he afflicted her   
Gravett, “Rape,” 282, “as a hendiadys, ‘he grabbed her and 
forcefully lay with her’”;  
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 354, “he lay with her illicitly”220; 
Mathews, Genesis 11:27-50:26, 591; 
Scholz, Plots, 138; 
Waltke/Fredricks, Genesis, 462 (not h.) 
 
Gen 34:12 N$D;tAm…w rAhâOm dowry and gift   Hyp 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 358 n. 9; 361, “the bridal price”; 
Mathews, Genesis 11:27-50:26, 601, “may be a hendiadys here, 
‘the mōhar gift’”; 
Speiser, Genesis, 265, “a bridal payment”  
 
Gen 34:13 …wr¡E;båd◊yÅw …… w∏nSoÅ¥yÅw and they answered … and they spoke  Vsemf, int221 
Buth, “Order,” 8, “synonyms can be put into this VSO 
foregrounded pattern to produce a hendiadys which logically is 
not the next event in the story but the same event”222;  
Stendebach, “hno,” TDOT, vol. XI, 218, “When the combination 
of ‘a6nâ with ’a6mar or dibber was understood as a hendiadys, 
‘a6nâ could also be used without more precise qualifications”223 
 
                                                
216 See note to Gen 24:27. 
217 See note to Gen 24:27. 
218 Hamilton refers to Gen 32:29; Judg 9:9;13. 
219 2 impfc. 
220 Italics Hamilton. 
221 2 impfc. 
222 See note to Gen 18:27. 
223 Stendebach refers to Gen 34:13; Josh 22:21; 1 Kgs 12:7; 2 Kgs 1:10, 11, 12. See also note to Gen 18:27a. 
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Gen 34:23 M$D;tVmRhV;b_lDk◊w ‹MÎnÎy◊nIq◊w M§Rh´nVqIm   2Ndiss, b, c + Ph 
their cattle and their possession and all their beasts   
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 364, n. 6, “their livestock and 
property – all their animals”; 
 
Gen 35:3 h™RlSoÅn◊w hDm…wõqÎn◊w and let us stand up and let us go  Vdiss (advm)224 
Dobbs-Allsopp, “Hebrew,” 39 
 
Gen 35:11 h$Eb√r…w hâérVÚp be fruitful and multiply  Vdiss (advm)225 
Andersen, Sentence, 117, “be abundantly fruitful”226;  
Hamilton, Genesis 1-17, 131 n. 2; Genesis 18-50, 379, “be 
abundantly fruitful” 
 
Gen 37:5 añønVc dwäøo …wp¶Iswø¥yÅw and they added still/again hating Vdiss, int (advm)227 
NET, 82 n. 21, “they hated him even more”; 
Pratico/van Pelt, Hebrew, 374, “And they hated him even  
more”228  
 
Gen 37:8 wyá∂rDb√;d_lAo◊w wy™DtOmølSj_lAo about his dreams and about his words N/Ph, diss 
Alter, Genesis, 210/Five Books, 208, (not h.); 
Greenberg, “Torah,” 230, “his talk about his dreams” 
 
Gen 37:9 Aj#érÎ¥yAh◊w vRm∞RÚvAh the sun and the moon  Ndiss, th 
Tsumura, “vRmRv,” NIDOTTE, vol. IV, 186, “as a hendiadys, i.e., 
‘sun and moon’ […] conveying the notion of totality of the 
heavenly light”229 
 
Gen 37:32 ‹…way‹IbÎ¥yÅw […] …wjV;lAv◊y`Aw and they sent […] and they brought Vdiss, int230 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 425 n. 1, “sent back” 
 
Gen 39:6 h`Ra√rAm h¶Epyˆw rAaäøt_hEp◊y    Phsemf, synl 
beautiful form and beautiful appearance  
Koenen, “lAkDc,” TDOT, vol. XIV, 115231  
 
Gen 41:8 Dhy¡RmDkSj_lD;k_tRa◊w MˆyäårVxIm y¶E;mUf√rAj_lD;k_tRa   N/Ph, semf 
all the magicians of Egypt and all the wise [men] thereof 
Garrett, Proverbs, 24, “this probably is a hendiadys”232;  
Jeffers, Magic, 41, “it must be noted that the ḥartōm and ḥakam 
may be appositioned or a case of hendiadys, (although they 
could also be understood as two separate nouns”; 

                                                
224 2 weyiqtol (coh.).  
225 2 impv. 
226 See note to Gen 1:22. 
227 Impfc + infc. 
228 Italics Pratico/van Pelt, who refer to this example as a so-called verbal hendiadys. 
229 Tsumura refers to these nouns combined as a hendiadys in Gen 37:9; Hab 3:11; Joel 2:10; 3:15; Ps 148:3.  
230 2 impfc. 
231 See note to Gen 29:17. 
232 Garrett refers to Gen 41:8; Ex 7:11. 
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Waltke/Fredricks, Genesis, 535, “is a hendiadys for the most 
skilled magicians of Egypt”  
 
Gen 41:33 M¡DkDj◊w NwâøbÎn understanding/discerning and wise  Nsemf 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Hebr.), 200233 
 
Gen 41:39 M™DkDj◊w NwñøbÎn understanding/discerning and wise  Nsemf 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Hebr.), 200234 
 
Gen 41:51 y`IbDa ty¶E;b_lD;k t™Ea◊w y$IlDmSo_lD;k_tRa ‹MyIhølTa yˆn§AÚvÅn_y`I;k  Cla + Ph, diss 
for God made me forget all my sufferings and all my father’s 
house  
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 512, “my suffering in my father’s 
home”;  
Sarna, Genesis, 289, “my suffering in my parental home”; 
Waltke/Fredricks, Genesis, 535, “This is probably a hendiadys 
for ‘all my trouble associated with my father’s household’” 
 
Gen 42:24 M$RhElSa r ∞E;båd ◊yÅw ‹MRhElSa bDv§D¥yÅw   Vdiss, int (advm)235 
and he returned to them and he spoke to them    
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 524 n. 15, “when he was able to speak 
to them again”;  
Speiser, Genesis, 322, “when he was able to speak to them 
again” 
 
Gen 43:2 lRkáOa_fAoVm …wn¶Dl_…wrVbIv …wb™Uv return, buy to us a little food  Vdiss, asyn236 
NET, 1123 n. 14 
 
Gen 43:4 lRkáOa äÔKVl hñ∂rV;bVvˆn ◊w h›∂d √r´n   Vdiss237 
we will go down and we will buy to you food  
Endo, System, 207 
 
Gen 43:28 …wjA;tVvˆ¥yÅw …wëdV;qˆ¥y`Aw    Vsemf, synl238 
and they bowed down and they bowed/worshipped  
Cohen, “Saga,” 325, 336 n. 22239; 
Stuart, Exodus, 290 n. 53, “‘submit worshipfully’ or the like”240 
 
Gen 43:29 ~wø;mIa_NR;b wyIjDa his brother, his mother’s son  N, c + Ph, semf, asyn 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 551-552 n. 8, “his brother, his 
mother’s son”241;  
Held, “Notes,” 37, n. 50242 
                                                
233 Melamed refers to Gen 41:33, 39; Deut 1:13; 4:6; 1 Kgs 4:12 (the nouns occur in 1 Kgs 3:12) and adds ‘etc.’ 
234 See note to Gen 41:33. 
235 2 impfc. 
236 2 impv. 
237 Yiqtol + weyiqtol (coh.). 
238 2 impfc. 
239 See note to Gen 24:26. 
240 See note to Gen 24:26. 
241 Hamilton refers to Held, ‘Notes’ and Deut 13:7; Judg 8:19. 
242 Held refers to Gen 43:29; Deut 13:7; Judg 8:19. 
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Gen 45:6 ry`I…x∂q◊w vyäîrDj_NyEa no plowing and harvest  Ndiss 
Orlinsky, Notes, 135, “no yield from tilling”; 
Speiser, Genesis, 5, 338, “there shall be no yield from tilling” 
 
Gen 45:13 M¶R;t√dårwøh◊w M¢R;t√rAh`Im…w    Vdiss (advm)243 
and you shall make haste and you shall bring down   
Lambdin, Introduction, §173, p. 239, “And you shall quickly 
bring my father down here”244; 
Murphy, Dictionary, 176-177, “and you shall expeditiously 
bring”245; 
Pratico/van Pelt, Hebrew, 374, “And you will quickly (soon) 
bring my father down here”246  
 
Gen 45:17 …waäøb_…wkVl…w and go, come   Vdiss, asyn247 
Endo, System, 228-229 
 
Gen 45:28 t…wámDa M®r¶RfV;b …w…n™Ra √rRa ◊w h¶DkVl`Ea   Vdiss248 
I will go and I will see him before I die  
Endo, System, 171, “I will go (impf.) and see (impf.) him  
before I die (impf.)”249 
 
Gen 46:31 hâ∂rVmáOa ◊w hóOo√rApVl h ∂dy ∞I…gAa ◊w h™RlToRa   Vdiss250 
I will go up and I will declare to Pharaoh and I will say   
Endo, System, 207 
 
Gen 47:29 t$RmTa‰w dRs∞Rj loving-kindness and truth  Ndiss  
Alter, Psalms, 301, “steadfast loyalty”; 
Andersen, Habakkuk, 213251; 
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “‘enduringly faithful’ or ‘faithfully 
true’”252; 
Clark, Word, 242-255253;  
Crim, “Bible,” 152; 
Dentan, “Affinities,” 43, n. 3, “The meaning is something like 
‘enduring love, kindness or loyalty’”254;  
Glueck, Bible, 55, 79, 102; 
Greenberg, “Torah,” 230; 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 621, “constant loyalty”;  
Jepsen, “NAmDa,” TDOT, vol. I, 311255;  

                                                
243 2 perfc. 
244 A so-called verbal hendiadys, according to Lambdin. 
245 Italics Murphy. 
246 Italics Pratico/van Pelt, who refer to this example as a so-called verbal hendiadys. 
247 2 impv. 
248 Yiqtol + weyiqtol (coh.). 
249 Endo calls this an ‘idiomatic hendiadys,’ see p. 171-172. 
250 Yiqtol + 2 weyiqtol (coh.). 
251 See note to Gen 24:27. 
252 See note to Gen 24:27. 
253 See note to Gen 24:27. 
254 Italics Dentan. See note to Gen 24:27.  
255 See note to Gen 24:27. 
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Kuyper, “Grace,” 6-7256; 
Mascarenhas, Function, 210257;  
Melamed, “Two,” 175258;  
Orlinsky, Notes 36, 102, 139, “steadfast loyalty”259; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 169, “charité véritable”260; 
Segal, Introduction, 42-43, “ytma dsj, tma lC dsj”261; 
Speiser, Genesis, 356, “your steadfast loyalty”; 
Stoebe, “dRsRj,” TLOT, vol. II, 451; 
VanGemeren, Psalms, 274, “the phrase could well be 
considered a hendiadys; ‘faithful love’”;  
Westermann, Genesis 37-50, 179, 182, “loyal and true”;  
Wildberger, “Nma,” TLOT, vol. I, 151, “less likely […] that one 
may consistently translate the frequent combination ḥesed 
we’emet as a hendiadys, ‘lasting mercy’”;  
Zobel, “dRsRj,” TDOT, vol. V, 48, “This expression is generally 
(and correctly) understood as an hendiadys, in which the second 
noun […] emphasizes the permanence, certainty, and lasting 
validity of the demonstration of promise of h2esed1”262  
 
Gen 50:17 ‹MDtaDÚfAj◊w ÔKy§RjAa oAv∞RÚp your brother’s rebellion, and their sin Nsemf, int, c 
Babut, Expressions, 185 
 
 
 
Exodus 
 
Ex 1:7 ……wämVxAo`A¥yÅw …wñ;b√rˆ¥yÅw and they multiplied and they became strong Vdiss263 
Kselman, “Recovery,” 172 n. 56 
 
Ex 1:12 XúOrVpˆy N∞Ek◊w h™R;b√rˆy they are increasing and indeed multiplying Vdiss, int (advm)264 
Bullinger, Bible, 73, “increasingly multiplied” 
 
Ex 1:14 MyYˆnEbVlIb…w ‹rRm‚OjV;b with mortar and with bricks  Ndiss, a, b 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. I, 247, 248, “mortar and clay […] Most 
likely the expression is a hendiadys”265  
 
Ex 2:2 dRl ∞E;tÅw h™DÚvIaDh rAh¶A;tÅw    Vdiss, int266 
and the woman became pregnant and she gave birth  
                                                
256 See note to Gen 24:27. 
257 See note to Gen 24:27. 
258 See note to Gen 24:27. 
259 Orlinsky translates these nouns “steadfast loyalty” in his comment to Gen 47:29. He refers to the same nouns 
in Gen 24: 49 and translates them there “true kindness.” 
260 ‘True loving-kindness.’ Apart from 2 Sam 2:6 Schorr refers to Gen 47:9, but it is preseumably Gen 47:29 that 
is intended since the two nouns he refers to occur in Gen 47:29, but note in Gen 47:9. 
261 ‘Loving-kindness of truth, true loving-kindness.’ See note to Gen 24:27. 
262 See note to Gen 24:49. 
263 2 impfc. 
264 2 impf. 
265 Italics Houtman. 
266 2 impfc. 
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Stuart, Exodus, 86, “It is a standard hendiadys in Hebrew 
narrative for describing a baby coming into a family”267 
 
Ex 2:3 tRp¡DΩΩzAb…w r™DmEjAb with tar and pitch   Ndiss, a 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. I, 274, 276, “bitumen and tar […] is 
likely a hendiadys”268; 
Kaiser Jr, “Exodus,” 17, “asphalt” 
 
Ex 2:14 ‹fEpOv◊w r§Ac a prince and a judge   Nsemf 
Cassuto, Exodus, 23, “‘judge’ is a synonym here for ‘prince’, 
and both words express a single idea – a kind of hendiadys”; 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. I, 242, “hendiadys”; 303, “ruler and 
judge […] perhaps the expression is in the nature of a 
hendiadys”269; 
Kaiser Jr, “Exodus,” 22;  
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 131;  
Rofé, Deuteronomy, 109, n. 21, “an officer who judges the 
people”; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “grand juge”270; 
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 52 
 
Ex 2:18 Mwáø¥yAh aäø;b N¶R;t √rAhIm Ao…wÿ;dAm    Vdiss, asyn (advm)271 
why did you hurry coming today?  
NET, 114 n. 1, “Why have you come home so early today?” 
 
Ex 2:21 vy¡IaDh_tRa tRb ∞RvDl h™RvOm lRawñø¥yÅw   Vdiss, int (advm)272 
and Moses was willing to stay with the man   
Lambdin, Introduction, §173, p. 239, “And Moses was content 
to stay with the man”273 
 
Ex 3:5 v®dëOq_tAm√dAa ground of holiness   Nc 
Kittel/Hoffer/Wright, Hebrew, 335, “ground of holiness” 
 
Ex 3:20 y∞ItyE;kIh◊w ‹yîdÎy_tRa y§I;tVjAlDv◊w    Cla + V, diss (advm)274 
and I will stretch my hand and I will strike   
Stuart, Exodus, 126, “a hendiadys for ‘unleash my destruction’ 
or ‘powerfully strike down’”  
 
Ex 4:18 bDv ∞D¥yÅw h%RvOm JKRl ∏´¥yÅw and Mose went and he returned   Vdiss, int (advm)275 
NET, 121 n. 2, “and he went back”; 

                                                
267 The verbs referred to by Stuart occur combined with the same subject thirty times in the HB. A reference to 
Stuart is therefore given only here which is the first occurrence. 
268 Italics Houtman. 
269 Italics Houtman. 
270 ‘A prominent judge.’ 
271 Perf + infc. 
272 Impfc + infc. 
273 A verbal hendiadys, according to Lambdin. 
274 2 perfc. 
275 2 impfc. 
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Propp, Exodus 1-18, 215, “went back”276 
 
Ex 4:19 b∞Uv JK™El go, return     Vdiss (advm)277 
NET, 121 n. 6, “Go back”; 
Propp, Exodus 1-18, 215, “go back”278 
 
Ex 4:21 b…wâvDl ‹ÔKV;tVkRlV;b in your going to return   Vdiss (advm)279 
NET, 121 n. 12, “may involve a verbal hendiadys” […] “When 
you go back”; 
Propp, Exodus 1-18, 215280 
 
Ex 4:31 ……wá…wSjA;tVv`I¥yÅw …wëdV;qˆ¥y`Aw and they bowed and they bowed down Vsemf, synl (advm)281 
Cohen, “Saga,” 325, 336 n. 22282; 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. I, 454, “it could very well be a hendiadys 
[…] ‘make obeisance’”; 
NET, 122 n. 14, “they bowed down close to the ground”; 
Ross, Hope, 159 n. 9, “they could be taken as a verbal hendiadys  
[…] ‘they bowed low to the ground’”;  
Stuart, Exodus, 290 n. 53, “‘submit worshipfully’ or the like”283 
 
Ex 5:7 t°EtDl N…wpIsaøt aâøl do not add to give    Vdiss (advm)284 
NET, 123 n. 11, “you must no longer give” 
 
Ex 5:18 ……w$dVbIo …wâkVl go, work     Vdiss, asyn285 
NET, 124 n. 10, “may be used together to convey one complex 
idea […] go back to work” 
 
Ex 6:2 rRmañø¥yÅw … r¶E;båd◊yÅw and he spoke … and he said  Vsemf, synl, int286 
Cook, “Semantics,” 259-260, “verbal hendiadys, in which both 
activity verbs refer to the same event”287 
 
Ex 7:11 My¡IpVÚvAkVm`Al◊w My™ImDkSjèAl to wise men and to sorcerers  Nsemf, a, b 
Garrett, Proverbs, 24, “this probably is a hendiadys”288; 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. I, 237, “the MyImDkSj in 7:11 are therefore 
the same people as the MyIpVÚvAkVm (hendiadys)”  
 
 
 

                                                
276 Propp refers to Ex 4:18, 19, 21; 1 Kgs 19:15. 
277 2 impv. 
278 See note to Ex 4:18. 
279 2 infc. 
280 See note to Ex 4:18. 
281 2 impfc. 
282 See note to Gen 24:26. 
283 See note to Gen 24:26. 
284 Impfc + infc. 
285 2 impv. 
286 2 impfc. 
287 A verbal hendiadys, according to Cook.  
288 See note to Gen 41:8. 
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Ex 7:19 ·ÔK√dÎy_h`Ef◊n…w ∞ÔKVÚfAm jâåq take your rod and stretch your hand Cladiss  
Houtman, Exodus, vol. I, 28, “take your rod and stretch out your 
hand”289 
 
Ex 8:16 h$Oo√rAp y∞EnVpIl ‹bE…xÅyVtIh ◊w ‹r®q‚O;bA;b M§E;kVvAh   Vdiss, int290  
rise early in the morning and stand before Pharaoh  
Putnam, Insert, §2.3.2, p. 38, “Early in the morning, take your 
position before Pharaoh”291 
  
Ex 8:24 tRk¡RlDl …wqy™Ij √rAt_aøl q¶Ej√rAh indeed, you will not go far 3Vdiss292 
NET, 133 n. 20, “you will not go far” 
 
Ex 8:25 l$EtDh ‹hOo√rAÚp P§EsOy_lAa Pharaoh will not add deceiving  Vdiss, int (advm)293 
NET, 133 n. 23, “let not Pharaoh deal falsely again” 
 
Ex 9:13 hóOo√rAp y∞EnVpIl b™E…xÅyVtIh ◊w r®q$O;bA;b M ∞E;kVvAh   Vdiss, int294  
rise early in the morning and stand before Pharaoh  
Putnam, Insert, §2.3.2, p. 38, “Early in the morning, take your 
position before Pharaoh”295  
 
Ex 9:28 dáOmSoAl N…wäpIsOt añøl◊w you will not add to stay   Vdiss (advm)296 
NET, 136 n. 15, “a verbal hendiadys […] meaning ‘you will no 
longer stay’” 
 
Ex 9:34 aóøfSjAl PRsâO¥yÅw and he added to sin    Vdiss (advm)297 
NET, 137 n. 3, “he sinned again […] [a] verbal hendiadys” 
 
Ex 10:16 aëørVqIl h$Oo√rAÚp r ∞EhAm ◊yÅw and Pharaoh hasted to call   Vdiss, int (advm)298 
NET, 139 n. 4, “He summoned quickly” 
 
Ex 10:28 yYÅnDÚp twâøa √r ‹PRs‚O;t_lRa do not add seeing my face   Vdiss (advm)299 
NET, 140 n. 9, “Do not appear before me again […] a verbal 
hendiadys” 
 
Ex 10:29 ÔKy`RnDÚp twñøa √r dwäøo P¶IsOa_aøl I will not add again seeing you face  Vdiss, int (advm)300 
NET, 140 n. 12, “I will not see your face again […] a verbal 
hendiadys construction” 
 
 
                                                
289 Houtman refers to Ex 7:19; 14:16. 
290 2 impv. 
291 Putnam refers to Ex 8:16; 9:13. 
292 Infabs + impf (ss) + infc. 
293 Impf + infc. 
294 2 impv. 
295 See note to Ex 8:16. 
296 Impf + infc. 
297 Impfc + infc. 
298 Impfc + infc. 
299 Impf + infc. 
300 Impf + infc. 
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Ex 12:27 …wá…wSjA;tVv`I¥yÅw M™DoDh dõO;qˆ¥yÅw    Vsemf, synl, int301 
and the people bowed down and they bowed down   
Cohen, “Saga,” 325, 336 n. 22302; 
NET, 144 n. 16, “And the people bowed down low […] a verbal 
hendiadys”; 
Stuart, Exodus, 290 n. 53, “‘submit worshipfully’ or the like”303 
 
Ex 12:33 X®r¡DaDh_NIm M ∞DjV;lAvVl r™EhAmVl   Vdiss (advm)304 
to hasten to send them from the land  
NET, 145 n. 8, “in order to send them out of the land quickly” 
 
Ex 12:45 ry™IkDc◊w b¶Dvwø;t a sojourner and a hired [servant]  Nsemf 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. I, 287, “the foreigner who as a hired 
servant has found a home with an Israelite”; 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 87305;  
Melamed, “Two,” 175;  
Milgrom, Numbers 17-22, 2187; Leviticus 17-22, 1861-1862, 
“resident hireling”; Leviticus 23-27, 2161306; 
Orlinsky, Notes, 36, 167 (not h.)307; 
Tigay, “Exodus,” 131, “is better taken as a hendiadys meaning 
‘resident hireling’”308 
 
Ex 13:21 hDl◊y`DlÎw M¶Dmwøy daily and night(ly)   Adv + N, diss, th 
Soden von/Bergman/Sæbø, “Mwøy,” TDOT, vol. VI, 20, “an 
hendiadys denoting a 24-hour ‘day’”309 
 
Ex 14:13 M`Dlwøo_dAo dwäøo M¶DtOa √rIl …wpy¢IsOt añøl   Vdiss (advm)310 
you will not add to seeing them again until forever  
NET, 151 n. 7, “you will never, ever see [them] again […] 
verbal hendiadys […] ‘you will no longer see them’” 
 
Ex 14:16 öÔK√dÎy_tRa hªEf◊n…w #ÔKVÚfAm_t`Ra MâérDh   Cladiss 
lift up your rod and stretch out your hand 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. I, 28, “lift up your rod and stretch forth 
your hand”311 
 
Ex 14:20 JKRv$OjAh◊w ‹NÎnDo`Rh the cloud and the darkness  Ndiss 
Brichto, Problem, 99; 
Bullinger, Bible, 92, “a very dark cloud”; 
Cross, Myth, 164 n. 79, “a dark cloud”; 
                                                
301 2 impfc. 
302 See note to Gen 24:26. 
303 See note to Gen 24:26. 
304 2 infc. 
305 Levi refers to Ex 12:45; Lev 22:10; 25:6, 40. 
306 Milgrom refers to Ex 12:45; Lev 22:10; 25:6; 25:40.  
307 ‘(No) bound or hired labourer.’ 
308 He referS to Ex 12:45; Lev 22:10; 25:6, 40. 
309 See note to Gen. 8:22bb. 
310 Impf + infc. 
311 See note to Ex 7:19. 
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Houtman, Exodus, vol. II, 267 n. 111, “a dark cloud-bank”312; 
NET, 151 n. 20, “and it was the dark cloud” 
 
Ex 14:23 wäø;bVkîr h$Oo√rAÚp s…wâs lO;k all the horse(s) and Pharaoh’s chariot(s) N/Ph, diss, th 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128-129313 
 
Ex 15:2 ;hYÎy ‹t∂rVmˆz◊w y§IΩΩzDo my strength and my Yah-song/fortress N, c + Nc, crux 
Freedman, “Strophe,” 200, “Yah is my mighty fortress”;   
Good, “Exodus,” 358, “my singing about strength”;  
Kaiser Jr, “Exodus,” 85, “hendiadys: ‘Yah is my mighty 
fortress’ or the like”;  
Kuntz, “Agent,” 123, “My mighty fortress is Yah”; 
Margulis, “Psalm,” 296 n. 3314;  
Parker, “Exodus,” 377 n. 2, “Good may be correct in seeing 
hendiadys here […] ‘strong protection’ or ‘protective strength’”; 
Patterson, “Song,” 456, “my strong defense”; 
Watson, Poetry, 325 
 
Ex 15:4 wäølyEj◊w höOo√rAÚp tñObV;k√rAm Pharaoh’s chariots and his army Ph+Ndiss, th, c 
Freedman, “Strophe,” 203, “should be taken as hendiadys: 
Pharaoh’s military chariots, or chariot force”;  
Kuntz, “Agent,” 123, “Pharaoh’s chariot army”; 
Patterson, “Song,” 456, “Pharaoh’s chariot forces” 
 
Ex 15:9a and 9g  […] l¡DlDv q∞E;lAjSa gy™IÚcAa PõO;d √rRa b¢Eywøa r¶AmDa Vdiss asyn (advm) +  
                                                 yáîdÎy wøm™Evyîrwø;t y$I;b √rAj qyâîrDa Vdiss/Ndiss, in Pa315 
9a: the enemy said, I will pursue, I will overtake, I will divide 
the spoil;  
9g: I will draw (lit. ‘empty out’) my sword, my hand will cause 
to destroy them. 
Barré/Kselman, “Exodus,” 103 “i.e., pursue to overtake, a 
hendiadys for ‘capture’ or the like”316; 
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 52, “a double hendiadys”317 
 
Ex 15:13 äÔK◊ΩΩzDoVb …äÔK√;dVsAjVb with your loving-kindness … your might Ndiss, a, c, in Pa 
Freedman, “Strophe,” 211, “A form of hendiadys is indicated 
here: ‘your mighty h3esed’ or ‘your merciful strength’”;  
Kuntz, “Agent,” 123 “a break-up of a hendiadic phrase […] in 
your steadfast love… with your might”318  
 
 

                                                
312 Italics Houtman. 
313 See note to Ex 14:9. 
314 Margulis refers to Ex 15:2; Isa 12:2; Ps 118:14. 
315 2 impf . 
316 Barré/Kselman refer only to the combination of verbs in 15a as a hendiadys. This combination occurs in Ex 
15:9; Deut 28:45. 
317 Van der Westhuizen remarks, “It should be pointed out that the word-pair dy/brj as used in Exod. 15:9 has 
elements both of hendiadys and of parallelism, with the emphasis, perhaps, on hendiadys.” 
318 Italics Kuntz. 
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Ex 15:14 N…wózÎ…g √rˆy My™I;mAo …wñoVm`Dv the people heard, they trembled Vdiss, int (advm)319 
Kuntz, “Agent,” 123, “trembling, the people heard”; 
Patterson, “Song,” 456, “the peoples’ fearful hearing”; 
Watson, Poetry, 326  
 
Ex 15:16 dAj$ApÎw ‹hDt‹DmyEa dread/terror and dread  Nsemf, synl  
Kuntz, “Agent,” 123, “dreadful terror”; 
NET, 154 n. 20, “can form a nominal hendiadys, ‘a dreadful 
fear’”; 
Patterson, “Song,” 456, “dreadful terror”; 
Watson, Poetry, 326320; 
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 53, “terror and dread”321 
 
Ex 15:24 räOmaE;l h¶RvOm_lAo M¢DoDh …wn¬ø;lˆ¥yÅw   Vsemf322 
and the people murmured at Moses saying  
Putnam, Insert, §2.3.1, p. 37323 
 
Ex 15:25 f™DÚpVvIm…w qñOj a statute and a judgment  Nsemf  
Childs, Exodus, 266 (not h.);  
Crim, “Bible,” 152; 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. I, 476324; vol. II, 313, “a binding decree 
[…] Probably […] it is a hendiadys […] ‘a binding statute’”325; 
Melamed, “Two,” 175, 177326; 
NET, 155 n. 18, “a binding ordinance”; 
Orlinsky, Notes, 69, 171, “a fixed rule”; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 169, “le statut de la loi, ou statut 
juridique”327; 
Stuart, Exodus, 367, “a statute, that is, a rule […] a classic case 
of hendiadys” 
 
Ex 15:26a h$RcSoA;t ‹wyÎnyEoV;b r§DvÎ¥yAh◊w ÔKy#RhølTa h∞Dwh◊y — lwêøqVl o%AmVvI;t Aow°ømDv  Clasemf328 
listen carefully to the voice of YHWH your God and do what is 
right in his eyes 
Stuart, Exodus, 367  
 
 

                                                
319 Perf + impf. 
320 Watson adds in his n. 159, “Unless the verb is repointed as factitive.” 
321 Italics van der Westhuizen. 
322 Impfc + infc. 
323 Only in the ed. from 2002. 
324 Houtman refers to combinations of qj and what he sees as other synonym-like nouns in Ex 15:25; 15:26; 
18:16, 20. 
325 Italics Houtman. Houtman refers in vol. I, p. 476 to Ex 15:25; 15:26; 18:16, 20, and in vol. II p. 313 to Josh 
24:25; 1 Sam 30:25. 
326 Melamed refers to the combination of these nouns in sigular or in plural as a hendiadys. They occur in 
singular in Ex 15:25; Josh 24:25; 1 Sam 30:25; Ezra 7:10, and combined in plural in Lev 26:46; Deut 4:1; 4:5; 
4:8; 4:14; 4:45; 5:1; 5:31; 6:1; 6:20; 1 Kgs 8:58; 9:4; 2 Kgs 17:37; Mal 3:22; Ps 147:19; Neh 1:7; 1 Chr 22.13; 2 
Chr 7:17; 19:10; 33:8. 
327 ‘The regulation of the law, or a legal regulation.’ Schorr refers to Ex 15:25; Josh 24:25, Ezra 7:10. 
328 It is not the two verbs, but the two clauses that, according to Stuart. form this alleged hendiadys. 
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Ex 15:26b wyó∂;qUj_lD;k ™D;t√rAmDv◊w wy$DtOwVxImVl ‹D;t◊nÅzSaèAh◊w   Nsemf, synl, a, b, c, int/ 
and listen to his commandments and keep all his statutes Cla, semf 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. I, 476329;  
Stuart, Exodus, 367330 
 
Ex 18:16 wy`DtOrwø;t_tRa◊w My™IhølTaDh yñé;qUj_tRa God’s statutes and his laws N/Ph, semf, b, c 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. I, 476331 
 
Ex 18:20 túOrwø;tAh_tRa◊w Myäî;qUjAh_tRa the statutes and the laws  Nsemf, b 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. I, 476332 
 
Ex 19:6 vwúød∂q ywâøg◊w My™InShO;k tRk¶RlVmAm a kingdom of priests and a holy people Phdiss  
Houtman, Exodus, vol. II, 445, “a priestly kingdom and a holy 
nation”  
 
Ex 20:5  ~MóédVbDoDt aâøl◊w M™RhDl h∞¶RwVjA;tVvIt_aáøl   Vdiss, int333

 

do not bow down to them and do not serve them  
Kaiser Jr, “Exodus,” 85; 
NET, 167 n. 11, “could be taken as a hendiadys: ‘you will not 
prostrate yourself to serve them’” 
 
Ex 21:12 t™EmÎw vy¢Ia h¶E;kAm smiting a man and he died  Vdiss, int (advm)334 
Paul, Studies, 61 n. 4, “he who fatally strikes” 
 
Ex 22:5 hó®dDÚcAh wâøa h™Dm∂;qAh wñøa or standing grain or the field  Ndiss335 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. III, 195, “Perhaps […] to be taken as a 
kind of hendiadys: the field with the still standing grain” 
 
Ex 22:13 t¡Em_wøa r∞A;bVvˆn◊w and is broken/wounded or dead  Vdiss336  
Houtman, Exodus, vol. III, 205, “one might perhaps think of a 
hendiadys: the animal died from his wounds” 
 
Ex 22:28 äÔKSoVmîd◊w ñÔKVtDaElVm your fullness and your outflow  Ndiss, c  
Childs, Exodus, 450, “the two words may well be a hendiadys 
and denote the first juice of the grape”; 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. III, 233, “perhaps […] to be taken as a 
hendiadys; ‘the very best of the harvest’”;  
Orlinsky, Notes, 36, 182, “the skimming of the first yield of 
your vats”; 
Sarna, Exodus, 140, “… or form a compound with it (a 
hendiadys) to express a single idea: ‘your abundant harvest’” 
 

                                                
329 Houtman refers to the nouns as a hendiadys. See note to Ex 15:25. 
330 Stuart refers to two clauses as a hendiadys. 
331 See note to Ex 15:25. 
332 See note to Ex 15:25. 
333 2 impv. 
334 Partc + perfc. 
335 With ‘wøa’ (or). 
336 Perfc + perf. With ‘wøa’ (or). 
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Ex 23:11 ;h#D;tVvAf◊n…w hÎ…n∞RfVmVvI;t    Vdiss337 
you shall let it drop/release and you shall forsake it   
Houtman, Exodus, vol. III, 255 
 
Ex 23:32 tyáîrV;b M™RhyEháølaEl ◊w M¢RhDl tõOrVkIt_aøl   Pron + Ph 
do not make a covenant with them and a covenant with their Gods 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. III, 281, “Mhyhlalw Mhl is something of a 
hendiadys; meant is ‘with them as worshippers of other gods’” 
 
Ex 24:4 NRb¶I¥yÅw r®q$O;bA;b M∞E;kVvÅ¥yÅw    Vdiss, int (advm)338 
and he rose early in the morning and he built  
NET, 178 n. 13, “a verbal hendiadys […] Early in the morning 
he built” 
 
Ex 24:12 hYÎwVxI;mAh◊w ‹h∂rwø;tAh◊w the law and the commandment  Nsemf  
Houtman, Exodus, vol. III, 299, 300, “the binding rules” 
 
Ex 25:31ba ;hYÎn∂q◊w ;h∞Dkér◊y side/base and reed   Ndiss  
Meyers/Fabry, “h∂rwønVm,” TDOT, vol. VIII, 403, “This pair is a 
hendiadys referring to a base-forming shaft, thickened or flaring 
outward toward the bottom, forming a stable, free-standing 
object.”339 
 
Ex 25:31bb Dhy™Rj∂rVp…w Dhyñ®rO;tVpA;k its bulbs and its flowers  Ndiss, b, c 
Houtman Exodus, vol. III, 406, “Likely […] a hendiadys […] 
‘calyx with petals.’ […] the hendiadys serves as apposition, 
further description”340; 
Meyers, Menorah, 25, “a floral, or more specifically, a lily 
capital”;  
Meyers/Fabry, “h∂rwønVm,” TDOT, vol. VIII, 404, “constitute a 
hendiadys and refer to a ‘floral capital’”341 
 
Ex 25:33 ~jårRpÎw râO;tVpA;k a bulb and a flower   Ndiss 
Houtman Exodus, vol. III, 406, “Likely […] a hendiadys […] 
‘calyx with petals.’ […] the hendiadys serves as apposition, 
further description”342; 
Meyers, Menorah, 25, “a floral, or more specifically, a lily 
capital”;  
Meyers/Fabry, “h∂rwønVm,” TDOT, vol. VIII, 404, “constitute a 
hendiadys and refer to a ‘floral capital’”343 
 
 

                                                
337 Impf + perfc. 
338 2 impfc. 
339 See also Ex 37:17ba. 
340 Houtman refers to Ex 25:31; 37:17 and since he adds ‘etc’ a reference is given to Houtman also in connection 
with the same nouns in Ex 25:33; 25:34; 37:19; 37:20.  
341 The section of this article in which hendiadys is used is written by Meyers. 
342 See note to Ex 25:31. 
343 See note to Ex 25:31bb. 
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Ex 25:34 Dhy`Rj∂rVp…w Dhyä®rO;tVpA;k its bulbs and its flowers   Ndiss, b, c 
Houtman Exodus, vol. III, 406, “Likely […] a hendiadys […] 
‘calyx with petals.’ […] the hendiadys serves as apposition, 
further description”344; 
Meyers, Menorah, 25, “a floral, or more specifically, a lily 
capital”;  
Meyers/Fabry, “h∂rwønVm,” TDOT, vol. VIII, 404, “constitute a 
hendiadys and refer to a ‘floral capital’”345 
 
Ex 25:36 M™DtOnVq…w M¶RhyérO;tVpA;k their bulbs and their flowers   Ndiss, b, c 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. III, 413, “can be taken as a hendiadys or 
the wa6w as an explicative wa6w”346 
 
Ex 25:40 h¡EcSoÅw h™Ea√r…w and see and make   Vdiss347 
NET, 182 n. 32 “be sure to make […] this can be interpreted as a 
verbal hendiadys” 
 
Ex 28:2 t®r`DaVpItVl…w dwäøbDkVl for glory and for beauty  Ndiss, a  
Houtman, Exodus, vol. II 332, “in the secular sense […] the 
majestic splendour which clothing confers on someone to 
accentuate his dignity”348 
 
Ex 28:30 My$I;mU;tAh_tRa◊w ‹Myîr…waDh_tRa the Urim and the Thummim N, b, crux 
Dam van, Urim, 139, “perfect illumination”349; 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. III, 496350; 
Jeffers, Magic, 209 n. 380351; 
Melamed, “Two,” 175352; 
Tur-Sinai (Torczyner), Language, 351 
 
Ex 28:40 t®r`DaVpItVl…w dwäøbDkVl for glory and for beauty  Ndiss, a 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. II, 332, “in the secular sense […] the 
majestic splendour which clothing confers on someone to 
accentuate his dignity”353 
 
 
 

                                                
344 See note to Ex 25:31. 
345 See note to Ex 25:31bb. 
346 Houtman refers to Ex 25:36; 37:22. 
347 2 impv. 
348 Houtman refers to Ex 28:2; 28:40. 
349 Van Dam considers these nouns combined as a hendiadys. They occur combined in Ex 28:30; Lev 8:8; Deut 
33:8; Ezra 2:63; Neh 7:65. 
350 Houtman refers to these nouns in combination as a hendiadys: “For myself I wonder whether Urim and 
Thummim – taken as intensive plurals and hendiadys – might not stand for an object through which God’s will is 
made known to the priest, either in words directly from a heavenly messenger, or in pictures that disclose the 
future.” For occurrences of these nouns combined, see note to Ex 28:30 with reference to van Dam. 
351 Jeffers refers to Ex 28:30; Lev 8:8; Ezra 2:63; Neh 7:65.  
352 Melamed refers to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys. For occurrences in the HB, see note to Ex 
28:30 with reference to van Dam. 
353 See note to Ex 28:2. 
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Ex 30:9 h¡Dj◊nIm…w h∞DlOo◊w and burnt-offering and grain-offering Ndiss, th 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128, “a burnt-offering and a 
cereal-offering”354; “Break-up” (Hebr.), 198 
 
Ex 32:1 MyIhølTa …wnDl_hEcSo M…wq arise, do to us a God  Vdiss355 
Lambdin, Introduction, §173, p. 240, “Come, make for us a god 
who …” 
 
Ex 32:4 h¡DkE;sAm l‰g∞Eo a molten calf   Nc 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 126 n. 37, “a molten calf”356 
 
Ex 32:8 h¡DkE;sAm l‰g™Eo a molten calf   Nc 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 126 n. 37, “a molten calf”357 
 
Ex 32:11 há∂qÎzSj d¶DyVb…w lwëødÎ…g AjñOkV;b    Phdiss 
with great strength and with a strong hand  
Houtman, Exodus, vol. II, 87, “with great power and with a 
mighty hand”/“heavy pressure”  
 
Ex 32:19 M™DtOa r¶E;bAv ◊yÅw t$OjU;lAh_tRa [‹wy∂dÎ¥y][Im] wødÎ¥yIm JK§ElVvÅ¥yÅw  Vdiss, int358 
and he casted from his hand the tablets and he smashed them  
Houtman, Exodus, vol. I, 260-261; vol. III 657, “shattered”  
 
Ex 32:27 …wb…w%vÎw …w°rVbIo Pass by/through and return   Vdiss (advm)359 
NET, 200 n. 17, “go in and out […] a verbal hendiadys […] 
meaning ‘go back and forth’” 
 
Ex 34:4  ‹ lAo‹Å¥yÅw ‹r®q‚O;bAb h§RvOm M°E;kVvÅ¥yÅw   Vdiss, int (advm)360 
and Moses rose early in the morning and he went up  
NET, 204 n. 3, “and early in the morning he went up […] These 
verbs likely form a verbal hendiadys” 
 
Ex 34:6ba N…wó…nAj◊w M…wäjår compassionate and gracious  Nsemf361 
Fishbane, “Remarks,” 392362 
 
Ex 34:6bb t`RmTa‰w dRs¶Rj loving-kindness and truth  Ndiss  
Alter, Psalms, 301, “steadfast loyalty”; 

                                                
354 Melamed states that the combination of these nouns “in connection with sacrifices, is also treated as a 
hendiadys.” 
355 2 impv. 
356 Italics Melamed. Melamed refers to these nouns combined in Ex 32:24, or in hit footnote to Ex 22:4, 8, but it 
is in Ex 32:4, 8 they occur, and that Melamed presumably has in mind. He also refers to Deut 9:16 and Neh 9:18, 
where the nouns occur. 
357 Italics Melamed. See note to Ex 32:4. 
358 2 impfc. 
359 2 impv. 
360 2 impfc. 
361 2 adj. 
362 Fishbane applies the term hendiadys for the combination Nwnjw Mwjr and refers only to “e.g., Exod 34:6.” 
However, these nouns occur combined also in Ps 86:15; 103:8 and in reverse order in Ps 111:4; 112:4. A 
reference to Fishbane is therefore given also to Ps 86:15 and Ps 103:8. 
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Andersen, Habakkuk, 213363; 
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “‘enduringly faithful’ or ‘faithfully 
true’”364; 
Clark, Word, 242-255365;  
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 56; 
Glueck, Bible, 55, 79, 102; 
Greenberg, “Torah,” 230; 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 144, “true kindness”366;  
Jepsen, “NAmDa,” TDOT, vol. I, 311367;  
Koehler/Baumgartner, “◊w”, HALOT, vol. I, 258, “grace and 
stability, i.e. perpetual grace”368; 
Kuyper, “Grace,” 6-7369; 
Mascarenhas, Function, 210370;  
Melamed, “Two,” 175371;  
NET, 204 n. 9, “If that [hendiadys] is the interpretation here, 
then it means ‘faithful covenant love’”; 
Speiser, Genesis, lxx, 180, “steadfast kindness”372; 
Stoebe, “dRsRj,” TLOT, vol. II, 451; 
Williams, Syntax, 16, “true loyalty”; Syntax (ed. Beckman), 30, 
“true loyalty?”373; 
VanGemeren, Psalms, 274, “the phrase could well be 
considered a hendiadys; ‘faithful love’”; 
Wildberger, “Nma,” TLOT, vol. I, 151, “less likely […] that one 
may consistently translate the frequent combination ḥesed 
we’emet as a hendiadys, ‘lasting mercy’” 
 
Ex 34:8 …wj`D;tVvˆ¥yÅw hDx√r™Aa dõO;qˆ¥yÅw    Vsemf, synl, int374 
and he bowed to the earth and he bowed down  
Cohen, “Saga,” 325, 336 n. 22375; 
NET, 204 n. 12, “he quickly bowed down”; 
Stuart, Exodus, 290 n. 53, “‘submit worshipfully’ or the like”376 
 
Ex 36:1 ‹hÎn…wbVt…w h§DmVkDj wisdom and understanding  Nsemf 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Hebr.), 200377 
 
 
                                                
363 See note to Gen 24:27. 
364 See note to Gen 24:27. 
365 See note to Gen 24:27. 
366 See note to Gen 24:27. 
367 See note to Gen 24:27. 
368 See note to Gen 24:27. 
369 See note to Gen 24:27. 
370 See note to Gen 24:27. 
371 See note to Gen 24:27. 
372 See note to Gen 24:27. 
373 In Williams’ Syntax, as in Beckman’s edition of the same, references are made to Ex 34:6; Josh 2:14; 2 Sam 
2:6, 15:20; Prov 16:6.  
374 2 impfc. 
375 See note to Gen 24:26. 
376 See note to Gen 24:26. 
377 Melamed refers to Ex 36:1; 1 Kgs 7:14. 
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Ex 36:5 ay¡IbDhVl M™DoDh My¶I;b√rAm the people are bringing to come Vdiss, int (advm)378 
NET, 208 n. 22, “the verbal hendiadys […] ‘they bring more’” 
 
Ex 37:17ba ;hYÎn∂q◊w ;h∞Dkér◊y its side/base and its reed  Ndiss  
Meyers/Fabry, “h∂rwønVm,” TDOT, vol. VIII, 403, “This pair is a 
hendiadys referring to a base-forming shaft, thickened or flaring 
outward toward the bottom, forming a stable, free-standing 
object”379 
 
Ex 37:17bb Dhy™Rj∂rVp…w Dhyñ®rO;tVpA;k its bulbs and its flowers  Ndiss, b, c 
Houtman Exodus, vol. III, 406, “Likely […] a hendiadys […] 
‘calyx with petals’ […] the hendiadys serves as apposition, 
further description”380; 
Meyers, Menorah, 25, “a floral, or more specifically, a lily 
capital”381;  
Meyers/Fabry, “h∂rwønVm,” TDOT, vol. VIII, 404, “constitute a 
hendiadys and refer to a ‘floral capital’”382 
 
Ex 37:19  ~jårRpÎw râO;tVpA;k a bulb and a flower   Ndiss 
Houtman Exodus, vol. III, 406, “Likely […] a hendiadys […] 
‘calyx with petals’ […] the hendiadys serves as apposition, 
further description”383; 
Meyers/Fabry, “h∂rwønVm,” TDOT, vol. VIII, 404, “constitute a 
hendiadys and refer to a ‘floral capital’”384 
 
Ex 37:20 Dhy`Rj∂rVp…w Dhyä®rO;tVpA;k its bulbs and its flowers  Ndiss, b, c 
Houtman Exodus, vol. III, 406, “Likely […] a hendiadys […] 
‘calyx with petals’ […] the hendiadys serves as apposition, 
further description”385; 
Meyers, Menorah, 25, “a floral, or more specifically, a lily 
capital”386 
 
Ex 37:22 M™DtOnVq…w M¶RhyérO;tVpA;k their bulbs and their flowers   Ndiss, b, c 

Houtman, Exodus, vol. III, 413, “can be taken as a hendiadys or 
the wa6w as an explicative wa6w”387  
 
Ex 40:29 h$Dj◊nI;mAh_tRa◊w ‹hDlOoDh_tRa    Ndiss, th 
and the burnt-offering and the grain-offering 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128, “a burnt-offering and a 
cereal-offering”; “Break-up” (Hebr.), 198388 
                                                
378 Partc + infc. 
379 The section of this article in which hendiadys is used is written by Meyers. See also note to Ex 25:31. 
380 See note to Ex 25:31. 
381 See note to Ex 37:17bb. 
382 See note to Ex 25:31bb. 
383 See note to Ex 25:31. 
384 See note to Ex 25:31bb. 
385 See note to Ex 25:31. 
386 See note to Ex 37:17bb. 
387 See note to Ex 25:36. 
388 See note to Ex 30:9. 
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Leviticus 
 
Lev 7:37 h$Dj◊nI;mAl ‹hDlOo`Dl to burnt-offering, to grain-offering Ndiss, th, a, asyn 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128, “a burnt-offering and a 
cereal-offering”; “Break-up” (Hebr.), 198389 
 
Lev 8:8 My`I;mU;tAh_tRa◊w Myäîr…waDh_tRa the Urim and the Thummim N, b, crux 
Dam van, Urim, 138-139, “perfect illumination”390; 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. III, 496391; 
Jeffers, Magic, 209 n. 380392; 
Melamed, “Two,” 175393  
 
Lev 8:30a+b wy$∂dÎgV;b_tRa ‹NOrShAa_t`Ra … wy$∂dÎgV;b_lAo ‹NOrShAa_l`Ao  Phdiss, asyn x 2 
on Aaron, on his garments … Aaron, his garments  
Milgrom, Leviticus 1-16, 532, 533, “upon Aaron’s vestments … 
Aaron’s vestments […] Two hendiadys expressions” 
 
Lev 10:9 rDkEv◊w Nˆy∞Ay wine and strong drink   Nsemf 
Malul, “Drink,” 1550, “a kind of hendiadys which means ‘an 
intoxicating wine’”394;  
Melamed, “Two,” 176395; 
Milgrom, Leviticus 1-16, 611-612 (not h.); 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “intoxicating drink”396 
 
Lev 14:9 wôøvaør_tRa w#ørDoVc_lD;k_tRa j∞A;lÅg◊y   Phdiss, asyn 
Aj¡E;lÅg◊y wëørDoVc_lD;k_tRa◊w wyYÎnyEo tâO;bÅ…g ‹tEa◊w ‹wøn∂q◊z_tRa◊w  
he shall shave all of his hair, his head and his beard,  
and his eyebrows, and all his hair he shall shave  
Milgrom, Leviticus 1-16, 843, (not h.) 
 
Lev 14:20 h™Dj◊nI;mAh_tRa◊w h¶DlOoDh_tRa   Ndiss, th 
the burnt-offering and the grain-offering  
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128, “a burnt-offering and a 
cereal-offering”; “Break-up” (Hebr.), 198397 
 
 
 
 

                                                
389 See note to Ex 30:9. 
390 See note to Ex 28:30. 
391 See note to Ex 28:30. 
392 See note to Ex 28:30. 
393 See note to Ex 28:30. 
394 Malul states “s9e6ka6r occurs 23 times in the Bible nearly always in conjunction with yayin ‘wine.’ the two 
forming a kind of hendiadys.” See Malul, “Drink,” 1550. The nouns occur combined in Lev 10:9; Num 6:3; Deut 
14:26; 29:5; Judg 13:4, 7, 14; 1 Sam 1:15; Mic 2:11.  
395 Melamed refers to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys. For occurrences, see note to Lev 10:9 with 
reference to Malul. 
396 Talmon/Fields refer to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys. For occurrences, see note to Lev 10:9 
with reference to Malul. 
397 See note to Ex 30:9. 
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Lev 16:12 hYÎwh◊y y∞EnVpI;lIm ‹Aj‹E;b◊zI;mAh l§AoEm   Phdiss, asyn 
from on top of the altar, from before YHWH  
Milgrom, Leviticus 1-16, 1025, “from atop the altar which is 
before the Lord” 
 
Lev 19:31 MyYˆnOo√;dˆ¥yAh_lRa◊w ‹tObOaDh_lRa   N/Ph, semf 
to the mediums and to the soothsayers  
Blenkinsopp, “Deuteronomy,” 189, “functioned as a kind of 
hendiadys”398; 
Melamed, “Two,” 176, 178399; 
Milgrom, Leviticus 17-22, 1701, (not h.); 
Tur-Sinai/Torczyner, “Medium,” EncBib, vol. I, 135; Language, 
350 
 
Lev 19:37 M¡DtOa M™RtyIcSoÅw y$AfDÚpVvIm_lD;k_tRa◊w ‹yAtO;qUj_lD;k_tRa M§R;t √rAmVv…w  Vdiss, int (advm)400 
and you shall keep all my commandments and my judgments 
and you shall do them  
Melamed, “Two,” 178; 
NET, 256 n. 2, “You must be sure to obey […] a kind of verbal 
hendiadys”401 
 
Lev 20:6 MyYˆnOo√;dˆ¥yAh_lRa◊w ‹tObOa`Dh_lRa   N/Ph, semf 
to the mediums and to the soothsayers  
Blenkinsopp, “Deuteronomy,” 189, “functioned as a kind of 
hendiadys”402  
Melamed, “Two,” 176403 
 
Lev 20:8 M¡DtOa M™RtyIcSoÅw y$AtO;qUj_tRa ‹MR;t √rAmVv…w   Vdiss, int404 
and you shall keep my statutes and you shall do them  
NET, 256 n. 18, “You must be sure to obey […] a kind of verbal 
hendiadys”405 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
398 Blenkinsopp views the combination of these nouns as “a kind of hendiadys, signifying the spirits or shades of 
the dead who could be induced to return, or who returned spontaneously, and could communicate with the living 
and impart information not otherwise obtainable.” The nouns occur combined 10 times in the HB with a 
conjoining wāw, ‘and,’ and one time with hebr. ‘or’; Lev 19:31; 20:6; 20:27 (joined by ‘or’); Deut 18:11; 1 Sam 
28:3; 28:9; 2 Kgs 21:6; 23:24; Isa 8:19; 19:3; 2 Chr 33:6.  
399 Melamed refers to these two nouns as a hendiadys. For occurrences, see note to Lev 19:31 with reference to 
Blenkinsopp. 
400 2 perfc.  
401 With reference to Lev 22:31. 
402 See note to Lev 19:31.  
403 Melamed refers to these two nouns as a hendiadys. For occurrences, see note to Lev 19:31 with reference to 
Blenkinsopp. 
404 2 perfc. 
405 With reference to Lev 22:31. 
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Lev 20:22 M¡DtOa M™RtyIcSoÅw y$AfDÚpVvIm_lD;k_tRa◊w ‹yAtO;qUj_lD;k_tRa M§R;t √rAmVv…w 	   	   Vdiss, int (advm)406 
and you shall keep all the statutes and you shall do all the 
ordinances 
NET, 257 n. 11, “You must be sure to obey […] this appears to 
be a kind of verbal hendiadys”407 
 
Lev 21:7 ‹hDlDlSjÅw h§DnOz a harlot and a defiled    Nsemf 
Alter, Five Books, 636, “A woman degraded as a whore”; 
Goodfriend Adler, “Prostitute,” 210, “the two terms may be 
understood as a hendiadys […] ‘a woman defiled through 
prostitution’”408; 
Levine, Leviticus, 143, “degraded by harlotry”; 
Milgrom, Leviticus 17-22, 1806-1807, ”one who was raped,” 
(not h.); 
NET, 258 n. 7, “a wife defiled by harlotry” 
 
Lev 21:14 hYÎnOz h∞DlDlSjÅw and a defiled, a harlot  Nsemf, asyn409 
Goodfriend, “Prostitute,” 210, “the two terms may be 
understood as a hendiadys […] ‘a woman defiled through 
prostitution’”410 
 
Lev 22:10 ry™IkDc◊w N¢EhO;k b¶Avwø;t    Nc + N, diss 
a priest-sojourner and a hired [servant]    
Alter, Five Books, 640, “a priest’s resident hireling”;  
Levi, Inkongruenz, 87, “Der Beisasse eines Priesters und (der) 
Tagelöhner darf nicht Heiliges essen”411; 
Melamed, “Two,” 175412; 
Melamed, “Two,” 175413; 
Milgrom, Leviticus 17-22, 1861-1862, “a priest’s resident 
hireling”; Leviticus 23-27, 2161414; 
Olyan, Rites, 96, 166, n. 135, “The priest’s wage laborer”; 
Tigay, “Exodus,” 131, “is better taken as a hendiadys meaning 
‘resident hireling’”415 
 
Lev 22:31 M¡DtOa M™RtyIcSoÅw y$AtOwVxIm ‹MR;t √rAmVv…w   Vdiss, int (advm)416 
and you shall keep my statutes and you shall do them  
NET, 261 n. 8, “You must be sure to obey […] a kind of verbal 
hendiadys”417 
 
                                                
406 2 perfc. 
407 With reference to Lev 22:31. 
408 Goodfriend refers to Lev 21:7, 14 and adds, “or two sets of four categories of sexually experienced women.” 
409 Adj + noun. 
410 See note to Lev 21:7. 
411 ‘The passer-by of a priest and (the) day-labourer shall not eat of the holy.’ See note to Ex 12:45. 
412 Melamed refers to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys. 
413 Melamed refers to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys. 
414 See note to Ex 12:45. 
415 See note to Ex 12:45. 
416 2 perfc. 
417 With reference to Lev 20:8. 
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Lev 23:7 hä∂dObSo tRka¶RlVm_lD;k all the work of service   Nc 
Hartley, Leviticus, 365, 384, “any usual work” 
 
Lev 23:37 h¢Dj◊nIm…w hªDlOo burnt-offering and grain-offering  Ndiss, th 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128, “a burnt-offering and a 
cereal-offering”; “Break-up” (Hebr.), 198418 
 
Lev 24:11 l$E;låq ◊yÅw ‹MEÚvAh_tRa ty§IlEa√rVcˆ¥yAh h°DÚvIa`Dh_NR;b bO;qˆ¥yÅw             Vsemf, synl, int (advm)419 
and the son of the Israelite woman cursed the name and he 
cursed 
Hartley, Leviticus, 404, 409, “The two terms together may be a 
hendiadys […] he spoke a curse blasphemously”; 
NET, 264 n. 8, “The two verbs together may form a hendiadys, 
‘he pronounced by cursing blasphemously’” 
 
Lev 25:6 ÔK¡RtDmSaAl◊w ∞ÔK√;dVbAoVl…w    Nsemf, a, c 
to your hired [servant] and to your sojourner  
Alter, Five Books, 654, “your resident hirelings”420;  
Levi, Inkongruenz, 87421; 
Melamed, “Two,” 178; 
Milgrom, Leviticus 17-22, 1861-1862, “resident hireling”422; 
Tigay, “Exodus,” 131, “is better taken as a hendiadys meaning 
‘resident hireling’”423 
 
Lev 25:18 M∞RtyIcSoÅw …wërVmVvI;t you shall keep and you shall do them Vdiss424 
NET, 265, “you must be sure to keep them”, 265 n. 28, “This 
appears to be a kind of verbal hendiadys”425  
 
Lev 25:23 My¢IbDvwøt◊w My¬îr´g strangers and sojourners  Nsemf, b 
Alter, Five Books, 656, “resident alien”426;   
Avishur, Studies, 106, “a stranger and a sojourner”427; 
Kellermann, “r…wg,” TDOT, vol. II, 448428; 
Kidd, Alterity, 99, 101, 104429; 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 86-87430; 
Levine, Leviticus, xviii431; 
Melamed, “Two,” 177; “Break- up” (Eng.), 129432; 

                                                
418 See note to Ex 30:9. 
419 2 impfc. 
420 These nouns combined ought, according to Alter, to be understood as a hendiadys in this section of Leviticus. 
421 See note to Ex 12:45. 
422 See note to Ex 12:45. 
423 See note to Ex 12:45. 
424 Impf + perfc. 
425 A reference is given to Lev 20:8. 
426 These nouns combined ought, according to Alter, to be understood as a hendiadys. 
427 Italics Avishur. See note to Gen 23:4.  
428 See note to Gen 23:4. 
429 Kidd lables this “a conjoint hendiadys (plural)” on p. 101. See also note to Gen 23:4. 
430 See note to Gen 23:4. 
431 See note to Gen 23:4. 
432 See note to Gen 23:4. 
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Schorr, “Les composés,” 171433;  
Tur-Sinai (Torczyner), Language, 350434; 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “resident alien”435 
 
Lev 25:35 b¢Dvwøt◊w rªE…g stranger and sojourner  Nsemf 
Alter, Five Books, 656, “resident alien”436;  
Avishur, Studies, 106, “a stranger and a sojourner”437; 
Fields, Sodom, 32; 
Kellermann, “r…wg,” TDOT, vol. II, 448438; 
Kidd, Alterity, 99, 101, 104439; 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 86-87440; 
Levine, Leviticus, xviii441; 
Melamed, “Two,” 175; “Break- up” (Eng.), 129442; 
Milgrom, Leviticus, 23-27, 2187, “resident alien”443; 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “resident alien”444; 
Tur-Sinai (Torczyner), Language, 350445 
 
Lev 25:36 ty$I;b√rAt◊w JKRv∞Rn interest and profit   Nsemf, synl 
Müller, Semitica, 16-17, “die beide [Worte] zusammen den 
begriff ,Zinsen‘ definieren […] eine Art ©n diå duo›n”446; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170447; 
Tur-Sinai (Torczyner), Language, 350448  
 
Lev 25:37 ty™I;b√rAmVb…w JKRv¡RnV;b with interest and with profit  Nsemf, synl, a 
Müller, Semitica, 16-17, “die beide [Worte] zusammen den 
begriff ,Zinsen‘ definieren […] eine Art ©n diå duo›n”449; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170450; 
Tur-Sinai (Torczyner), Language, 350451  
 
Lev 25:40 b™DvwøtV;k ry¶IkDcV;k as a hired [servant], as a sojourner Ndiss, a, asyn 
Alter, Five Books, 656, “resident hireling”452;  
                                                
433 See note to Gen 23:4. 
434 See note to Gen 23:4. 
435 See note to Gen 23:4. 
436 See note to Lev 25:23. 
437 Italics Avishur. See note to Gen 23:4.  
438 See note to Gen 23:4. 
439 See note to Gen 23:4. 
440 See note to Gen 23:4. 
441 See note to Gen 23:4. 
442 See note to Gen 23:4. 
443 See note to Gen 23:4. 
444 See note to Gen 23:4. 
445 See note to Gen 23:4. 
446 The meaning of the two nouns combined is ‘Zinsen’ (‘interest’), according to Müller. The two nouns occur in 
parataxis in Lev 25:36, Ezek 18:17; 22:12; Prov 28:8. 
447 Schorr refers to Lev 25: 36, 37; Ezek 18:17; 22:12; Prov 28:8. 
448 Tur-Sinai (Torczyner) refers to this combination of nouns as a hendiadys. For occurrences see note to Lev 
25:36 with reference to Schorr. 
449 See note to Lev 25:36. 
450 Schorr refers to Lev 25: 36, 37; Ezek 18:17; 22:12; Prov 28:8. 
451 Tur-Sinai (Torczyner) refers to this combination of nouns as a hendiadys. For occurrences see note to Lev 
25:36 with reference to Schorr. 
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Melamed, “Two,” 178; 
Milgrom, Leviticus 17-22, 1861-1862, “resident hireling”;  
Levi, Inkongruenz, 87453;  
Leviticus 23-27, 2161454; 
Tigay, “Exodus,” 131, “is better taken as a hendiadys meaning 
‘resident hireling’”455 
 
Lev 25:45 MyôîrÎ…gAh My%IbDvwø;tAh the residents, the aliens   Nsemf, b, asyn 
Milgrom, Leviticus 23-27, 2187, “resident alien”456 
 
Lev 25:47a ‹bDvwøt◊w r§E…g a stranger, a sojourner  Nsemf 
Alter, Five Books, 656, “resident alien”457;  
Avishur, Studies, 330458;  
Fields, Sodom, 32; 
Kellermann, “r…wg,” TDOT, vol. II, 448459; 
Kidd, Alterity, 99, 101, 104460;  
Levi, Inkongruenz, 86-87461; 
Levine, Leviticus, xviii462; 
Melamed, “Two,” 175; “Break- up” (Eng.), 129463; 
Milgrom, Leviticus 23-27, 2187, 2236, “resident alien”464; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 171465;  
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “resident alien”466; 
Tur-Sinai (Torczyner), Language, 350467 
 
Lev 25:47b ‹bDvwø;t r§EgVl to a stranger, sojourner  Nsemf, b, asyn 
Avishur, “Pairs,” 68, “stranger (or sojourner)”468;  
Kidd, Alterity, 99 n. 3, 101, 104, “a juxtaposed hendiadys”469;  
Milgrom, Leviticus 23-27, 2187, “resident alien”470 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
452 Alter refers to all combinations of these nouns as hendiadyses. 
453 See note to Ex 12:45. 
454 See note to Ex 12:45. 
455 See note to Ex 12:45. 
456 See note to Gen 23:4. 
457 See note to Lev 25:23b.  
458 See also Avishur, Studies, 106. 
459 See note to Gen 23:4. 
460 Kidd lables this “a conjoint hendiadys (singular)” on p. 101. See note to Gen 23:4. 
461 See note to Gen 23:4.  
462 See note to Gen 23:4. 
463 See note to Gen 23:4. 
464 See note to Gen 23:4. 
465 See note to Gen 23:4. 
466 See note to Gen 23:4. 
467 See note to Gen 23:4. 
468 This is an ‘appositional hendiadys,’ according to Avishur. 
469 See note to Gen 23:4. 
470 See note to Gen 23:4. 
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Lev 26:3 M`DtOa M™RtyIcSoÅw …w$rVmVvI;t         Vdiss (advm)471 
you shall keep and you shall do them     
Hartley, Leviticus, 451, 453, “faithfully keep/diligently, 
faithfully keep”; 
NET, 268, “are sure to obey”; 268 n. 4, “This appears to be a 
kind of verbal hendiadys”472  
 
Lev 26:46 MyIfDÚpVvI;mAh◊w Myâî;qUj`Ah the statutes and the judgment Nsemf, b  
Melamed, “Two,” 177473 
 
 
 
Numbers 
 
Num 3:36 wáøt∂dObSo läOk◊w wy$DlE;k_lDk◊w    Phdiss 
and all its utensils, and all the work thereof   
Ashley, Numbers, 82, n. 5, “An alternative translation […] 
would be to take it as a hendiadys ‘their work tools’”; 
NET, 281 n. 1, “This could be a hendiadys construction: ‘and all 
their working tools’” 
 
Num 4:24 a`DÚcAmVl…w däObSoAl to working and to burden  V+N474  
Levine, Numbers 1-20, 170, “for the task of transporting” 
 
Num 4:27 M¡Dt∂dObSo läOkVl…w M$DaDÚcAm_lDkVl   Phdiss  
to all their burden, and to all their service  
Levine, Numbers 1-20, 171, “pertaining to all of their 
transportation tasks” 
 
Num 4:32 M¡Dt∂dObSo läOkVl…w M$RhyElV;k_lDkVl    Phdiss 
to all their tools and to all their work  
Milgrom, Studies, 35 n. 279, “including all their work tools”; 
Numbers, 31, 302 n. 32 
 
Num 4:39 hä∂dObSoAl a$DbD…xAl to service, to work   Nsemf, a, asyn 
Milgrom, Studies, 31 n. 266, “work force” 
 
Num 4:43 hä∂dObSoAl a$DbD…xAl to service, to work   Nsemf, a, asyn 
Milgrom, Studies, 31 n. 266, “work force” 
 
Num 5:9 lEa∂rVcˆy_y´nVb yEv√d∂q_lDkVl hDm…wrV;t_lDk◊w    Phdiss 
and every offering to every holy [things] of the children of Israel 
Milgrom, Numbers, 36, 302 n. 26, “has the force of hendiadys 
[…] any gift among the sacred donations” 
 
 
                                                
471 Impf + perfc. 
472 A reference is given to Lev 20:8; Jer 25:18. 
473 See note to Ex 15:25. 
474 The verb is an infc. 
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Num 5:13 hDa¡DmVfˆn ay∞Ih◊w hä∂rV;tVsˆn◊w and it be hidden and she be defiled Vdiss, int (advm)475 
Levine, Numbers 1-20, 192, “because she defiled herself in 
secret” 
 
Num 5:21 h™DoUbVvIl◊w h¶DlDaVl to a curse and to an oath  Nsemf, a 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 91476; 
Levine, Numbers 1-20, 197, “an accused oath-violator”477; 
NET, 286 n. 7, “an attested curse”; 1549 n. 3478 
 
Num 6:3 ‹rDkEv◊w Nˆy§A¥yIm from wine and strong drink   Nsemf, a 
Malul, “Drink,” 1550, “a kind of hendiadys which means ‘an 
intoxicating wine’”479;  
Melamed, “Two,” 176480; 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “intoxicating drink”481 
 
Num 6:9 M$OaVtIÚp oAt∞RpV;b on a sudden, suddenly  Advb, semf, synl, asyn 
Avishur, “Pairs,” 74, “in an instant suddenly”482  
 
Num 9:3 wy™DfDÚpVvIm_lDkVk…w wy¶DtO;qUj_lDkV;k    N/Phsemf, a, b, c 

as all his statutes and as all his judgments  
Melamed, “Two,” 178 
 
Num 9:22 wy$DlDo NâO;kVvIl ‹ND;kVvI;mAh_lAo N§DnDoRh JKy°îrSaAhV;b   Vdiss, int (advm)483

 

in being long the cloud on the tabernacle to dwell upon it  
NET, 296, “the cloud stayed longer”; 296 n. 9, “a verbal 
hendiadys” 
 
Num 10:30 y™I;t√dAlwøm_lRa◊w y¢Ix√rAa_lRa   N/Ph, semf, b 
to my land and to the place of my birth   
Orlinsky, Notes, 36, 230, “to my native land”484 
 
Num 10:36 l`Ea∂rVcˆy y¶EpVlAa twäøbVbáîr myriads of Israel’s thousands Nc 
Held, “Notes,” 38, n. 54485 
 
Num 11:4 …w#;kVbˆ¥yÅw …wb∞UvÎ¥yÅw and they returned and they cried  Vdiss (advm)486 
Arnold/Choi, Guide, §4.3.3 (g), p. 148, “Also, the people of 
Israel wept again”487; 

                                                
475 Weqatal + qatal. 
476 Levi refers to Ex 5:21 (presumably Num 5:21); Dan 9:11; Neh 10:30. 
477 The combination of these nouns in general is seen as a hendiadys by Levine, wherefore a reference to Levine 
is given to the same combination in Neh 10:30; Dan 9:11. 
478 With reference to Num 5:21; Neh 10:29; Dan 9:10 (11). 
479 See note to Lev 10:9. 
480 See note to Lev 10:9. 
481 See note to Lev 10:9. 
482 This is, according to Avishur, an ‘appositional hendiadys.’ He refers to Num 6:9; Isa 29:5 and to the same 
nouns in reverse order in Isa 30:13. 
483 2 infc. 
484 See note to Gen 12:1.  
485 See note to Gen 24:60. 
486 2 impfc. 
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NET, 299 n. 4, “a verbal hendiadys […] they wept again”; 1466 
n. 10488 
 
Num 13:26 ·…waøbÎ¥yÅw …w&kVl´¥yÅw and they went and they came   Vdiss489 
NET, 304, “They came back”; 304 n. 19, “a verbal hendiadys” 
 
Num 14:1 M¡Dlwøq_tRa …wänV;tˆ¥y`Aw h$∂dEo∞Dh_lD;k ‹aDÚcI;tÅw   Cla + V, semf490  
and the whole congregation lifted and they gave their voice  
NET, 305, “raised a loud cry”; 305 n. 13, “The two verbs […] 
form a hendiadys; the idiom of raising the voice means that they 
cried aloud” 
 
Num 14:9 wøvaør_tRa wørDoVc_lD;k_tRa jA;lÅg◊y shave off all of his hair, his head Cla+Ph, asyn  
Milgrom, Leviticus 1-16, 843  (not h.) 
 
Num 14:12 …w…n¡Rvîrwøa◊w rRbä®;dAb …w…n¶R;kAa    Cla/V, semf491 
I will smite him with pestilence and I will destroy him  
Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, §39.2.5, p. 654, “I will strike 
them down with the plague and destroy them”492 
 
Num 14:35 …wt`UmÎy M¶Dv◊w …w;m™A;tˆy h¢RΩΩzAh r¶D;b√dI;mA;b   Clasemf   
in this desert they will be complete/consumed and there they 
shall die     
Ashley, Numbers, 268 n. 85, “The two clauses together form a 
hendiadys – ‘they shall come to an end by dying there’”; 
Gray, Numbers, 163-164, “virtually a hendiadys – one and all 
shall die there” 
 
Num 14:40 …wñlSo`A¥yÅw r®q$O;bAb …wm ∞I;kVvÅ¥yÅw   Vdiss, int (advm)493 
and they rose early in the morning and they went up 
NET, 307, “And early in the morning they went up”; 307 n. 21, 
“a verbal hendiadys” 
 
Num 14:45 M…wätV;kÅ¥y`Aw M…wñ;kÅ¥yÅw    Vsemf494 
and they smote them and they beated them  
Milgrom, Numbers, 117, “dealt them a shattering blow” 
 
Num 16:12 hÎwh◊y yEnVpI;lIm AjE;b◊zI;mAh lAoEm   Phdiss, asyn 
from atop the altar, from before YHWH  
Milgrom, Leviticus 1-16, 1025, “it might be understood as a 
complementary apposition […] which would have the force of a 
hendiadys […] ‘from atop the altar which is before the Lord’” 

                                                
487 Underlining and italics Arnold/Choi. This is a verbal hendiadys, according to Arnold/Choi. 
488 See note to Gen 26:18. 
489 2 impfc. 
490 2 impfc. The NET Bible commentator refers to this example as both a verbal hendiadys and an idiom.  
491 Yiqtol + weyiqtol. 
492 Italics Waltke/O’Connor. 
493 2 impfc. 
494 2 impfc. 
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Num 18:7a + 7b M¡R;t√dAbSoÅw … …w°rVmVvI;t   Vdiss, int495 
you shall keep … and you shall serve 
Speiser, “Dedication,” 73 n. 20, “take care to perform”  
 
Num 18:20 $ÔKVt∞DlSjÅn◊w ‹ÔKVqVlRj your portion and your possession  Nsemf, c 
Andersen/Freedman, Amos, 747496; 
Melamed, “Two,” 175, 178497; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “part d’un héritage”498; 
Tsevat, “qAlDj II,” TDOT, vol. IV, 449499 
 
Num 22:15 AjâølVv q¡DlD;b dwäøo PRsñO¥yÅw and Balak added again sending  Vdiss, int (advm)500 
NET, 322 n. 22, “a verbal hendiadys […] he sent again” 
 
Num 22:18 b¡DhÎz◊w PRs∞R;k silver and gold   Ndiss, th 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “riches”501 
 
Num 22:19 y`I;mIo r¶E;bå;d h™Dwh◊y P¶EsO¥y_hAm   Vdiss, int (advm)502 
what YHWH will add saying to me  
NET, 323 n. 5, “a verbal hendiadys […] what more the Lord 
might say” 
 
Num 22:25 ;h`DtO;kAhVl PRsäO¥yÅw and he added to smite her   Vdiss (advm)503 
NET, 323, “he beat her again”; 323 n. 11, “another verbal 
hendiadys” 
 
Num 22:31 …wj™A;tVvˆ¥yÅw dõO;qˆ¥yÅw and he bowed and he bowed down  Vsemf, synl (advm)504 
Cohen, “Saga,” 325, 336 n. 22505; 
Stuart, Exodus, 290 n 53, “‘submit worshipfully’ or the like”506 
 
Num 23:19 r™R;bîd◊w … ‹rAmDa a…wôhAh did he say … and he spoke Vsemf, synl in Pa507 
Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, §32.3b, p. 540, “Does he 
speak…? Does he promise?”508  
 
Num 24:13 b¡DhÎz◊w PRs∞R;k silver and gold   Ndiss, th 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “riches”509 
 

                                                
495 Impf + perfc. 
496 See note to Gen 31:14. 
497 See note to Gen 31:14. 
498 See note to Gen 31:14. 
499 See note to Gen 31:14. 
500 Impfc + infc. 
501 See note to Gen 13:2. 
502 Impfc + infc. 
503 Impfc + infc. 
504 2 impfc. 
505 See note to Gen 24:26. 
506 See note to Gen 24:26. 
507 Qatal + weqatal. 
508 Italics Waltke/O’Connor. 
509 See note to Gen 13:2. 
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Num 32:15 wäøjyˆ…nAhVl dw$øo P∞AsÎy◊w    Vdiss, int (advm)510 
and he will add again to make you rest/stay  
NET, 339, “one again abandon”; 339 n. 14, “a verbal hendiadys” 
 
Num 35:3 M$DvUk√rIl◊w ‹MD;tVmRhVbIl to their beast and to their goods Ndiss, a, c 
Greenberg, “Torah,” 230, “the cattle they own” 
 
Num 35:15 ‹bDvwø;tAl◊w r§E…gAl◊w and to the stranger and to the sojourner Nsemf, a 
Alter, Five Books, 861, “a variant form of the common 
hendiadys ger wetoshav, which means ‘resident alien’”; 
Avishur, Studies, 106, “a stranger and a sojourner”511;  
Kellermann, “r…wg,” TDOT, vol. II, 448512;  
Kidd, Alterity, 99 n. 3; 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 86-87513; 
Levine, Leviticus, xviii514; Numbers 21-36, 555, “and for the 
resident alien”; 
Melamed, “Two,” 175, 178; “Break- up” (Eng.), 129515; 
Milgrom, Leviticus 23-27, 2187, “resident alien”516; Numbers, 
292, “resident aliens”; 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “resident alien”517; 
Tur-Sinai (Torczyner), Language, 350518 
 
 
 
Deuteronomy 
 
Deut 1:7 …wa°øb…w M#RkDl …wâoVs…w —…wânVÚp     Vdiss519 
turn and travel (lit. ‘to yourselves’) and come 
Wilson, “osn,” TWOT, vol. II, 584, “take your journey, and 
go”520 
 
Deut 1:13 My¢InOb◊n…w MyªImDkSj wise and discerning   Nsemf, b521 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Hebr.), 200522 
 
Deut 2:24 …wrVbIo ◊w …w#oV;s …wm…wêq arise, travel and pass through Vdiss523 
Wilson, “osn,” TWOT, vol. II, 584, “take your journey and go”524 

                                                
510 Impfc + infc. 
511 Italics Avishur. See note to Gen 23:4.  
512 See note to Gen 23:4. 
513 See note to Gen 23:4. 
514 See note to Gen 23:4. 
515 See note to Gen 23:4. 
516 See note to Gen 23:4. 
517 See note to Gen 23:4. 
518 See note to Gen 23:4. 
519 2 impv. 
520 Wilson refers to Deut 1:7; 2:24. 
521 2 adj. 
522 See note to Gen 41:33. 
523 2 impv. 
524 See note to Deut 1:7. 
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Deut 2:30 w$øbDbVl_tRa ‹XE;mIa ◊w w#øj…wr_tRa ÔKy%RhølTa h∏Îwh◊y ·hDvVqIh_y`I;k  Vsemf525 
because YHWH your God hardened his spirit and hardened/ 
made obstinate his heart 
Johnson, Perfekt, 43; 
Putnam, Insert, §2.3.1, p. 38, “a parallel hendiadys”; 
Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, §32.3b, p. 540, “YHWH … 
made his spirit stubborn and his heart obstinate”526  
 
Deut 3:24 ÔK`RtOr…wb◊gIk◊w ÔKy™RcSoAmVk    Ndiss, a, b, c 
as your works and as your strengths 
Avishur, Studies, 109, “the works of your might”527;  
Crim, “Bible,”152; 
Orlinsky, Notes, 36, 246, “your powerful deeds” 
 
Deut 4:1 My$IfDÚpVvI;mAh_lRa◊w ‹MyI;qUj`Ah_lRa to the statutes and to the judgments Nsemf, a, b 
Melamed, “Two,” 177, 178528 
 
Deut 4:5 My$IfDÚpVvIm…w ‹MyI;qUj the statutes and the judgments  Nsemf, b 
Melamed, “Two,” 177529 
 
Deut 4:6 M$RkVtÅny∞Ib…w ‹MRkVtAmVkDj your wisdom and your understanding  Nsemf, c 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 88530; 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Hebr.), 200531 
 
Deut 4:8 My™IfDÚpVvIm…w Myñî;qUj the statutes and the judgments  Nsemf, b 
Melamed, “Two,” 177532 
 
Deut 4:11 l`Rp∂rSoÅw N¶DnDo cloud and thick darkness  Ndiss 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 109, “finstere Wolken”533 
 
Deut 4:14 My¡IfDÚpVvIm…w Myäî;qUj the statutes and the judgments  Nsemf, b 
Melamed, “Two,” 177534 
 
Deut 4:34 My%ItVpwømVb…w t°OtOaV;b with signs and with wonders  Nsemf, synl, a, b 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. I, 363 n. 73, “perhaps a hendiadys”535 
 
Deut 4:45 My¡IfDÚpVvI;mAh◊w Myäî;qUj`Ah◊w and the statutes and the judgments Nsemf, b 
Melamed, “Two,” 177536 

                                                
525 Qatal + weqatal. 
526 Italics Waltke/O’Connor. 
527 Italics Avishur. 
528 See note to Ex 15:25. 
529 See note to Ex 15:25. 
530 Levi refers to Deut 4:6; Isa 11:2; Prov 23:23. 
531 He refers to Deut 4:6; Isa 11:2. See also note to Gen 41:33. 
532 See note to Ex 15:25. 
533 ‘Darkest clouds.’ Brongers refers to Deut 4:11; Ezek 34:12; Joel 2:2ab; Zeph 1:15bb; Ps 97:2a. 
534 See note to Ex 15:25. 
535 Houtman refers to Deut 4:34; 6:22; 7:19 and adds et al, wherefore a reference to Houtman is given also to 
Deut 29:2; 34:11; Ps 135:9; Neh 9:10 where these nouns occur combined as well. 
536 See note to Ex 15:25. 
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Deut 5:1 My$IfDÚpVvI;mAh_tRa◊w Myâî;qUjAh_tRa the statutes and the judgments Nsemf, b 
Melamed, “Two,” 177537 
 
Deut 5:24 w$øl√dÎ…g_tRa◊w wêødObV;k_tRa your glory and your greatness Ndiss, c 
Orlinsky, Notes, 36, 247, “his majestic presence” 
 
Deut 5:27 …wny`IcDo◊w …wnVo¶AmDv◊w and we will hear and we will do  Vdiss (advm)538 
Orlinsky, Notes, 36, 247, “we will willingly do it” 
 
Deut 5:31 My™IfDÚpVvI;mAh◊w Myñî;qUjAh◊w and the statutes and the judgments Nsemf, b 
Melamed, “Two,” 177539 
 
Deut 5:32 tw$øcSoAl M∞R;t√rAmVv…w and you shall observe to do  Vdiss (advm)540 
Spawn, Formulae, 156, “to diligently observe”541 
 
Deut 6:1 My$IfDÚpVvI;mAh◊w ‹MyI;qUj`Ah the statutes and the judgments  Nsemf, b 
Melamed, “Two,” 177542 
 
Deut 6:20 My$IfDÚpVvI;mAh◊w ‹MyI;qUj`Ah◊w and the statutes and the judgments Nsemf, b 
Melamed, “Two,” 177543 
 
Deut 6:22 MyItVpOm…w tâOtwøa signs and wonders   Nsemf, synl, b 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. I, 363 n. 73, “perhaps a hendiadys”544 
 
Deut 6:25 tw%øcSoAl r°OmVvˆn we will observe to do  Vdiss (advm)545 
Spawn, Formulae, 156, “to diligently observe”546 
 
Deut 7:9 dRs#RjAh◊w tyâîrV;bAh the covenant and the loving-kindness Ndiss 
Arnold/Choi, Guide, §4.3.3 (g), p. 148, “covenant loyalty”547;  
Avishur, Studies, 105, “covenant and steadfast love”548; 
Merwe van der/Naudé/Kroeze, Grammar, 299, “the covenant of 
grace”; 
Sakenfeld, Meaning, 77 n. 77, 134; 
Weinfeld, Deuteronomy 1-11, 370, “a gracious covenant”; 
Williams, Syntax, 16, “the loyal covenant”; Syntax (ed. 
Beckman), 30, “covenant loyalty?”549 
                                                
537 See note to Ex 15:25. 
538 2 perfc. 
539 See note to Ex 15:25. 
540 Perfc + infc. 
541 Spawn, Formulae, 156, “these two verb stems function together to form a hendiadys statement.” He refers to 
Deut 5:32; 6:25. 
542 See note to Ex 15:25. 
543 See note to Ex 15:25. 
544 See note to Deut 4:34. 
545 Impf + infc. 
546 See note to Deut 5:22. 
547 Underlining and italics Arnold/Choi. This is a nominal hendiadys, according to Arnold/Choi.  
548 Italics Avishur. Avishur refers to this combination in Deut 7:9 as a a hendiadys and adds passim, but without 
giving all text references. The nouns occur combined in Deut 7:9; 7:12; 1 Kgs 8:23; Dan 9:4; Neh 1:5; 9:32; 2 
Chr 6:14. A reference is given to Avishur at these citations below. 
549 Williams/Beckman refer to Deut 7:9, 12; 1 Kgs 8:23; Neh 9:32. 
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Deut 7:12 dRs$RjAh_tRa◊w ‹tyîrV;bAh_t`Ra the covenant and the loving-kindness Ndiss 
Avishur, Studies, 102, 105, “covenant and steadfast love”550; 
Gordis, “Usages,” 41, “dsjh tyrb ta”551;  
NET, 357 n. 11, “the gracious covenant”; 
Sakenfeld, Meaning, 77 n. 101, 134; 
Williams, Syntax, 16, “the loyal covenant”; Syntax (ed. 
Beckman), 30, “covenant loyalty?”552 
 
Deut 7:19 ‹MyItVpáO;mAh◊w tôOtOaDh◊w and the signs and the wonders  Nsemf, synl, b 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. I, 363, n. 73, “perhaps a hendiadys”553 
 
Deut 7:25 b¡DhÎz◊w PRs∞R;k silver and gold   Ndiss, th 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “riches”554 
 
Deut 8:2 #ÔKVtáO;sÅnVl %ÔKVtáO…nAo afflicting you to test you   Vdiss (advm)555 
Orlinsky, Notes, 248, “test you by hardships” 
 
Deut 8:13 b¡DhÎz◊w PRs∞R;k◊w and silver and gold   Ndiss, th 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “riches”556 
 
Deut 9:1 tRvâ®rDl ‹aøbDl to come, to inherit   Vdiss557 
Boling, Joshua, 423, “proceeding to take possession”558 
 
Deut 9:5 tRvâ®rDl a™Db coming to inherit   Vdiss559 
Boling, Joshua, 423, “proceeding to take possession”560 
 
Deut 9:16 h¡DkE;sAm l‰g™Eo a molten calf   Nc 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 126 n. 37, “a molten calf”561 
 
Deut 9:17 M`Rky´nyEoVl MäérV;bAvSaÎw yó∂dÎy y∞E;tVv l™AoEm M$EkIlVvAa`Dw  Vdiss, int562 
and I cast them from my two hands and I broke them in your 
sight  
Houtman, Exodus, vol. II, 92, “for ‘breaking to pieces’” 
 
Deut 9:19 h$DmEj∞Ah◊w ‹PAaDh the anger and the wrath  Nsemf, synl 
Alter, Five Books, 928, “the blazing wrath”; 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110, “fürchterliche Wut”563; 

                                                
550 See note to Deut 7:9. 
551 ‘The covenant of loving-kindness.’ 
552 See note to Deut 7:9. 
553 See note to Deut 4:34. 
554 See note to Gen 13:2. 
555 2 infc. 
556 See note to Gen 13:2. 
557 2 infc. 
558 Italics Boling. Boling refers to Josh 18:3; Deut 9:1, 5; 11:31; Judg 18:9; Neh 9:15, 23.  
559 Partc + infc. 
560 Italics Boling. See note to Deut 9:1.  
561 Italics Melamed. See note to Ex 32:4. 
562 2 impfc. 
563 ‘Terrible rage.’ Brongers refers to Deut 9:19; Jer 36:7. 
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NET, 360, “intense anger”; 360 n. 7, “a hendiadys for the 
purpose of intensifying the emotion” 
 
Deut 9:29 ÔK¡RtDlSjÅn◊w äÔKV;mAo your people and your possession   Ndiss, c 
Alter, Five Books, 930, “probably a hendiadys, suggesting ‘Your 
very own people,’ ‘the people that is Your special acquisition’”  
 
Deut 10:9 h™DlSjÅn◊w qRl¶Ej portion and possession/portion  Nsemf 
Alter, Five Books, 776, “permanent estate”; 
Andersen/Freedman, Amos, 747564; 
Avishur, Studies, 107, “portion of inheritance”565;  
Greenberg, “Torah,” 230, “hereditary share”; 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 287, “patrimony”566;  
Melamed, “Two,” 175567;  
Tsevat, “qAlDj II,” TDOT, vol. IV, 449568; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “part d’un héritage”569; 
Wenham, Genesis 16-50, 272, “share or inheritance”570 
 
Deut 11:1 wy™DtOwVxIm…w wy¢DfDÚpVvIm…w wyªDtO;qUj ◊w w#ø;t √rAmVvIm ∞D;t√rAmDv◊w  4Nsemf, a, c 
and you shall keep his charges and his statutes and his judges  (hendiatetris)571 
and his commandments 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 42 n. 18572 
 
Deut 11:4 w#ø;bVkîrVl…w wy∞Ds…wsVl to their horses and to their chariot[s] Ndiss, th, a, b, c 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128-129573 
 
Dt 11:31 tRvâ®rDl ‹aøbDl to come, to inherit   Vdiss, asyn (advm)574 
Boling, Joshua, 423, “proceeding to take possession”575 
 
Deut 12:9 h$DlSjÅ…nèAh_lRa◊w ‹hDj…wnV;mAh_lRa   N/Ph, diss 
to the rest/resting place and to the possession/portion  
Alter, Five Books, 941, “the abiding estate”;  
Orlinsky, Notes, 249, “allotted haven”576 
 
Deut 12:12 h™DlSjÅn◊w qRl¶Ej portion and possession/portion  Nsemf 
Alter, Five Books, 776, “permanent estate”577;  
Andersen/Freedman, Amos, 747578; 

                                                
564 See note to Gen 31:14. 
565 Italics Avishur. See note to Gen 31:14.  
566 See note to Gen 31:14. 
567 See note to Gen 31:14. 
568 See note to Gen 31:14. 
569 See note to Gen 31:14. 
570 Wenham refers to Gen 31:14; Deut 10:9; 12:12. 
571 A hendiatetris, according to Girard. 
572 Girard refers to Deut 11:1; Gen 26:5. 
573 See note to Ex 14:9. 
574 2 infc. 
575 Italics Boling. See note to Deut 9:1.  
576 Orlinsky refers to Deut 12:9, 12. 
577 See note to Gen 31:14. 
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Avishur, Studies, 107, “portion of inheritance”579;  
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 287, “patrimony”580;  
Melamed, “Two,” 175581;  
Orlinsky, Notes, 249, “territorial allotment”582; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “part d’un héritage”583; 
Tsevat, “qAlDj II,” TDOT, vol. IV, 449584; 
Wenham, Genesis 16-50, 272, “share or inheritance”585 
 
Deut 13:7 ÔKR;mIa_NRb ÔKy∞IjDa your brother, your mother’s son  N, c + Ph, semf, asyn 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 551 n. 8, “his brother, his mother’s 
son”586;  
Held, “Notes,” 37 n. 50587 
 
Deut 13:8 D;K¡R;mIm MyâîqOj√rDh wäøa ÔKy$RlEa My∞IbOrV;qAh   Phant 
the ones near to you or the ones far from you   
Wächter, “qAj∂r,” TDOT, vol. XIII, 470, “the antithesis 
ra6h2ôq/qarôb is often used as a hendiadys expressing a 
totality”588 
 
Deut 14:26 r$DkEÚvAb…w ‹Nˆy‹Å¥yAb…w and with wine and with strong drink  Nsemf, a 
Malul, “Drink,” 1550, “a kind of hendiadys which means ‘an 
intoxicating wine’”589;  
Melamed, “Two,” 176590; 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “intoxicating drink”591 
 
Deut 14:27 h™DlSjÅn◊w qRl¶Ej portion and possession/portion  Nsemf 
Andersen/Freedman, Amos, 747592;  
Avishur, Studies, 107, “portion of inheritance”593;  
Melamed, “Two,” 175594;  
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “part d’un héritage”595 
 
Deut 14:29 h%DlSjÅn◊w qRl°Ej portion and possession/portion  Nsemf 
Andersen/Freedman, Amos, 747596;  
                                                
578 See note to Gen 31:14. 
579 Italics Avishur. See note to Gen 31:14.  
580 See note to Gen 31:14. 
581 See note to Gen 31:14. 
582 See note to Deut 12:9. 
583 See note to Gen 31:14. 
584 See note to Gen 31:14. 
585 See note to Gen 31:14. 
586 See note to Gen 43:29. 
587 See note to Gen 43:29. 
588 Wächter refers to Deut 13:8; Isa 33:13; 57:19; Jer 25:26; 48:24; Ezek 22:5; Esth 9:20; Dan 9:7. 
589 See note to Lev 10:9. 
590 See note to Lev 10:9. 
591 See note to Lev 10:9. 
592 See note to Gen 31:14. 
593 Italics Avishur. See note to Gen 31:14.  
594 See note to Gen 31:14. 
595 See note to Gen 31:14. 
596 See note to Gen 31:14. 
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Avishur, Studies, 107, “portion of inheritance”597;  
Melamed, “Two,” 175598;  
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “part d’un héritage”599 
 
Deut 15:11 äÔK◊nOyVbRaVl…w ÔK¢R¥yˆnSoAl to your poor and to your needy  Nsemf, a, c 
Melamed, “Two,” 176, 178600 
 
Deut 16:18 My#îrVfáOv◊w My∞IfVpOv judges and scribes  Nsemf 
Rofé, Deuteronomy, 109, “it appears that the combination 
‘judges and scribes’ is hendiadys, […] judges who belong to the 
professional status of ‘scribes’, that is, the status of royal 
officials”; 
Vogt, Theology, 209 n. 20, “may simply be a hendiadys 
referring to judges” 
 
Deut 17:13 …waó∂rˆy◊w …wâoVmVvˆy M™DoDh_lDk◊w   Cla/V, diss 
and the whole people will hear and they will be afraid 
Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, §39.2.5, p. 654, “All the people 
will hear and be afraid”601 
 
Deut 17:17 b¡DhÎz◊w PRs∞R;k◊w and silver and gold   Ndiss, th 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “riches”602 
 
Deut 18:1 h™DlSjÅn◊w qRl¶Ej portion and possession/portion  Nsemf 
Andersen/Freedman, Amos, 747603;  
Melamed, “Two,” 175604;  
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “part d’un héritage”605;  
Tsevat, “qAlDj II,” TDOT, vol. IV, 449606 
 
Deut 18:8 qRl™EjV;k qRl¶Ej portion as portion   Nsr, iden, a 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “à portion égale (avec les 
autres)”607 
 
Deut 18:11aa ‹bwøa l¶Eaøv◊w rRb¡Dj r™EbOj◊w   Phsemf 
and who casts a spell and asks a medium  
Meyers/Meyers, Zechariah 9-14, 186, “may be a hendiadys for 
‘ancestral spirit’” 

                                                
597 Italics Avishur. Avishur does not mention this verse, but since he refers to all other occurrences in the HB this 
combination is presumably also seen to represent a hendiadys. See note to Gen 31:14. 
 598 See note to Gen 31:14. 
599 See note to Gen 31:14. 
600 Melamed refers to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys. They occur in Deut 15:11; 24:14; Isa 
41:17; Jer 22:16; Ezek 16:49; 18:12; 22:29; Ps 35:10; 37:14; 40:18; 70:6a; 74:21; 86:1; 109:16, 22; Job 24:14; 
Prov 31:9. The nouns occur in reverse order in Ps 72:12. 
601 Italics Waltke/O’Connor who refer to Deut 17:13; 19:20; 21:21. 
602 See note to Gen 13:2. 
603 See note to Gen 31:14. 
604 See note to Gen 31:14. 
605 See note to Gen 31:14. 
606 See note to Gen 31:14. 
607 ‘A portion equal with the other.’ 
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Deut 18:11ab yYˆnOo√;dˆy◊w ‹bwøa medium and soothsayer  Nsemf 
Blenkinsopp, “Deuteronomy,” 189, “functioned as a kind of 
hendiadys”608; 
Melamed, “Two,” 176609; 
Tur-Sinai (Torczyner), “Medium,” EncBib, vol. I, 135-136; 
Language, 350610 
 
Deut 19:17 My$IfVpâOÚvAh◊w ‹MyˆnSháO;kAh the priests and the judges  Nsemf, b  
Block, Ezekiel 25-48, 643 n. 142, “the judicial priests […] either 
a hendiadys or a word pair linked by the epexegetical waw” 
 
Deut 19:20 …waó∂rˆy◊w …wâoVmVvˆy MyäîrDaVvˆ…nAh◊w   Cla/V, diss611 
and those remaining will hear and they will be afraid 
Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, §39.2.5, p. 654, “All the people 
will hear and be afraid”612  
 
Deut 20:1a ‹bRk‹®rÎw s…wôs horse and chariot   Ndiss, th 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128-129 n. 45613 
 
Deut 20:3 M`Rhy´nVÚpIm …wäx√rAoèA;t_lAa◊w …wözVÚpVjA;t_l`Aa◊w …w¬a√ry`I;t_lAa M#RkVbAbVl JKâår´y_lAa 4Cla, semf  
do not let your heart soften, fear not and do not be alarmed and  (hendiatetris)614 
do not tremble because of them  
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 42 n. 19 
 
Deut 20:11 ÔK…wídDbSoÅw s™AmDl to forced labour and to serve you  N + V615 
Orlinsky, Notes, 36, 252, “shall serve you at [sic] forced labor” 
 
Deut 21:5 oÅg`Dn_lDk◊w byñîr_lD;k every dispute and every stroke N/Ph, diss 
Crim, “Bible,” 152; 
Greenberg, “Torah,” 230, “disputed case of assault” 
 
Deut 21:18 h$®rwøm…w râérwøs stubborn and rebellious  Nsemf616 
Fleishman, “Innovation,” 311 n. 2, 312, “wayward and defiant”617; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172 , “indocilement obstiné”618 
 
Deut 21:20a h$®rOm…w râérwøs stubborn and rebellious  Nsemf619 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “indocilement obstiné”620 

                                                
608 See note to Lev 19:31.  
609 Melamed refers to these two nouns as a hendiadys. For occurrences see note to Lev 19:31 with reference to 
Blenkinsopp. 
610 See note to Gen 31:14. 
611 Yiqtol + weyiqtol. 
612 Italics Waltke/O’Connor. See note to Deut 17:13. 
613 See note to Ex 14:9. 
614 A hendiatetris, according to Girard. 
615 The verb is a perfc. 
616 2 adj. 
617 Fleishman refers to Deut 21:18; Jer 5:23; Ps 78:8. 
618 ‘Intractably stubborn.’ Schorr refers to Deut 21:18, 20; Jer 5:23; Ps 78:8. 
619 2 adj. 
620 ‘Intractably stubborn.’ See note to Deut 21:18. 
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Dt 21:20b a`EbOs◊w l™Elwøz a glutton and a drinker  Ndiss 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “ivrogne répugnant”621 
 
Deut 21:21 …waá∂rˆy◊w …wñoVmVvˆy l™Ea∂rVcˆy_lDk◊w   Cla/V, diss622 
and all Israel will hear and they will be afraid 
Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, §39.2.5, p. 654, “All the people 
will hear and be afraid”623 
 
Deut 23:7 M¡DtDbOf◊w M™DmølVv their peace and their goodness  Ndiss, c 
Greenfield, “Aspects,” 10 
 
Deut 24:4 ;h%D;tVjåqVl b…w°vDl…l∞Ak…wy_aøl   Vdiss, int (advm)624 
he will not be able … to return to take her  
Lambdin, Introduction, §173, p. 239, “He will not be able to 
take her back again”625; 
Rand, Introduction, 170626  
 
Deut 24:6 bRkó∂rÎw Mˆy™Ajér millstones and upper millstone/instrument Ndiss, th  
Schorr, “Les composés,” 171 
 
Deut 24:14 NwóøyVbRa◊w y∞InDo poor and needy    Nsemf 
Melamed, “Two,” 176627 
 
Deut 25:9 h$∂rVm∞Da◊w ‹hDt◊n`Do◊w and she shall answer and she shall say Vsemf628  
Buth, “Order,” 8, “synonyms can be put into this VSO 
foregrounded pattern to produce a hendiadys which logically is 
not the next event in the story but the same event”629;  
Labuschagne, “hno,” TLOT, vol, II, 929630;  
Putnam, Insert, §2.3.1, p. 38, “and she shall respond and say”; 
Stendebach, “hÎnSo,” TDOT, vol. XI, 218631  
 
Deut 25:13 NRb¡DaÎw NRb∞Ra stone and stone   Nsr, iden 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “double pierre”632 
 
Deut 25:15 ‹q®d‹RxÎw h§DmElVv NRb∞Ra whole stone and righteousness Ndiss633 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 94, “Voller und richtiger Gewichtstein”634 
 

                                                
621 ‘Repugnant drunkard.’ Schorr also refers to Prov 23:21. 
622 Yiqtol + weyiqtol. 
623 Italics Waltke/O’Connor. See note to Deut 17:13. 
624 2 infc. 
625 A verbal hendiadys, according to Lambdin. 
626 See note to Gen 30:31. 
627 See note to Deut 15:11. 
628 2 perfc. 
629 See note to Gen 18:27a. 
630 See note to Gen 18:27a. 
631 See note to Gen 18:27a. 
632 ‘Double stones.’ 
633 Adj + noun. 
634 ‘Whole and proper weight stone.’ 
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Deut 26:1:;h`D;b D;tVb¶AvÎy ◊w ;h™D;tVvîry`Iw h¡DlSjÅn KVl N¶EtOn ÔKy$RhølTa h∞Dwh◊y ‹rRvSa X®r$DaDh_lRa awâøbDt_y`I;k ‹hÎyDh◊w  3Vdiss, int635 
and it shall happen that you will come to the land that YHWH  
your God gives to you [as] portion/possession and you will 
possess it and you will dwell in it  
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “When you succeed in wresting 
possession of and populating the land that YHWH your God is 
granting you” 
 
Deut 26:7 …wn™ElDmSo_tRa◊w …wn¢Ey◊nDo_tRa our affliction and our trouble Nsemf, synl, c 
Allen, “lDmDo,” TWOT, vol. II, 669 
 
Deut 27:15 h%DkE;sAm…w lRs°Rp idol/graven image and molten image Ndiss, th 
Andersen, Habakkuk, 254, “could be hendiadys”636; 
Block, Judges, Ruth, 480, 19, “A carved image overlaid with 
molten metal”637; 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. III, 31; 639 n. 55, “likely a 
hendiadys”638; 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 88-89 n. 79639; 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 125 n. 36, “a cast statue”640; 
 
Deut 28:20 t®r$Ro◊gI;mAh_tRa◊w ‹hDm…whV;mAh_tRa hô∂rEaV;mAh_tRa  3Ndiss641 
the curse, the destruction and the rebuke    
Brichto, Problem, 113, “it is likely that we have a hendiadys 
here […] ‘a curse sent to chastise and confound’” 
 
Deut 28:45 ÔK…wYgyIÚcIh◊w ‹ÔK…w‹p∂d√r…w     Vdiss (advm)642  
and they will pursue you and they will overtake you 
Barré/Kselman, “Exodus,” 103 “i.e., pursue to overtake, a 
hendiadys for ‘capture’ or the like”643 
 
Deut 28:61 h$D;kAm_lDk◊w ‹yIlFj_lD;k M§A…g and every sickness and every wound  N/Ph, semf  
Levi, Inkongruenz, 89644  
 
Deut 29:2 My™IlOd◊…gAh My¢ItVpO;mAh◊w t¬OtOaDh the signs and the great wonders  N/Ph, semf, synl, b 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. I, 363 n. 73645;  
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “signe prodigieux”646 
 

                                                
635 Impfc + 2 impfc. 
636 Andersen refers to Deut 27:15; Judg 17:3-4; Nah 1:14. 
637 Block refers to Deut 27:15; Judg 17:3-4; 18:14 and Nah 1:14. 
638 The combination is likely a hendiadys, according to Houtman. He refers to Deut 27:15; Judg 17:3, 4; 18:14; 
Nah 1:14. 
639 Levi refers to Deut 27:15; Judg 17:3, 4; 18:14; Nah 1:14; 2 Chr 34:3, 4. 
640 Melamed refers to Deut 27:15; Judg 17:3-4; 18:14, Isa 42:17 (as BSP), and to Nah 1:4, but it is presumably 
Nah 1:14 he has in mind because that is where the nouns occur combined.  
641 3Ndiss. 
642 2 perfc. 
643 See note to Ex 15:9. 
644 Levi refers to Deut 28:61; Jer 6:7. 
645 See note to Deut 4:34. 
646 ‘Astounding sign.’ Schorr refers to Deut 29:2; 34:11; Isa 20:3. 
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Deut 29:5 r™DkEv◊w Nˆy¶Ay◊w and wine and strong drink   Nsemf  
Malul, “Drink,” 1550, “a kind of hendiadys which means ‘an 
intoxicating wine’”647;  
Melamed, “Two,” 176648; 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “intoxicating drink”649 
 
Deut 29:11 wóøtDlDaVb…w ÔKy™RhølTa h¶Dwh◊y työîrVbI;b   Ph+N, diss, a, c 
with the covenant of YHWH your God and with his oath  
Brichto, Problem, 30650; 
Scharbert, “hDlDa,” TDOT, vol. I, 264651; 
Weinfeld, “Terminology,” 191652 
 
Deut 29:13 taáøΩΩzAh h™DlDaDh_tRa◊w taYøΩΩzAh tyâîrV;bAh_tRa this covenant and this oath Phdiss 
Brichto, Problem, 30653; 
Levine, “Perspectives,” 83; 
Scharbert, “hDlDa,” TDOT, vol. I, 264654; 
Weinfeld, “Terminology,” 191655 
 
Deut 29:16 b¡DhÎz◊w PRs∞R;k silver and gold   Ndiss, th 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “riches”656 
 
Deut 29:19 ‹wøtDa◊nIq◊w h§Dwh◊y_PAa YHWH’s nose/anger and his jealousy N/Ph+N, semf, c 
NET, 387 n. 11, “his zealous wrath” 
 
Deut 29:20 ty$îrV;bAh twâølDa the covenant oaths   Nc 
Speiser, “Curse,” 198 n. 1 
 
Deut 29:22a h∂rOmSoÅw MûOdVs Sodom and Gomorrah  Ndiss 
Keel/Küchler, Orte, 254, “Man ist versucht […] an eine 
Hendiadys zu denken […] ‘bedeckte Stadt’”657  
 
Deut 29:22b MyˆyObVx…w h ∞Dm √dAa ‹h∂rOmSoÅw MûOdVs   Ndiss, geogr 
Sodom and Gomorrah and Admah and Zeboiim   
Keel/Küchler, Orte, 254, “Man ist versucht […] an eine 
Hendiadys zu denken […] ‘Ackerland für Gazellen’”658 
 
Deut 29:23 P¶AaDh yöîrFj the heat of the anger   Nc 
NET, n. 33, “the heat of the anger” […] “This construction is a 
hendiadys intended to intensify the emotion”659  
                                                
647 See note to Lev 10:9. 
648 See note to Lev 10:9. 
649 See note to Lev 10:9. 
650 Brichto refers to Deut 29:11; 29:13. 
651 Scharbert refers to Deut 29:11; 29:13. 
652 Weinfeld refers to Deut 29:11, 13. 
653 See note to Deut 29:11. 
654 See note to Deut 29:11. 
655 See note to Deut 29:11. 
656 See note to Gen 13:2. 
657 ‘One is tempted to think of a hendiadys […] ‘covered city.’ See note to Gen 10:19. 
658 ‘One is tempted by the two pairs to think of hendiadys […] ‘grazingland for gazelle.’ See note to Gen 10:19. 
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Dt 30:8 ™D;tVoAmDv◊w b…w$vDt you shall return and you shall hear/obey Vdiss (advm)660 
Arnold/Choi, Guide, §4.3.3 (g), p. 148, “And you shall again 
obey”661 
 
Deut 30:9 ‹ÔKy‹RlDo c…wôcDl hGÎwh◊y b…wâvÎy —y∞I;k   Vdiss, int (advm)662 
for YHWH will return to rejoice over you 
Lambdin, Introduction, §173, p. 239, “For the Lord will again 
rejoice over you”663 
 
Deut 31:6a …wäx√rAoA;t_lAa◊w …wña√ry`I;t_lAa do not be afraid and do not affrigthen Vsemf, synl664 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110, “fürchtet euch keineswegs”665 
 
Deut 31:6b D;K`Rb◊zAoÅy añøl◊w äÔKVÚp√rÅy añøl   Vsemf666 
he will not forsake you and he will not leave you  
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110, “er wird dich bestimmt nicht 
deinem Los überlassen”667 
 
Deut 31:8 D;K¡Rb◊zAo`Ay aâøl◊w äÔKVÚp√rÅy añøl    Vsemf668 
he will not forsake you and he will not leave you  
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110, “er wird dich bestimmt nicht 
deinem Los überlassen”669 
 
Deut 32:4 r™DvÎy◊w qyñî;dAx rigtheous and right   Nsemf, synl670 
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 53, “just and right is He”671 
 
Deut 32:5 láO;tVlAtVp…w väé;qIo perverse/crooked and shrewd/crooked Nsemf, synl672 
Allen, “vé;qIo,” TWOT, vol. II, 693673; 
Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 398674; 
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 53, “a generation stubborn 
and crooked”675 
 
Deut 32:6a M¡DkDj aâøl◊w l™DbÎn foolish and not wise  N + Ph, semf + neg 
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 53, “You foolish and 
senseless people”676 
                                                
659 In the NET Bible Notes in Accordance. 
660 Impf + perfc. 
661 Underlining and italics Arnold/Choi. A verbal hendiadys, according to Arnold/Choi. 
662 Impf + infc. 
663 A verbal hendiadys, according to Lambdin. 
664 2 impf. 
665 ‘Be not afraid in any way.’ 
666 2 impf. 
667 ‘He will definitely not abandon your share.’ Brongers refers to Deut 31:6, 8; 1 Chr 28:20. 
668 2 impf. 
669 ‘He will definitely not abandon your share.’ Brongers refers to Deut 31:6, 8; 1 Chr 28:20. 
670 2 adj. 
671 Italics and capital letter van der Westhuizen. 
672 2 adj. 
673 Allen refers to Deut 32:5; Prov 8:8. 
674 Waltke refers to Deut 32:5; 2 Sam 22:17 (should be 22:27); Ps 18:27; Prov 8:8. 
675 Italics van der Westhuizen. 
676 Italics van der Westhuizen. 
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Deut 32:6b ÔKY‰n∂;q ÔKy∞IbDa your father, your creator  Ndiss, c, asyn 
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 53 
 
Deut 32:6g ÔK`Rn◊nOk◊y`Aw äÔKVc`Do he made you and he established you Vdiss677 
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 53 
 
Deut 32:10 NóOmIv◊y l∞El◊y …whäOtVb…w    3Ndiss 
and in empty/formless, howling, wilderness  
Petersen/Richards, Poetry, 73, 74, “in a howling wilderness 
waste […] a complex case of nominal hendiadys” 
 
Deut 32:24 yóîryîrVm bRfâ®q◊w PRvä®r yEm¶UjVl…w b¢Do∂r y¶EzVm   2Nc+Ph, diss678 
hunger-empty and plaque-eaten and bitter destruction   
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 53, “a threefold hendiadys to 
describe utter destruction”679 
 
Deut 32:36 b…wázDo◊w r…wñxDo a restrained and forsaken(?)  N, crux680 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)681; 
Sanders, Provenance, 232-233 n. 749, “It would be a 
hendiadys”/“‘rulers’ or ‘leaders’”; 413, “leadership”682; 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 112, “‘ruler’ or ‘leader’”683 
 
Deut 32:42 hYÎyVbIv◊w ‹ lDlDj slain and captive       Ndiss 
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 53 
 
Deut 33:8 ÔKyä®r…wa◊w ÔKy¶R;mU;t your Thummim and your Urim  N, b, c, crux 
Dam van, Urim, 138-139, “perfect illumination”684; 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. III, 496685; 
Melamed, “Two,” 175, 178686; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “lumière et perfection = oracle”687 
 
Deut 34:11 My#ItVpwø;mAh◊w tw%øtOa°Dh the signs and the wonders  Nsemf, synl, b 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. I, 363 n. 73688;  
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “signe prodigieaux”689 
 
 
                                                
677 Perf + impfc. 
678 This example consists of ‘hunger-empty’ (Nc) + ‘plague-eaten’ (Nc, consisting of 2Ndiss) + ‘bitter 
destruction’ (a phrase consisting of a noun and a modifier). 
679 Italics van der Westhuizen. 
680 2 pass partc. 
681 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” Brongers refers to 
Deut 32:36; 1 Kgs 14:10; 21:21; 2 Kgs 9:8; 14:26. 
682 With reference by Sanders to Talmon/Fields “Collocation.” 
683 Talmon/Fields refer to combinations of these nouns as a hendiadys. The nouns occur combined in Deut 32:36; 
1 Kgs 14:10; 21:21; 2 Kgs 9:8. 
684 See note to Ex 28:30. 
685 See note to Ex 28:30. 
686 See note to Ex 28:30. 
687 ‘Light and perfection = oracle.’ Schorr refers to Deut 33:8; Neh 7:65. 
688 See note to Deut 4:34. 
689 ‘Astounding sign.’ See note to Deut 29:2. 
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Joshua 
 
Josh 1:2 r%ObSo M…w°q arise, cross   Vdiss, asyn690 
Boling, Joshua, 120, “Proceed to cross”691; 
Nelson, Joshua, 206, “a verbal hendiadys with qwm emphasizes 
the beginning of the action”692 
 
Josh 2:1 …wña√r …wökVl go, look    Vdiss, asyn693 
Boling, Joshua, 144, “Go, have a look at”694 
 
Josh 2:14 t`RmTa‰w dRs¶Rj loving-kindness and truth   Ndiss 
Alter, Five Psalms, 301, “steadfast loyalty”; 
Andersen, Habakkuk, 213695; 
Boling, Joshua, 147, “confident mercy”/”a hendiadys for 
covenantal integrity”; 
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “‘enduringly faithful’ or ‘faithfully 
true’”696; 
Bullinger, Bible, 293, “perhaps Fig. Hendiadys […] ‘in true 
loving-kindness’”; 
Clark, Word, 242-255697; 
Dentan, “Affinities,” 43, n. 3, “The meaning is something like 
‘enduring love, kindness or loyalty’”698;  
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 56 n. 64;  
Glueck, Bible, 55, 79, 102; 
Greenberg, “Torah,” 230; 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 144, “true kindness”699;  
Jepsen, “NAmDa,” TDOT, vol. I, 311700;  
Kuyper, “Grace,” 6-7701; 
Mascarenhas, Function, 210702;  
Melamed, “Two,” 175703;  
Stoebe, “dRsRj,” TLOT, vol. II, 451; 
VanGemeren, Psalms, 274, “the phrase could well be 
considered a hendiadys; ‘faithful love’”; 
Wildberger, “Nma,” TLOT, vol. I, 151, “less likely […] that one 
may consistently translate the frequent combination ḥesed 
we’emet as a hendiadys, ‘lasting mercy’”;  

                                                
690 2 impv. 
691 Italics Boling. 
692 Nelson refers to Josh 1:2; 7:13; 8:3; 18:4, 8. 
693 2 impv. 
694 Italics Boling. 
695 See note to Gen 24:27. 
696 See note to Gen 24:27.   
697 See note to Gen 24:49.  
698 Italics Dentan. See note to Gen 24:27.  
699 See note to Gen 24:27. 
700 See note to Gen 24:27. 
701 See note to Gen 24:27. 
702 See note to Gen 24:27. 
703 See note to Gen 24:27. 
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Williams, Syntax, 16, “true loyalty”704; Syntax (ed. Beckman), 
30, “true loyalty?”705; 
Zobel, “dRsRj,” TDOT, vol. V, 48, “This expression is generally 
(and correctly) understood as an hendiadys, in which the second 
noun […] emphasizes the permanence, certainty, and lasting 
validity of the demonstration of promise of h2esed1.”706 
 
Josh 3:16 …wtó∂rVkˆn …w;m∞A;t was completed/finished, was cut off Vdiss, asyn (advm)707 
Nelson, Joshua, 54, “was cut off completely”708  
 
Josh 4:10 …wráObSoÅ¥yìÅw M™DoDh …wõrShAm◊yÅw and the people hurried and they crossed Vdiss, int (advm)709 
Boling, Joshua, 175, “hurried across”/“crossed hurriedly”710 
 
Josh 5:13 a√rYÅ¥yÅw ‹wyÎnyEo a§DÚcˆ¥yÅw and he lifted his eyes and he looked Cla + V, diss (advm)711 
Boling, Joshua, 196, “He looked up”712 
 
Josh 5:14 …wj$D;tVvˆ¥yÅw ‹hDx√r‹Aa wy¶DnDÚp_lRa Ao°Uvwøh◊y · lOÚpˆ¥yÅw   Vsemf, int713

 

and Joshua fell down on his face to the earth and he 
bowed/worshipped  
Cohen, “Saga,” 325, 337 n. 27714 
 
Josh 6:19 b¡DhÎz◊w PRs∞R;k silver and gold   Ndiss, th 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “riches”715 
 
Josh 6:24 b#DhÎΩΩzAh◊w PRs∞R;kAh the silver and gold   Ndiss, th 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “riches”716 
 
Josh 6:26 hHÎnDb…w ‹M…wqÎy he rises and he will build  Vdiss (advm)717 
Boling, Joshua, 210, “proceeds to rebuild”718; 
Nelson, Joshua, 87, “an inceptive hendiadys denoting ‘tries to 
build’” 
 
Josh 7:7 bRvY´…nÅw …wnVl ∞Aawøh ‹…wl◊w    Vdiss (advm)719 
and if only we had been content and we dwelt  
Butler, Joshua, 74, 77, “If only we hade been content to dwell”; 
                                                
704 See note to Ex 34:6. 
705 See note to Ex 34:6. 
706 See note to Gen 24:49.  
707 2 perf. 
708 Nelson refers to Josh 3:16; Ps 73:19. 
709 2 impfc. 
710 Italics Boling. 
711 2 impfc. 
712 Italics Boling. 
713 2 impfc. 
714 Cohen refers to Josh 5:14; 1 Sam 20:41; 25:23; 2 Sam 1:2; 9:6; 14:4, 22; 2 Kgs 4:37; Job 1:20; Ruth 2:10; 2 
Chr 20:18. 
715 See note to Gen 13:2. 
716 See note to Gen 13:2. 
717 Impf + perfc.  
718 Italics Boling. 
719 Perf + impfc. 
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Lambdin, Introduction, §173, p. 239, “Would that we had been 
content to dwell…”720 
 
Josh 7:10 JK¡Dl Mâüq arise (lit. ‘to you’)   V + partc721 
Boling, Joshua, 224 (not h.) 
 
Josh 7:13 vâé;dåq Müq arise, consecrate   Vdiss, asyn (advm)722 
Boling, Joshua, 225, “Get on with the preparation”723; 
Nelson, Joshua, 96, 98, “Start to sanctify”/”Verbal hendiadys 
with qwm highlighting the beginning of the action”724 
 
Josh 8:1 h∞ElSo M…wëq◊w and arise, go up   Vdiss, asyn (advm)725 
Boling, Joshua, 237, “go back up”726 
 
Josh 8:3 twølSoAl hDmDjVlI;mAh MAo_lDk◊w AoUvwøh◊y M ∂qD¥yÅw    Vdiss, asyn727  
and Joshua and all the peopled of war stood up to go up 
Nelson, Joshua, 206, “a verbal hendiadys with qwm emphasizes 
the beginning of the action”728  
 
Josh 8:14 …wâaVx´¥yÅw …wmy&I;kVvÅ¥yÅw …w&rShAm◊y`Aw    2/3Vdiss (advm)729

 

and they hastened and they went up and they went out  
Boling, Joshua, 239, “hastily made preparations”730; 
Hostetter, Grammar, 86, “And they went forth quickly early in 
the morning”731; 
Lambdin, Introduction, §173, p. 239, “And early in the morning 
they went forth quickly…”732; 
Pratico/van Pelt, Hebrew, 374, “went out quickly, early in the 
morning”733 
 
Josh 8:22 fy`IlDp…w dyñîrDc an escapee and a fugitive   Nsemf 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)734; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “celui qui se sauve par la fuite”735 
 
 
 
                                                
720 A verbal hendiadys, according to Lambdin. 
721 The verb is an infc. 
722 2 impv. 
723 Italics Boling. 
724 See note to Josh 1:2. 
725 2 impv. 
726 Italics Boling. 
727 Impfc + infc. 
728 See note to Josh 1:2. 
729 2/3 impfc. It is not possible to establish if all scholars cited by hendiadys refer to two or three verbs. 
730 Italics Boling. 
731 A verbal hendiadys, according to Hostetter. 
732 A verbal hendiadys, according to Lambdin. 
733 Italics Pratico/van Pelt. A verbal hendiadys, according to Pratico/van Pelt.  
734 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” Brongers refers to 
Josh 8:22: Jer 42:17; 44:14; Lam 2:22. 
735 ‘One who rescues himself by escape/by escaping.’ Schorr refers to Josh 8:22; Jer 42:17; Lam 2:22. 
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Josh 9:25 h`EcSo …wn™Dl twñøcSoAl ÔKy¢RnyEoV;b rªDvÎ¥yAk ◊w bw°øÚfA;k   Nsemf, a736
 

as good and as right in your eyes to do to us, do   
Greenfield, “Aspects,” 4 n. 9  
 
Josh 11:4 bRkä®rÎw s…wñs◊w and horse and chariot   Ndiss, th 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128-129 n. 45737 
 
Josh 11:5 …wônSjÅ¥yÅw …wa%øbÎ¥yÅw and they came and they camped  Vdiss (advm)738

 

Boling, Joshua, 307, “pitched camp together”739 
 
Josh 11:8 M…wp√;d√rˆ¥y`Aw ~M…w;kÅ¥yÅw and they smote them and they pursued them Vdiss740 
Boling, Joshua, 308, “pressed the attack and gave chase”741 
 
Josh 11:17 M`EtyIm◊yÅw M™E;kÅ¥yÅw and he smote and he killed them  Vdiss (advm)742 
Boling, Joshua, 314, “He laid them low!”743 
 
Josh 17:14 d$DjRa lRb∞Rj◊w ‹dDjRa lô∂rwø…g one lot and one region  Phsemf 
Boling, Joshua, 417, “one single solitary share”744 
 
Josh 18:3 tRvâ®rDl ‹awøbDl to come, to inherit   Vdiss, asyn (advm)745 
Boling, Joshua, 423, “proceeding to take possession”746 
 
Josh 18:4 …wñkV;lAhVt`Iy◊w …wm%üqÎy◊w     Vdiss (advm)747

 

and they shall/ let them arise and they shall/let them walk around  
Boling, Joshua, 423, “let them survey”748; 
Nelson, Joshua, 206, “so they may set out to travel”/“a verbal 
hendiadys with qwm emphasizes the beginning of the action”749 
 
Josh 18:8 …wkEl´¥yÅw MyIvÎnSaDh …wmüqÎ¥yÅw and the men stood up and they went Vdiss, int750 
Nelson, Joshua, 206, “The men set out to go”/“a verbal 
hendiadys with qwm emphasizes the beginning of the action”751 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
736 2 adj. 
737 See note to Ex 14:9. 
738 2 impfc. 
739 Italics Boling. 
740 2 impfc. 
741 Italics Boling. 
742 2 impfc. 
743 Italics Boling. 
744 Italics Boling. 
745 2 infc. 
746 See note to Deut 9:1. 
747 2 weyiqtol. 
748 Italics Boling. 
749 See note to Josh 1:2. 
750 2 impfc. 
751 See note to Josh 1:2. 
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Josh 22:21 …w$rV;båd◊y`Aw … ‹…wnSoÅ¥y`Aw and they answered … and they spoke  Vsemf, int752 
Buth, “Order,” 8, “synonyms can be put into this VSO 
foregrounded pattern to produce a hendiadys which logically is 
not the next event in the story but the same event”753;  
Stendebach, “hno,” TDOT, vol. XI, 218, “When the combination 
of ‘a6nâ with ’a6mar or dibber was understood as a hendiadys, 
‘a6nâ could also be used without more precise qualifications.”754 
 
Josh 22:23 h¢Dj◊nIm…w hªDlOo burnt-offering and grain-offering  Ndiss, th 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128, “a burnt-offering and a 
cereal-offering”; “Break-up” (Hebr.), 198755 
 
Josh 22:29 h∞Dj◊nImVl h™DlOoVl to burnt-offering, to grain-offering Ndiss, th, a, asyn 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128, “a burnt-offering and a 
cereal-offering”; “Break-up” (Hebr.), 198756 
 
Josh 23:6a twøcSoAl◊w rOmVvIl to keep and to do   Vdiss (advm)757 
Boling, Joshua, 523, “carefully to carry out”758; 
Koopmans, “Prose,” 96  
 
Josh 23:6b lwaømVc…w NyImÎy right and left   Ndiss, th 
Koopmans, “Prose,” 96  
 
Josh 23:9 My¡Im…wxSoÅw My∞IlOd◊…g great and mighty   Nsemf759 
Koopmans, “Prose,” 98 n. 43 
 
Josh 23:13 v#éqwømVl…w j∞ApVl to a snare/trap and to a snare  Nsemf, a 

Koopmans, “Prose,” 101 n. 56760; 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 126 n. 38, “snare and trap”761 
 
Josh 23:16 h∂rEhVm MR;t√dAbSaÅw and you shall perish quickly  V + Advb, diss762 
Koopmans, “Prose,” 104 n. 73763 
 
Josh 24:14 t¡RmTa`Rb…w My∞ImDtV;b in blameless/perfect and in truth Ndiss, a764 
Boling, Judges, 174, “with complete honesty”; Joshua, 537765;  
Hamilton, Genesis 1-17, 461, “possibly a hendiadys for ‘in 
complete honesty’”766 
                                                
752 2 impfc. 
753 See note to Gen 18:27. 
754 See note to Gen 34:13. 
755 See note to Ex 30:9. 
756 See note to Ex 30:9. 
757 2 infc. 
758 Italics Boling. 
759 2 adj. 
760 Koopmans refers to Josh 23:13; Isa 8:14. 
761 Italics Melamed. Melamed refers to Josh 23:13; Isa 8:14 and Ps 141:9. 
762 The verb is a perfc. 
763 It seems that Koopmans by hendiadys refers to this combination. 
764 Adj + noun. 
765 Italics Boling. Boling refers to Josh 24:14; Judg 9:16; 19.  
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Josh 24:19 M`RkyEtwaøÚfAjVl…w M™RkSoVvIpVl to your rebellion and to your sins Nsemf, a, b, c 
Sperling, Joshua, 252, “your sins of rebelliousness”   
  
Josh 24:25 f™DÚpVvIm…w qñOj statute and judgment  Nsemf 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. II, 313, “a binding decree […] Probably 
[…] it is a hendiadys […] ‘a binding statute’”767; 
Melamed, “Two,” 175768; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 169, “le statut de la loi, ou statut 
juridique”769 
 
 
 
Judges 
 
Judg 2:4 …wá;kVbˆ¥yÅw M™Dlwøq_tRa M¢DoDh …wñaVcˆ¥yÅw   Cla + V, semf770

 

and the people lifted their voice and they cried  
Hubbard, Ruth, 105-106 n. 50, “depicts a loud, audible 
crying”771; 
Putnam, Insert, §2.3.4, p. 39 “and the people wept aloud”772 
 
Judg 2:18 M`RhyéqSjOd◊w M™RhyExSjøl    Nsemf, synl, b, c 
to the ones who oppress them and to the ones that subjugate them  
Swart, “qjd,” NIDOTTE, vol. I, 935, “It may well be that the 
two words are used here as a hendiadys.” 
 
Judg 4:6 ‹D;tVkAv`Dm…w JK§El go and you shall draw   Vdiss773 
Propp, Exodus 1-18, 407774 
 
Judg 5:3 My¡In◊zíOr …wny™IzSaAh My$IkDlVm …wâoVmIv Listen, kings! Give ear rulers! Vsemf, synl, int775 
Putnam, Insert, §2.3.1, p. 38, “a parallel hendiadys […] Listen, 
O kings! Pay attention, O rulers!”776 
 
Judg 5:11 wäønOz√rIÚp tõOq√dIx hYÎwh◊y twêøq√dIx   Phdiss, asyn 
YHWH’s rigthteous [acts], the peasantries rigthteous [acts] 
Coogan, “Analysis,” 160, “a form of hendiadys … the s2idqôt 
yahweh are identical with the s2idqôt of his people, there is no 
real distinction between them.”777 
                                                
766 Hamilton refers to Josh 24:14; Judg 9:16, 19. 
767 See note to Ex 15:25. 
768 See note to Ex 15:25. 
769 ‘The regulation of the law, or a legal regulation.’ See note to Ex 15:25. 
770 2 impfc. 
771 See note to Gen 21:16. 
772 Italics Putnam. 
773 Impv + perfc. 
774 Propp refers to Judg 4:6, 20:37, and with hesitance to Song 1:4. 
775 2 impv. 
776 Italics Putnam. 
777 Coogan, when using the term hendiadys, refers to Andersen, Sentence, chapter 9, and concludes that “the 
deep structure’ of chiasm is a form of hendiadys: two grammatical units combine to give a single picture of two 
aspects of the same event.” Coogan, “Analysis,” 160. 
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Judg 5:26 wáøt∂;qår h™DpVlDj ◊w h¶DxSjDm…w   Vsemf, synl778 
and she smote and she smote/pierced his temple 
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 53, “she shattered and she 
pierced his temple”779 
 
Judg 5:27 b¡DkDv l™ApÎn oñårD;k he bowed down, he fell, he laid down 3Vdiss/semf, asyn780 
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 53, “he sank (to his knees), 
he fell, he lay” 
 
Judg 6:29 …w$vVqAb◊yÅw ‹…wv√r√dˆ¥y`Aw and they inquired and they asked  Vsemf (advm)781 
Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner), 
vol. I, “Cqb,” 171, “u. als sie genau nachforschten”782 
 
Judg 7:3 d$érDj◊w aâérÎy fearful and trembling   Nsemf783 
Block, Judges, Ruth, 275, “who tremble with fright”; 
Boling, Judges, 144 , “downright afraid”784;  
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)785 
 
Judg 8:4 My`Ip√dOr◊w My™Ip´ySo tired and pursuing   Adj +V, diss (advm)786  
Block, Judges, Ruth, 288, “may be understood as a hendiadys: 
‘wearily giving chase’”; 
Boling, Judges, 154-155, “wearily giving chase”787  
 
Judg 8:19 y™I;mIa_y`EnV;b y¶AjAa my brothers, sons of my mother  N, c + Ph, semf, asyn 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 551 n. 8, “his brother, hIs mother’s 
son”788;  
Held, “Notes,” 37 n. 50789 
 
Judg 9:2 M™Rk√rAcVb…w M¶RkEmVxAo your bone and your flesh  Ndiss, th, c 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “parent”790  
 
Judg 9:7 MRhDl rRmaø¥yÅw a ∂rVqˆ¥yÅw wølwøq aDÚcˆ¥yÅw    3Vsemf, int791 
and he lifted his voice and he called and he said to them 
Putnam, Reading, §4.11, p. 41 
 
 
 

                                                
778 2 weqatal. 
779 Italics van der Westhuizen. 
780 3 perf. 
781 2 impfc. 
782 ‘And then they inquired thoroughly.’ 
783 2 adj. See also 1 Sam 28:5. 
784 Italics Boling. 
785 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” 
786 2 partc/2adj. 
787 Italics Boling. 
788 See note to Gen 43:29. 
789 See note to Gen 43:29. 
790 See note to Gen 29:14. 
791 3 impfc. 
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Judg 9:9 My¡IvÎnSaÅw My™IhølTa God(s) and men    Ndiss, b 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 335 n. 34, “could be understood as a 
hendiadys, ‘you have struggled with everybody, God and men, 
and have prevailed’”792 
 
Judg 9:11 y™ItDb…wnV;t_tRa◊w y$IqVtDm_tRa my sweetness and my fruit/produce Ndiss, c 

Gesenius, Grammar (ed. Rödiger/Conant), 49, “the sweetness of 
my godly fruit” 
 
Judg 9:13 My¡IvÎnSaÅw My™IhølTa God(s) and men    Ndiss, b 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 335 n. 34, “could be understood as a 
hendiadys, ‘you have struggled with everybody, God and men, 
and have prevailed’”793 
 
Judg 9:16 ‹MyImDtVb…w t§RmTaR;b    Nsemf, a794

 

with truth and with blamelessness/completeness  
Block, Judges, Ruth, 319, “with complete integrity”795; 
Boling, Judges, 174; Joshua, 537, “with complete honesty”796;   
Hamilton, Genesis 1-17, 461, “possibly a hendiadys for ‘in 
complete honesty’”797 
 
Judg 9:19  ‹MyªImDtVb…w t°RmTaR;b    Nsemf, a798

 

with truth and with blamelessness/completeness  
Block, Judges, Ruth, 319, “with complete integrity”; 
Boling, Judges, 174; Joshua, 537, “with complete honesty”799;  
Hamilton, Genesis 1-17, 461, “possibly a hendiadys for ‘in 
complete honesty’”800 
 
Judg 9:48 yˆnwáømDk …wñcSo …wërShAm yIty$IcDo ‹MRtyIa√r h§Dm   Vdiss, asyn (advm)801

 

what you saw me do, hurry, do as I    
Lambdin, Introduction, §173, p. 239, “What you have seen me 
do quickly do likewise”802 
 
Judg 10:13 oAoy¶IvwøhVl Py™Iswøa_aáøl I will not add to save  Vdiss (advm)803 
Arnold/Choi, Guide, §4.3.3 (g), p. 149, “I will not deliver you 
again”804 
 
 

                                                
792 See note to Gen 32:29. 
793 See note to Gen 32:29. 
794 Noun + adj. 
795 Block refers to Judg 9:16, 19. 
796 Italics Boling. See note to Josh 24:14. 
797 See note to Josh 24:14. 
798 Noun + adj. 
799 Italics Boling. See note to 9:16. 
800 See note to Josh 24:14. 
801 2 impv. 
802 A verbal hendiadys, according to Lambdin. 
803 Impfc + infc. 
804 Underlining and italics Arnold/Choi. A verbal hendiadys, according to Arnold/Choi.  
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Judg 11:11 Ny¡Ix∂qVl…w vaêørVl to head and to ruler  Nsemf, a 
Andersen/Freedman, Micah, 349, “can be hendiadys – 
‘commander-in-chief.’” 
 
Judg 13:3 V;t√d¶AlÎy◊w tyäîrDh◊w     Vdiss805 
and you shall become pregnant and you will give birth  
Stuart, Exodus, 86, “It is a standard hendiadys in Hebrew 
narrative for describing a baby coming into a family”806 
 

Judg 13:4 r¡DkEv◊w Nˆy∞Ay and wine and strong drink   Nsemf 
Malul, “Drink,” 1550, “a kind of hendiadys which means ‘an 
intoxicating wine’”807;  
Melamed, “Two,” 176808; 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “intoxicating drink”809  
 
Judg 13:5, 7 V;t√d∞AlOy◊w h%∂rDh JK∏Î…nIh    Adj + V, diss810 
see you are pregnant och you will give birth  
Stuart, Exodus, 86, “It is a standard hendiadys in Hebrew 
narrative for describing a baby coming into a family”811 
 
Judg 13:7 r¡DkEv◊w Nˆy∞Ay and wine and strong drink   Nsemf 
Malul, “Drink,” 1550, “a kind of hendiadys which means ‘an 
intoxicating wine’”812;  
Melamed, “Two,” 176813; 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “intoxicating drink”814  
 
Judg 13:10 X ∂r™D;tÅw h$DÚvIa`Dh ‹rEhAmV;tÅw   Vsemf, int815 
and the woman made haste … and she ran  
Maiberger, “X…wr,” TDOT, vol. XIII, 416, “The speed of the 
movement is underlined by the use of the verbal form of mihar, 
‘hasten’, […] in hendiadys”816 
 
Judg 13:14 ‹rDkEv◊w Nˆy§Ay◊w and wine and strong drink   Nsemf 
Malul, “Drink,” 1550, “a kind of hendiadys which means ‘an 
intoxicating wine’”817;  
Melamed, “Two,” 176818; 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “intoxicating drink”819  

                                                
805 2 perfc. 
806 See not to Gen 4:1. 
807 See note to Lev 10:9. 
808 See note to Lev 10:9. 
809 See note to Lev 10:9. 
810 The verb is a perfc. 
811 See note to Gen 4:1. 
812 See note to Lev 10:9. 
813 See note to Lev 10:9. 
814 See note to Lev 10:9. 
815 2 impfc. 
816 Maiberger refers to Judg 13:10; 1 Sam 17:48; Isa 59:17; Prov 6:18. 
817 See note to Lev 10:9. 
818 See note to Lev 10:9. 
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Judg 13:23 h$Dj◊nIm…w h∞DlOo burnt-offering and grain-offering  Ndiss, th 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128, “a burnt-offering and a 
cereal-offering”; “Break-up” (Hebr.), 198820 
 
Judg 17:3 h$DkE;sAm…w lRs∞RÚp idol/graven image and molten image Ndiss, th 
Andersen, Habakkuk, 254, “could be hendiadys”821; 
Bewer, “Composition,” 263, “really a hendiadys, meaning 
simply a molten image”; 
Block, Judges, Ruth, 480 n. 19, “A carved image overlaid with 
molten metal”; 505 n. 128, “molten sculpture”822; 
Boling, Judges, 256, “molten figure”823;  
Haran, Temples, 35 n. 39, 359, “a hendiadys meaning a statue 
poured from a single casting, in contrast to a statue put together 
from pieces”;  
Houtman, Exodus, vol. III, 31; 639 n. 55, “likely a 
hendiadys”824; 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 88-89 n. 79825; 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 125 n. 36, “a cast statue”826; 
Milgrom, Leviticus 17-22, 1615, “a (silver-) plated carved 
image”827; 
Oswalt, Isaiah 40-66, 257 n. 9, “my handcrafted image […] this 
is almost certainly a hendiadys”828 
 
Judg 17:4 h$DkE;sAm…w lRs∞RÚp idol/graven image and molten image Ndiss, th 
Andersen, Habakkuk, 254, “could be hendiadys”829; 
Bewer, “Composition,” 263; 
Block, Judges, Ruth, 480 n. 19, “A carved image overlaid with 
molten metal.”; 505 n. 128, “molten sculpture”830; 
Boling, Judges, 256, “molten figure”831;  
Haran, Temples, 35 n. 39, 359, “a hendiadys meaning a statue 
poured from a single casting, in contrast to a statue put together 
from pieces”;  
Houtman, Exodus, vol. III, 31; 639 n. 55, “likely a 
hendiadys”832; 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 88-89 n. 79833; 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 125 n. 36, “a cast statue”834; 
                                                
819 See note to Lev 10:9. 
820 See note to Ex 30:9. 
821 See note to Deut 27:15. 
822 See note to Deut 27:15. 
823 Italics Boling. 
824 See note to Deut 27:15. 
825 See note to Deut 27:15. 
826 See note to Deut 27:15. 
827 Milgrom refers to Judg 17:3-4; 18:14 and to Judg 18:17-18 with the comment “if not a corrupt text, reflects a 
broken hendiadys.” 
828 Italics Oswalt. Oswalt refers to Judg 17:3-4 and Isa 48:5.  
829 See note to Deut 27:15. 
830 See note to Deut 27:15. 
831 Italics Boling. 
832 See note to Deut 27:15. 
833 See note to Deut 27:15. 
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Milgrom, Leviticus 17-22, 1615, “a (silver-) plated carved 
image”835; 
Oswalt, Isaiah 40-66, 257 n. 9, “my handcrafted image […] this 
is almost certainly a hendiadys”836 
 
Judg 18:9 tRvñ®rDl aäøbDl to come, to inherit   Vdiss (advm)837 
Boling, Joshua, 423, “proceeding to take possession”838 
 
Judg 18:14 h¡DkE;sAm…w lRs™Rp…w and idol/graven image and molten image Ndiss, th 
Andersen, Habakkuk, 254, “could be hendiadys”839; 
Bewer, “Composition,” 263; 
Block, Judges, Ruth, 480 n. 19, “A carved image overlaid with 
molten metal.”; 505 n. 128, “molten sculpture”840; 
Boling, Judges, 256, “molten figure”841; 
Haran, Temples, 35 n. 39, 359, “a hendiadys meaning a statue 
poured from a single casting, in contrast to a statue put together 
from pieces”; 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. III, 31; 639 n. 55, “likely a 
hendiadys”842; 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 88-89 n. 79843; 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 125 n. 36, “a cast statue”844; 
Milgrom, Leviticus 17-22, 1615, “a (silver-) plated carved 
image”845; 
Oswalt, Isaiah 40-66, 257 n. 9, “my handcrafted image […] this 
is almost certainly a hendiadys”846 
Judg 18:17 h¡DkE;sA;mAh_tRa◊w …  ‹ lRs‹RÚpAh_tRa   Ndiss, th, int  
the graven image … and the molten image  
Milgrom, Leviticus 17-22, 1615, “if not a corrupt text, reflects a 
broken hendiadys […] a (silver-) plated carved image”847 
 
Judg 18:18 h¡DkE;sA;mAh_tRa◊w … lRs∞RÚp_tRa   Ndiss, th, int  
the graven image … and the molten image  
Milgrom, Leviticus 17-22, 1615, “if not a corrupt text, reflects a 
broken hendiadys […] a (silver-) plated carved image”848 
 
 

                                                
834 See note to Deut 27:15. 
835 See note to Judg 17:3. 
836 Italics Oswalt. See note to Judg 17:3.  
837 2 infc. 
838 Italics Boling. See not to Deut 9:1.  
839 See note to Deut 27:15. 
840 See note to Deut 27:15. 
841 Italics Boling. 
842 See note to Deut 27:15. 
843 See note to Deut 27:15. 
844 See note to Deut 27:15. 
845 See note to Judg 17:3. 
846 Italics Oswalt. See note to Judg 17:3.  
847 See note to Judg 17:3. 
848 See note to Judg 17:3. 
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Judg 19:7 NRl¶D¥yÅw bDv™D¥yÅw and he returned and he lodged  Vdiss (advm)849 
Lambdin, Introduction, §173, p. 239, “And he again spent the 
night there”850; 
NET, 1466 n. 10851; 
Putnam, Insert, §2.3.2, p. 38, “So he spent the night there again”852 
 
Judg 19:31 MyˆnOo√;dˆ¥yAh_lRa◊w tObOaDh_lRa   Nsemf 
to the mediums and to the soothsayers  
Milgrom, Leviticus 17-22, 1701 (not h.) 
 
Judg 20:7 h™DxEo◊w r¶Db∂;d word/speech and advice/counsel  Ndiss 
Avishur, Studies, 106, “a word of advice”853;  
Weinfeld, “Counsel,” 530 n. 79, “functions as a hendiadys” 
 
Judg 20:37 JK¶A¥yÅw b$érOaDh ‹JKOvVmˆ¥yÅw and the ambusher drew and he smote Vdiss, int (advm)854 
Propp, Exodus 1-18, 407855 
 
Judg 21:2 …wä;kVbˆ¥yÅw M$Dlwøq …wâaVcˆ¥yÅw and they lifted their voice and they cried  Cla + V, semf856 
Hubbard, Ruth, 105-106 n. 50, “depicts a loud, audible 
crying”857 
 
 
 
1 Samuel 
 
1 Sam 1:15a ‹rRma‹ø;tÅw ... NAo°A;tÅw and she answered … and she said Vsemf, int858 
Bentinck, “Comparison,” 30, “this device [hendiadys] seems to 
signal that what follows is important”859; 
Buth, “Order,” 8, “synonyms can be put into this VSO 
foregrounded pattern to produce a hendiadys which logically is 
not the next event in the story but the same event”860;  
Labuschagne, “hno,” TLOT, vol, II, 929861;  
Stendebach, “hÎnSo,” TDOT, vol. XI, 218862  
 
1 Sam 1:15b r™DkEv◊w Nˆy¶Ay◊w and wine and strong drink   Nsemf 
Malul, “Drink,” 1550, “a kind of hendiadys which means ‘an 
intoxicating wine’”863;  

                                                
849 2 impfc. 
850 A verbal hendiadys, according to Lambdin. 
851 See note to Gen 26:18. 
852 Italics Putnam. 
853 Italics Avishur. 
854 2 impfc. 
855 See note to Judg 4:6. 
856 2 impfc. 
857 See note to Gen 21:16. 
858 2 impfc. 
859 She refers to 1 Sam 1:15, 17. 
860 See note to Gen 18:27. 
861 See note to Gen 18:27a. 
862 See note to Gen 18:27a. 
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Melamed, “Two,” 176864; 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “intoxicating drink”865 
 
1 Sam 1:16 y™IsVoAk◊w y¢IjyIc my complaints and my anger  Ndiss, c 
Avishur, Studies, 103 n. 1, “anxiety and vexation866” 
 
1 Sam 1:17 rRmaäø¥yÅw … NAoªA¥yÅw and he answered … and he said Vsemf, int867 
Bentinck, “Comparison,” 30, “this device [hendiadys] seems to 
signal that what follows is important”868; 
Buth, “Order,” 8, “synonyms can be put into this VSO 
foregrounded pattern to produce a hendiadys which logically is 
not the next event in the story but the same event”869;  
Labuschagne, “hno,” TLOT, vol, II, 929870;  
Stendebach, “hÎnSo,” TDOT, vol. XI, 218871  
 
1 Sam 1:20 dRl∞E;tÅw h™D…nAj rAh¶A;tÅw     Vdiss, int872 
and Hannah became pregnant and she gave birth  
Stuart, Exodus, 86, “It is a standard hendiadys in Hebrew 
narrative for describing a baby coming into a family”873 
 
1 Sam 1:21 dRl¶E;tÅw rAh¢A;tÅw    Vdiss874 
and she became pregnant and she gave birth  
Stuart, Exodus, 86, “It is a standard hendiadys in Hebrew 
narrative for describing a baby coming into a family”875 
 
1 Sam 2:3 a¶Ex´y h$DhOb◊g h∞DhOb◊…g ‹…wrV;bådVt …wô;b √rA;t_lAa   Vdiss, asyn (advm)876

 

do not increasingly speak high, high, going out  
Putnam, Insert, §2.3.2, p. 38, “Don’t talk so much”877 
 
1 Sam 3:5 b¡DkVv b…wâv return, lie down   Vdiss, asyn (advm)878 
Lambdin, Introduction, §173, p. 239, “Lie down again”; 
NET, 1466 n. 10879 
 
 
 
                                                
863 See note to Lev 10:9. 
864 See note to Lev 10:9. 
865 See note to Lev 10:9. 
866 Italics Avishur. 
867 2 impfc. 
868 See note to 1 Sam 1:15. 
869 See note to Gen 18:27. 
870 See note to Gen 18:27a. 
871 See note to Gen 18:27a. 
872 2 impfc. 
873 See not to Gen 4:1. 
874 2 impfc. 
875 See not to Gen 4:1. 
876 2 impf. 
877 Italics Putnam. 
878 2 impv. 
879 See note to Gen 26:18. 
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1 Sam 3:6a aêørVq hGÎwh◊y PRsâO¥yÅw and YHWH added calling   Vdiss, int (advm)880 
NET, 1466 n. 10881; 
Putnam, Insert, §2.3.2, p. 38, “YHWH called Samuel again”882 
 
1 Sam 3:6b b`DkVv b…wñv return, lie down   Vdiss, asyn (advm)883 
Putnam, Insert, §2.3.2, p. 38, “Lie down again”884  
 
1 Sam 3:8 aørVq h¶Dwh◊y PRs°O¥yÅw and YHWH added calling   Vdiss, int (advm)885 
NET, 1466 n. 10886 
 
1 Sam 3:12 h`E;lAk◊w l™EjDh beginning and ending  Vdiss887 
Tsumura, 1 Book of Samuel, 178 n. 19, “This is a merismatic 
expression with inf. abs. […] rather than inf. cstr. […] + inf. 
abs., used as a hendiadys” 
 
1 Sam 7:9 ly™IlD;k h¢Dlwøo burnt offering, whole offering  Nsemf, asyn 
Tsumura, 1 Book of Samuel, 235, “As a wholly burnt sacrifice 
[…] is an adverbial use of a hendiadys conjuncted 
asyndetically”888 
 
1 Sam 7:9-10 h∞Dwh◊y M∞Eo√rÅ¥yÅw … h`Dwh◊y …wh™EnSoÅ¥y`Aw   Vdiss, int889 
and YHWH answered … and YHWH thundered  
McCarter Jr, 1 Samuel, 145, “Though interrupted by the 
parenthesis the two verbs function in virtual hendiadys: 
‘Yahweh answered in thunder/thundered an answer’”  
 
1 Sam 7:16 ‹bAbDs◊w … JK#AlDh◊w and he went … and he encircled Vdiss, int (advm)890 
Tsumura, 1 Book of Samuel, 240, “go around”891 
 
1 Sam 8:9 M$RhDl ∞D;t √dÅ…gIh ◊w M$RhD;b ‹dyIoD;t d§EoDh   Vsr, ds + 1Vsemf, int892 
you shall indeed warn them and you shall declare to them 
Tsumura, 1 Book of Samuel, 252, “legally declare […] is a 
hendiadic [sic] expression”893; 
Simian-Yofre, “dwo,” TDOT, vol. X, 499, “coordinated with a 
different verb as a hendiadys”894; “dwo,” TDOT, vol. X, 510, “The 

                                                
880 Impfc + infc. 
881 See note to Gen 26:18.  
882 Italics Putnam. 
883 2 impv. 
884 Italics Putnam. 
885 Impfc + infc. 
886 See note to Gen 26:18.  
887 2 infabs. 
888 Italics Tsumura. He also refers to the same combination with the conjunction in Ps 51:21 [19]. 
889 2 impfc. 
890 2 perfc. 
891 A verbal hendiadys, according to Tsumura. 
892 Infabs, impf + perfc. 
893 Italics Tsumura.  
894 Simian-Yofre refers to different combination with higgîd 1 and another verb in 1 Sam 8:9; Jer 6:10; 11:7; Neh 
13:21. 
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expression […] must be understood as a hendiadys: ‘Proclaim 
and teach them’”  
 
1 Sam 9:2 bw$øfÎw r…wâjD;b a young man and good  Ndiss895 
Tsumura, 1 Book of Samuel, 264, “a fine young man”896 
 
1 Sam 11:4 …w;kVbˆ¥yÅw M™Dlwøq_tRa M¢DoDh_lDk …w¬aVcˆ¥yÅw   Cla + V, semf897

 

and all the people lifted their voice and they cried  
Hubbard, Ruth, 105-106 n. 50, “depicts a loud, audible 
crying”898 
 
1 Sam 12:2 yI;tVb$AcÎw yI;t◊nâåqÎz ‹yˆnSaÅw and I, I am old and I am grey  Vsemf899  
Johnson, Perfekt, 44; 
Putnam, Insert, §2.3.1, p. 38, “a parallel hendiadys […] old and 
gray”; 
Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, §32.3b, p. 540, “I am old and 
grey”900 
 
1 Sam 14:52 lˆy$Aj_NR;b_lDk◊w ‹rwø;bˆ…g vy§Ia_lD;k l…w%aDv h°Da∂r◊w  Nc 

and Saul saw every mighty man and every son of strength   
Talmon, “Study,” 340, “serves as a hendyadys [sic]”901 
 
1 Sam 15:23 My™Ip∂rVt…w N‰w¶Da◊w and iniquity and idols  Ndiss, b902 
Gordis, “Usages,” 41, “Myprt lC afj, Myprt lC Nwa”903; Koheleth, 
331 “the sin of teraphim”; 
Klein, 1 Samuel, 153, “probably a hendiadys meaning evil 
teraphim or worthless teraphim”; 
Tsumura, 1 Book of Samuel, 400 n. 58, 402, “wickedness and 
idolatry”/“wicked idolatry”; 
Wakely, “N‰wDa,” NIDOTTE, vol. I, 312, “most likely functions as a 
hendiadys for ‘evil teraphim/idols’ or ‘the evil of idolatry’” 
 
1 Sam 17:40 f…wëqVlÅ¥yAb…w wöøl_rRvSa MyªIoOrDh y°IlVkI;b   Phsemf, int (expl)  
in the shepherds bag that was his and in the pouch  

Bullinger, Figures, 660, “i.e., in his shepherd’s leather bag”904;  
Lee, Grammar, 304, “in the shepherd’s vessel, AND in the 
bag”905  
 
 
 
                                                
895 Noun + adj. 
896 Italics Tsumura. 
897 2 impfc. 
898 See note to Gen 21:16. 
899 Qatal + weqatal. 
900 Italics Waltke/O’Connor. 
901 Talmon refers to 1 Sam 14:52; Ruth 2:1. 
902 Conc + abstr. 
903 ‘Evil of idols, sin of idols.’ 
904 Italics Bullinger. 
905 Italics and capital letters Lee. In the edition from 1827.  
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1 Sam 17:48 X ∂r¶D¥yÅw dYˆw∂;d r ∞EhAm ◊yÅw and David hastened and he ran  Vsemf, int906 
Maiberger, “X…wr,” TDOT, vol. XIII, 416, “The speed of the 
movement is underlined by the use of the verbal form of mihar, 
‘hasten’, […] in hendiadys”907 
 
1 Sam 18:23 h`RlVqˆn◊w vñ∂r poor and dishonored   Ndiss908 
Tsumura, 1 Book of Samuel, 485 and n. 58, “poor and humble” 
 
1 Sam 19:2 Dta`E;bVjÅn ◊w rRt™E;sAb ¶D;tVbAvÎy ◊w   Cla + V, semf909 
and you shall sit in secret and you shall hide  
McCarter Jr, 1 Samuel, 321, “a good example of verbal 
hendiadys and thus should be rendered, ‘Remain hidden …’ or 
‘Keep hidden’…”;  
Tsumura, 1 Book of Samuel, 490, “you shall sit in a secret place 
and hide yourself” 
 
1 Sam 19:20 M¡RhyElSo b™D…xˆn d¶EmOo l›Ea…wmVv…w   Vsemf, synl, asyn910 
and Samuel was standing, standing firm/upright over them   
Avishur, “Pairs,” 72, “standing as head over them”911 
 
1 Sam 19:24 hDl◊y¡D;lAh_lDk◊w a…wähAh Mwñø¥yAh_lD;k all that day and all the night Phdiss, th 
Tsumura, 1 Book of Samuel, 499, “the hendiadic phrase ‘all the 
day and all the night’” 
 
1 Sam 20:41 …wj™A;tVvˆ¥yÅw hDx√r¢Aa wy¶DÚpAaVl l°OÚpˆ¥yÅw   Vsemf, int912

 

and he fell on his face to the earth and he bowed down  
Cohen, “Saga,” 325, 337 n. 27913 
 
1 Sam 23:22 ‹…wa√r…w …wôo√d…w and know and see    Vdiss (advm)914 
Fassberg, “Sequences,” 56, “verbal hendiadys”915; 
NET, 505 n. 6, “Determine precisely”916 
 
1 Sam 23:23 …w#o√d…w …wâa√r…w and see and know    Vdiss (advm)917 
NET, 505 n. 6, “locate precisely” 
 
1 Sam 24:9 …wj`D;tVvˆ¥yÅw hDx√r™Aa Mˆy¢AÚpAa d¶Iw∂;d d°O;qˆ¥yÅw   Vsemf, synl, int918

 

and David fell down on his face to the earth and he bowed down  
Cohen, “Saga,” 325, 336 n. 22919; 
                                                
906 2 impfc. 
907 See note to Judg 13:10. 
908 2 adj. 
909 2 perfc. 
910 2 partc. 
911 This is, according to Avishur, an ‘appositional hendiadys.’ 
912 2 impfc. 
913 See note to Josh 5:14. 
914 2 impv. 
915 With references to Shulman, “Forms,” and Davidson, Syntax. 
916 With reference to 1 Sam 23:23. 
917 2 impv. 
918 2 impfc. 
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Stuart, Exodus, 290 n. 53, “‘submit worshipfully’ or the like”920 
 
1 Sam 24:17 V;KVb`E¥yÅw wäølOq l…wöaDv a¶DÚcˆ¥yÅw    Cla + V, semf 
and Saul lifted his voice and he wept  
Hubbard, Ruth, 105-106 n. 50, “depicts a loud, audible 
crying”921 
 
1 Sam 25:23a d®r™E;tÅw r›EhAmV;tÅw and she hastened and she descended Vdiss (advm)922 
Arnold/Choi, §4.3.3 (g), p. 148, “she quickly dismounted”923 
 
1 Sam 25:23b X®r`Da …wj™A;tVvI;tÅw DhyY‰nDÚp_lAo ‹dˆw∂d y§EÚpAaVl lOÚpI;tÅw  Vsemf, int924

 

and she fell down before David’s face, on her face and she 
bowed down  
Cohen, “Saga,” 325, 337 n. 27925 
 
1 Sam 25:42 M∂q∞D;tÅw rEhAmV;tÅw and she hastened and she arose Vdiss (advm)926 
Tsumura, 1 Book of Samuel, 593 n. 86, “hurriedly arose”927 
 
1 Sam 26:23 wóøtÎnUmTa_tRa◊w wäøt∂q√dIx_tRa    Ndiss, c 
his righteousness and his faithfulness 
Andersen, Habakkuk, 213, “a virtual hendiadys”; 
Melamed, “Two,” 178 
 
1 Sam 28:3a wúøryIoVb…w h™Dm∂rDb in Rama and in his town  N/Ph, diss (expl) 
Bullinger, Figures, 660, “i.e., in Ramah, yes, even in his own 
city; or, in his own city, Ramah”928;  
Lee, Grammar, 304, “i.e. in his city Ramah”929 
 
1 Sam 28:3b My™InOo√;dˆ¥yAh_tRa◊w twñøbOaDh the mediums and the soothsayers Nsemf, b 
Blenkinsopp, “Deuteronomy,” 189, “functioned as a kind of 
hendiadys”930; 
Melamed, “Two,” 176931 
 
1 Sam 28:5 wäø;bIl dñårTj‰¥yÅw a›∂rˆ¥yÅw and he feared and his heart trembled V + Cla, semf932 
Tsumura, 1 Book of Samuel, 620, “his heart feared and trembled”933 
 
                                                
919 See note to Gen 24:26. 
920 See note to Gen 24:26. 
921 See note to Gen 21:16. 
922 2 impfc. 
923 Underlining and italics Arnold/Choi. A verbal hendiadys, according to Arnold/Choi.  
924 2 impfc. 
925 See note to Josh 5:14. 
926 2 impfc. 
927 A verbal hendiadys, according to Tsumura. 
928 Italics Bullinger. 
929 Italics Lee. In the edition from 1827.  
930 See note to Lev 19:31.  
931 Melamed refers to these two nouns as a hendiadys. For occurrences see note to Lev 19:31 with reference to 
Blenkinsopp. 
932 2 impfc. 
933 A verbal hendiadys, according to Tsumura. 
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1 Sam 28:9 y™InOo√;dˆ¥yAh_tRa◊w twñøbOaDh_tRa the mediums and the soothsayer Nsemf, b 
Blenkinsopp, “Deuteronomy,” 189, “functioned as a kind of 
hendiadys”934;  
Melamed, “Two,” 176, 178935 
 
1 Sam 28:14 …wj`D;tVvˆ¥yÅw hDx√r™Aa Mˆy¢AÚpAa dõO;qˆ¥yÅw   Vsemf, synl, int936

 

and he fell on his face to the earth and he bowed down 
Cohen, “Saga,” 325, 336 n. 22937; 
Stuart, Exodus, 290 n. 53, “‘submit worshipfully’ or the like”938 
 
1 Sam 30:4 wó;kVbˆ¥yÅw M™Dlwøq_tRa wöø;tIa_rRvSa MªDoDh◊w d˝ˆw∂d a°DÚcˆ¥yÅw  Cla + V, semf 
and David and the people that was with him lifted their voice 
and they cried  
Hubbard, Ruth, 105-106 n. 50, “depicts a loud, audible 
crying”939 
 
1 Sam 30:22 lAoGÅ¥yIlVb…w oâ∂r evil and wickedness/worthless  Nsemf940 
Tsumura, 1 Book of Samuel, 645, “evil and worthless”941 
 
1 Sam 30:25 ‹fDÚpVvImVl…w qôOjVl to a statute and to a judgment  Nsemf, a 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. II, 313, “Probably […] it is a hendiadys 
[…] ‘a binding statute’”942; 
Melamed, “Two,” 175943; 
NET, 512 n. 12, “a binding ordinance” 
 
 
 
2 Samuel 
 
2 Sam 1:2a l…w$aDv M∞IoEm ‹h‰nSjA;m`Ah_NIm from the camp, from with Saul Phdiss 
Anderson, 2 Samuel, 4, “This may be a hendiadys […] and 
therefore we render: ‘from Saul’s camp’” 
 
2 Sam 1:2b …wj`D;tVvˆ¥yÅw hDx√r™Aa lñOÚpˆ¥yÅw   Vsemf, int944 
and he fell down to the ground and he bowed down 
Cohen, “Saga,” 325, 337 n. 27945 
 
 

                                                
934 See note to Lev 19:31.  
935 Melamed refers to these two nouns as a hendiadys. For occurrences see note to Lev 19:31 with reference to 
Blenkinsopp. 
936 2 impfc. 
937 See note to Gen 24:26. 
938 See note to Gen 24:26. 
939 See note to Gen 21:16. 
940 Adj + noun/adj. 
941 Italics Tsumura. 
942 See note to Ex 15:25. 
943 Melamed refers to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys. 
944 2 impfc. 
945 See note to Josh 5:14. 
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2 Sam 2:6 t¡RmTa‰w dRs∞Rj loving-kindness and truth  Ndiss  
Alter, Five Psalms, 301, “steadfast loyalty”; 
Andersen, Habakkuk, 213946; 
Anderson, 2 Samuel, 27, “lasting loyalty” […] “perhaps a 
hendiadys”947; 
Arnold/Choi, Guide, §4.3.3 (g), p. 148, “true faithfulness”948;  
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “‘enduringly faithful’ or ‘faithfully 
true’”949; 
Clark, Word, 242-255950; 
Dentan, “Affinities,” 43, n. 3, “The meaning is something like 
‘enduring love, kindness or loyalty’”951;  
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 56; 
Glueck, Bible, 55, 79, 102; 
Greenberg, “Torah,” 230; 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 144, “true kindness”952;  
Jepsen, “NAmDa,” TDOT, vol. I, 311953;  
Kuyper, “Grace,” 6-7954; 
Mascarenhas, Function, 210955;  
Melamed, “Two,” 175956;  
Schorr, “Les composés,” 169, “charité véritable”957; 
Stoebe, “dRsRj,” TLOT, vol. II, 451; 
VanGemeren, Psalms, 274, “the phrase could well be 
considered a hendiadys; ‘faithful love’”; 
Wildberger, “Nma,” TLOT, vol. I, 151, “less likely […] that one 
may consistently translate the frequent combination ḥesed 
we’emet as a hendiadys, ‘lasting mercy’”;  
Williams, Syntax, 16, “true loyalty”; Syntax (ed. Beckman), 30, 
“true loyalty?”958 
 
2 Sam 2:22 ‹rOmaEl rG´nVbAa dwâøo PRs¬O¥yÅw and Abner added again to say  Vdiss, int (advm)959 
Miller, Representation, 179, “Abner said again” 
 
2 Sam 3:16 höOkDb…w JKw¬ølDh ;h#DvyIa ;h%D;tIa JKRl ∏´¥yÅw    2Vsr, int + V, diss960 
and he went with her, her husband, going and weeping 
Rand, Introduction, 322  
 

                                                
946 See note to Gen 24:27. 
947 Italics Anderson. 
948 Underlining and italics Arnold/Choi. 
949 See note to Gen 24:27.   
950 See note to Gen 24:49. 
951 Italics Dentan. See note to Gen 24:27.  
952 See note to Gen 24:27. 
953 See note to Gen 24:27. 
954 See note to Gen 24:49. 
955 See note to Gen 24:27. 
956 See note to Gen 24:27. 
957 ‘True loving-kindness.’ See note to Gen 47:29. 
958 See note to Ex 34:6.  
959 Impfc + infc. 
960 Impfc, infabs + infabs. 
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2 Sam 3:32 ‹V;KVb´¥yÅw w#ølwøq_tRa JKRl∞R;mAh aªDÚcˆyÅw   Cla + V, semf (advm)961
 

and the king lifted his voice and he cried    
Hubbard, Ruth, 105-106 n. 50, “depicts a loud, audible 
crying”962; 
NET, 519 n. 2, “The king cried loudly” 
 
2 Sam 3:38 lw#ødÎg◊w r∞Ac a prince and a great   Nsemf963 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 62964; 
NET, 519 n. 8, “a great leader”; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “grand chef”965 
 
2 Sam 4:7 …wh$UtIm◊yÅw ‹…wh‹U;kÅ¥yÅw and they struck him and they killed him Vdiss (advm)966 
NET, 519, “They mortally wounded him”; 519 n. 20, “a verbal 
hendiadys” 
 
2 Sam 6:13 ayáîrVm…w rwäøv an ox and a fatling   Nsemf 
McCarter Jr, 2 Samuel, 166, “a fatted bull […] is probably […] 
a hendiadys”967 
 
2 Sam 7:6 N`D;kVvImVb…w lRhäOaV;b in a tent and in a tabernacle   Nsemf, a 
Anderson, 2 Samuel, 111, “the expression may be a hendiadys: 
‘in a tent-dwelling’”; 
Harman, “Particles,” NIDOTTE, vol. IV, 1037, “a tent and a 
dwelling”; 
Held, “Notes,” 37 n. 53;  
Kellermann, “l∂;d◊gIm,” TDOT, vol. IX, 63 (not h.), “it is hardly 
allowable to understand the phrase as a hendiadys”; 
Koehler/Baumgartner, “ND;kVvIm,” HALAT, vol. II, 611, “? hendiad., 
Zeltwohnung”968; “ND;kVvIm,” HALOT, vol. I, 647, “? hendiadys, 
‘dwelling in a tent’”;  
Milgrom, Studies, 26 n. 249, “in a Tabernacle-Tent”; 
Murray, Prerogative, 68 , “a tent-dwelling”; 
NET, 522 n. 14, “living in a tent”; 
Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, §4.6.1a, p. 74, “with a tent as 
my dwelling”969; 
Weber, “w,” TWOT, vol. I, 229, “a dwelling tent” 
 
2 Sam 7:16 öÔKV;tVkAlVm`Am…w ¬ÔKVtyE;b your house and your kingdom  Ndiss, c 
Anderson, 2 Samuel, 123, “may be a a case of hendiadys (i.e., 
‘your royal house’”; 
McCarter Jr, 2 Samuel, 208, “Your royal house”970; 
                                                
961 2 impfc. 
962 See note to Gen 21:16. 
963 Noun + adj. 
964 Levi refers to 2 Sam 3:28, but probably means 2 Sam 3:38 since he cites the nouns above which occur in 2 
Sam 3:38. 
965 ‘A great leader.’ 
966 2 impfc. 
967 Italics McCarter Jr. 
968 ‘Tent habitation.’ 
969 Italics Waltke/O’Connor. 
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Murray, Prerogatives, 195, “your royal dynasty”; 216 “your 
royal house” 
 
2 Sam 8:11 b#DhÎΩΩzAh◊w PRs∞R;kAh the silver and the gold  Ndiss, th 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “riches”971 
 
2 Sam 8:15 hä∂q∂dVx…w f¶DÚpVvIm judgment and righteousness  Ndiss 
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1-39, 108, 181; 
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”972;  
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”;  
Melamed, “Two,” 175973; 
Reimer, “qdx,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 750, “Since the pair forms a 
hendiadys, precise and distinct meanings for each of the partners 
should not be sought. Rather, together they represent the ideal of 
social justice”974; 
Schultz, “Theology,” NIDOTTE, vol. I, 197, “probably best 
understood as a hendiadys, that is, two terms that can be 
translated as ‘righteous judgment’ or ‘social justice’”975; 
Weinfeld, “Justice,” 228976 
 
2 Sam 9:6 …wj¡D;tVvˆ¥yÅw wy™DnDÚp_lAo lñOÚpˆ¥yÅw   Vsemf, int977 
and he fell on his face and he bowed down  
Cohen, “Saga,” 325, 337 n. 27978 
 
2 Sam 13:14 ;h`DtOa b™A;kVvˆ¥yÅw DhY‰…nAo◊yÅw    Vdiss (advm)979 
and he afflicted her and he layed with her  
Gravett, “Rape,” 281 n. 4, “but he was stronger than her and he 
forcefully lay with her” 
 
2 Sam 13:36 …wó;kVbˆ¥yÅw M™Dlwøq …wñaVcˆ¥yÅw    Cla + V, semf980 
and they lifted their voice and they wept  
Hubbard, Ruth, 105-106 n. 50, “depicts a loud, audible 
crying”981 
 

                                                
970 Italics McCarter Jr. 
971 See note to Gen 13:2. 
972 Italics Brichto. Brichto considers the combination of these nouns a hendiadys.  
973 Melamed refers to this combination of nouns as a hendiadys.  
974 Reimer considers the combination as such as a hendiadys and mentions 2 Sam 8:15; 1 Kgs 10:9; Isa 9:7 (6); 
32:16; 33:5; 59:14; Jer 4:2; 9:23; 22:3, 15; 23:5; 33:15; Ezek 18:5, 19, 21, 27; 33:14, 16, 19; 45:9; Amos 5:7, 24; 
Ps 99:4; 1 Chr 18:14, 2 Chr 9:8. 
975 See note to Ps 99:4. 
976 Weinfeld refers to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys.  
977 2 impfc. 
978 See note to Josh 5:14. 
979 2 impfc. 
980 2 impfc. 
981 See note to Gen 21:16. 
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2 Sam 14:4 …wj¡D;tVvI;tÅw hDx√r™Aa Dhy¢RÚpAa_lAo l¬OÚpI;tÅw   Vsemf, int982
 

and she fell on her face to the earth and she bowed down 
Cohen, “Saga,” 325, 337 n. 27983 
 
2 Sam 14:7 tyäîrEaVv…w M¶Ev name and remnant   Ndiss  
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)984 
 
2 Sam 14:22 …wj™A;tVvˆ¥yÅw hDx√r¢Aa wy¶DnDÚp_lRa b°Dawøy · lOÚpˆ¥yÅw  Vsemf, int985

 

and Joab fell on his face to the earth and he bowed down 
Cohen, “Saga,” 325, 337 n. 27986; 
Stuart, Exodus, 290 n. 53, “‘submit worshipfully’ or the like”987 
 
2 Sam 15:4 f™DÚpVvIm…w byñîr strife/dispute and judgment  Ndiss 
Anderson, 2 Samuel, 193, “may be an instance of legal 
pleonasm […] or hendiadys (‘just cause’)…”; 
Avishur, Studies, 110, 330, “judgement [sic] of suit”988;  
NET, 533 n. 1, “a judicial complaint”; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 169, “procès judiciaire”989 
 
2 Sam 15:7 rRmaôø¥yÅw h¡DnDv year/[he repeated] and he said  N/V+V 
Althann, “Meaning,” 252, “One may tentatively suggest that 
rmayw hnC is a hendiadys […] he speaks insistently”990 
 
2 Sam 15:14 tRk#RlDl …wêrShAm hasten to go   Vdiss (advm)991 
Lambdin, Introduction, §173, p. 239, “Go quickly”992 
 
2 Sam 15:20 t`RmTa‰w dRs¶Rj loving-kindness and truth  Ndiss 
Alter, Five Psalms, 301, “steadfast loyalty”; 
Andersen, Habakkuk, 213993; 
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “‘enduringly faithful’ or ‘faithfully 
true’”994; 
Clark, Word, 242-255995;  
Dentan, “Affinities,” 43, n. 3, “The meaning is something like 
‘enduring love, kindness or loyalty’”996;  
Glueck, Bible, 55, 79, 102; 
Greenberg, “Torah,” 230; 
                                                
982 2 impfc. 
983 See note to Josh 5:14. 
984 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” 
985 2 impfc. 
986 See note to Josh 5:14. 
987 See note to Gen 24:26. 
988 Italics Avishur. 
989 ‘Legal cases.’ 
990 A crux, according to Althann, in which shanah, ‘year,’ is conjectured to be derived from the verb shanah, 
‘repeat.’ 
991 Impv + infc. 
992 A verbal hendiadys, according to Lambdin. 
993 Andersen refers to the noun combination as a hendiadys. 
994 See note to Gen 24:27.   
995 See note to Gen 24:27. 
996 Italics Dentan. See note to Gen 24:27.  
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Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 144, “true kindness”997;  
Jepsen, “NAmDa,” TDOT, vol. I, 311998;  
Kuyper, “Grace,” 6-7999; 
Mascarenhas, Function, 2101000;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1751001;  
NET, 533 n. 28, “genuine loyal love”; 
Stoebe, “dRsRj,” TLOT, vol. II, 451; 
VanGemeren, Psalms, 274, “the phrase could well be 
considered a hendiadys; ‘faithful love’”; 
Wildberger, “Nma,” TLOT, vol. I, 151, “less likely […] that one 
may consistently translate the frequent combination ḥesed 
we’emet as a hendiadys, ‘lasting mercy’”;  
Williams, Syntax, 16, “true loyalty”; Syntax (ed. Beckman), 30, 
“true loyalty?”1002; 
 
2 Sam 19:13 yäîrDcVb…w y¶ImVxAo my bone and my flesh  Ndiss, th, c 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “parent”1003  
 
2 Sam 19:14 yäîrDcVb…w y¶ImVxAo my bone and my flesh  Ndiss, th, c 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “parent”1004  
 
2 Sam 20:1 y$Avˆy_NRbV;b ‹…wn‹Dl_hDlSjìÅn aôøl◊w dGˆw∂dV;b qRl%Ej …wn°Dl_Ny`Ea  Nsemf in Pa 

we have no portion in David and no possession in the son of 
Jesse  
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 287 n. 16, “patrimony”1005 
 
2 Sam 20:15 ly¶IÚpAhVl M™ItyIjVvAm destroying to make falling  Partc, b + V, diss1006  
Greenfield, “Notes,” 215 n. 4, “demolishing” 
 
2 Sam 20:19 ‹MEa◊w ry§Io a city and a mother   Ndiss 
Avishur, Studies, 102, “a metropolis”; 
Bühlmann/Scherer, Stilfiguren, 32, “Mutterstadt”;  
Bullinger, Figures, 660, “a city, yes – and a mother city too; or a 
metropolitan city”1007;  
König, Stilistik, 160, “Metropolis”;  
Lee, Grammar, 304, “i.e. a mother city, or metropolis”1008; 
NET, 542 n. 1, “an important city”; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “ville maternelle – metropole”1009; 

                                                
997 See note to Gen 24:27. 
998 See note to Gen 24:27. 
999 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1000 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1001 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1002 See note to Ex 34:6. 
1003 See note to Gen 29:14. 
1004 See note to Gen 29:14. 
1005 See note to Gen 31:14. 
1006 Partc, b + infc. 
1007 Italics Bullinger. 
1008 In the edition from 1827. 
1009 ‘Mother city – metropolis.’ 
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Segal, Introduction, 42, “tyhMa ryo”1010 
 
2 Sam 20:23 y`ItElVÚpAh_lAo◊w [y™ItérV;k][Ah] yîrV;kAh_lAo   N/Ph, diss, pers 
over the Cherethites and over the Pelethites   
Albright, “Syria,” 512 n. 2, “we may be justified in treating the 
expressions as a typical Semitic hendiadys […] ‘light-armed’ 
Cretans as mercenaries” 
 
2 Sam 21:4 ‹bDhÎz◊w PRs§R;k silver and gold   Ndiss, th 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “riches”1011 
 
2 Sam 22:2 y™It∂dUxVm…w y¶IoVl`As my rock and my stronghold  Ndiss, c 
McCarter Jr, 2 Samuel, 464, “my cliffside stronghold” 
 
2 Sam 22:3ab yäîr…wx y¶EhølTa God, my rock   Ndiss, c, asyn 
McCarter Jr, 2 Samuel, 464, “my divine crag” 
 
2 Sam 22:3ba N®râ®q◊w yHˆ…nˆgDm my shield and horn  Ndiss, c  

McCarter Jr, 2 Samuel, 464, “my sovereign peak of safety”1012 
 
2 Sam 22:3bb y$Is…wnVm…w ‹yI;bÅ…gVcIm my stronghold and my refuge  Nsemf, c 
McCarter Jr, 2 Samuel, 464 “my lofty refuge”1013 
 
2 Sam 22:27 lDÚpA;tI;t vé;qIo crooked, shrewd/crooked  V/Adj+Vsemf, synl, asyn 
Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 3981014 
 
 
 
1 Kings 
 
1 Kgs 1:16 …wj™A;tVvI;tÅw oAb$Rv_tA;b dêO;qI;tÅw   Vsemf, synl, int  
and Bat-Sheba bowed and she bowed down   (advm)1015 
Cohen, “Saga,” 325, 336 n. 221016; 
Stuart, Exodus, 290 n. 53, “‘submit worshipfully’ or the like”1017 
 
1 Kgs 1:31 …wj™A;tVvI;tÅw X®r$Ra ‹Mˆy‹AÚpAa oAb§Rv_tA;b d°O;qI;tÅw   Vsemf, synl, int  
and Bat-Sheba fell on her face to the earth and she bowed down  (advm)1018 
Cohen, “Saga,” 325, 336 n. 221019; 
Stuart, Exodus, 290 n. 53, “‘submit worshipfully’ or the like”1020 
                                                
1010 ‘A mother city.’ 
1011 See note to Gen 13:2. 
1012 McCarter Jr interprets ‘my shield and horn, my salvation, my stronghold and my refuge’ as “my sovereign 
peak of safety.” 
1013 See note to 2 Sam 22:3ba. 
1014 See note to Deut 32:5. 
1015 2 impfc. 
1016 See note to Gen 24:26. 
1017 See note to Gen 24:26. 
1018 2 impfc. 
1019 See note to Gen 24:26. 
1020 See note to Gen 24:26. 
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1 Kgs 3:3 ry`IfVqAm…w Aj™E;bÅzVm sacrificing and burning incense   Vsemf1021 
Weinfeld, School, 326, “rEÚféqw jE;bÅz, which seems to be a 
hendiadys”1022 
 
1 Kgs 3:6 hö∂q∂dVxIb…w tªRmTaR;b in truth and in righteousness   Ndiss, a 
Franke, Isaiah, 173, “in true righteousness”1023 
 
1 Kgs 3:12 Nw$øbÎn◊w M∞DkDj wise and discerning    Nsemf1024 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Hebr.), 2001025 
 
1 Kgs 7:14 ‹hÎn…wbV;tAh_tRa◊w h§DmVkDjAh_tRa    Nsemf 
the wisdom and the understanding  
Melamed, “Break-up” (Hebr.), 2001026 
 
1 Kgs 8:23 dRs$RjAh`Vw ‹tyîrV;bAh the covenant and the loving-kindness Ndiss  
Avishur, Studies, 105, “covenant and steadfast love”1027; 
NET, 565 n. 19,  “covenantal loyalty”; 
Weinfeld, “Terminology,” 192; 
Williams, Syntax, 16, “the loyal covenant”; Syntax (ed. 
Beckman), 30, “covenant loyalty?”1028   
 
1 Kgs 8:28 h$D;lIpV;tAh_lRa◊w ‹hÎ…nîr`Dh_lRa to the cry and to the prayer N/Ph, semf 
Avishur, Studies, 110, “cry of prayer”1029; 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 93 n. 871030 
 
1 Kgs 8:29 MwYøyÎw hDl◊y∞Al night and day    Ndiss, th 
Soden von/Bergman/Sæbø, “Mwøy,” TDOT, vol. VI, 20, “an 
hendiadys denoting a 24-hour ‘day’”1031 
 
1 Kgs 8:37a Nw%øq∂r´y Nw°øp∂;dIv blight, mildew   Ndiss, th, asyn 
Avishur, “Pairs,” 71, “blight (or) mildew”1032 
 
1 Kgs 8:37b  ‹ lyIsDj h§R;b√rAa locust, caterpillar  Ndiss, th, asyn 
Avishur, “Pairs,” 67 n. 212; Studies, 142 n. 1, “locust and 
caterpillar”1033  
 
 

                                                
1021 2 partc. 
1022 Weinfeld refers to 1 Kgs 3:3; 11:8; 22:44; 2 Kgs 12:4; 14:4; 14:4, 35; 16:4. Weinfeld also mentions other 
instances where the two components occur but in which they are not directly conjoined.  
1023 Franke refers to 1 Kgs 3:6; Isa 48:1; Jer 4:2; Zech 8:8. 
1024 2 adj. 
1025 See note to Gen 41:33. 
1026 See note to Ex 36:1. 
1027 Italics Avishur. See note to Deut 7:9.  
1028 See note to Deut 7:9. 
1029 Italics Avishur. Avishur refers to 1 Kgs 8:28; Jer 7:16; 11:14 and 2 Chr 6:19.  
1030 Levi refers to 1 Kgs 8:28, 38, 45, 49, 54; 2 Chr 6: 19, 29, 35, 39.  
1031 See note to Gen 8:22bb. 
1032 This is, according to Avishur, an ‘appositional hendiadys.’ He also refers to 2 Chr 6:28. 
1033 Avishur refers to 1 Kgs 8:37; 2 Chr 6:28. 
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1 Kgs 8:38 hGÎ…nIjV;t_lDk h∞D;lIpV;t_lD;k all prayer, all supplication  N/Ph, semf, asyn 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 93 n. 871034 
 
1 Kgs 8:45, 49 M¡DtÎ…nIjV;t_tRa◊w M™DtD;lIpV;t_tRa   N/Phsemf, c  
their prayer and their supplication  
Levi, Inkongruenz, 93 n. 871035 
 

1 Kgs 8:47 …wân ◊…nAjVt`Ih ◊w —…wb ∞Dv ◊w … M$D;bIl_lRa ‹…wby‹IvEh◊w   Vdiss 
and if they change their heart … and they shall turn and they 
shall supplicate  
Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, §32.3b, p. 540, “And if they 
have a change of heart … and repent and plead”1036 
 
1 Kgs 8:54 h™D…nIjV;tAh◊w h¶D;lIpV;tAh_lD;k all prayers and supplications Nsemf 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 93 n. 871037 
 
1 Kgs 8:58 wy$DfDÚpVvIm…w ‹wy∂;qUj◊w and to his statutes and to his judgments Nsemf, b, c 
Melamed, “Two,” 175, 1771038 
 

1 Kgs 8:64 x2 h$Dj◊nI;mAh_tRa◊w ‹hDlOo`Dh_tRa   Ndiss, th 
the burnt-offering and the grain-offering  
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128, “a burnt-offering and a 
cereal-offering”; “Break-up” (Hebr.), 1981039 
 
1 Kgs 9:4 y™AfDÚpVvIm…w yñå;qUj my statutes and my judgments  Nsemf, b, c 
Melamed, “Two,” 175, 1771040 
 
1 Kgs 10:9 há∂q∂dVx…w f™DÚpVvIm justice and righteousness   Ndiss 
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”1041; 
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1751042; 
Reimer, “qdx,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 750, “Since the pair forms a 
hendiadys, precise and distinct meanings for each of the partners 
should not be sought. Rather, together they represent the ideal of 
social justice”1043 
 
 

                                                
1034 See note to 1 Kgs 8:28.  
1035 See note to 1 Kgs 8:28.  
1036 Italics Waltke/O’Connor. 
1037 See note to 1 Kgs 8:28.  
1038 See note to Ex 15:25. 
1039 See note to Ex 30:9. 
1040 See note to Ex 15:25. 
1041 Italics Brichto. See note to 2 Sam 8:15.  
1042 Melamed refers to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys. 
1043 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
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1 Kgs 11:8 twäøjV;bÅzVmá…w twõøryIfVqAm sacrificing and burning incense  Vsemf1044 
Weinfeld, School, 326, “rEÚféqw jE;bÅz, which seems to be a 
hendiadys”1045  
 
1 Kgs 12:7 ¶D;t√rA;bîd◊w M›DtyˆnSoÅw    Vsemf1046 
and you shall answer and you shall speak  
Stendebach, “hno,” TDOT, vol. XI, 218, “When the combination 
of ‘a6nâ with ’a6mar or dibber was understood as a hendiadys, 
‘a6nâ could also be used without more precise qualifications”1047 
 
1 Kgs 12:16 y#Avˆy_NRbV;b h ∞DlSjÅn_aáøl◊w d˝ˆw∂dV;b qRl°Ej ·…wnD;l_hAm  Nsemf in Pa 

what portion to us in David and no possession in the son of Jesse  
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 287 n. 16, “patrimony”1048 
 
1 Kgs 13:33 cAo˝Å¥yÅw bDvÎ¥yÅw and he returned and he did   Vdiss (advm)1049 
NET, 1466 n. 101050 
 
1 Kgs 14:9 ‹twøkE;sAm…w MyôîrEjSa My°IhølTa other gods and molten images Ph+N, semf, b 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. III, 639 n. 55 
 
1 Kgs 14:10 b…wäzDo◊w r…wñxDo restrained and forsaken(?)   N, crux1051  
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)1052; 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 112, “‘ruler’ or ‘leader’”1053  
 
1 Kgs 15:15 b¡DhÎz◊w PRs∞R;k silver and gold   Ndiss, th 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “riches”1054 
 
1 Kgs 16:11 …wh`Eoér◊w wy™DlSaøg◊w and his redeemers and his friends Nsemf, c 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 96 
 
1 Kgs 17:10 JKRl∞E¥yÅw —M∂q∞D¥yÅw and he stood up and he went  Vdiss (advm)1055 
Dobbs-Allsopp, “Hebrew,” 39 
 
1 Kgs 17:20 rAmaø¥yÅw hDwh◊y_lRa a ∂rVqˆ¥yÅw   Vsemf, int1056 
and he called to YHWH and he said 
Putnam, Reading, §4.11, p. 40 
 
                                                
1044 2 partc. 
1045 See note to 1 Kgs 3:3. 
1046 2 perfc. 
1047 See note to Gen 34:13. 
1048 See note to Gen 31:14. 
1049 2 impfc. 
1050 See note to Gen 26:18. 
1051 2 pass partc. 
1052 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” See note to Deut 
32:36. 
1053 See note to Deut 32:36. 
1054 See note to Gen 13:2. 
1055 2 impfc. 
1056 2 impfc. 
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1 Kgs 18:10 ywYø…gAh_tRa◊w ‹hDkDlVmA;mAh_tRa the kingdom and the nation Ndiss  
Talmon, Kingship, 13 n. 14, “should be considered a hendiadys, 
a composite designation of Israels’ national essence”1057 
 
1 Kgs 18:27 wäøl gy¢Ic_y`Ik◊w AjyªIc    N, crux 

meditating/complaining/talking and indeed departing/defacating 
to him?   
Rendsburg, “Mock,” 414, 416, “he may be defacating/urinating” 
 
1 Kgs 18:41 h¡EtVv…w lâOkTa h™ElSo go up, eat and drink  Vdiss, th1058 
Harman, “Particles,” NIDOTTE, vol. IV, 1037, “eat and drink”; 
Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, §39.2.5, p. 653, “Go, eat and 
drink”1059 
 
1 Kgs 19:6 b`D;kVvˆ¥yÅw bDv™D¥yÅw and he returned and he layed down Vdiss (advm)1060 
NET, 1466 n. 101061; 
Pratico/van Pelt, Hebrew, 374, “he lay down again”1062; 
Rand, Introduction, 1701063 
 
1 Kgs 19:12a h¶DmDm√;d lwëøq a silent voice   1Ph 
Gesenius, Lehrbuch, 854, “leise Stimme”1064 
 
1 Kgs 19:12ab há∂;qåd h¶DmDm√;d lwëøq a voice still, thin   1Ph + N, diss, asyn1065  
Kittel/Hoffer/Wright, Hebrew, 3351066; 
Seow, Grammar, 258, “a whispering voice”1067 
 
1 Kgs 19:15 b…wñv JK¢El go, return   Vdiss1068 
Propp, Exodus 1-18, 2151069 
 
1 Kgs 20:1, 21 bRkó∂rÎw s…wâs◊w and horse and chariot   Ndiss, th 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128-129 n. 451070 
 
1 Kgs 20:33 …w%rShAm◊y`Aw …w°vSjÅn◊y they divined and they hastened Vdiss (advm)1071 
Bullinger, Figures, 660, “divined, yes – and quickly too; or as in 
A.V., ‘diligently observed,’ with the emphasis on the word 
diligently” 
                                                
1057 Talmon refers to 1 Kgs 18:10; Isa 60:12; Jer 18:7-9; 2 Chr 32:15, and adds ‘etc.’ 
1058 2 impv. 
1059 Italics Waltke/O’Connor. Waltke/O’Connor refer to the combination as two clauses. 
1060 2 impfc. 
1061 See note to Gen 26:18. 
1062 Italics Pratico/van Pelt who refer to this example as a verbal hendiadys. 
1063 See note to Gen 30:31. 
1064 Italics Gesenius. ‘A silent voice.’  
1065 Noun + 2 adj. 
1066 It seems that the reason for the phrase to be considered a hendiadys by Kittel/Hoffer/Wright is the fact than 
the two adjectives do not agree in gender with the previous noun. 
1067 Italics Seow. 
1068 2 impv. 
1069 See note to Ex 4:18. 
1070 See note to Ex 14:9. 
1071 Impf + impfc. 
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1 Kgs 21:10, 13 JKRl¡RmÎw My™IhølTa God and king   Ndiss, b  
Andersen, Background, 52, “The lack of the article […] 
suggests an archaism and could point to hendiadys” 
 
1 Kgs 21:21 b…wäzDo◊w r…wñxDo◊w a restrained and forsaken(?)  N, crux1072 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)1073; 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 112, “‘ruler’ or ‘leader’”1074  
 
1 Kgs 22:12 j$AlVxAh ◊w ‹dDoVlˆ…g tôOm∂r hElSo    Vdiss, int (advm)1075

 

go up (to) Ramot-Gilead and be successful   
Bühlman/Scherer, Stilfiguren, 31, “ziehe mit Erfolg hinauf”1076 
 
1 Kgs 22:44 MyäîrVÚfåqVmá…w My¶IjV;bÅzVm sacrificing and burning incense  Vsemf1077 
Weinfeld, School, 326, “rEÚféqw jE;bÅz, which seems to be a 
hendiadys”1078 
 
 
 
2 Kings 
 
2 Kgs 1:10, 11, 12 rE;båd◊yÅw …whGÎ¥yIlEa h∞RnSoÅ¥yÅw   Vsemf, int1079 
and Elijah answered and he spoke  
Stendebach, “hÎnSo,” TDOT, vol. XI, 2181080  
 
2 Kgs 4:17 dRl∞E;tÅw h™DÚvIaDh rAh¶A;tÅw     Vdiss, int1081

 

and the woman became pregnant and she gave birth 
Stuart, Exodus, 86, “It is a standard hendiadys in Hebrew 
narrative for describing a baby coming into a family”1082 
 
2 Kgs 4:37 hDx√r¡Da …wj™A;tVvI;tÅw wy$Dl◊går_lAo lâOÚpI;tÅw 

and she fell on his feet and she bowed down  Vsemf, int1083 
Cohen, “Saga,” 325, 337 n. 271084 
 
2 Kgs 5:9 wóø;bVkîrVb…w [wy∞Ds…ws][V;b] wDs…wsV;b   Ndiss, th, c 
with his horse and with his chariot  
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128-1291085 

                                                
1072 2 pass partc. 
1073 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” See note to Deut 
32:36. 
1074 See note to Deut 32:36. 
1075 2 impv. 
1076 ‘Draw out with success.’ 
1077 2 partc. 
1078 Weinfeld refers to 1 Kgs 3:3; 11:8; 22:44; 2 Kgs 12:4; 14:4; 14:4, 35; 16:4. Weinfeld also mentions other 
instances where the two components occur, but in which they are not in syndetic parataxis. 
1079 2 impfc. 
1080 See note to Josh 22:21. 
1081 2 impfc. 
1082 See not to Gen 4:1. 
1083 2 impfc. 
1084 See note to Josh 5:14. 
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2 Kgs 5:23 jâåq l™Eawøh be willing, take   Vdiss, asyn (advm)1086 
Lambdin, Introduction, §173, p. 239, “Be content to take”1087 
 
2 Kgs 6:14, bRkä®r◊w My¶Is…ws horses and chariot    Ndiss, th 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128-129 n. 461088  
 
2 Kgs 6:15 bRkó∂rÎw s…wâs◊w and horse and chariot   Ndiss, th 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128-129 n. 451089  
 
2 Kgs 6:17 bRkö®r◊w My¶Is…ws horses and chariot    Ndiss, th 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128-129 n. 461090  
 
2 Kgs 7:6 s…w$s lwêøq ‹bRk‹®r lwõøq chariot-noise, horse-noise   Phdiss, th 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128-1291091 
 
2 Kgs 7:8 b¡DhÎz◊w PRs∞R;k silver and gold   Ndiss, th 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “riches”1092 
 
2 Kgs 9:8 b…wäzDo◊w r…wñxDo◊w a restrained and forsaken(?)  N, crux1093 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)1094; 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 112, “‘ruler’ or ‘leader’”1095  
 
2 Kgs 10:2 My$Is…w;sAh◊w bRkâ®rDh the chariot and the horses  Ndiss, th, b 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128-129 n. 461096 
 
2 Kgs 12:4 MyäîrVÚfåqVmá…w My¶IjV;bÅzVm sacrificing and burning incense  Vsemf1097 
Weinfeld, School, 326, “rEÚféqw jE;bÅz, which seems to be a 
hendiadys”1098 
 
2 Kgs 14:4 MyäîrVÚfåqVmá…w My¶IjV;bÅzVm sacrificing and burning incense  Vsemf1099 
Weinfeld, Deuteronomy, 326, “rEÚféqw jE;bÅz, seems to be a 
hendiadys”1100 
 
 
 
                                                
1085 See note to Ex 14:9. 
1086 2 impv. 
1087 A verbal hendiadys, according to Lambdin. 
1088 See note to Ex 14:9. 
1089 See note to Ex 14:9. 
1090 See note to Ex 14:9. 
1091 See note to Ex 14:9. 
1092 See note to Gen 13:2. 
1093 2 pass partc. 
1094 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” See note to Deut 
32:36. 
1095 See note to Deut 32:36. 
1096 See note to Ex 14:9. 
1097 2 partc. 
1098 See note to 1 Kgs 3:3.  
1099 2 partc. 
1100 See note to 1 Kgs 3:3.  
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2 Kgs 14:10 ÔK$RtyEbV;b b ∞Ev ◊w ‹dEbD;kIh be honored and sit in your house Vdiss (advm)1101 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 173, “reste en honneur dans ta 
maison”1102 
 
2 Kgs 14:26 ‹r…wxDo sRp§Ra◊w    N, int, crux 
and end of a restrained(?) and end of a forsaken(?)  
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)1103 
 
2 Kgs 15:4 MyäîrVÚfåqVmá…w My¶IjV;bÅzVm sacrificing and burning incense  Vsemf1104 
Weinfeld, School, 326, “rEÚféqw jE;bÅz, which seems to be a 
hendiadys”1105 
 
2 Kgs 15:35 MyäîrVÚfåqVmá…w My¶IjV;bÅzVm sacrificing and burning incense  Vsemf1106 
Weinfeld, School, 326, “rEÚféqw jE;bÅz, which seems to be a 
hendiadys”1107 
 
2 Kgs 16:4 r¢EÚfåq◊yÅw AjªE;bÅz◊yÅw and he sacrificed and he burned incense Vsemf1108 
Weinfeld, School, 326, “rEÚféqw jE;bÅz, which seems to be a 
hendiadys”1109 
 
2 Kgs 16:7 äÔK◊nIb…w ñÔK√;dVbAo your servant and your son  Ndiss, c  
Rofé, Deuteronomy, 109, n. 21, “a person who is dependent 
upon you and subservient to you”  
 
2 Kgs 16:13 w$øtDj◊nIm_tRa◊w ‹wøtDláOo_tRa   Ndiss, th, c 
his burnt-offering and his grain-offering  
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128, “a burnt-offering and a 
cereal-offering”; “Break-up” (Hebr.), 1981110 
 
2 Kgs 17:37 My%IfDÚpVvI;mAh_tRa◊w My°I;qUjAh_tRa◊w   Nsemf, b 
and the statutes and the judgments  
Melamed, “Two,” 175, 1771111 
 
2 Kgs 18:28 rRmaYø¥yÅw r∞E;båd◊yÅw and he spoke and he said  Vsemf, synl1112 
Putnam, Insert, §2.3.1, p. 38, “a parallel hendiadys […] “And he 
spoke, and said”1113 
 

                                                
1101 2 impv. 
1102 “Stay with honour in your house.” 
1103 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” See note to Deut 
32:36. 
1104 2 partc. 
1105 See note to 1 Kgs 3:3.  
1106 2 partc. 
1107 See note to 1 Kgs 3:3.  
1108 2 impfc. 
1109 See note to 1 Kgs 3:3.  
1110 See note to Ex 30:9. 
1111 See note to Ex 15:25. 
1112 2 impfc. 
1113 Italics Putnam. 
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2 Kgs 19:7 h™Do…wmVv o¶AmDv◊w Aj…w$r ‹wø;b N¶EtOn    Ndiss, int 
giving by/to him a spirit and he will hear a rumour 
Girard, Symboles, 365, 439 n. 1711114 
 
2 Kgs 19:22 D;tVp$å;dˆg◊w ‹D;tVp‹årEj     Vsemf 1115 
you have reproached and you have blasphemed  
Johnson, Perfekt, 45 
 
2 Kgs 20:19 t™RmTa‰w MwñølDv peace and truth   Ndiss  
Avishur, Studies, 155 n. 21116; 
Ben Zvi/Hancock/Beinert, Readings, 1041117; 
Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner), 
vol. I, “tRmTa,” 78, “beständiger Frieden”1118; 
Jepsen, “NAmDa,” TDOT, vol. I, 3111119; 
Melamed, “Two,” 177, “tma MwlC”1120; 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 90 n. 821121; 
Lundbom, Jeremiah 1-20, 707, “true peace”1122; 
Segal, Introduction, 43, “ytma MwlC”1123 
 
2 Kgs 21:6 My¡InOo√;dˆy◊w bwäøa medium and soothsayers  Nsemf, b 
Blenkinsopp, “Deuteronomy,” 189, “functioned as a kind of 
hendiadys”1124; 
Melamed, “Two,” 176, 1781125; 
Sweeney, Josiah, 58 
 
2 Kgs 21:8 tw#øcSoAl …wêrVmVvˆy they will observe to do  Vdiss (advm)1126 
Spawn, Formulae, 170 n. 72 
 
2 Kgs 23:24 MyˆnOo√;dˆ¥yAh_tRa◊w twâøbOaDh_tRa    Nsemf, b 
the mediums and the soothsayers  
Blenkinsopp, “Deuteronomy,” 189, “functioned as a kind of 
hendiadys”1127  
Melamed, “Two,” 176, 1781128 

                                                
1114 Girard refers to 1 Kgs 19:7; Isa 37:7. 
1115 Qatal + weqatal. 
1116 Avishur refers to 2 Kgs 20:19; Isa 39:8; Jer 33:6; Zech 8:16, 19. 
1117 Ben Zvi/Hancock/Beinert refer also to Jer 14:13. 
1118 ‘Constant peace.’ References are given to 2 Kgs 20:19; Isa 39:8; Jer 33:6. 
1119 Jepsen refers to the combination of tmaw MwlC as a hendiadys. The nouns occur combined in parataxis in 2 Kgs 
20:9; Isa 39:8; Jer 14:13; 33:6; Esth 9:30. 
1120 ‘True peace.’ Melamed refers to the combination of these nouns with wāw as a hendiadys in general. For 
occurrences see note to 2 Kgs 20:19 with reference to Jepsen. 
1121 Levi refers to 2 Kgs 20:19; Isa 39:8; Jer 33:6; Zech 8:19; Esth 9:30. 
1122 Lundbom refers to 2 Kgs 20:19; Isa 39:8; Jer 14:13: 33:6. 
1123 ‘True peace.’ Segal refers to 2 Kgs 20:19; Isa 39:8. 
1124 See note to Lev 19:31.  
1125 Melamed refers to these two nouns as a hendiadys. Melamed refers to 2 Kgs 21:10, but the nouns occur in 2 
Kgs 21:6. For all occurrences see note to Lev 19:31 with reference to Blenkinsopp.  
1126 Impf + infc. 
1127 See note to Lev 19:31.  
1128 Melamed refers to these two nouns as a hendiadys. For occurrences see note to Lev 19:31 with reference to 
Blenkinsopp. 
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2 Kgs 24:7 wóøx√rAa`Em ta™ExDl Mˆy$årVxIm JKRl∞Rm ‹dwøo Py¶IsOh_aáøl◊w   Vdiss, int (advm)1129 
and the king of Egypt did not add again to go out from his land  
Arnold/Choi, Guide, §4.3.3 (g), p. 149, “did not come out of his 
land again”1130 
 
 
 
Isaiah 
 
Isa 1:2 yI;tVm$Amwør◊w yI;tVlâå;dˆ…g I have reared and I have raised  Vsemf1131 
Johnson, Perfekt, 73 
 
Isa 1:12-13 a ◊w$Dv_tAj ◊nIm ‹ayIbDh …wpy#Iswøt aâøl :yá∂rExSj sñOm √r  Cla/Phdiss1132  
trampling my courts, do not continue bringing vain offering  
Spreafico, “Nahum,” 108, “The two objects with the infinite 
would form a hendiadys: they trample the courts bringing vain 
offerings” 
 
Isa 1:13b há∂rDxSoÅw N‰w™Da iniquity and assembly   Ndiss  
Bullinger, Figures, 661, “your iniquity, yes – your iniquitous 
assemblies, or your festal iniquity”; 
Crenshaw, Joel, 104, “the iniquitous solemn assembly”;  
Glassius, Philologiae, 494, “iniquitatem caetus”1133; 
Kuntz, “Agent,” 124, “the iniquitous solemn assembly”1134;  
NET, 1029 n. 14, “sin-stained celebrations”; 
Oswalt, Isaiah 1-39, 93, 97, “iniquity and solemnity […] may 
contain a hendiadys”1135 
 
Isa 1:16 …w$;kÅΩΩzIh ‹…wxSjår wash, cleanse [yourselves]  Vsemf, asyn1136 
Oswalt, Isaiah 1-39, 98, “probably another hendiadys giving a 
meaning like ‘wash so that you are clean’”; 
Williamson, Isaiah, 99, “There is no conjunction between these 
two imperatives; they function more or less as a 
hendiadys”/“wash yourselves”1137 
 
Isa 1:27 há∂q∂dVxI;b … f∞DÚpVvImV;b with judgment … with righteousness Ndiss, a in Pa 
Brichto, Grammar, 41-42, “correct judgment”; 
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a  
hendiadys”  

                                                
1129 Impf + infc. 
1130 Underlining and italics Arnold/Choi. A verbal hendiadys, according to Arnold/Choi.  
1131 Qatal + weqatal. 
1132 The analysis above is based on the assumption that Spreafico by ‘infinite’ refers to the infinitive construct. 
1133 ‘Iniquity of assembly.’ Here Glassius adds, “Sed alii aliter hoc explicant,” ‘others explain this in other ways.’ 
1134 Italics Kuntz. 
1135 Italics Oswalt. 
1136 2 impv. 
1137 Italics Williamson. 
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Isa 2:2 twóøoDb ◊…gIm a™DÚcˆn◊w My$îrDhRh vaêørV;b ‹hÎwh◊y_tyE;b r§Ah h˝‰yVh`Iy Nw°økÎn My#ImÎ¥yAh tyâîrSjAaV;b —h∞DyDh◊w Nsemf, int 
and it shall come to pass in the latter days, that the mountain of 
YHWH’s house shall be established on the top of the mountains, 
and shall be exalted above the hills 
Babut, Expresssions, 1851138 
 
Isa 2:3 hGÎwh◊y_rAh_lRa h∞RlSoÅn◊w —…wâkVl    V/Cla, diss1139  
let us go and let us go up to YHWH’s mountain  
Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, §39.2.5, p. 654, “Go and let us 
ascend YHWH’s mountain”1140 
 
Isa 2:7 b¡DhÎz◊w PRs∞R;k silver and gold   Ndiss, th 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “riches”1141 
 
Isa 3:1 h¡DnEoVvAm…w N™EoVvAm support and support    Nsr, dg 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)1142; 
Davidson, Grammar  (ed. Gibson), §18,  p. 17; 
Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, §6.4.3, p. 106, “is used as a 
hendiadys for ‘every kind of support’”; 
Williamson, Isaiah 1-27, 232  (not h.) 
 
Isa 3:8 ‹MRhyElVlAo`Am…w M§DnwøvVl their tongue and their deeds   Ndiss, b, c 
Avishur, Studies, 103 n. 1, “their speech and their deeds”1143 
 
Isa 4:4 h¡D;b√rI;qIm AjyâîdÎy MÊ™AlDv…wr◊y y¶Em √;d_tRa◊w NwYø¥yIx_twønV;b t ∞Aaøx tEa£ yGÎnOdSa X∞Aj∂r —M∞Ia Ndiss in Pa 

;when the Lord washed away the filth of the daughters of Zion, 
and the blood of Jerusalem he rinsed from the midst thereof 
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1-39, 204, “forms a kind of hendiadys […] 
matching ‘washing’ […] and ‘rinsing’” 
 
Isa 4:5 hDl◊y¡Dl h™DbDhRl v¶Ea ;hÅgöOn◊w N$DvDo ◊w ‹MDmwøy —N§DnDo   Ndiss, int 
cloud by day and smoke and brightness of a fire-flame [at] night   
König, Stilistik, 161, “Rauchwolke”1144; “Style”, 157, “cloud of 
smoke” 
 
Isa 5:6 tˆy¡DvÎw ry™ImDv thorn and thorn   Nsemf 
Alonso Schökel, “Analyse,” 156; 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)1145; 
Kloppenborg Verbin, “Practices,” 142 n. 20, “appears to be a 
hendiadys”1146;  

                                                
1138 Babut refers to Isa 2:2; Mic 4:1. 
1139 Impv + weyiqtol. 
1140 Italics Waltke/O’Connor, who refer also to Mic 4:2. 
1141 See note to Gen 13:2. 
1142 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” 
1143 Italics Avishur. 
1144 ‘Cloud of smoke.’ 
1145 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” Brongers refers to 
Isa 5:6; 7:23, 25; 9:17; 10:17. 
1146 Kloppenborg Verbin refers also to Isa 9:17; 27:4. 
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Kuntz, “Agent,” 124, “briers and thistles”1147; 
Lawson Younger Jr, “Xwøq I,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 907, “are 
hendiadys and simply strengthen the concept of thorniness”; 
“ryImDv I,” NIDOTTE, vol. IV, 166, “a hendiadys denoting 
thorniness”1148; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 1731149 
 
Isa 5:7 há∂qDoVx h¶E…nIh◊w hä∂q ∂dVxIl j$DÚpVcIm h∞E…nIh◊w ‹fDÚpVvImVl wôåq◊yÅw  Ndiss in Pa 
and he hoped for justice, and behold, oppression,  
for righteousness, but behold, a cry 
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 56-66, 321150 
 
Isa 5:19 l™Ea∂rVcˆy vwõødVq t¢AxSo hDaw#øbDt ◊w bâårVqIt ◊w   Vsemf1151  
and let him/it draw near and let it/him come, Israel’s holy counsel 
Althann, “Meaning,” 252 n. 24, “Let the plan of the Holy One of 
Israel be accomplished without delay”1152 
 
Isa 5:29 MyôîryIpV;kA;k [g°AaVvˆy] gAaDv◊w ay¡IbD;lA;k wäøl h¶DgDaVv   Nsemf, int, a, b 
their roaring as lion and their roaring as young lions 
Babut, Expressions, 1851153 
 
Isa 6:3a r$AmDa◊w ‹h‰z_lRa h§Rz a°∂r∂q◊w and this one said to this one and he said Vsemf, int1154  
Sweeney, Isaiah 1-39, 133, “the two verbs form a hendiadys in 
which they refer to the same act of speaking”  
 
Isa 6:3b vwëød ∂q vwÿød ∂q —vwµød ∂q r$AmDa◊w and they said: “Holy, holy, holy” Nsr, iden (hendiatris)1155 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 41 n. 161156 
 
Isa 7:14 t®d∞RlOy◊w ‹h∂rDh h#DmVlAoDh     Adj + V, diss1157

 

the young woman is pregnant and she will give birth 
Stuart, Exodus, 86, “It is a standard hendiadys in Hebrew 
narrative for describing a baby coming into a family”1158 
 
Isa 7:23 tˆy™AÚvAl◊w ry¶ImDÚvAl to thorn and to thorn   Nsemf, a 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)1159; 

                                                
1147 Italics Kuntz. Kuntz: “Collectively the two terms call to mind a thriving bramble patch.” He refers to Isa 5:6; 
9:17. 
1148 Lawson Younger Jr apprehends these nouns together as a hendiadys and refers to Isa 5:6; 7:23, 24, 25; 9:17; 
10:17; 27:4; 32:13. See also note to Gen 3:18. 
1149 Schorr considers these nouns combined as a hendiadys. They occur combined Isa 5:6; 7:23, 24, 25; 
9:17;10:17. 
1150 Blenkinsopp refers to Isa 5:7; 9:6; 28:17; 32:16-17; 33:5. 
1151 2 weyiqtol. 
1152 Althann; “in a hendiadys one would not expect an intervening subject.” 
1153 Babut refers to Isa 5:29; Am 3:4; Ps 17:12. 
1154 2 weqatal. 
1155 A hendiatris, according to Girard. 
1156 Girard refers to Isa 6:3 and to Rev 4:8 in the NT. 
1157 Impfc. 
1158 See not to Gen 4:1. 
1159 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” See note to Isa 5:6. 
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Lawson Younger Jr, “Xwøq I,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 907, “are 
hendiadys and simply strengthen the concept of thorniness”; 
“ryImDv I,” NIDOTTE, vol. IV, 166, “a hendiadys denoting 
thorniness”1160; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 1731161 
 
Isa 7:24 tˆy™AvÎw ry¶ImDv to thorn and to thorn   Nsemf 
Alonso Schökel, “Analyse,” 156; 
Lawson Younger Jr, “Xwøq I,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 907, “are 
hendiadys and simply strengthen the concept of thorniness”; 
“ryImDv I,” NIDOTTE, vol. IV, 166, “a hendiadys denoting 
thorniness”1162; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 1731163 
 
Isa 7:25 tˆy¡DvÎw ry∞ImDv to thorn and to thorn   Nsemf, synl 
Alonso Schökel, “Analyse,” 156; 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)1164; 
Lawson Younger Jr, “Xwøq I,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 907, “are 
hendiadys and simply strengthen the concept of thorniness”; 
“ryImDv I,” NIDOTTE, vol. IV, 166, “a hendiadys denoting 
thorniness”1165; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 1731166 
 
Isa 8:3 dRl∞E;tÅw rAh™A;tÅw and she became pregnant and she gave birth Vdiss1167 
Sweeney, Isaiah 1-39, 167, “The verbs […] are a hendiadys that 
merely reports the results of Isaiah’s ‘approach’ to the 
prophetess”  
 
Isa 8:14 v$éqwømVl…w j∞ApVl to snare and to snare/trap   Nsemf, a 
Koopmans, “Prose,” 101 n. 561168; 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 126 n. 38, “snare and trap”1169 
 
Isa 8:16 hä∂rwø;t MwñøtSj hó∂d…woV;t rwäøx bind the testimony, seal the law Cladiss, asyn  
Sweeney, Isaiah 1-39, 177, 184-185, “The two commands apparently  
form a hendiadys in that both convey the same basic 
meaning”1170 
 
Isa 8:19 MyYˆnOo√;dˆ¥yAh_lRa◊w ‹twøbOaDh_lRa to the mediums and to the soothsayers  N/Ph, semf, c 
Blenkinsopp, “Deuteronomy,” 189, “functioned as a kind of 
hendiadys”1171; 
                                                
1160 See note to Gen 3:18 and Isa 5:6. 
1161 See note to Isa 5:6. 
1162 See note to Gen 3:18 and Isa 5:6. 
1163 See note to Isa 5:6. 
1164 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” See note to Isa 5:6. 
1165 See note to Gen 3:18 and Isa 5:6. 
1166 See note to Isa 5:6. 
1167 2 impfc. 
1168 See note to Josh 23:13. 
1169 Italics Melamed. See note to Josh 23:13. 
1170 Sweeney refers to Isa 8:16, 20. 
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Melamed, “Two,” 1761172; 
 
Isa 8:20 hó∂d…woVtIl◊w hä∂rwøtVl to the law and to the testimony   Ndiss, a  
Sweeney, Isaiah 1-39, 184-185, “The two commands apparently  
form a hendiadys in that both convey the same basic 
meaning”1173 
 
Isa 8:21 b¡Eo∂r◊w h∞RvVqˆn hard pressed and hungry  Ndiss, sf 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 90 
 
Isa 8:22 ‹hDkEvSjÅw hô∂rDx distress and darkness    Ndiss 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 109, “finstere Trübsal”1174;  
König, Stilistik, 161, “finstere d. h. unheilvolle Bedrängnis”1175; 
“Style,” 157, “dark, i.e. irremediable, trouble”1176; 
Müller, “Gebrauch,” 144, “sind etwa […] düstere Angst”1177; 
Segal, Introduction, 43, “hkCj ayhC hrx”1178 
Isa 9:6a w$ø;tVkAlVmAm_lAo◊w ‹dˆw∂d a§E;sI;k_lAo   Ndiss, int, c 
upon the throne of David and upon his kingdom 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 91 
 
Isa 9:6b hó∂q∂dVxIb…w f™DÚpVvImV;b with judgment and with rigtheousness Ndiss, a 
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1-39, 108, 181; Isaiah 40-55, 274; Isaiah 
56-66, 321179; 
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”1180; 
Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner), 
vol. III, 760; “h∂q∂dVx,” vol. V, 11041181;  
Ho, Ṣedeq, 109; 
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1751182; 
Reimer, “qdx,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 750, “Since the pair forms a 
hendiadys, precise and distinct meanings for each of the partners 
should not be sought. Rather, together they represent the ideal of 
social justice”1183 
 

                                                
1171 See note to Lev 19:31.  
1172 Melamed refers to these two nouns as a hendiadys. For occurrences see note to Lev 19:31 with reference to 
Blenkinsopp. 
1173 See note to Isa 8:16. 
1174 ‘Darkest distress.’ 
1175 ‘Gloomy i.e. fateful distress.’ König seems to view wāw here as epexegetical. 
1176 Italics König. 
1177 ‘Depressing anguish.’ 
1178 ‘Distress that is darkness.’ Segal also refers to Isa 10:23. 
1179 See note to Isa 5:7 
1180 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1181 See note to Gen 18:19. 
1182 Melamed refers to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys. 
1183 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
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Isa 9:8 b™DbEl l®dñOgVb…w h¢DwSaÅgV;b with pride and with greatness of heart Nsemf, a 
Bartelt, Book, 70, ”likely hendiadys, ’in the great pride of 
their/his heart’” 
 
Isa 9:17 tˆy™AvÎw ry¶ImDv thorn and thorn   Nsemf 
Alonso Schökel, “Analyse,” 156; Manual, 78; 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)1184; 
Kloppenborg Verbin, “Practices,” 142 n. 20, “appears to be a 
hendiadys”1185;  
Kuntz, “Agent,” 124, “briers and thistles”1186; 
Lawson Younger Jr, “Xwøq I,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 907, “are 
hendiadys and simply strengthen the concept of thorniness”; 
“ryImDv I,” NIDOTTE, vol. IV, 166, “a hendiadys denoting 
thorniness”1187; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 1731188 
 
Isa 10:17 wëøryImVv…w wñøtyIv its thorn and its thorn   Nsemf, c 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)1189; 
Lawson Younger Jr, “Xwøq I,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 907, “are 
hendiadys and simply strengthen the concept of thorniness”; 
“ryImDv I,” NIDOTTE, vol. IV, 166, “a hendiadys denoting 
thorniness”1190; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 1731191 
 
Isa 10:23 h¡Dx∂rTj‰n◊w h™DlDk complete destruction and decision  Ndiss 
Avishur, Studies, 108, “a decree and destruction”1192;  
Blenkinsopp, Opening, 15-16 n. 17, “the destruction that is 
decreed”1193;  
Gadenz, Jews, 129 n. 1931194; 
Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner), 
vol. II. “Xrj,” 401, “fest beschlossene Vernichtung”1195; 
Gesenius, Lexicon (ed. Robinson), 348, “destruction 
decreed”1196; 
Ginsberg, “Interpretation,” 401, “a decreed destruction”; 
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 245, “decreed ruin”1197; 
König, Stilistik, 161, “festbeschlossene Vernichtung”1198; 
“Style,” 157, “consumption, even determined”1199; 

                                                
1184 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” See note to Isa 5:6. 
1185 See note to Isa 5:6.  
1186 Italics Kuntz. See note to Isa 5:6. 
1187 See note to Gen 3:18 and Isa 5:6. 
1188 See note to Isa 5:6. 
1189 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” See note to Isa 5:6. 
1190 See note to Gen 3:18 and Isa 5:6. 
1191 See note to Isa 5:6. 
1192 Italics Avishur. Avishur also refers to Isa 28:22.  
1193 Blenkinsopp refers to Isa 10:23; 28:22; Dan 9:27. 
1194 Gadenz refers to these nouns combined as a hendiadys in Isa 10:22 (presumably v. 23); 28:22; Dan 9:27. 
1195 ‘Determined destruction.’ They refer to Isa 10:23; 28:22; Dan 9:27. 
1196 Italics Robinson. Robinson refers to Isa 10:23, 28:22; Dan 9:26.  
1197 Italics Hartman/Di Lella. Hartman/Di Lella refer to Dan 9:27; Isa 10:23; 28:22. 
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Levi, Inkongruenz, 89 n. 811200; 
Montgomery, Daniel, 389, “a determined end”1201; 
NET, 1205, “the decreed destruction”; 1205 n. 1, “a hendiadys; 
the two terms express one idea”; 
Nicole, “Xrj,” NIDOTTE, vol. II, 2861202; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “extermination décidée”1203; 
Segal, Introduction, 43, “hxrjn ayhC hlk”1204; 
Wildberger, Isaiah, 434, “assuredly determined destruction” 
 
Isa 10:25 r¡Do ◊zIm f ∞AoVm dwäøo still little, small   Advb + Nsemf, synl, asyn 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “dans un petit moment”1205 
 
Isa 11:2a hGÎnyIb…w h∞DmVkDj wisdom and understanding   Nsemf 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 881206; 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Hebr.), 2001207 
 
Isa 11:2b h$∂r…wb◊g…w ‹hDxEo counsel and strength   Ndiss 
NET, 1206, “the ability to execute plans”; 1206 n. 8, “the 
construction is a hendiadys” 
 
Isa 11:4 X®r¡Da_y´w◊nAoVl rwäøvyImV;b Ajy¶Ikwøh◊w My$I;lå;d ‹q®d‹RxV;b f§ApDv◊w  Nsemf, a, in Pa 

and he will judge with righteousness the poor  
and decide with uprightness for the meek of the land   
Bazak, “Meaning,” 12, “a hendiadys which divides into two 
parts, where the second word is used as an attribute for the first 
– an equitable righteous justice, a faithful righteous justice”1208 
 
Isa 11:5 wy`DxDlSj rwñøzEa h™Dn…wmTaDh ◊w wy¡DnVtDm rwâøzEa q®d™Rx hÎy¶Dh◊w  Nsemf in Pa 

and righteousness shall be the belt of his loins,  
and faithfulness the girdle of his loins    
Bazak, “Meaning,” 12, “a hendiadys which divides into two 
parts, where the second word is used as an attribute for the first 
– an equitable righteous justice, a faithful righteous justice”1209 
 

Isa 12:2 ;h∞Dy ‹t∂rVmˆz◊w y§IzDo my strength and Yah-song/strength N, c + Nc, semf? crux 
Margulis, “Psalm,” 296, n. 31210 
 

                                                
1198 ‘Determined extinction.’ 
1199 König refers also to Isa 28:22. 
1200 Levi refers to Isa 10:23; 28:22; Dan 9:27; 11:36. 
1201 Montgomery refers to Isa 10:23; Isa 28:32 (the nouns occur combined in Isa 28:22) and Dan 9:27 for the 
same combination of nouns as hendiadys. 
1202 Nicole refers to Isa 10:22-23; 28:22; Dan 9:27; 11:36. 
1203 ‘A decided extermination.’ Schorr refers to Isa 10:23; 28:22, Dan 9:27, 11:36. 
1204 ‘A destruction that is determined.’ Segal also refers to Isa 8:22. 
1205 ‘In a moment.’ Schorr refers to Isa 10:23; 29:17. See also Isa 16:14. 
1206 See note to Deut 4:6. 
1207 See note to Deut 4:6. 
1208 Italics Bazak. See note to Isa 11.4. 
1209 Italics Bazak. See note to Isa 11:4. 
1210 See note to Ex 15:2. 
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Isa 14:10 …wërVmaøy◊w …wYnSo`Ay they shall answer and they shall say Vsemf1211 
Buth, “Order,” 8, “synonyms can be put into this VSO 
foregrounded pattern to produce a hendiadys which logically is 
not the next event in the story but the same event”1212;  
Johnson, Perfekt, 73; 
Labuschagne, “hno,” TLOT, vol, II, 9291213;  
Stendebach, “hÎnSo,” TDOT, vol. XI, 2181214  
 
Isa 14:22ba r¢DaVv…w M¶Ev name and remnant   Ndiss 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 173; 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)1215 
 
Isa 14:22bb dRk™RnÎw Ny¶In◊w and offspring and progenity/posterity Nsemf, synl 
Jacobson, Chanting, 466, “kith and-kin”; 929, “and kith and 
kin”;  
Kuntz, “Agent,” 124; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “descendant”1216; 
Williams, Syntax, 16, “kith and kin”; Syntax (ed. Beckman), 30, 
“offspring and progeny”1217 
 
Isa 14:30 My™InwøyVbRa◊w My$I;låd poor and needy    Nsemf, b 
Melamed, “Two,” 175, 1771218 
 
Isa 16:6 wöønwøa◊g…w w¬øtÎwSaÅ…g his pride and his pride  Nsemf, synl, c 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)1219 
 
Isa 16:14 r™Do◊zIm f¢AoVm little, small   Advb + Nsemf, synl, asyn 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “une petite quantité (un petit 
débris)”1220 
 
Isa 18:4 hDfy∞I;bAa◊w [h™DfƒqVvRa] hDfwøqVvRa I will be quiet and I will consider Vdiss1221 
Johnson, Perfekt, 73 
 
Isa 19:3 My`InOo√;dˆ¥yAh_lRa◊w twäøbOaDh_lRa◊w   N/Ph, semf, b 

and to the mediums and to the soothsayers   
Blenkinsopp, “Deuteronomy,” 189, “functioned as a kind of 
hendiadys”1222;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1761223 

                                                
1211 Yiqtol + weyiqtol. 
1212 See note to Gen 18:27. 
1213 See note to Gen 18:27a. 
1214 See note to Gen 18:27a. 
1215 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” 
1216 ‘Descendant.’ See note to Gen 2:23. 
1217 See note to Gen 21:23. 
1218 Melamed refers to this combination of nouns in singular or plural as hendiadys. They occur Isa 14:30; Ps 
72:13; 82:4. 
1219 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” 
1220 ‘A small amount (a small fragment/remnant).’ See note to Isa 10:25. 
1221 Yiqtol + weyiqtol (coh). 
1222 See note to Lev 19:31.  
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Isa 19:20a d¢EoVl…w twñøaVl to sign and to witness  Ndiss, a 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 109, “ein zuverlässiges Zeichen”1224 
 
Isa 19:20b bä∂rÎw Aoy¶Ivwøm M¢RhDl j¶AlVvˆy◊w   Ndiss1225 
and he will send to them a saviour and a great [one] 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 91 
 
Isa 20:3 t$Epwøm…w twâøa sign and sign   Nsemf, synl 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “signe prodigieux”1226 
 
Isa 21:9 rRmaGø¥yÅw NAo∞A¥yÅw and he answered and he said   Vsemf1227 
Buth, “Order,” 8, “synonyms can be put into this VSO 
foregrounded pattern to produce a hendiadys which logically is 
not the next event in the story but the same event”1228; 
“Collision,” 138, “a hendiadys like rRmaø¥yÅw NAoA¥yÅw ‘answered and 
said’”; 
Labuschagne, “hno,” TLOT, vol, II, 9291229;  
Stendebach, “hÎnSo,” TDOT, vol. XI, 2181230  
 
Isa 22:12 d$EÚpVsImVl…w ‹yIkVbIl to cry and to lament  Vsemf1231 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 519 n. 21232 
 
Isa 22:13 h#DjVmIc◊w NwâøcDc joy and gladness   Nsemf, synl 
Babut, Expressions, 1851233; 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)1234; 
Ho, Ṣedeq, 109; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 1731235  
Isa 23:18 ;hGÎ…nÅnVtRa◊w ;h%∂rVjAs her merchandise and her wage  Ndiss, c 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 94 
 
 

                                                
1223 Melamed refers to these two nouns as a hendiadys. For occurrences see note to Lev 19:31 with reference to 
Blenkinsopp. 
1224 ‘A trustworthy sign.’ 
1225 Nouns + adj. 
1226 ‘An astounding sign.’ See note to Deut 29:2. 
1227 2 impfc. The combination occurs several times in the HB and in several cases with intervening components. 
It is possible that Buth means that whenever this combination of verbs occurs, with or without intervening 
components, he regards the combination as a hendiadys, but this is the first occasion these verbs occur without 
any intervening components.  
1228 See note to Gen 18:27. 
1229 See note to Gen 18:27a. 
1230 See note to Gen 18:27a. 
1231 2 infc. 
1232 Girard refers to Isa 22:12; Joel 2:12; Esth 4:3. 
1233 Babut adds that the combination occurs an additional ten times wherefore a reference to Babut is given below 
at all those occurrences; Isa 22:13; 35:10; 51:3; 51:11; Jer 7:34; 15:16; 16:9; 25:10; 33:11; Zech 8:19; Ps 51:10. 
1234 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” Brongers refers to 
Isa 22:13, 35:10; 51:3, 11; Ps 51:10. 
1235 Schorr considers the combination of the two nouns as a hendiadys. They occur combined in Isa 22:13; 35:10; 
51:3, 11; Zech 8:19; Ps 51:10; Esth 8:16, 17. Since he in other cases refers to certain nouns as hendiadyses in 
reverse order the occurrences of these nouns in reverse order is included as well. 
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Isa 25:9 h™DjVmVcˆn◊w hDly¶IgÎn we will rejoice and we will be glad Vsemf, synl1236  
Johnson, Perfekt, 73 
 
Isa 25:12 Aoy¶I…gIh ly¢IÚpVvIh j¶AvEh    3Vsemf, asyn1237 
he brought down, he made low, he touched/hit  
Avishur, “Pairs,” 74, “he will bring down, lay low, and cast to 
the ground”1238 
  
Isa 27:4 tˆy‹Av ry¶ImDv thorn, thorn    Nsemf, asyn 
Kloppenborg Verbin, “Practices,” 142 n. 20, “appears to be a 
hendiadys”1239;  
Lawson Younger Jr, “Xwøq I,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 907, “are 
hendiadys and simply strengthen the concept of thorniness”; 
“ryImDv I,” NIDOTTE, vol. IV, 166, “a hendiadys denoting 
thorniness”1240 
 
Isa 28:17 tRló∂qVvImVl hä∂q ∂dVx…w w$∂qVl ‹fDÚpVvIm y§I;tVmAc◊w   Ndiss in Pa 
and I will make judgment as line and righteousness as level 
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 56-66, 32, 1341241; 
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”  
 
Isa 28:19 hDl◊y¡D;lAb…w Mwâø¥yA;b by day and by night   Ndiss, th, a 
Soden von/Bergman/Sæbø, “Mwøy,” TDOT, vol. VI, 20, “an 
hendiadys denoting a 24-hour ‘day’”1242 
 
Isa 28:22 h%Dx∂rTj‰n◊w h°DlDk complete destruction and decision  Ndiss 
Avishur, Studies, 108, “a decree and destruction”1243;  
Blenkinsopp, Opening, 15-16 n. 17, “the destruction that is 
decreed”1244;  
Gadenz, Jews, 129 n. 1931245; 
Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner), 
vol. II. “Xrj,” 401, “fest beschlossene Vernichtung”1246; 
Gesenius, Lexicon (ed. Robinson), 348, “destruction 
decreed”1247; 
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 245, “decreed ruin”1248; 

                                                
1236 Yiqtol + weyiqtol (coh). 
1237 3 perf. 
1238 This is, according to Avishur, an ‘appositional hendiadys.’ 
1239 See note to Isa 5:6.  
1240 See note to Gen 3:18 and Isa 5:6. 
1241 See note to Isa 5:7. 
1242 See note to Gen. 8:22bb. 
1243 Italics Avishur. See note to Isa 10:23.  
1244 See note to Isa 10:23. 
1245 See note to Isa 10:23. 
1246 See note to Isa 10:23. 
1247 Italics Robinson. See note to Isa 10:23.  
1248 Italics Hartman/Di Lella. See note to Isa 10:23. 
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König, Stilistik, 161, “festbeschlossene Vernichtung”1249; 
“Style,” 157, “consumption, even determined”1250; 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 89 n. 811251; 
Montgomery, Daniel, 389, “a determined end”1252; 
Nicole, “Xrj,” NIDOTTE, vol. II, 2861253; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “extermination décidée”1254 
 
Isa 28:23a …wäoVmIv◊w …wny¶IzSaAh give ear and listen/obey  Vsemf, synl1255 
Kuntz, “Agent,” 131-132; 
Watson, Poetry, 328 
 
Isa 28:23b …wäoVmIv◊w …wby¶IvVqAh listen/be attentive and listen   Vsemf, synl1256 
Kuntz, “Agent,” 131-132 
 
Isa 29:2 hYÎ¥yˆnSa`Aw ‹hÎ¥yˆnSa`At mourning and mourning  Nsr, sg, df 
Alonso Schökel, “Analyse,” 1561257 
 
Isa 29:5 MáOaVtIÚp oAt¶RpVl to a sudden/suddenly, suddenly  Advb, semf, synl, asyn 
Avishur, “Pairs,” 74, “in an instant suddenly”1258;  
Kuntz, “Agent,” 1331259 
 
Isa 29:6 vAoäårVb…w MAoñårV;b with thunder and with shaking/earthquake Ndiss, a 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 173 
 
Isa 29:7 hDl◊y$Al NwâøzSj ‹MwølSj`A;k as a dream, a night vision  N/Ph, semf, asyn 
Avishur, “Pairs,” 69, “a dream, a vision of the night”1260 
 
Isa 29:9aa …wh$DmVt…w …wâhVmVhAmVtIh    Vdiss1261

 

delay/wait and be astounded   
Kuntz, “Agent,” 131, “act astoundedly and be astounded”1262  
 
Isa 29:9ab …woóOvÎw …wäoVvAoèA;tVvIh be blind and be blind  Vsr, ds1263 
Kuntz, “Agent,” 131, “act blindingly and be blinded”1264 
 
                                                
1249 “Determined extinction.” 
1250 See note to to Isa 10:23. 
1251 See note to Isa 10:23. 
1252 See note to Isa 10:23. 
1253 See note to Isa 10:23. 
1254 ‘A decided extermination.’ See note to Isa 10:23. 
1255 2 impv. See also Jer 13:15. 
1256 2 impv. 
1257 See also Lam 2:5. 
1258 This is, according to Avishur, an ‘appositional hendiadys.’ See note to Num 6:9. 
1259 These adverbs are viewed by Kuntz as adjectives. 
1260 This is, according to Avishur, an ‘appositional hendiadys’ consisting of two synonymous adverbs. He also 
refers to Isa 29:7; Job 33:15. 
1261 2 impv. 
1262 Italics Kuntz. Kuntz refers to the verbs in Isa 29:9 as two combinations in which two verbs in each group are 
from the same root. However, it seems that it is correct concerning the verbs in 29:9ab but not in 29:9aa. 
1263 2 impv. 
1264 Italics Kuntz. See note to Isa 29:9aa. 
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Isa 29:17 r$Do ◊zIm f ∞AoVm ‹dwøo still little, small   Advb + Nsemf, synl, asyn 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “dans un petit moment”1265 
 
Isa 30:7 qyäîrÎw lRb¶Rh vanity/breath and emptiness  Nsemf 
Oswalt, Isaiah 1-39, 547 n. 20, “completely empty […] are here 
taken as a hendiadys”1266; 
Shephard, “qyr,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 1107  
 
Isa 30:13 oAt™RpVl MñOaVtIÚp a sudden/suddenly to a sudden/suddenly Advb, semf, synl, asyn 
Avishur, “Pairs,” 74, “in an instant suddenly”1267 
 
Isa 30:15 h$DjVfIbVb…w ‹féqVvAhV;b by making silence and by trust  V+N, diss, a1268 
Ho, Ṣedeq, 109 
 
Isa 30:33 b¡Ij√rIh qy∞ImVoRh he made deep, he made wide   Vdiss, th, asyn1269 
Avishur, “Pairs,” 72, “made deep (and) wide”1270  
 
Isa 32:13 ry™ImDv Xwõøq thorn, thorn   Nsemf, asyn 
Lawson Younger Jr, “Xwøq I,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 907, “are 
hendiadys and simply strengthen the concept of thorniness”; 
“ryImDv I,” NIDOTTE, vol. IV, 166, “a hendiadys denoting 
thorniness”1271 
 
Isa 32:14 NAj%AbÎw lRpâOo hill/Ophel and tower   Ndiss 
Roberts, “Foundation,” 31, “fortified hill” 
 
Isa 32:16 hä∂q∂dVx…w f¡DúpVvIm judgment and righteousness  Ndiss in Pa 
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1-39, 108, 181; Isaiah 40-55, 274; Isaiah 
56-66, 32, 1341272; 
Ho, Ṣedeq, 109; 
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1751273; 
Reimer, “qdx,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 750, “Since the pair forms a 
hendiadys, precise and distinct meanings for each of the partners 
should not be sought. Rather, together they represent the ideal of 
social justice”1274; 

                                                
1265 ‘In a moment.’ See note to Isa 10:25. 
1266 Italics Oswalt. 
1267 See note to Num 6:9. 
1268 The verb is an infc. 
1269 2 perf. 
1270 This is, according to Avishur, an ‘appositional hendiadys.’ 
1271 See note to Gen 3:18 and Isa 5:6. 
1272 See note to Isa 5:7. 
1273 Melamed refers to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys. 
1274 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
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Schultz, “Theology,” NIDOTTE, vol. I, 197, “probably best 
understood as a hendiadys, that is, two terms that can be 
translated as ‘righteous judgment’ or ‘social justice’”1275 
 
Isa 33:5 há∂q∂dVx…w f™DúpVvIm judgment and righteousness   Ndiss 
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1-39, 108, 181; Isaiah 40-55, 274; Isaiah 
56-66, 32, 1341276; 
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”1277; 
Ho, Ṣedeq, 109; 
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1751278; 
Reimer, “qdx,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 750, “Since the pair forms a 
hendiadys, precise and distinct meanings for each of the partners 
should not be sought. Rather, together they represent the ideal of 
social justice”1279; 
Weinfeld, “Justice,” 2281280 
 
Isa 33:6 tAoó∂dÎw t∞AmVkDj wisdom and knowledge  Ndiss  

Levi, Inkongruenz, 87 n. 761281; 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Hebr.), 2001282  
 
Isa 33:9 ‹hDlVlVmUa l§AbDa mourned, languished   Vdiss, asyn (advm)1283 
Althann, “Ellipsis,” 96, “The land languishingly mourns’; 
Avishur, “Pairs,” 72, “mourns (and) languishes”1284;  
Kuntz, “Agent,” 131; 
Watson, Poetry, 327, “the land languishingly mourns” 
 
Isa 33:13 y`It∂rUb◊…g My™IbwørVq …wño√d…w yIty¡IcDo r∞RvSa Myäîqwøj √r …wñoVmIv  Nant, b in Pa 

listen you that are far what I have done and know you that are 
near my strength 
Wächter, “qAj∂r,” TDOT, vol. XIII, 470, “the antithesis 
ra6h2ôq/qarôb is often used as a hendiadys expressing a 
totality”1285 
 
Isa 35:8 JK®r#®dÎw l…wâlVsAm a highway and a way/road  Nsemf, synl 
Avishur, Studies, 109, 185 n. 1, “a highway and road/a paved 
road”1286; 
                                                
1275 See note to Ps 99:4. 
1276 See note to Isa 5:7. 
1277 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1278 Melamed refers to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys. 
1279 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1280 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1281 Levi refers to Isa 33:6; 47:10; Eccles 1:16; 2:21, 26; 9:10. 
1282 Melamed refers to Isa 33:6; Isa 47:10. 
1283 2 perf. 
1284 This is, according to Avishur, an ‘appositional hendiadys.’ 
1285 See note to Deut 13:8. 
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Cross, Myth, 172 n. 115, “a highroad”; 
Kuntz, “Agent,” 125-126 
 
Isa 35:10 ‹hDjVmIc◊w NwôøcDc joy and gladness    Nsemf, synl 
Babut, Expressions, 1851287; 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)1288; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 1731289  
 
Isa 37:7 h™Do…wmVv o¶AmDv◊w Aj…w$r ‹wø;b N¶Etwøn   Ndiss, int 
giving by/to him a spirit and he will hear a rumour 
Girard, Symboles, 365, 439 n. 171 
 
Isa 37:18 M`Dx√rAa_tRa◊w twäøx∂rSaDh_lD;k_tRa all the lands and their land Phdiss  
Lee, Grammar, 3041290 
 
Isa 38:12 h¢Dl◊gˆn◊w oªA;sˆn journeyed/removed and removed/exiled  Vsemf1291 
Johnson, Perfekt, 73; 
Kuntz, “Agent,” 131, 133, “pulled up and removed”1292;  
Watson, Poetry, 328; 
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 54, “was plucked up and 
removed from me”1293  
 
Isa 38:16 yˆn`EySjAh◊w yˆn™EmyIlSjAt◊w    Vdiss1294

 

and you shall restore me/make me strong and you shall let me live    
Kuntz, “Agent,” 131; 
Watson, Poetry, 328; 
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 54, “heal me as well as 
revive me”1295 
 
Isa 39:8 t™RmTa‰w MwñølDv peace and truth   Ndiss 
Avishur, Studies, 155 n. 21296; 
Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner), 
vol. I, “tRmTa,” 78, “dauernde Wohlfart”1297; 
Jepsen, “NAmDa,” TDOT, vol. I, 3111298; 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 90 n. 821299; 
Lundbom, Jeremiah 1-20, 707, “true peace”1300; 
                                                
1286 Italics Avishur. 
1287 See note to Isa 22:13. 
1288 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” See note to Isa 
22:13. 
1289 See note to Isa 22:13. 
1290 In the edition from 1827. 
1291 Qatal + weqatal. 
1292 Italics Kuntz. 
1293 Italics van der Westhuizen. 
1294 2 weyiqtol. 
1295 Italics van der Westhuizen. 
1296 See note to 2 Kgs 20:19. 
1297 ‘Permanent peace.’ See note to 2 Kgs 20:19. 
1298 See note to 2 Kgs 20:19. 
1299 See note to 2 Kgs 20:19. 
1300 Italics Lundbom. See note to 2 Kgs 20:19.  
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Melamed, “Two,” 177, “tma MwlC”1301; 
Segal, Introduction, 43, “ytma MwlC”1302 
 
Isa 40:17 …whäOtÎw sRp¶RaEm from end and emptiness/void   Ndiss 
Rendsburg, “Review,” 1361303  
 
Isa 40:19 v$∂rDj JK ∞AsÎn ‹ lRs‹RÚpAh the idol the engraver poured out N+V, diss1304 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 891305 
 
Isa 40:30 …wo¡Dgˆy ◊w MyäîrDo◊n …wñpSo`Iy ◊w    Vsemf, synl, int1306

 

and youths were tired/weary and they were weary   
Rosenbaum, Word-Order, 155, “even youths grow tired and 
weary”1307 
 
Isa 41:4 h$DcDo◊w l∞AoDp_y`Im who did/made and did/worked   Vsemf (advm)1308 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 315 n. 5; 
Goldingay/Payne, Isaiah 40-55, vol. I, 208, “Who acted 
effectively?”; 
Johnson, Perfekt, 74 
 
Isa 41:5 N…wáyDtTa‰¥yÅw …wäb√r∂q they came near and they came/brought Vsemf1309  
Oswalt, Isaiah 40-55, 85, “is a hendiadys meaning ‘came 
together’”  
 
Isa 41:11a JK¡D;b MyâîrTj‰…nAh läO;k …w$mVl∞D;kˆy◊w ‹…wv‚Ob´y N§Eh   Cla/V, semf1310 
indeed, they will be ashamed and they will be humiliated, all 
who rage at you 
Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, §39.2.5, p. 654, “All who rage 
against you will be ashamed and disgraced”1311 
 
Isa 41:11aa …w$mVl∞D;kˆy◊w ‹…wv‚Ob´y    Vsemf1312 
they shall be ashamed and they shall be humiliated  
Goldingay/Payne, Isaiah 40-55, vol. I, 165 
 
 
 
 

                                                
1301 ‘True peace.’ See note to 2 Kgs 20:19. 
1302 ‘True peace.’ See note to 2 Kgs 20:19. 
1303 Rendsburg refers to Isa 40:17; 49:4. 
1304 The verb is a perf. 
1305 Levi refers to Isa 40:19; 44:10; 48:5. 
1306 2 impfc. 
1307 Rosenbaum refers on pp. 154-156 to hendiadyses of the kind “AB with an insertion,” which he exemplifies 
by combinations in Isa 40:30; 41:15; 42:21; 43:17; 44:2, 11, 17; 46:7; 52:2; 53:4. Rosenbaum refers to this 
particular example as an “[AB] hendiadys [x] S.” 
1308 Qatal + weqatal. 
1309 Perf + impfc. 
1310 Yiqtol + weyiqtol. 
1311 Italics Waltke/O’Connor. 
1312 Yiqtol + weyiqtol.  
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Isa 41:15 q$OdDt ◊w ‹MyîrDh v…wûdD;t    Vsemf, int1313
 

you will thresh mountains and you will crush/tresh   
Rosenbaum, Word-Order, 155, “you will thresh and crush 
mountains”1314 
 
Isa 41:17 My˝ˆnwøyVbRaDh◊w My∏ˆ¥yˆnSoDh the poor and the needy   Nsemf  
Melamed, “Two,” 176, 1771315  
 
Isa 41:20 ‹…wly‹I;kVcÅy◊w …wmy§IcÎy◊w …w#o√d´y◊w …wâa√rˆy   4Vsemf1316

 

they may/shall see and know and consider and understand   
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110 
 
Isa 41:23ba …wo$érDt◊w …wby∞IfyE;t may you do good and may you do evil  Vant1317 
Sommer, Prophet, 67, “Deutero-Isaiah employs the terms as a 
hendiadys (the gods can’t do anything)” 
 
Isa 41:23bb a∂rˆn◊w hDo™D;tVvˆn◊w and we look anxiously and we look Vsemf1318 
Held, “Notes,” 37, n. 52 
 
Isa 42:2 a¡DÚcˆy aâøl◊w q™AoVxˆy añøl he will not cry out and he will not raise Vsemf1319 
Babut, Expressions, 185 
 
Isa 42:17 h™DkE;sAmVl … lRs¡DÚpA;b in a graven image … to a molten image Ndiss, th in Pa 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 125, “an idol […] a graven 
image”1320; 
Goldingay/Payne, Isaiah 40-55, vol. I, 249, “Indeed 
‘image/idol’ may be a hendiadys for a cast statue” 
 
Isa 42:21 ryáî;dVaÅy ◊w hä∂rwø;t lyñî;d ◊gÅy    Vdiss, int1321

 

and he will make great the law and he will make glorious  
Rosenbaum, Word-Order, 155, “that he exalt and glorify (His) 
teaching”1322 
 
Isa 42:25 w$øÚpAa h∞DmEj wrath, his anger   Nsemf, synl, c, asyn 
Korpel/de Moor, Structure, 123 n. 17 “We assume hendiadys/ 
hot anger”  
 
Isa 43:17a s…wäsÎw_bRká®r chariot and horse   Ndiss, th 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128-1291323 
 
                                                
1313 Yiqtol + weyiqtol. 
1314 See note to Isa 40:30. Rosenbaum refers to this as an “[A&B] hendiadys [x] o”. 
1315 See note to Deut 15:11. 
1316 1yiqtol + 3 weyiqtol. 
1317 Yiqtol + weyiqtol. 
1318 2 weyiqtol (coh.). 
1319 2 impf. 
1320 See note to Deut 27:15. 
1321 Yiqtol + weyiqtol. 
1322 See note to Isa 40:30. Rosenbaum refers to this as an “[A&B] hendiadys [x] o”. 
1323 See note to Ex 14:9.  
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Isa 43:17b …wábDk h¶D;tVvIÚpA;k …wäkSo∂;d    Vsemf, int1324 
they were extinguished, like a wick they were quenched  
Rosenbaum, Word-Order, 154, “they were extinguished, 
quenched like a wick”1325 
 
Isa 44:5 hYÎwhy`Al ‹wødÎy bôO;tVkˆy hG‰z◊w búOqSoÅy_M`EvVb aâ∂rVqˆy h™Rz◊w  Ndiss, a, c, in Pa 

and this one shall call by Jacob’s name and this one shall 
write/inscribe his hand to YHWH 
Goldingay/Payne, Isaiah 40-55, vol. I, 328, “may here be a 
hendiadys” 
 
Isa 44:7 ‹Dh‹Rk√rVoÅy◊w Dhô®dyˆ…gÅy◊w and he shall declare it and he shall arrange it Vdiss (advm)1326  
Goldingay/Payne, Isaiah 40-55, vol. I, 339, “they constitute a 
virtual hendiadys, ‘lay it out by announcing’” 
 
Isa 44:8 yI;t√d™A…gIh◊w ÔKy¶I;tVoAmVvIh I proclaimed to you and I declared to you Vsemf1327 
Johnson, Perfekt, 74 
 
Isa 44:10 JK¡DsÎn lRs∞Rp…w and an idol he poured out  N+V, diss1328 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 891329 
 
Isa 44:11 …wd$OmSo`Ay ‹MD;lUk …wôxV;båqVt`Iy    Vdiss, int1330 
may they assemble all of them and may they stand  
Rosenbaum, Word-Order, 155, “let them all assemble and 
stand”1331 
 
Isa 44:17ba ‹…wj‹A;tVvˆy ◊w wôøl_[dÎ…gVsˆy]_dwø…gVsˆy   Vsemf, int1332

 

he bows down in worship to him and he bows/worships  
Cohen, “Saga,” 325-3261333; 
Rosenbaum, Word-Order, 155, “then he bows and worships 
him”1334 
 
Isa 44:17bb ‹rAmaøy◊w wy$DlEa l∞E;lAÚpVtˆy◊w and he prayed to him and he said  Vdiss, int1335 
Rosenbaum, Word-Order, 155, “he prays and says to him”1336 
 
 
 
 

                                                
1324 2 perf. 
1325 See note to Isa 40:30. Rosenbaum refers to this examples as an “[AB] hendiadys [x] pp”. 
1326 2 weyiqtol. 
1327 Qatal + weqatal. 
1328 The verb is a perf. 
1329 See note to Isa 40:19. 
1330 2 impf. 
1331 See note to Isa 40:30. Rosenbaum refers to this example as an “[AB] hendiadys [x] S.” 
1332 Yiqtol + weyiqtol. 
1333 Cohen refers to Isa 44:17; 46:6. 
1334 See note to Isa 40:30. Rosenbaum refers to this example as an “[A&B] hendiadys [x] pp.” 
1335 2 impfc. 
1336 See note to Isa 40:30. Rosenbaum refers to this example as an “[A&B] hendiadys [x] pp.” 
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Isa 46:6 …wá…wSjA;tVv`Iy_PAa …wëd ◊…gVsˆy    Vsemf, int1337
 

they bow down in worship, indeed they bow down/worship  
Cohen, “Saga,” 325-3261338 
 
Isa 46:7 …wh%UlV;bVsˆy P°EtD;k_lAo …whUaDÚcˆy   Vdiss, int1339 
they lift it on their shoulders, they carry it 
Rosenbaum, Word-Order, 154, “then they lift it, they carry it on 
their shoulders”1340 
 
Isa 47:10 JK™E;tVoåd◊w JK¶EtDmVkDj your wisdom and your knowledge Nsemf, c 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 87 n. 761341; 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Hebr.), 2001342; 
Goldingay/Payne, Isaiah 40-55, vol. II, 106 
 
Isa 48:1 há∂q∂dVxIb añøl◊w t™RmTaRb añøl not in truth and not in righteousness  N/Ph, diss, a 
Franke, Isaiah, 173, “not in true righteousness”1343 
 
Isa 48:5 y™I;kVsˆn◊w y¶IlVsIp…w and my idol/graven image and my molten image  Ndiss, th, c 
Franke, Isaiah, 186;  
Levi, Inkongruenz, 891344; 
Oswalt, Isaiah 40-66, 257 n. 9, “my handcrafted image […] this 
is almost certainly a hendiadys”1345 
 
Isa 49:4 lRb™Rh◊w …whñOtVl for emptiness/void and vanity/futility  Nsemf, synl, a 
Rendsburg, “Review,” 1361346 
 
Isa 49:10 vRmDvÎw b∂rDv the heat and the sun   Ndiss 
NET, 1263 n. 23, “the sun’s oppressive heat” 
 
Isa 50:6 qíOrÎw twäø;mIlV;kIm from insults and spittle  Ndiss, b1347 
Bailey, “qqr,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 1200, “may be understood as 
a hendiadys, meaning all kinds of insults, both verbal and acted 
out” 
 
Isa 51:3 ‹hDjVmIc◊w NwôøcDc joy and gladness   Nsemf, synl 
Babut, Expressions, 1851348; 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)1349; 

                                                
1337 2 impf. 
1338 See note to Isa 44:17. 
1339 2 impf. 
1340 See note to Isa 40:30. Rosenbaum refers to this example as “[AB] hendiadys [x] pp.” 
1341 See note to Isa 33:6. 
1342 See note to Isa 33:6. 
1343 See note to 1 Kgs 3:6. 
1344 See note to Isa 40:19. 
1345 Italics Oswalt. See note to Judg 17:3.  
1346 See note to Isa 40:17. 
1347 Concr + abstr. 
1348 See note to Isa 22:13. 
1349 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” See note to Isa 
22:13. 
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Goldingay/Payne, Isaiah 40-55, vol. II, 226, “the singular verb 
may suggest […] a hendiadys”; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 1731350; 
Watson, Techniques, 384 
 
Isa 51:5 N…wálEjÅy ◊y y™IoOr◊z_lRa◊w …wY…wåq ◊y My∞I¥yIa ‹yAlEa    Vsemf, synl, int1351 
and for me the coastland waits and for my arms they wait 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 631 n. 5 
 
Isa 51:11 ‹hDjVmIc◊w NwôøcDc joy and gladness   Nsemf, synl 
Babut, Expressions, 1851352; 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)1353; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 1731354  
 
Isa 51:19ba rRb¢RÚvAh◊w d¬OÚvAh    Nsemf 
the violence/destruction and the break    
Goldingay/Payne, Isaiah 40-55, vol. II, 251, “could be read as a 
hendiadys for devastating destruction”; 
Klein/Blomberg/Hubbard/Ecklebarger, Introduction, 240, 
“destructive ruin”; 
Kuntz, “Agent,” 1251355; 
Rosenbaum, Word-order, 104; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 1731356; 
Watson, Poetry, 326, “destructive desolation”1357; 
Zalcman, “Illusions,” 57, “‘shattering devastation’ or ‘crushing 
ruin’”1358 
 

Isa 51:19bb b®r™RjAh◊w b¶Do∂rDh◊w and the hunger and the sword   Ndiss1359 
Goldingay/Payne, Isaiah 40-55, vol. II, 250 (not h.); 
Kuntz, “Agent,” 1251360; 
Rosenbaum, Word-order, 104; 
Watson, Poetry, 326, “stabbing starvation”1361 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
1350 See note to Isa 22:13. 
1351 2 impf. 
1352 See note to Isa 22:13. 
1353 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” See note to Isa 
22:13. 
1354 See note to Isa 22:13. 
1355 Kuntz refers to two combinations of two nouns that occur in Isa 51:19ba and 51:19bb and adopts Watson’s 
translation of the first two as ‘destructive desolation.’  
1356 Schoor refers to the combination of these nouns in parataxis as a hendiadys. They occur combined in Isa 
51:19; 59:7; 60:18; Jer 48:3. 
1357 Watson refers to two combinations in Isa 51:19. See also Isa 51:19b. 
1358 Zalcman refers to Isa 51:19; 60:18. 
1359 Abstr + concr. 
1360 See note to 51:19aa. Kuntz adopts Watson’s translation of the two as ‘stabbing starvation.’ 
1361 Watson refers to two combinations in Isa 51:19. See also Isa 51:19b. 
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Isa 52:1 a`EmDf◊w lñérDo uncircumcised and unclean   Nsemf1362  
Olyan, “Dimensions,” 41 n. 12, “the uncircumcised who are 
unclean”; “Rites,” 67, “(the) uncircumcised (person who is) 
unclean”:  
Oswalt, Isaiah 40-66, 360, “These two terms are probably 
functioning as a hendiadys in which the concrete and the 
abstract are working together”1363 
 
Isa 52:2 yIm…wõq r¢DpDoEm y¬îrSoÅnVtIh shake from dust, arise   Vdiss, int1364 
Rosenbaum, Word-Order, 154, “Shake yourself off, rise up from 
the dust”1365 
 
Isa 52:9 ‹…wn◊…når …wôjVxIÚp break forth, shout for joy   Vdiss, asyn1366 
Rand, Introduction, 2661367  
 
Isa 53:4ba Ao…wögÎn …whY¨nVbAvSj …wnVj∞AnSaÅw and we, we considered him stricken  Vdiss, asyn1368 
Rosenbaum, Word-Order, 156, “We considered him 
afflicted”1369 
 
Isa 53:4bb h`R…nUoVm…w My™IhølTa h¶E;kUm God-smitten and afflicted  Nc + N, semf 
Rosenbaum, Word-Order, 156, “smitten and humiliated by 
God”1370 
 
Isa 53:8 ‹fDÚpVvI;mIm…w rRxôOoEm from oppression and from judgment  Ndiss, a 
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 40-55, 345, 348, 353, “By oppressive acts 
of judgment”; 
Avishur, Studies, 102; 
Gordis, “Usages,” 41, “fpCmh tryxom”1371; Koheleth, 331, 
“because of the suppression of justice”;  
Kuntz, “Agent,” 125, “By oppressive judgment”; 
König, Stilistik, 161, “Angst des Gerichts”1372; 
NET, 1269, “unjust trial”, 1269 n. 21, “a hendiadys meaning 
‘coercive legal decision’”; 
Oswalt, Isaiah 40-66, 393, “oppressive legal treatment” 
 
Isa 53:9 wy`IpV;b h™Dm √rIm añøl◊w h$DcDo s ∞DmDj_aøl   Ndiss in Pa 

no violence had he done and no deceit in his mouth    
Goldingay/Payne, Isaiah 40-55, vol. II, 318 
 
 
                                                
1362 2 adj, concr + abstr. 
1363 With reference to Waltke/O’Connor, Syntax, §32.3b, p. 540. 
1364 2 impv. 
1365 See note to Isa 40:30. Rosenbaum refers to this as an “[AB] hendiadys [x] pp.” 
1366 2 impv. 
1367 Rand refers to Isa 52:9; Ps 98:4. 
1368 Perf + pass partc. 
1369 See note to Isa 40:30. Rosenbaum refers to this as an “[A&B] hendiadys [x] –C.” 
1370 See note to Isa 40:30. Rosenbaum refers to this as “[A&B] hendiadys [x] –C.” 
1371 ‘From judgment-suppression.’ 
1372 ‘Fear of judgment.’ 
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Isa 53:10 y$IlTj`Rh ‹wøaV;kå;d crushing him, he made sick   Vdiss, asyn (advm)1373 
Oswalt, Isaiah 40-66, 400 n. 50, “The syntax of the two verbs 
(infinitive plus finite verb without a conjunction) suggests the 
possibility of hendiadys: to crush painfully” 
 
Isa 54:5 JKˆy$AcOo ‹JKˆy‹AlSoOb your husband, your maker  Ndiss, c, asyn 
Avishur, “Pairs,” 73, “your Maker is your husband”1374 
 
Isa 56:1 hó∂q ∂dVx …wâcSoÅw f™DÚpVvIm …wõrVmIv keep judgment and do righteousness Ndiss in Pa 
Ben Zvi/Hancock/Beinert, Readings, 104; 
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”  
 
Isa 56:5 M$EvÎw d∞Dy a hand and a name   Ndiss1375 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 109, “ein Gedächtnis aere perennius”1376; 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 92; 
Weinfeld, Deuteronomy, 193 n. 4; 
Winkle van, “Meaning,”379, “may be a hendiadys” 
 
Isa 57:12 JKˆy™AcSoAm_t`Ra◊w JK¡Et∂q√dIx your righteousness and your works Ndiss, c, in Pa 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 109, “dein “heilbringendes 
Machwerk”1377; 
Good, “Exodus,” 358, “your victorious deeds” 
 
Isa 57:19 bwÿør∂;qAl◊w qw¬øj∂rDl to those that are far and to those that are near  Nant, a 
Wächter, “qAj∂r,” TDOT, vol. XIII, 470, “the antithesis 
ra6h2ôq/qarôb is often used as a hendiadys expressing a 
totality”1378 
 
Isa 58:4 ‹hD…xAm…w byôîrVl to dispute and strife   Nsemf, synl, a 
Paul, Studies, 74 n. 3 
 
Isa 58:7  Myäîd…wrVm My¶I¥yˆnSoÅw and poor wanderers   Ndiss, asyn, b1379 
Barré, “Wandering,” 184, 185, “those wandering about bowed 
(in grief)”1380 
 
Isa 59:7 rRb™RvÎw dñOv violence/destruction and break/fracture  Nsemf 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)1381; 

                                                
1373 Infc + perf. 
1374 This is, according to Avishur, an ‘appositional hendiadys.’ 
1375 Concr + abstr. 
1376 ‘A remembrance stronger than bronze.’ 
1377 ‘Your saving deeds.’ 
1378 See note to Deut 13:8. 
1379 Adj + noun. 
1380 Italics Barré. Barré refers to Isa 58:7; Lam 1:7, 3:19. 
1381 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” Brongers refers to 
Isa 59:7; 60:8; Jer 48:3. 
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Schorr, “Les composés,” 1731382 
 
Isa 59:14 hä∂q∂dVx…w f$DúpVvIm judgment and righteousness   Ndiss in Pa  
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1-39, 108, 181; Isaiah 40-55, 274; Isaiah 
56-66, 192; 
Ho, Ṣedeq, 109; 
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1751383; 
Reimer, “qdx,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 750, “Since the pair forms a 
hendiadys, precise and distinct meanings for each of the partners 
should not be sought. Rather, together they represent the ideal of 
social justice”1384; 
Schultz, “Theology,” NIDOTTE, vol. I, 197, “probably best 
understood as a hendiadys, that is, two terms that can be 
translated as ‘righteous judgment’ or ‘social justice’”1385 
Isa 60:4 …wa`Db …wâxV;bVqˆn they gathered together, they come   Vdiss, asyn1386 
Oswalt, Isaiah 40-66, 533 n. 7, “all of them come together” 
 
Isa 60:12 h¢DkDlVmA;mAh◊w yw¬ø…gAh the people/nation and the kingdom  Ndiss 
Talmon, Kingship, 13 n. 14, “should be considered a hendiadys, 
a composite designation of Israel’s national essence”1387 
 
Isa 60:15 h™Da…wnVc…w h¶Db…wzSo forsaken and hated   Ndiss1388  
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)1389 
 
Isa 60:18 rRb™RvÎw dñOv violence/destruction and break  Nsemf 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)1390; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 1731391; 
Stuart, Hosea-Jonah, 327, 330, “virtually in hendiadys”1392; 
Zalcman, “Illusions,” 57 n. 26 “‘shattering devastation’ or 
‘crushing ruin’”1393 
 
 
 

                                                
1382 See note to Isa 51:19ba. 
1383 Melamed refers to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys. 
1384 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1385 See note to Ps 99:4. 
1386 2 perf. 
1387 See note to 1 Kgs 18:10. 
1388 2 pass partc as adjectives. 
1389 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” 
1390 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” See note to Isa 
59:7. 
1391 See note to Isa 51:19ba. 
1392 Stuart views the two nouns combined as “virtually in hendiadys” and he refers to Isa 60:18; Jer 6:7; 20:8; 
Ezek 45:9; Amos 3:10; Hab 1:3; 2:17. 
1393 See note to Isa 51:19. 
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Isa 61:8 h¡DlwøoV;b l™EzÎg robbery with iniquity   Ndiss, a1394 
Oswalt, Isaiah 40-66, 573 n. 50, “iniquitous robbery” […] 
“Perhaps […] a hendiadys”1395 
 
Isa 61:11 h$D;lIhVt…w ‹h∂q∂dVx righteousness and prayer   Ndiss 
Avishur, Studies, 109, “the praise of the righteousness”1396 
Isa 63:10 …wäbV…xIo◊w …wõrDm they rebelled and they vexed  Vsemf1397 
Johnson, Perfekt, 74 
 
Isa 64:4 q®d$Rx hEcâOo◊w ‹ cDc_tRa one rejoicing and doing righteousness Vdiss (advm)1398 
Oswalt Isaiah 40-66, 619 n. 13, “those who joyfully do 
righteousness”  
 
Isa 65:6 y™I;tVmA;lIv◊w yI;tVm$A;lIv     Vsr, iden1399

 

I completed/recompensed and I completed/recompensed   
Johnson, Perfekt, 741400 
 
Isa 66:2 yáîrDb√;d_lAo däérDj◊w Aj…w$r_hEk◊n…w   Nc + Ph  
and of contrite spirit and trembling at my word 
Girard, Symboles, 439 n. 181 
 
Isa 66:18 twóønOvV;lAh◊w M™Iywø…gAh the nations and the tongues/languages Ndiss 
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 56-66, 309-310, “nations of every tongue” 
 
Isa 66:20 bRk®rDb…w My&Is…w;sA;b with horses and with chariot   Ndiss, th, b 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128-129 n. 461401 
 
 
 
Jeremiah 
 
Jer 1:10 Xwäøt◊nIl◊w vwñøt◊nIl to uproot and to break down   Vdiss1402 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110  
 
Jer 2:6 hDj…wv◊w h§Db∂rSo steppe/desert plain and pit  Ndiss 
Lundbom, Jeremiah 1-20, 259, “could be a hendiadys, i.e., 
‘pitted desert’” 
 
Jer 2:19 r$DmÎw oâår_yI;k ‹yIa√r…w y§Io√d…w and know and see that evil and bitter Cla/Vdiss1403 
Harman, “Particles,” NIDOTTE, vol. IV, 1037, “know and see”; 

                                                
1394 Only the second noun has a prefixed particle. 
1395 Italics Oswalt. 
1396 Italics Avishur. 
1397 Qatal + weqatal. 
1398 2 partc. 
1399 Qatal + weqatal. 
1400 Johnson calls attention to that there is an additional verb preceding these two. 
1401 See note to Deut 11:4. 
1402 2 infc. 
1403 2 impv. See also 1 Sam 23:22; 23:33. 
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Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, §39.2.5, p. 654, “Know and see 
that it is evil and bitter”1404 
 
Jer 3:2 JK`EtDo∂rVb…w JKˆy™At…wn◊zI;b with your harlotries and with your evil  Ndiss, a, b, c 
Kuntz, “Agent,” 126, 133, “your shameful harlotry”1405; 
Lundbom, Jeremiah 1-20, 302, “your wicked whoring”; 
Riegner, Harlot, 144 n. 1, “can be read as separate but related 
charges […] or as a hendiadys and translated as ‘your evil, non-
Yahwist practices’”;  
Thompson, Jeremiah, 188 n. 8, “‘with your wicked fornication’ 
regarding the two nouns as a hendiadys”; 
Watson, Poetry, 325, “your vile harlotry” 
 
Jer 3:5 lDk…w;tÅw twøo∂rDh yIcSoA;tÅw and you did the evil and you were able  Vdiss, int (advm)1406   
NET, n. 12 “an example of hendiadys, meaning ‘You do all the 
evil you are able to do’”1407 
 
Jer 3:17, 18 hD;m$EhDh My∞ImÎ¥yA;b… ay#IhAh t∞EoD;b at that time … in those days Advb-Ph of time in Pa 
Brin, Concept, 48, “perhaps the things are formulated here […] 
in the manner of a hendiadys”1408 
 
Jer 4:2aa f∞DÚpVvImV;b t™RmTaR;b in truth, in judgment  Ndiss, a, asyn 
Avishur, Studies, 155, n. 1; 
Althann, Analysis, 25, “with dependable sincerity”; 
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”1409; 
Franke, Isaiah, 173, “in faith … and in righteousness”1410 
 
Jer 4:2a hó∂q∂dVxIb…w f∞DÚpVvImV;b t™RmTaR;b    3Ndiss, a,  
in truth, in judgment and in righteousness   (hendiatris)1411 
Bullinger, Figures, 673, “thou shalt swear, in truth    
(i.e., truly, yes – justly and righteously)” 1412 
 
Jer 4:2ab hó∂q∂dVxIb…w f∞DÚpVvImV;b in judgment and righteousness  Ndiss, a 
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1-39, 108, 181;  
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”1413; 
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1771414; 
                                                
1404 Italics Waltke/O’Connor. 
1405 Italics Kuntz. 
1406 2 impfc. 
1407 In the NET Bible Notes in Accordance. 
1408 Italics Brin. 
1409 Brichto refers to this combination as a hendiadys.  
1410 See note to 1 Kgs 3:6.  
1411 Bullinger refers to this example as a hendiatris. 
1412 Italics Bullinger. This example is designated hendiatris by Bullinger and he refers also to Dan 3:7.  
1413 Italics Brichto. See note to 2 Sam 8:15.  
1414 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
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Reimer, “qdx,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 750, “Since the pair forms a 
hendiadys, precise and distinct meanings for each of the partners 
should not be sought. Rather, together they represent the ideal of 
social justice”1415; 
Weinfeld, “Justice,” 2281416 
 
Jer 4:5 …waVlAm …wôa√rIq call, fill    Vdiss, asyn1417 
Althann, Analysis, 42  
 
Jer 4:18 ‹JKEtDo∂r taôøz this your evil   Partc + N, c 
Althann, Analysis, 82, “Another possibility is […] to view taøz 

JKEtDo∂r as a hendiadys, literally ‘the indignity of your malice’, or 
‘your profound malice’”1418  
 
Jer 4:23 whóObÎw …whäOt formless and void   Nsemf, synl 
Hayes, “Jeremiah,” 247, “a formless waste”; 
Perry, “Poetics,” 4, 6, “formless and void”/“waste and void”1419; 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “disorder”1420 
 
Jer 4:26 wáøÚpAa NwõørSj the heat of his anger    Nc 
Althann, Analysis, 99, “by the hot fury of his anger”1421 
 
Jer 4:28 yItO;mÅz yI;t√rA;bîd_yI;k because I have spoken, purposed  Vdiss, asyn (advm)1422 
NET, 69, “for I have made my purpose known”1423  
 
Jer 5:23 hó®rwøm…w râérwøs rebelling/stubborn and rebelling  Nsemf1424  
Fleishman, “Innovation,” 311 n. 2, 312, “wayward and defiant”1425; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “indocilement obstiné”1426 
 
Jer 5:30 h$∂r…wrSo∞Av◊w ‹hD;mAv    Nsemf1427 
horror/appallment and horrible  
Segal, Introduction, 43, “hrwroC ayhC hmC”1428;  
Watson, “Parallelism,” 59 
 
Jer 6:7ba dOvÎw s∞DmDj violence and violence/destruction   Nsemf, synl 
Althann, Analysis, 211-212, “murderous destruction”; 
Andersen, Habakkuk, 111, 116, “devastating lawlessness”1429;  

                                                
1415 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1416 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1417 2 impv. 
1418 Althann interprets taôøz as the noun ‘indignity’ and when using the term hendiadys he refers to Dahood. 
1419 See note to Gen 1:2. 
1420 See note to Gen 1:2. 
1421 Althann interprets y™EnVÚpIm as “fury.” 
1422 2 perf. 
1423 In the NET Bible Notes in Accordance. 
1424 2 partc as adjectives. 
1425 See note to Deut 21:18. 
1426 ‘Intractably stubborn.’ See note to Deut 21:18. 
1427 Noun + adj. 
1428 ‘A horror/waste that is terrifying.’ 
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Jacobson, Student edition, 20, “assault and-battery”1430; 
Kuntz, “Agent,” 126-1281431; 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Hebr.), 2001432; 
Sabottka, Zephanja, 43 n. 1451433; 
Stuart, Hosea-Jonah, 330, “virtually in hendiadys”1434; 
Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, §4.4.1, 70, “Violence and 
destruction resound in her”1435; 
Williams, Syntax, 16, “assault and battery”; Syntax (ed. 
Beckman), 30, “devastating violence”1436 
 
Jer 6:7bb h`D;kAm…w y¶IlFj sickness and wound   Nsemf1437  
Althann, Analysis, 211-212, “painful blows”/”painful wounds”; 
Avishur, Studies, 107, “a wound of sickness”1438; 
Blayney, Jeremiah, 253, “sickness occasioned by blows”; 
Kuntz, “Agent,” 127; 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 891439 
 
Jer 6:10 ‹h∂dy‹IoDa◊w hô∂rV;bådSa I will speak and I will testify/warn Vsemf (advm)1440 
Althann, Analysis, 221, 223, “that I could speak and implore”;  
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110, “zu wenn soll ich so 
unmissverständlich reden (dass sie es hören?)”; 
Simian-Yofre/Ringgren, “dwo,” TDOT, vol. X, 499, “coordinated 
with a different verb as hendiadys”1441 
 
Jer 6:11 My`ImÎy a¶ElVm_MIo NäéqÎz old with full days   N + Ph, semf 
Brin, Concept, 207 n. 9, “old folk and the very aged”  
 
Jer 7:4 h™Dwh◊y l¶AkyEh hYÎwh◊y l∞AkyEh ‹hÎwh◊y l§AkyEh róOmaEl   3Ph, iden  
saying: “The temple of YHWH, the temple of YHWH,   (hendiatris)1442 
the temple of YHWH” 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 41 n. 17 
 
Jer 7:16 h™D;lIpVt…w h¶D…nîr a shout [of joy] and a prayer   Nsemf 
Avishur, Studies, 110, “cry of prayer”1443 
 

                                                
1429 Andersen refers to Jer 6:7; 20:8; Ezek 45:9; Amos 3:10; Hab 1:3. 
1430 Jacobson refers to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys. They occur in parataxis in Jer 6:7; 20:8; 
Ezek 45:9; Amos 3:10; Hab 1:3. 
1431 Kuntz refers also to the same nouns in Jer 20:8 and Amos 3:10, and in reverse order in Hab 1:3.  
1432 Melamed refers to Jer 6:7; 20:8; Ezek 45:9, Amos 3:10, Hab 1:3. 
1433 Sabottka refers to Jer 6:7; 20:8; Ezek 45:9; Amos 3:10; 6:3; Ps 72:14. 
1434 See note to Isa 60:18. 
1435 Italics Waltke/O’Connor. 
1436 Italics Beckman. Williams as well as Beckman refer to Jer 6:7; 20:8; Ezek 45:9, Amos 3:10. 
1437 Concr + abstr. 
1438 Italics Avishur. 
1439 See note to Deut 28:61. 
1440 Yiqtol + weyiqtol (coh). 
1441 See note to 1 Sam 8:9. 
1442 A hendiatris, according to Girard. 
1443 Italics Avishur. See note to 1 Kgs 8:24.  
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Jer 7:34 h$DjVmIc lwêøq◊w ‹NwøcDc lwûøq voice of joy and voice of gladness N/Phsemf, synl 
Babut, Expressions, 1851444 
 
Jer 8:6 ‹oDmVvRa`Dw yI;tVb§AvVqIh I have listened and I have heard   Vsemf1445 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110, “ich habe es ganz gut gehört”1446;  
NET, 1310 n. 3, “I have listened to them very carefully” 
Jer 9:16 …wña√rIq◊w …wön◊nwáø;bVtIh understand and call    Vdiss1447 
Lundbom, Jeremiah 1-20, 559, “consider calling” 
 
Jer 9:23 hä∂q∂dVx…w f¶DúpVvIm judgment and righteousness   Ndiss  
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1-39, 108, 181;  
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”1448; 
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”  
Leibowitz, Bereshit, 170, “may be taken as hendiadys, […] 
‘righteous justice’”;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1751449; 
Reimer, “qdx,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 750, “Since the pair forms a 
hendiadys, precise and distinct meanings for each of the partners 
should not be sought. Rather, together they represent the ideal of 
social justice”1450; 
Schultz, “Theology,” NIDOTTE, vol. I, 197, “probably best 
understood as a hendiadys, that is, two terms that can be 
translated as ‘righteous judgment’ or ‘social justice’”1451; 
Weinfeld, “Justice,” 2281452 
 
Jer 11:7 róOmaEl d™EoDh◊w and warning/testifying saying   Vdiss1453 
Simian-Yofre/Ringgren, “dwo,” TDOT X, 499, “coordinated with 
a different verb as hendiadys”1454 
 
Jer 11:14 h¡D;lIpVt…w h∞D…nîr a shout and a prayer   Nsemf 
Avishur, Studies, 110, “cry of prayer”1455; 
Lundbom, Jeremiah 1-20, 629, “a cry or a prayer […] Or ‘a 
loud prayer’ (hendiadys)”1456 
 
 

                                                
1444 See note to Isa 22:13. 
1445 Perf + impfc. 
1446 ‘I have listened very carefully.’ 
1447 2 impv. 
1448 Italics Brichto. See note to 2 Sam 8:15.  
1449 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1450 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1451 See note to Ps 99:4. 
1452 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1453 Infabs + infc. 
1454 See note to 1 Sam 8:9. 
1455 Italics Avishur. See note to 1 Kgs 8:24.  
1456 Italics Lundbom. 
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Jer 11:20 b¡ElÎw twäøyDlV;k kidneys and heart   Ndiss, th 
Holladay, “Indications,” 2511457; 
VanGemeren, Psalms, 1321458 
 
Jer 13:15 …wny™IzSaAh◊w …wñoVmIv listen and give ear   Vsemf, synl1459 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110, “höret genau zu”1460 
 
Jer 13:18ab …wb¡Ev …wly∞IúpVvAh be low/abased, sit   Vdiss, asyn (advm)1461 
Lundbom, Jeremiah 1-20, 681, “If this be a hendiadys, then ‘Sit 
down!’”;  
NET, 1327 n. 18, “Surrender your thrones”; 
Thompson, Jeremiah, 370 n. 2, “Take a lowly seat”1462  
 
Jer 13:18bb M`RkV;t√rAaVp`I;t t®r™RfSo crown of your glory/beauty   Nc 
Thompson, Jeremiah, 370 n. 3, “your beautiful crown”1463 
 
Jer 14:12 h™Dj◊nIm…w h¶DlOo burnt-offering and grain-offering  Ndiss, th 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128, “a burnt-offering and a 
cereal-offering”; “Break-up” (Hebr.), 1981464 
 
Jer 14:13 ‹tRmTa MwôølVv peace-truth   Nc 
Ben Zvi/Hancock/Beinert, Readings, 1041465; 
Jepsen, “NAmDa,” TDOT, vol. I, 3111466; 
Lundbom, Jeremiah 1-20, 707, “true peace”1467; 
Melamed, “Two,” 177, “tma MwlC”1468 
 
Jer 14:14 MRsô®q◊w r®q%Rv lie and divination   Ndiss 
Gordis, “Usages,” 41, “lbh lv Msq”1469;  
Lundbom, Jeremiah 1-20, 708, “worthless divination”1470; 
NET, 1331 n. 8, “worthless predictions” 
 
Jer 15:8 twáølDhRb…w ry™Io rage and terror   Nsemf 
Blayney, Jeremiah, 299 “may be an Hendiadys stand [sic] for ‘a 
terrible enemy’”1471 
 
 

                                                
1457 Holladay refers to Jer 11:20; 17:10; 20:12; Ps 7:10. 
1458 See note to Ps 7:10. 
1459 2 impv. See also Isa 28:33a. 
1460 ‘Listen attentively.’ 
1461 2 impv. 
1462 Italics Thompson. 
1463 Italics Thompson. 
1464 See note to Ex 30:9. 
1465 See note to 2 Kgs 20:19. 
1466 See note to 2 Kgs 20:19. 
1467 Italics Lundbom. See note to 2 Kgs 20:19. 
1468 ‘True peace.’ See note to 2 Kgs 20:19. 
1469 ‘Divination of futility.’ 
1470 Italics Lundbom. 
1471 Italics Blayney. 
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Jer 15:16 y¡IbDbVl t ∞AjVmIcVl…w NwäøcDcVl to joy and my heart’s gladness N/Ncsemf, synl 
Babut, Expressions, 1851472 
 
Jer 16:5 My`ImSjår`Dh_tRa◊w dRs™RjAh_tRa    Nsemf, b 
the loving-kindness and the compassions  
Melamed, “Two,” 177, 1781473; 
Weinfeld, “Terminology,” 1921474 
  
Jer 16:9 h$DjVmIc lwêøq◊w ‹NwøcDc lwûøq voice of joy and voice of gladness N/Phsemf, synl 
Babut, Expressions, 1851475 
 
Jer 16:19 y¢IΩΩzUoDm…w yªIΩΩzUo    Nsemf, synl, c  
my strength and my strength/stronghold   
Lundbom, Jeremiah 1-20, 772, “may also be a hendiadys, i.e., 
‘my strong fortress’” 
 
Jer 16:21 yIt∂r…wb◊…g_tRa◊w yîdÎy_tRa my hand and my might  Ndiss, c1476 
NET, 1337-1338 n. 31, “my mighty power in judgment” 
 
Jer 17:10 twóøyDlV;k N∞EjO;b b™El rñéqOj searching heart, testing kidneys N/Ph, diss, th, b, asyn 
Holladay, “Indications,” 2511477; 
VanGemeren, Psalms, 1321478 
 
Jer 17:21 M™RtaEbShÅw t$D;bAÚvAh MwâøyV;b ‹aDÚcAm …wôaVcI;t_lAa◊w   Vdiss, int1479

 

and do not carry a burden on the sabbath day and bring  
NET, 1340 n. 16, “Do not carry any loads in through”  
 
Jer 17:25 My#Is…w;sAb…w bRkâ®rD;b with chariot and with horses   Ndiss, th, a, b 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128-129 n. 461480 
 
Jer 17:27 aöøb…w a#DÚcAm t∞EaVc carry a burden and coming   Vdiss, int1481 
NET, 1341 n. 10, “You must not carry any loads in through” 
 
Jer 18:4 ‹…wh‹EcSoÅ¥y`Aw b#Dv◊w and he returned and he made it   Vdiss1482  
NET, 1341 n. 19, “Then he would rework”; 1466 n. 101483 
 
 
 

                                                
1472 See note to Isa 22:13. 
1473 Melamed refers to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys. The nouns occur combined in Jer 16:5; 
Hos 2:21; Zech 7:9; Ps 103:4; Dan 1:9. 
1474 Weinfeld refers to these two combined as a hendiadys. They occur in Jer 16:5; Hos 2:21; Zech 7:9; Ps 103:4. 
1475 See note to Isa 22:13. 
1476 Concr + abstr. 
1477 See note to Jer 11:20. 
1478 See note to Ps 7:10. 
1479 Impf + perfc. 
1480 See note to Ex 14:9. 
1481 2 infc. 
1482 Weqatal + impfc. 
1483 See note to Gen 26:18. 
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Jer 18:7a h¡DkDlVmAm_lAo◊w ywäø…g_lAo    N/Ph, diss 
about a people/nation and about a kingdom  
Talmon, Kingship, 13 n. 14, “should be considered a hendiadys, 
a composite designation of Israel’s national essence”1484 
 
Jer 18:7b dy`IbSaAhVlá…w Xwäøt◊nIl◊w vwñøt◊nIl   3Vdiss1485 
to uproot and to break down and to destroy  
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110 
 
Jer 18:9 h¡DkDlVmAm_lAo◊w ywäø…g_lAo    N/Ph, diss 
about a people/nation and about a kingdom  
Talmon, Kingship, 13 n. 14, “should be considered a hendiadys, 
a composite designation of Israel’s national essence”1486 
 
Jer 19:8 hó∂qérVvIl◊w h™D;mAvVl to horror and to hissing   Ndiss, a 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 1331487 
 
Jer 20:8 däOvÎw s¶DmDj violence/wrong and violence/destruction Nsemf, synl 
Andersen, Habakkuk, 111, 116, “devastating lawlessness”1488;  
Jacobson, Student edition, 20, “assault and-battery”1489; 
Kuntz, “Agent,” 126-1281490;  
Melamed, “Break-up” (Hebr.), 2001491; 
Sabottka, Zephanja, 43 n. 1451492; 
Stuart, Hosea-Jonah, 330, “virtually in hendiadys”1493; 
Williams, Syntax, 16, “assault and battery”; Syntax (ed. 
Beckman), 30, “devastating violence”1494 
 
Jer 20:12 b¡ElÎw twäøyDlVk h¶Raør    Ndiss, th, b 

he saw kidneys and heart    

Holladay, “Indications,” 2511495;  
VanGemeren, Psalms, 1321496 
 
Jer 20:18 NwóøgÎy◊w l™DmDo trouble and sorrow   Nsemf 
Allen, “lDmDo,” TWOT, vol. II, 669 
 
Jer 22:3 h$∂q∂dVx…w ‹fDÚpVvIm judgment and righteousness   Ndiss 
Ben Zvi/Hancock/Beinert, Readings, 1041497;  

                                                
1484 See note to 1 Kgs 18:10. 
1485 3 infc. 
1486 See note to 1 Kgs 18:10. 
1487 Melamed refers to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys. They occur combined in Jer 19:8; 25:9, 
18; 29:18; 51:37; 2 Chr 29:8. 
1488 See note to Jer 6:7. 
1489 See note to Jer 6:7. 
1490 See note to Jer 6:7. 
1491 See note to Jer 6:7. 
1492 See note to Jer 6:7. 
1493 See note to Isa 60:18. 
1494 See note to Jer 6:7. Italics Beckman. 
1495 See note to Jer 11:20. 
1496 See note to Ps 7:10. 
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Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”1498; 
Bullinger, Figures, 661, “execute ye judgment, yea – and 
righteous judgment too”;  
Glassius, Philologiae, 393, “judicium justum”1499; 
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1751500; 
Myers, “Language,” 98, “righteous judgments”;    
Reimer, “qdx,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 750, “Since the pair forms a 
hendiadys, precise and distinct meanings for each of the partners 
should not be sought. Rather, together they represent the ideal of 
social justice”1501; 
Weinfeld, “Justice,” 2281502 
 
Jer 22:4 My$Is…w;sAb…w bRkâ®rD;b with chariot and with horses   Ndiss, th, a, b 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128-129 n. 461503 
 
Jer 22:15a h#DtDv◊w l∞AkDa he ate and he drank   Vdiss, th1504 
Craigie/Kelley/Drinkard, Jeremiah 1-25, 311, “probably a 
hendiadys meaning he lived his life, he went about his routine 
life”1505 
 
Jer 22:15b h$∂q∂dVx…w ‹fDÚpVvIm judgment and righteousness   Ndiss 
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1-39, 108, 181;  
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”1506; 
Bullinger, Figures, 661, “execute judgment, yes – and rigtheous 
judgment too”; 
Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner), 
vol. III, 760; vol. V, 11041507; 
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”; 
Leibowitz, Bereshit, 170, “may be taken as hendiadys […] 
‘righteous justice’”;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1751508; 

                                                
1497 Ben Zvi/Hancock/Beinert refer to the combination of these nouns as a “typical instance of hendiadys.” 
1498 Italics Brichto. See note to Gen 18:19.  
1499 ‘Righteous judgment.’ 
1500 Melamed refers to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys. 
1501 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1502 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1503 See note to Ex 14:9. 
1504 Qatal + weqatal. 
1505 Craigie/Kelley/Drinkard refer to the same components in Eccl 2:24, 3:13; 5:18, 8:15 
1506 Italics Brichto. See note to Gen 18:19.  
1507 See note to Gen 18:19. 
1508 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
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Reimer, “qdx,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 750, “Since the pair forms a 
hendiadys, precise and distinct meanings for each of the partners 
should not be sought. Rather, together they represent the ideal of 
social justice”1509; 
Weinfeld, “Justice,” 2281510 
 
Jer 22:16 NwäøyVbRa◊w y¶InDo poor and needy    Nsemf  
Melamed, “Two,” 1761511   
 
Jer 23:3 …wáb∂r◊w …wõrDp…w and they shall be fruitful and they shall multiply   Vdiss (advm)1512 
Andersen, Sentence, 117, “be abundantly fruitful”1513 
 
Jer 23:5b hä∂q∂dVx…w f¶DÚpVvIm h¢DcDo◊w ly$I;kVcIh ◊w ‹JKRl‹Rm JKAl§Dm…w  Vdiss, int1514

 

and a king will rule and be wise and do judgment and 
righteousness  
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”; 
NET, n. 151515; 
Schultz, “Theology,” NIDOTTE, vol. I, 197, “probably best 
understood as a hendiadys, that is, two terms that can be 
translated as ‘righteous judgment’ or ‘social justice’”1516 
 
Jer 23:5bb hä∂q∂dVx…w f¶DúpVvIm judgment and righteousness   Ndiss 
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1-39, 108, 181;  
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”1517; 
Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner), 
vol. III, 760; vol. V, 11041518; 
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1751519; 
Reimer, “qdx,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 750, “Since the pair forms a 
hendiadys, precise and distinct meanings for each of the partners 
should not be sought. Rather, together they represent the ideal of 
social justice”1520; 

                                                
1509 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1510 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1511 See note to Deut 15:11. 
1512 2 perfc. 
1513 Italics Andersen. See note to Gen 1:22.  
1514 2 perfc. 
1515 In the NET Bible Notes in Accordance. 
1516 See note to Ps 99:4. 
1517 Italics Brichto. See note to Gen 18:19.  
1518 See note to Gen 18:19. 
1519 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1520 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
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Schultz, “Theology,” NIDOTTE, vol. I, 197, “probably best 
understood as a hendiadys, that is, two terms that can be 
translated as ‘righteous judgment’ or ‘social justice’”1521; 
Weinfeld, “Justice,” 2281522 
 
Jer 23:8 ay%IbEh r°RvSaÅw ·hDlToRh r∞RvSa who brought up and who brought   Vsemf, int1523 
NET, n. 25, “probably a case of hendiadys” […] “bring out the 
people […] of Israel […] from the land of the north”1524  
 
Jer 23:18 o`DmVvˆ¥yÅw [wëørDb√;d] yîrDb√;d by¶IvVqIh_y`Im Vsemf, synl, int  
who listened to his words and listened    (advm)1525 
Althann, Analysis, 223, “Who has carefully marked his word” 
 
Jer 23:32 MDt…wzSjApVb…w MRhyérVqIvV;b by their lies and by their recklessness  Ndiss, a, b, c 
Blayney, Jeremiah, 337, “by their groundless lies”; 
NET, 1358 n. 11, “wreckless lies” 
 
Jer 24:9 h$Do∂rVl [h∞DwSoÅz][Vl] hDoÎw◊zIl to trembling, to evil  Ndiss, asyn 
Blayney, Jeremiah, 359, “might not improperly be rendered as 
an Hendiadys, ‘to afflictive vexation’”1526 
 
Jer 24:9ba h$DlDlVqIl◊w h∞DnyˆnVvIl ‹ lDvDmVl…w h§DÚp √rRjVl    Phsemf  
to reproach and to proverb, to taunt and to curse  
NET, 1360 “an object of ridicule, an example to be used in 
curses”; 1360 n. 8 “the two pairs  […] as examples of hendiadys 
[…] very possible here”1527 
 
Jer 24:9bb h$DlDlVqIl ◊w h ∞DnyˆnVvIl ‹ lDvDmVl…w h§DÚp√rRjVl    Phsemf  
to reproach and to proverb, to taunt and to curse  
NET, 1360 “an object of ridicule, an example to be used in 
curses”; 1360 n. 8 “the two pairs  […] as examples of hendiadys 
[…] very possible here”1528 
 
Jer 25:9 h$∂qérVvIl◊w h∞D;mAvVl to a horror and a hissing   Ndiss, a 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 1331529 
 
Jer 25:10 h$DjVmIc lwêøq◊w ‹NwøcDc lwûøq voice of joy and voice of gladness N/Phsemf, synl 
Babut, Expressions, 1851530 
 
 

                                                
1521 See note to Ps 99:4. 
1522 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1523 2 perf. 
1524 In the NET Bible Notes in Accordance. 
1525 Perf + impfc. 
1526 Italics Blayney. 
1527 See also Jer 24:9bb. 
1528 See also Jer 24:9ba. 
1529 See note to Jer 19:8. 
1530 See note to Isa 22:13. 
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Jer 25:18 hñ∂qérVvIl h¢D;mAvVl to a horror and a hissing   Ndiss, a, asyn 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 1331531 
 
Jer 25:26 ‹MyIqOj√r`Dh◊w My§IbOrV;qAh the ones near and the ones far away Nant, b 
Wächter, “qAj∂r,” TDOT, vol. XIII, 470, “… the antithesis 
rahoq/qarob is often used as a hendiadys expressing totality”1532 
 
Jer 26:5 AjäølDv◊w M¶E;kVvAh◊w and going up early and sending  Vdiss (advm)1533 
Keown/Scalise/Smothers, Jeremiah 26-52, 2, 3, “sending 
persistently”  
 
Jer 26:21 jäårVbˆ¥yÅw a$∂rˆ¥yÅw ‹…wh‹Î¥yîr…wa o§AmVvˆ¥yÅw   Vdiss (advm)1534

 

and Uriah heard and he feared and he fled 
Putnam, Insert, §2.3.4, p. 39, “Uriah heard and fled in fear”1535 
 
Jer 28:8 tw$ølOd ◊…g twâøkDlVmAm_lAo◊w ‹twø;bår twôøx∂rSa_lRa   Nsemf, synl, b, int1536 
to many/great countries and over great kingdoms 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 780 n. 91537 
 
Jer 29:11 h`DwVqIt◊w tyñîrSjAa an end/future and a hope  Ndiss 
Andersen/Freedman, Hosea, 308; 
Avishur, Studies, 102, 105, 330, “a future and a hope”;  
Brown/Driver/Briggs, Lexicon, 876, “i.e. by hendyadis [sic], the 
hoped-for future”1538;  
Bullinger, Figures, 661, “the end which I have promised and on 
which I have caused you to hope and depend. All this, and more 
is contained in and expressed by the figure Hendiadys”1539;  
Gesenius, Lehrbuch, 854, “hoffnungsvolle Zukunft”1540; 
Glassius, Philologiae, 393 “finem expectatum seu exoptatum”; 
494, “finem expectationis, seu expectatum”1541; 
Gordis, “Usages,” 41, “hwqt lC tyrja”1542; Koheleth, 279, 331, 
“future of hope”; 
König, Stilistik, 161, “hoffningsreiche Zukunft”1543; “Style,” 
157, “an expected end”; 
NET, 1373 n. 11, “a future filled with hope”; 
Smith, Rhetorique, 184, “finem expectatum”1544; 

                                                
1531 See note to Jer 19:8. 
1532 See note to Deut 13:8. 
1533 2 infabs. 
1534 2 impfc. 
1535 Italics Putnam. 
1536 2 adj. 
1537 Girard refers to Jer 28:8; Ezek 38:15. 
1538 BDB, p. 876. This example is also given by Gesenius in his Lehrbuch (1817). It would seem that it was 
Brown who wrote the entry on hwq, according to the information in the preface of BDB. See BDB, xi. 
1539 Italics Bullinger. 
1540 ‘A hopeful future.’ 
1541 ‘An end awaited or longed for/an end of the expectation, or an anticipated expectation.’ 
1542 ‘A future/end/fulfilment of hope.’ 
1543 ‘A hopeful future.’ 
1544 ‘An awaited end.’ 
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Stuart, Grammar, 3351545 
 
Jer 29:12 y¡DlEa M™R;tVlA;lAÚpVtIh◊w M$R;tVkAlSh`Aw   Vdiss1546 
and you shall go and you shall pray to me  
NET, 1373 “and come to me in prayer”; 1373 n. 12, “verbal 
hendiadys 
 
Jer 29:18 hâ∂qérVvIl◊w ‹hD;mAvVl…w and to horror and to hissing  Ndiss, a 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 1331547 
 
Jer 29:23 d™EoÎw [Aoñédwø¥y][Ah] AoédOy…wh the knowing(?) and witness  Ndiss, sf 
Keown/Scalise/Smothers, Jeremiah 26-52, 63, “might even be 
understood as a hendiadys, ‘the expert witness’” 
 
Jer 29:26 a¡E;bÅnVtIm…w o™D…gUvVm being mad and prophesying  N/V+V, diss1548 
Keown/Scalise/Smothers, Jeremiah 26-52, 63, “Another 
possible hendiadys: ‘prophesying maniac’”; 
Sperling, Torah, 164 n. 3 
 
Jer 30:13 h™DlDoV;t twñøaUp√r remedies, healing = remedies of healing Nc 
Avishur, “Pairs,” 70, “no medicine for your wound, no healing 
for you”1549; 
Kuntz, “Agent,” 128; 
Watson, Poetry, 326 
 
Jer 30:19ba …wf$DoVmˆy aâøl◊w ‹MyItI;b√rIh◊w   V/Cla 

and I will increase them and they will not diminish/be few  
Babut, Expressions, 186 
 
Jer 30:19bb …wr`DoVxˆy añøl◊w My™I;t√dA;bVkIh◊w   V/Cla 

and I will make them heavy and they shall not be 
small/insignificant   

Babut, Expressions, 186 
 
Jer 32:39 d$DjRa JK®râ®d◊w ‹dDjRa b§El one heart and one way  Phdiss 
Keown/Scalise/Smothers, Jeremiah 26-52, 160, “The promise of 
‘one way’ in v 39 can be understood as a sort of hendiadys with 
‘one heart’” 
 
Jer 33:6 t`RmTa‰w MwäølDv peace and truth   Ndiss 
Avishur, Studies, 155 n. 21550; 
Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner), 
vol. I, “tRmTa.” 78, “dauernde Wohlfart”1551; 

                                                
1545 In the 1821 edition. 
1546 2 perfc. 
1547 See note to Jer 19:8. 
1548 2 partc. 
1549 This is, according to Avishur, an ‘appositional hendiadys.’ 
1550 See note to 2 Kgs 20:19. 
1551 See note to 2 Kgs 20:19. 
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Jepsen, “NAmDa,” TDOT, vol. I, 3111552; 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 90 n. 821553; 
Lundbom, Jeremiah 1-20, 707, “true peace”1554; 
Melamed, “Two,” 177, “tma MwlC”1555; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 169, “paix véritable (durable)”1556; 
Stendebach, “MwølDv,” TDOT, vol. XV, 37, “enduring shalom”;  
Thompson, Jeremiah, 597, n. 7, “true peace”1557  
 
Jer 33:10 h¡DmEhV;b Ny∞EaEm…w Mä∂dDa Ny¶EaEm without man and without inhabitant Phsemf 
Lundbom, Jeremiah 21-36, 535 
 
Jer 33:11 h#DjVmIc lwêøq◊w NwøcDc lwêøq voice of joy and voice of gladness N/Phsemf, synl 
Babut, Expressions, 1851558 
 
Jer 33:15 hä∂q∂dVx…w f¶DÚpVvIm judgment and righteousness   Ndiss 
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1-39, 108, 181;  
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”1559; 
Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner), 
vol. III, 760; vol. V, 11041560; 
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1751561; 
Reimer, “qdx,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 750, “Since the pair forms a 
hendiadys, precise and distinct meanings for each of the partners 
should not be sought. Rather, together they represent the ideal of 
social justice”1562; 
Schultz, “Theology,” NIDOTTE, vol. I, 197, “probably best 
understood as a hendiadys, that is, two terms that can be 
translated as ‘righteous judgment’ or ‘social justice’”1563; 
Weinfeld, “Justice,” 2281564 
 
Jer 36:7 h$DmEj∞Ah◊w ‹PAaDh the anger and the wrath   Nsemf, synl  
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110, “fürchterliche Wut”1565 
 
 

                                                
1552 See note to 2 Kgs 20:19. 
1553 See note to 2 Kgs 20:19. 
1554 See note to 2 Kgs 20:19. 
1555 ‘True peace.’ See note to 2 Kgs 20:19. 
1556 ‘True (enduring) peace.’ 
1557 Italics Thompson. 
1558 See note to Isa 22:13. 
1559 Italics Brichto. See note to 2 Sam 8:15.  
1560 See note to Gen 18:19. 
1561 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1562 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1563 See note to Ps 99:4. 
1564 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1565 ‘Terrible rage.’ See note to Deut 9:19. 
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Jer 36:27 My$îrDb√;dAh_tRa◊w ‹hD;lˆgV;mAh_tRa the scroll and the words   Ndiss, b1566 
Avishur, Studies, 102; 
Bullinger, Figures, 661, “the roll, yes – and the roll that 
contained the words of Jehovah too”;  
Glassius, Philologiae, 494, “volumen verborum”1567; 
König, Stilistik, 161, “volumen verborum”1568; “Style,” 157, “the 
roll of the words” 
 
Jer 36:28 jåq b…wñv return, take    Vdiss, asyn1569 
NET, 1466 n. 101570 
 
Jer 42:17 fy$IlDp…w dyâîrDc an escapee and a fugitive   Nsemf 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)1571; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “celui qui se sauve par la fuite”1572 
 
Jer 44:14 ‹dyîrDc◊w fy§IlDÚp a fugitive and an escapee  Nsemf  
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)1573 
 
Jer 46:3 hYÎ…nIx◊w ‹N´gDm [small?] shield and [rectangular?] shield Ndiss, th 
Andersen/Freedman, Amos, 422-433, “hendiadys?”1574 
 
Jer 48:3 rRb¶RvÎw däOv violence/destruction and break/fracture Nsemf 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)1575; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 1731576 
 
Jer 48:20 […wq¡Do◊z][á…w] yIqDo◊z…w [—…wly∞IlyEh] yIlyIlyEh wail and cry out  Vsemf1577 
Babut, Expressions, 185 
 
Jer 48:24 twáøbOrV;qAh◊w twëøqOj√rDh the ones far away and the ones near  Nant, b 
Wächter, “qAj∂r,” TDOT, vol. XIII, 470, “the antithesis 
ra6h2ôq/qarôb is often used as a hendiadys expressing a 
totality”1578 
 
 
                                                
1566 Concr + abstr. 
1567 ‘The scroll of the words.’  
1568 ‘The scroll of the words.’  
1569 2 impv. 
1570 See note to Gen 26:18. 
1571 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” See note to Josh 
8:22. 
1572 ‘One who rescues himself by the escape/by escaping.’ See note to Josh 8:22. 
1573 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” See note to Josh 
8:22. 
1574 Andersen/Freedman display uncertainty, by adding a question mark, when using the term hendiadys on the 
combination of these nouns in parataxis. The nouns occur in Jer 46:3; Ezek 39:9b; Ps 35:2 and in reverse order 
in Ezek 23:24b; 38:4. 
1575 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” See note to Isa 
59:7. 
1576 See note to Isa 51:19. 
1577 2 impv. 
1578 See note to Deut 13:8. 
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Jer 49:19 …w…nRxyîrSa hDoyI…g√rAa_yI;k for I will disturb, I will make him run Vdiss, asyn (advm)1579 
NET, 1433, “so too I will chase”; 1433 n. 8, “a verbal 
hendiadys” 
 
Jer 50:37 w#ø;bVkîr_lRa◊w wy∞Ds…ws_lRa on their horses and on their chariot  N/Ph, diss, th, b, c 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128-1291580 
 
Jer 51:37 hä∂qérVv…w h¶D;mAv a horror and a hissing   Ndiss 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 1331581 
 
Jer 51:38 twáøy∂rSa yñérwøgV;k …wërSoÎn …wg¡DaVvˆy MyâîrIpV;kA;k wä∂;dVjÅy   Vsemf, asyn, in Pa1582  
they shall roar together like young lions; they shall growl as 
lions’ whelps    
Babut, Expressions, 185 
 
Jer 51:56 M`E;lAv◊y M¶E;lAv h™Dwh◊y twöølUm ◊…g lªEa   N, b + V, semf1583

 

for YHWH is a God of rewards, he will [surely] payingly pay 
Babut, Expressions, 185  
 
 
 
Ezekiel 
 
Ezek 3:19 h¡DoDv√rDh wäø;k√rå;dIm…w w$øoVvîr`Em   N+Ph, semf, ss, a, c,  
from his wickedness and from his wicked way    
Brownlee, “Parable,” 405 
 
Ezek 5:15 h$D;mAvVm…w r∞Ds…wm    Ndiss 
discipline/instruction/correction and devastation/horror   
Block, Ezekiel 1-24, 206 n. 50, “mockery and derision”  
 
Ezek 5:17 Mä∂dÎw rRbñ®d◊w and pestilence and blood  Ndiss  
Allen, Ezekiel 1-19, 77, “seems to be virtually a hendiadys, ‘a 
fatal plague’” 
 
Ezek 6:12 r…w$xÎ…nAh◊w ‹rDaVvˆ…nAh◊w and the remainder and the guard/keeper Ndiss  
Block, Ezekiel 1-24, 234 n. 76, “the person who remains and is 
preserved”;  
Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20, 136, “remains under siege”;  
Levi, Inkongruenz, 92, “der belagerte Bleibende”1584 
 
 
 
 
                                                
1579 2 impf. 
1580 See note to Ex 14:9. 
1581 See note to Jer 19:8. 
1582 Yiqtol + qatal. 
1583 The verb is an infabs and also followed by a finite verb from the same stem. 
1584 ‘The besieged remaning one.’  
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Ezek 6:14 ‹hD;mAvVm…w h§DmDmVv    Nsr, sg, df  
desolation/devastation and desolation/devastation  
Block, Ezekiel 1-24, 236 n. 90; Ezekiel 25-48, 257 n. 100, “utter 
desolation”1585; 
Habel, Earth, 145 n. 3, “Technically the words are a hendiadys” 
 
Ezek 12:18 h™DgDa√dIb…w h¶Dz◊g∂rV;b with trembling and with anxiety Nsemf, a 
Block, Ezekiel 1-24, 380 n. 2, “fearful trembling”  
 
Ezek 16:7 h`Dy√rRo◊w MõOrEo naked and nakedness/bareness  Nsemf, synl, dg1586 
Block, Ezekiel 1-24, 478 n. 86, “completely nude”1587; 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)1588; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “nu et dévêtu”1589 
 
Ezek 16:22 hYÎy√rRo◊w MêOrEo naked and nakedness/bareness  Nsemf, synl, dg1590 
Block, Ezekiel 1-24, 478 n. 86, “completely nude”1591; 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)1592; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “nu et dévêtu”1593 
 
Ezek 16:39 h`Dy√rRo◊w MõOryEo naked and nakedness/bareness  Nsemf, synl, dg1594 
Block, Ezekiel 1-24, 478 n. 86, “completely nude”1595; 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)1596; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “nu et dévêtu”1597 
 
Ezek 16:49 NwäøyVbRa◊w y¶InDo poor and needy    Nsemf  
Melamed, “Two,” 1761598   
 
Ezek 18:5 há∂q∂dVx…w f™DúpVvIm judgment and righteousness   Ndiss 
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1-39, 108, 181;  
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”1599; 
Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner), 
vol. III, 760; vol. V, 11041600; 

                                                
1585 Block refers to Ezek 6:14; 33:28, 29; 35:3. 
1586  Adj + noun. 
1587 Block refers to Ezek 16:7, 22, 39; 23:29. 
1588 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” Brongers refers to 
Ezek 16:7, 22, 39; 23:29. 
1589 ‘Naked and undressed.’ Schorr refers to Ezek 16:7, 22, 39; 23:29. 
1590  Adj + noun. 
1591 Block refers to Ezek 16:7, 22, 39; 23:29. 
1592 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” See note to Ezek 
16:7. 
1593 ‘Naked and undressed.’ Schorr refers to Ezek 16:7, 22, 39; 23:29. 
1594  Adj + noun. 
1595 Block refers to Ezek 16:7, 22, 39; 23:29. 
1596 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” See note to Ezek 
16:7. 
1597 ‘Naked and undressed.’ Schorr refers to Ezek 16:7, 22, 39; 23:29. 
1598 See note to Deut 15:11. 
1599 Italics Brichto. See note to Gen 18:19.  
1600 See note to Gen 18:19. 
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Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1751601; 
Reimer, “qdx.” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 750, “Since the pair forms a 
hendiadys, precise and distinct meanings for each of the partners 
should not be sought. Rather, together they represent the ideal of 
social justice”1602; 
Weinfeld, “Justice,” 2281603 
 
Ezek 18:12 ‹NwøyVbRa◊w y§InDo poor and needy    Nsemf  
Melamed, “Two,” 1761604    
 
Ezek 18:17 ‹tyI;b√rAt◊w JKRv§Rn interest and interest  Nsemf, synl  
Müller, Semitica, 16-17, “Zinsen”1605; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 1701606; 
Tur-Sinai (Torczyner), Language, 350 
 
Ezek 18:19 hâ∂q∂dVx…w fªDúpVvIm judgment and righteousness   Ndiss 
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1-39, 108, 181;  
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”1607; 
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1751608; 
Reimer, “qdx,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 750, “Since the pair forms a 
hendiadys, precise and distinct meanings for each of the partners 
should not be sought. Rather, together they represent the ideal of 
social justice”1609; 
Weinfeld, “Justice,” 2281610 
 
Ezek 18:21 hó∂q∂dVx…w f™DúpVvIm judgment and righteousness   Ndiss 
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1-39, 108, 181;  
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”1611; 
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”;  
                                                
1601 Melamed refers to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys. 
1602 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1603 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1604 See note to Deut 15:11. 
1605 See note to Lev 25:36. 
1606 See note to Lev 25:36. 
1607 See note to Gen 18:19. 
1608 Melamed refers to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys. 
1609 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1610 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1611 See note to Gen 18:19. 
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Melamed, “Two,” 1751612; 
Reimer, “qdx,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 750, “Since the pair forms a 
hendiadys, precise and distinct meanings for each of the partners 
should not be sought. Rather, together they represent the ideal of 
social justice”1613; 
Weinfeld, “Justice,” 2281614 
 
Ezek 18:27 hó∂q∂dVx…w f™DúpVvIm judgment and righteousness   Ndiss 
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1-39, 108, 181;  
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”1615; 
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1751616; 
Reimer, “qdx,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 750, “Since the pair forms a 
hendiadys, precise and distinct meanings for each of the partners 
should not be sought. Rather, together they represent the ideal of 
social justice”1617; 
Weinfeld, “Justice,” 2281618 
 
Ezek 20:38 ‹MyIoVvwáøÚpAh◊w Myôîd√rO;mAh the rebelling and the transgressing Nsemf, synl, b 

Knierim, “drm,” THAT, vol. I, 927, “Empörer und 
Abtrünnige/Treubrüchige”1619; “drm,” TLOT, vol. II, 686, “rebels 
and apostates/disloyal ones”  
 
Ezek 22:5 twõøqOj√rDh◊w twöøbOrV;qAh the ones near and the ones far away  Nant, b 
Wächter, “qAj∂r,” TDOT, XIII, 470, “the antithesis ra6h2ôq/qarôb is 
often used as a hendiadys expressing a totality”1620 
 
Ezek 22:12 ty∞I;b√rAt◊w JKRvªRn interest and interest  Nsemf, synl 
Block, Ezekiel 1-24, 711 (not h.); 
Müller, Semitica, 16-17, “Zinsen”1621; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 1701622; 
Tur-Sinai (Torczyner), Language, 350 
 
Ezek 22:29 ‹NwøyVbRa◊w y§InDo◊w and poor and needy   Nsemf  
Melamed, “Two,” 1761623 
 
                                                
1612 Melamed refers to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys. 
1613 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1614 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1615 Italics Brichto. See note to Gen 18:19.  
1616 Melamed refers to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys. 
1617 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1618 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1619 ‘Rebelling and apostate/trecherous.’ 
1620 See note to Deut 13:8. 
1621 See note to Lev 25:36. 
1622 See note to Lev 25:36 
1623 See note to Deut 15:11. 
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Ezek 23:24a  ‹ lÅ…gVlÅg◊w bRkô®r chariot and wheel  Hol 
Block, Ezekiel 1-24, 748, n. 97, “wheeled chariots”  
 
Ezek 23:24b ‹N´gDm…w h§D…nIx [rectangular?] shield and [small?] shield Ndiss, th 
Andersen/Freedman, Amos, 422-433, “hendiadys?”1624  
 
Ezek 23:29 h¡Dy√rRo◊w MêOryEo naked and nakedness/bareness  Nsemf, synl, dg1625 
Block, Ezekiel 1-24, 478, n. 86; 752, “completely nude”1626; 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)1627; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “nu et dévêtu”1628 
 
Ezek 23:33a NwäøgÎy◊w NwõørD;kIv drunkenness and sorrow  Ndiss  
Segal, Introduction, 43, “ynwgy NwrkC”1629  
Ezek 23:33b h$DmDmVv…w h∞D;mAv desolation and desolation  Nsr, sg, df 
Greenberg, Ezekiel 21-37, 483, “appallment over desolation”  
 
Ezek 24:23 …wó;kVbIt aâøl◊w …wëdVÚpVsIt añøl do not mourn and do not weep  Vsemf, int1630 
Westermann, Genesis 12-36, 3731631  
 
Ezek 26:7 bRkñ®rVb…w s…wösV;b with chariot and with horse   Ndiss, th, a 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128-1291632 
 
Ezek 26:20 My`I¥yAj X®r¶RaV;b y™IbVx y¶I;tAtÎn◊w yIb¡EvEt aâøl   V+N, crux1633

 

you shall not sit and I will give beauty in the land of life  
Barré, “Land,” 39, 52 n. 12, “sit nor stand”1634 
 
Ezek 27:24 My™IzürSaÅw My¢IvUbSj MyªIlDbSjA;b with ropes, bounded and tight Ph + N, semf 
Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner), 
vol. I, “z…wrDa,” 96, “festgedrehte Seile”1635  
 
Ezek 29:9 h$D;b√rDj◊w h∞DmDmVvIl to desolation and waste/ruin  Nsemf, a 
Greenberg, Ezekiel 21-37, 605, “a desolate ruin […] Absence of 
preposed l- before the the second noun suggests a hendiadys” 
 
Ezek 31:15 yIt§E;sI;k yI;tVl%AbTaRh I caused mourning, I covered  Vdiss, asyn (advm)1636 
Boadt, Oracles, 118, “I cover with mourning garments”; 
Greenberg, Ezekiel 21-37, 642 (not h.) 

                                                
1624 See note to Jer 46:3. 
1625  Adj + noun. 
1626 See note to Ezek 16:7. 
1627 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” See note to Ezek 
16:7. 
1628 ‘Naked and undressed.’ See note to Ezek 16:7. 
1629 ‘Sorrowful drunkenness.’ 
1630 2 impf. 
1631 See note to Gen 23:2. 
1632 See note to Ex 14:9. 
1633 The verbs is an impf. 
1634 Conjecture by Barré of the MT-text. 
1635 ‘Strongly fastened ropes.’ 
1636 2 perf. 
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Ezek 33:14 há∂q∂dVx…w f™DÚpVvIm judgment and righteousness   Ndiss  
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1-39, 108, 181;  
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”1637; 
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1751638; 
Reimer, “qdx,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 750, “Since the pair forms a 
hendiadys, precise and distinct meanings for each of the partners 
should not be sought. Rather, together they represent the ideal of 
social justice”1639; 
Weinfeld, “Justice,” 2281640 
 
Ezek 33:16 hö∂q∂dVx…w fªDúpVvIm judgment and righteousness   Ndiss  
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1-39, 108, 181;  
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”1641; 
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1751642; 
Reimer, “qdx,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 750, “Since the pair forms a 
hendiadys, precise and distinct meanings for each of the partners 
should not be sought. Rather, together they represent the ideal of 
social justice”1643; 
Weinfeld, “Justice,” 2281644 
 
Ezek 33:19 hó∂q∂dVx…w f™DúpVvIm judgment and righteousness   Ndiss  
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1-39, 108, 181;  
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”1645; 
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1751646; 
Reimer, “qdx,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 750, “Since the pair forms a 
hendiadys, precise and distinct meanings for each of the partners 
should not be sought. Rather, together they represent the ideal of 
social justice”1647; 
                                                
1637 Italics Brichto. See note to Gen 18:19.  
1638 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1639 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1640 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1641 Italics Brichto. See note to Gen 18:19.  
1642 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1643 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1644 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1645 See note to Gen 18:19. 
1646 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1647 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
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Weinfeld, “Justice,” 2281648 
 
Ezek 33:28 h$D;mAvVm…w h∞DmDmVv    Nsr, sg, df 
desolation/devastation and desolation/devastation  
Block, Ezekiel 1-24, 236 n. 90; Ezekiel 25-48, 257 n. 100, “an 
utter desolation”1649; 
Cook/Patton, World, 115 n. 35 
 
Ezek 33:29 h$D;mAvVm…w h∞DmDmVv    Nsr, sg, df 
desolation/devastation and desolation/devastation  
Block, Ezekiel 1-24, 236 n. 90; Ezekiel 25-48, 257 n. 100, “an 
utter desolation”1650 ; 
Cook/Patton, World, 115 n. 35 
 
Ezek 34:12 l`Rp∂rSoÅw N™DnDo cloud and thick darkness  Ndiss  
Brongers, “Merismus”, 109, “finstere Wolken”1651; 
Block, Ezekiel 25-48, 286 n. 72, “a stock hendiadys for ‘dark 
clouds’”  
 
Ezek 35:3 h`D;mAvVm…w h¶DmDmVv    Nsr, sg, df 
desolation/devastation and desolation/devastation  
Block, Ezekiel 1-24, 236, n. 90; Ezekiel 25-48, 257 n. 100, “an 
utter desolation”1652  
 
Ezek 36:6 ‹yItDmSjAb…w y§ItDa◊nIqVb in my jealousy and in my wrath Ndiss, a, c  
Block, Ezekiel 25-48, 326 n. 22, “in my passionate fury” 
 
Ezek 36:32 M™RkyEk√rå;dIm …wömVlD;kIh◊w …wvw¬ø;b   Vsemf (advm)1653  
be ashamed and be humiliated of your ways  
Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner), 
vol. I. “Cwb,” 134, “schämt euch v. Grund auf wegen eures 
Wandels”1654 
 
Ezek 38:4 NY´gDm…w h∞D…nIx [rectangular?] shield and [small?] shield  Ndiss, th 

Andersen/Freedman, Amos, 422-423, “hendiadys?”1655  
 
Ezek 38:15 bá∂r lˆy¶Aj◊w lwëødÎ…g l¶Dh∂q a large assembly and a great army N/Phsemf, synl in Pa 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 780 n. 91656 
 
 
 

                                                
1648 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1649 See note to Ezek 6:14. 
1650 See note to Ezek 6:14. 
1651 ‘Darkest clouds.’ See note to Deut 4:11. 
1652 See note to Ezek 6:14. 
1653 2 impv. 
1654 ‘Be deeply ashamed of the way of your conduct.’ 
1655 See note to Jer 46:3. 
1656 See note to Jer 28:8. 
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Ezek 39:9a …wqyIÚcIh◊w …w&rSoIb…w and they will burn and they will set on fire Vsemf, synl (advm)1657 
Block, Ezekiel 25-48, 464, 465, “will go out and burn up […] 
completely” 
 
Ezek 39:9b ‹hÎ…nIx◊w N§EgDm…w and [small?] shield and [rectangular?] shield Ndiss, th 

Andersen/Freedman, Amos, 422-423, “hendiadys?”1658  
 
Ezek 39:20 bRk$®rÎw s…wâs chariot and horse    Ndiss, th 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128-129 n. 451659 
 
Ezek 45:9a ‹dOvÎw s§DmDj violence and destruction  Nsemf, synl  
Andersen, Habakkuk, 116, “devastating lawlessness”1660;  
Andersen/Freedman, Amos, 407, “the spoil of violent action”;  
Block, Ezekiel 25-48, 654 n. 36, “may be interpreted as a 
hendiadys, ‘the violence of oppression’, i.e., lawless behaviour”;  
Jacobson, Student edition, 20, “assault and-battery”1661; 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Hebr.), 2001662; 
Sabottka, Zephanja, 43 n. 1451663; 
Stuart, Hosea-Jonah, 330, “virtually in hendiadys”1664; 
Williams, Syntax, 16, “assault and battery”; Syntax (ed. 
Beckman), 30, “devastating violence”1665  
 
Ezek 45:9b hä∂q∂dVx…w f¶DÚpVvIm…w and judgment and righteousness  Ndiss 
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1-39, 108, 181;  
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”1666; 
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1751667; 
Reimer, “qdx,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 750, “Since the pair forms a 
hendiadys, precise and distinct meanings for each of the partners 
should not be sought. Rather, together they represent the ideal of 
social justice”1668; 
Schultz, “Theology,” NIDOTTE, vol. I, 197, “probably best 
understood as a hendiadys, that is, two terms that can be 
translated as ‘righteous judgment’ or ‘social justice’”1669; 
Weinfeld, “Justice,” 2281670 

                                                
1657 2 perfc. 
1658 See note to Jer 46:3. 
1659 See note to Ex 14:9. 
1660 See note to Jer 6:7. 
1661 See note to Jer 6:7. 
1662 See note to Jer 6:7. 
1663 See note to Jer 6:7. 
1664 See note to Isa 60:18. 
1665 See note to Jer 6:7. Italics Beckman. 
1666 Italics Brichto. See note to Gen 18:19.  
1667 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1668 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1669 See note to Ps 99:4. 
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Ezek 45:17 hDj◊nI;mAh◊w twâølwøoDh and burnt-offering and grain-offering Ndiss, th, b 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128, “a burnt-offering and a 
cereal-offering”; “Break-up” (Hebr.), 1981671 
 
 
 
Hoseah 
 
Hos 1:3 dRl`E;tÅw rAh¶A;tÅw and she became pregnant and she gave birth Vdiss1672 
Stuart, Exodus, 86, “It is a standard hendiadys in Hebrew 
narrative for describing a baby coming into a family”1673 
 
Hos 1:6a, 8 dRl∞E;tÅw ‹dwøo rAh§A;tÅw     Vdiss, int1674

 

and she became pregnant again and she gave birth  
Stuart, Exodus, 86, “It is a standard hendiadys in Hebrew 
narrative for describing a baby coming into a family”1675 
Hos 2:9 ‹hDb…w‹vDa◊w h§DkVlEa I will go and I will return  Vdiss (advm)1676 
Andersen/Freedman, Hosea, 239, “go back”;  
Kuntz, “Agent,” 132-133; 
NET, 1559 n. 20 , “I will go back” 
 
Hos 2:11 y§I;tVjåqDl◊w b…w$vDa I will return and I will take  Vdiss (advm)1677 
Kelle, Hosea, 208, “I will take back again […] These terms 
form a verbal hendiadays [sic]”1678;  
NET, 1560 n. 1, “I will take back”; 
Rand, Introduction, 1701679 
 
Hos 2:21 My`ImSjårVbá…w dRs™RjVb…w    Nsemf, a, b 
and with loving-kindness and with compassions  
Melamed, “Two,” 1781680; 
Weinfeld, “Terminology,” 1921681 
 
Hos 3:5 wäøb…wf_lRa◊w h¢Dwh◊y_lRa to YHWH and to his goodness  N/Ph, diss, c 
Andersen/Freedman, Hosea, 308, “might be present in Hos 3:5 
by hendiadys” 
 
Hos 4:1 dRs¢Rj_NyEa`Vw tªRmTa_NyEa no truth and no loving-kindness N/Ph, diss+neg 
Brichto, Grammar, 41-42; Problem, 56; 
Clark, Word, 242-2551682;  
                                                
1670 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1671 See note to Ex 30:9. 
1672 2 impfc. 
1673 See not to Gen 4:1. 
1674 2 impfc. 
1675 See not to Gen 4:1. 
1676 Yiqtol + weyiqtol (coh). 
1677 Impf + perfc. 
1678 Italics Kelle. 
1679 See note to Gen 30:31. 
1680 See note to Jer 16:5. 
1681 See note to Jer 16:5. 
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Kuyper, “Grace,” 6-71683; 
Melamed, “Two,” 1751684 
 

Hos 4:2 v$EjAk◊w hâølDa swearing and deceiving  Vdiss1685  
Andersen/Freedman, Hosea, 337, “if the first pair is hendiadys, 
it would mean lying under oath” 
 
Hos 4:11 vwëøryIt◊w Nˆy¶Ay◊w and wine and new wine   Nsemf, synl 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 93-94, “Die Bedeutung dieser Phrase ist 
wahrscheinlich ‘neuer Wein’”1686; 
Stuart, Hosea-Jonah, 71, 80, “Wine and the fruit-of-the-vine” 
 
Hos 5:5 Mˆy#årVpRa◊w l∞Ea∂rVcˆy◊w and Israel and Ephraim   Ndiss, pers (expl) 
Stuart, Hosea-Jonah, 88, 93, “As for Israel–that is, Ephraim […] 
probably reflects either hendiadys or apposition”  
 
Hos 5:11 JK™AlDh ly$Iawøh he was willing, he went  Vdiss, asyn (advm)1687 
Hostetter, Grammar, 86, “He has willingly gone”1688;  
Lambdin, Introduction, §173, p. 239, “For he has willingly gone”1689 
 
Hos 6:1 hDb…wâvÎn◊w ‹…wkVl go and we will return    Vdiss1690 
Stuart, Hosea-Jonah, 97, 107, “Let us return”  
 
Hos 7:15 yI;tVq™AΩΩzIj yI;t√r$A;sˆy I disciplined, I strengthened  Vsemf, synl, asyn  
Althann, “Ellipsis,” 96, “I strengthened their arms by training”; (advm)1691 
Avishur, “Pairs,” 73, “I trained (and) strengthened”1692;  
Kuntz, “Agent,” 132; 
Watson, Poetry, 327, “I strengthened their arms by training” 
 
Hos 9:9 …wt™EjIv_…wqy`ImVoRh they made deep, they corrupted   Vdiss, asyn (advm)1693 
NET, 1570 n. 2, “they are deeply corrupted/they have sunk deep 
into corruption”; 
Stuart, Hosea-Jonah, 140, “deeply corrupted […] a genuine 
hendiadys”  
 
Hos 10:8 r$å;d√råd◊w Xwêøq thorn and thorny bush/thistle  Nsemf 
Lawson Younger Jr, “Xwøq I,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 907, “are 
hendiadys and simply strengthen the concept of thorniness”1694 

                                                
1682 See note to Gen 23:4. 
1683 See note to Gen 23:4. 
1684 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1685 2 infabs. 
1686 ‘The meaning of this phrase is probably ‘new wine.’” 
1687 2 perf. 
1688 A so-called verbal hendiadys, according to Hostetter. 
1689 A so-called verbal hendiadys, according to Lambdin. 
1690 Impv + weyiqtol (coh). 
1691 2 perf. 
1692 An ‘appositional hendiadys,’ according to Avishur. 
1693 2 perf. 
1694 See note to Gen 3:18 and Isa 5:6. 
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Hos 12:2 däOvÎw b¶DzD;k falsehood and destruction/violence  Ndiss  
Freedman/Welch, “dådDv,” TDOT, vol. XIV, 416 
 
Hos 12:5 wóøl_N‰…nAjVtˆ¥yÅw h™DkD;b he wept and he implored him  Vdiss (advm)1695 
Andersen/Freedman, Hosea, 613-614, “an example of 
hendiadys: weeping and imploring are a single act […] 
beseeches with weeping”;  
Kuntz, “Agent,” 133; 
Stuart, Hosea-Jonah, 185, 191, “he wept and pleaded […] the 
two verbs probably tending to occur together in hendiadys”1696 
 
Hos 12:7 ‹fDÚpVvIm…w dRs§Rj loving-kindness and judgment   Ndiss 
Avishur, Studies, 103, n. 1, “faithfulness and justice”1697 
 
 
 
Joel 
 
Joel 1:16 ly`IgÎw h¶DjVmIc joy and gladness   Nsemf, synl  
Crenshaw, Joel, 107;  
Kuntz, “Agent,” 130; 
Patterson, “Joel,” 314  
 
Joel 2:2a h#DlEpSaÅw JKRvâOj darkness and deep darkness  Nsemf, synl  
Brongers, “Merismus,” 109 , “stockfinsteres Dunkel”1698; 
NET, 1582 n. 23, “a day of dreadful darkness” […] “these two 
terms probably form a hendiadys here”; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “obscurité profonde”1699 
 
Joel 2:2b l$Rp∂rSoÅw ‹NÎnDo cloud and thick darkness  Ndiss 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 109, “finstere Wolken”1700 
 
Joel 2:10 ‹Aj‹érÎy◊w vRm§Rv sun and moon   Ndiss, th  
Tsumura, “vRmRv,” NIDOTTE, vol. IV, 186, “as a hendiadys, i.e., 
‘sun and moon’ […] conveying the notion of totality of the 
heavenly light”1701  
 
Joel 2:12 d`EÚpVsImVb…w y™IkVbVb…w and with weeping and with lament Nsemf, a 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 519 n. 21702 
 
 

                                                
1695 Perf + impfc. 
1696 Stuart refers also to Esth 8:3. 
1697 Italics Avishur. Avishur refers also to Hos 12:7; Ps 101:1.  
1698 ‘Pitch-dark darkness.’ Brongers refers to several combinations of nouns in which KCj is one of the 
components; Joel 2:2; Zeph 1:15; Ps 107:10a; Job 3:5; 10:21; 28:3.  
1699 ‘Deep darkness.’ Schorr also refers to Zeph 1:15. 
1700 ‘Darkest clouds.’ See note to Deut 4:11. 
1701 See note to Gen 37:9. 
1702 See note to Isa 22:12. 
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Joel 2:19 rRmaâø¥yÅw h˝Îwh◊y NAo ∏Å¥yÅw and YHWH answered and he said Vsemf, int1703 
Buth, “Order,” 8, “synonyms can be put into this VSO 
foregrounded pattern to produce a hendiadys which logically is 
not the next event in the story but the same event”1704;  
Crenshaw, Joel, 162, “answered them”; 
Labuschagne, “hno,” TLOT, vol, II, 9291705;  
Stendebach, “hÎnSo,” TDOT, vol. XI, 2181706  
 
Joel 3:3 N`DvDo twëørSmy`It◊w and smoke-pillars   Nc  
Crenshaw, Joel, 38, “mushrooming smoke” 
 
Joel 3:4 aá∂rwø…nAh◊w lwëødÎ…gAh the great and the terrible  Ndiss1707 
Crenshaw, Joel, 38, “greatly awesome”;   
Kuntz, “Agent,” 133, “adjectival hendiadys […] greatly 
awesome”1708 
Joel 4:11 …wa¬øbÎw …wv…wâo lend aid/hasten(?) and go  V, hapax (advm)1709 
Patterson, “Joel,” 342, 344, “[if related to the meaning ‘to 
hasten, hurry’ it] is probably to be taken with the following verb 
as hendiadys, i.e., ‘come quickly’”  
 
Joel 4:15 AjäérÎy◊w vRm¶Rv sun and moon   Ndiss, th  
Tsumura, “vRmRv,” NIDOTTE, vol. IV, 186, “as a hendiadys, i.e., 
‘sun and moon’ […] conveying the notion of totality of the 
heavenly light”1710  
 
 
 
Amos 
 
Amos 1:3, 6, 9, 11, 13; 2:1, 4, 6 h™DoD;b√rAa […] ‹hDv ølVv three […] four Ndiss, th, int  
Weiss, “Pattern,” 422; 
Paul, Amos, 28-29  (not h.) 
 
Amos 2:6 Mˆy`DlSoÅn r…wñbSoA;b NwäøyVbRa◊w qy$î;dAx ‹PRs‹R;kA;b Mô∂rVkIm_lAo  N/Ph, diss in Pa 
on selling for silver a righteous [man] 
and a needy for produce/[a pair] of shoes   
Andersen/Freedman, Amos, 312, “as hendiadys, a bribe 
consisting of a (pair of) sandal(s)” 1711 
 
 

                                                
1703 2 impfc. 
1704 See note to Gen 18:27. 
1705 See note to Gen 18:27a. 
1706 See note to Gen 18:27a. 
1707 2 adj. 
1708 Italics Kuntz. 
1709 2 impv. The first verb is a hapax legomenon, according to Greenspahn, Hapax, 205. 
1710 See note to Gen 37:9. 
1711 Freedman translates the whole verse, “because they sell for money the righteous, and the poor for the sake of 
a pair of sandals.” 
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Amos 3:4 w$øtÎnâOoV;mIm ‹wølwøq ry§IpV;k N°E;tˆySh wóøl Ny∞Ea P®r™Rf◊w rAoYÅ¥yA;b ‹h´y √rAa g§AaVvˆySh Nsemf, synl, int 
will a lion roar in the forest, when he has no prey?  
will a young lion cry out of his den 
Babut, Expressions, 1851712 
 
Amos 3:10 däOvÎw s¶DmDj violence/wrong and violence/destruction Nsemf, synl 
Andersen/Freedman, Amos, 407, “the spoil of violent action”;  
Andersen, Habakkuk, 111, 116, “devastating lawlessness”1713;  
Jacobson, Chanting, 466, assault and-battery; Student edition, 
20, “assault and-battery”1714; 
Kuntz, “Agent,” 126-1281715;  
Melamed, “Break-up” (Hebr.), 2001716; 
Sabottka, Zephanja, 43, n. 1451717; 
Stuart, Hosea-Jonah, 327, 330, “virtually in hendiadys”1718; 
Williams, Syntax, 16, “assault and battery”; Syntax (ed. 
Beckman), 30, “devastating violence”1719  
 
Amos 5:7 hä∂q∂dVx…w f¡DÚpVvIm judgment and righteousness   Ndiss in Pa 
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1-39, 108, 181;  
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”1720; 
Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner), 
vol. III, 760; vol. V, 11041721; 
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1751722; 
Reimer, “qdx,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 750, “Since the pair forms a 
hendiadys, precise and distinct meanings for each of the partners 
should not be sought. Rather, together they represent the ideal of 
social justice”1723; 
Schultz, “Theology,” NIDOTTE, vol. I, 197, “probably best 
understood as a hendiadys, that is, two terms that can be 
translated as ‘righteous judgment’ or ‘social justice’”1724; 
Weinfeld, “Justice,” 2281725 
 
 

                                                
1712 See note to Isa 5:29.  
1713 See note to Jer 6:7. 
1714 See note to Jer 6:7. 
1715 See note to Jer 6:7.  
1716 See note to Jer 6:7. 
1717 See note to Jer 6:7. 
1718 See note to Isa 60:18. 
1719 See note to Jer 6:7. Italics Beckman. 
1720 Italics Brichto. See note to Gen 18:19.  
1721 See note to Gen 18:19. 
1722 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1723 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1724 See note to Ps 99:4. 
1725 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
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Amos 5:21 yI;tVs™AaDm yIta¶EnDc I hated, I rejected   Vdiss, asyn (advm)1726 
Stuart, Hosea-Jonah, 352, “I hate, I reject […] Or, ‘I completely 
reject’ or the like” 
 
Amos 5:24 hä∂q∂dVx…w f¡DúpVvIm judgment and righteousness   Ndiss in Pa 
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1-39, 108, 181;  
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”1727; 
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1751728; 
Reimer, “qdx,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 750, “Since the pair forms a 
hendiadys, precise and distinct meanings for each of the partners 
should not be sought. Rather, together they represent the ideal of 
social justice”1729; 
Schultz, “Theology,” NIDOTTE, vol. I, 197, “probably best 
understood as a hendiadys, that is, two terms that can be 
translated as ‘righteous judgment’ or ‘social justice’”1730; 
Weinfeld, “Justice,” 2281731 
 
Amos 5:25 h%Dj◊nIm…w My°IjDb◊ΩΩzAh the sacrifices and offering  Nsemf, b  
Andersen/Freedman, Amos, 532, “sacrifices and gifts”/“it can be 
interpreted in two ways: first, as hendiadys – ‘gift sacrifices’”1732  
 
Amos 6:3 s`DmDj tRb¶Rv seat of violence    Nc 
Sabottka, Zephanja, 43 n. 145 
 
Amos 6:8 wy™DtOnVm√rAa◊w b$OqSo`Ay Nwâøa◊…g_tRa the pride of Jakob and its citadels  Ph + N, diss, c in Pa1733 
Andersen/Freedman, Amos, 571, “could be hendiadys, ‘the 
majestic citadels of Jakob’”; 
Kuntz, “Agent,” 130, 133, “the majestic citadels of Jacob” 
 
Amos 7:13 a…wáh h™DkDlVmAm ty¶Eb…w a…w$h ‹JKRl‹Rm_vå;dVqIm  Phsemf, int 
that is a king’s sanctuary and that is a kingdom’s house  
Stuart, Hosea-Jonah, 374, 376, “a royal sanctuary, a state 
tempel” 
 
Amos 7:14 ay™IbÎn_NRb …[…]… ay∞IbÎn prophet […] son of prophet N+Ph, semf in Pa 
Porter, “Notes,” 424 n. 2  
 

                                                
1726 2 perf. 
1727 Italics Brichto. See note to Gen 18:19.  
1728 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1729 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1730 See note to Ps 99:4. 
1731 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
1732 Andersen/Freedman continue, “Second, it has been read to mean that two kinds of oblation are distinguished 
by strict use of technical terms – ‘flesh-sacrifices and meal-offerings.’”  
1733 Abstr + concr. 
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Obadjah 
 
Obad v. 9-10 s¢AmSjEm :lRfá∂;qIm from slaughter. From violence Ndiss1734 
NET, 1607 n. 25, “because of the violent slaughter” 
 
Obad v. 12 w$ørVkÎn MwâøyV;b ‹ÔKy‹IjDa_MwøyVb   Phdiss, asyn 
in the day of your brother, in the day of his calamity  
NET, 1608 n. 4, “probably a hendiadys meaning, ‘in the day of 
your brother’s calamity’” 
 
 
 
Jonah 
 
Jonah 1:2 JKªEl M…wq arise, go     Vdiss, asyn (advm)1735 
NET, 1610 n. 3, “Go immediately”  
 
Jonah 1:9 h`DvD;bÅ¥yAh_tRa◊w M™D¥yAh_tRa the sea and the dry land  Ndiss 
Preuss, “vEbÎy,” TDOT vol. V, 379, “antithetical hendiadys”; 
Putnam, Reading, §4.11, p. 40 
 
Jonah 1:11 r`EoOs◊w JK¶Elwøh going and storming   Vdiss1736 
Kuntz, “Agent,” 123-124, “denote that the storm at sea was 
escalating”1737; 
Putnam, Insert, §2.3.2, p. 38, “for the sea continued to storm”1738; 
Trible, Criticism, 143; 
Sasson, Jonah, 123; 
Tucker, Jonah, 37, “the two verbs form a hendiadys meant to 
suggest the growing strength and intensity of the storm” 
 
Jonah 1:13 r™EoOs◊w JK¶Elwøh going and storming   Vdiss1739 
Kuntz, “Agent,” 123-124, “denote that the storm at sea was 
escalating”1740; 
Putnam, Insert, §2.3.2, p. 38, “for the sea continued to storm”1741; 
Trible, Criticism, 143;  
Sasson, Jonah, 123; 
Tucker, Jonah, 37, “the two verbs form a hendiadys meant to 
suggest the growing strength and intensity of the storm” 
 
 
 
 

                                                
1734 Emendation? 
1735 2 impv. 
1736 2 partc. 
1737 Kuntz refers also to Jonah 1:13. 
1738 Putnam refers to Jonah 1:11; 1:13. Italics Putnam. 
1739 2 partc. 
1740 Kuntz refers also to Jonah 1:11. 
1741 See note to Jonah 1:11. Italics Putnam. 
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Jonah 1:16      2Co V/Nsr+ V/Nsr1742  
Myáîr ∂d ◊n …wër √;dˆ¥y`Aw hYÎwhy`Al ‹jAb‹‰z_…wjV;b◊z`I¥yÅw h¡Dwh◊y_tRa h™Dlwød ◊g h¶Da √rˆy My¢IvÎnSaDh …w¬a √ry`I¥yÅw  

and the men feared YHWH [with] great fear and sacrificed sacrifices   
NET, n 74, “It is likely that the two sets … form a hendiadys … 
The men feared the Lord greatly, and earnestly vowed”1743  
 
Jonah 2:4 ÔKy™R;lÅg◊w ÔKyñ®rD;bVvIm_lD;k    N/Ph, semf, synl, b, c 
all your waves and your waves/billows  
Kuntz, “Agent,” 130; 
NET, n. 11, “all the mighty waves”1744;  
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 54, “thy wawes and thy 
billows”1745 
 
Jonah 2:9 a◊w¡Dv_yElVbAh empty-vanity   Nc 
Sasson, Jonah, 310  (not h.) 
 
Jonah 3:3 JKRl¢E¥yÅw hGÎnwøy M∂q∞D¥yÅw and Jonah stood up and he went  Vdiss, int (advm)1746 
Dobbs-Allsopp, “Hebrew,” 37 
 
Jonah 4:10 wóø;tVlå;dˆg aâøl◊w wäø;b D;tVl¶AmDo_aøl r¢RvSa   N/Phdiss 
that you have not laboured with and not made it grow 
Sasson, Jonah, 310, “it is possible that they may refer to one 
continuous single act (hendiadys, that is, ‘upon which you have 
not labored to cultivate’)” 
 
 
 
Micah 
 
Micah 1:8 hDly$IlyEa◊w hâ∂dVÚpVsRa I will lament and I will wail  Vsemf1747 
Johnson, Perfekt, 82 
 
Micah 1:14-15 dwñøbV;k […] bYÎzVkAaVl to liar (v. 14) […] glory (v. 15) Ph+N, a, a, diss in Pa 
Andersen/Freedman, Micah, 245, “If the result is hendiadys, the 
fused meaning is ‘the false or deceptive glory’” 
 
Micah 2:2 wáøtDlSjÅn◊w vy™Ia◊w w$øtyEb…w rRb∞R…g ‹…wqVv`Do◊w …wa¡DcÎn◊w My™I;tDb…w …wlYÎzÎg◊w ‹twødDc …wûdVmDj◊w Cladiss/wāw-hen? 

and they covet fields, and seize them, and houses, and take them 
away, and they oppress a man and his house, even a man and his 
heritage    
Waltke, Micah, 96, “The waw with we8‘a6s9e8qû (and they defraud) 
is a hendiadys waw, which represents two aspects of a complex 
situation.”1748  
                                                
1742 Impfc + impfc. Figura etymologica/cognate accusative. 
1743 In the NET Bible Notes in Accordance. 
1744 In the NET Bible Notes in Accordance. 
1745 Italics van der Westhuizen. 
1746 2 impfc. 
1747 Yiqtol + weyiqtol (coh.). 
1748 Italics Waltke. 
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Micah 2:2b wáøtDlSjÅn ◊w vy™Ia◊w w$øtyEb…w rRb∞R…g   Ndiss, c in Pa 
a man and his house and a man and his heritage     
Andersen/Freedman, Micah, 269, “his patrimonial property”; 
Kuntz, “Agent,” 128-129 
 
Micah 2:9 M`DlwøoVl yäîr ∂dSh …wñjVqI;t Dhy$RlDláOo ‹ lAoEm Dhy¡Rg¨nSo`A;t ty™E;bIm N…w$v√r∞DgV;t ‹yI;mAo y§Ev◊n Ph + N, c, diss in Pa 

the women of my people you cast out from her delightful house,  
from her children you took away my glory/honour for ever  
Andersen/Freedman, Micah, 314, “we suspect hendiadys – ‘my 
honored people’” 
 
Micah 2:9 M`DlwøoVl yäîr∂dSh …wñjVqI;t Dhy$RlDláOo ‹ lAoEm Dhy¡Rg¨nSo`A;t ty™E;bIm N…w$v√r∞DgV;t ‹yI;mAo y§Ev◊n Ndiss, c in Pa 
the women of my people you cast out from her delightful house,  
from her children you took away my glory/honour for ever   
Andersen/Freedman, Micah, 314, “The combination has to be 
read as hendiadys – ‘her delightful offspring’” 
 
Micah 2:11a bY´ΩΩzI;k r®q∞RvÎw ‹Aj…w‹r spirit and a lie he lied  2Ndiss+V, crux1749 
Andersen/Freedman Micah, 329, “could be hendiadys […] ‘the 
man of the spirit of lying’, i.e., a false prophet”; 
Ball, “Note,” 91, “quite possible […] as hendiadys, i.e. ‘in a 
spirit of falsehood’” 
 
Micah 2:11aa r®q∞RvÎw ‹Aj…w‹r spirit and lie   Ndiss 
Mays, Micah, 73, “windy lies” 
 
Micah 2:11b r¡DkEÚvAl◊w Nˆy™A¥yAl to wine and to strong drink   Nsemf 
Malul, “Drink,” 1550, “a kind of hendiadys which means ‘an 
intoxicating wine’”1750;  
Melamed, “Two,” 176, 1781751; 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “intoxicating drink” 1752 
 
Micah 3:3a wj¡E…xIÚp M™RhyEtáOmVxAo_tRa◊w …wfy$IvVpIh M∞RhyElSoEm ‹M∂rwøo◊w ~yI;mAo r∞EaVv …wlVkDa 3Cladiss 
they ate the rest/remaining of my people’s flesh  
and striped their skin from them  
and broke their bones 
Waltke, Micah, 149, “Probably the three clauses in v 3A should 
be interpreted as a hendiadys, representing three aspects of the 
one situation.” 
 
Micah 3:3b ‹…wc√rDp…w and they shall divide/spread out  V/wāw–hen?1753 
Waltke, Micah, 150, “The waw-copulative with ûpārĕśû (and 
who chop [them] up) does not function as a hendiadys” (not h.) 
 
 
                                                
1749 The verb is a perf. 
1750 See note to Lev 10:9. 
1751 See note to Lev 10:9. 
1752 See note to Lev 10:9. 
1753 The verbs is a weqatal. 
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Micah 3:8 hó∂r…wb◊g…w f™DÚpVvIm…w and judgment and might   Ndiss 
NET, 1625 n. 9, “strong commitment to justice” 
 
Micah 3:11 …w$rwøy ry∞IjVmI;b ‹Dhy‹‰nShOk◊w …wf#OÚpVvˆy dAjâOvV;b —Dhy∞Rva∂r  3Cladiss 
…wn∞EoDÚvˆy ‹hÎwh◊y_lAo ◊w …wmóOsVqˆy PRs∞RkV;b Dhy™RayIb◊n…w  
her leaders with a bribe judges, 
and her priests for a price teaches,  
and her prophets for silver/money tell fortunes, 
And on/[yet] the YHWH they lean 
Waltke, Micah, 180, “The conjunctive waw in we8‘al (and yet) 
combines in a hendiadys the paradoxical activities of Israel’s 
magistrates, priests, and prophets”1754  
 
Micah 3:12      Cla/Phdiss/wāw–hen? 

rAo`Dy twñømDbVl tˆy™A;bAh r¶Ah◊w hY‰yVh`I;t Ny∞I¥yIo ‹MÊ‹AlDv…wryˆw vóérDj`Et hâ®dDc Nwäø¥yIx M$RkVlAl◊gI;b ‹NkDl 

therefore because of you Zion shall [as a] field be plowed, and 
Jerusalem shall become a ruin, and the mountain of the house as 
the high places of a forest 
Barrick, Body, 96, “it is no less likely that, as well-argued by B. 
K. Waltke, the entire verse is a hendiadys presenting three 
different aspects of Jerusalem’s predicament”;  
Waltke, Micah, 182, “The conjunctive waw in wîrûs9a6layim (and 
Jerusalem) functions as a hendiadys”1755  
 
Micah 4:1     Nsemf, int 
twóøoDb ◊…gIm a…wäh a¶DÚcˆn◊w My$îrDhRh vaêørV;b ‹NwøkÎn h§Dwh◊y_tyE;b r∞Ah h‰yVhˆy My#ImÎ¥yAh tyâîrSjAaV;b —h∞DyDh◊w 
and it shall come to pass in the latter days, that the mountain of 
YHWH’s house shall be established on the top of the mountains, 
and it shall be exalted above the hills 
Babut, Expressions, 1851756 
 
Micah 4:2a hGÎwh◊y_rAh_lRa h∞RlSoÅn◊w —…wâkVl   V/Cla, diss1757 
go and let us go up to the mountain of YHWH  
Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, §39.2.5, p. 654, “Go and let us 
ascend YHWH’s mountain.”1758 
 
Micah 4:2b b$OqSoÅy y∞EhølTa ‹tyE;b lRa ◊w hGÎwh◊y_rAh_lRa h∞RlSoÅn◊w —…wâkVl  Cla/Phsemf/wāw-hen? 
go and let us go up to the mountain of YHWH 
and to the house of the God of Jakob  
Waltke, Micah, 197, “The wa6w with we8’el (and to) is either 
emphatic ‘even’ or, more probably, a hendiadys introducing 
another aspect of the situation.”  
 
 

                                                
1754 Italics Waltke. 
1755 Italics Waltke.  
1756 See note to Isa 2:2. 
1757 Impv + weyiqtol (coh.). 
1758 Italics Waltke/O’Connor who also refer to Isa 2:3. 
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Micah 4:13 yIvwêødÎw yIm…wµq arise and thresh   Vdiss1759 
Waltke, Micah, 254, “The principal imperative wa6dôs9î (and 
thresh) consists of waw-conjunctive in a hendiadys with another 
qal feminine singular imperative of the root dûs9 (thresh)”1760  
 
Micah 6:12 r®q¡Dv_…wrV;bî;d Dhy™RbVvOy ◊w s$DmDj …wâaVlDm ‹Dhy‹®ryIvSo r§RvSa  Ndiss, c in Pa 

that her rich inhabitants are full of violence,  
and her inhabitants spoke lie[s]     
Andersen/Freedman, Micah, 542, “by hendiadys means ‘her (the 
city’s) rich inhabitants’”; 
Kuntz, “Agent,” 129  
 
Micah 7:3 lw#ødÎ…gAh◊w […] r∞AÚcAh the prince […] and the great  Nsemf, int  
Waltke, Micah, 419, “the judging ruler” 
 
Micah 7:17 …wäa√r`Iy◊w …wd$DjVpˆy they will dread and they will fear Vsemf1761 
Johnson, Perfekt, 82 
 
Micah 7:20 dRs™Rj […] ‹tRmTa, truth […] loving-kindness  Ndiss in Pa 
Waltke, Micah, 466 (not h.) 
 
 
 
Nahum 
 
Nah 1:3 w$ø;k√rå;d ‹h ∂rDoVcIb…w h§Dp…wsV;b    Nsemf, synl, a 
in a storm and in a whirlwind is his way 
Spronk, Nahum, 25 n. 9 (not h.)1762; 
Watson, Poetry, 196, “probably to be translated: ‘In the 
tempestuous whirlwind his road’” 
 
Nah 1:14 h¢DkE;sAm…w lRsªRÚp an idol/graven image and a molten image Ndiss, th  
Andersen, Habakkuk, 254, “could be hendiadys”1763; 
Block, Judges, Ruth, 480, “A carved image overlaid with molten 
metal”1764; 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. III, 31; 639, n. 55, “likely a 
hendiadys”1765; 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 88-89 n. 791766; 

                                                
1759 2 impv. 
1760 Italics Waltke. The formulation by Waltke is somewhat obscure since he seems to refer to two verbs in this 
verse derived from the stem vwd, ‘thresh,’ but a verb from that stem occurs only once. By “the principal 
imperative,” Waltke probably refers to the first verb Mwq, ‘arise,’ and that it is the combination of that verb 
together with the verb from the stem vwd that Waltke views as a hendiadys.  
1761 Yiqtol + weyiqtol. 
1762 Spronk, Nahum, 25 n. 9, “Watson underestimates the poet’s artistry when he takes hroCbw hpwsb as a 
hendiadys.” 
1763 See note to Deut 27:15. 
1764 See note to Deut 27:15. 
1765 See note to Deut 27:15. 
1766 See note to Deut 27:15. 
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Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.) 125 n. 36, “a cast statue”1767 
 
Nah 3:6 yIaíørV;k JKy™I;tVmAc ◊w JKy¡I;tVlA;bˆn ◊w   V + Cla, semf1768 
I will make you foolish/a disgrace  
and I will make you an appearance/spectacle    
Patterson, Nahum, 89, “and make you a contemptible spectacle” 
 
 
 
Habakkuk 
 
Hab 1:3b s™DmDj◊w dñOv◊w and violence/destruction and violence Nsemf, synl  
Andersen, Habakkuk, 116, “by hendiadys: ‘devastating 
lawlessness’”1769;  
Kuntz, “Agent,” 126-1281770; 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Hebr.), 2001771; 
Stuart, Hosea-Jonah, 330, “virtually in hendiadys”1772  
 
Hab 1:3g NwëødDm…w byãîr strife/dispute and strife   Nsemf, synl  
Andersen, Habakkuk, 118;  
Kuntz, “Agent,” 128, “disputation and contention”1773 
 
Hab 2:2ba r™EaDb…w […] bwâøtV;k write […] and make distinct  Vdiss, int (advm)1774 
Patterson, Nahum, 160, “can be treated as hendiadys: ‘Write the 
vision plainly’”;  
Roberts, Nahum, 105, “write the vision clearly”; 
Toorn van der, Culture, 14, 271 n. 22; “I take the conjunction of 
ktb and b’r as a Hendiadys”/“inscribe it clearly” 
 
Hab 2:2bb wáøb aérwõøq X…wërÎy he shall run reading it  V+Ph, crux1775 
Patterson, Nahum, 117, 157, 158, “so that the one who reads it 
may run” 
 
Hab 2:6 wóøl twêødyIj h™DxyIlVm…w and satire/scorn, riddle to/of him N/Ph, semf, asyn 
Avishur, “Pairs,” 69, “in scoffing derision of him”1776;  
Watson, Poetry, 325, “in scoffing derision of him”1777; 
Patterson, Nahum, 117, 157;  
Kuntz, “Agent,” 129 
 
 
                                                
1767 See note to Deut 27:15. 
1768 2 perfc. 
1769 See note to Jer 6:7. 
1770 See note to Jer 6:7. 
1771 See note to Jer 6:7. 
1772 See note to Isa 60:18. 
1773 Italics Kuntz. 
1774 2 impv.  
1775 Impf + partc. 
1776 This is, according to Avishur, an ‘appositional hendiadys.’ 
1777 Italics Watson. 
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Hab 2:17a N¡AtyIj◊y twäømEhV;b dñOv ◊w D;K$R;sAk◊y ‹NwønDbVl s§AmSj y∞I;k  Ndiss, int  
for the violence of Lebanon shall cover you,  
and the destruction of beasts shall terrify them 
Andersen, Habakkuk, 251; 
Stuart, Hosea-Jonah, 330, “virtually in hendiadys”1778 
 
Hab 2:17b N¡AtyIj ◊y twäømEhV;b dñOv◊w D;K$R;sAk ◊y ‹NwønDbVl s§AmSj y∞I;k  Vdiss, int1779  
for the violence of Lebanon shall cover you,  
and the destruction of beasts shall terrify them 
Andersen, Habakkuk, 251, “The matching verbs make 
hendiadys: ‘overwhelm you with terror’” 
 
Hab 2:20 wóøv√d∂q l∞AkyEhV;b in the temple of his holiness  Nc 
Putnam, Insert, §1.8.1c, p. 21 “his holy temple”/§1.8.3b, p. 22, 
“a form of hendiadys”1780 
 
Hab 3:2a ‹ÔKVlDo`DÚp … ÔKSoVmIv your report […] your work  N/Ph, diss, c, in Pa 
Andersen, Habakkuk, 276, “By hendiadys, this is a 
discontinuous construct chain, ‘the report of your deed’” 
 
Hab 3:2b rwáø;k◊zI;t M¶Ejår compassion/lovingly you shall remember Vdiss, asyn (advm)1781 
Simian-Yofre, “Mjr,” TDOT XIII, 440, “the infinitive […] 
governs another verb in a hendiadys” 
 
Hab 3:11 AjäérÎy vRm¶Rv sun, moon   Ndiss, th, asyn 
Avishur, “Pairs,” 71, “sun (and) moon”1782; 
Kuntz, “Agent,” 129-130; 
Tsumura, “vRmRv,” NIDOTTE, vol. IV, 186, “as a hendiadys, i.e. 
“sun and moon […] conveying the notion of totality of the 
heavenly light”1783 
 
 
  
Zephaniah 
 
Zeph 1:9 h`Dm√rIm…w s¶DmDj violence and deceit   Ndiss 
Sabottka, Zephanja, 43  
 
Zeph 1:15a h#∂q…wxVm…w hâ∂rDx distress and distress  Nsemf, synl 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 173, “peine d’angoisse”1784 

 
Zeph 1:15b h$DlEpSaÅw ‹JKRv‚Oj darkness and deep darkness  Nsemf, synl 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 109, “stockfinsteres Dunkel”1785; 
                                                
1778 Stuart refers to the two nouns smj dCw. See note to Isa 60:18. 
1779 2 impf. 
1780 Italics Putnam. 
1781 Infabs + impf. 
1782 This is, according to Avishur, an ‘appositional hendiadys.’ 
1783 See note to Gen 37:9. 
1784 ‘Agonizing pain.’ Schorr also refers to Ps 119:143. 
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Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “obscurité profonde”1786 
 
Zeph 1:15g l`Rp∂rSoÅw N™DnDo cloud and thick darkness  Ndiss 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 109, “finstere Wolken”1787 
 
Zeph 1:16 h¡Do…wrVt…w r™Dpwøv shofar/rams horn and shout  Ndiss1788 
Avishur, Studies, 110, “trumpeting of the horn”1789;  
Bullinger, Figures, 661, “of the trumpet, yes – and an alarming 
trumpet too.” 
 
Zeph 3:19 M$EvVl…w h∞D;lIhVtIl to praise and to name  Ndiss, a  
Avishur, Studies, 111, “praise and renown”1790; 
Kuntz, “Agent,” 130-131, “praise and renown” 
 
Zeph 3:20 M$EvVl…w h∞D;lIhVtIl to praise and to name  Ndiss, a  
Avishur, Studies, 111, “praise of renown”1791;  
Kuntz, “Agent,” 131, “renowned and praised” 
 
 
 
Haggai 
 
Hag 1:14 …wâcSoÅ¥yÅw ‹…wa‹øbÎ¥yÅw and they came and they did  Vdiss1792 
Taylor/Clendenen, Haggai, 143-144, “Whether [a verbal 
hendiadys meaning] those already in Jerusalem started to do 
[…] is not completely clear”1793  
  
Hag 2:14 h§RΩΩzAh yw∏ø…gAh_NEk◊w h‰ΩΩzAh_MDo`Dh N∞E;k so this people and so this nation Phsemf 
Beuken, Haggai, 69 
 
 
 
Zechariah 
 
Zech 1:4 My¡Io∂r`Dh [M™RkyElVlAo`Am][…w] MRkyElyIlSoAm…w My$Io∂rDh M∞RkyEk√rå;dIm  Phsemf 
from your evil ways and from your evil deeds 
Walker, “Zechariah,” 738  
 

                                                
1785 ‘Pitch-dark darkness.’ See note to Joel 2:2aa. 
1786 ‘Deep darkness.’ Schorr also refers to Joel 2:2. 
1787 ‘Dark/gloomy clouds.’  See note to Deut 4:11. 
1788 Concr + abstr. 
1789 Italics Avishur. 
1790 Italics Avishur. See also verse 20 below.  
1791 Italics Avishur. See also verse 19 above.  
1792 2 impfc. 
1793 Taylor/Clendenen are uncertain, but favour the interpretation of the verbs as, what they call, a verbal 
hendiadys. Taylor/Clendenen, Haggai, 143-144: “Whether the verbal construction ‘they came and they began to 
work’ is simply a verbal hendiadys referring to what those already living in Jerusalem started to do, or wether 
the verb ‘came’ has in view those living away from the city […] is not completely clear. The former idea is 
probably what is meant.” 
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Zech 1:6 y#å;qUj◊w yâårDb√;d my words and my statutes   Ndiss, b, c 
Barré/Kselman, “Exodus,” 108-109, “my covenant stipulations” 
 
Zech 2:14 y™IjVmIc◊w y¶I…n∂r shout [for joy] and rejoice   Vsemf, synl1794 
Tate, Psalms 51-100, 436, “joyfully rejoice/sing out”1795 
 
Zech 4:6 Aj$OkVb aâøl◊w ‹ lˆy‹AjVb aôøl not with power and not with strength Phsemf, synl 
Klein, Zechariah, 159  
 
Zech 5:1 a¶DÚcRaÎw b…w›vDaÎw and I returned and I lifted   Vdiss (advm)1796 
NET, 1466 n. 101797 
 
Zech 6:1 a§DÚcRaÎw b#UvDaÎw and I returned and I lifted   Vdiss (advm)1798 
NET, 1466 n. 101799 
 
Zech 6:11 b™DhÎz◊w_PRs`Rk silver and gold   Ndiss, th 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “riches”1800 
 
Zech 7:9 My$ImSjáår◊w dRs∞Rj◊w and loving-kindness and compassions  Nsemf, b 
Melamed, “Two,” 1771801; 
Weinfeld, “Terminology,” 1921802 
 
Zech 8:8 há∂q∂dVxIb…w t™RmTaR;b in truth and in righteousness   Ndiss, a 
Franke, Isaiah, 173, “in true righteousness”1803 
 
Zech 8:16 f∞AÚpVvIm…w ‹tRmTa truth and judgment    Ndiss 
Avishur, Studies, 155 n. 11804; 
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”1805; 
Melamed, “Two,” 177, 1791806 
 
Zech 8:19a h$DjVmIcVl…w NwâøcDcVl to joy and to gladness  Nsemf, synl, a 
Babut, Expressions, 1851807; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 1731808  
 
Zech 8:19b MwäølDÚvAh◊w t¶RmTaDh◊w and the truth and the peace   Ndiss 
Avishur, Studies, 155 n. 21809; 
                                                
1794 2 impv. 
1795 Tate refers to Zech 2:14; Ps 35:27; 67:5. 
1796 2 impfc. 
1797 See note to Gen 26:18. 
1798 2 impfc. 
1799 See note to Gen 26:18. 
1800 See note to Gen 13:2. 
1801 See note to Jer 16:5. 
1802 See note to Jer 16:5. 
1803 See note to 1 Kgs 3:6. 
1804 Avishur refers to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys. They occur combined in Zech 8:16; Ps 
111:17. 
1805 Italics Brichto. See note to Gen 18:19.  
1806 See note to Jer 4:2. 
1807 See note to Isa 22:13. 
1808 See note to Isa 22:13. 
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Jepsen, “NAmDa,” TDOT, vol. I, 3111810; 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 90 n. 821811 
 
Zech 9:9 twáønOtSa_NR;b rˆy™Ao male donkey, son of donkeys  N+Nc, semf, asyn 
Held, “Notes,” 37  
 
Zech 12:10 MyYˆn…wnSj∞At◊w ‹NEj Aj…wûr spirit of favour and supplications Nc + N, ss, c 
Girard, Symboles, 438 n. 163 
 
Zech 13:1 há∂;dˆnVl…w ta™AúfAjVl for sin and for impurity  Nsemf, a 
Meyers/Meyers, Zecharaiah 9-14, 364, “may mean that we 
really have a hendiadys here, perhaps ‘for the cleansing of the 
defilement of sin’” 
 
 
 
Malachi 
 
Mal 1:4 h∞RnVbˆn◊w ‹b…wvÎn◊w and we will return and we will build Vdiss (advm)1812 
NET, 1466 n. 101813; 
Niccacci, Interpretation, 73, “‘we want to build again’, or: …  
in order that we return and build’, i.e., ‘… only to build 
again’”1814  
 
Mal 2:5 Mw$ølDÚv°Ah◊w ‹Myˆ¥yAj`Ah the life and the peace/welfare  Ndiss 
Avishur, Studies, 107, “life and peace”1815; 
Barré, “Blessing,” 181 n. 131816  
 
Mal 2:6 ‹tRmTa tôårwø;t law of truth   Nc  
Petersen, Zecharia/Malachi, 175, “True torah”; 176, “is a case 
of hendiadys” 
 
Mal 2:11 MÊ¡DlDv…wíryIb…w l™Ea∂rVcˆyVb in Israel and in Jerusalem  Ndiss, geogr 
Hill, Malachi, 229, “The simple conjunctive waw joins ‘Israel’ 
and ‘Jerusalem’ in a type of hendiadys for the territory of 
postexilic Yehud” 
 
Mal 2:12 hY‰nOo◊w r∞Eo awake and answering(?)  N/V, crux  
Schorr, “Les composés,” 173, “vaillant et respondant, c.à.d. 
chaque homme”1817; 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88 n. 141818 

                                                
1809 See note to 2 Kgs 20:19. 
1810 See note to 2 Kgs 20:19. 
1811 See note to 2 Kgs 20:19. 
1812 2 weyiqtol. 
1813 See note to Gen 26:18. 
1814 Italics Niccacci. 
1815 Italics Avishur. 
1816 Barré refers to Mal 2:5; Prov 3:2. 
1817 ‘Brave and willingly responding, i.e., every man.’ 
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Mal 2:14 ÔK`RtyîrV;b tRv¶Ea◊w äÔKV;t√rRbSj your companion and your covenant wife N, c + Nc, c 
Hill, Malachi, 243, “a sort of hendiadys construction […] ‘the 
wife of your youth’” 
 
Mal 3:1 ‹MyIxEpSj M§R;tAa_rRvSa ty%îrV;bAh JK°AaVlAm…w My#IvVqAbVm M∞R;tAa_rRvSa  Cla/Phdiss 
that you seek and the covenant angel that you delight [in]   
Hill, Malachi, 270, “The pair of relative clauses indicate a type 
of hendiadys […] ‘the Lord, and the messenger of the covenant 
whom you eagerly await’” 
 
Mal 3:7 M$R;t√rAmVv aâøl◊w ‹yå;qUj`Em M§R;t√rAs   Clasemf 
you turned aside from my statutes and you did not keep them 
Hill, Malachi, 300, “the copulative construction waw + suffix 
conjugation after another suffixing form here serves in a 
hendiadys, representing two aspects of a complex situation” 
 
Mal 3:16 wáømVv y™EbVvOjVl…w hYÎwh ◊y y ∞Ea √rˆyVl ‹wyÎnDpVl NwûørD;kˆz rRp∞Es bEtD;kˆ¥yÅw  Phdiss 
and a book of remembrance was written before him for YHWH-
fearers and the ones thinking(?) on his name 
Hill, Malachi, 341, “The conjunction waw connects a pair of 
clauses and forms a hendiadys” 
 
Mal 3:18 M$RtyIa√r…w ‹MR;tVbAv◊w and you shall return and you shall see Vdiss (advm)1819 
Niccacci, Interpretation, 98, “Then you shall again distinguish”  
 
Mal 3:19 ‹hDoVvîr h§EcOo_lDk◊w My%îd´z_lDk all proud and all who do wickedness Phdiss 
Hill, Malachi, 347 
 
Mal 3:20 M™R;tVvIp…w M¶RtaDxy`Iw and you will go out and you will leap Vdiss (advm)1820 
Hill, Malachi, 352, “The two verbs may be understood as 
hendiadys […] ‘you will come out leaping’” 
 
Mal 3:22 My`IfDÚpVvIm…w Myäî;qUj statutes and judgments  Nsemf, b 
Melamed, “Two,” 175, 1771821 
 
 
 
Psalms 
 
Ps 2:6 y`Iv√d∂q_rAh the mountain of my holiness  Nc 
Putnam, Insert, §1.8.1c, p. 19 “my holy hill”/§1.8.3b, p. 22, “a 
form of hendiadys”1822 
 
 
                                                
1818 Talmon/Fields suggest when presenting several examples of what they consider hendiadys; “such an 
approach could be taken as well towards elucidation of other equally perplexing expressions such as hnow ro…” 
1819 2 perfc. 
1820 2 perfc. 
1821 See note to Ex 15:25. 
1822 Italics Putnam. 
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Ps 4:9 w∂;dVjÅy MwâølDvV;b in peace, together   N, a + advb 
Dahood, Psalms 1-50, 27, “his peaceful presence”1823 
 
Ps 7:2 yˆn`ElyI…xAh ◊w y#Ap√dOrŒ_lD;kIm yˆn¶EoyIvwøh   Vsemf, int1824 
save me from all pursuers and deliver me 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 218 
 
Ps 7:9 y∞I;mUtVk…w yäîq√dIxV;k as my righteousness and as my integrity/purity Nsemf, a, c 
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 13 
 
Ps 7:10 twGøyDlVk…w tw#ø;bIl hearts and kidneys   Ndiss, th, b 
Goldingay, Psalms 1-41, 143, “together they form a kind of 
hendiadys for thoughts and attitudes of the inner being”1825; 
Holladay, “Indications,” 2511826; 
VanGemeren, Psalms, 1321827 
 
Ps 7:13 vwóøfVlˆy wâø;b√rAj b…wvÎy ∑ aâøl_MIa   Vdiss, int (advm)1828 
if he does not return his sword he will sharpen  
NET, 1466 n. 101829; 
VanGemeren, Psalms, 133, “It is possible to translate the verb 
as a hendiadys, rendering ‘sharpen’ as ‘if he will not again 
sharpen his sword’” 
 
Ps 7:16 …whóérVÚpVjÅ¥y`Aw há∂rD;kœ rwâø;b he digged a pit and he digged/searched it Vsemf, synl1830 
Witt de, Psalms, 18 
 
Ps 8:3a MyIq◊nOy`Vw —My°IlVlwáøo children and sucklings  Nsemf, synl, b 
Brown, Psalms, 253 n. 81;  
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 229, “certainement un hendiadys”; 
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 15;  
Watson, Poetry, 328; 
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 50;  
Witt de, Psalms, 22, “children, even infants” 
 
Ps 8:3b Máé;qÅnVtIm…w bG´ywøa enemy and avenger   Ndiss 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 229; 
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 15;  
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 50 
 
Ps 8:6 wháérVÚfAoV;t râ∂dDh ◊w dwäøbDk ◊w and glory and majesty you surround him  Nsemf, synl, a 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 233 n. 3; 402 n. 2 
 

                                                
1823 Italics Dahood. 
1824 2 impv. 
1825 Goldingay refers to Ps 7:10; 26:2. 
1826 See note to Jer 11:20. 
1827 VanGemeren refers to Ps 7:10; 26:2; 73:21; Jer 11:20; 17:10; 20:12 and in the NT to Rev 2:23. 
1828 2 impf. 
1829 See note to Gen 26:18.  
1830 Perf + impfc. 
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Ps 9:3 h∞DxVlRoRa◊w h∞DjVmVcRa I will rejoice and I will exult  Vsemf1831 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 244 
 
Ps 10:10 AjóOvÎy [h¶R;k√dˆy] hDk∂d◊w he will be broken, he is bowing down Vdiss, asyn1832  
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 656 n. 3 
 
Ps 10:14 sAo°AkÎw l§Dm„Do trouble and anger   Ndiss 
Allen, “lDmDo,” TWOT, vol. II, 675; 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 90 n. 22 
 
Ps 12:3 b∞ElÎw b™ElV;b with heart and heart    Nsr, iden 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “ambigument”1833 
 
Ps 14:1 h#DlyIlSo …wby¶IoVt`Ih …wty#IjVv`Ih     Vdiss, asyn1834

 

they destroyed, they made abominable deeds   
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 303 n. 2 
 
Ps 14:7 lEaèDrVcˆy j¶AmVcˆy b#OqSoÅyŒ l¶EgÎy    Vsemf, synl in Pa1835 
Jacob shall rejoice, Israel will be glad  
Babut, Expressions, 185; 
Patterson, Nahum, 153, “They are often used together to express 
total gladness, sometimes perhaps as hendiadys”1836 
 
Ps 15:2 wáøbDbVlI;b t#RmTaŒ r¶EbOd ◊w q®d¡Rx l¶EoOp…w MyImD;tœ JK ∞Elwøh   3Vdiss (hendiatris)1837 
walking uprightly, and working righteousness, and speaking 
truth in his heart 
Kaiser Jr, Guide, 15, “a hendiatris, that is, one total idea of 
practicing the presence of God by calling on three aspects of 
life”  
 
Ps 16:5 yîqVlRj_tÎnVm the part/portion of my portion  Nc 
Sperling, “Meni,” 1061, “an Aramaism in hendiadys with ḥeleq” 
 
Ps 16:5 y¡Iswøk◊w yñîqVlRj my portion and my cup   Ndiss, c1838 
Dahood, Psalms 1-50, 89, “my cup of smooth wine”1839; 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 321; Symboles, 187, 228 n. 255 
 
Ps 17:12 MyèIrD;tVsImV;b b¶EvOy ry#IpVkIk ◊wŒ PwúørVfIl PwâøsVkˆy h´y √rAaV;kœ wGønOyVmî;d  Nsemf, int, a 
he is like a lion wanting to tear,  
and as a young lion dwelling in secret places 
Babut, Expressions, 1851840 

                                                
1831 Yiqtol + weyiqtol. 
1832 Perfc + impf. 
1833 ‘Ambigously.’ 
1834 2 perf. 
1835 2 impf. 
1836 For occurrences of this proposed hendiadys Patterson refers to Ps 14:7, 32:11; 53:7; 1 Chr 16:31. 
1837 3 partc. A hendiatris, according to Kaiser Jr.  
1838 Abstr + concr. 
1839 Italics Dahood. 
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Ps 18:27 lD;tAÚpVtI;t vé;qIo crooked, twisted   Adj+Vsemf, asyn1841  
Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 3981842 
 
Ps 19:4 MyóîrDb√;d Ny∞Ea◊w rRmOaœ_Ny`Ea    N/Phsemf in Pa + neg 

there is no speech and there are no words   
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 375; 
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 15;  
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 51  
 
Ps 19:14 yIty#é;qˆn◊wŒ M¡DtyEa I will be complete and I will be clean Vdiss1843 
Fokkelman, Poems, vol. II, 99-100  
 
Ps 20:8 My¡Is…w;sAb hR;l∞Ea◊w bRk®rDbœ hR;l∞Ea these in chariot and these on horses  N/Ph, diss, th, a, b 
Dean, “Nomine,”, 4, “horse drawn chariots”; 
Smelik, “Use,” 326, “should probably be understood as a 
hendiadys for horse-drawn chariot(s)”1844 
 
Ps 21:6 wy`DlDo h¶R…wAvV;t r ∂dDh ◊wŒ dwñøh glory and majesty you have laid on him Nsemf, synl 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 233 n. 31845 
 
Ps 21:14 h∂rV;mÅz◊ná…wŒ h∂ry¶IvÎn we will sing and we will sing praises Vsemf1846 
Girard, Psaumes 101-150, 540; 
Witt de, Psalms, 59, “We will sing with the harp” 
 
Ps 22:7 M`Do y…wñzVb…w M#∂dDaŒ t¶AÚp√rRj     Nsemf in Pa1847 
reproach of men and despised of the people  
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 412 
 

Ps 22:18 y`Ib_…wa√rˆy …wfy#I;bÅyŒ hD;m¶Eh they, they look, they look at me Vsemf, synl, asyn1848 
Babut, Expressions, 185; 
Witt de, Psalms, 64, “Gaze at me gloating” 
 
Ps 22:28 …wb∞UvÎy◊w —…wûrV;k◊zˆy they shall remember and they shall return Vdiss1849 
Koopmans, “Prose,” 97 n. 41;  
Mascarenhas, Function, 246, “being mindful, will turn”  
 
Ps 23:4 ÔK#R;t◊nAoVvIm…wŒ ñÔKVfVbIv your rod and your staff  Nsemf, c 
Barré/Kselman, “Exodus,” 97, 115, n. 2 
 
 
 
                                                
1840 See note to Isa 5:29.  
1841 Adj + impf. 
1842 Waltke refers to Deut 32:5; 2 Sam 22:17; Ps 18:27, Prov 2:15. 
1843 Impf + perfc. 
1844 With reference to Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128-129. 
1845 Girard refers to Ps 21:6; 45:6 (presumably v. 4 where these nouns occur combined); 96:6; 104:1; 111:3. 
1846 Yiqtol + weyiqtol (coh). 
1847 Noun + adj. 
1848 2 impf. 
1849 Yiqtol + weyiqtol. 
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Ps 23:6 dRs∞RjÎw bwôøf goodness and loving-kindness   Ndiss 
Barré/Kselman, “Exodus,” 98, 107, “(henceforth) may only 
(your) covenant blessings [pursue me]”; 
Weinfeld, “Terminology,” 192 
 
Ps 24:3 wáøv√d∂q MwõøqVmI;b in the place of his holiness   Nc 
Kittel/Hoffer/Wright, Hebrew, 225, “The phrase […] is an 
example of hendiadys: using two nouns in apposition rather 
than a noun and an adjective”1850  
 
Ps 25:6 ÔKyó®dDsSjÅw hÎwh◊y∑ ÔKy∞RmSjår_rOk◊z    Nsemf, int, b, c 
remember your loving-kindnesses YHWH and your mercies 
Girard, Psaumes 51-100, 18 n. 21851 
 
Ps 25:8 r¶DvÎy◊w_bwøf good and straight    Nsemf1852 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 463; 
Watson, Poetry, 1961853  
 
Ps 25:10a t¡RmTa‰w dRs∞Rj loving-kindness and truth   Ndiss 
Alter, Five Psalms, 301, “steadfast loyalty”; 
Andersen, Habakkuck, 2131854; 
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “‘enduringly faithful’ or ‘faithfully 
true’”1855; 
Clark, Word, 242-2551856; 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 39 n. 10; 56 n. 64; 4631857; 
Glueck, Bible, 55, 79, 102; 
Greenberg, “Torah,” 230; 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 144, “true kindness”1858;  
Jepsen, “NAmDa,” TDOT, vol. I, 3111859;  
Kuyper, “Grace,” 6-71860; 
Mascarenhas, Function, 2101861;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1751862;  
Stoebe, “dRsRj,” TLOT, vol. II, 451; 
Watson, Poetry, 1961863; 

                                                
1850 Bold letters Kittel/Hoffer/Wright. 
1851 Girard refers to Ps 25:6; 103:4. 
1852 2 adj. 
1853 Watson exemplifies hendiadys by referring to this verse. Even if he does not give the actual components it is 
presumably the nouns that are aimed at by Watson since the other alleged hendiadyses referred by him on p. 196 
in Poetry, consist of two nouns. 
1854 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1855 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1856 See note to Gen 23:4. 
1857 On p. 39 n. 10, Girard refers to Ps 25:10; 40:12; 57:4; 61:8; 85:11; 89:15, 25; 115:1; 138:2.  
1858 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1859 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1860 See note to Gen 23:4. 
1861 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1862 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1863 See note to Ps 25:8. 
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Wildberger, “Nma,” TLOT, vol. I, 151, “less likely […] that one 
may consistently translate the frequent combination ḥesed 
we’emet as a hendiadys, ‘lasting mercy’” 
 
Ps 25:10b wy`DtOdEo◊w w#øtyîrVb his covenant and his testimonies  Ndiss, b, c 
Craigie, Psalms 1-50, 217; 
Dahood, Psalms 1-50, 157, “his covenant stipulations1864”; 
VanGemeren, Psalms, 268, “the demands of his covenant” 
 
Ps 25:16 y∞InDo◊w dy™IjÎy solitary and poor   Ndiss  
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)1865 
 
Ps 25:21 rRvñOyÎw_MO;t completeness/integrity and uprightness  Nsemf 
Alter, Psalms, 86, “the two terms combined may in any case be 
a hendiadys […] yielding the sense here of ‘absolute integrity’”; 
Barré/Kselman, “Exodus,” 119 n. 53 (not h.), “do not constitute 
a covenantal hendiadys”;  
Watson, Poetry, 1961866 
 
Ps 26:2a hDpwørVx yˆn¡E;sÅn◊w h∞Dwh◊y yˆn∞EnDjV;b test me YHWH and try me, refine 3Vsemf/diss, int  
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 471 n. 1   (hendiatris)1867 
 
Ps 26:2b y`I;bIl◊w y∞AtwøyVlIk my kidneys and my heart  Ndiss, th, b, c 
Goldingay, Psalms 1-41, 143, “together they form a kind of 
hendiadys for thoughts and attitudes of the inner being”1868 
Ps 27:1 yIoVvˆy◊w∑ yâîrwøa my light and my salvation   Ndiss, c 
Avishur, Studies, 105, “the light of my salvation”1869;  
Brongers, “Merismus,” 109, “heilbringendens licht”1870; 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 39 n. 11; 114 n. 23; 299 n. 3; Psaumes 
51-100, 207 n. 4; Les symboles, 179, 226 n. 217; 
VanGemeren, Psalms, 53 
 
Ps 27:2a y∞Ab◊yOa◊w yâårDx my adversaries and my enemies   Nsemf, synl, b, c 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 117 n. 1; 
Held, “Notes,” 37 n. 511871 
 
Ps 27:2b …wl`DpÎn◊w …wâlVvDk they stumbled and they fell  Vdiss1872 
Goldingay, Psalms 1-41, 392 n. 4, “… the verbs, which are 
synonymous and/or form a hendiadys rather than describing two 
stages in a process”  
 

                                                
1864 Italics Dahood. 
1865 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” 
1866 See note to Ps 25:8. 
1867 3 impv. A hendiatris, according to Girard. 
1868 See note to Ps 7:10. 
1869 Italics Avishur. 
1870 ‘Light bringing salvation.’ 
1871 Held refers to Ps 27:2; Lam 4:12; Esth 7:6. 
1872 Qatal + weqatal. 
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Ps 27:6 h#∂rV;mÅzSaÅwŒ h∂ry¶IvDa I will sing and I will play/sing praise Vsemf1873 
Margulis, “Psalm,” 294 n. 7 
 
Ps 28:5 wyó∂dÎy h∞EcSoAm_lRa◊w hÎwh◊y∑ tâø;lUoVÚp_lRa    Nsemf, int 
to the wage of YHWH and the work of his hands 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 315 n. 5  
 
Ps 28:7 yˆ…nˆgDm…w y¶IΩΩzUo my strength and my shield   Ndiss, c1874 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 109, “ein starker Schild”1875;  
Good, “Exodus,” 358, “my strong shield”;  
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 13; 
Dahood, Psalms 1-50, 173, “my strong shield”1876 
 
Ps 29:1 záOoÎw dwñøbD;k glory and strength    Ndiss 
Avishur, Studies, 107, “glory and strength”1877; 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 68 n. 88; 509; 
König, Stilistik, 161, “die Ehre seiner Macht”1878; “Style,” 157, 
“glory of strength” 
 
Ps 30:10 tAj¶Dv_lQRa yºI;t√dîrV;b yIm∂dV;b     N, a, c + Ph, diss 
with my blood when going down to the pit  
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 522 n. 8 
 
Ps 31:4a y∞It∂d…wxVm…w y∞IoVlAs my rock and my stronghold   Ndiss, c 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 109, “mein vollständiges Schutz”1879;  
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 13, 14, 31:4a + 31:4b = “a double 
hendiadys”1880; 
König, Psalmen, 386, “meine felswandartige Zufluchtsstätte”1881 
 
Ps 31:4b yˆn`ElShÅnVtá…w yˆn¶Ej◊n`A;t you lead me and you lead/guide me  Vsemf, synl1882 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 433 n. 2; 
Johnson, Perfekt, 84; 
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 13, 14, 31:4a + 31:4b = “a double 
hendiadys”1883 
 
Ps 31:8 h#DjVmVcRa◊w hDly¶IgDa I will be glad and I will rejoice  Vsemf, synl1884 
Johnson, Perfekt, 84 
 

                                                
1873 Yiqtol + weyiqtol (coh.). 
1874 Abstr + concr. 
1875 Brongers refers to Ps 28:7; 33:20; 115; 9, 10. 
1876 Italics Dahood. 
1877 Avishur also refers to Ps 29:1; 96:7, 1 Chr 16:28 and the same nouns in reverse order in Ps 63:3. Italics 
Avishur. 
1878 ‘The glory of his power.’ König refers to Ps 29:1; 96:7. 
1879 ‘My total protection.’ 
1880 See note to Ps 31:4b below. 
1881 ‘My rock like refuge.’ 
1882 Yiqtol + weyiqtol. 
1883 See note to Ps 31:4a above. 
1884 Yiqtol + weyiqtol (coh). 
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Ps 31:19 z…wábÎw h¶DwSaÅgV;b with pride and contempt  Nsemf 
Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner), 
“z…w;b,” vol. I. 131, “hochmütiger Verachtung”1885 
 
Ps 31:25 M¡RkVbAbVl X∞EmSaÅy◊w …wq◊zIjœ    Vsemf1886 
be strong and he will strengthen your heart  
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 488 n. 19; 534 n. 3 
 
Ps 32:5 y∞ItaDÚfAj NäOwSo iniquity of my sin/sin offering  Nc 
Dahood, Psalms 1-50, 195, “my sinful guilt”1887; 
Watson, Poetry, 328 
 
Ps 32:8 #ÔK√rwøa`Vw —°ÔKVly`I;kVcAa    Vsemf1888 
I will make you wise and I will teach you  
Johnson, Perfekt, 84 
 
Ps 32:9a d®rRpV;k s…wñsV;k as horse, as mule   Ndiss, th, a, asyn 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 559 n. 8 
 
Ps 32:9b NRsâ®rÎw_gRt`RmV;b with bridle and halter   Ndiss, th, a 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 559 n. 8 
 
Ps 32:11 …wlyˆg◊w∑ h∞Dwhy`Ab …wWjVmIc rejoice in YHWH and be glad  Vsemf, synl, int 1889  
Patterson, Nahum, 153, “They are often used together to express 
total gladness, sometimes perhaps as hendiadys”1890 
 
Ps 33:5 f¡DÚpVvIm…w hâ∂q∂dVx righteousness and judgment   Ndiss 
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”1891; 
Goldingay, Psalms 1-41, 2931892; 
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”;  
Schorr, “Les composés,” 169, “droit équitable”1893; 
Weinfeld, “Justice,” 2281894 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
1885 ‘Arrogant contempt.’ 
1886 Impv + weyiqtol. 
1887 Italics Dahood. Dahood translates the noun combination “my sinful guilt” but adds: “… or as another 
instance of double-duty suffix to be rendered, ‘my guilt, my sin.’” 
1888 Yiqtol + weyiqtol. 
1889 2 impv. 
1890 See note to Ps 14:7. 
1891 Italics Brichto. See note to Gen 18:19.  
1892 Goldingay refers to Ps 33:3; 89:14; 97:2. 
1893 ‘Fair justice.’ See note to Gen 18:19. 
1894 See note to Gen 18:19. 
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Ps 33:9 dáOmSoÅ¥yìÅw hGÎ…wIxŒ_a…wáh yIh¡R¥yÅw r ∞AmDa a…wâh y§I;k   Vsemf in Pa, x21895
 

for he spoke and it became, he commanded and it stood forth/firm   
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 52, “may even be regarded as 
a case of parallelistic hendiadys […] double hendiadys”  
 
Ps 33:20 …wn∞E…nˆgDm…w …wnäér◊zRo our helper and our shield   Ndiss, c1896 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 109, “ein starker Schild”1897; 
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 15;  
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 51, “he is our warrior and 
our shield”1898  
 
Ps 34:11 …wb¡Eo∂r◊w …wâv∂r they were in want and they were hungry Vsemf1899 
Johnson, Perfekt, 841900 
 
Ps 34:19 Aj…wõr_yEaV;kå;d_tRa`Vw b¡El_yérV;bVvˆnVl   Ph, semf 
to heartbrokened and of contrite spirit  
Girard, Symboles, 439 n. 181 
 
Ps 35:2 h¡D…nIx◊w N∞EgDm [small?] shield and [rectangular?] shield Ndiss, th 
Andersen/Freedman, Amos, 422-423, “hendiadys?”1901; 
Bühlman/Scherer, Stilfiguren, 32, “den schützenden Schild”1902 
 
Ps 35:6 twúø;qAlVqAlSjÅw JKRvñOj darknesss and slipperies   Ndiss, b 
Barré/Kselman, “Exodus,” 102, “dark and slippery” 
 
Ps 35:10 NwGøyVbRa◊wŒ y¶InDo◊w and poor and needy    Nsemf  
Levi, Inkongruenz, 86; 
Melamed, “Two,” 1761903   
 
Ps 35:26 h¡D;mIlVk…w tRvñOb shame and disgrace    Nsemf, synl 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “rougissement de honte”1904 
 
Ps 35:27 …wjVmVcˆy◊w …w…nêOrÎy     Vsemf, synl1905 
they will/may they shout for joy and they will/may they be glad   
Babut, Expressions, 185; 
König, Psalms, 307 n. 4, 392, “Jauchzend sich freuen sollen”1906; 
Tate, Psalms, 436, “joyfully rejoice/sing out”1907 
 

                                                
1895 2 perf + 2 impfc. 
1896 Abstr + concr. 
1897 See note to Ps 28:7. 
1898 Italics van der Westhuizen. 
1899 Qatal + weqatal. 
1900 Johnson refers to Ps 34:11; 38:9; 86:17; 131:12. 
1901 See note to Jer 46:3. 
1902 ‘The protecting shield.’ 
1903 See note to Deut 15:11. 
1904 ‘Blush of shame.’ Schorr also refers to Ps 71:13b. 
1905 Yiqtol + weyiqtol. 
1906 ‘Rejoicingly will praise.’ 
1907 See note to Zech 2:14. 
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Ps 36:4 h¡Dm√rIm…w N‰w∞Da iniquity/wickedness and deceit   Ndiss 
Avishur, Studies, 104, “mischief of deceit, mischief that is 
accomplished by deceit”1908; 
Dahood, Psalms 1-50, 219, “sinful deceit”1909 
 
Ps 36:6 #ÔKVtÎn…wámTaŒ ÔKó®;dVsAj your loving-kindness, your truth  Ndiss, b, asyn 
Melamed, “Two,” 1781910 
 
Ps 37:2 aRv#®;dŒ q®r¶RyVk…w and like plants of green   Nc 
Watson, Poetry, 196, “green grass” 
 
Ps 37:14 NwóøyVbRa◊w y∞InDo poor and needy    Nsemf  
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 636; 
Melamed, “Two,” 1761911 
 
Ps 37:21 N`Etwøn◊w N¶Enwøj showing favour and giving  Vdiss (advm)1912 
Brichto, Problem, 125 n. 26, “spends generously” 
 
Ps 37:37 r¡DvÎy h ∞Ea √r…w MD;tœ_rDmVv     Vsemf, int1913 
keep a blameless and see an upright  
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 643 n. 25 
 
Ps 38:7 dóOaVm_dAo yItâOjAv yIty∞EwSoÅn I was disturbed, I bowed down greatly Vdiss, asyn1914 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 654 
 
Ps 39:3 yIty∞EvTjRh hÎ¥yIm…wdœ yI;tVm∞AlTa‰n     Vsemf, int + N 

I was dumbed, silence, I was silent   (hendiatris) 1915 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 665 

 
Ps 39:8 …yIty∞E;k√dˆn◊w yItwâøg…wp◊n I was benumbed and I was crushed Vsemf1916 
Johnson, Perfekt, 841917 
 
Ps 39:10 y¡IÚp_jA;tVpRa aâøl yI;tVmAlTa‰n∑ I was dumbed, I did not open my mouth V/Cla+Cla, semf, asyn 1918  
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 668 n. 12 
 
Ps 40:2 N¶EwZÎ¥yAh fyºIúfIm mire-mud    Nc 
VanGemeren, Psalms, 364, 365, ‘slimy pit’ 
 
 
 
                                                
1908 Italics Avishur. 
1909 Italics Dahood. 
1910 Melamed refers to Ps 25:6, but the nouns occur in Ps 36:6. 
1911 See note to Deut 15:11. 
1912 2 partc. 
1913 2 impv. 
1914 2 perf. 
1915 2 perf + a noun. A hendiatris, according to Girard. 
1916 Qatal + weqatal. 
1917 See note to Ps 34:11. 
1918 Perf + impf. 
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Ps 40:6 h∂r¡E;bådSaÅw h∂dy¶I…gAa I will tell/declare and I will speak/tell  Vsemf, synl1919 
Babut, Expressions, 186; 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 680; 
Gordon, “Time,” 48 n. 1, “let me declare and say” 
 
Ps 40:11 ∞ÔKVtDo…wvVt…w ∞ÔKVtÎn…wmTa your faithfulness and your salvation Ndiss, c 
Wildberger, “Nma,” TLOT, vol. I, 149, “perhaps in a hendiadys 
‘your faithful aid’” 
 
Ps 40:12 #ÔKV;tImSaÅwŒ ñÔK√;dVsAj your loving-kindness and your truth  Ndiss, c 
Barré/Kselman, “Exodus,” 107;  
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “‘enduringly faithful’ or ‘faithfully true’”1920; 
Clark, Word, 242-2551921; 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 39 n. 10; 56 n. 641922; 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 1441923;  
Jepsen, “NAmDa,” TDOT, vol. I, 3111924;  
Kuyper, “Grace,” 6-71925; 
Mascarenhas, Function, 2101926;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1751927;  
Perry, “Meaning,”253, “strongly suggestive of a hendiadys”1928  
Ps 40:15a dAjÅy —…w°rVÚpVjÅy◊w …wvôObÇ´y    Vsemf, synl1929

 

let them be ashamed and let them be ashamed together  
Dahood, Psalms 1-50, 247, “recoil in disgrace”1930; 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 52 n. 57; 53; 
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 13, 14; 
Watson, Poetry, 326  
 
Ps 40:15b …wómVlD;kˆy◊w rwøjDaœ …wgâO;sˆy    Vdiss, int1931 
let them be driven aside and be humiliated  
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 52 n. 57; 53 
 
Ps 40:17 …w°jVmVcˆy◊w …wcy§IcÇÎy rejoice and be glad   Vsemf, synl1932 
Babut, Expressions, 1861933; 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 778 n. 21934 
 
 
                                                
1919 Yiqtol + weyiqtol. 
1920 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1921 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1922 See note to Ps 25:10. 
1923 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1924 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1925 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1926 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1927 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1928 Perry also refers to Ps 89:24. 
1929 Yiqtol + weyiqtol. 
1930 Italics Dahood. 
1931 Yiqtol + weyiqtol. 
1932 Yiqtol + weyiqtol. 
1933 Babut refers to Ps 40:17; 70:4. 
1934 Girard refers to Ps 40:17; 70:5. 
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Ps 40:18 NwøyVbRa◊w y∞InDo poor and needy   Nsemf 
Melamed, “Two,” 1761935 
 
Ps 41:14 N`EmDa◊w —N¶Em„Da amen and amen   Nsr, iden 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 40 n. 131936 
 
Ps 42:3 h#Ra∂rEa◊wŒ awóøbDa y¶AtDm when will I come and I will see   Vdiss (advm)1937 
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 12, “When shall I come seeing”1938; 
Watson, Poetry, 326, 328, “When shall I come and see?”  
 
Ps 42:5a hWDkVÚpVvRa◊w —h°∂rV;k◊zRa I will remember and I will pour out  Vdiss (advm)1939 
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 12, “Remembering, I pour out”;  
Watson, Poetry, 326, 328, “remembering I pour out”  
 
Ps 42:5b M#é;då;dRa JKD;sA;b —r°ObTo`Ra    Vdiss, int1940 
I will pass with the crowd, I will move slowly  
Witt de, Psalms, 114-115, “Led on the crowd with slow step” 
 
Ps 42:5g h#∂dwøt◊w h¶D…nîr_lwøqV;b with voice of joy and thanksgiving  Nc+N  
Avishur, Studies, 103 n. 1, “with joyous shouts of praise”1941; 
Goldingay, Psalms 42-89, 20 and n. 3, “With the sound of 
thanksgiving resounding”; 
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 12, “with glad shouts”;  
Watson, Poetry, 321, “loud shouts OF thanksgiving”1942; 326, “a 
shout of joyful thanks”  
 
Ps 42:8 ÔKy#R;lÅg◊wŒ ÔKyñ®rD;bVvIm_l`D;k    N/Ph, semf, synl, b, c 

all your breakers/waves and your waves/billows    
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 12;  
Watson, Poetry, 328 
 
Ps 42:11 y#AtwømVxAo`V;b —jAxô®rV;b with slaughter in my bones   1Ph 
Watson, Poetry, 327, 328, “a death-wound in my bones”  
 
Ps 43:1a y#Ibyîr h§Dby„îr ◊w —My°IhølTa yˆn§EfVpDv   Vsemf, int1943  
judge me God and plead my case  
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 712 
 
 
 
 
                                                
1935 Melamed refers to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys. See note to Deut 15:11. 
1936 Girard refers to Ps 41:14; 72:19; 89:53. 
1937 Yiqtol + weyiqtol. 
1938 A verbal hendiadys, according to Kuntz, in his unpublished paper ‘Hendiadys in the Psalms,’ which he most 
kindly bestowed me with. 
1939 Yiqtol + weyiqtol (coh). 
1940 2 impf. 
1941 Italics Avishur. 
1942 Capital letters Watson. 
1943 2 impv. 
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Ps 43:1b yˆn`EfV;lApVt h∞Dl◊wAo◊w h™Dm√rIm_vyIa§Em   Nsemf1944
 

from the deceitful and iniquitous man deliver me    
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 12, “From the deceitfully unjust man”;  
Watson, Poetry, 326, 328 
 
Ps 43:3a ÔKV;tImSaÅw∑ ∞ÔK√rwøa your light and your truth   Ndiss, c 
Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner), 
vol. I, “tRmTa,” 79, “deine leuchtende Wahrheit”1945; 
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 12, “illuminating truth”;  
Watson, Poetry, 328 
 
Ps 43:3b Ky`RtwønV;kVvIm_lRa◊w #ÔKVv √d ∂qŒ_r`Ah_lRa    Nc + Nsemf, c 
to your temple of your holiness and to your dwellings 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 714 
 
Ps 43:4 y¶IlyZˆ…g tºAjVmIc the joy of my joy   Nc 
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 12-13, “my exceeding joy” 
 
Ps 44:14 sRl#®qÎwŒ gAo¶Al mocking and derision   Nsemf, synl 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 727 n. 7 
 
Ps 44:17a Póé;dÅgVm…w PâérDjVm reproaching and blaspheming  Vdiss1946 
Goldingay, Psalms 42-89, 44 
 
Ps 44:17b Máé;qÅnVtIm…w bG´ywøa an enemy and avenger/avenging  N+Vdiss1947  
Goldingay, Psalms 42-89, 44 
 
Ps 45:4 ÔKá®r∂dShÅw #ÔK√dwøhŒ your glory and your majesty  Nsemf, synl 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 233 n. 31948 
 
Ps 45:5 q®d¡Rx_hÎw◊nAo◊w and humility, righteousness   Ndiss, asyn1949 
Ryou, Oracles, 191 and n. 60, “the semantically related terms 
(qdx//hwno) are used as a hendiadys in gender-matched 
parallelism”1950  
 
Ps 45:16 ly¡IgÎw tâOjDmVcI;b with rejoicings and joy   Nsemf, synl, b 
Rendsburg, “Dialects,” 79  
 
Ps 46:2a zóOoÎw h∞RsSjAm refuge and strength    Ndiss 
Avishur, Studies, 108, “refuge and stronghold”1951;  
Brongers, “Merismus,” 109, “eine sichere Zuflucht”1952;  

                                                
1944 2 adj. 
1945 ‘Your illuminating truth.’ 
1946 2 partc. 
1947 Partc. 
1948 See note to Ps 21:6. 
1949 Masc. + fem. 
1950 With reference by Ryou to Watson, Poetry, and Berlin, Dynamics. 
1951 Italics Avishur. 
1952 ‘A safe refuge.’ 
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Goldingay, Psalms 42-89, 67, “We could take this as a 
hendiadys: God is a strong refuge”; 
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 15;  
Müller, “Gebrauch,” 144, “sind etwa […] eine sichere Zuflucht”;  
NET, n. 1 “probably a hendiadys meaning ‘our strong 
refuge’”1953; 
Tsumura, “Insertion,” 475  
 
Ps 46:2b dáOaVm … hñ∂r◊zRo helper … might/very/much  N+Advb, int 
Tsumura, “Insertion,” 475, “another hendiadys […] ‘help (and) 
might’ or a ‘mighty help(er)’ is interrupted…”1954 
 
Ps 50:20 #ÔKV;mIaŒ_N`RbV;b r¡E;bådVt ÔKy∞IjDaV;b bEvE;t   Vdiss, int (advm)1955 
you sit with your brother speaking  
Craigie, Psalms 1-50, 363, “Alternatively, the phrase could be 
interpreted as hendiadys and translated with Dahood: ‘you sit 
speaking’”; 
Dahood, Psalms 1-50, 309, “You sit speaking”1956; 
Tsumura, “Insertion,” 478, “a hendiadys (in asyndeton)”1957; 
Watson, Poetry, 326, “You sit gossipping against your brother” 
 
Ps 51:4 yˆnáérShAf y¶ItaDÚfAjEmá…w y¡InOwSoEm yˆn∞EsV;bA;k    Clasemf 
wash me from my iniquity and from my sin purify me 
Girard, Psaumes 51-100, 18 
 
Ps 51:5 N…wálEjÅy ◊y y™IoOr◊z_lRa◊w …wY…wåq ◊y My∞I¥yIa ‹yAlEa    Vsemf, synl, int1958  
and for me the coastland waits and for my arms they wait 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 631 n. 5 
 
Ps 51:10 h¡DjVmIc◊w NwâøcDc joy and gladness   Nsemf, synl 
Babut, Expressions, 1851959; 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)1960; 
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 13, 14;  
NET, [51:8], n. 24, “the ultimate joy”1961;  
Schorr, “Les composés”, 1731962  
 
Ps 51:21 ly¡IlDk◊w h∞Dlwøo burnt offering and whole [offering]  Nsemf 
Avishur, Studies, 109, “burnt and whole offerings”1963; 
Tsumura, 1 Book of Samuel, 235, “as a wholly burnt sacrifice”1964  

                                                
1953 In the NET Bible Notes in Accordance. 
1954 Tsumura refers to the construction as an example of literary insertion. 
1955 2 impf.  
1956 Italics Dahood. 
1957 With reference to Dahood. 
1958 2 impf. 
1959 See note to Isa 22:13. 
1960 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” See note to Isa 
22:13. 
1961 In the NET Bible Notes in Accordance. 
1962 See note to Isa 22:13. 
1963 Italics Avishur. 
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Ps 52:7 lRhóOaEm ∞ÔKSjD;sˆy ◊w ∞ÔKV;tVjÅy     Vsemf1965 
he shall snatch you and tear you away from [your] tent 
Girard, Psaumes 51-100, 35 
 
Ps 53:7 j¶AmVcˆy … l¶EgÎy he shall rejoice … he shall rejoice  Vsemf, synl in Pa1966 
Patterson, Nahum, 153, “They are often used together to express 
total gladness, sometimes perhaps as hendiadys”1967 
 

Ps 55:3 hDmy`IhDa◊w y∞IjyIcV;b dyäîrDa    Cla + V, semf1968 
I roam with complaint and I will murmur  
Girard, Psaumes 51-100, 69  
 

Ps 55:6 dAoårÎw∑ h∞Da√rˆy fear and trembling   Nsemf 
Goldingay, Psalms 42-89, 169; 
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 13, 14, “a trembling fear”;  
Watson, Poetry, 326, “Trembling fear”; Techniques, 383, 
“Terrible fear”1969 
 
Ps 55:9 rAo`D;sIm h∞DoOs storm and tempest   Nsemf, synl  
Girard, Symboles, 426 n. 19 
 
Ps 55:10 byâîr◊w s™DmDj violence and dispute    Ndiss 
Fokkelman, Poems, vol. II, 172; 
Girard, Psaumes 51-100, 66 n. 3 
 
Ps 55:11 l∞DmDo◊w N‰w™Da◊w and iniquity and trouble   Ndiss 
Fokkelman, Poems, vol. II, 172; 
Girard, Psaumes 51-100, 66 n. 3 
 
Ps 55:12 h`Dm√rIm…w JKâO;t oppression and deceit    Ndiss 
Fokkelman, Poems, vol. II, 172; 
Girard, Psaumes 51-100, 66 n. 3 
 
Ps 57:4 wáø;tImSaÅw wõø;dVsAj his loving-kindness and his truth   Ndiss, c 
Alter, Psalms, 200, “means something like ‘steadfast 
kindness’”; 
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “‘enduringly faithful’ or ‘faithfully 
true’”1970; 
Clark, Word, 242-2551971;  
Girard, Psaumes 51-100, 93, 94, 97; 
Glueck, Bible, 55, 79, 102; 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 1441972;  
                                                
1964 See note to 1 Sam 7:9. 
1965 Yiqtol+ weyiqtol. 
1966 2 impf. 
1967 See note to Ps 14:7. 
1968 Yiqtol + weyiqtol (1 coh). 
1969 Italics Watson. 
1970 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1971 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1972 See note to Gen 24:27. 
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Jepsen, “NAmDa,” TDOT, vol. I, 3111973;  
Kuyper, “Grace,” 6-71974; 
Mascarenhas, Function, 2101975;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1751976 
 
Ps 57:9 rwGø…nIk◊w lRb¶E…nAh harp and lyre   Ndiss, th 
Girard, Psaumes 51-100, 95 n. 3. 
 
Ps 60:8 hñ∂qV;lAjSa hÎzñølVoQRa I will exult, I will divide/share   Vdiss, asyn (advm)1977 
Dahood, Psalms 51-100, 80, “Exultant, I will make Shechem my 
portion”1978; 
Tate, Psalms 51-100, 100, 102, “I will exult (and) divide”1979;  
Watson, Poetry, 328 
 
Ps 61:8 t#RmTa‰wŒ dRs¶Rj loving-kindness and truth  Ndiss 
Alter, Psalms, 301, “steadfast loyalty”; 
Andersen, Habakkuk, 2131980; 
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “‘enduringly faithful’ or ‘faithfully 
true’”1981; 
Barré/Kselman, “Exodus,” 107;  
Clark, Word, 242-2551982;  
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 39 n. 10; Psaumes 51-100, 141 n. 3; 144 
n. 61983; 
Glueck, Bible, 55, 79, 102; 
Greenberg, “Torah,” 230; 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 144, “true kindness”1984;  
Jepsen, “NAmDa,” TDOT, vol. I, 3111985;  
Kuyper, “Grace,” 6-71986; 
Mascarenhas, Function, 2101987;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1751988;  
Stoebe, “dRsRj,” TLOT, vol. II, 451; 
Tate, Psalms 51-100, 110, “may be correct to conclude that dsj 

tmaw is a hendiadys, meaning ‘true devotion’ or ‘true loyal-
love’”; 

                                                
1973 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1974 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1975 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1976 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1977 Yiqtol + weyiqtol (coh). 
1978 Italics Dahood. 
1979 Tate adds, “Dahood prefers a hendiadys […] which is probably correct.”  
1980 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1981 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1982 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1983 See note to Ps 25:10. 
1984 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1985 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1986 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1987 See note to Gen 24:27. 
1988 See note to Gen 24:27. 
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Wildberger, “Nma,” TLOT, vol. I, 151, “less likely […] that one 
may consistently translate the frequent combination ḥesed 
we’emet as a hendiadys, ‘lasting mercy’” 
 
Ps 62:3a y¡ItDo…wvy`Iw yîr…wx my rock and my salvation   Ndiss, c1989 
Dahood, Psalms 51-100, 91, “my mountain of triumph”1990; 
Goldingay, Psalms 42-89, 2461991; 
Watson, Poetry, 328; 
Tate, Psalms 51-100, 117, 118, “‘my rock of deliverance’ or 
‘my saving rock’” 
 
Ps 62:3b h`D;bår fwñø;mRa_aøl y#I;bÅ…gVcIm my stronghold, not much shaken  N + Ph, diss  
Goldingay, Psalms 42-89, 246 
 
Ps 62:7 y¡ItDo…wvy`Iw yîr…wx my rock and my salvation   Ndiss, c1992 
Dahood, Psalms 51-100, 92, “my mountain of triumph”1993; 
Goldingay, Psalms 42-89, 2481994; 
Watson, Poetry, 3281995; 
Tate, Psalms 51-100, 117, 118, “‘my rock of deliverance’ or 
‘my saving rock’” 
 
Ps 62:8 yóîdwøbVk…w y∞IoVvˆy my salvation and my glory   Ndiss, c 
Goldingay, Psalms 42-89, 248, “a kind of hendiadys, ‘my 
deliverance from dishonor’”; 
Kselman, “Note,” 24 n. 6, “glorious Saviour”; 
Tate, Psalms 51-100, 117, 118, “Probably another case of 
hendiadys: ‘my glorious deliverance’” 
 
Ps 62:11 lºEzÎgVb…w qRvOoVb with oppression and with robbery   Ndiss, a 
Dahood, Psalms 51-100, 93, “criminal extortion”1996 
 
Ps 63:3 ÔKá®dwøbVk…w #ÔK◊ΩΩzUo your strength/might and your glory   Ndiss, c 
Avishur, Studies, 1071997; 
Goldingay, Psalms 42-89, 257, “perhaps a hendiadys, God’s 
splendid power” 
 
Ps 63:6 NRv®dÎw∑ bRl∞Ej fat and fat    Nsemf, synl 
Tate, Psalms 51-100, 124, “The two terms probably form a 
hendiadys meaning ‘very rich food’” 
 
 

                                                
1989 Concr + abstr. 
1990 Italics Dahood. 
1991 Goldingay refers to Ps 62:2(3). 
1992 Concr + abstr. 
1993 Italics Dahood. 
1994 Goldingay refers to Ps 62:2(3). 
1995 Watson refers to Ps 62:3. 
1996 Italics Dahood. See also, Dahood, Psalms 1-50, 326. 
1997 See note to Ps 29:1. 
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Ps 64:7 qáOmDo b∞El◊w vy#IaŒ b®rñ®q◊w     Phsemf 
and the innermost of a man and a deep heart 
Girard, Psaumes 51-100, 173 
 
Ps 65:5 ÔK`RlDkyEh v#OdVqŒ ÔK¡RtyE;b b…wâfV;b    Nsemf in Pa 
in the goodness of your house, the holy of your temple 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 485 n. 11 
 
Ps 66:20 w#ø;dVsAj◊wŒ y¶ItD;lIpV;t my prayer and his loving-kindness Ndiss 
Lee, Grammar, 304 
 
Ps 67:2 …wn¡Ek√rDby`Iw …wn¶E…nDj◊y    Vdiss (advm)1998

 

may he show favour to us and may he bless us   
Mascarenhas, Function, 87, 104, “graciously bless us”;  
Watson, Techniques, 384, 385, “possibly [hendiadys] […] 
mercifully bless us” 
 
Ps 67:5 …wGn◊…nåry`Iw …wñjVmVc`Iy    Vsemf (advm)1999 
they will rejoice and they will shout/sing of joy  
Mascarenhas, Function, 89, “shout gladly”;  
Tate, Psalms 51-100, 436, “joyfully rejoice/sing out”2000; 
Watson, Techniques, 385, “happily rejoicing” 
 
Ps 68:10 h#DaVlˆn◊wŒ ñÔKVtDlSjÅn your possession and it /he will be weary N+V, diss2001 
Tate, Psalms 51-100, 164, “The waw can be understood as 
temporal determinative […] or as forming a hendiadys: ‘your 
exhausted heritage’” 
 
Ps 69:17 ÔKó®;dVsAj bwâøf your loving-kindness is good  1Cla  
Stoebe, “bwøf,” TLOT, vol. I, 494, “Your kindness is gracious”2002 
 
Ps 69:18 yˆn`EnSo r¶EhAm hasten, answer me   Vdiss, asyn (advm)2003 
Dahood, Psalms 51-100, 160, “quickly answer me”2004; 
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 13, 14, “quickly answer me”;  
Watson, Poetry, 328  
 
Ps 69:20 y¡ItD;mIlVk…w yI;tVvDb…wœ y∞ItDÚp√rRj     3Nsemf, synl, c2005 
my reproach and my shame and my disgrace  (hendiatris)  
Girard, Psaumes 150, 413 n. 1 
 
 
 

                                                
1998 Yiqtol + weyiqtol. 
1999 Yiqtol + weyiqtol. 
2000 See note to Zech 2:14. 
2001 The verb is a weqatal. 
2002 Stoebe refers to Ps 69:17; 109:21. 
2003 2 impv. 
2004 Italics Dahood. 
2005 A hendiatris, according to Girard. 
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Ps 70:5 …w°jVmVcˆy◊w …wcy§IcÇÎy they will rejoice and they will be glad Vsemf, synl2006 
Babut, Expressions, 1862007; 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 778 n. 22008 
 
Ps 70:6a NwøyVbRa◊w y∞InDo poor and needy   Nsemf 
Melamed, “Two,” 1762009; 
Tate, Psalms 51-100, 203, “probably a hendiadys = ‘Needy-
poor’ or ‘truly poor’” 
 
Ps 70:6b y∞IfVlApVm…w yâîr◊zRo my helper and my deliverer   Nsemf, c 
Tate, Psalms 51-100, 204, “It is probable that these two words 
also form a hendiadys: ‘my delivering helper’” 
 
Ps 71:3a Nw&øoDm r…wñxVl to/as a rock, a refuge/habitation   Ndiss, asyn, a2010 
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 13  
 
Ps 71:3b y∞It∂d…wxVm…w y™IoVlAs my rock and my stronghold  Ndiss, c 
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 14; 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 109, “mein vollständiger Schutz”2011 
 
Ps 71:13a …wlVkˆy …wvâOb´y    Vdiss, asyn (advm)2012

 

may they be ashamed, may they be finish(ed)/complete(d) 
Dahood, Psalms 51-100, 174, “be utterly humiliated”2013; 
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 13; 
Tate, Psalms 51-100, 208, 209, “end up in complete shame”;  
Watson, Poetry, 328  
 
Ps 71:13b h¡D;mIlVk…w hDÚp√rRj reproach and disgrace   Nsemf  
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “rougissement de honte”2014  
 
Ps 71:18 hDbyEc◊w —h∏ÎnVqˆz old age and grey hair   Nsemf2015 
Dahood, Psalms 51-100, 175, “hoary old age”2016; 
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 13;  
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “vénérable vieillesse”2017; 
Tate, Psalms 51-100, 208, 210, “gray-haired old age”; 
Watson, Poetry, 328 
 
 
 
                                                
2006 Yiqtol +weyiqtol. 
2007 See note to Ps 40:17. 
2008 Girard refers to Ps 40:17; 70:5. 
2009 See note to Deut 15:11. 
2010 Concr + abstr. 
2011 See note to Ps 31:4. 
2012 2 impf. 
2013 Italics Dahood. 
2014 ‘Blush of shame.’ Schorr also refers to Ps 35:26. 
2015 Abstr + concr. 
2016 Italics Dahood. 
2017 ‘Venerable old age.’ 
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Ps 71:20a twñøoQ∂r◊w tw#ø;bår many and harmful   Ndiss, b2018 
Tate, Psalms 51-100, 208, 210, “many hurtful (troubles)” 
 
Ps 71:20b X®r#DaDhŒ twñømOhV;tImá…w and from depths of the earth/land Nc 
Wakeman, “Earth,” 317 n. 18 
 
Ps 71:21 yˆn`EmSjÅn`V;t bñO;sIt◊w    Vdiss, asyn (advm)2019  
and you will turn/surround, you will comfort me  
Dahood, Psalms 51-100, 177, “enfold me with your comfort”2020; 
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 13;  
Watson, Poetry, 328 
 
Ps 72:12 yGˆnDo◊w ... NwâøyVbRa needy … poor    Nsemf in Pa 
Fokkelman, Poems vol. II, 192, “virtually a hendiadys” 
 
Ps 72:13 NwóøyVbRa◊w lâå;d poor and needy    Nsemf2021 
Fokkelman, Poems, vol. II, 192, “virtually a hendiadys”; 
Melamed, “Two,” 1762022; 
Tate, Psalms 51-100, 328, 329, “poverty-stricken”2023 
 
Ps 72:14 sDmDjEm…wœ JKwâø;tIm from oppression and from violence  Ndiss, a 
Dahood, Psalms 51-100, 183, “from lawless oppression”2024; 
Fokkelman, Poems, vol. II, 192, “virtually a hendiadys”; 
Goldingay, Psalms 42-89, 390, “we might see the two words as 
a hendiadys, ‘lawless violence’”; 
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 15; 
Sabottka, Zephanja, 43 n. 1452025 
 
Ps 72:19 N`EmDa◊w —N¶Em„Da amen and amen   Nsr, iden 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 40 n. 132026 
 
Ps 73:19 …w;m#AtŒ …wp¶Ds    Vdiss, asyn (advm)2027

 

they were swept away, they were complete(d)/finished 
Dahood, Psalms 51-100, 193, “utterly swept away”2028; 
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 15; 
Nelson, Joshua, 542029; 
Watson, Poetry, 328, “utterly swept away” 
 
 
                                                
2018 2 adj. 
2019 Weyiqtol + yiqtol. 
2020 Italics Dahood. 
2021 2 adj. 
2022 See note to Isa 14:30. 
2023 See note to Ps 82:4. 
2024 Italics Dahood. 
2025 See note to Jer 6:7. 
2026 See note to Ps 41:14. 
2027 2 perf. 
2028 Italics Dahood. 
2029 See note to Josh 3:16. 
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Ps 73:21 N`Dnwø;tVvRa y#AtwøyVlIk ◊wŒ y¡IbDbVl X∞E;mAjVtˆy yI;k   Ndiss, th, b, c, in Pa 
for embittered was my heart and my kidneys (lit. ‘I was’) were 
pierced 
VanGemeren, Psalms, 1322030 
 
Ps 74:11 ÔK¡RnyImy`Iw ÔK√dÎy ∑your hand and your right [hand]  Nsemf, synl, c 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 726 n. 2 
 
Ps 74:16 vRm`DvÎw rwñøaDm light and sun   Nsemf2031 
Avishur, Studies, 1112032; 
Bullinger, Figures, 660, “sunlight”; 
Girard, Psaumes, 51-100, 305; 
Lee, Grammar, 2912033 
 
Ps 74:21 NwGøyVbRa◊wŒ y¶InDo poor and needy    Nsemf  
Melamed, “Two,” 1762034   
 
Ps 76:7 s…wásÎw bRkâ®r◊w and chariot and horse   Ndiss, th 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128-1292035 
 
Ps 78:8 hñ®rQOm…w r©érwøs rebelling/stubborn and rebelling  Nsemf2036 
Fleishman, “Innovation,” 311 n. 2, 312, “wayward and 
defiant”2037; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “indocilement obstiné”2038 
 
Ps 78:14 v`Ea rwâøaV;b in light of fire   Nc 
Meyers, Menorah, 176, 198 n. 51, “fiery light” 
 
Ps 78:49 hó∂rDx◊w MAo∞AzÎw and indignation and distress  Nsemf, wāw - expl 
König, Psalmen, 249 “Grimm und Drangsal”; 249 n. 2, “Waw 
explicativum: und zwar = nämlich; eine Art Hendiadyoin” 
 
Ps 78:56 …wrVmÅ¥yÅw∑ …wâ;sÅn◊yÅw and they tested and they rebelled   Vdiss (advm)2039 
Dahood, Psalms 51-100, 245, “they defiantly tempted”2040; 
Watson, Poetry, 328, “they defiantly tempted”  
 
Ps 79:4 sRl#®qÎwŒ gAo¶Al mocking and derision   Nsemf, synl 
Goldingay, Psalms 42-89, 44, “scornful derision” 
 
 
                                                
2030 See note to Ps 7:10. 
2031 Abstr + concr. 
2032 Avishur refers also to the same nouns in reverse order in Eccl 12:2. 
2033 In the edition from 1832. 
2034 See note to Deut 15:11. 
2035 See note to Ex 14:9. 
2036 2 adj. 
2037 See note to Deut 21:18. 
2038 ‘Intractably stubborn.’ See note Deut 21:18. 
2039 2 impfc. 
2040 Italics Dahood. 
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Ps 82:3a MwóøtÎy◊w lñåd poor and orphan    Ndiss 
Fokkelmann, Poems, vol. II, 37, “appears to be a hendiadys” 
 
Ps 82:3b vâ∂rÎw y™InDo poor and in want    Nsemf, synl 
Fokkelmann, Poems II, 37, “appears to be a hendiadys”; 
Tate, Psalms 51-100, 328, 329, “poverty-stricken”  
 
Ps 82:4 NwóøyVbRa◊w lñåd poor and needy    Nsemf 
Fokkelmann, Poems, vol. II, 37, “appears to be a hendiadys”; 
Melamed, “Two,” 1762041; 
Tate, Psalms 51-100, 328, 329, “the powerless poor”2042 
 
Ps 83:2 fêOqVvI;t_lAa◊w väårTjR;t_lAa do not be silent and do not be quiet Vsemf2043 
Girard, Psaumes 51-100, 420 
 
Ps 83:18 …wd`Ebaøy◊w …wõrVÚpVjÅy`Vw    Vdiss (advm)2044  
and may they be ashamed and may they perish  

Dahood, Psalms 51-100, 277, “perish in utter disgrace”2045;  
Watson, Poetry, 328  
 
Ps 84:12 dwøbDk◊w∑ N∞Ej favour/grace and glory   Ndiss 
Aaron, Ambiguities, 58, “a conceptual unit (perhaps even a 
hendiadys of sorts)”; 
König, Psalms, 307 n. 4 (not h.) 
 
Ps 85:9 wyó∂dyIsSj_lRa◊w wñø;mAo_lRa la    N/Ph, diss, int, b, c 
to his people and to his faithful/devoted  
Dahood, Psalms 51-100, 289, “To the devoted ones of his 
people”2046;  
Kselman, “Note,” 25 n. 12; 
Tate, Psalms 51-100, 364, 365, “the loyal members of his 
people”2047; 
Watson, Poetry, 328; “Parallelism,” 59 
 
Ps 85:11a t¶RmTa‰w_dRs`Rj loving-kindness and truth   Ndiss 
Andersen, Habakkuk, 2132048; 
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “‘enduringly faithful’ or ‘faithfully 
true’”2049; 
Clark, Word, 242-2552050;  

                                                
2041 See note to Isa 14:30. 
2042 Tate refers to Ps 72:13; 82:3. 
2043 2 impf. 
2044 2 weyiqtol. 
2045 Italics Dahood. 
2046 With reference by Dahood to D. N. Freedman. 
2047 Tate, Psalms 51-100, 365: “Treating […] as a hendiadys […] However, it is possible that the construction is 
appositional: ‘to his people, that is to those who are his loyal-ones.’” 
2048 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2049 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2050 See note to Gen 24:27. 
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Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 39 n. 10; 56 n. 64; Psaumes 51-100, 441 
n. 32051; 
Greenberg, “Torah,” 230; 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 144, “true kindness”2052;  
Jepsen, “NAmDa,” TDOT, vol. I, 3112053;  
Kuyper, “Grace,” 6-72054; 
Mascarenhas, Function, 2102055;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1752056; 
Stoebe, “dRsRj,” TLOT, vol. II, 451; 
Wildberger, “Nma,” TLOT, vol. I, 151, “less likely […] that one 
may consistently translate the frequent combination ḥesed 
we’emet as a hendiadys, ‘lasting mercy’” 
 
Ps 85:11b MwâølDv◊w q®d™Rx righteousness and peace  Ndiss 
Girard, Psaumes 51-100, 441 n. 3 
 
Ps 86:1 NwâøyVbRa◊w y™InDo poor and needy    Nsemf  
Melamed, “Two,” 1762057   
 
Ps 86:9 wâwSjA;tVvˆy◊w —…wawôøbÎy they shall come and they shall worship Vdiss2058 
Mascarenhas, Function, 257  
 
Ps 86:15a N…wó…nAj◊w M…wâjår compassionate and gracious  Nsemf 
Fishbane, “Remarks,” 392 n. 142059 
 
Ps 86:15b t`RmTa‰w dRs¶Rj loving-kindness and truth   Ndiss 
Alter, Psalms, 301, “steadfast loyalty”; 
Andersen, Habakkuk, 2132060; 
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “‘enduringly faithful’ or ‘faithfully 
true’”2061; 
Clark, Word, 242-2552062;  
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 56 n. 64; 
Glueck, Bible, 55, 79, 102; 
Greenberg, “Torah,” 230; 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 144, “true kindness”2063;  
Jepsen, “NAmDa,” TDOT, vol. I, 3112064;  
Kuyper, “Grace,” 6-72065; 

                                                
2051 See note to Ps 25:10. 
2052 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2053 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2054 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2055 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2056 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2057 See note to Deut 15:11. 
2058 Yiqtol + weyiqtol. 
2059 See note to Ex 34:6. 
2060 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2061 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2062 See note to Gen 23:4. 
2063 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2064 See note to Gen 24:27. 
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Mascarenhas, Function, 2102066;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1752067;  
Stoebe, “dRsRj,” TLOT, vol. II, 451; 
Tate, Psalms 51-100, 376, “probably a hendiadys […] meaning 
‘true/faithful loyal-love’”; 
Wildberger, “Nma,” TLOT, vol. I, 151, “less likely […] that one 
may consistently translate the frequent combination ḥesed 
we’emet as a hendiadys, ‘lasting mercy’” 
 
Ps 86:17 yˆn`D;tVmAjˆn◊w yˆn¶A;t√rÅzSo you helped me and you comforted me Vdiss2068 
Johnson, Perfekt, 842069 
 
Ps 87:7 My¡IlVlOjV;k MyñîrDv◊w and singers as dancers  Ndiss, th, b, asyn 
VanGemeren, Psalms, 657, “may be a hendiadys, for the ones 
who sing are the same as those who dance” 
 
Ps 88:7 twáølOxVmI;b My#I;kAvSjAmV;bŒ twóø¥yI;tVjA;t rwâøbV;b    Nc + Nsemf, asyn, a, b 
in a lowest pit, in darknesses, in depths    (hendiatris) 2070 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 41 n. 15 
 
Ps 88:7b twáølOxVmI;b My#I;kAvSjAmV;b in darknesses, in depths  Nsemf, asyn, c 
Goldingay, Psalms 42-89, 650, “might be a hendiadys, 
suggesting ‘in the darkest depths’ […] or ‘in the deepest 
darkness’”  
 
Ps 88:19 AoóérÎw b∞EhOa lover and friend   Nsemf 
Dahood, Psalms 51-100, 307, “my friendly neighbors [sic]”2071;  
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 13, 14  
 
Ps 89:15a fDÚpVvIm…wœ q®d∞Rx righteousness and judgment  Ndiss 
Goldingay, Psalms 1-41, 2932072; 
 
Ps 89:15ab ÔK¡RaVsI;k NwâøkVm the fixed place of your throne  Nc 
Propp, Exodus 1-18, 5422073 
 
Ps 89:15b t#RmTa‰wŒ dRs¶Rj loving-kindness and truth   Ndiss 
Alter, Psalms, 301, “steadfast loyalty”; 
Andersen, Habakkuk, 2132074; 
Clark, Word, 242-2552075;  
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 39 n. 10; 56 n. 642076; 
                                                
2065 See note to Gen 23:4. 
2066 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2067 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2068 Qatal + weqatal. 
2069 See note to Ps 34:11. 
2070 A hendiatris, according to Girard. 
2071 Italics Dahood. 
2072 See note to Ps 33:3. 
2073 Propp refers to Ps 89:15; 97:2. 
2074 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2075 See note to Gen 23:4. 
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Glueck, Bible, 55, 79, 102; 
Greenberg, “Torah,” 230; 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 144, “true kindness”2077;  
Ho, Ṣedeq, 89; 
Jepsen, “NAmDa,” TDOT, vol. I, 3112078;  
Kuyper, “Grace,” 6-72079; 
Mascarenhas, Function, 2102080;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1752081;  
Stoebe, “dRsRj,” TLOT, vol. II, 451; 
Wildberger, “Nma,” TLOT, vol. I, 151, “less likely […] that one 
may consistently translate the frequent combination ḥesed 
we’emet as a hendiadys, ‘lasting mercy’” 
 
Ps 89:25 yâî;dVsAj◊w y∞ItÎn…wm`Ra`Rw    Ndiss, c 
and my faithfulness and my loving-kindness  
Andersen, Habakkuk, 213, “true loyalty”; 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 39 n. 10; 56 n. 642082; 
Perry, “Meaning,”253, “strongly suggestive of a hendiadys”2083 
 
Ps 89:39 s¡DaVmI;tÅw D;tVjÅnÎz∑ you rejected and you rejected   Vsemf, synl2084 
Dahood, Psalms 51-100, 318, “you spurned in your anger”2085; 
Tate, Psalms 51-100, 411, “Dahood […] may be correct to read 
the two verbs as a hendiadys” 
 
Ps 89:53 N`EmDa◊w —N¶Em„Da amen and amen   Nsr, iden 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 40 n. 132086 
Ps 90:2 l¡EbEt ◊w X®r ∞Ra l`ElwâøjV;tÅw     Nsemf 
and you brought to birth the earth and the world  
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 38 n. 7; Psaumes 51-100, 606 n. 10 
 
Ps 90:10 N‰w¡DaÎw l∞DmDo trouble and iniquity   Ndiss 
Allen, “lDmDo,” TWOT, vol. II, 669; 
Girard, Psaumes 51-100, 5022087 
 
Ps 90:14 h#DjVmVcˆn◊wŒ h¶Dn◊…når◊ná…w and we will rejoice and we will be glad  Vsemf, synl (advm)2088 
Goldingay, Psalms 90-150, 33, “resound with joy (the two verbs 
form a hendiadys)”; 
Tate, Psalms 51-100, 436, “joyfully rejoice/sing out”2089  

                                                
2076 See note to Ps 25:10. 
2077 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2078 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2079 See note to Gen 23:4. 
2080 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2081 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2082 See note to Ps 25:10. 
2083 See note to Ps 40:12. 
2084 Perf + impfc. 
2085 Italics Dahood. 
2086 See note to Ps 41:14. 
2087 Girard: “il faudrait probablemant lire les deux derniers mots comme un hendiadys.” 
2088 2 weyiqtol. 
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Ps 91:4 hâ∂rEjOs`Vw h™D…nIx shield and buckler   Ndiss, th, hapax(n)2090 
Girard, Psaumes 51-100, 517; 
Tate, Psalms 51-100, 448, “protective shield/shield of protection” 
 
Ps 92:4 lRb¡Dn_yElSoÅw rwøcDoœ_yElà≈⋲o with ten-[stringed], with harp  Ndiss 
Goldingay, Psalms 90-150, 54, “here ‘with ten-string, with harp’ 
may be a hendiadys for the same instrument” 
 
Ps 94:4a …wêrV;båd◊y …woy∞I;bÅy they pour out, they speak  Vdiss, asyn2091 
Dahood, Psalms 51-100, 347, “pour forth … words”2092; 
VanGemeren, Psalms, 713, “may be taken as a hendiadys, 
namely, ‘They pour out arrogant words’” 
 
Ps 94:4aa …w#rV;mAaVt`IyŒ q¡DtDo …wêrV;båd◊y …woy∞I;bÅy    3Vsemf, asyn, int 
they pour out, they speak arrogance, they boast themselves (hendiatris)2093 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 375 n. 1; Psaumes 51-100, 554 n. 6 
 
Ps 95:6a hDoó∂rVkˆn ◊w h ∞RwSjA;tVvˆn …waø;b   Vsemf2094  
come, let us bow/worship and let us fall down  
Cohen, “Saga,” 325, 327 n. 282095 
 
Ps 95:6ab h¶Dwh◊y_y´nVp`Il h#Dk √rVbˆnŒ hDoó∂rVkˆn ◊w h ∞RwSjA;tVvˆn   3Vsemf (hendiatris)2096 
let us bow/worship and let us fall down, kneel before YHWH 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 41 n. 14; Psaumes 51-100, 566 
 
Ps 95:9 yˆn…wGnDjV;bŒ M¡RkyEtwøbSa yˆn…w;sˆn ∑ r∞RvSa   Vsemf, int2097 
as your fathers tested me and tried me  
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 471 n. 1; Psaumes 51-100, 575 
 
Ps 96:6 rñ∂dDh◊w_dwøh glory and majesty   Nsemf, synl 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 233 n. 3 
 
Ps 96:7 záOoÎw dwñøbD;k glory and strength   Ndiss 
Avishur, Studies, 107, “glory and strength”2098; 
Bullinger, Figures, 660, “glory, yes – and great glory too”;  
Glassius, Philologiae, 494, “gloriam fortitudinis”2099; 
König, Stilistik, 161, “die Ehre seiner Macht”2100; “Style,” 157, 
“glory of strength”; 

                                                
2089 See note to Zech 2:14 [10]. 
2090 A non-absolute hapax legomenon, according to Greenspahn, Hapax, 195. 
2091 2 impf. 
2092 Italics Dahood. 
2093 3 impf. A hendiatris, according to Girard. 
2094 Yiqtol + weyiqtol (coh). 
2095 Cohen refers to Ps 95:6; Esth 3:2 (x2), 5. 
2096 Yiqtol + weyiqtol + yiqtol (coh). A hendiatris, according to Girard. 
2097 2 perf. 
2098 Italics Avishur. See note to Ps 29:1.  
2099 ‘The glory of strength.’ 
2100 ‘The glory of his power.’ See note to Ps 29:1. 
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Mascarenhas, Function, 144, 149, “hendiadys and metonymy is 
employed […] glorious strength”  
 
Ps 96:8 wy`DtwørVxAjVl …wañøb…w h#Dj◊nImŒ_…wáaVc   Cladiss2101

 

carry offering and come to his courtyard   
Mascarenhas, Function, 149, “bringing gifts come into his 
courts”2102  
 
Ps 96:13 wáøtÎn…wmTaR;b My#I;mAo◊wŒ q®d¡RxV;b l¶EbE;t_fáOÚpVvˆy   Nsemf, a, c in Pa 

he will judge the world with righteousness  
and peoples with his faithfulness    
Bazak, “Meaning,” 12, “a hendiadys which divides into two 
parts, where the second word is used as an attribute for the first 
– an equitable righteous justice, a faithful righteous justice”2103 
 
Ps 97:2a l∞Rp∂rSoÅw N∞DnDo cloud and thick darkness  Ndiss 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 109, “finstere Wolken”2104;  
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 15;  
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 51  
 
Ps 97:2b f#DÚpVvIm…wŒ q®d¶Rx righteousness and judgment  Ndiss 
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”2105; 
Goldingay, Psalms 1-41, 2932106; 
Ho, Ṣedeq, 89; 
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 16;  
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 51  
 
Ps 97:2bb wáøaVsI;k NwâøkVm the fixed place of his throne  Nc 
Propp, Exodus 1-18, 5422107 
 
Ps 98:3 wøtÎn…wm`†a`Rw —w°ø;dVsAj his loving-kindness and his faithfulness  Nsemf, c 
Andersen, Habakkuk, 213; 
Melamed, “Two,” 176, 178 
 
Ps 98:4a …wr`E;mÅz ◊w …wân ◊…når ◊w …wäjVxIÚp X®r¡DaDh_lD;k hÎwhy`Alœ …woyâîrDh  4Vsemf, int 
shout to YHWH all the earth, break forth and sing for joy  (hendiatetris)2108 
and sing praise  
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 768 n. 3 
 
Ps 98:4b wân◊…når◊w …wäjVxIÚp break forth and sing for joy   Vdiss2109 
Rand, Introduction, 2662110  
                                                
2101 2 impv. 
2102 Mascarenhas translates the same phrases slightly different on p. 144: “bringing an offering, come into his 
courts.” 
2103 Italics Bazak. See note to Isa 11:4. 
2104 ‘Darkest clouds.’ See note to Deut 4:4. 
2105 Italics Brichto. See note to Gen 18:19.  
2106 See note to Ps 33:3. 
2107 Propp refers to Ps 89:15; 97:2. 
2108 4 impv. A hendiatetris, according to Girard. 
2109 2 impv. 
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Ps 98:9 MyáîrDvyEmV;b My#I;mAo◊wŒ q®d¡RxV;b l¶EbE;t_fáOÚpVvˆy   Nsemf, a, b, in Pa 

he will judge the world with righteousness  
and the peoples with equities    
Bazak, “Meaning,” 12, “a hendiadys which divides into two 
parts, where the second word is used as an attribute for the first 
– an equitable righteous justice, a faithful righteous justice”2111 
 
Ps 99:4 h#∂q∂dVx…wŒ f¶DÚpVvIm judgment and righteousness  Ndiss 
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1-39, 108, 181;  
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”2112;   
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1752113; 
Reimer, “qdx,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 750, “Since the pair forms a 
hendiadys, precise and distinct meanings for each of the partners 
should not be sought. Rather, together they represent the ideal of 
social justice”2114; 
Schultz, “Theology,” NIDOTTE, vol. I, 197, “probably best 
understood as a hendiadys, that is, two terms that can be 
translated as ‘righteous judgment’ or ‘social justice’”2115 
 
Ps 100:4 wáømVv …wñkßrD;b w#ølŒ_…wdwáøh praise him, bless his name  Vsemf, asyn2116 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 752 n. 15 
 
Ps 101:1 f¶DÚpVvIm…w_dRs`Rj loving-kindness and judgment  Ndiss 
Avishur, Studies, 103 n. 1, “faithfulness and justice”2117; 
Kselman, “Psalm 101,” 58 n. 6, “the expression may be a 
hendiadys meaning Yahweh’s customary (i.e. constant, 
unfailing) loyalty to the Davidic monarch”2118 
 
Ps 102:11 ÔK¡RÚpVxIq ◊w ñÔKVmAo`Az_y`EnVÚpIm     Nsemf, c 
because of your indignation and your wrath 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 656 n. 2 
 
Ps 103:4 My`ImSjår◊w dRs∞Rj loving-kindness and compassions   Nsemf, b 
Fokkelman, Poetry, 163, “almost a hendiadys”; 
Girard, Psaumes 51-100, 18 n. 22119; 
                                                
2110 See note to Isa 52:9. 
2111 Italics Bazak. See note to Isa 11:4. 
2112 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
2113 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
2114 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
2115 The only example Schultz gives is Ps 99:4, but he adds “Whenever one of the two terms is thus used in close 
proximity to the other, it is appropriate to understand them in terms of the combined concept rather than sharply 
distinguishing between the two.” He refers to Weinfeld, Social Justice, 1.  
2116 2 impv. 
2117 Italics Avishur. Avishur refers also to Hos 12:7.  
2118 Italics, Kselman. 
2119 Girard refers to Ps 25:6; 103:4. 
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Melamed, “Two,” 1782120; 
Weinfeld, “Terminology,” 1922121 
 
Ps 103:6 Myáîq…wvSo_lDkVl My#IfDÚpVvIm…wŒ h¡Dwh◊y twêøq ∂dVx h∞EcOo  Ndiss, int  
YHWH is doing rigtheous [acts], and judgments to all oppressed 
Goldingay, Psalms 90-150, 170, “decisive acts”;  
Melamed, “Two,” 177 
 
Ps 103:8 N…wâ…nAj◊w M…wâjår compassionate and gracious  Nsemf 
Fishbane, “Remarks,” 392 n. 142122 
 
Ps 103:20c wíørDb√;d lwêøqV;b Ao#OmVvIl to listen to the words of his voice V+Nc2123 
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 51, “hearkening to the voice 
of His word”2124  
 
Ps 104:1 D;tVv`DbDl râ∂dDh ◊w dwøh splendour and majesty you wear Nsemf, synl 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 114 n. 21; 233 n. 3; Psaumes 101-150, 54 
 
Ps 104:23b wâøt∂däObSoAl`Vw wóølFoDpVl to his works and to his labours Nsemf, synl, a, b, c 
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 15;  
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 51  
 
Ps 106:13 …wâjVkDv …wrSh`Im they hastened, they forgot  Vdiss, asyn (advm)2125 
Dahood, Psalms 101-150, 70, “they quickly forgot”2126; 
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 14; 
Watson, Poetry, 328 
 
Ps 107:10a t‰w¡DmVlAx◊w JKRvâOj darkness and deep darkness   Nsemf, synl 
Babut, Expressions, 186; 
Bühlman/Scherer, Stilfiguren, 32, “in großem Dunkel”2127;  
Brongers, “Merismus,” 109, “stockfinsteres Dunkel”2128;  
Dahood, Psalms 101-150, 83, “gloomy darkness”2129; 
Girard, Psaumes 101-150, 132; 
Müller, “Gebrauch,” 144, “vollständiges Dunkel”2130; 
VanGemeren, Psalms, 53 
 
Ps 107:10b l`Rz√rAb…w y∞InFo affliction and iron   Ndiss2131 
Bühlman/Scherer, Stilfiguren, 32, “in qualvollem Eisen”2132;  

                                                
2120 See note to Jer 16:5. 
2121 See note to Jer 16:5. 
2122 See note to Ex 34:6. 
2123 The verb is an infc. 
2124 Italics van der Westhuizen. 
2125 2 perf. 
2126 Italics Dahood. 
2127 ‘In deep darkness.’ 
2128 ‘Pitch-dark darkness.’ See note to Joel 2:2aa. 
2129 Italics Dahood. 
2130 ‘Complete darkness.’ Müller refers to Ps 107:10; Job 3:5; 10:21 and adds ‘etc.’ presumably referring to the 
other instance in the HB where these two nouns occur together, which is Ps 107:14. 
2131 Abstr + concr. 
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Dahood, Psalms 101-150, 83, “torturing irons”2133; 
NET, 977, “painful irons chains”; 977 n. 25, “‘Suffering and 
iron’ is a hendiadys” 
 
Ps 107:14 t‰wDmVlAx◊w JKRvOjEm from darkness and deep darkness Nsemf, synl 
Müller, “Gebrauch,” 144, “vollständiges Dunkel”2134; 
Girard, Psaumes 101-150, 132; 
 
Ps 109:16 NwøyVbRa◊w∑ y∞InDo poor and needy    Nsemf  
Melamed, “Two,” 1762135   
 
Ps 109:21 #ÔK√;dVsAjŒ bwñøf good is your loving-kindness  1Cla 
Stoebe, “bwf,” TLOT, vol. I, 494, “Your kindness is gracious”2136 
 
Ps 109:22 NwâøyVbRa◊w y∞InDo poor and needy    Nsemf  
Melamed, “Two,” 1762137   
 
Ps 111:1 há∂dEo◊w MyâîrDv◊y upright and the assembly  Ndiss 
Girard, Psaumes 101-150, 171; 
Goldingay, Psalms 90-150, 303 
 
Ps 111:3 rñ∂dDh◊w_dwøh splendour and majesty   Nsemf, synl 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 233 n. 32138; 
Goldingay, Psalms 90-150, 303 
 
Ps 111:4 M…wâjår◊w N…wä…nAj gracious and compassionate/merciful  Nsemf2139 
Girard, Psaumes 101-150, 172 n. 1; 
Goldingay, Psalms 90-150, 303; 
Watson, Poetry, 196, “mercifully gracious”2140  
 
Ps 111:7 f¡DÚpVvIm…w t∞RmTa truth and judgment    Ndiss 
Avishur, Studies, 155 n. 1, “true justice”2141; 
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”2142; 
Goldingay, Psalms 90-150, 303; 
Melamed, “Two,” 1772143 
 
Ps 111:8a M¡DlwøoVl d∞AoDl (to) forever, to eternity  Nsemf, synl, asyn 
Goldingay, Psalms 90-150, 303 
 
                                                
2132 ‘In agonizing iron[fetters].’ 
2133 Italics Dahood. 
2134 ‘Complete darkness.’ See note to Ps 107:10. 
2135 See note to Deut 15:11. 
2136 See note to Ps 69:17. 
2137 See note to Deut 15:11. 
2138 See note to Ps 21:6. 
2139 2 adj. 
2140 Watson refers to Ps 111:4; 112:4. 
2141 See note to Jer 4:2. 
2142 Italics Brichto. See note to Gen 18:19.  
2143 See note to Jer 4:2. 
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Ps 111:8b r`DvÎy◊w t¶RmTaR;b with truth and with uprightness  Ndiss 
Goldingay, Psalms 90-150, 303 
 
Ps 111:9 aâ∂rwøn◊w vwëød∂q holy and fearful   Ndiss2144 
Girard, Psaumes 101-150, 172 n. 1;  
Watson, Poetry, 1962145  
 
Ps 112:4 M…wâjår◊w N…wä…nAj gracious and compassionate  Nsemf2146 
Watson, Poetry, 196, “mercifully gracious”2147  
 
Ps 112:9 N§AtÇÎn —r§AΩΩzIÚp he scattered, he gave   Vdiss, asyn (advm)2148 
Bühlman/Scherer, Stilfiguren, 32, “hat reichlich gegeben”2149;  
Dahood, Psalms 101-150, 129, “he gives lavishly”2150;  
Watson, Poetry, 328  
 
Ps 114:2 wy`DtwølVvVmAm l#Ea∂rVcˆyŒ wóøv√d∂qVl hâ∂d…wh◊y h∞Dt◊yDh   Cla/Phdiss, in Pa 
Judah was as his holiness and Israel his dominions 
Goldingay, Psalms 90-150, 322, “in the parallelism the 
expressions form a hendiadys”  
 
Ps 115:1 ÔK`R;tImSa_lAo #ÔK√;dVsAjŒ_lAo for your loving-kindness, for you truth N/Ph, diss, c, asyn 
Clark, Word, 242-2552151;  
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 39 n. 10; 56 n. 64; Psaumes 101-150, 
2022152; 
Kuyper, “Grace,” 6-72153 
 
Ps 115:4 b™DhÎz◊w_PRs`Rk silver and gold   Ndiss, th 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “riches”2154 
 
Ps 115:9, 10, 11 M∞D…nˆgDm…w Mä∂r◊zRo their help and their shield   Ndiss, c2155 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 109, “ein starker schild”2156;  
Kuntz, “Psalms,” 15 
 
Ps 116:1 y`Dn…wnSjA;t y#IlwøqŒ_tRa my voice, my supplications   N/Ph, diss, b, c, asyn 
Bullinger, Figures, 661, “my supplicating voice, with emphasis 
on ‘supplicating’”;  
Glassius, Philologiae, 393, “vocem meam humilimè 
supplicem”2157; 

                                                
2144 2 adj. 
2145 See note to Ps 25:8. 
2146 2 adj. 
2147 See note to Ps 111:4. 
2148 2 perf. 
2149 ‘Has amply/generously given.’ 
2150 Italics Dahood. 
2151 See note to Gen 23:4. 
2152 See note to Ps 25:10. 
2153 See note to Gen 23:4. 
2154 See note to Gen 13:2. 
2155 Abstr + concr. 
2156 ‘A strong shield.’ See note to Ps 28:7. 
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Lee, Grammar, 161 “the voice of my supplication”; p. 161 n. 
“this may be an instance of the Hendiadys”2158 
 
Ps 116:3 NwâøgÎy◊w hä∂rDx distress and sorrow   Nsemf 
Babut, Expressions, 186 
 
Ps 117:2 h¶Dwh◊y_tRmTa`Rw w#ø;dVsAj    N, c + Nc, diss 
his loving-kindness and the truth of YHWH  
Kuyper, “Grace,” 6-72159 
 
Ps 118:14 ;h¡Dy tâ∂rVmˆz◊w y∞IΩΩzDo my strength and Yah-song   N, c + Nc, diss 
Margulis, “Psalm,” 296 n. 32160 
 
Ps 118:15 h#Do…wvy`Iw h˛Î…nîr — lwûøq voice of shout of joy and salvation Nc + N, diss 
Avishur, Studies, 103 n. 1, “with joyous shouts of 
deliverance”2161; 
König, Psalmen, 307 n. 4, 441, “Jauchzen über 
Heilserfahrung”2162  
 
Ps 119:22 z…wóbÎw h∞DÚp√rRj reproach and contempt   Nsemf 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 316 n. 8;  
Talmon, Study, 377, “probably a hendyadys [sic]” 
 
Ps 119:106 hDm¡E¥yåqSaÎw yI;tVo¶A;bVvˆn I swore and I confirmed  Vsemf2163 
Goldingay, Psalms 90-150, 373, 379, 421, “I swore, I 
confirmed” 
 
Ps 119:114 y∞I…nˆgDm…w yâîrVtIs my secret and my shield   Ndiss, c 
Goldingay, Psalms 90-150, 374, 379, 432, “my shelter, my 
shield […] the expression acts as a hendiadys” 
 
Ps 119:121 q®d¡RxÎw f∞DÚpVvIm judgment and righteousness   Ndiss 
Goldingay, Psalms 90-150, 374, 379, “faithful decisions”; 
König, Psalmen, 264 n. 2, “gerechte Rechtsnorm” 
 
Ps 119:138 dáOaVm h¶Dn…wmTa`Rw ÔKy¡RtOdEo q®d∞Rx Dtyˆ…wIx   Ndiss, b, c 

righteousness of your testimonies and faithfulness     
Bullinger, Figures, 661, “thy testimonies, yes – thy exceeding 
faithful testimonies”;  
Glassis, Philologiae, 393, “justa testimonia tua, fidelia”2164  
 
 

                                                
2157 ‘My humbly supplicating voice.’  
2158 Italics Lee. From the edition from 1832. 
2159 See note to Gen 23:4. 
2160 See note to Ex 15:2. 
2161 Italics Avishur. 
2162 ‘Rejoice over salvation experience.’ Italics König. 
2163 Perf + impfc. 
2164 ‘Your righteous testimony, faithful’/‘your righteous, faithful testimony.’ 
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Ps 119:143 qwñøxDm…w_rAx distress and distress   Nsemf, synl 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 173, “peine d’angoisse”2165  
 
Ps 122:8 y¡Doér◊w y∞AjAa my brothers and my friends   Ndiss, b, c 
Dahood, Psalms 101-150, 207, “‘my brothers and my friends’ is 
a form of hendiadys”  
 
Ps 125:4 M`Dtwø;bIlV;b My#îrDvy`Il◊wŒ My¡IbwøÚfAl    Nsemf, a, b 
to the good and to the right in their hearts 
Girard, Psaumes 101-150, 326 
 
Ps 129:5 …wgâO;sˆy◊w …wvOb´y may they be ashamed and turn back   Vdiss (advm)2166 
Goldingay, Psalms 90-150, 518, “the expression is a 
hendiadys”; 
Dahood, Psalms 101-150, 232, “May they retreat in humiliation 
[…] a good instance of hendiadys”; 
Watson, Poetry, 328  
 
Ps 131:2 y¶IvVpZÅn yI;tVm#Amwød ◊w —yIty ∏ˆ…wIv   Vdiss2167 
I have soothed, and I have silenced my soul  
Johnson, Perfekt, 842168 
 
Ps 132:9 Kyñ®dyIsSjÅw […] ÔKy¶RnShO;k your priests […] and your faithful Ndiss, b, c, in Pa 
Dahood, Psalms 101-150, 245, “may be interpreted as an 
instance of hendiadys, namely, ‘your devoted priests’”; 
Watson, Poetry, 328 
Ps 133:1 My¡IoÎ…n_hAm…w bwøÚfœ_hAm how good and how pleasant  N/Phsemf 
Girard, Psaumes 101-150, 384 
 
Ps 133:3 M`DlwøoDh_dAo MyGˆ¥yAjŒ h¡Dk∂rV;bAh_tRa the blessing, life for evermore N+Ph, diss 
Girard, Psaumes 101-150, 384 
 
Ps 135:9 MyItVpOm…wœ twâøtOa signs and wonders    Nsemf, synl, b 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. I, 363 n. 732169;  
Fokkelman, Poems, vol. II, 299 n. 18 
 
Ps 135:15 b¡DhÎz◊w PRs∞R;k silver and gold   Ndiss, th 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “riches”  
 
Ps 136:12 h¡Dy…wf◊n Aowêør◊zIb…w h∂qÎzSj∑ d∞DyV;b   Phsemf  

with a strong arm and with an outstretched hand   
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 51  
 
 
 
                                                
2165 ‘Agonizing pain.’ Schorr also refers to Zeph 1:15. 
2166 Yiqtol + weyiqtol. 
2167 Qatal + weqatal. 
2168 See note to Ps 34:11. 
2169 See note to Deut 4:34. 
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Ps 138:2 K¡R;tImSa_lAo◊w ñÔK√;dVsAj_lAo    N/Ph, diss, c 

for your loving-kindness and your truth   
Andersen, Habakkuk, 2132170; 
Clark, Word, 242-2552171; 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 39 n. 10; 56 n. 642172; 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 1442173;  
Kuyper, “Grace,” 6-72174; 
Mascarenhas, Function, 2102175;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1752176 
 
Ps 138:7 ÔK`RnyIm ◊y yˆn∞EoyIvwäøt◊w ÔKó®dÎy j∞AlVvI;t   Nsemf, synl, c, in Pa 
you stretch out your hand and your right hand saves me  
Barré/Kselman, “Exodus,” 98, 115 n. 2  
 
Ps 139:13 y¡DtOyVlIk my kidneys   1N, b, c 
NET, 1004 n. 19, “my mind and heart” 
 
Ps 140:12 oó∂r s¶DmDj_vyIa an violent man, evil  Nc + N, semf, asyn 
Girard, Psaumes 101-150, 457 
 
Ps 141:5 y#ItD;lIpVt…wŒ dwñøo for still/again and my prayer  Advb + N, c 
Dahood, Psalms 101-150, 312, “my constant prayer”2177 
 
Ps 141:9 tw#øvVqOm…wŒ [...] jAp snare […] and traps  Nsemf, int, b 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 126 n. 382178 
 
Ps 145:5 ÔKó®dwøh dwâøbV;k rådSh majesty, glory, your splendour            3Nsemf, synl, asyn, c  
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 402 n. 2   (hendiatris)2179 
 
Ps 147:19 wy#DfDÚpVvIm…wŒ wyñ∂;qUj my statutes and my judgments  Nsemf, b 
Melamed, “Two,” 175, 1782180 
 
Ps 148:1 hÎwh◊y∑_tRa …wâlVl`Ah —;h∏Îy …wlVl¶Ah praise YH, praise YHWH Vsr, int2181 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 39 n. 9 
 
Ps 148:3 AjóérÎy◊w vRm∞Rv sun and moon   Ndiss, th 
Tsumura, “vRmRv,” NIDOTTE, vol. IV, 186, “as a hendiadys, i.e. 
‘sun and moon’ […] conveying the notion of totality of the 
heavenly light”2182 
                                                
2170 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2171 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2172 See note to Ps 25:10. 
2173 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2174 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2175 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2176 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2177 Italics Dahood. 
2178 See note to Josh 23:13. 
2179 A hendiatris, according to Girard. 
2180 See note to Ex 15:25. 
2181 2 impv. 
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Ps 148:9 twóøoDb◊…g_lDk◊w MyñîrDhRh the mountains and every hill  N + Ph, semf 
Girard, Psaumes 51-100, 184 n. 3, “hendiadys?”; Psaumes 101-
150, 531 n. 3 
 
Ps 148:11 X®r`Da yEfVpñOv_lDk◊w My#îrDc princes and judges of the world N+ Nc, semf 
Girard, Psaumes 101-150, 531 n. 3; 
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 522183 
 
Ps 150:1 wáøΩΩzUo Aoyñîq√rI;b in the expanse of his might   Nc 
Dahood, Psalms 1-50, 50, “his vaulted fortress” 
 
 
 
Job 
 
Job 1:1 r¢DvÎy◊w MªD;t blameless and upright   Nsemf2184 
Good, Tempest, 25, 48, 198, “scrupulously moral”2185 
 
Job 1:4 ‹…wa√r∂q◊w …w#jVlDv◊w and they sent and they called   Vdiss2186 
Good, Tempest, 47, 48, “would invite” 
 
Job 1:5a h ∞DlToRh ◊w r®qO;bA;b My ∞I;kVvIh ◊w   Vdiss, int (advm)2187 
and he rose early in the morning and he offered  
NET, 755 n. 16, “could also […] form a verbal hendiadys […] 
‘he would sacrifice early in the morning’” 
 
Job 1:5b …wñkßrEb…w yYÅnDb …wâaVfDj ‹yAl…wa    Vdiss, int2188

 

perhaps my sons have sinned and have blessed/cursed   
Good, Tempest, 50, 202, “have sinned and blessed” 
 
Job 1:8 r¢DvÎy◊w MªD;t blameless and upright   Nsemf2189 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 112  (not h.)2190; 
Good, Tempest, 25, 48, 198, “scrupulously moral”2191 
 
Job 1:11 o™Ag◊w $ÔK√d`Dy a∞Dn_j`Al`Vv stretch, please, your hand and touch Vdiss, int2192 
Good, Tempest, 47, “send [put out] your hand and touch” 
 
 
 
 
                                                
2182 See note to Gen 37:9. 
2183 Westhuizen refers to Ps 148:11b; Ex 2:14; Mic 7:3. 
2184 2 adj. 
2185 Good refers on page 198 to Job 1:1, 8; 2:3. 
2186 2 weqatal. 
2187 2 weqatal. 
2188 Qatal + weqatal. 
2189 2 adj. 
2190 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” 
2191 See note to Job 1:1. 
2192 2 impv. 
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Job 1:20 …wj`D;tVvˆ¥yÅw hDx√r™Aa lñOÚpˆ¥yÅw    Vsemf, int2193
 

and he fell to the earth and he bowed down 
Cohen, “Saga,” 325, 337 n. 272194 
 
Job 2:3 r¢DvÎy◊w MªD;t blameless and upright   Nsemf2195 
Good, Tempest, 25, 48, 198, “scrupulously moral”2196 
 
Job 2:5 wørDcV;b_lRa◊w wømVxAo_lRa to his bone and to his flesh  Ndiss, th, c 
Putnam, Reading, §4.11, p. 40 
 
Job 2:12 …wó;kVbˆ¥yÅw M™Dlwøq …wñaVcˆ¥yÅw and they lifted their voice and they cried  Cla + V, semf 
Hubbard, Ruth, 105-106 n. 50, “depicts a loud, audible 
crying”2197 
 
Job 3:5 t‰wDmVlAx◊w∑ JKRvâOj darkness and deep darkness  Nsemf, synl 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 109, “stockfinsteres Dunkel”2198;  
Müller, “Gebrauch,” 144, “vollständiges Dunkel”2199;  
NET, 760 n. 11, “could possibly form a nominal hendiadys: ‘Let 
the deepest shadow…’”  
 
Job 4:16 lwêøqÎw h™DmDm√;d silence and a voice   Ndiss 
Avishur, Studies, 106, “silence and sound”2200; 
Gesenius, Lehrbuch, 854, “leise Stimme”2201;  
Gesenius, Lexicon (ed. Robinson), 229, “a still voice, light 
whisper”2202; 
Glassius, Philologiae, 393, “silentem seu tacitem & submissam 
vocem”2203; 
König, Stilistik, 161, “Geflüster einer Stimme”2204; “Style”, 157, 
“whispering of a voice”; 
NET, 765 n. 17, “indicating that this is a hendiadys, ‘murmur 
and a voice’ or a ‘murmuring voice’”; 
Putnam, Insert, §1.8.3a, p. 22, “a whispering voice”2205; 
Segal, Introduction, 43, “lwq lC hmmd”2206; 
Seow, Grammar, 258, “a whispering voice”; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “une voix murmurante”2207; 
Stuart, Grammar, 335, “a low voice”2208; 
                                                
2193 2 impfc. 
2194 See note to Josh 5:14. 
2195 2 adj. 
2196 See note to Job 1:1. 
2197 See note to Gen 21:16. 
2198 ‘Pitch-dark darkness.’ See note to Joel 2:2aa. 
2199 ‘Complete darkness.’ See note to Ps 107:10. 
2200 Italics Avishur. 
2201 Italics Gesenius. ‘A silent voice.’  
2202 In the 1858 edition. 
2203 ‘A still or soft and low/humble voice.’ 
2204 ‘A whispering voice.’ 
2205 Italics Putnam. 
2206 ‘A silent voice.’ 
2207 ‘A whispering voice.’ Schorr refers to the phrase hqd hmmd lwq in 1 Kgs 19:12 as equivalent to the phrase in 
Job 4:16. 
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Williams, Syntax, 16, “a whispering voice”; Syntax (ed. 
Beckman), 30, “a whispering voice?” 
 
Job 5:9 r®q¡Ej Ny∞Ea◊w twølOd◊g∑ h∞RcOo great works and not searchable Phdiss, neg  
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 54, “who does great and 
unsearchable things”2209  
 
Job 5:15 M¡RhyIÚpIm b®rRjEm from a sword, from their mouth  Ndiss, asyn, a, c, 2210 
Gordis, “Usages,” 41, “Mhyp brjm”2211; Koheleth 279 
 
Job 5:22 N∞DpDkVl…w dâOvVl to violence and to famine  Ndiss, a  
Gordis, “Root,” 42 n. 1, “are to be understood as a hendiadys 
[…] ‘the calamity of dearth’”; 
Hartley, Job, 124 n. 8, 126 n. 17, “devastation from drought”  
Job 7:7 twñøa√rIl yGˆnyEoŒ b…wñvDt_aøl my eye will not add to see   Vdiss, int (advm)2212 
NET, 775 n. 18, “see again” 
 
Job 10:12 dRsRjÎw∑ My∞I¥yAj life and loving-kindness   Ndiss 
Avishur, Studies, 102; 
Fokkelman, Poems, vol. II, 354; Poetry, 184, “I suspect they are 
a hendiadys”; 
Gordis, “Usages,” 42, “dsj lC Myyj”2213; Koheleth, 279, 332 “a 
life of free grace” 
 
Job 10:16 y`Ib_aD;lAÚpVtI;t b#OvDt◊w    Vdiss, asyn (advm)2214 
and you return, you show yourself wonderful to me  
NET, 786 n. 2, “and again you display your power”; 1466 n. 102215 
 
Job 10:17 a∞DbDx◊w twäøpyIlSj changes and war/host  Ndiss, b 
Bullinger, Figures, 660, “changes, yes – and warlike ones too – 
are against me: i.e., successive changes of attack. Or it may be 
read: ‘changes, aye – a host of them’”2216;  
Dhorme, Job, 153, “relief troops”; 
Fokkelman, Poems, vol. II, 358 n. 45, “probably a hendiadys”; 
Gesenius, Lehrbuch, 854, “ein Heer von Unglücksfällen”2217; 
Gesenius, Lexicon (ed. Robinson), 229 , “a still voice, light 
whisper”2218; 
Glassius, Philologiae, 393, “quasi exercitus per vices alii aliis 
succendentes me oppugnant”2219; 
                                                
2208 Stuart also refers to 1 Kgs 19:12. 
2209 Italics van der Westhuizen. 
2210 Concr + abstr. 
2211 ‘From the sword of their mouth.’ 
2212 Impf + infc. 
2213 ‘Life of loving-kindness.’ 
2214 Weyiqtol + yiqtol. 
2215 See note to Gen 26:18. 
2216 Italics Bullinger. 
2217 ‘An army of ill fortune.’ 
2218 In the 1858 edition. 
2219 ‘As some different successive armies one following the other attack me.’ 
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Good, Tempest, 76, “fresh squadrons”;  
Gordis, “Usages,” 42, “abx lC twpylj”2220; Koheleth, 279, 331 
“changes of service”; 
König, Stilistik, 161, “Wechselfälle und zwar so zahlreich und 
feindlich wie ein Heer”2221; Style, 157, “changes of war”; 
NET, 786 n. 5, “relief troops”; 
Poole, Annotations, 594, “may be a Figure called Hendiadys for 
the changes of an army”2222;  
265, 317, “hosts continually succeeding each other”2223; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “de troupes (de maux) se 
renouvelant”2224;  
Stuart, Grammar, 335, “a host of misfortunes”; 
Tengström/Fabry, “DPAlDj,” TDOT, vol. IV, 433, “can be taken as 
hendiadys: ‘relief armies’”2225;  
Watson, Techniques, 411-412, “it suggests hendiadys […] ‘fresh 
troops’” 
 
Job 10:21 t‰w`DmVlAx◊w JKRvâOj darkness and deep darkness  Nsemf, synl  
Bullinger, Figures, 660, “the land of darkness, yes – and the 
darkness of death’s shadow too”;  
Brongers, “Merismus,” 109, “stockfinsteres Dunkel”2226;  
Müller, “Gebrauch,” 144, “vollständiges Dunkel”2227; 
Williams, Syntax, 16, “blackest darkness”; Syntax (ed. 
Beckman), 30, “blackest darkness”2228 
 
Job 12:4 My`ImD;t qyñî;dAx righteous, blameless/perfect  Nsemf, asyn2229 
Avishur, “Pairs,” 70, “just (and) blameless”2230; 
NET, 789 n. 10, “could be understood as a hendiadys  
(= ‘blamelessly just’)”; 
Sarna, Genesis, 356 n. 10; 
Watson, Poetry, 327, “blamelessly just” 
 
Job 12:13a hó∂r…wb◊g…w h∞DmVkDj wisdom and might/strength  Ndiss  
Job 12:13b h`Dn…wbVt…w h¶DxEo counsel and understanding  Ndiss 
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 54, “a double hendiadys 
bordering on parallelism combined with a chiastic parallelism”  
 
Job 12:16 h¡D¥yIv…wát◊w zâOo strength/might and wisdom/success Ndiss 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110, “ein kraftvoller Verstand”2231 
                                                
2220 ‘Changes of war.’ 
2221 ‘Changes, and namely so great and hostile, as an army.’ 
2222 Italics Poole. 
2223 In the 1858 edition. 
2224 ‘Troups/hords that repeatedly return.’ 
2225 The section of the article in which the term hendiadys is used is written by Tengström. 
2226 ‘Pitch-dark darkness.’ See note to Joel 2:2aa. 
2227 ‘Complete darkness.’ See note to Ps 107:10. 
2228 Italics Beckman. 
2229 2 adj. 
2230 This is, according to Avishur, an ‘appositional hendiadys.’ See note to Gen 6:9.  
2231 ‘Powerful comprehension.’ 
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Job 13:1 yGˆn◊zDaŒ h¶DoVm`Dv y¡InyEo h ∞DtSa ∂r my eye saw, my ear heard  Vdiss, int2232 
Geller, Enigmas, 96, “a kind of hendiadys for perceiving”2233 
 
Job 17:10 …waâøb…w …wbUvD;t and you shall return and come   Vdiss (advm)2234 
NET, 802 n. 6; “could be taken as a hendiadys […] ‘to come 
again’”; 1466 n. 102235 
 
Job 17:15 y#ItÎwVqIt◊wŒ y¡ItÎwVqIt my hope and my hope  Nsemf, synl, c 
Watson, Techniques, 383 
 
Job 18:5 wáøÚvIa by∞IbVv the flame of his fire   Nc, hapax(n)2236 
Rahmouni, Epithets, 119 n. 5  
 
Job 18:14 wóøjAfVbIm wølFhDaEm from his tent, from his trust/confidence Ndiss, a, c2237 
Hartley, Job, 277 n. 4, “his secure tent”2238  
 
Job 18:19 dRk∞Rn_aøl◊w wâøl Ny§In a„øl he has no offspring and no posterity N/Ph, semf + neg 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “descendant”2239; 
Williams, Syntax, 16, “kith and kin”; Syntax  (ed. Beckman), 30, 
“offspring and progeny”2240 
Job 24:14 NwóøyVbRa◊w y¶InDo poor and needy    Nsemf  
Melamed, “Two,” 1762241   
 
Job 25:2 dAj∞ApÎw l∞EvVmAh ruling and dread   V+N, diss2242 
Avishur, Studies, 102; 
Good, Tempest, 116, “dreaded rule”;  
Gordis, “Usages,” 42, “djp lC hlCmm”2243; Koheleth, 279, 332 
“the dominion of fear”; 
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 54, “domination and 
terror”2244  
 
Job 28:3 t‰w`DmVlAx◊w lRpâOa darkness and deep darkness   Nsemf, synl 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 109, “stockfinsteres Dunkel”2245 
  
 
 

                                                
2232 2 perf. 
2233 Geller refers to Job 13:1; 39:11. The verbs do not appear in Job 39:11, but in Job 29:11, which is presumably 
the verse that is intended. 
2234 Impf + impv. 
2235 See note to Gen 26:18. 
2236 The first nouns is a non-absolute hapax legomenon, according ot Greenspahn, Hapax, 197. 
2237 Concr + abstr. 
2238 With reference to Gordis by Hartley. 
2239 ‘Descendant.’ See note to Gen 23:23. 
2240 See note to Gen 21:23. 
2241 See note to Deut 15:11. 
2242 The first component is an infabs. 
2243 ‘Dominion of fear.’ 
2244 Italics van der Westhuizen. 
2245 ‘Pitch-dark darkness.’ See note to Joel 2:2aa. 
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Job 29:1 r`Amaø¥yÅw w#ølDvVm t¶EaVc bwø¥yIaœ PRsâO¥yÅw   Vdiss, int (advm)2246 
and Job added lifting his saying/parable and he said   
NET, 823 n. 8, “then Job continued his speech”/”The expression 
means that he continued, or he spoke again”  
 
Job 29:11 h#DtSa ∂rŒ Nˆy¶Ao◊w … hDoVmDvœ N‰zâOa an ear heard … and an eye saw Vdiss in Pa2247 
Geller, Enigmas, 96, “a kind of hendiadys for perceiving”2248 
 
Job 29:21 …w;l¡Ejˆy◊w …wñoVmDv they listened and they waited   Vdiss (advm)2249 
Good, Tempest, 126, “listened expectantly”  
 
Job 30:19 rRp`EaÎw r¶DpDoR;k as dust and ashes   Nsemf, synl, a 
Allen, “rDpDo,” TWOT, vol. II, 6872250; 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)2251; 
Girard, Symboles, 745 n. 1412252; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 1732253  
 
Job 30:27 …w;m#∂d_aøl◊w …wñjV;tür they boiled and were not silent  Vdiss (advm), int2254 
Good, Tempest, 130, “We might take the two verbs […] as a 
hendiadys: ‘boiled unsilently’” 
 
Job 33:3 tAoñåd◊w yó∂rDmSa my speech and knowledge  Ndiss, a, in Pa 
Dahood, “Lexicography,” 335-336, “my knowing words” 
 
Job 33:9a oAv¶Dp yQIl`V;b yGˆnSa JK¶Az pure am I without transgressions Cla/Phsemf, asyn 
Babut, Expressions, 186 
 
Job 33:9b y`Il NâOwDo aäøl◊w y¡IkOnDa P¶Aj innocent am I and no iniquity in me Cla/Phsemf 
Babut, Expressions, 186 
 
Job 33:15 hDl◊y#Al Nw˛øy◊zRj —MwôølSjA;b in a dream, night vision  N, a + Nc, semf, asyn 
Avishur, “Pairs,” 69, “a dream, a vision of the night”2255;  
Watson, Poetry, 327, “in a dream, in a vision of the night” 
 
Job 33:17 h™Dw´g◊w h¡RcSoAm deed and arrogance    Ndiss 
Good, Tempest, 140, “an arrogant deed” 
 
Job 34:14 w#øtDmVvˆn◊wŒ wñøj…wr his spirit/breath and his breath  Nsemf, synl  
Bullinger, Companion Bible, 708, “and=even; or Fig. 
Hendiadys” 
                                                
2246 Impfc + infc. 
2247 2 perf. 
2248 See note to Job 13:1. 
2249 Qatal + weqatal. 
2250 See note to Gen 18:27. 
2251 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” See note to Gen 
18:27. 
2252 See note to Gen 18:27. 
2253 See note to Gen 18:27. 
2254 2 perf. 
2255 An ‘appositional hendiadys,’ according to Avishur. See note to Isa 29:7. 
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Job 34:17 ry∞I;bA;k qyäî;dAx righteous, mighty   Ndiss, asyn2256 
NET, 835, “supremely righteous”; 835 n. 6, “seem to form a fine 
nominal hendiadys” 
 
Job 34:22 t‰w¡DmVlAx Ny∞Ea◊w JKRvOjœ_Ny`Ea   N/Ph, semf, synl + neg 
there is no darkness and there is no deep darkness    
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 54  
 
Job 36:1 r`Amaø¥yÅw a…w#hyIlTa PRsñO¥yÅw and Elihu added to speak   Vdiss, int (advm)2257 
NET, 837 n. 16, “and he said again/Elihu said further” 
 
Job 36:7 …wh`D;b ◊gˆ¥yÅw jAxG‰nDlŒ M¶EbyIvO¥yÅw    Vdiss, int, crux?2258 
and he makes them return to lastingness and they exulted  
NET, 837 n. 29, “can be taken as an adverbial hendiadys” […] 
‘he exalts them by seating them forever’ or ‘when he seats them 
forever’”  
 
Job 36:17 f∞DÚpVvIm…w Nyäî;d judgment and judgment  Nsemf, synl  
Hartley, Job, 472 n. 3, “Perhaps ‘judgment and justice’ […] are 
a hendiadys for ‘just judgment’”  
 
Job 37:23 f¶DÚpVvIm…w AjóOk strength and judgment  Ndiss 
Good, Tempest, 154, “just power”; 
Westhuizen van der, “Hendiadys,” 54  
 
Job 38:11 Py¡IsOt aâøl◊w and not add    1V+neg2259  
NET, 841 n. 17, “and no farther” 
 
Job 38:27 h¡DaøvVm…w hDaøv devastation and desolation  Ndiss 
Good, Tempest, 158, “It may be a hendiadys […] desolate 
desert” 
 
Job 39:12 ñÔK◊n√rÎg`Vw ÔK¡Ro√rÅz your seed and your threshingfloor  Ndiss, c  
Good, Tempest, 160, “Only as a hendiadys does the phrase make 
sense […] “threshing floor’s grain”; 
Hartley, Job, 508 n. 4, “the grain to your threshing floor”  
 
Job 39:24 z‰gOr◊w∑ vAoâårV;b with earthquake and agitation  Ndiss 
Fokkelman, Poems, vol. IV, 292, “may be read as a hendiadys” 
 
Job 39:25 h`Do…wrVt…w MyîrDcŒ MAoñår the chiefs thunder and shout Ndiss, int 
Fokkelman, Poems, vol. IV, 292, “may be read as a hendiadys” 
[…] “roaring and battle cry” 
 
 

                                                
2256 2 adj. 
2257 2 impfc. 
2258 2 impfc. 
2259 The verb is an impf. 
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Job 40:10a ;hAbóOgÎw Nwâøa`Dg majesty and height   Ndiss 
Fokkelman, Poems, vol. IV, 301, “pride”;  
Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner), 
vol. I, “NwøaDg,” 189, “majestätische Größe” 
 
Job 40:10b râ∂dDh◊w dwäøh◊w and splendour and majesty  Nsemf, synl 
Fokkelman, Poems, vol. IV, 301, “majesty”; 
Williams, Syntax, 16, “glorious splendour”; Syntax (ed. 
Beckman), 30, “majestic splendour?” 
 
Job 40:21 h`D…xIb…w h∞Rn∂q reed and swamp   Ndiss 
Fokkelman, Poems, vol. IV, 303, “the reeds of the swamp” 
 
Job 42:6 rRp`EaÎw r¶DpDo dust and ashes   Nsemf, synl  
Allen, “rDpDo,” TWOT, vol. II, 6872260; 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)2261; 
Fokkelman, Poems, vol. IV, 326, 330, “dust and dirt”; 
Girard, Symboles, 745 n. 1412262; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 1732263  
 
 
 
Proverbs 
 
Prov 1:2 r¡Ds…wm…w h∞DmVkDj wisdom and instruction  Nsemf 
Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 59, “wise instruction” 
 
Prov 1:3 f#DÚpVvIm…wŒ q®d¶Rx righteousness and justice  Ndiss 
Garrett, Proverbs, 68 n. 6, “a hendiadys to indicate the whole 
world of moral concerns” 
 
Prov 1:4a tAoâå;d rAoGÅnVlŒ h¡Dm√rDo M ∞IyaDtVpIl   Nsemf, a, b, in Pa 
to simple ones craftiness to a young boy/youth knowledge 
Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 61, “This is a distributed hendiadys meaning 
‘the callow young’” 
 
Prov 1:4b h`D;mˆzVm…w tAoâå;d knowledge and discretion   Ndiss 
Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 61, “is a hendiadys equivalent to a construct 
[…] ‘knowledge of shrewdness’”; 
NET, 1014 n. 7; n. 8, “and a discerning plan”  
 
Prov 1:11 M`D…nIj yâîqÎnVl h™DnVÚpVxˆn Mó∂dVl   Ndiss, a, int2264 
for blood let us hide for an innocent for nothing 
Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 85, “This is a distributed hendiadys” 
                                                
2260 See note to Gen 18:27. 
2261 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” See note to Gen 
18:27. 
2262 See note to Gen 18:27. 
2263 See note to Gen 18:27. 
2264 Concr + abstr. 
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Prov 1:27 há∂q…wx◊w hñ∂rDx distress and anguish    Ndiss 
NET, 1018 n. 3, “distressing troubles” 
 
Prov 2:9 f¡DÚpVvIm…w q®d∞Rx righteousness and judgment/justice  Ndiss 
Ho, Ṣedeq, 189 
 
Prov 3:2 Mw#ølDv◊wŒ My¡I¥yAj life and peace   Ndiss 
Barré, “Blessing,” 181 n. 132265 
 
Prov 3:3 t#RmTa‰w dRs¶Rj loving-kindness and truth  Ndiss  
Alter, Psalms, 301, “steadfast loyalty”; 
Andersen, Habakkuk, 2132266; 
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “‘enduringly faithful’ or ‘faithfully 
true’”2267; 
Clark, Word, 242-2552268;  
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 56; 
Glueck, Bible, 55, 79, 102; 
Greenberg, “Torah,” 230; 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 144, “true kindness”2269;  
Jepsen, “NAmDa,” TDOT, vol. I, 3112270;  
Kuyper, “Grace,” 6-72271; 
Mascarenhas, Function, 2102272;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1752273;  
NET, 1022 n. 10, “faithful covenant love” or “loyal [covenant] 
love and faithfulness”; 
Stoebe, “dRsRj,” TLOT, vol. II, 451; 
Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 241 (not h.); 
Wildberger, “Nma,” TLOT, vol. I, 151, “less likely […] that one 
may consistently translate the frequent combination ḥesed 
we’emet as a hendiadys, ‘lasting mercy’”;  
Zobel, “dRsRj,” TDOT V, 48, 50, “This expression is generally 
(and correctly) understood as an hendiadys, in which the second 
noun […] emphasizes the permanence, certainty, and lasting 
validity of the demonstration of promise of h2esed1.”2274 
 
Prov 3:4 bwóøf_lRk`Ec◊w N™Ej favour and good understanding  N+Ph, diss  
NET, 1022 n. 13, “It is also possible to take the two words as a 
hendiadys: the favor of good understanding, meaning, a 
reputation for good understanding”; 

                                                
2265 See note to Mal 2:5. 
2266 Andersen refers to the noun combination as hendiadys. 
2267 Brichto considers the combination of these nouns to be a hendiadys in general.   
2268 See note to Gen 23:4. 
2269 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2270 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2271 See note to Gen 23:4. 
2272 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2273 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2274 See note to Gen 24:49. 
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Schorr, “Les composés,” 169-170, “regard au charme 
bienveillant”2275  
 
Prov 4:3 dy#IjÎy◊wŒ JKñår tender and only   Ndiss 
NET, 1026 n. 15, “tender only child” 
 
Prov 5:9 ÔKy#RtOnVv…wŒ ÔKó®dwøh your splendour and your years  Ndiss, b, c 
Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 195, “‘the (sexual) vigor of your years’” 
 
Prov 5:10 ÔKy#RbDxSoÅwŒ ÔK¡RjO;k your strength and your pains  Ndiss, b, c 
Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 195, “‘the strength (i.e., produce) of your 
toil’” 
 
Prov 5:11 ÔKá®rEaVv…w #ÔK√rDcV;b your flesh and your flesh/self  Nsemf, synl, c 
Avishur, “Pairs,” 24 “your flesh and body (hendiadys composed 
of two nouns both meaning ‘flesh’)” 
 
Prov 5:14 há∂dEo◊w l∞Dh∂q assembly and congregation  Nsemf  
Levy/Ringgren/Milgrom/Fabry, “h∂dEo,” TDOT, vol. X, 479, “this 
particular expresssion might reflect a kind of hendiadys”2276;  
NET, 1029 n. 14, “the whole congregation”; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “assemblée de la commune”2277 
 
Prov 6:18 X…wõrDl tw#ørShAmVm hastening to run    Vsemf2278 
Maiberger, “X…wr,” TDOT, vol. XIII, 416, “The speed of the 
movement is underlined by the use of the verbal form of mihar, 
‘hasten’ […] in hendiadys”2279 
 
Prov 6:33 Nwñøl∂q◊w_oÅg`Rn plague/stroke and shame  Ndiss  
Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 359, “strokes that bring shame” 
 
Prov 7:9 h`DlEpSaÅw hDl◊y#AlŒ NwñøvyIaV;b in the pupil of the night and darkness Nc+N, semf 
Avishur, Studies, 108, “night of darkness”2280 
 
Prov 8:8 váé;qIo◊w l¶D;tVpˆn perverted/deceitful and perverse/crooked N/Vsemf2281 
Allen, “vé;qIo,” TWOT, vol. II, 6932282;  
Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 3982283  
 
Prov 8:12 twâø;mˆzVm tAoäåd◊w h¡Dm√rDo craftiness and knowledge of discretion N+Nc, semf 
Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 400; 

                                                
2275 ‘A glance of benevolent charme.’ 
2276 The section of this article in which hendiadys is used is written by Levy/Milgrom. 
2277 ‘Assembly of the congregation.’ 
2278 Partc + infc. 
2279 See note to Judg 13:10. 
2280 Italics Avishur. 
2281 Pass partc/adj + adj. 
2282 See note to Deut 32:5. 
2283 See note to Deut 32:5. 
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McKane, Proverbs, 347, “The hendiadys ‘knowledge and 
discretion’ refers to ‘mental agility, versatility and adroitness’”  
 
Prov 8:13 Nw°øaÎg◊w h§DaÇ´…g pride and pride/majesty   Nsr, dg  
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)2284; 
NET, 1036 n. 9, “they may be taken to form a nominal 
hendiadys: ‘arrogant pride’” 
 
Prov 8:18 dwñøbDk◊w_rRváOo wealth and honour    Ndiss 
Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 277, “honorable wealth” 
 
Prov 8:19 z¡DÚpIm…w X…wêrDjEm than gold and than fine gold   Nsemf, synl, a 
NET, 1036 n. 17, “probably form a hendiadys here to express 
‘than very fine gold’” 
 
Prov 8:26 twóøx…wj◊w X®r∞Ra the earth/land and the outside   Ndiss 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Hebr.), 2002285 
 
Prov 10:1 wáø;mIa … b¡Da father … his mother   Ndiss, th, c, in Pa 
Ben Zvi/Hancock/Beinert, Readings, 181, “MEa-bDa is a hendyadic 
pair”2286 
 
Prov 11:22 MAo`Df tår∞Ds◊w h#DpÎyŒ h¶DÚvIa   Phdiss 
a beautiful woman and turning from discernment   

Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 498 n. 141, “Lit. ‘and who,’ a 
hendiadys” […] “a beautiful woman who turns aside”2287 
 
Prov 11:31 a`Efwøj◊w o¶Dv∂r a wicked and a sinner               Nsemf/wāw-hen? 
NET, 1046, 1047 n. 2, “may form a hendiadys with the first 
functioning adjectivally: ‘the wicked sinner’”; 
Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 511 n. 194, “The hendiadys waw unites 
the two separate parts into one expression” 
 
Prov 13:5 ry`IÚpVjÅy◊w vy¶IaVbÅy he causes a stink and he displays shame Vsemf (advm)2288 
NET, 1050, “acts in shameful disgrace”; 1050 n. 16, “can be 
treated as a verbal hendiadys: ‘to act in disgraceful shame,’ or 
more colorfully ‘to make a shameful smell’”  
 
Prov 13:18 Nwøl∂q◊w∑ vyâér poverty and shame   Ndiss 
Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 568, “is a hendiadys denoting shameful 
poverty”  
 
Prov 14:22 t#RmTa‰wŒ dRs¶Rj◊w and loving-kindness and truth   Ndiss 
Alter, Psalms, 301, “steadfast loyalty”; 
                                                
2284 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” 
2285 Melamed refers also to Lam 2:21. 
2286 Their refer only to Prov 10:1, but there are 85 more occurrences in the HB of these nouns combined or in 
sequence.  
2287 Italics Waltke. 
2288 Yiqtol + weyiqtol. 
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Andersen, Habakkuk, 2132289; 
Barré/Kselman, “Exodus,” 1072290;  
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “‘enduringly faithful’ or ‘faithfully 
true’”2291; 
Clark, Word, 242-2552292;  
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 56 n. 64; 
Glueck, Bible, 55, 79, 102; 
Greenberg, “Torah,” 230; 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 144, “true kindness”2293;  
Jepsen, “NAmDa,” TDOT, vol. I, 3112294;  
Kuyper, “Grace,” 6-72295; 
Mascarenhas, Function, 2102296;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1752297;  
NET, 1075, “loyal love and truth”; 1075 n. 6, “The two words 
often are joined together to form a hendiadys: ‘faithful love’”; 
Stoebe, “dRsRj,” TLOT, vol. II, 451; 
Wildberger, “Nma,” TLOT, vol. I, 151, “less likely […] that one 
may consistently translate the frequent combination ḥesed 
we’emet as a hendiadys, ‘lasting mercy’”;  
Williams, Syntax, 16, “true loyalty”; Syntax (ed. Beckman), 30, 
“true loyalty?”2298; 
Zobel, “dRsRj,” TDOT, vol. V, 48, 50, “This expression is 
generally (and correctly) understood as an hendiadys, in which 
the second noun […] emphasizes the permanence, certainty, and 
lasting validity of the demonstration of promise of h2esed1.”2299  
 
Prov 15:21 tRk`Dl_rRÚvÅy◊y he makes straight to go  Vdiss (advm)2300  
NET, 1057 n. 26, “goes straight ahead” 
 
Prov 16:6 tRmTa‰w∑ dRs∞RjV;b with loving-kindness and truth   Ndiss, a 
Andersen, Habakkuk, 2132301; 
Barré/Kselman, “Exodus,” 1072302;  
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “‘enduringly faithful’ or ‘faithfully 
true’”2303; 
Clark, Word, 242-2552304;  

                                                
2289 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2290 Barré/Kselman refers to these nouns as a hendiadys.  
2291 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2292 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2293 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2294 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2295 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2296 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2297 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2298 Williams/Beckman refer to Prov 16:6. See note to Gen 24:49.  
2299 See note to Gen 24:49. 
2300 Impf + infc. 
2301 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2302 Barré/Kselman refer to these nouns as a hendiadys.  
2303 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2304 See note to Gen 24:27. 
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Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 56 n. 64; 
Glueck, Bible, 55, 79, 102; 
Greenberg, “Torah,” 230; 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 144, “true kindness”2305;  
Jepsen, “NAmDa,” TDOT, vol. I, 3112306;  
Kuyper, “Grace,” 6-72307; 
Mascarenhas, Function, 2102308;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1752309;  
NET, 1075, “loyal love and truth”; 1075 n. 6, “The two words 
often are joined together to form a hendiadys: ‘faithful love’”; 
Stoebe, “dRsRj,” TLOT, vol. II, 451; 
Wildberger, “Nma,” TLOT, vol. I, 151, “less likely […] that one 
may consistently translate the frequent combination ḥesed 
we’emet as a hendiadys, ‘lasting mercy’”;  
Williams, Syntax, 16, “true loyalty”; Syntax (ed. Beckman), 30, 
“true loyalty?”2310; 
Zobel, “dRsRj,” TDOT, vol. V, 48, “This expression is generally 
(and correctly) understood as an hendiadys, in which the second 
noun […] emphasizes the permanence, certainty, and lasting 
validity of the demonstration of promise of h2esed1.”2311 
 
Prov 19:23 Ao¶EbDc◊w My¡I¥yAjVl to life/living and satisfied/full  Ndiss in Pa 
Dahood, “Lexicography,” 342, “life abundant” 
 
Prov 19:26 ry`IÚpVjAm…w vy¶IbEm causing shame and causing disgrace Vsemf2312 
Garrett, Proverbs, 173, “absolutely disgraceful” 
 
Prov 20:28 tRmTa‰w∑ dRs∞Rj loving-kindness and truth   Ndiss 
Alter, Psalms, 301, “steadfast loyalty”; 
Andersen, Habakkuk, 2132313; 
Barré/Kselman, “Exodus,” 1072314;  
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “‘enduringly faithful’ or ‘faithfully 
true’”2315; 
Clark, Word, 242-2552316;  
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 56 n. 64; 
Glueck, Bible, 55, 79, 102; 
Greenberg, “Torah,” 230; 
Hamilton, Genesis 18-50, 144, “true kindness”2317;  

                                                
2305 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2306 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2307 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2308 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2309 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2310 Williams/Beckman refer to Prov 16:6. See note to Gen 24:49. 
2311 See note to Gen 24:49.  
2312 2 partc. 
2313 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2314 Barré/Kselman refer to these nouns as a hendiadys.  
2315 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2316 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2317 See note to Gen 24:27. 
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Jepsen, “NAmDa,” TDOT, vol. I, 3112318;  
Kuyper, “Grace,” 6-72319; 
Mascarenhas, Function, 2102320;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1752321;  
NET, 1075, “loyal love and truth”; 1075 n. 6, “The two words 
often are joined together to form a hendiadys: ‘faithful love’”; 
Stoebe, “dRsRj,” TLOT, vol. II, 451; 
Wildberger, “Nma,” TLOT, vol. I, 151, “less likely […] that one 
may consistently translate the frequent combination ḥesed 
we’emet as a hendiadys, ‘lasting mercy’”;  
Williams, Syntax, 16, “true loyalty”; Syntax (ed. Beckman), 30, 
“true loyalty?”2322; 
Zobel, “dRsRj,” TDOT, vol. V, 48, “This expression is generally 
(and correctly) understood as an hendiadys, in which the second 
noun […] emphasizes the permanence, certainty, and lasting 
validity of the demonstration of promise of h2esed1.”2323  
 
Prov 21:3 f¡DÚpVvIm…w hâ∂q∂dVx righteousness and judgment   Ndiss 
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”2324; 
Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner), 
vol. III, 760; vol. V, 11042325; 
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”;  
Schorr, “Les composés,” 169, “droit équitable”2326; 
Weinfeld, “Justice,” 2282327 
 
Prov 22:10 Nwáøl∂q◊w Nyâî;d judgment and shame   Ndiss  
Avishur, Studies, 103 n. 1, “and quarreling and abuse”2328 
 
Prov 22:20 tAoá∂dÎw tâOxEowäømV;b with counsels and knowledge   Ndiss, a, b 
Waltke, Proverbs 15-31, 224, “may constitute a hendiadys, 
‘knowledgeable advice’” 
 
Prov 23:21 lElwøz◊w∑ a∞EbOs a drinker and a worthless/glutton  Ndiss  
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “ivrogne répugnant”2329  
 
 
                                                
2318 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2319 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2320 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2321 See note to Gen 24:27. 
2322 Williams/Beckman refer to Prov 16:6. See note to Gen 24:49. 
2323 See note to Gen 24:49. 
2324 Italics Brichto. See note to Gen 18:19.  
2325 See note to Gen 18:19. 
2326 ‘Fair justice.’ See note to Gen 18:19. 
2327 See note to Gen 18:19. 
2328 Italics Avishur. 
2329 ‘Repugnant drunkard.’ See note to Deut 21:20b. 
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Prov 23:23 h`DnyIb…w r∞Ds…wm…w h™DmVkDj   Nsemf, int 
wisdom and instruction and understanding  
Levi, Inkongruenz, 882330 
 
Prov 23:35 …w…n¶RvVqAbSa Py#Iswøa I will add, I will seek it  Vdiss, asyn (advm)2331 
Lambdin, Introduction, §173, p. 239, “I will again search”; 
NET, 1084, “I will look for another drink”; 1084 n. 11, “a verbal 
hendiadys” 
 
Prov 25:21 Mˆy`Dm …whñéqVvAh a#EmDxŒ_MIa ◊w MRj¡Dl …wh∞ElIkSaAh ÔKSaÅnOcœ b∞Eo∂r_MIa  Cladiss, th  
if the one who hates you is hungry give him bread to eat  
and if thirsty give him water to drink 
Waltke, Proverbs 15-31, 330, “And if signifies a hendiadys”2332  
 
Prov 26:18 t‰w`DmÎw My¶I…xIj arrows and death    Ndiss, b2333 
Avishur, Studies, 107, 185 n. 1, “arrows of death”2334; 
NET, 1091 n. 9, “might be a nominal hendiadys: ‘deadly 
arrows’”; 
Waltke, Proverbs 15-31, 341 n. 34, “deadly arrows”2335 
Prov 28:6 ry`IvDo a…wâh◊w Mˆy#Ak∂r√;dŒ vñé;qIoEm   Ndiss, int 
than a crooked in two/double ways and he is rich  
Waltke, Proverbs 15-31, 395, 411, “than [one who walks in] the 
crookedness of double-dealing ways, though he is rich […] And 
combines the double dealer and the rich man into a 
hendiadys”2336  
 
Prov 28:8 tyI;b√rAtVb…w JKRv∞RnV;b with interest and with interest  Nsemf, synl, a 
Müller, Semitica, 16-17, “Zinsen”2337; 
NET, 1095, “by increasing interest”; 1095 n. 20, “by increasing 
[exorbitant] interest”; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170-1712338; 
Tur-Sinai (Torczyner), Language, 3502339  
 
Prov 28:13 M`Djür◊y b ∞EzOo ◊w hä®dwøm…w    N/V+V, diss 
and one confessing and one forsaking he will receive compassion 
Waltke, Proverbs 15-31, 417, “And (we) combines the confessor 
into a hendiadys with the one who abandons”2340 
 
 

                                                
2330 See note to Deut 4:6. 
2331 2 impf. 
2332 Italics Waltke.  
2333 Concr + abstr. 
2334 Italics Avishur. 
2335 Italics Waltke. 
2336 Italics Waltke. 
2337 See note to Lev 25:36. 
2338 See note to Lev 25:36. 
2339 See note to Lev 25:36. 
2340 Italics Waltke. 
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Prov 29:6 Aj`EmDc◊w N…wõrÎy he will sing for joy and he will be glad Vsemf2341 
Waltke, Proverbs 15-31, 400 n. 44, “the hendiadys clarifies the 
meaning of ambiguous rnn”2342 
 
Prov 29:15 tAjAkwøt◊w∑ fRb∞Ev rod and reproof    Ndiss2343 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 90; 
NET, 1099 n. 26, “a hendiadys, meaning ‘a correcting [or, 
reproving] rod’”; 
Waltke, Proverbs 15-31, 442, “could be viewed as a hendiadys 
meaning ‘a rod of correction’” 
 
Prov 30:8 bÓÎzD;k_rAb√dá…w —a◊w§Dv    N+Nc, diss 
vain/false/empty and word of falsehood/lie  
NET, 1102 n. 7, “might form a hendiadys […] becoming 
complete deception”; 
Waltke, Proverbs 15-31, 458 n. 31, 479, “A deceitful lie”/ 
“deceitful lies”2344 
 
Prov 30:29 tRk`Dl yEb¶IfyEm pleasing to go   Vdiss (advm)2345 
NET, 1104; “that move about magnificently”; 1104 n. 13, “a 
verbal hendiadys” 
Prov 31:9 NwáøyVbRa◊w y¶InDo poor and needy    Nsemf  
Melamed, “Two,” 1762346;  
Waltke, Proverbs 15-31, 506, 529 
 
 
 
Ruth 
 
Ruth 1:9 hÎny`R;kVbI;tÅw N™Dlwøq hÎna¶RÚcI;tÅw     Cla + V, semf 
and they lifted their voice and they wept  
Bush, Ruth, 70, 77, “they all wept and sobbed loudly”  
 
Ruth 1:14 hÎny™R;kVbI;tÅw N$Dlwøq hÎn∞RÚcI;tÅw    Cla + V, semf 
and they lifted their voice and they wept  
Hubbard, Ruth, 105-106 n. 50, “depicts a loud, audible 
crying”2347 
 
Ruth 2:1 lˆy$Aj rwâø;bˆ…g vyIa£     Nc 

a mighty man of strength 
Talmon, “Study,”  3402348  
 

                                                
2341 Impf + perfc. 
2342 Italics Waltke. 
2343 Concr + abstr. 
2344 Italics Waltke on p. 479. 
2345 Partc + infc. 
2346 See note to Deut 15:11. 
2347 See note to Gen 21:16. 
2348 See note to 1 Sam 14:52. 
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Ruth 2:10 hDx√r¡Da …wj™A;tVvI;tÅw DhyY‰nDÚp_lAo ‹ lOÚpI;tÅw   Vsemf, int2349
 

and she fell on her face and she bowed down unto the earth 
Cohen, “Saga,” 325, 337 n. 272350 
 
Ruth 3:3 twáø;tVvIl◊w lñOkTaRl to eat and to drink   Vdiss, th2351 
Hubbard, Ruth, 197-198 n. 10, “Having his dinner […] probably 
a hendiadys for ‘to have, enjoy a meal’”2352  
 
Ruth 4:7 ‹h∂r…wmV;tAh_lAo◊w h§D;l…wa◊…gAh_lAo   N/Ph, diss 
about the redemption and about the exchange 
Andersen/Freedman, Hosea, 357, “is a hendiadys, meaning ‘an 
interchange of the right of redemption’”; 
Brichto, “Kin,” 18, “constitutes a hendiadys equal to ‘transfer of 
the right of redemption’”; 
Bush, Ruth, 190, 191, 234, “the transfer of the right of 
redemption” 
 
 
 
Song of songs 
 
Song 1:4 hDx…wúrÎ…n ÔKyâ®rSjAa yn̂™EkVvDm draw me after you, we will run Vdiss, int (advm)2353 
Propp, Exodus 1-18, 407, “perhaps [a hendiadys]”2354 
 
Song 2:3 yI;tVb$AvÎy◊w yI;t√d∞A;mIj I desired and I sat    Vdiss (advm)2355 
Johnson, Perfekt, 89; 
NET, 1155 n. 4, “a verbal hendiadys […] ‘I sat down with 
delight…’ or ‘I delight to sit’” 
 
Song 2:10a y¡Il rAm ∞Da ◊w yäîdwød h¶DnDo my love answered and he said to me Vsemf2356 
Buth, “Order,” 8, “synonyms can be put into this VSO 
foregrounded pattern to produce a hendiadys which logically is 
not the next event in the story but the same event”2357;  
Johnson, Perfekt, 89; 
Labuschagne, “hno,” TLOT, vol, II, 9292358;  
Stendebach, “hÎnSo,” TDOT, vol. XI, 2182359  
 
 
 
                                                
2349 2 impfc. 
2350 See note to Josh 5:14. 
2351 2 infc. 
2352 Hubbard refers to the combination of these verbs as a hendiadys, but since they occur combined close to 90 
times all examples are therefore not included here. 
2353 Impv + impf (coh). 
2354 See note to Judg 4:6. 
2355 Qatal + weqatal. 
2356 Qatal + weqatal. 
2357 See note to Gen 18:27. 
2358 See note to Gen 18:27a. 
2359 See note to Gen 18:27a. 
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Song 2:10b JK`Dl_yIkVl…w y™ItDpÎy y¶ItÎyVoår JK¢Dl yIm…wõq   Ndiss, c, asyn  
arise (lit. ‘to you’) my friend, my lovely/beautiful and walk (lit. 
‘to you’) 
Watson, Poetry, 328, 369, “If it is a tricolon, then the expression 
ytpy ytyor would be hendiadys: ‘my beautiful companion’ or the 
like.” 
 
Song 2:17 °ÔKVl_hEm√;d ·bOs turn, aiming to you (lit. ‘to yourself’) Vdiss, int (advm)2360  
Keel, Song, 115, “may be an example of hendiadys […] If so, 
the meaning could be something like: ‘Be like a gazelle again 
and again’” 
 
Song 3:11 hÎny¢Ra√rá…w —hÎnyªRaVx go out and see   Vdiss2361  
Segal, Songs, 132 
 
Song 5:6 r¡DbDo q∞AmDj he went away, he passed by  Vsemf, asyn2362 
NET, 1168, “and gone away”; 1168 n. 4, “may form a verbal 
hendiadys” 
 
Song 5:10 Mw$ødDa◊w ‹jAx glowing/clear and red   Ndiss2363 
Keel, Song, 198, “is probably a case of hendiadys […] meaning 
‘shiny red’” 
Song 8:6 h`DyVtRb¶RhVlAv v™Ea y›EÚpVvîr flash, fire flash, large flame/YHWH-flame Nc+N, c2364 
Girard, Les Symboles, 157, 216 n. 114, “probablement un 
hendiadys” 
 
 
 
Ecclesiastes 
 
Eccl 1:13 ‹r…wtDl◊w vwûør√dIl to seek and to explore   Vdiss (advm)2365 
NET, 1112, “thoroughly examined”; 1112 n. 16, “a verbal 
hendiadys”  
 
Eccl 1:14 Aj…wír t…wño√r…w lRb™Rh futility and wind-striving  N + Nc, semf 
Girard, Symboles, 427 n. 202366 
 
Eccl 1:16aa h$DmVkDj ‹yI;tVp‹Aswøh ◊w yI;tVlôå;d ◊gIh   Vdiss (advm)2367 
I have become great and I have added wisdom    
Johnson, Perfekt, 902368; 

                                                
2360 2 impv. 
2361 2 impv. 
2362 2 perf. 
2363 2 adj. 
2364 The noun tRbRhVlAv occurs in the HB in Ezek 21:3 and Job 15:30, but not with this suffix. 
2365 2 infc. 
2366 Girard refers to Eccl 1:14; 2:11; 2:17; 2:26: 4:4; 4:16; 6:9. 
2367 Qatal + weqatal. 
2368 Johnson refers to Eccl 1:16; 2:9. 
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Kamano, Cosmology, 59 n. 1, 60, “I, now, have greatly 
increased wisdom”; 
Longman, Ecclesiastes, 83, “I have surpassed”; 
NET, 1113, “I have become much wiser”; 1113 n. 17, “a verbal 
hendiadys” 
 
Eccl 1:16ab tAoá∂dÎw h¶DmVkDj wisdom and knowledge  Nsemf 
Fox, Qohelet, 1772369;  
Levi, Inkongruenz, 87 n. 762370; 
Longman, Ecclesiastes, 84, “full knowledge”  
 
Eccl 1:17 tAoñåd◊w h$DmVkDj wisdom and knowledge  Nsemf 
Fox, Qohelet, 1772371 
 
Eccl 2:8a b$DhÎz◊w PRs∞R;k and silver and gold   Ndiss, th 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “riches”  
 
Eccl 2:8b twíø;dIv◊w hñ∂;dIv concubine and concubines(?)  Nsr?, crux 
Schoors, Preacher, vol. I, 217-218, “may be a hendiadys 
expressing multiplicity”2372 
 
Eccl 2:9 yI;tVp$Aswøh◊w yI;tVlâådÎg◊w and I have become great and I have added  Vdiss2373 
Johnson, Perfekt, 902374; 
NET, 1116, “I was more wealthy”; 1116 n. 7, “a verbal 
hendiadys […] I became far greater”; 
Waltke/O’Connor, Introduction, §32.3b, p. 541 n. 41, “And I 
became greater by far than”2375 
 
Eccl 2:11 Aj…w$r t…wño√r…w lRb™Rh futility and wind-striving  N + Nc, semf 
Girard, Symboles, 427 n. 202376 
 
Eccl 2:12 t…wólVkIs◊w twäølElwøh◊w and madness and folly  Nsemf  
Fox, Qohelet, 183, “a hendiadys meaning ‘inane folly’, 
‘senseless folly’, or the like”; Time, 182 “inane folly”; 
Kamano, Cosmology, 70 n. 165, “It is possible to take the pair 
[…] as hendiadys (‘inane folly’) […] or as apposition to each 
other (‘irrationality, that is, folly’)”; 
Longman, Ecclesiastes, 95 n. 39, “mad folly” 
 
Eccl 2:17 Aj…wír t…wño√r…w lRb™Rh futility and wind-striving  N + Nc, semf 
Girard, Symboles, 427 n. 202377 

                                                
2369 Fox refers to Eccl 1:16, 17, and the nouns as distributed in v. 18. 
2370 See note to Isa 33:6. 
2371 See note to Eccl 1:16. 
2372 With reference to Crenshaw and Fox by Schoors. 
2373 Qatal + weqatal. 
2374 See note to Eccl 1:16. 
2375 Italics Waltke/O’Connor. 
2376 See note to Eccl 1:14. 
2377 See note to Eccl 1:14. 
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Eccl 2:19 yI;tVm™AkDjRv◊w yI;tVl¶AmDo`Rv that I laboured and that I became wise  Vdiss (advm)2378 
Gordis, Koheleth, 213, “I toiled wisely”; 
Kamano, Cosmology, 71 n. 176, “Or […] can be considered a 
hendiadys: ‘which I have toiled with wisdom’”2379;  
Longman, Ecclesiastes, 101 n. 65, “wisely toiled”;  
NET, 1118, “for I labored so wisely”; 1118 n. 23, “a verbal 
hendiadys” 
Seow, Ecclesiastes, 137 (not h.); 
Schoors, Preacher, vol. I, 217, “seems to be a hendiadys, 
meaning ‘for which I worked with wisdom’”; Preacher, vol. II, 
22 
 
Eccl 2:21 tAoäådVb…w h¶DmVkDjV;b with wisdom and with knowledge Nsemf, a 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 87 n. 762380 
 
Eccl 2:24 h$DtDv◊w l∞Akaø¥yRv than he shall eat and he shall drink Vdiss, th2381 
Johnson, Perfekt, 902382; 
Craigie/Kelley/Drinkard, Jeremiah 1-25, 311, “probably a 
hendiadys meaning he lived his life, he went about his routine 
life”2383 
 
Eccl 2:26aa tAoäåd◊w h¶DmVkDj wisdom and knowledge  Nsemf 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 87 n. 762384 
 
Eccl 2:26ab h¡DjVmIc◊w tAoäåd◊w h¶DmVkDj wisdom and knowledge and joy 3Ndiss/semf 
Ginsberg, “Studies,” 45 n. 27 “a sort of hendiadys for ‘the good 
sense to enjoy’”  
 
Eccl 2:26b swGønVkIl◊w PwâøsTaRl to gather and to gather/amass  Vsemf, synl2385 
Longman, Ecclesiastes, 107 n. 90, “the task of gathering” 
 
Eccl 2:26g Aj…wír t…wño√r…w lRb™Rh futility and wind-striving  N + Nc, semf 
Girard, Symboles, 427 n. 202386 
 
Eccl 3:13 h$DtDv◊w l∞Akaø¥yRv than he shall eat and he shall drink Vdiss, th2387 
Johnson, Perfekt, 902388; 
Craigie/Kelley/Drinkard, Jeremiah 1-25, 311, “probably a 
hendiadys meaning he lived his life, he went about his routine 
life”2389 
                                                
2378 Qatal + weqatal. 
2379 Italics Kamano. 
2380 See note to Isa 33:6. 
2381 Impf + perfc. 
2382 Johnson refers to Eccl 2:24; 3:13. 
2383 See note to Jer 22:15. 
2384 See note to Isa 33:6. 
2385 2 infc. 
2386 See note to Eccl 1:14. 
2387 Impf + perfc. 
2388 See note to Eccl 2:24. 
2389 See note to Jer 22:15. 
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Eccl 3:18 tw›øa√rIl◊w … Mä∂rDbVl to purify/purge them … and to see  Vdiss, int (advm)2390 
NET, 1123, “clearly show them”; 1123 n. 6, “a verbal 
hendiadys” 
 
Eccl 4:1 ‹hRa √rRaÎw yGˆnSa y`I;tVb ∞Av ◊w and I returned, I, and I saw  Vdiss, int (advm)2391  
Isaksson, Studies, 63, 67, “Likewise, I have observed […] a kind 
of hendiadys”; 
NET, 1123, “I again considered”; 1123 n. 14, “a verbal 
hendiadys”; 
Peursen van, System, 100, “again, I saw” 
 
Eccl 4:4a NwêørVvI;k_lD;k ‹tEa◊w l#DmDo_lD;k all the trouble and all the work  N/Ph, diss 
NET, 1124 n. 13, “all the skillful work” 
 
Eccl 4:4b j…wír t…wño√r…w lRb™Rh futility and wind-striving  N + Nc, semf 
Girard, Symboles, 427 n. 202392  
 
Eccl 4:7 h¶Ra √rRaÎw y¢InSa yI;tVbªAv ◊w and I returned, I, and I saw  Vdiss, int (advm)2393 
Isaksson, Studies, 63, 67, “a kind of hendiadys […] I have 
observed another”;  
NET, 1124 n. 22, “again considered”; 
Peursen van, System, 100, “again, I saw” 
 
Eccl 4:16 j…wír t…wño√r…w lRb™Rh futility and wind-striving  N + Nc, semf 
Girard, Symboles, 427 n. 202394  
 
Eccl 5:6 My$IlDbShÅw ‹twømølSj dreams and vanities  Ndiss  
Longman, Ecclesiastes, 156, “meaningless words”2395;  
Sneed, “(Dis)closure,” 123, “dreams becomes synonymous with 
‘vanities’”; 
Seow, Ecclesiastes, 197, “vacuous dreams” […] one may take 
the expression […] as a hendiadys”2396; 
Shields, End, 163 n. 131  
 
Eccl 5:7 q®d‹RxÎw f§DúpVvIm judgment and righteousness  Ndiss 
Fox, Time, 233, “is a hendiadys […] ‘righteous judgment’ or 
‘just due’”; 
Ginsberg, “Studies,” 40 “righteous judgment […] It is certainly 
hard to dispense with the assumption of hendiadys”; 
Schoors, Preacher, vol. II, 191 
 
 
 

                                                
2390 2 infc. 
2391 Weqatal + impfc. 
2392 See note to Eccl 1:14. 
2393 Weqatal + impfc. 
2394 See note to Eccl 1:14. 
2395 Italics Longman. 
2396 Italics Seow. 
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Eccl 5:18 ta ∞EcDl ◊w ‹…w…n‹R;mIm lôOkTaRl to eat from it and to drink  Vdiss, th, int2397 
Craigie/Kelley/Drinkard, Jeremiah, 311, “probably a hendiadys 
meaning he lived his life, he went about his routine life”2398 
 
Eccl 6:9 Aj…wír t…wño√r…w lRb™Rh futility and wind-striving  N + Nc, semf 
Girard, Symboles, 427 n. 202399  
 
Eccl 7:25 Nwóø;bVvRj◊w h™DmVkDj wisdom and reckoning  Nsemf 
Murphy, Ecclesiastes, 76, “perhaps hendiadys […] ‘wisdom’s 
answer’”; 
NET, 1134 n. 18, “wisdom in the scheme of things”; 
Schoors, Preacher, vol. II, 15, “wisdom obtained by 
investigation”  
 
Eccl 8:5 f$DÚpVvIm…w t∞Eo◊w and time and judgment  Ndiss 
Avishur, Studies, 102; 
Fox, Time, 278, “‘the right time’ [...] As a hendiadys, it can also 
mean […] ‘the time of judgment’”; 
Ginsberg, “Studies,” 41, 53 n. 61, “the hour of doom (death)”; 
Gordis, “Usages,” 42, “fpCmw lC to”,2400; Koheleth, 279, 332, 
“the time of propriety = the proper time […] the proper time and 
manner of procedure”;  
König, Stilistik, 161; Dictionary, 157, “time of judgment”; 
Schoors, Preacher, vol. II, 16, “as a hendiadys, it can mean ‘the 
proper time’” 
 
Eccl 8:6 f¡DÚpVvIm…w t∞Eo time and judgment    Ndiss 
Fox, Qohelet, Time, 278, “‘the right time’ [...] As a hendiadys, it 
can also mean […] ‘the time of judgment’”; 
Ginsberg, “Studies,” 41, 53 n. 61, “the hour of doom (death)”; 
Gordis, “Usages,” 42, “fpCmw lC to”2401; Koheleth, 279, 332, “the 
time of propriety = the proper time […] the proper time and 
manner of procedure”;  
Kronholm, “tEo,” TDOT, vol. XI, 443, “hendiadys?”; 
Power, Ecclesiastes, 101, “a time of judgment”2402;  
Schoors, Preacher, vol. II, 233, “may be a hendiadys, meaning 
‘the proper time’”; 235-236, “a kind of hendiadys: ‘for every 
matter there is a time and a procedure’, i.e., a procedure adapted 
to the concrete situation”2403 
 
 

                                                
2397 2 infc. 
2398 See note to Eccl 2:24. 
2399 See note to Eccl 1:14. 
2400 ‘The time of judgment,’ and he adds ‘the right/suitable time.’ 
2401 ‘The time of judgment,’ and he adds ‘the right/suitable time.’ 
2402 Italics Power. 
2403 Schoors comments, however, on p. 233, “it is preferable to keep the two words distinct in their meaning.” 
See Schoors, Preacher, vol. II, 233. 
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Eccl 8:15 twäø;tVvIl◊w lwñøkTaRl to eat and to drink   Vdiss, th2404 
Craigie/Kelley/Drinkard, Jeremiah 1-25, 311, “probably a 
hendiadys meaning he lived his life, he went about his routine 
life”2405 
 
Eccl 9:10 h$DmVkDj◊w tAoâåd◊w and knowledge and wisdom  Nsemf 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 87 n. 762406 
 
Eccl 9:11a hâOa∂r◊w yI;tVb%Av I returned and seeing  Vdiss (advm)2407 
Isaksson, Studies, 67 
 
Eccl 9:11b oÅg™RpÎw t¶Eo time and incident/encounter/occurrence/chance Ndiss  
Avishur, Studies, 103 n. 1, “time and accident”2408; 
Fox, Qohelet, 260, “is a hendiadys […] ‘time of accident’”; 
Time, 296 “is a hendiadys equivalent to ‘a time of mishap’”; 
Ginsberg, “Studies,” 41, 53 n. 61, “the hour of mishap”/“time of 
mishap”; 
Kamano, Cosmology, 207, “a timely incident”2409; 
Weeks, “Ecclesiastes,” 427, “a hendiadys, meaning something 
like ‘the turn of events’” 
 
Eccl 10:1a Aoy™I;bÅy vy¶IaVbÅy make to stink, make to flow/pour out  Vdiss, asyn2410 
Bullinger, Bible, 917, “to send forth a stinking savour”; 
NET, 1140, “give off a rancid stench”; 1140 n. 10, “makes a 
rancid stench” 
 
Eccl 10:1b dwäøbD;kIm h¶DmVkDjEm from wisdom, from glory   Ndiss, a 
NET, 1140, “much wisdom”; 1140 n. 12, “‘heavy wisdom’ or 
better, ‘great wisdom’” 
 
Eccl 11:10ba ÔKó®rDcV;bIm h™Do∂r r¶EbSoAh◊w ÔK$R;bI;lIm ‹sAo‹A;k r¶EsDh◊w  Clasemf 
remove anger from your heart and put away evil from your flesh  
Garrett, Proverbs, 340 n. 226, “in effect a hendiadys for, ‘Cast 
away grief from yourself [over the human condition]’” 
 
Eccl 11:10bb t…wërSjAÚv`Ah◊w t…wõdVlÅ¥yAh the adolescence and the blackness Nsemf, hapax(n)2411 
Koehler/Baumgartner, “t…wrSjAv,” HALAT, vol. IV. 1362, 
“Hendiadyoin?”; “t…wrSjAv,” HALOT, vol. II 1469, “perhaps used 
in hendiadys”; 
Schoors, Preacher, vol. I, 218, “can be regarded as a hendiadys”  
 

                                                
2404 2 infc. 
2405 See note to Jer 22:15. 
2406 See note to Isa 33:6. 
2407 Perf + infabs. 
2408 Italics Avishur. 
2409 Kamano: “Since the main verb […] is singular, its subject, ‘time and accident,’ should be taken as a 
hendiadys.”  
2410 2 impf. 
2411 Abstr + concr. A non-absolute hapax legomenon, according to Greenspahn, Hapax, 198. 
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Eccl 12:2aa rw$øaDh◊w ‹vRm‹RÚvAh the sun and the light  Nsemf2412 
Avishur, Studies, 111, “the sun and the light”2413 
 
Eccl 12:2ab My¡IbDkwø;kAh◊w AjäérÎ¥yAh◊w rw$øaDh◊w   3Ndiss, a (hendiatris)2414 
the light and the moon and the stars 
Gordis, Koheleth, 331, “and the light of the moon and the stars”2415; 
NET, 1144, “the light of the moon”; 1144 n. 20, “the light of the 
moon is a hendiadys […] or perhaps even a hendiatris […] for 
‘the light of the moon and stars’” 
 
Eccl 12:9ba r$é;qIj◊w N∞EΩΩzIa◊w and he weighed and he searched  Vsemf (advm)2416 
NET, 1146, “he carefully evaluated”; 1146 n. 9, “form a 
hendiadys […] ‘he studiously weighed’ or ‘carefully evaluated’” 
 
Eccl 12:9bb Näé;qI;t r$é;qIj◊w and he searched, straightened  Vdiss, asyn2417  
Shields, End, 61, “the asyndetic juxtaposition of the verbs […] 
suggests that the verbs should be read as an instance of 
hendiadys”  
 
 
 
Lamentations 
 
Lam 1:3 h$∂dObSo bêOrEm…w ‹yˆn‚OoEm    N+Ph, diss 
from affliction and from an abundance of servitude    
Berlin, Lamentations, 51, “perhaps a hendiadys, ‘miserable 
servitude’” 
 
Lam 1:7 Dhy$®d…wrVm…w ‹;hÎy◊nDo y§Em◊y days of her affliction and her wandering Nc+N, diss, c 
Barré, “Wandering,” 184, “the hendiadys could be rendered ‘to 
wander about stooped, bowed,’ or ‘hunched over’”/p. 185, “her 
wandering about bowed (in grief)”2418;  
Berlin, Lamentations, 4, “[a] possible hendiadys […] ‘misery 
and trouble’ or ‘miserable trouble’”; 
Hillers, Lamentations, 69, “when she was banished in misery 
[…] It seems to form a hendiadys”2419; 
NET, 1456, “she became a poor homeless person”; 1456 n. 9, 
“‘her impoverished homelessness’ or ‘homeless poor’” 
 
 
 
 

                                                
2412 Abstr + concr. 
2413 Italics Avishur. Avishur refers also to the same nouns in reverse order in Ps 74:16.  
2414 3Ndiss, abstr + concr + concr. Possibly a hendiatris, according to the NET Bible commentator. 
2415 Italics Gordis. 
2416 2 weqatal. 
2417 Weqatal + qatal. 
2418 Italics Barré. See note to Isa 58:7. 
2419 Italics Hillers. 
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Lam 2:2 h™DkDlVmAm l¶E;lIj X®r¡DaDl Aoy∞I…gIh   Vdiss, int2420 
he hit/brought down to the ground, he profaned the kingdom 
NET, 1461 “putting them to shame”; 1461 n. 12, “function as a 
verbal hendiadys, as the absence of the conjunction vav 
suggests.”  
 
Lam 2:5 h`D¥yˆnSaÅw h™D¥yˆnSaA;t mourning and mourning  Nsr, sg, df 
Alonso Schökel, “Analyse,” 1562421; 
Berlin, Lamentations, 4, “[a] possible hendiadys […] ‘mourning 
and moaning’ or ‘mournful moaning’”2422 
 
Lam 2:9 r™A;bIv◊w d¶A;bIa he destroyed and he broke down  Vsemf2423  
Berlin, Lamentations, 4, “[a] possible hendiadys […] ‘wrecked 
and shattered’ or ‘smashed into bits’”; 
Johnson, Perfekt, 91; 
NET, 1462, “he smashed to pieces”; 1462 n. 24, “a verbal 
hendiadys […] he has smashed to pieces” 
 
Lam 2:10 ‹…wm√;dˆy X®r§DaDl …w°bVv´y they sit on the ground, they are silent Vdiss, int (advm)2424 
NET, 1463, “sit on the ground in silence”; 1463 n. 4, “a verbal 
hendiadys […] ‘they sit in silence’” 
 
Lam 2:14a l$EpDt◊w a◊w∞Dv emptiness and tasteless   Ndiss2425 
NET, 1464, “empty lies”; 1464 n. 7, “‘empty whitewash’ or 
‘empty deceptions’” 
 
Lam 2:14b My`Ij…w;dAm…w a◊w™Dv emptiness and enticements   Ndiss, b 
NET, 1464, “false deceptions”; 1464 n. 11, “‘empty 
enticements’ or ‘false deceptions’” 
 
Lam 2:16 …wny`Ia ∂r …wna¶DxDm …wh™Unyˆ…wI;qRv Mwöø¥yAh h¶Rz JK∞Aa   Vdiss, asyn2426 
indeed this is the day we waited for, we found, we saw 
NET, 1464, “We have actually lived to see it”; 1464 n. 21, “a 
verbal hendiadys […] It forms a Hebrew idiom that means 
something like ‘We have lived to see it!’” 
 
Lam 2:17 l¡DmDj aâøl◊w säårDh he destroyed and he did not pity  Vdiss, int2427 
NET, 1464, “He has overthrown you without mercy”; 1464 n. 
26, “a verbal hendiadys” 
 
Lam 2:21 ‹twøx…wj X®r§DaDl to the land outside   1Ph  
Avishur, “Pairs,” 68, “in the dust of the streets”2428;  

                                                
2420 2 perf. 
2421 See note to Isa 29:2; 
2422 The nouns occur combined also in Isa 29:2.  
2423 Qatal + weqatal. 
2424 2 impf. 
2425 Noun + adj. 
2426 2 perf. 
2427 2 perf. 
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Melamed, “Break-up” (Hebr.) 2002429 
 
Lam 2:22a dyóîrDc◊w fy∞IlDÚp a fugitive and an escapee  Nsemf 
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110-111 (not h.)2430; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “celui qui se sauve par la fuite”2431 
 
Lam 2:22b yIty™I;bîr◊w yI;tVj¶AúpIf I extended and I made great  Vsemf2432 
Johnson, Perfekt, 91 
 
Lam 3:3 JKñOpShÅy b¢UvÎy he returns, he turns    Vdiss, asyn (advm)2433 
NET, 1123 n. 14; 1466, “he repeatedly turned”; 1466 n. 10, “a 
verbal hendiadys”2434 
 
Lam 3:4 y$îrwøo◊w ‹yîrDcVb my flesh and my skin    Ndiss, th, c 
NET, 1466 n. 13, “my mortal skin”  
Lam 3:5 h`DaDlVt…w vaõør venom/bitter herb and hardship  Ndiss  
Berlin, Lamentations, 90, “as a hendiadys, the phrase might be 
construed as ‘toxic hardship’”;  
NET, 1466 n. 16, “bitter hardship” 
 
Lam 3:8 AoY´…wAvSaÅw ‹qAo◊zRa I cry out and I cry out for help  Vsemf, synl (advm)2435 
Berlin, Lamentations 4, “[a] possible hendiadys […] ‘cry out 
and plead’ or ‘cry out pleadingly’”; 
Johnson, Perfekt, 91; 
NET, 1466, “I cry out desperately”; 1466 n. 20, “a verbal 
hendiadys” 
 
Lam 3:18 y™I;tVlAjwøt◊w y$IjVxˆn my everlastingness and my hope  Ndiss, c 
Berlin, Lamentations, 4, “[a] possible hendiadys … ‘my future 
and my hope’ or ‘my hope for the future’”/p. 82, “It is possible 
to see here a hendiadys: ‘hope for the future’”; 
Dobbs-Allsopp, “Effects,” 381, “My lasting hope”/381 n. 39, “is 
surely a hendiadys”;  
Hillers, Lamentations, 114 n. 39, “lasting hope”2436 
 
Lam 3:19a yäîd…wrVm…w y¶Iy◊nDo    Ndiss, c  
my affliction and my homelessness/wandering  
Barré, “Wandering,” 184-185, “my wandering about bowed (in 
grief)”2437; 

                                                
2428 This is, according to Avishur, an ‘appositional hendiadys.’ 
2429 Melamed refers also to Prov 8:26.  
2430 “… die zwar die Form des Hendiadys aufweisen, inhaltlich aber keine Hendiadyse sind.” See note to Josh 
8:22. 
2431 ‘One who saves himself by escape/by escaping.’ See note to Josh 8:22. 
2432 Qatal + weqatal. 
2433 2 impf. 
2434 See note to Gen 26:18. 
2435 Yiqtol + weyiqtol. 
2436 Italics Hillers. 
2437 Italics Barré. See note to Lam 1:7 and Isa 58:7. 
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NET, 1467, “my impoverished and homeless condition”; 1467 n. 
28, “‘my impoverished homelessness’ or ‘homeless poor’” 
 
Lam 3:19b vaíørÎw h¶DnSoAl wormwood and bitter/poisonous herb  Nsemf 
Berlin, Lamentations, 4, “[a] possible hendiadys […] ‘bitterness 
and wormwood’ or ‘bitter wormwood’”; 
NET, 1467 n. 29, “bitter poison” 
 
Lam 3:26 M$Dm…wd◊w ‹ lyIjÎy◊w and waiting and silent  Ndiss, hapax(n)2438 
Berlin, Lamentations, 4, “[a] possible hendiadys […] ‘wait and 
be still’ or ‘wait patiently’”; 
NET, 1468 n. 14, “wait patiently” 
 
Lam 3:40 h∂r$OqVjÅn`Vw ‹…wny‹Ek∂r√d h§DcVÚpVjÅn   Vsemf, int (advm)2439 
we will search our ways and we will search 
NET, 1469 n. 13, “Let us carefully examine our ways” 
 
Lam 3:42 …wny$îrDm…w ‹…wnVo‹AvDp we transgressed and we rebelled  Vdiss (advm)2440 
Babut, Expressions, 186; 
Berlin, Lamentations, 4, “[a] possible hendiadys […] ‘we have 
sinned and rebelled’ or ‘we have sinned by rebelling’”; 
Johnson, Perfekt, 91; 
NET, 1469 n. 10 “have blatantly rebelled 
 
Lam 3:45 swöøaDm…w yªIjVs offscoring and refuse   Nsemf, synl  
Berlin, Lamentations, 4, “[a] possible hendiadys […] ‘filth and 
refuse’ or ‘disgusting filth’”; 
NET, 1469, “you make us like filthy scum”; 1469 n. 17, 
“probably form a nominal hendiadys” 
 
Lam 3:50 a®rY´y◊w PyâîqVvÅy he looks down and he sees  Vsemf, synl2441 
Johnson, Perfekt, 91 
 
Lam 3:56 y`ItDo◊wAvVl y™ItDj◊wårVl to my respite/relief and to my cry for help Ndiss, asyn, a, c 
Berlin, Lamentations, 4, 81, 83, “[a] possible hendiadys […] 
‘my groan, my cry’ or, as I have rendered, ‘my plea for relief’”;  
Watson, Poetry, 328 
 
Lam 4:12 bY´ywøa◊w r∞Ax adversary and enemy   Nsemf, synl  
Berlin, Lamentations 4, “[a] possible hendiadys […] ‘the enemy 
and the foe’ or ‘the hostile foe’”/p. 101, “may be understood as 
a hendiadys, ‘the hostile foe’”2442;  
Held, “Notes,” 37, n. 512443;  
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “ennemi acharné”2444 
                                                
2438 The first component is a non-absolute hapax legomenon, according to Greenspahn, Hapax, 190. 
2439 Yiqtol + weyiqtol (coh.). 
2440 Qatal + weqatal. 
2441 Yiqtol + weyiqtol. 
2442 Berlin refers to Lam 4:12; Esth 7:6. 
2443 See note to Ps 27:2. 
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Lam 4:15 …wo¡Dn_MÅ…g …wäxÎn they fled, they also wandered (around) Vdiss, int (advm)2445  
Berlin, Lamentations, 100, “they wandered aimlessly”; 102, “I 
have translated the words as a hendiadys”  
 
Lam 4:21 ‹yIjVmIc◊w yIcy§Ic rejoice and be glad   Vsemf, synl2446 
Berlin, Lamentations 4, 101, “[a] possible hendiadys […] 
‘rejoice and be glad’ or ‘rejoice happily’” 
 
 
 
Esther 
 
Esth 1:4 t®r™RaVpI;t r$∂q◊y precious glory   Nc 
Grossfeld, Targums, 31 n. 19, “they form a hendiadys 
translating into ‘abundant glory’” 
 
Esth 1:6 N$DmÎ…g√rAa◊w X…wâb fine linen and purple   Ndiss 
Berlin, Esther, 9, “a hendiadys meaning ‘fine purple linen’”  
Esth 1:8 vy`IaÎw_vyIa man and man   Nsr, iden 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “chacun”2447 
 
Esth 1:13 NyáîdÎw tñ∂;d law and judgment   Ndiss 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “la loi du jugement”2448  
 
Esth 1:22a M™DoÎw M¶Ao_lRa◊w ... ‹hÎnyîdVm…w h§DnyîdVm_lRa    Nsr/Ph, semf, int 
to province and province … and to people and people   
Berlin, Esther, 20, “to every ethno-province”2449  
 
Esth 1:22b wóønwøvVlI;k ... h$DbDtVkI;k as it is written … in its language Ndiss, int, a, c 
Berlin, Esther, 20, “according to its written language”2450   
 
Esth 2:7 h$Ra√rAm t∞Abwøf◊w ‹rAa‹ø;t_tAp◊y beautiful form and pleasant appearance  Phsemf  
Koenen, “lAkDc,” TDOT, vol. XIV, 1152451  
 
Esth 2:8 w$øt∂d◊w ‹JKRl‹R;mAh_rAb√;d the word of the king and his law Nc + N, semf, c 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 932452 
 
Esth 2:17 dRs¢RjÎw N¶Ej favour and loving-kindness   Ndiss  
Grossfeld, Targums, 46 n. 40, “a common Biblical hendiadys”2453;  
                                                
2444 ‘Relentless enemy.’ Schorr also refers to Esth 7:6. 
2445 2 perf. 
2446 2 impv. 
2447 ‘Everyone.’ 
2448 ‘The law of judgment.’ 
2449 Berlin finds two hendiadyses here. See also Esth 1:22ba. The two suggested hendiadyses in 1:22aa and 
1:22ba ought, according to Berlin, to be interpreted “to every ethno-province according to its written language.” 
2450 Berlin finds two hendiadyses here. See also Esth 1:22aa. The two suggested hendiadyses in 1:22aa and 
1:22ba ought, according to Berlin, to be interpreted “to every ethno-province according to its written language.” 
2451 See note to Gen 29:17. 
2452 Levi refers to Esth 2:8; 4:3; 8:17; 9:1. 
2453 The nouns occur combined in the HB in this way only here. 
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Moore, Esther, 25, “It is possible that we have hendiadys here 
and should translate this as ‘his devoted favor’”; 
NET, 746 n. 5, “probably a hendiadys […] loving approval” 
 
Esth 3:2a ‹MyˆwSjA;tVv`Im…w My§Io√rO;k bowing down and bowing/worshipping Vsemf2454 
Cohen, “Saga,” 325, 327 n. 282455 
 
Esth 3:2b h`RwSjA;tVv`Iy añøl◊w oäårVkˆy añøl    Vsemf, int2456

 

he did not bow down and he did not bow/worship  
Cohen, “Saga,” 325, 327 n. 282457 
 
Esth 3:5 h™RwSjA;tVv`Im…w AoñérO;k bowing down and worshipping  Vsemf2458 
Cohen, “Saga,” 325, 327 n. 282459 
 
Esth 4:2 d¡EÚpVsIm…w y™IkVb…w and weeping and wailing  Vsemf2460 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 519 n. 22461 
 
Esth 4:3 ‹wøt∂d◊w JKRl§R;mAh_rAb√;d the word of the king and his law Nc + N, semf, c 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 932462 
 
Esth 4:14 hDlD…xAh◊w jÅwâ®r relief and deliverance  Nsemf 
Kahana, Esther, 206, “may represent one single notion, a sort of 
hendiadys”  
 
Esth 5:10 a¶EbÎ¥yÅw j¢AlVvˆ¥yÅw and he sent and he brought/let bring  Vdiss2463 
Moore, Esther, 59, “assembled”2464; 
NET, 749 n. 12, “probably a hendiadys, in which case the verbs 
could be translated as ‘summoned’” 
 
Esth 6:3 h¢D;l…wd◊g…w r¬∂q◊y honour and greatness   Ndiss 
Moore, Esther, 62, “great honor”; 
NET, 749 n. 25, “great honor” 
 
Esth 6:10 jâåq rEhAm make haste, take   Vdiss, asyn (advm)2465 
Spawn, Formulae, 232, “a hendiadys construction”  
 
Esth 7:6 bY´ywøa◊w r∞Ax adversary and enemy   Nsemf, synl  
Berlin, Esther, 69 “is a hendiadys […] meaning ‘hostile enemy’ 
or ‘vicious enemy’”2466; 
                                                
2454 2 partc. 
2455 See note to Ps 95:6. 
2456 2 impf. 
2457 See note to Ps 95:6. 
2458 2 partc. 
2459 See note to Ps 95:6. 
2460 2 infabs. 
2461 See note to Isa 22:12. 
2462 See note to Esth 2:8. 
2463 2 impfc. 
2464 Italics Moore. 
2465 2 impv. 
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Held, “Notes,” 37 n. 512467;  
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “ennemi acharné”2468 
 
Esth 8:3a w#øl_N‰…nAjVtI;tÅw V;KVb∞E;tÅw    Vdiss (advm)2469 
and she wept and she pleaded to him  
Andersen/Freedman, Hosea, 613-614, “beseeches with weeping”; 
Stuart, Hosea-Jonah, 191, “the two verbs probably tending to 
occur together in hendiadys”2470 
 
Esth 8:3b w$ø;tVbAvSj`Am ‹tEa◊w yYˆgÎgSa`Dh N∞DmDh ‹tAo ∂r_tRa   Ndiss, int, c 

the evil of Haman the Agagite and his thought  
Fox, Character, 92, “The words ‘evil’ and ‘plot,’ though not 
conjoined, function as a hendiadys meaning ‘evil plot’” 
 
Esth 8:15 hDj`EmDc◊w h™DlShDx she cried out and she rejoiced  Vdiss (advm)2471 
Bush, Ruth, 436, 438, “with joyous cheers”; 
NET, 751 n 15, “shouted with joy” 
 
Esth 8:16 NäOcDc◊w h¡DjVmIc◊w and gladness and joy  Nsemf, synl  
Schorr, “Les composés,” 1732472  
 
Esth 8:16a h¡DjVmIc◊w hä∂rwøa light and gladness   Ndiss (see Esth 8:16b) 
NET, 751, “radiant happiness and joyous honor”; 751 n. 16, “a 
double hendiadys”  
Esth 8:16b rá∂qyˆw NäOcDc◊w and joy and precious   Ndiss (see Esth 8:16a) 
NET, 751, “radiant happiness and joyous honor”; 751 n. 16, “a 
double hendiadys”  
 
Esth 8:17a ‹wøt∂d◊w JKRl§R;mAh_rAb√;d the word of the king and his law Nc + N, semf, c 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 932473 
 
Esth 8:17b ‹NwøcDc◊w h§DjVmIc gladness and joy   Nsemf, synl  
Schorr, “Les composés,” 1732474  
 
Esth 9:1 wäøt∂d◊w JKRl¢R;mAh_rAb√;d the word of the king and his law Nc + N, semf, c 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 932475 
 
Esth 9:18 h`DjVmIc◊w h¶R;tVvIm feast and gladness   Ndiss  
König, Stilistik, 161, “Freudengelage”2476; “Style,” 157, 
“feasting of gladness”; 
                                                
2466 See also note to Lam 4:12. A simple quotation mark added. 
2467 See note to Ps 27:2. 
2468 ‘A relentless enemy.’ Schorr also refers to Lam 4:12. 
2469 2 impfc. 
2470 See note to Hos 12:5. 
2471 Qatal + weqatal. 
2472 See note to Isa 22:13. 
2473 See note to Esth 2:8. 
2474 See note to Isa 22:13. 
2475 See note to Esth 2:8. 
2476 ‘A banquet.’ König refers also to Esth 9:22. 
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Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “festin de joie”2477;  
Segal, Introduction, 43, “jmC htCm”2478 
 
Esth 9:19 h™R;tVvIm…w h¶DjVmIc gladness and feast    Ndiss 
Bush, Ruth, 466, 468, “a joyful day of feasting” 
 
Esth 9:20 Myáîqwøj√rDh◊w My™IbwørV;qAh the ones near and the ones far away  Nant, b 
Wächter, “qAj∂r,” TDOT, vol. XIII, 470, “the antithesis 
ra6h2ôq/qa6rôb is often used as a hendiadys expressing a 
totality”2479 
 
Esth 9:22 h$DjVmIc◊w h∞R;tVvIm feast and gladness   Ndiss  
König, Stilistik, 161, “Freudengelage”2480; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “festin de joie”2481  
 
Esth 9:24 Má∂dV;bAaVlá…w M™D;mUhVl     Vsemf (advm)2482

 

to confuse/demolish them and to perish/destroy them   
Bush, Ruth, 466, 468, “to demolish them utterly” 
Esth 9:27 lE;bIq◊w …wâm◊¥yIq they imposed and they took [upon themselves]  Vdiss (advm)2483 
Bush, Ruth, 466, 468, “firmly obligated” 
 
Esth 9:28 My%IcSoÅn◊w My°îrD;k◊zˆn remembered and kept  Vdiss (advm)2484 
Bush, Ruth, 306, 467, 468, “celebrated as a memorial” 
 
Esth 9:30 t`RmTa‰w MwäølDv peace and truth    Ndiss 
Jepsen, “NAmDa,” TDOT, vol. I, 3112485; 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 90 n. 822486; 
Melamed, “Two,” 177, “tma MwlC”2487; 
NET, 753 “true peace”; 753 n. 2, “probably a hendiadys”  
 
Esth 10:2  w$øt∂r…wâb◊g…w ‹wøÚpVqDt his authority and his might  Ndiss, c  
Avishur, Studies, 111, “power of his mighty” 
 
 
 
Daniel 
 
Dan 1:9 My¡ImSjårVlá…w dRs™RjVl to loving-kindness and to compassions Nsemf, a, b 
Melamed, “Two,” 177, 1782488; 
                                                
2477 ‘A feast of joy.’ Schorr also refers to Esth 9:22. 
2478 ‘A joyful feast.’ 
2479 See note to Deut 13:8. 
2480 ‘A banquet.’ König also refers to Esth 9:18. 
2481 ‘A fest of joy.’ Schorr also refers to Esth 9:18. 
2482 2 infc. 
2483 Qatal + weqatal. 
2484 2 partc. 
2485 See note to 2 Kgs 20:19. 
2486 See note to 2 Kgs 20:19. 
2487 ‘True peace.’ See note to 2 Kgs 20:19. 
2488 See note to Jer 16:5. 
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NET, 1534 n. 5, “sympathetic” 
 
Dan 1:17 h¡DmVkDj ◊w rRp∞Es_lDkV;b l™E;kVcAh◊w oñ∂;dAm My¢IhølTa`Dh MªRhDl N°AtÎn   Nsemf, int 
the God gave to him knowledge and skill in all books and 
wisdom  
Levi, Inkongruenz, 882489 
 
Dan 1:20 hYÎnyI;b t∞AmVkDj wisdom of discernment  Nc 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Hebr.), 2002490 
 
Dan 2:9 (Aram) ‹hDtyIjVv…w h§Db √dIk h°D;lIm…w   Nsemf, hapax in BA 
and a word, lie/lying and corrupt 
Goldingay, Daniel, 43, “perverse lies” 
 
Dan 2:10 (Aram) fy$I;lAv◊w bâår great and a ruler  Nsemf 
Avishur, Studies, 114, “a great ruler”2491 
 
Dan 2:12 (Aram) ay¡I…gAc P ∞AxVq…w s™AnV;b   Vsemf, synl2492 
he was greatly angered and vexed   
Goldingay, Daniel, 43, “furious rage”; 
Grossfeld, Targums, 49 n. 52; 
NET, 1535 n. 19, “furiously angry” 
  
Dan 2:14 (Aram) M$EoVf…w a∞DfEo a counsel and decree/sense   Ndiss 
Goldingay, Daniel, 30, 43, “shrewd judgment”2493; 
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 139, “prudently took counsel”2494; 
NET, 1535 n. 22, “prudent counsel” 
 
Dan 2:22 (Aram) a¡Dt∂rV;tAsVm…w a™Dt∂qyI;mAo the deep and the hidden Nsemf2495 
Goldingay, Daniel, 43, “deeply hidden” 
 
Dan 2:23a (Aram) ‹jA;bAvVm…w aôédwøhVm thanking and praising  Vsemf2496 
Goldingay, Daniel, 43, “acknowledge and praise” 
 
Dan 2:23b (Aram) a™Dt√r…wb◊g…w a¢DtVmVkDj the wisdom and the power  Ndiss  
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 140  (not h.) 
 
Dan 2:28 (Aram) JK¢Dvaér y¶Ew◊zRj◊w JK°DmVlRj    N/Ph, c + Nc, semf 
your dream and your head’s visions  
Goldingay, Daniel, 43, “visionary dream” 
 

                                                
2489 Levi refers to Dan 1:17; 2 Chr 1:10; 1:11; 1:12. 
2490 See also Deut 4:6. 
2491 Italics Avishur. 
2492 Qatal + weqatal. 
2493 Goldingay refers on p. 43 to verse 12, but his translation of the nouns in question, ‘shrewd judgment,’ 
appears on p. 30 and seems to regard the two nouns in verse 14. 
2494 Italics Hartman/Di Lella. 
2495 Adj + pass partc/adj. 
2496 2 partc. 
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Dan 2:37 (Aram) a¶DÚpVqDt◊w a¢DnVsIj   Nsemf  
the power and the strength  
Avishur, Studies, 113, “the power and the might”2497 
 
Dan 2:44 (Aram) ‹PyEsDt◊w qôî;dA;t    Vdiss (advm)2498 
it will crush and it will fulfill/cause to fulfill  
Goldingay, Daniel, 32, 43, “finally shatter” 
 
Dan 3:7 (Aram) a#D¥yÅnDÚvIl◊w a∞D¥yAmUa a%D¥yAmVm`Ao_l`D;k        2Nsemf, b + 1N, diss,  
all the peoples, the nations and the languages   (hendiatris)2499 
Bullinger, Figures, 673, “All the people, yes – and people of all 
nations and languages” 
 
Dan 3:13 (Aram) h$DmSjÅw z∞Ag√rI;b with rage and fury  Nsemf, synl, a 
Hill, “Daniel,” 79-80, “furious with rage”;  
NET, 1538 n. 23, “in a fit of rage” 
 
Dan 3:26 (Aram) wóøtTa‰w …wq∞UÚp go out and come out  Vsemf2500 
Ginsberg, “Review,” 386, “come out here”  
Dan 3:32 (Aram) a$D¥yAhVmIt◊w ‹aD¥yAt`Da the signs and the wonders  Nsemf 
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 171, “wonderful miracles” 
 
Dan 4:10 (Aram) vy$î;dåq◊w ry∞Io a watcher and [a] holy  Ndiss2501 
Avishur, Studies, 113, “a messenger of holiness”2502;  
Blenkinsopp, Opening, 206, “holy watcher”; 
Bullinger, Bible, 1186, “a holy angel; 
NET, 1540, n. 20, “a holy sentinel”2503 
 
Dan 4:12 (Aram) ‹yIhw‹øv√rDv rôå;qIo the stump of its roots  Nc 
Montgomery, Daniel, 235 
 
Dan 4:20 (Aram) vyâî;dåq◊w ry∞Io a watcher and [a] holy  Ndiss2504 
Blenkinsopp, Opening, 206, “holy watcher”; 
NET, 1540, n. 20, “a holy sentinel”2505 
 
Dan 5:11a (Aram) …wönDtVlVkDc◊w …wµryIhÅn light/illumination and insight  Nsemf  
Goldingay, Daniel, 101, “perhaps hendiadys, ‘brilliant insight’”; 
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 184, “brilliant insight”2506  
 
 
 
                                                
2497 Italics Avishur. 
2498 Yiqtol + weyiqtol. 
2499 A hendiatris, according to Bullinger. See also Jer 4:2. 
2500 2 impv. 
2501 Noun + adj. 
2502 Italics Avishur. 
2503 With reference to Dan 4:10; 4:23(20). 
2504 Noun + adj. 
2505 See note to Dan 4:20. 
2506 Hartmann/Lella refer to Dan 5:11, 14. 
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Dan 5:11aa (Aram) h¶DmVkDj◊w …wönDtVlVkDc◊w …wµryIhÅn    3Nsemf2507
 

light/illumination and insight and wisdom  
Girard, Symboles, 182      
 
Dan 5:14 (Aram) …wönDtVlVkDc◊w …wµryIhÅn◊w and light/illumination and insight Nsemf 
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 184, “brilliant insight”2508  
 
Dan 5:14 (Aram) h¶DmVkDj◊w …wönDtVlVkDc◊w wµryIhÅn◊w    3Nsemf2509

 

and light/illumination and insight and wisdom   
Girard, Symboles, 182  
  
Dan 5:18ba (Aram) h$Dr√dAh◊w a∞Dr∂qyˆw aDt…wb √r…w a§Dt…wkVlAm   Ndiss, b  
the kingdom and the authority/greatness and the honour and the 
splendour/majesty, (see also 5:18bb below) 
Goldingay, Daniel, 100, “royal authority and glorious 
splendour”, 102, “a double hendiadys”; 
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 185, “a great kingdom and glorious 
majesty […] taken here as a double hendiadys”2510; 
NET, 1543 n. 9, “‘royal greatness and majestic honor,’ if the 
four terms are understood as a double hendiadys” 
 
Dan 5:18bb (Aram) h$Dr √dAh ◊w a ∞Dr ∂qyˆw aDt…wb√r…w a§Dt…wkVlAm   Nsemf  
the kingdom and the authority/greatness and the honour and the 
splendour/majesty (see also 5:18ba above)  

Goldingay, Daniel, 100, “royal authority and glorious 
splendour”, 102, “a double hendiadys”; 
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 185, “a great kingdom and glorious 
majesty […] taken here as a double hendiadys”2511; 
NET, 1543 n. 9, “‘royal greatness and majestic honor,’ if the 
four terms are understood as a double hendiadys” 
 
Dan 5:19 (Aram) Ny™IlSj∂d◊w [Ny¶Io◊yÎz] NyIoSaÎz wöøwSh   Vsemf2512

 

they trembled and feared/were trembling and fearing   
NET, 1543 n. 10, “can be treated as a hendiadys, ‘were 
trembling with fear’” 
 
Dan 6:5ba (Aram) h¶DjD;kVvAhVl h¢D;lIo charge and corrupted/corruption Nsemf 
Goldingay, Daniel, 119, 125, “grounds for indictment for 
corruption” 
 
Dan 6:5bb (Aram) h$DtyIjVv…w ‹…wlDv negligence and corrupted/corruption  Nsemf 
Goldingay, Daniel, 119, 125, “negligence or corruption” 
 
 
                                                
2507 A hendiadys, according to Girard. 
2508 See note to Dan 5:11. 
2509 A hendiadys, according to Girard. 
2510 Italics Hartman/Di Lella. 
2511 Italics Hartman/Di Lella. 
2512 Perf + 2 partc. 
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Dan 6:8 (Aram) r¡DsTa h™Dp∂;qAtVl…w a$D;kVlAm ‹MÎyVq h§DmÎ¥yåqVl  Nsemf, int 
to establish the king-statute and making strong an injunction 
Goldingay, Daniel, 1252513 
 
Dan 6:9 (Aram) a¡DbDtV;k M∞Uv√rIt◊w a™DrDsTa MyñîqV;t   Nsemf/V/Clasemf2514 
establish the injunction and inscribe the writing 
Goldingay, Daniel, 1252515; 
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 195, “issue this written prohibition 
over your signature”2516 
 
Dan 6:10 (Aram) a`DrDsTa‰w a™DbDtV;k the writing and the injunction Ndiss 
Avishur, Studies, 113, “the document of interdiction”2517; 
Goldingay, Daniel, 119, 125, “written injunction” 
 
Dan 6:11 (Aram) ‹aédwøm…w a§E;lAxVm…w praying and thanking  Vsemf2518 
Goldingay, Daniel, 1252519 
 
Dan 6:12 (Aram) N™A…nAjVtIm…w a¶EoD;b    Vsemf2520 
asking/seeking and seeking/showing favour  
Goldingay, Daniel, 119, 125, “petitionary prayer”; 
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 195, “praying in supplication” 
 
Dan 6:16 (Aram) M¢DyVq…w r¶DsTa injunction and statute  Nsemf 
Avishur, Studies, 112, “vow of interdiction”2521; 
Goldingay, Daniel, 120, 125, “any statutory injunction”; 
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 195, “decreed prohibition”2522 
 
Dan 7:10 (Aram) ‹qEpÎn◊w d§EgÎn flowing and going out/forth  Vsemf, hapax in BA2523  
Ginsberg, “Review,” 386, “flowed out, issued”  
 
Dan 7:11 (Aram) a`DÚvRa tñådéqyIl to the burning/flaming of the fire Nc 
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 206, “consuming fire”2524 
 
Dan 7:12 (Aram) Ná∂;dIo◊w N¶Am◊z time and time/season  Nsemf, synl 
Greenspahn, Introduction, 159, “probably be understood as a 
hendiadys, meaning ‘a time and a(nother) time,’ i.e., ‘two 
times’”; 

                                                
2513 Goldingay refers to a hendiadys in vv. 8 and 9 without giving the actual components, but it is presumably 
these two nouns that are intended in accordance with his suggestion on the nouns in Dan 6:16. 
2514 2 impf. 
2515 See note to Dan 6:8. 
2516 Italics Hartman/Di Lella. 
2517 Italics Avishur. 
2518 2 partc. 
2519 Goldingay refers to a hendiadys in v. 11 without giving the actual components, but it is presumably these two 
components that are intended, in accordance with the other exemplifications,. 
2520 2 partc. 
2521 Italics Avishur. 
2522 Italics Hartman/Di Lella. 
2523 2 partc. 
2524 Italics Hartman/Di Lella. 
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Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 206, “a limited time”2525 
 
Dan 7:25 (Aram) t$∂d◊w Ny∞InVmˆz times and law   Ndiss, b 
Goldingay, Daniel, 143, 146, “times set by decree”; 
NET, 1547, n. 12, “times established by law” 
 
Dan 7:26 hä∂dDbwøhVl…w hñ∂dDmVvAhVl to destroy and to perish/destroy Vsemf2526 
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 207, “by final and utter 
destruction”2527 
 
Dan 8:10 My™IbDkwø;kAh_NIm…w a¶DbD…xAh_NIm from the host/army and from the stars N/Ph, diss  
Bullinger, Figures, 661, “of the starry host”2528;  
Girard, Symboles, 1003 n. 84; 
Lee, Grammar, 3042529 
 
Dan 8:24 My`IvOdVq_MAo◊w and people of holy ones  Nc 
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 229, “the holy people”2530 
 
Dan 8:27 ‹yIty‹ElTjì‰n◊w yIty§EyVhˆn I was finished/fainted and I was sick Vsemf2531 
Johnson, Perfekt, 92 
 
Dan 9:3 My¡In…wnSjAt◊w h™D;lIpV;t prayer and supplications  Nsemf 
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 241, “supplicating prayer”2532 
 
Dan 9:4 dRs$RjAh`Vw ‹tyîrV;bAh the covenant and the loving-kindness Ndiss 
Avishur, Studies, 105, “covenant and steadfast love”2533; 
Goldingay, Daniel, 225, 234, “his covenental commitment”; 
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 241, “who loyally keep your 
covenant”2534; 
NET, 1550 n. 13, “faithful to his covenant”; 
Weinfeld, “Terminology,” 192 
 
Dan 9:5 ÔKy`RfDÚpVvI;mIm…w ÔK™RtOwVxI;mIm    Ndiss, a, b, c 

from your commandments and from your judgments   
Goldingay, Daniel, 225, 234, “on your authoritative commands” 
 
Dan 9:7 My#IqOj√rDh◊w My∞IbOrV;qAh the ones near and the ones far away  Nant, b 
Wächter, “qAj∂r,” TDOT, vol. XIII, 470, “the antithesis ra6h2ôq/ 
qarôb is often used as a hendiadys expressing a totality”2535 

                                                
2525 Italics Hartman/Di Lella. 
2526 2 infc. 
2527 Italics Hartman/Di Lella. 
2528 Italics Bullinger. 
2529 In the edition from 1827. 
2530 Italics Hartman/Di Lella. 
2531 Qatal + weqatal. 
2532 Hartman/Di Lella refer to Dan 9:3, 17. 
2533 Italics Avishur. See note to Deut 7:9.  
2534 Italics Hartman/Di Lella. 
2535 See note to Deut 13:8. 
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Dan 9:9 twóøjIlV;sAh◊w My™ImSjårDh the mercies and the forgivenesses  Ndiss, b 
Goldingay, Daniel, 225, 234, “a deep compassion which keeps 
pardoning” 
 
Dan 9:11 h#DoUbVÚvAh◊w h∞DlDaDh the oath/curse and the oath   Nsemf 
Brichto, Problem, 33; 
Goldingay, Daniel, 225, 234, “the solemn curse”;  
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 242, “the sworn malediction”2536; 
Koehler/Baumgartner, “hDoUbVv,” HALAT, vol. IV, 1288, 
“(hendiad.) der Fluchschwur”2537; “hDoUbVv,” HALOT, vol. II, 1385, 
“the sworn curse”; 
Kottsieper, “oAbDv,” TDOT, vol. XIV, 334; 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 912538; 
Levine, Numbers 1-20, 1972539; 
NET, 1549, “the judgment solemnly treated”; 1549, n. 3, 
“probably a hendiadys”2540 
 
Dan 9:15 …wnVo`Dv∂r …wna™DfDj we have sinned, we have been wicked Vsemf, asyn2541 
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 242, “we acknowledge the 
wickedness of our sins”2542 
 
Dan 9:16 $ÔKVt∞DmSjÅw ‹ÔKVÚpAa your anger and your wrath  Nsemf, synl 
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 242, “fierce anger”2543 
 
Dan 9:17 wyYÎn…wnSj ∞A;t_lRa◊w ‹ÔK √;dVbAo t§A;lIpV;t …wny#EhølTa o∞AmVv  N/Ph, semf, int 
listen God to your servant’s prayer and to his supplications   
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 241, “supplicating prayer”2544 
 
Dan 9:18 ry›IoDh◊w …wny$EtOmVmáOv our devastations and the city  Ndiss, c2545 
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 243, “our devastated city”2546 
 
Dan 9:22 r∞E;båd◊yÅw NRb™D¥yÅw and he instructed and he spoke   Vdiss2547 
NET, 1551, “He spoke with me, instructing me”; 1551 n. 9, “a 
verbal hendiadys” 
 
Dan 9:23 h`Ra√rA;mA;b N™EbDh◊w r$Db∂;dA;b ‹NyIb…w   Clasemf2548

 

and understand the word and understand the vision    

                                                
2536 Italics Hartman/Di Lella. 
2537 ‘The sworn curse.’ 
2538 See note to Num 5:21. 
2539 See note to Num 5:21. 
2540 See note to Num 5:21. 
2541 2 perf. 
2542 Italics Hartman/Di Lella. 
2543 Italics Hartman/Di Lella. 
2544 See note to Dan 9:3. 
2545 Abstr + concr. 
2546 Italics Hartman/Di Lella. 
2547 2 impfc. 
2548 2 impv. Vsr, ds. 
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Goldingay, Daniel, 228, “a double hendiadys, ‘give careful heed 
to the revelatory word’”2549; 
NET, 1551 n. 11, “perhaps a compound hendiadys (‘give serious 
consideration to the revelatory vision’)” 
 
Dan 9:24 ay$IbÎn◊w NwâøzDj vision and prophet    Ndiss2550 
Blenkinsopp, Opening 20, “the prophetic vision”;  
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 244, “prophetic vision”2551; 
NET, 1551 n 18, “the prophetic vision” 
 
Dan 9:25a dyYˆgÎn Ajy∞IvDm an anointed, a prince  Nsemf, asyn 
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 244, “an anointed leader”2552; 
Hasel, “dyˆgÎn,” TDOT, vol. IX, 201 (not h.), due to “the absence 
of any conjunction”  
 
Dan 9:25b ‹hDt◊nVbˆn◊w ‹b…wvD;t it shall return and it shall be built  Vdiss (advm)2553 
NET, 1466 n. 10; 1551 n. 24, “it will again be built”2554 
Dan 9:27 h$Dx∂rTj∞Rn◊w ‹hDlD;k    Ndiss 
complete destruction and decision   
Blenkinsopp, Opening, 15-16 n. 17, “the destruction that is 
decreed”2555;  
Gadenz, Jews, 129 n. 1932556; 
Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner), 
vol. II, “Xrj,” 401, “fest beschlossene Vernichtung”2557; 
Gesenius, Lexicon (ed. Robinson), 348, “destruction 
decreed”2558; 
Goldingay, Daniel, 226, 230, “a conclusion which has been 
decreed”; 
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 245, “decreed ruin”2559; 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 89 n. 812560; 
Montgomery, Daniel, 389, “a determined end”2561;  
Nicole, “Xrj,” NIDOTTE, vol. II, 2862562; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “extermination décidée”2563 
 
 
 
                                                
2549 The passage in question is translated by Goldingay on page 225: “So heed the word and give heed to the 
revelation.” 
2550 Abstr + concr. 
2551 Italics Hartman/Di Lella. 
2552 Italics Hartman/Di Lella. 
2553 Impf + perfc. 
2554 See note to Gen 26:18. 
2555 See note to Isa 10:23. 
2556 See note to Isa 10:23. 
2557 See note to Isa 10:23. 
2558 Italics Robinson. See note to Isa 10:23. 
2559 Italics Hartman/Di Lella. See note to Isa 10:23. 
2560 See note to Isa 10:23. 
2561 See note to Isa 10:23. 
2562 See note to Isa 10:23. 
2563 ‘A decided extermination.’ See note to Isa 10:23. 
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Dan 10:12 twöø…nAoVtIhVl…w NyªIbDhVl to understand and to afflict yourself Vdiss2564 
Montgomery, Daniel, 411, “is practically a hendiadys”  
 
Dan 10:18 y¢I;b_oÅ…gˆ¥yÅw PRs¬O¥yÅw and he added and he touched me  Vdiss (advm)2565 
NET, 1553 n. 5, “touched me again” 
 
Dan 11:7 qy`IzTjRh ◊w M™RhDb h¶DcDo ◊w    Vdiss, int2566  
and he will do with them and he will be strong  
Goldingay, Daniel, 272, 288, “he will deal with them as their 
conqueror”2567; 
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 267, “he will treat them as a 
conqueror”2568; 
Montgomery, Daniel, 432  
 
Dan 11:8 b¡DhÎz◊w PRs∞R;k◊w and silver and gold   Ndiss, th 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “riches”  
 
Dan 11:21 twíø;qAlVqAlSjA;b t…wäkVlAm qy¶IzTjRh◊w hYÎwVlAvVb a∞Db…w  Ndiss, int 
and he will come with prosperity and make the kingdom strong 
with slipperies 
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 269, “He will slip in suddenly”2569 
 
Dan 11:23 M™AxDo◊w h¶DlDo◊w and he will go up and he will become mighty Vdiss2570 
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 269, “and rise to power”2571 
 
Dan 11:30 h¡DcDo ◊w v®dwëøq_tyáîrV;b_lAo M¶AoÎz ◊w   Vdiss, int (advm)2572 
and he will be indignant against the holy covenant  
and he will do/act 
Goldingay, Daniel, 273, 288, “he will take harsh action”2573 
 
Dan 11:32 …wácDo◊w …wq¶IzSjÅy and they will be strong and they will do/act  Vdiss2574 
Goldingay, Daniel, 273, 288, “will offer firm resistance”2575; 
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 271, “will take strong action”2576; 
Montgomery, Daniel, 458 
 
 
 
 

                                                
2564 2 infc. 
2565 2 impfc. 
2566 2 perfc. 
2567 Goldingay refers to Dan 11:7, 30, 32. 
2568 Italics Hartman/Di Lella. 
2569 Italics Hartman/Di Lella. 
2570 2 perfc. 
2571 Italics Hartman/Di Lella. 
2572 2 perfc. 
2573 See note to Dan 11:7. 
2574 Impf + perfc. 
2575 See note to Dan 11:7. 
2576 Italics Hartman/Di Lella. 
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Dan 11:35 N™E;bVlAl ◊w rñérDbVl…w M¢RhD;b PwõørVxIl    3Vsemf, int  
to refine them and to purify and to whiten  (hendiatris)2577 
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 358 n. 112578 
 
Dan 11:36 hDt`DcTo‰n h™Dx ∂rTj‰n y¶I;k MAoYÅz hDl ∞D;k_dAo   Ndiss, int 
until indignation is complete/finished/destructed   
because/indeed destruction is made/decided 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 89 n. 81.2579; 
Nicole, “Xrj,” NIDOTTE, vol. II, 2862580; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “extermination décidée”2581 
 
Dan 11:40 r`DbDo◊w P¶AfDv◊w and he will overflow and he will pass  Vdiss (advm)2582 
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 272, “passing through them like a 
flood”2583 
 
Dan 11:44 MyäîrSjAhVlá…w dy¶ImVvAhVl to destroy and to devote (to destruction) Vsemf2584 
Hartman/Di Lella, Daniel, 272, “to completely exterminate”2585 
Dan 12:10 My$I;bår ‹…wp √r`D…xˆy ◊w …wônV;bAlVt`Iy ◊w …wrßr`D;bVtˆy    3Vsemf (hendiatris)2586

 

and many shall be purified/purify themselves, be whitened 
/make themselves white and refined’   
Girard, Psaumes 1-50, 358 n. 112587 
 
 
 
Ezra 
 
Ezra 2:63 My`I;mUtVl…w Myñîr…waVl to Urim and to Thummim  N, a, b, crux 
Dam van, Urim, 138-139, “perfect illumination”2588; 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. III, 4962589; 
Jeffers, Magic, 209 n. 3802590; 
Melamed, “Two,” 1752591 
 
Ezra 3:7 h%R;tVvIm…w l°DkSaAm…w and food and drink/feast  Ndiss, th 
Tur-Sinai (Torczyner), Language, 350  
 
 

                                                
2577 3 infc. A hendiatris, according to Girard. 
2578 Giard refers to Dan 11:35; 12:10. 
2579 See note to Isa 10:23. 
2580 See note to Isa 10:23. 
2581 ‘A decided extermination.’ See note to Isa 10:23. 
2582 2 perfc. 
2583 Italics Hartman/Di Lella. 
2584 2 infc. 
2585 Italics Hartman/Di Lella. 
2586 Yiqtol + 2 weyiqtol. A hendiatris, according to Girard. 
2587 Girard refers to Dan 11:35; 12:10. 
2588 See note to Ex 28:30. 
2589 See note to Ex 28:30. 
2590 See note to Ex 28:30. 
2591 See note to Ex 28:30. 
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Ezra 3:11 tûOdwøhVb…w l°E;lAhV;b with praising and with thanking  Vsemf2592 
Allen, “hdy,” NIDOTTE, vol. II, 407, “a hendiadys for hymnic 
praise”2593 
 
Ezra 4:23 lˆy`Dj◊w oñ∂r√dRaV;b by force and strength   Nsemf, a 
NET, 716 n. 26, “with threat of armed force” 
 
Ezra 7:10ab d¶E;mAlVl…w tóOcSoAl◊w and to do and to teach  Vdiss (advm)2594 
Fensham, Ezra, 101 (not h.); 
Myers, Ezra, 58, “to teach effectively […] probably 
hendiadys”2595; 
NET, 719 n. 7, “may be a hendiadys, in which case it would 
have the sense of ‘effectively teaching’” 
 
Ezra 7:10bb f`DÚpVvIm…w qñOj a statute and a judgment  Nsemf 
Melamed, “Two,” 1752596; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 169, “le statut de la loi, ou statut 
juridique”2597 
 
Ezra 8:22 w$øÚpAa◊w wâøΩΩzUo◊w and his might and his nose/anger  Ndiss, c  
Avishur, Studies, 109, “and his fury and his wrath”2598;  
Fensham, Ezra, 117, 118, “his powerful wrath”2599;  
NET, 721 n. 6, “his great anger”; 
Wagner, “zzo,” TDOT, vol. XI, 9, “the two nouns may be 
interpreted as a hendiadys for ‘his powerful wrath’ or ‘his 
wrathful power’”; 
Williamson, Ezra, 112, 114 “his fierce wrath”2600 
 
Ezra 8:28 ‹bDhÎΩΩzAh◊w PRs§R;kAh◊w and the silver and the gold  Ndiss, th 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “riches”  
 
Ezra 8:29 …w#rVmIv◊w …wêdVqIv watch and keep   Vsemf (advm)2601 
Fensham, Ezra, 119, “Keep them carefully”2602 
 
Ezra 8:30, 33 ‹bDhÎΩΩzAh◊w PRs§R;kAh◊w the silver and the gold  Ndiss, th 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “riches”  
 
Ezra 9:14 h`DfyElVp…w tyäîrEaVv a remnant and a fugitive  Nsemf 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 92; 
                                                
2592 2 infc.  
2593 Allen considers this combination a hendiadys and refers to Ezra 3:11; Neh 12:24; 46; 1 Chr 16:4; 23:30; 
25:3; 2 Chr 5:13; 31:2. 
2594 2 infc.  
2595 Italics Myers. 
2596 Melamed refers to the combination of these nouns as a hendiadys. 
2597 ‘The regulation of the law, or a legal regulation.’ See note to Ex 15:25. 
2598 Italics Avishur. 
2599 Italics Fensham. 
2600 Italics Williamson. 
2601 2 impv. 
2602 Italics Fensham. 
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Schorr, “Les composés,” 170 
 
Ezra 10:14 ry™IoÎw ry¶Io city and city   Nsr, iden  
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “toute ville”2603 
 
 
 
Nehemiah 
 
Neh 1:5 dRs$RjÎw ‹tyîrV;bAh the covenant and the loving-kindness Ndiss  
Avishur, Studies, 105, “covenant and steadfast love”2604; 
Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner), 
vol. I, “tyrb,” 177, “Gnadenzusage”2605; 
Honeymann, “Merismus,” 17, “merging of merismus and 
hendiadys”; 
NET, 725 n. 10, “his loving covenant”; 
Weinfeld, “Terminology,” 192 
 
Neh 1:7 My$IfDÚpVvI;mAh_tRa◊w ‹MyI;qUj`Ah_tRa◊w and the statutes and the judgments  Nsemf, b 
Melamed, “Two,” 175, 1772606 
 
Neh 2:15 awöøbDaÎw b…w#vDaÎw and I returned and I came  Vdiss (advm)2607 
Williamson, Ezra, 186 “ambiguous […] as a verbal hendiadys, 
which we might render ‘before re-entering’” 
 
Neh 2:19 …wny¡ElDo …wäzVbˆ¥yÅw …wn$Dl …wg∞IoVlÅ¥yÅw    Cla/Vsemf (advm)2608 
and they mocked at us and they despised us  
Gesenius, Handwörterbuch (eds. Rüterswörden/Meyer/Donner), 
vol. I, “hzb,” 135, “sie behandelten uns höhnisch u. 
verachtlich”2609 
 
Neh 2:20 MÊ`DlDv…wryI;b NwëørD;kˆz◊w hö∂q∂dVx…w qRlªEj_Ny`Ea M#RkDl◊w    3Ndiss (hendiatris)2610 
you have no part and righteousness and remembrance in   
Jerusalem  
NET, 726, “no just or ancient right”; 726 n. 23, “probably a 
hendiatris” 
 
Neh 3:20 qy¢IzTjRh h¬∂rTjRh he burned, he strengthened   Vdiss, asyn (advm)2611 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 173, “il a appuyé avec zèle”2612  
 
 
                                                
2603 ‘All cities.’ 
2604 Italics Avishur. See note to Deut 7:9.  
2605 ‘Faith assurance.’ 
2606 See note to Ex 15:25. 
2607 2 impfc. 
2608 2 impfc 
2609 ‘They treated us derisively and contemptuously.’ 
2610 Probably a hendiatris, according to the NET Bible commentator. 
2611 2 perf. 
2612 ‘He pressed on with eagerness.’ 
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Neh 3:33 h¡E;b√rAh s™AoVkˆ¥yÅw w$øl rAj∞I¥yÅw                       Cla/Vsemf, synl (advm)2613 
and he was very angry and he was very enraged  
Fensham, Ezra, 179-180, “he became very angry”2614  
 
Neh 4:13 h¡DbDj√r…w h™E;b√rAh great and wide    Ndiss2615 
Myers, Ezra, 124, “spread out in all directions”2616 
Williamson, Ezra, 220, “very spread out”/p. 223, “is to be 
understood as a hendiadys”2617 
 
Neh 7:65 My`I;m…wt◊w Myñîr…waVl to Urim and Thummim  N, a, b, crux 
Dam van, Urim, 138-139, “perfect illumination”2618; 
Houtman, Exodus, III, 4962619; 
Jeffers, Magic, 209 n. 3802620; 
Melamed, “Two,” 1752621; 
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “lumière et perfection = 
oracle”2622;  
Tur-Sinai (Torczyner), Language, 351 
 
Neh 8:6 ¢U…wSjA;tVvˆ¥yÅw …wµdV;qˆ¥yÅw    Vsemf, synl (advm)2623 
and they bowed down and they bowed/worshipped  
Cohen, “Saga,” 325, 336 n. 222624; 
Stuart, Exodus, 290 n. 53, “‘submit worshipfully’ or the like”2625  
 
Neh 9:10 My%ItVpáOm…w t°OtOa signs and signs/wonders   Nsemf, synl, b 
Houtman, Exodus, vol. I, 363 n. 732626;  
NET, 735, “awesome signs”; 735 n. 14, “‘awesome signs’ or 
‘miraculous signs’” 
 
Neh 9:15 tRvâ®rDl ‹awøbDl to come, to inherit   Vdiss, asyn (advm)2627 
Boling, Joshua, 423, “proceeding to take possession”2628 
 
Neh 9:18  h$DkE;sAm l‰g∞Eo a calf of a molten image  Nc  
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 126 n. 37, “a molten calf”2629 
 
 
                                                
2613 2 impfc. 
2614 Italics Fensham. 
2615 2 adj. 
2616 Italics Myers. 
2617 Italics Williamson. 
2618 See note to Ex 28:30. 
2619 See note to Ex 28:30. 
2620 See note to Ex 28:30. 
2621 See note to Ex 28:30. 
2622 Schorr also refers to Deut 33:8. 
2623 2 impfc. 
2624 See note to Gen 24:26. 
2625 See note to Gen 24:26. 
2626 See note to Deut 4:34. 
2627 2 infc. 
2628 Italics Boling. See note to Deut 9:1.  
2629 Italics Melamed. See note to Ex 32:4. 
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Neh 9:23 tRvá∂rDl awñøbDl to come, to inherit   Vdiss, asyn (advm)2630 
Boling, Joshua, 423, “proceeding to take possession”2631 
 
Neh 9:25 ‹…woV;bVcˆ¥y`Aw …wôlVkaø¥yÅw and they ate and they were satisfied  Vdiss2632 
NET, 736 n. 4, “They ate until they were full”  
 
Neh 9:30 ÔKy™RayIb◊n_dÅyV;b öÔKSj…wrV;b by your spirit, through your prophets Phdiss, asyn 
Girard, Symboles, 361, 437 n. 140 
 
Neh 9:32 ~dRsRjAh◊w tyâîrV;bAh the covenant and the loving-kindness Ndiss  
Avishur, Studies, 105, “covenant and steadfast love”2633; 
NET, 736 n. 14, “covenant fidelity”; 
Weinfeld, “Terminology,” 192; 
Williams, Syntax, 16, “the loyal covenant”; Syntax, (ed. 
Beckman), 30, “covenant loyalty?”2634 
 
Neh 10:30 h#Do…wbVvIb…w h∞DlDaV;b with an oath/curse and with an oath  Nsemf, a2635 
Brichto, Problem, 33-34, “perhaps […] ‘a penalty-fraught 
oath’”; 
Keller, “hDlDo,” TLOT, vol. I, 114; 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 912636; 
Levine, Numbers 1-20, 1972637; 
NET, 737 n. 10, “may be a hendiadys, meaning ‘an oath with 
penalties’”; 1549 n. 32638 
 
Neh 12:24 tw$ødwøhVl l∞E;lAhVl to praising, to praising/thanking Vsemf, asyn2639 
Allen, “hdy,” NIDOTTE, vol. II, 407, “a hendiadys for hymnic 
praise”2640 
 
Neh 12:27 ‹hDjVmIc◊w h§D;k¨nSj inauguration and gladness  Ndiss  
Avishur, Studies, 103 n. 1, “dedication with gladness”;  
Boda, “Notes,” 392 n. 12, “a joyous dedication festival”; 
Williamson, Ezra, 367, 368, “the dedication with joy”2641 
 
Neh 12:46 twëødOh◊w h¶D;lIhV;t_ryIv◊w and song of praise and thanking/praising Nc+V2642 
Allen, “hdy,” NIDOTTE, vol. II, 407, “a hendiadys for hymnic 
praise”2643 

                                                
2630 2 infc. 
2631 Italics Boling. See note to Deut 9:1.  
2632 2 impfc. 
2633 Italics Avishur. See note to Deut 7:9.  
2634 See note to Deut 7:9. 
2635 The conjunction + preposition be.  
2636 See note to Num 5:21. 
2637 See note to Num 5:21. 
2638 See note to Num 5:21. 
2639 2 infc.  
2640 See note to Ezra 3:11.  
2641 Italics Williamson. 
2642 Infc. 
2643 See note to Ezra 3:11.  
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Neh 13:20 Mˆy`D;tVv…w MAo¶Aúp one time and two   Ndiss, th  
Schorr, “Les composés,” 172, “plus d’une fois”2644 
 
Neh 13:21 hô∂rVmOaÎw M#RhDb h ∂dy ∞IoDaÎw and I testified to them and I said  Vdiss, int2645 
Simian-Yofre/Ringgren, “dwo,” TDOT, vol. X, 499, “coordinated 
with a different verb as hendiadys”2646 
 
Neh 13:25 M$ElVláåqSaÎw ‹MD;mIo byôîrDaÎw    Vdiss (advm)2647 
and I contended with them and I cursed  
Brichto, Problem, 124, “The likelyhood is that we have a 
hendiadys here, the force being: ‘So I upbraided them roundly 
(=abusively)’” 
 
 
 
1 Chronicles 
 
1 Chr 7:23 dRl∞E;tÅw rAh™A;tÅw     Vdiss2648 
and she became pregnant and she gave birth  
Stuart, Exodus, 86, “It is a standard hendiadys in Hebrew 
narrative for describing a baby coming into a family”2649 
 
1 Chr 11:1 äÔK√rDcVbá…w ñÔKVmVxAo your bone and your flesh  Ndiss, th, c  
Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “parent”2650 
 
1 Chr 11:6 r¡DcVl…w vaëørVl to head and to prince  Nsemf, a  
Kalimi, “Capture,” 72 n. 23, “It is a question in itself, if in this 
verse the words […] are used per hendiadys or have different 
meanings”2651 
 
1 Chr 16:4 l$E;lAhVl…w twêødwøhVl…w and to thanking and to praising Vdiss2652 
Allen, “hdy,” NIDOTTE, vol. II, 407, “a hendiadys for hymnic 
praise”2653 
 
1 Chron 16:28 záOoÎw dwñøbD;k honour and might/strength  Ndiss  
Avishur, Studies, 107, “glory and strength”2654  
 
1 Chr 16:31 X®r$DaDh l ∞EgDt ◊w ‹Mˆy‹AmDÚvAh …wôjVmVcˆy   Vsemf, synl in Pa2655

 

Let the heavens be glad, and let the earth rejoice  
                                                
2644 ‘More than once.’ Schorr refers to Neh 13:8 but the example he mentions occurs in Neh 13:20. 
2645 2 impfc. 
2646 See note to 1 Sam 8:9. 
2647 2 impfc. 
2648 2 impfc. 
2649 See note to Gen 4:1. 
2650 See note to Gen 29:14. 
2651 Italics Kalimi. 
2652 2 infc. 
2653 See note to Ezra 3:11.  
2654 See note to Ps 29:1. 
2655 Yiqtol + weyiqtol. 
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Patterson, Nahum, 153, “They are often used together to express 
total gladness, sometimes perhaps as hendiadys”2656 
 
1 Chr 17:5 N`D;kVvI;mIm…w lRhäOa_lRa    N/Ph, semf, a 
to a tent and from a dwelling/tabernacle  
Held, “Notes,” 37 n. 53 
 
1 Chr 18:11 b$DhÎΩΩzAh◊w ‹PRs‹R;kAh the silver and the gold  Ndiss, th 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “riches”2657 
 
1 Chr 18:14 hä∂q∂dVx…w f¶DúpVvIm judgment and righteousness  Ndiss 
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1-39, 108, 181;  
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”2658; 
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”; 
Melamed, “Two,” 1752659; 
Reimer, “qdx,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 750, “Since the pair forms a 
hendiadys, precise and distinct meanings for each of the partners 
should not be sought. Rather, together they represent the ideal of 
social justice”2660; 
Schultz, “Theology,” NIDOTTE, vol. I, 197, “probably best 
understood as a hendiadys, that is, two terms that can be 
translated as ‘righteous judgment’ or ‘social justice’”2661; 
Weinfeld, “Justice,” 2282662 
 
1 Chr 22:5 ‹t®r‹RaVpItVl…w M§EvVl to name and to glory/beauty  Ndiss, a  
Bullinger, Figures, 660, “of glorious fame”;  
Glassius, Philologiae, 393, “ad nomen ornatissimum 
(obtinendum) apud omnes terras”2663; 
Winkle van, “Meaning,” 379, “glorious fame” 
 
1 Chr 22:9 f®q¢RvÎw MwñølDv◊w and to peace and quiet  Nsemf 
Holladay, Lexicon, 84, “complete peace”;  
Koehler/Baumgartner, “w,” HALAT, vol. I, 247, “völliger 
Friede”2664; “w,” HALOT, vol. I, 258, “perfect peace”; 
Winkle, “Meaning,”379, “peaceful quiet” 
 
1 Chr 22:13 My$IfDÚpVvI;mAh_tRa◊w Myâî;qUj`Ah_tRa the statutes and the judgments  Nsemf, b 
Melamed, “Two,” 175, 1772665 
                                                
2656 See note to Ps 14:7. 
2657 See note to Gen 13:2. 
2658 Italics Brichto. See note to Gen 18:19.  
2659 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
2660 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
2661 See note to Ps 99:4. 
2662 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
2663 ‘A very honoured name (to be obtained) in all countries.’ 
2664 ‘Perfect peace.’ 
2665 See note to Ex 15:25. 
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1 Chr 23:30 l™E;lAhVl…w twõødOhVl to thanking and to praising  Vsemf2666 
Allen, “hdy,” NIDOTTE, vol. II, 407, “a hendiadys for hymnic 
praise”2667 
 
1 Chr 25:3 l™E;lAh◊w twõødOh thanking and praising  Vsemf2668 
Allen, “hdy,” NIDOTTE, vol. II, 407, “a hendiadys for hymnic 
praise”2669 
 
1 Chr 28:20 D;K$Rb◊zAo`Ay aâøl◊w ‹ÔKVÚp√rÅy aôøl   Cla/Vsemf, synl2670 
he will not leave you and he will not forsake you  
Brongers, “Merismus,” 110, “er wird dich bestimmt nicht 
deinem Los überlassen”2671 
1 Chr 29:12 hó∂r…wb◊g…w AjâO;k strength and might/strength  Nsemf, synl 
Avishur, Studies, 108, “power of might”2672 
 
1 Chr 29:20 …wöwSjA;tVv`I¥yÅw …wµdV;qˆ¥yÅw    Vsemf, synl2673 
and they bowed down and they bowed/worshipped  
Cohen, “Saga,” 325, 336 n. 222674; 
Stuart, Exodus, 290 n. 53, “‘submit worshipfully’ or the like”2675 
 
 
 
2 Chronicles 
 
2 Chr 1:10 y$Il_NR;t ‹o ∂;dAm…w h§DmVkDj wisdom and knowledge give to me Nsemf 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 882676 
 
2 Chr 1:11 o$∂;dAm…w h∞DmVkDj knowledge and wisdom  Nsemf 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 882677 
 
2 Chr 1:12 JK¡Dl N…wâtÎn oä∂;dA;mAh ◊w h¶DmVkDj`Ah    Nsemf  

the wisdom and the knowledge is given to her  
Levi, Inkongruenz, 882678 
 

2 Chr 2:8 a`ElVpAh◊w lwõødÎ…g great and wonderful   Ndiss2679  
Bullinger, Figures, 660, “shall be great, yes – and wonderfully 
great too”;  

                                                
2666 2 infc. 
2667 See note to Ezra 3:11.  
2668 2 infc. 
2669 See note to Ezra 3:11.  
2670 2 impf. 
2671 See note to Deut 31:6. 
2672 Italics Avishur. Avishur also refers to 2 Chr 20:6.  
2673 2 impfc. 
2674 See note to Gen 24:26. 
2675 See note to Gen 24:26. 
2676 See note to Dan 1:17. 
2677 See note to Dan 1:17. 
2678 See note to Dan 1:17. 
2679 2 adj. 
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Schorr, “Les composés,” 170, “admirablement grand”2680  
 
2 Chr 5:13 twødOhVl…w l∞E;lAhVl to praising and to thanking  Vsemf2681 
Allen, “hdy,” NIDOTTE, vol. II, 407, “a hendiadys for hymnic 
praise”2682 
 
2 Chr 6:14 dRs$RjAh`Vw ‹tyîrV;bAh the covenant and the loving-kindness  Ndiss 
Avishur, Studies, 105, “covenant and steadfast love”2683; 
Weinfeld, “Terminology,” 192 
 
2 Chr 6:19 h$D;lIpV;tAh_lRa◊w ‹hÎ…nîrDh_lRa   N/Ph, semf 
to the shout of joy and to the prayer  
Avishur, Studies, 110, “cry of prayer”2684; 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 93 n. 872685 
 
2 Chr 6:28aa Nw%øq∂r´y◊w Nw°øp∂;dIv blight and mildew  Ndiss, th 
Avishur, “Pairs,” 71 n. 229, “pestilence or mildew”2686 
 
2 Chr 6:28ab ‹ lyIsDj◊w h§R;b√rAa locust and grasshopper  Ndiss, th 
Avishur, “Pairs,” 67 n. 212; Studies, 142 n. 12687  
 
2 Chr 6:29 hGÎ…nIjV;t_lDk h∞D;lIpV;t_lD;k all prayer, all supplication  N/Ph, semf, asyn 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 93 n. 872688 
 
2 Chr 6:35 M¡DtÎ…nIjV;t_tRa◊w M™DtD;lIpV;t_tRa their prayer and their supplication N/Ph, semf, c 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 93 n. 872689 
 
2 Chr 6:39 M$RhyEtâO…nIjV;t_tRa◊w ‹MDtD;lIpV;t_tRa    N/Ph, semf, b, c 

their prayer and their supplications 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 93 n. 872690 
 
2 Chr 7:7 h™Dj◊nI;mAh_tRa◊w h¶DlOoDh_tRa   Ndiss, th 
the burnt-offering and the grain-offering  
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 128, “a burnt-offering and a 
cereal-offering”; “Break-up” (Hebr.), 1982691 
 
2 Chr 7:17 y™AfDÚpVvIm…w yñå;qUj◊w and my statutes and my judgments  Nsemf, b, c 
Melamed, “Two,” 175, 1772692 

                                                
2680 ‘Exceedingly great.’ 
2681 2 infc. 
2682 See note to Ezra 3:11.  
2683 Italics Avishur. See note to Deut 7:9.  
2684 Italics Avishur. See note to 1 Kgs 8:38 (presumably 8:28 where the nouns occur). 
2685 See note to 1 Kgs 8:28 
2686 See also 1 Kgs 8:37 
2687 See note to 1 Kgs 8:37. 
2688 See note to 1 Kgs 8:28. 
2689 See note to 1 Kgs 8:28. 
2690 See note to 1 Kgs 8:28. 
2691 See note to Ex 30:9. 
2692 See note to Ex 15:25. 
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2 Chr 9:8 há∂q∂dVx…w f¶DúpVvIm judgment and righteousness  Ndiss 
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1-39, 108, 181;  
Brichto, Grammar, 41, “correct judgment”2693; 
Leclerc, Yahweh, 12, “when we encounter the terms, […] 
whether in that sequence or reversed, and whether joined by the 
conjunction or split for parallelism, we will consider them as a 
hendiadys”;  
Melamed, “Two,” 1752694; 
Reimer, “qdx,” NIDOTTE, vol. III, 750, “Since the pair forms a 
hendiadys, precise and distinct meanings for each of the partners 
should not be sought. Rather, together they represent the ideal of 
social justice”2695; 
Schultz, “Theology,” NIDOTTE, vol. I, 197, “probably best 
understood as a hendiadys, that is, two terms that can be 
translated as ‘righteous judgment’ or ‘social justice’”2696; 
Weinfeld, “Justice,” 2282697 
 
2 Chr 15:18; 16:2, 3 b™DhÎz◊w PRs¶R;k silver and gold  Ndiss, th 
Talmon/Fields, “Collocation,” 88, “riches”  
 
2 Chr 16:14 MyYˆn◊z…w My∞ImDcV;b spices and kinds/species  Ndiss, b2698  
Avishur, Studies, 102; 
Bullinger, Figures, 660, “sweet odours, yes – and of all manner 
of kinds”;  
Gesenius, Lehrbuch, 854, “Arten von Gewürzen”2699; 
Gesenius, Lexicon (ed. Robinson), 229, “a still voice, light 
whisper”2700; 
Glassius, Philologiae, 393, “aromaticis speciebus”2701; 
König, Stilistik, 161, “Arten von Gewürzen”2702; 
Lee, Grammar, 304;  
Stuart, Grammar, 3352703  
 
2 Chr 19:10 ~MyIfDÚpVvImVl…w Myâî;qUjVl to statutes and to judgments  Nsemf, a, b, c 
Melamed, “Two,” 175, 1772704 
 
2 Chr 20:6 h$∂r…wb◊g…w AjâO;k strength and might/strength  Nsemf, synl  
Avishur, Studies, 108, “power of might”2705  
 

                                                
2693 Italics Brichto. See note to Gen 18:19.  
2694 Melamed refers to this combination of nouns as a hendiadys.  
2695 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
2696 See note to Ps 99:4. 
2697 See note to 2 Sam 8:15. 
2698 Concr + abstr. 
2699 ‘Kinds/species of aromatic spices.’ 
2700 In the 1858 edition. 
2701 ‘Species of spices.’ 
2702 ‘Kinds of spices.’ 
2703 In the edition from 1821. 
2704 See note to Ex 15:25. 
2705 Italics Avishur. Avishur also refers to 1 Chr 29:12.  
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2 Chron 20:22 h#D;lIhVt…w h˝Î…nîrVb with shout of joy and praise  Nsemf, a 
Avishur, Studies, 103 n. 1, “In song of praise” 
 
2 Chr 29:8 h$∂qérVvIl◊w h∞D;mAvVl to horror and to hissing   Ndiss, a 
Melamed, “Break-up” (Eng.), 1332706  
 
2 Chr 29:19 …wnVvó∂;dVqIh◊w …w…n∞AkEh we prepared and we sanctified  Vdiss2707 
Johnson, Perfekt, 71 
 
2 Chr 29:30 …wáwSjA;tVv`I¥yÅw …wëdV;qˆ¥y`Aw    Vsemf, synl2708 
and they fell down and they bowed/worshipped  
Cohen, “Saga,” 325, 336 n. 222709; 
Stuart, Exodus, 290, n 53, “‘submit worshipfully’ or the like”2710 
 
2 Chr 31:2 l$E;lAhVl…w twêødOhVl…w and to thanking and to praising  Vsemf2711 
Allen, “hdy,” NIDOTTE, vol. II, 407, “a hendiadys for hymnic 
praise”2712 
 
2 Chr 32:1 ‹tRmTaDh◊w MyôîrDb√;dAh the words and the truth  Ndiss, b  
Avishur, Studies, 102; 
Gordis, “Usages,” 43, “hlah tmah yrbd”2713; Koheleth, 279, 332, 
“words of truth” 
 
2 Chr 32:15 h$DkDlVmAm…w ywâø…g nation and kingdom  Ndiss  
Talmon, Kingship, 13 n. 14, “should be considered a hendiadys, 
a composite designation of Israel’s national essence”2714 
 
2 Chr 33:3 ‹NRb‹ˆ¥yÅw bDvGÎ¥yÅw and he returned and he built   Vdiss (advm)2715 
NET, 1466 n. 102716  
 
2 Chr 33:6 y¡Inwøo√;dˆy◊w bwäøa medium and wizard   Nsemf 
Blenkinsopp, “Deuteronomy,” 189, “functioned as a kind of 
hendiadys”2717 ; 
Melamed, “Two,” 1762718; 
Tur-Sinai (Torczyner), “Medium,” EncBib, vol. I, 135; 
Language, 3502719 
 

                                                
2706 See note to Jer 19:8. 
2707 Qatal + weqatal. 
2708 2 impfc. 
2709 See note to Gen 24:26. 
2710 See note to Gen 24:26. 
2711 2 infc. 
2712 See note to Ezra 3:11.  
2713 ‘These words of truth.’ 
2714 See note to 1 Kgs 18:10. 
2715 2 impfc. 
2716 See note to Gen 26:18. 
2717 See note to Lev 19:31.  
2718 See note to Lev 19:31. 
2719 See note to Lev 19:31. 
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2 Chr 34:3 twáøkE;sA;mAh◊w My™IlIsVÚpAh◊w    Ndiss, th, b 
and the graven images and the molten images  
Houtman, Exodus, vol. III, 639 n. 552720; 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 88-89 n. 792721 
 
2 Chr 34:4 ‹twøkE;sA;mAh◊w My§IlIsVÚpAh◊w    Nsemf, b 
and the graven images and the molten images  
Houtman, Exodus, vol. III, 639 n. 552722; 
Levi, Inkongruenz, 88-89 n. 792723 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
2720 See note to Deut 27:15. 
2721 See note to Deut 27:15. 
2722 See note to Deut 27:15. 
2723 See note to Deut 27:15. 
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